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MC Managed Care Organization Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

i. Geographic area served. 
j. Other information as required by IME. 

MC8.01 

Identify members who are eligible for a state's Medicaid program by 
qualifying under a section 1115 waiver eligibility expansion group. 
Distinguish the “1115 expansion eligibles” from other groups of 
Medicaid-eligibles. 

Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.2.2, 
Requirement # 
MC8.01 
 

MC8.02 

Collect and maintain the data necessary to support the budget neutrality 
reporting requirements as specified in the state's 1115 waiver (including 
the ability to identify those members who would be ineligible for Medicaid 
in the absence of the state's 1115 waiver). 

Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.2.2, 
Requirement # 
MC8.02 
 

MC.SS.01 

Process and maintain inputs and outputs including, but not limited to:
Inputs: 
a. Encounter data from managed care plans. 
Outputs: 
a. Enrollment Rosters to managed care organizations. 
b. Monthly files of paid claims and encounter data to actuarial contractor.

Yes No SM 240 

Section 9.1.6.2.2, 
Requirement # 
MC.SS.01 
 

As shown in Figure 9.1.6.2-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column Column Description Column Summary

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 95% 

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 5% 

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. 560 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.1.6.2-1. Team Noridian's solution compliance to the RFP requirements. Our solution will meet 
all the RFP requirements using the existing system capability as well as configuring and modifying the 
eCAMS system. 

9.1.6.2.2 Approach to Addressing the Managed Care Organization System Requirements  
Business Area Overview 

Team Noridian’s eCAMS presents a standardized, secure, and robust solution for administering all end-
to-end functions of Managed Care Organizations (MCOs). We have extensive experience with the 
Managed Care program. This experience includes timely enrollments, accurate capitation payments, 
processing encounters, blocking payments in fee-for-service (FFS) for managed care-covered services, 
and generating the necessary reports, including financial reports in other states’ MMIS. This experience 
will ensure a smooth transition from the legacy MMIS system and create an easy road map for MCO 
participation and cooperation with minimum impact. 

Overview of Managed Care Organization Requirements 

Team Noridian understands the significance of objectives such as defining and maintaining managed care 
programs, managing health plans managed care contracts, collecting health care and encounter data from 
MCOs and blocking FFS payments for managed care services. Figure 9.1.6.2-2 shows eCAMS capacity 
to handle these managed care requirements. 

Managed Care Programs IA MMIS Need MI MMIS WA MMIS 

MCO numbers TBD 14 6

PIHP and PAHPs numbers 1 18 16

PCCMs Supported numbers 2000 83 17

PACE Providers numbers 1 4 1
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Managed Care Programs IA MMIS Need MI MMIS WA MMIS 

Non Emergency Transportation (NEMT) Contractor Capitated 1 1 0

MCO Provider Network Yes Yes Yes (FQHC/RHC and PCP only)

Support Assessment of Member Access to Provider Network Yes Yes Yes 

Monthly Capitation and Management Fees Payments Yes Yes Yes 

Weekly Capitation and Management Fees Payments/Voids/
Adjustments for Retro Enrollments, Disenrollments, and Rate 
Adjustments 

Yes Yes Yes 

FQHC/RHC Enhancement Payments Yes N/A Yes 

Encounter Processing and Maintaining Repository for Reports 
and Analysis 

Yes Yes Yes 

Service-Based Payments Generation N/A Yes Yes 

Blocking Payments in FFS for services covered by MCOs Yes Yes Yes 

Financial Data Reporting for Managed Care Programs Yes Yes Yes 

Figure 9.1.6.2-2. eCAMS Managed Care. Past eCAMS implementations of managed care programs in 
MMIS will provide assured success in managing MCOs. 
Team Noridian understands the rationale for grouping these managed care objectives in this section. The 
Department must pay MCOs accurately because they assume risks in delivering a comprehensive and 
defined benefit package to enrolled members. At the same time, the Department implicitly ensures 
members will have adequate access to care near their residence. Periodic performance monitoring and 
reporting systems are needed to ensure the quality of service is maintained and the effectiveness of MCO 
services on health outcomes is measured according to standards. Figure 9.1.6.2-3 shows how the MITA-
aligned eCAMS MCO business architecture interacts with eCAMS business process areas and with 
external stakeholders such as MCOs, brokers, members, and agencies who maintain data warehouses and 
analyze, validate, monitor, and produce reports. 
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Figure 9.1.6.2-3. Managed Care Organization Business Architecture. eCAMS is a MITA-aligned solution 
that supports all managed care processes and services. 
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eCAMS Assessment of Member Access to Services in the MCO Network 

The purpose of the MCO network assessment is to determine whether the composition and distribution of 
MCO network providers can support the member population enrolled in managed care. We believe that to 
accomplish this purpose, the system should be able to collect, compare, and report distribution of the 
MCO providers across geographic locations, specialties and subspecialties, special member needs, 
primary care physician (PCP) capacity and availability, PCP ability to take new members, and filters to 
identify debarred individuals who are affiliated with providers. 

Team Noridian’s view of the “to-be” business process area for the Department’s MCO Network 
Assessment is outlined in Figure 9.1.6.2-4. Figure 9.1.6.2-5 shows how inputs to the assessment model 
correlate with expected outputs. 

Team Noridian’s assessment of member access to MCO network providers is connected to the business 
process areas and tools discussed below. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-4. Conceptual Model for MCO Provider Network Assessment. The eCAMS Managed Care 
and Provider Management business process areas can capture Department-required information on 
MCOs, PCPs, and MCO network providers. 
S. No. Input Details Expected Assessment Output

1. 
MCO geographic area, member residence address, 
and MCO network provider 

Clear visibility of availability of care by geographic region is vital to assess member access to 
any health care network. eCAMS can list providers by ZIP Code and city in the MCO network 
and summarize this in the MCO and the MCO’s service area definitions for comparison across 
MCOs at these levels. 

2. 

MCO network provider specialty and subspecialty 
(taxonomy) data and special needs support data 
typically are collected during provider enrollment, 
along with address details of servicing locations. 

eCAMS can generate a provider count by specialty or subspecialty (taxonomy) by ZIP Code or 
by city in the MCO network and summarize the information in the MCO and the MCO’s service 
area definitions for comparison across MCOs at these levels. 

3. 

MCO network provider additional demographic data 
involves details around language support, gender, 
ethnicity, and other cultural information, which  
allows the State to respond to member requests for 
providers with specific backgrounds. 

eCAMS system can respond to member requests as required under State policies and generate 
reports using provider demographics and specialty-subspecialty or ZIP Code information in the 
MCO network and summarizing the information in the MCO and the MCO’s Service Area 
definitions. 

4. 
Member details include member language and 
cultural preferences to assess the member’s access 
to care. 

eCAMS generates summary reports on these elements for member counts and compare them 
with providers available in the MCO network by ZIP Code, MCO, or service area level. This 
information will also be also made available to call centers for addressing member inquiries. 
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S. No. Input Details Expected Assessment Output

5.  
A provider outcome evaluation scorecard lets the 
system attach a quantitative quality score, such as H 
after S, to MCOs and their network providers. 

The final quality score will be stored on the MCO and on the provider record and used to 
generate assessment reports for providers available in MCO networks. The process of quality 
score determination is assumed to be outside the scope of MERP. eCAMS will work with the 
Department during design discussion to develop a list of scores to be stored for providers and 
MCOs. 

6. Capacity and enrollment counts are MCO and PCP 
current counts and their capacity for new members. 

This information will be readily available to members to help them select an MCO and PCPs 
through the Department member services their brokers. 

Figure 9.1.6.2-5. Assessment Inputs and Expected Outcome. This table lists all the data inputs to be used 
in MCO network assessments. 
eCAMS Provider Management 

The eCAMS Provider Management business process area collects complete details for Medicaid and non-
Medicaid providers. It provides Web screens to support Managed Care Organization details such as 
Employer Identification Numbers (EINs), ownership, organization detail, address, communication status, 
and managed care program participation. 

The eCAMS Provider Management business process area also stores MCO network providers and merges 
and updates existing providers into a single Provider repository. It identifies those providers as “MCOs 
network provider,” “Department network provider,” or “Both.” It also maintains an association between 
provider locations and MCO locations and crosswalks them. Team Noridian understands that the State 
collects MCO network provider data file. We will change the current interface as necessary to increase 
efficiency when loading this file. 

eCAMS Managed Care Contracts Maintenance 

Managed Care Contracts Maintenance provides business process wizard-based Web screens to capture 
MCO contract information, which combines with basic details captured in the Provider Management 
business process in areas such as the following: 

 Contract term 
 Contract capacity, enrollment counts, threshold percentage, and limit flags for auto-assignment, 

manual enrollment, reenrollment, reconnect family, and newborn retro-enrollment 
 Additional benefit package 
 Contract services areas 
 Contract service area capacities, enrollment counts, threshold percentages, and limit flags 
 Contract FQHC/RHC and PCP association spans, capacities, and services areas 
 Contract level withholds and incentives 
 Contract performance measures and assignment factor values 

The eCAMS Contract Maintenance wizard lets users make changes in one or more steps (segments) and 
submit them for approval. Once approved, the system automatically analyzes their impact on enrolled 
members, identifies these members, and creates a “to-be” transaction in the Managed Care enrollment 
queue for enrollment processing. 

eCAMS ETL and Interfaces Services 

Team Noridian will use eCAMS extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) or its interface business 
process area to extract and transform data in a standard format and send it to external stakeholders who 
will analyze and report on it. 

eCAMS Reporting Services 

The Team Noridian solution provides an enterprise-level, Web-based reporting tool, “Cognos Reports,” 
which develops ad hoc or batch reports as required. 
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Team Noridian’s proposed solution capabilities, supported by eCAMS Interface services, will permit 
MCO provider network assessment and will meet the Department’s objectives. This process will help the 
Department increase the availability of quality providers in the MCO network. 

eCAMS Managed Care Payment Administration 

The eCAMS Managed Care business process area, unlike legacy MMIS, handles capitation and 
management fee payments, calculations, funds determinants, and sends payments to financials and applies 
electronic funds transfer (EFT) or check details on transactions. This approach eliminates the use of local 
procedure codes in the preparation of payments, eliminates cumbersome claims processing, and simplifies 
data structures. Thus the eCAMS Managed Care Payment Administration solution allows the following: 

 Preparation of interim capitation and management fees 
 Preparation of full capitation and management fees 
 Handling of spend-down 
 Preparation of enhancement fees to specified MCO network providers 
 Preparation of service-based enhancement fees to MCOs and specified MCO network providers 
 Preparation of gross adjustments 
 Preparation of member-level rate adjustments 
 Funds (account strings) determination and validation 
 Resolution of pending payments 
 Interfaces with the financial business process area 
 Preparation of Remittance Advices (RAs) 
 X12 820 files generation 
 Warrant cancellation management 
 Journal voucher preparation 
 Manual fund determination 

Figure 9.1.6.2-6 shows how eCAMS processes managed care payments. Team Noridian’s unique 
approach of linking enrollments with payment transactions through X12 834 transactions ensures all 
payments are traced to enrollment transactions reported to MCOs, which avoids having to reconcile 
enrollments and payments. The payment generation process also ensures that capitation and management 
fee payments use the same data elements, such as member names, identifiers, and rate cohorts, as reported 
on the 834 and provides full consistency between these two sets of information. 
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Figure 9.1.6.2-6. Managed Care Payment Generation. eCAMS provides a comprehensive payments 
solution for a managed care-type delivery model which pays premium-type payments for qualifying 
benefit programs. 
The interim capitation and management fee payment process prepares payments, voids, and adjustments 
for retro enrollments, disenrollments, and rate adjustments reported in X12 834 update transactions, and 
links full payments with X12 834 audit transactions to pay for the upcoming month. 

The eCAMS Managed Care business process area uses a queue framework to simultaneously process 
multiple 834s and payment transactions, thus providing a highly scalable solution. eCAMS prepares 
interim payments in real time as enrollment transactions are processed and X12 834 update transactions 
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are created. Full (monthly) payments are prepared on the completion of X12 834 audit transactions for 
each MCO. Although most business rules are implemented in the enrollment process to ensure that 
payments are prepared without error, payment operational and financial rules such as duplicate payments, 
errors in allocating spend-down, missing rates, lack of void transactions for adjustments, and invalid 
account strings are implemented in the payment preparation process to accommodate last-minute checks 
to ensure easy passage through the financial processes. 

The eCAMS managed care payment process can generate additional payments to MCOs and its network 
providers based on MCO-provided information through Web screens-based uploads or MCO-submitted 
encounters. In our eCAMS implementation for Washington MMIS, we use both modes for paying 
monthly enhancement payments to federally qualified health centers (FQHCs) and rural health clinics 
(RHCs) from MCO networks and pay MCOs and FQHCs/RHCs based on newborn delivery services 
reported through encounters. Gross adjustment preparation allows users to set up recoupments and 
payments to be recovered or paid outside the normal payment processes. Prescheduled batch jobs, 
controlled through Interface Service Repository (ISR) framework, provide these payment transactions to 
financial processes for EFT, check, or receivables preparation. After financial information is received, the 
system prepares a Remittance Advice and generates 820 files. eCAMS payments functionality let users 
view and manage payment transactions. 

eCAMS MCO Encounter Processing 

eCAMS includes a robust automated claims processing engine that configures adjudication and work 
management rules. The core of the processing solution is the RuleIT rules engine, which serves as the 
Medicaid Adjudication Rules repository and an adjudication rules engine. As a centralized Adjudication 
Rules repository, RuleIT houses adjudication rules tied to the processing of claims and encounters. The 
unique eCAMS “continuous flow processing” model allows constant claims processing, whether during 
peak or non-peak hours. It uses single-cycle processing, unlike the legacy system, which performs history 
edits using a daily and weekly cycle. RuleIT can execute the Department policies and federal mandates 
with minimal implementation time and performs impact analysis on implemented rules. Its configurable, 
table-driven online functionality lets the operations team manage the eCAMS Queue Infrastructure 
quickly to meet peak adjudication demands. Figure 9.1.6.2-7 shows the eCAMS managed care encounters 
processing flow. 

eCAMS leverages the integrating MCO encounter data collection and processing in the Washington and 
Michigan MMIS implementations. The Washington encounter processing solution involved accepting 
non-standard submissions in X12 837 formats to accommodate MCO encounter submissions through the 
billing agency. MCOs themselves acted as submitters while maintaining the MCO, the billing provider, 
and the servicing provider on the encounter. The Washington MMIS collects data from the 14 Regional 
Support Networks (RSNs) that provide mental health services for the entire Medicaid and State-run 
program population, or almost a million members, and the five MCOs that serve almost 700,000 
members. Our solution uses industry-standard tools, including Edifecs XEngine, combined with tested 
application codes, to manage the workflow of data files submitted. Submitters use a Secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP) or a secured Web-based provider portal to make submissions. The agencies use SFTP for 
the submission and retrieval of large files through automated backend processes. MCOs also use eCAMS 
screens to monitor progress and retrieve the results of the submission through the Web interface. 
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Figure 9.1.6.2-7. Managed Care Encounters Processing Flow. eCAMS claims processing benefits the 
Department and users with consistent processes and views. 
Termination of MCOs 

eCAMS Managed Care Contract Management provides a business-process driven wizard to maintain the 
information of a MCO that provides a benefit program. Authorized users can add and terminate contracts 
and maintain properties of contracts used in Managed Care Enrollment. On submission and on approval 
of changes in any of the contract properties, including any change in the contract term, the eCAMS 
Managed Care business process area uses automated impact analysis processes to identify the affected 
members served by the MCO. eCAMS uses and processes enrollment transactions based on rules, 
member eligibility, and accessibility to services provided by MCOs and their providers. 

Block Payments 

The eCAMS Managed Care Benefit Program’s Maintenance business process wizard (BPW) lets 
authorized users carve out services to be paid through fee-for-service (FFS). When processing claims, the 
eCAMS claim adjudication process verifies member eligibility and the Managed Care enrollment history 
stored in the database in edits applied to claims during adjudication. The system then determines whether 
a service submitted on a claim is a carved-out service (a benefit package) maintained on the Managed 
Care Benefit Program and can block payments for it by denying the claim or a claim line. Retroactive 
enrollment or disenrollment to or from a Managed Care Benefit program creates a mass adjustment for 
the eCAMS Claims business process area either to void claims for members or revisit denied claims 
during the managed care period. 

Financial Reporting 

The eCAMS Finance business process area uses common services and processes for all payables or 
receivables generated from claims, managed care, Third-Party Liability (TPL), or other business process 
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areas. All financial data is processed similarly to maintain consistency between business process areas 
and allow the generation of similar reports for a specified business process area or across multiple areas.  

External Interfaces Listing 

Team Noridian has reviewed all the requirements in this section of the RFP and has come up with a 
comprehensive list of external interfaces as shown in Figure 9.1.6.2-8. 

# Interface Name Interface Description Source Destination Available 
in eCAMS? 

New 
Interface? Requirement# 

1 
X12N 834 Transaction 
Interface 

834 enrollment transactions to 
contracted MCOs 

MMIS eCAMS EDI gateway
Yes No MC.SS.01 

2 
X12N 820 Transaction 
Interface 

820 capitation payment 
transactions to contracted MCOs 

MMIS eCAMS EDI gateway
Yes No MC2.09 

3 
X12N 837 Transaction 
Interface 

Receive 837 encounters from 
MCOs 

eCAMS EDI 
gateway 

MMIS
Yes No MC3.07 

4 
Encounter Transaction 
Results Report (ETRR) 

Summary of encounters 
processed 

MMIS MCO
Yes No MC3.03 

5 
Actuarial Encounter Data Data extract for paid claims and 

encounters 
MMIS Milliman

No Yes MC.SS.01 

Figure 9.1.6.2-8. eCAMS External Interfaces. The managed care business area interacts with a number of 
external business partners. 
Letters/Correspondence List 

Team Noridian has reviewed all the requirements in this section of the RFP and has identified no 
Letters/Correspondences required. 

Reports Lists 

Team Noridian has reviewed all the requirements in this section of the RFP and has come up with a 
comprehensive list of reports which are available in eCAMS to meet these requirements, as shown in 
Figure 9.1.6.2-9.  

# Report Name Description Available in 
eCAMS New Report Requirement# 

1 Managed Care network 
providers 

Managed Care network providers Yes No MC1.07 

2 Encounter audit report Generate report with audit information on accuracy and timeliness 
of encounter data 

No Yes MC3.05 

3 Encounter summary 
report 

Generate managed care program report on encounters grouped by 
category of service, category of eligibility and by provider type 

Yes No MC4.11 

Figure 9.1.6.2-9. eCAMS Reports. eCAMS managed care business area produces multiple reports to  
aid the IME in managing activities. 
MITA Maturity Alignment 

Figure 9.1.6.2-10 identifies the applicable MITA business processes available under the managed care 
business area and Team Noridian’s solution alignment. Team Noridian has operational experience with 
these business processes as delivered through eCAMS. 

#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) Compliance/Notes

1 Program Management Develop/Maintain BPS Yes ML-3

2 Program Management Manage program Information Yes ML-3

3 Program Management Maintain Benefit/Reference 
Information 

Yes ML-3 

4 Program Management Manage Rate Setting Yes ML-3
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#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) Compliance/Notes

5 Operations Management Edit Claims/Encounters Yes ML-3

6 Operations Management Price Claims/Encounters Yes ML-3

7 Operations Management 
Prepare Capitation Premium 
Payment Yes ML-3 

8 Operations Management Manage Payment Information Yes ML-3

9 Operations Management Manage Recoupments Yes ML-3

Figure 9.1.6.2-10. Alignment to Managed Care MITA Processes. eCAMS managed care business 
processes have been certified twice by CMS under the new certification checklists.  
MC1.01 

Team Noridian understands that the Department seeks to capture information on contracted MCOs 
including organization type, address, communications, EIN number, identifiers, contacts, ownership, 
after-submitter information, bank account details, and trading partner information. The eCAMS managed 
care contract management business process area and the eCAMS Provider business process area together 
allows the Department to capture the following MCO contract information: 

 Contract begin and end dates and managed care program enrolled  
 Contract limits and capacities 
 Service areas (Geographical) 
 Service areas capacities and limits 
 MCO PCP provider capacity and service area 
 Performance measures data 

The easy-to-use interface of eCAMS Contract Management wizard lets users enter information online 
through Web screens. Figures 9.1.6.2-11 through 9.1.6.2-13 show the screens used to define MCO  
service area. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-11. Managed Care Organization Contract List. Users can view all contracts in a single list 
with status of changes as Approved or In-Review. 
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Figure 9.1.6.2-12. Managed Care Organization Contract Maintenance Wizard. Users can follow step-by-
step segments to add new contracts or maintain existing contracts. 

 
Figure 9.1.6.2-13. Managed Care Organization Service Areas. By selecting and moving options, users 
can establish the service area for contact and link with a region to be used in rates setup. 
The eCAMS Managed Care Program Management business process area allows users to define standard 
performance measures for a time span that they can use to capture values from MCOs for use in reports or in 
assignment logic. The eCAMS managed care enrollment process uses these measures as weights for selecting 
an MCO in the automated assignment process. In our Michigan MMIS eCAMS implementation, the contract 
business process area allows the uploading of Healthcare Effectiveness Data Information System (HEDIS) 
scores and counts for grievances and appeals, which are used in assessment and quality reports. 
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MC1.02 

eCAMS Provider Management business process area uses Interface Service Bus Framework to accept and 
process MCO provider network interface files from MCOs at scheduled frequency and stores information 
into the provider management repository. 

Provider management processes match an incoming provider record with already existing providers in 
the provider management repository using National Provider Identifiers (NPIs) and other identifiers and 
rules to maintain provider information. If a match is found then the existing provider record is updated 
with the latest information including PCP status, accepting new clients, Offers Pediatric Services, 
Offers OB-Gyn Services and more as shown in Figure 9.1.6.2-14. If a match is not found then a new 
provider enrollment is created and new information is stored. The provider management screen allows 
users to view contracted providers within the MCO network as shown in Figure 9.1.6.2-15. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-14. Provider Basic Information. The screen shows basic details of a provider, MCO in this 
case, and provides navigation link to “Network Providers” via the “Show” dropdown menu. 

 

 Figure 9.1.6.2-15. Provider MCO Network Provider List. The screen shows list of network providers 
serving under an MCO. 
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 Figure 9.1.6.2-16. Provider MCO Network Provider Detail. The screen shows detailed information of an 
MCO’s network provider, including name, gender, service status like “Accepting New Clients”, “Offers 
OB-Gyn Services”, “Offers Pediatric Services” and more. 
An indicator for a PCP will be maintained on a crosswalk (an association) to an MCO. That indicator will 
mark the provider’s network status as “MCO Network Only,” “Department FFS Network Only,” or 
“Both.” Users have the ability to view and update the information online, if required. Figures 9.1.6.2-17 
and 9.1.6.2-18 provide more details on eCAMS capabilities to maintain information on providers and 
their locations. 
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 Figure 9.1.6.2-17. Network Provider Basic Information. The screen shows basic information of provider, 
PCP in this case, and provides navigation to the list of “Indicators” set on the PCP provider including 
their association to MCO, via the “Show” dropdown menu. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-18. Network Provider Indicator. The screen allows Department-authorized users to add or 
modify indicators on providers, PCP in this case. 
MC1.03 

The eCAMS Provider Management business process area allows PCP providers to be loaded into the 
provider repository every week when MCO provider network files are received from MCOs. An indicator 
for the PCP and an association with an MCO simplifies identification of these PCPs. 

The eCAMS managed care contract maintenance business process wizard provides a step for maintaining 
an enrollment limit (a flag to indicate a provider who is accepting a new assignment), maximum capacity 
for MCO’s enrollees, and provider service areas for specific type of providers within the MCOs/PCCMS/ 
PIHPs/PAHPs' network. eCAMS automatically maintains the numbers of members assigned or enrolled 
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in real time as members are enrolled or assigned to MCOs and PCPs. These counts are adjusted on 
disenrollment to provide true numbers online. 

eCAMS provides Web screens to capture this information for MCO Network FQHCs and RHCs. 
Figure 9.1.6.2-19 shows the maintenance gateway for FQHCs/RHCs registry in an MCO network. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-19. MCO’s FQHC/RHC Capacity List. Easy-to-use filters, a full view of capacity, an 
enrollment limit, and current enrollment counts, as well as navigability to provider maintenance allow 
users to quickly find the right provider in an MCO network. 
Team Noridian will work with the Department to identify additional information required on the contract 
maintenance business process wizard for maintaining PCP networks according to IME requirements. 

MC1.04 

eCAMS uses the standard practices of staging, validation, and loading for all inbound interfaces 
processed using interface-specific rules. This provides standard reporting counts, such as records read, 
records staged, records in error, and records loaded successfully. It also provides a standard process for 
capturing errors and reporting them to the information source in the form of messages, a report file, or as 
screen prompts. Team Noridian will define the rules for an MCO network provider file and PCP registry 
files received from an MCO in accordance with the MCO handbook manual. We will also apply these 
rules in validations, which meet the requirements of these interfaces. 

MC1.05 

eCAMS managed care contract administration allows users to update the last participation date on the 
contract or the date of cancellation of contract. The submission and approval of this information 
automatically triggers an impact analysis and disenrolls members from the MCO as of the appropriate 
date. Team Noridian understands that brokers perform member outreach in the State. eCAMS will create 
open enrollment transactions for these members and send the information to brokers through daily 
communications. Figure 9.1.6.2-20 shows the MCO’s Contract Maintenance screens that display the field 
used in terminating MCO contracts. 
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Figure9.1.6.2-20. MCO’s Contract Maintenance. Changing the participation end date and immediately 
saving triggers the processing of the request, ends all other contract information, and submits a batch for 
automatic analysis. 
MC1.06 

eCAMS Managed Care Contract Maintenance business process wizard provides web screens to maintain 
MCO network provider information including PCP's participation dates, enrollment limit (a flag to 
indicate a provider who is accepting a new assignment), maximum capacity, and provider service areas. 

eCAMS web screens were used in Washington MMIS implementation to capture this information for 
MCO Network FQHCs and RHCs.  

Figures 9.1.6.2-21 through 9.1.6.2-23 show the contract maintenance wizard screens which allow the 
Department users to maintain managed care contract and PCP information including end dating PCP 
participation with an MCO. 

Figure 9.1.6.2-21. MCO Contract List. The screen shows list of Managed Care contracts along with their 
business status and contract dates and also allows Department-authorized users to add new contracts or 
modify existing contracts. 
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 Figure 9.1.6.2-22. MCO Contract Maintenance Wizard. This eCAMS wizard screen provides easy to 
follow steps for addition or updating of Managed Care contracts. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-23. MCO Contract PCP Capacity List. The screen shows history of PCP capacity along 
with status and effective dates. 
MC1.07 

The eCAMS Provider Management and Member Management business process areas have many data 
elements in its relational database tables that store managed care information required for assessing 
member access to services in a provider network. The ability to inquire across different business process 
areas allows easy access to required information. For example, a user can execute a query using a 
member’s address and match it with a provider’s address in the same city or ZIP Code. The user can also 
refine the query to use the member benefit package or provider specialty or subspecialty (taxonomies) to 
match specific provider types with services allowed using preferences such as language and gender. 
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Team Noridian understands the objective of the MCO network assessment is to determine whether the 
composition of providers and their distribution in an MCO network can support the Medicaid population. 
We believe to accomplish this objective, the system must collect, compare, and report the distribution of 
MCO providers in many geographic locations, by specialty and subspecialty, by language, and by other 
matching data collected during provider and member enrollments. As explained earlier in the overview 
section, Team Noridian’s approach provides evaluation of member access to health care network, 
summarizes provider data by specialty / subspecialty and location address, summarizes additional 
information like language support, gender and ethnicity, maintains provider outcome evaluation scorecard 
and reports current enrollment and available capacity. 

MC1.08 

The eCAMS service oriented architecture platform facilitates communication to disparate data sources to 
perform extensive sanction review and validation editing. eCAMS interfaces with the CMS excluded 
provider list (Office of Inspector General (OIG) List of Excluded Individuals and Entities (LEIE)) to 
identify such providers and marks their business status as "Terminated" with appropriate reason and 
effective dates within the provider registry. 

eCAMS Provider Management business process area provides online screens which allow the Department 
users to search for debarred providers. Debarment information can also be identified using filters in the 
lists published for determining access to network providers of any MCO. When reviewing enrollments, 
eCAMS can apply the Department's policy to prohibit enrollment of such providers as PCPs. The 
Department users will also have the option to add debarment information using online screens within the 
Provider Management business process area. 

MC2.01 

eCAMS capitation payment calculation and reporting provides a well-tested generic solution that lets 
users choose a model for capitation payment calculation, a model for recoupment, and a model for 
reporting payments through X12 820 transactions for each Managed Care Benefit program. The eCAMS 
managed care payment process provides two models of capitation premium calculation: 

 Pay Full Month: Pay full rate irrespective of the number of days enrolled during the month 
 Prorate over Month: Pay for the number of days enrolled during the month 

The eCAMS managed care payment process provides three models of recoupment: 

 Part-of-Month Recoupment: Recoup based on the number of days the member is disenrolled from 
managed care 

 Full-Month Recoupment: Recoup only if the member is disenrolled for the entire month 
 No Recoupment: Do not recoup 

The eCAMS managed care payment process provides two models of standard reporting for prospective 
month capitation premium payments using X12 820: 

 Report Member Level: Each line is calculated at the member level and reported as it is and a control 
number is assigned to each member transaction 

 Report MCO Level: Each line is calculated at the member level and summarized at the MCO Plan 
level to report as a single amount with counts of members. Screens still allow users to view individual 
member transactions if member payments are questioned. One control number is assigned. 

Retroactive payments and payment recoupments are reported for each member, which lets MCOs easily 
understand details of the transactions linked to enrollment transactions. The eCAMS Payment 
Administration process also reports gross adjustments, cash receipts, warrant cancellations, and 
receivables at the organization level to balance X12 820. 
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The eCAMS Managed Care business process area lets administrator-users store rates for capitation based 
on the rate factor combination of one or more cohorts, such as age, gender, location, and member 
categories for long-term care or plan-specific risk factors as set by actuaries. On approval of these rate 
factor values, the rate administration automatically checks for information completeness. Rates are then 
computed for each combination of a Managed Care Benefit Program, a fund source, a combination of 
member-based cohorts, and a span. Rates are set for a period of a month. Figures 9.1.6.2-24 and 9.1.6.2-
25 illustrate complete Rate Management. 

Figure 9.1.6.2-24 is a gateway for managed care rate maintenance, allowing the user to load rates through 
an XLS file using a standard format and maintain them online. It also provides the user with a range of 
other services to manage rates conveniently, such as View Summary Rate Report (calculated nightly after 
the rates are calculated), Approve – selectively, Reject – selectively, Approve All, and Reject All. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-24. Managed Care Rate Factor List. eCAMS sets up managed care rates as actuaries 
establish them. 
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Figure 9.1.6.2-25. Managed Care Rate Factor Details. Table-driven rate structures, rules control of 
inputs, and file uploading let users maintain rates easily. 
eCAMS lets users add a new rate for a program and a fund and a rate factor for a period. When the 
information is saved, the system automatically validates selected values for cohorts against the rate master 
stored in metadata tables. eCAMS provides a work management flow to control the application of rates 
until they are approved. A nightly job configured through eCAMS ISR analyzes all the loaded and 
approved rate factor values during a day and recalculates the rates. It runs the impact analysis 
automatically on all the enrollments and generates the change transactions in Managed Care Enrollments 
in cases of retroactive rate changes, thus creating capitation adjustments. 

Team Noridian’s unmatched intuitive solution is used in two states to process more than four million 
transactions per month, with less than 0.25 percent errors on enhancement payments and void transactions 
after conversion from the legacy system process. 

MC2.02 

The eCAMS solution as explained in MC2.01 provides two approaches for calculation of capitation 
premium: 

 Pay full month: Pay full rate irrespective of number of days enrolled 
 Prorate over Month: Pay according to number of days enrolled during the month 

An identical approach is also applied in recoupment, which allows the recovery of partial amounts in 
cases of a member’s death or other disenrollment transactions created during the month. If rates are set 
from the middle of the month, capitation payments will automatically split in two lines for a payment and 
apply rates according to the time period. eCAMS provides system configurations to setup the mode of 
calculations of capitation payments on a managed care program. 

MC2.03 

The eCAMS solution maintains a link between each 834 enrollment and payments generated for that 
enrollment. When a member is disenrolled or when enrollment is terminated because of death, the 
834 generation process will not generate an 834 transaction because it will not find an enrollment record 
for that period. After the 834 generation stops for a member, the system will stop generating payments 
automatically from the next pay period. 

MC2.04 

The eCAMS Managed Care business process area handles all capitation payment calculations outside the 
claims processing system, simplifying MCO payments and reporting by using separate data structures. It 
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eschews use of home-grown procedure code based payments and avoids the complexity of claims 
creation/submission, processing, and pricing flow applied to fee for service payments. The managed care 
payment process applies its own edits to ensure the integrity of data and validity of the financial aspects 
of payments (such as duplicate payment for a member to the same MCO or account string validation 
failure) and provides a payment resolution process for handling exceptions using the Web portal to reject, 
recycle, or correct these transactions. The managed care payments process expects the information to be 
corrected in the Managed Care Enrollment process in order to track and link payments to enrollments, 
except in the case of account segment corrections applied in the payments process only. Payments are tied 
closely to enrollments, reducing reconciliation efforts and increasing the reliability of this process in 
ensuring quick payments to MCOs. 

The eCAMS Managed Care Payment business process area reports all payments through HIPAA-standard 
X12 820 Premium Payment transaction. These transactions include: 

 Capitation premium payments calculated per-member-per-month (PMPM) 
 Management fees paid to primary care case management (PCCM) staff 
 Enhancement payments paid to MCO network special providers 
 Service-based payments initiated because of services reported in encounters 
 Managed care gross adjustments 
 Recoupment’s of and adjustments to payments 
 Any managed care-related receivables, cash receipts, balances brought forward, and carried forward 

eCAMS provides extensive support for MCO payables and receivables reporting through ANSI X12N 
820. It uses both Organization Summary (loop 2300A) and Individual Remittance (loop 2300B) segments 
to report payments, recoupment, adjustments, cash receipts, warrant cancellation offset, receivables 
transferred for estate recovery, receivables forwarded from last report, and receivables carried forward 
balance to ensure: 

 No negative balance reporting 
 Total of RMR04 amount across loop 2300A and 2300B matches with total monetary amount reported 

in the BPR02 

The eCAMS EDI framework generates ANSI X12N 820 files. File validation in EDIFECS, a COTS 
product, is performed to check HIPAA compliance (SNIP Type 1 through 7). Once successfully 
validated, the HIPAA file is then translated to the EDI portal, allowing MCOs to pick up these files. 

eCAMS has a built-in report generation capability designed specifically for providers who do not 
participate in after-data exchanges. All exceptions generated are reported online using alerts and 
communications aligned with Level 3 of MITA 2.0 maturity model standards. 

MC2.05 

eCAMS aligns payments with enrollment transactions. Retroactive disenrollment and change transactions 
trigger void payments and adjustments. A retroactive rate change first creates a rate change transaction in 
the Enrollment business process area and then an adjustment transaction in payments. 

eCAMS Managed Care Payment calculates payments on per-member-per-month (PMPM) basis. For 
example, adjustments changed retroactively for the past 2 months will trigger the creation of four 
transactions: two voids and two payments. This process of voids and adjustments maintains links with 
original payments to preserve their complete history as debits and credits. 

MC2.06 

The eCAMS Managed Care Rates Management business process area provides a flexible solution for 
maintaining managed care rates in a format similar to that used by actuaries responsible for establishing 
those rates. Rate screens allow users to upload rates or adjust rates manually for all or selected rate types. 
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On approval of these rates, eCAMS automatically creates mass change transactions for rates loaded 
retroactively and then initiates mass adjustments. In addition to normal rate changes, gross adjustments 
allow recovery or payment of a lump sum amount from or to an MCO. Member-level rate adjustment 
creates a change transaction for the period after nonstandard rates are approved for the members. The 
flexibility in setting up mass adjustments through these processes allows the Department to perform mass 
adjustments in accordance with State policy. 

MC2.07 

eCAMS supports generation of 834 update files to ensure MCOs and PCP get all the enrollment and 
disenrollment information on a regular basis. The 834 audit files ensure that MCOs and PCPs reconcile the 
enrollments in their data bases with the enrollments sent in 834 files, Apart from this, eCAMS maintains 
link between 834 and 820 transactions by sending 834 set and transaction number on 820 transactions 
enabling MCOs/PCPs to track payments and recoupment’s for 834 transactions reported to them. 

MC2.08 

eCAMS Managed Care Enrollment creates transfer transactions when a member disenrolls from one 
MCO and enrolls in another MCO. On approval of these transactions, the enrollment process creates one 
disenrollment and another enrollment transaction. eCAMS payments are generated based on these 
transactions. In this case, the process will recoup payments from one MCO and pay another. In case of 
future transfers, it will pay only the MCO with whom the member is enrolled. 

MC2.09 

The eCAMS Managed Care Payment business process area reports all payments through HIPAA-standard 
X12 820 Premium Payment transaction, which is processed using the managed care delivery model. 
These transactions include: 

 Capitation premium payments calculated per-member-per-month (PMPM) 
 Management fees paid to primary care case management (PCCM) staff 
 Enhancement payments paid to MCO network special providers 
 Service-based payments initiated because of services reported in encounters 
 Managed care gross adjustments 
 Recoupment’s of and adjustments to payments 
 Any managed care-related receivables, cash receipts, balances brought forward, and carried forward 

eCAMS provides extensive support for MCO payables and receivables reporting through ANSI X12N 
820. It uses both Organization Summary (loop 2300A) and Individual Remittance (loop 2300B) segments 
to report payments, recoupment, adjustments, cash receipts, warrant cancellation offset, receivables 
transferred for estate recovery, receivables forwarded from last report, and receivables carried forward 
balance to ensure: 

 No negative balance reporting 
 Total of RMR04 amount across loop 2300A and 2300B matches with total monetary amount reported 

in the BPR02 

The eCAMS EDI framework generates ANSI X12N 820 files. File validation in EDIFECS, a COTS 
product, is performed to check HIPAA compliance (SNIP Type 1 through 7). Once successfully 
validated, the HIPAA file is then translated to the EDI portal, allowing MCOs to pick up these files. 

eCAMS has a built-in report generation capability designed specifically for providers who do not 
participate in after-data exchanges. All exceptions generated are reported online using alerts and 
communications aligned with Level 3 of MITA 2.0 maturity model standards. 
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MC3.01 

The eCAMS Claims business process area shadow-prices encounters (if all appropriate pricing elements 
are present on an encounter) as FFS claim and stores the information on the encounter as any regular FFS 
claim. eCAMS also stores MCO-submitted HCP segments on the HIPAA 837 transaction to store the 
payment information. eCAMS collects and stores the encounters information in the same manner as it 
stores FFS claims, capturing all the same data elements. 

MC3.02 

The eCAMS Claims business process area treats encounter claims as regular FFS claims for purposes of 
adjudication and pricing edits. State-specific restrictions to editing can be accomplished by “turning on” 
or “turning off” any edit in the eCAMS edit disposition screens. eCAMS maintains a “Disposition 
Category” as one of the parameters to distinguish between FFS claims and encounters. The adjudication 
engine, before executing any edit during an adjudication, determines whether the edit is turned on for that 
claim or encounter and proceeds accordingly.  

The rules engine can be configured to cover edits that deviate from FFS in edit logic. For example, 
because the edit “HMO Provider Error” has specific rules for encounters, this configuration is embedded 
in the rule itself. Figure 9.1.6.2-26 shows how the rule is changed by embedding specific encounter-
related checks. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-26. Edit Logic Specific to Encounters. RuleIT lets users change the execution path and 
rules execution with help of parameter-based dispositions. 
MC3.03 

eCAMS HIPAA validator (Edifecs) is configured to validate incoming transactions for the requisite 
segments and fields. Rejected transactions are responded to by a 997 report, and a custom error report 
(XML-driven error details) is returned to the submitting entity. Providers and Team Noridian will track 
these files online, as shown in Figure 9.1.6.2-27. These submissions are tracked by provider ID in the 
system for 90 days, after which they are purged. Encounters, posted with edits in the rules engine, are 
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notified through ETRR (similar to an E&A report) files. These files can be downloaded by MCOs using 
the provider portal. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-27. Tracking HIPAA Files Online. Submitters can track their files and the error reports 
 on these files. 
MC3.05 

eCAMS stores Encounter HIPAA 837 transactions and each encounter claims data file in the eCAMS 
database for easy viewing online. It also supports various scheduled or ad hoc reports to generate 
encounter data based on State-specific needs for audits on accuracy and timeliness of encounter data, 
including matching encounter record to MCO paid claim and to the provider's billing. 

MC3.06 

eCAMS shadow-prices encounter claims as it does other FFS claims, but doesn’t pay the claim. The 
claim payment amount is also retained in the database for any reporting or online inquiry purposes. This 
is supported in all of our existing MMIS implementations.  

MC3.07 

eCAMS accepts and processes encounter claims in the HIPAA 837I, P, D formats. eCAMS follows the 
similar process as loading normal claims received by HIPAA X12N 837 and is successfully processing 
encounter claims both in Washington and Michigan Medicaids. 

MC4.04 

Team Noridian understands that the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS) was created to 
establish a primary source of Medicaid data at the Federal level for maintaining a single, accurate, and 
comprehensive Medicaid database. 

eCAMS accepts, processes and stores encounter data including elements submitted on HIPAA 837, derived 
shadow price for each encounter service line and additional derived elements for faster and flexible 
reporting. As part of encounter processing, eCAMS applies key edits like duplicate encounter data and 
maximum daily units for given procedure or revenue code and only after successful editing, will the 
encounters be marked with status "Accepted" or else encounters with critical editing issues with be marked 
with status "Rejected" which will not be counted for capitation rates determination and other reports. 

eCAMS stores encounter data elements in its relational database tables which can be used later to 
generate MSIS reports. 
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MC4.05 

Team Noridian understands that the Medicaid encounter data history is used for various purposes 
including capitation rates determination, budget neutrality reporting, services utilization review and more. 

As part of encounter processing, eCAMS derives shadow price for each encounter service line and stores 
additional derived elements like age, eligibility program category, provider type/specialty/subspecialty 
and member benefit plan for faster and flexible reporting. eCAMS also identifies encounters which have 
insufficient information submitted or fail key edits, and marks such encounters with status “Rejected”. 

eCAMS stores the encounter data elements in its relational database tables which can be used later to 
generate various reports to be used for determining capitation rates. 

MC4.09 

eCAMS accepts, processes and stores encounter data including elements submitted on HIPAA 837, 
derives shadow price for each encounter service line and additional derived elements including member 
benefit plan, eligibility, level of care and demographic attributes based on various eligibility sources like 
Title V/MCHS system, Iowa Automated Benefit Calculation (IABC) System, the new implementation of 
eligibility system and online updates which are necessary to identify special health care needs. 
Availability of member attributes on encounter data history allows for faster and flexible reporting. 

eCAMS stores the encounter data elements in its relational database tables which can be used later to 
generate various reports to be used for determining capitation rates. 

MC4.10 

The eCAMS Provider Management and Member Management business process areas have many data 
elements in its relational database tables that store health care information required for assessing member 
access to services in a provider network. The ability to inquire across different business process areas 
allows easy access to required information. For example, a user can execute a query using a member’s 
address and match it with a provider’s address in the same city or ZIP Code. The user can also refine the 
query to use the member benefit package or provider specialty or subspecialty (taxonomies) to match 
specific provider types with services allowed using preferences such as language and gender. 

Team Noridian understands that the objective of the MCO network assessment is to determine whether 
the composition of providers and their distribution in an MCO network can support the Medicaid 
population. We believe to accomplish this objective, we should have a system that can collect, compare, 
and report the distribution of MCO providers in many geographic locations, by specialty and 
subspecialty, by language, and by other matching data collected during provider and member enrollments. 
Figures 9.1.6.2-3 and 9.1.6.2-4, shown earlier, depict Team Noridian’s approach for supporting this 
objective and addresses the requirements discussed below. 

MC4.11 

As proposed in the objective, Team Noridian will use currently available reports and modify them to meet 
the report requirements. Figure 9.1.6.2-28 presents samples respectively of a simple summary report and a 
single category report. 
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Figure 9.1.6.2-28. Sample Capitation Reports. eCAMS provides a variety of managed care capitation and 
other payments required by management and external agencies, allowing the Department to use eCAMS 
as it is and enhance it later. 
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MC5.01 

The eCAMS Managed Care Benefit Program’s Maintenance wizard lets users carve out services to be 
paid through FFS. Figures 9.1.6.2-29 through 9.1.6.2-32 show how such carved-out services are defined 
for managed care. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-29. Managed Care Program Maintenance Wizard. eCAMS provides easy steps to manage 
program maintenance. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-30. Program Benefits Allowed Under FFS. eCAMS lets users carve out services (a benefit 
package set up as a Group in the Reference business process area) to be paid as FFS. 
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Figure 9.1.6.2-31. Group Detail (a Benefit Package Detail). eCAMS lets submitters track their files and 
errors reported on those files. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.2-32. Range List (for Group Domain: Procedure). eCAMS lets users add the range of a code 
type to be included in a Benefit Package. 
eCAMS Claims Adjudication process verifies the member’s eligibility and checks managed care 
enrollment history. The process uses edits to claims made during adjudication to determine whether a 
service submitted (in the example shown, procedure code 87390) on a claim is a carved-out service (a 
benefit package) maintained on the Managed Care Benefit Program. Claims Adjudication blocks payment 
by denying the claim or claim line if claim's service does not match Managed Care Benefit Program's 
carved-out service. 

Retroactive enrollment to or disenrollment from a Managed Care Benefit Program creates mass 
adjustments for the eCAMS Claims business process area for the period of managed care transaction to 
either void claims for members or revisit denied claims for resurrection. 
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MC5.02 

As explained in response to objective MC5.01, Claims Adjudication will check managed care enrollment 
for members. If the member is managed care-enrolled, the system will determine whether the service is 
part of the Managed Care Program’s Benefits services carved out to be paid in FFS. The adjudication 
process will make payment of such service. 

MC5.03 

eCAMS Claims Management will verify member enrollment only for the service period noted in the 
claim. It will let FFS claims to be paid for overlapping periods only if the service period on FFS claims 
begins before the start of member enrollment in managed care. Similarly, if the member is transitioning 
from managed care to FFS, some services that started before the end of his managed care enrollment will 
not be reimbursed under FFS claims payments. Team Noridian understands that these standard practices 
are applied to transfers from one type of services arrangement to another. However, if required, we will 
review the edits with the Department and make any necessary changes to those edits. 

MC6.01 

As proposed in the objective, Team Noridian will use currently available reports and modify them to meet 
report requirements. Figure 9.1.6.2-28 presents samples respectively of a simple summary report and a 
single category report. 

MC6.02 

Claims Adjudication will maintain an indicator on claims for carved out services paid for members 
enrolled in managed care. Users can view FFS claims by filtering proposed indicators. Team Noridian 
will change this format in accordance with the Department requirements. 

MC7.01 

eCAMS Managed Care Contracts Maintenance provides business process wizard-based Web screens to 
capture MCO contract information, which combines with basic details captured in the Provider 
Management business process in areas such as the following: 

 Contract term related dates 
 Contract capacity, enrollment counts, threshold percentage, and limit flags for auto-assignment, 

manual enrollment, reenrollment, reconnect family, and newborn retro-enrollment 
 Additional benefit package 
 Contract services areas 
 Contract service area capacities, enrollment counts, threshold percentages, and limit flags 
 Contract FQHC/RHC and PCP association spans, capacities, and services areas 
 Contract level withholds and incentives 
 Contract performance measures and assignment factor values 

The eCAMS Contract Maintenance wizard lets users make changes in one or more steps (segments) and 
submit them for approval. Team Noridian will customize or add more functions to this wizard in 
accordance with the Department requirements. 

MC8.01 

eCAMS Reference business process area maintains benefit plan definitions which includes benefit service 
packages and qualifying eligibility criteria. A separate benefit plan will be created within the Reference 
system for the various Department programs like Regular Medicaid, Mental Health, Substance Abuse, 
SCHIP and one or more waiver programs and eligibility criteria will be defined for each benefit plan 
according to the Department's requirements. 
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eCAMS Member business process area monitors various member eligibility sources including Iowa 
Automated Benefit Calculation (IABC) System, the new implementation of eligibility system, Title 
V/MCHS system, TPL interfaces and online eligibility updates. eCAMS benefit plan assignment process 
will match member's eligibility attributes including member aid type to the appropriate benefit plan and 
assign appropriate benefit plan to that member. Considering that the 1115 waiver expansion group will 
have unique set of eligibility attributes, they will be assigned the respective waiver benefit plan. 

Online screens and reports can use the benefit plan assigned on members to identify those members who 
are eligible for the State's Medicaid program under 1115 waiver eligibility expansion group. 

MC8.02 

eCAMS accepts, processes and stores encounter data including elements submitted on HIPAA 837, 
derived shadow price for each encounter service line and additional derived elements like age, eligibility 
program category, provider type/specialty/subspecialty and member benefit plan for faster and flexible 
reporting. As part of encounter processing, eCAMS applies key edits like duplicate encounter data and 
maximum daily units for given procedure or revenue code and only after successful editing, will the 
encounters be marked with status "Accepted" or else encounters with critical editing issues with be 
marked with status "Rejected" which will not be counted for budget neutrality reports and other reports. 

The data element "member benefit plan" which is stored on the encounter, is derived from member's 
benefit plan available for the type and date of service rendered and will clearly identify which 1115 
waiver program the encounter claim belongs to. 

eCAMS stores encounter data elements in its relational database tables which can be used later to 
generate budget neutrality reports. 

MC.SS.01 

eCAMS accepts and processes encounter data in the HIPAA 837I, P, D formats. The eCAMS 
Adjudication engine shadow-prices encounters as FFS claim and stores the information on the encounter 
as any regular FFS claim. eCAMS HIPAA Validator (Edifecs) is configured to validate incoming 
encounters for the requisite segments and fields. Rejected transactions are reported back to the submitting 
entity by a 997 report. 

eCAMS Managed Care business process area provides support for all types of implementations of ANSI 
X12N 834 – Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance in accordance with the HIPAA EDI Transaction Set 
Implementation Guide. eCAMS provides implementation of audit/full files and update files. Audit files 
list all the members enrolled for prospective month and list members disenrolled since previous month 
audit file. The 834 update transactions are created as the enrollment transactions are processed to ensure 
that all the actions are reported to MCOs in detail. On a preset frequency (daily, weekly, bimonthly, or 
monthly) these add, delete, and change the 834 transactions which are bundled in a file for each MCO and 
sent using the EDI framework. 

The various business process areas within eCAMS process and maintain managed care related eligibility, 
enrollment, and capitation payments and encounters information. 

The eCAMS relational data model, based on industry standards such as the HL7 RIM model, is tailored to 
Medicaid’s needs by having Medicaid business, transactional, and relationship entities. This approach 
allows for more consistent data management and provides better data integrity handling. The eCAMS 
data model approach balances the normalization needs of a data model with the performance needs of a 
large- volume transaction processing system. 

These important features of eCAMS allow processing of various inputs including encounter data from 
managed care plans and produce outputs including enrollment rosters to managed care organizations and 
monthly extraction of paid claims and encounter data files to actuarial contractor and in addition allows 
the Department to inquire, extract, report, and exchange data for analyzing, identifying exceptions, 
tracking utilization, monitoring program effectiveness, helping in research, and comparing data across 
business areas and programs to determine the right care for member population. 
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9.1.6.3 Primary Care Case Manager and Medical Home and Managed Care Gatekeeper  
9.1.6.3.1 Primary Care Case Manager and Medical Home and Managed Care Gatekeeper (ME) System 
Requirements Table 

ME Primary Care Case Manager (PCCM) and Medical Home and 
Managed Care Gatekeeper Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

ME1.01 Capture enrollee choice of MCO or PCP and enter into member record. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.03 Assign enrollee to MCO or PCP based on factors such as member age, 
gender, geographic location; and MCO capitation rate, location. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.05 Display enrollees associated with MCO. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2,
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.06 Disenroll member from MCO. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.07 
Disenroll member without cause during the 90 days following the date of 
the enrollee's initial enrollment and at least once every 12 months 
thereafter. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.08 
Automatically disenroll and re-enroll members in new plans during 
periods of open enrollment or when an MCO leaves the program. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.09 
Automatically disenroll member from a terminated MCO and places in 
regular FFS status. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.10 
Generate notices to member of assignment to or disenrollment from 
MCO. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.11 Identify members excluded from enrollment, subject to mandatory 
enrollment or free to voluntarily enroll in MCO. 

    
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.12 
Prioritize enrollment for members to continue enrollment if the MCO 
does not have the capacity to accept all those seeking enrollment under 
the program. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.13 Provide a default enrollment process for those members who do not 
choose a MCO. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.14 
Automatically re-enroll a member who is disenrolled solely because he 
or she loses Medicaid eligibility for a period of two months or less 
(optional, if state plan so specifies). 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME1.15 Support ANSI X12N 834 transaction, as required by HIPAA. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME2.01 Receive and process eligibility data from state's eligibility source system. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME2.02 Receive MCO contract information from contract data store (e.g., 
address, covered services, rates). 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

00ME2.03 Receive and process provider eligibility data from MMIS or data 
repository for PCP program. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME2.05 Calculate or select premium payment amount and generate PMPM 
payment (capitation, Premium, case management fee). 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 
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ME Primary Care Case Manager (PCCM) and Medical Home and 
Managed Care Gatekeeper Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

ME2.06 
Support ANSI X12N 820 transaction for PMPM premium payment as 
required by HIPAA. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME2.07 
Transmit enrollment and PMPM payment data to MMIS or data 
repository. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME2.08 Transmit enrollment records and PMPM payments to MCOs. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.01 Calculate and generate premium notices to members. Yes No SM 80 
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.02 Process premium receipts from members. Yes No SM 160 
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.02.01 
Identify outstanding premium payments due from members and reports 
for debt collection accordance with IME policy. Yes No SM 160 

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.03 Support inquiries regarding premium collections. Yes No SM 80 
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.03.01 
Member premium rules must be configurable to accommodate program 
rules. Yes No SM 160 

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.03.02 
Automatically extend or terminate eligibility for premium based eligibility 
programs in accordance with rules for each program. Yes No SM 40 

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.03.03 Accept data file from lock box for premium payments. Yes No SM 200 
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME3.04 Produce premium collection reports. Yes No SM 80 
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME4.01 

Comply with provisions for Administrative Simplification under the HIPAA 
of 1996 to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of ePHI: 
a. Provide safeguards as described in the October 22, 1998 State 
Medicaid Director letter, Collaborations for Data Sharing between state 
Medicaid and Health Agencies. 
b. Perform regular audits. 
c. Support incident reporting. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME.SS.01 

Maintain date-specific Managed Health Care enrollment data spans on 
the MMIS eligibility file, including: 
a. Enrollment begin and end dates. 
b. Provider ID. 
c. Vendor ID. 
d. Plan type. 
e. State ID. 
f. County of residence. 
g. Zip code. 
h. Aid type. 
i. Birth date. 
j. Medicare eligibility. 
k. Gender. 
l. Case number. 
m. Reason for disenrollment. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME.SS.02 
System must be able to support a medical home infrastructure when 
implemented in the state of Iowa as directed by the IME. Yes No SM 400 

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 
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ME Primary Care Case Manager (PCCM) and Medical Home and 
Managed Care Gatekeeper Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

ME.SS.03 
System must be able to enroll, disenroll, maintain, track and produce 
reports for Medical Home as directed by IME. Yes No SM 200 

Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME.SS.04 

Disenroll a member from PCCP program when enrolled in Medical 
home, and when appropriate, enroll a member in PCCP program if they 
leave the Medical home. ME.SS.05 Allow the capability for a member to 
be in a medical home and on lock-in. 

Yes No SM 100 
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

ME.SS.05 Allow the capability for a member to be in a medical home and on lock-
in. 

Yes No SM 40 
Section 9.1.6.3.2, 
Requirement # 
ME1.01 

 

As shown in Figure 9.1.6.3-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 65%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 35%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. 1700 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.1.3.6-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
9.1.6.3.2 Approach to Addressing the Primary Care Case Manager and Medical Home and Managed 
Care Gatekeeper (ME) System Requirements  
The eCAMS solution currently supports the major Medicaid Managed Care delivery models and it 
includes risk-based and Primary Care Case Management (PCCM) models. This is supported in two of our 
certified States which have predominant managed care enrollees. eCAMS currently doesn’t support 
IowaCare Medical Home needs, but the existing functionalities of the PCCM delivery model will be 
extended to support Medical Home program needs. Similarly, existing premium invoicing and cash 
receipt reconciliation functionalities will be configured to support invoicing tied to member premium 
payments and premium payment reconciliation process for the payments that are received through lock 
box interfaces.  

The following are generalized functions of managed care (depicted in Figure 9.1.6.3-2), which support 
any type of program that can be accommodated within the managed care delivery model, and is 
reimbursed with capitation premium, management fees, or fixed prospective payments: 

 Program administration 
 Contract administration for MCOs, Prepaid Inpatient Health Plans(PIHPs), Prepaid Ambulatory 

Health Plans (PAHPs), Primary Care Case Management (PCCM), and others 
 Enroll and disenroll members 
 Capitation, enhancement, and special services payment generation and reporting 
 Managed care rates administration 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-2. eCAMS Managed Care Functionality Layout. A solution offering configurable online 
functionality to manage Managed Care Programs, related Contracts, enrollment Administration and 
Payment Administration. 
The eCAMS system provides automation and manual functions to support complete coverage of managed 
care processes. Currently, the eCAMS managed care solution supports MCO, PAHP, PIHP, PCCMs, and 
Special Waiver through services in different service models: 
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 Comprehensive services 
 Less-than-comprehensive services (some services are carved out and paid in fee for service (FFS)) 
 Restrictive services (only a few services and not carved out) 
 Minimum services (remaining or all paid in FFS) 

The following sections briefly describe eCAMS managed care functions and capabilities. The majority of 
the requirements under this section are tied to enrollment, and our managed care enrollment process 
supports automatic as well as manual enrollments. The automated process takes all “to-be” enrollment 
initiations from a queue, determines their managed care eligibility, and processes single transactions per 
family at a time. This “to-be” enrollment initiation queue is updated by member management eligibility 
interfaces as well as online updates. The managed care enrollment process also categorizes the type of 
transaction such as new enrollment, transfer, change, disenrollment, and, once processed, determines the 
transaction to be open, approved, rejected, or pended. These process categories are defined as:  

 Open status is used only for enrollment transactions where a third party (such as an enrollment 
broker) intervention is required for completing the enrollment process 

 Approved status is used for final transactions 
 Pend status is used for holding transactions for user review or resolution 
 Reject status is used to ignore transactions 

The eCAMS managed care business process area provides a rich set of Web screens in user portals to 
create and manage these transactions at both individual member and mass levels. Users also have the 
flexibility to upload mass transactions in a standard format using Excel spreadsheets. Once the 
transactions are processed and approved, they are applied to the enrollment master history and loaded in 
queue for X12 834 update roster generations. An asynchronous process takes these transactions from the 
log and prepares the data for X12 834 update transaction. An X12 834 audit or full roster (also referred to 
as reconciliation roster) is generated every month by automated scheduled jobs. eCAMS also generates 
820 premium payments to the plans and also provides a complete traceability to the outgoing payments to 
the 834 reported transaction. All of these features will ensure the IME, a comprehensive configurable 
managed care administration management framework to support State goals and mandates. 

Interfaces Listing: 

Team Noridian has reviewed all the requirements in this section of the RFP and has come up with a 
comprehensive list of internal/external interfaces as follows. Note: some of the interfaces such as 
eligibility interfaces may also be accounted and applicable in other RFP sections as well. 

External Interfaces 

# Interface Name Interface Description Source Destination Available 
in eCAMS? 

New 
Interface? Requirement# 

 1 
X12N 834 Transaction 
interface 

834 enrollment transactions to 
various contracted MCO's MMIS EDI gateway  Yes No 

ME1.15
ME2.07 
ME2.08 

2 
X12N 820 Transaction 
interface 

820 payment transactions to 
various contracted MCO's MMIS EDI gateway  Yes No 

ME2.06
ME2.07 
ME2.08 

3 Lock box Interface  
Paid Premium payment 
information from Lockbox 

Cash Receipt 
Agency  MMIS Yes No ME3.03.03 

Figure 9.1.6.3-3. Interfaces Required to Support Managed Care. The EXACT enterprise service bus will 
be used to support external interfaces. 
Letters/Correspondence List 

Team Noridian has reviewed all the requirements in this section of the RFP and has come up with a 
comprehensive list of Letters/Correspondences which are available in eCAMS as follows. 
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# Correspondence Title Description Available in 
eCAMS  New Letter Requirement# 

1 Disenrollment Notice 
Correspondence to the Members to notify them on a 
disenrollment from managed care. Yes No ME1.10 

2 Premium Notice Premium notices to Managed Care Members Yes No ME3.01 

Figure 9.1.6.3-4. List of Correspondence/Letters Available in eCAMS. The Correspondence/Letters 
identified here will enable the Department to meet their business needs. 
Reports Lists 

Team Noridian has reviewed all the requirements in this section of the RFP and has come up with a 
comprehensive list of Reports which are available in eCAMS to meet these requirements as follows. 

# Report Name Description Available in 
eCAMS New Report Requirement# 

 1 Premium collection Report Premium collection and Aging Report Yes No ME3.04 

Figure 9.1.6.3-5. Reports in eCAMS. After reviewing the RFP requirements, eCAMS has the needed 
reporting to meet the Department's requirements. 
MITA Maturity Alignment 

#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) 
Compliance/Notes 

1 Program Management Develop/Maintain BPS Yes ML-3

2 Program Management Manage program Information Yes ML-3

3 Program Management Maintain Benefit/Reference Information Yes ML-3

4 Program Management Manage Rate Setting Yes ML-3

 5 Member Determine Eligibility Yes 
Not Applicable, this performed by external 
eligibility systems such as IABC 

 6 Member Enroll Member Yes ML-3

 7 Member Disenroll Member Yes ML-3

8 Member Manage Member Data Yes ML-3

9 Member Inquire Member Yes ML-3

10 Member Perform Member Outreach Yes 

Operational service; tools are available within 
the system to support outreach function; 
system is designed for ML-3 
 

11 Member Manage Member Communication Yes ML-3

12 Member Manage Member Grievance/Appeal Yes 

System designed for ML-3 (Case 
Management business process area 
capabilities in the system support this feature)
 

13 
Operations 
Management 

Prepare RA for FFS/Encounter
 Yes ML-3 

14 Operations 
Management 

Prepare Premium EFT/Check Yes ML-3 

15 Operations 
Management 

Edit Claims/Encounters Yes ML-3 

16 Operations 
Management 

Price Claims/Encounters Yes ML-3 

17 
Operations 
Management Prepare Capitation Premium Payment Yes ML-3 

18 Operations Manage Payment Information Yes ML-3
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#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) 
Compliance/Notes 

Management 

19 Operations 
Management 

Prepare Member premium Notice Yes ML-3 

20 
Operations 
Management Manage Recoupments Yes ML-3 

Figure 9.1.6.3-6. MITA Business Services Alignment. The eCAMS solution is aligned with MITA Level 3. 
ME1.01 

eCAMS captures members enrollment choice information for MCO, PCP and PCCM and this is displayed 
in the member enrollment history page. This page not only shows the current choice but also shows 
historic changes as well. Figure 9.1.6.3-7 displays the member enrollment history. This member history 
shows that the member was auto-assigned to Community Health Plan of Washington from Jan. 01, 2010 
through November 14, 2010. The member then elected to change managed care organizations (#2) 
effective November 15, 2010. The screen indicates that the change in organization was by "Member 
Choice" (#3). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-7. Managed Care Enrollment History. The screen shows the history of managed care and 
the member's change in managed care organizations during open enrollment. 
ME1.03 

eCAMS enrolls members based on their eligibility criteria, geographic location, and also based on 
member characteristics such as age and gender. These factors are not only considered during enrollment 
of members to various programs such as MCO or PCP, but also used in MCO capitation rates. 

 eCAMS also captures these factors/cohorts which are used in enrollments and payments, and shows 
them as part of the enrollment detail page. In Figure 9.1.6.3-8 the member eligibility characteristics are 
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visible, in this case "Categorically Needy Medicaid adult or child with TANF cash" (#1) is the 
eligibility code. To the right are the rate cohorts used to assign the correct rate cell in the column 
"Cohort Combination Detail" (#2). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-8. Enrollment Detail List. The screen shows both eligibility information and member rate 
cohort information for the selected enrollment. 
ME1.05 

eCAMS online screens support the functionality to list enrollees as part of a managed care program and 
also list enrollees as part of a managed care plan (organization) serving the managed care program. Figure 
9.1.6.3-9 identifies a list of enrollees as part of managed care plan (#1). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-9. Enrollment Listing by Managed Care Organization. The screen shows the first ten 
enrollees for the selected Managed Care Organization and also shows the number of pages of enrollment 
for this organization/contract. 
ME1.06 

In eCAMS, a member may be disenrolled from an MCO in any of three ways: 

1. The member may disenroll from one MCO and enroll with another or return to FFS if managed care 
is not mandatory. 

2. eCAMS automatically disenrolls a member who loses eligibility after notification from the eligibility 
system. eCAMS then notifies the MCO on the next scheduled HIPAA 834 document. This may be a 
daily, weekly, bi-weekly or monthly cycle depending on the user configured HIPAA 834 cycle(s) 
selected. 

3. A state worker can manually disenroll a member at any time, either without cause or with cause using 
the eligibility system. 
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The member history screen shows the members disenrollment, also the same could be seen on the online 
834 transaction. Figure 9.1.6.3-10 displays an 834 transaction of a member. The user can observe the 
identifying information (#1), the maintenance type, "Termination" (#2) and the coverage end date (#3). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-10. Enrollment Transaction (834) Detail page. The screen shows the details of a 
termination enrollment eligibility action entered either manually or automatically based on loss  
of eligibility. 
ME1.07 

In eCAMS, a member may disenroll without cause during the ninety days following initial enrollment and 
during the "Open Enrollment" period every twelve months thereafter. After the ninety day period the 
member is "Locked-In" to the MCO until the next open enrollment period and may only disenroll with 
cause. The without cause disenrollment, open enrollment and transfer time frames are set in federal rule 
as minimum thresholds. eCAMS' Rule-IT rules engine allows the time frames to be configured as desired. 

The member must transfer to/enroll with another MCO when disenrolling without cause if managed care 
enrollment is mandatory for the member. If a member is enrolled as a voluntary enrollment, such as if the 
state plan specifies that all enrollments are voluntary when choice is limited, e.g. only one organization is 
contracted to provide care is a particular service area, the member may disenroll and eCAMS will 
automatically place the member in the fee-for-service Medicaid program. 

ME1.08 

eCAMS supports automatic disenrollment and re-enrollment of members in new plans during periods of 
open enrollment or when an MCO leaves the program. 

Figure 9.1.6.3-11 is an example showing the without cause (member choice) disenrollment and 
enrollment with another managed care organization during the annual open enrollment period. The screen 
shows that the member (#1) was auto assigned (enrolled) with "Community Health" until the 12 month, 
annual open enrollment period (#2). The column "End Reason" indicates that "Member Choice" was the 
termination reason (#3).  
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 Figure 9.1.6.3-11. Member Disenrollment Without Cause. The screen shows details of the member's 
disenrollment and re-enrollment with another managed care organization without cause. 
The member then enrolled with "MHC" during the open enrollment period, with no break in coverage 
(#4), and with a start reason of "Member Choice" indicating that the transfer was without cause (#5). 

If an MCO organization contract is terminated and the members will continue in managed care with 
another contractor, the eCAMS business process allows all members to transfer to any other MCO in the 
member's service area and program "without cause" for a period of two weeks. Please note that the 
timeframe for the "without cause" transfer option is configurable. Team Noridian will work with the 
Department to be consistent with the state's timeline. 

ME1.09 

eCAMS supports mass enrollment, disenrollment and transfer capabilities through online screens. Figure 
9.1.6.3-12 shows the mass disenrollment screen (#1). The user enters selection criteria and the effective 
date. Criteria that are left blank are not binding. In this case, in the Health Choice Program all members 
enrolled with Community Health Plan of Washington are selected (#2). The user then enters the 
disenrollment details, in this case contract termination (#3). The user completes the process by submitting 
the batch to initiate the automated disenrollment process (#4). The user will be able to view and edit the 
batch the next day before finalizing the mass disenrollment. 

eCAMS also supports online mass transfer functionality for members be transferred from one MCO to 
another MCO. By default, all members who are disenrolled and not re-enrolled with another managed 
care organization automatically become fee-for-service Members. 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-12. Member Mass Disenrollment. The screen shows the details of eCAMS' mass 
disenrollment functionality. 
ME1.10 

eCAMS generates letters to members for many configured situations. eCAMS automatically generates 
both enrollment and disenrollment notices to members. Team Noridian will work with IME to configure 
the content and timing of these letters during the design and development process.  

For example, the following information and options are provided in member assignment letters, with 
response options via mail or the Web Portal: 

 Member name 
 Assigned health plan 
 Effective date of the enrollment 
 Options available to change plan without cause and date of "Lock-in" 
 Health plans available in member's service area 
 Choice of Primary Care Physician (PCP) 

ME1.11 

eCAMS enrollment functionality automatically determines whether a member is in a "mandatory" or 
"voluntary" MCO program based on the eligibility information received by eCAMS for each member. 
Team Noridian will work with IME staff to confirm that eCAMS business rules for mandatory and 
voluntary MCO enrollment are configured to be consistent with state policy. 

Exclusions from MCO enrollment are business rule driven. Team Noridian will work with the 
Department staff to confirm that eCAMS business rules for MCO enrollment exclusions are configured to 
be consistent with state policy. 

In Figure 9.1.6.3-13, the transaction list shows the transaction type (#1) and typical exclusion reasons 
(#2). These are auto enrollments that were excluded from enrollment due to business rules. In the example 
the enrollments are "pended" for manual review prior to enforcing the exclusion. 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-13. Managed Care Transaction List. The screen shows excluded enrollment transactions, 
reason and current status.  
ME1.12 

eCAMS enrollment processes allow the user to prioritize enrollment of members when capacity is 
reached. An algorithm for the prioritization of enrollment as determined by the Department will be 
configured during the design and development phases. 

An example prioritization algorithm, as defined in Rule-IT might look as follows: 

1. The member has voluntarily selected another organization, then remove from list. 
2. The member is the child of a member served by this MCO. 
3. The member is a member of a household whose members are served by this organization. 
4. First-in-First-Out (FIFO). This means that the first member on the list, by date of request is the first 

person enrolled when capacity is available.  

ME1.13 

eCAMS does an auto-enrollment for mandatory enrollment members who do not choose a MCO within 
the specified time frame. 

The auto-enrollment process begins when a member has not enrolled with an MCO after a specified 
length of time after being found eligible for managed care. The length of time default is 10 business days 
and is configurable within eCAMS. 

The eCAMS managed care enrollment sub-system does a daily search for all members who are eligible 
for managed care and have not enrolled within the configured time frame. Member characteristics used to 
make the enrollment are as follows: 
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1. Program. 
2. Zip code of residence of the member. 
3. Mother's organization, if the mother is enrolled in managed care, if the head of household 

organization service areas include the member's residence location and if the member is less than 19 
years of age. 

4. Head of household's organization, if the head of household is enrolled in managed care, if the head of 
household organization service areas include the member's residence location.  

5. Member history of enrollment if last disenrollment was within a specified time frame (this time frame 
is also configurable, generally 90 days) and current residence is within last MCO organization's 
service area. 

The system uses the following algorithm(s) to auto select the managed care organization to enroll the 
member with: 

1. If the mother meets the criteria for selection, the member is enrolled with the managed care 
organization that the mother is enrolled with, regardless of current capacity of the MCO organization; 
else 

2. If the health of household meets the criteria for selection the member is enrolled with the managed 
care organization that head of household is enrolled with, regardless of current capacity of the MCO 
organization; else 

3. If the member was enrolled with a MCO organization providing care in the service area of the 
member's residence within 90 calendar days, the member is enrolled with that managed care 
organization, regardless of current capacity of the MCO organization; else 

4. The member is enrolled with the next "available" MCO for the member's service area. 

The MCO auto-enrollment availability is based on an algorithm to fairly auto-assign members. The 
default criteria is to assign members in order of the MCO's enrollment size (this can be current, historical 
or expected) relative to other MCO's contracting to provide care for this program in each geographic area. 
Other criteria may include past MCO performance measures and other criteria defined during the design 
sessions. Team Noridian will work with the Department to assure that the auto-assignment algorithm is 
configured to reflect state policy in Iowa. 

The algorithm works as follows using the criteria of size: if Organization-1 is twice as large as the other 
three contractors, and the other three are similarly sized; then Org - 1 gets the first two auto-enrollments, 
then Org - 2, 3 & 4 each get one auto enrollment (in alphabetical order) before Org- 1 gets two more auto 
enrollments. 

Auto-enrollments can be subject to current threshold capacity availability for the member's service area. If 
threshold capacity is set at 80% of service area contract capacity, then no auto-enrollments are made 
when current enrollment is equal to or greater than the threshold capacity. Threshold capacity is 
configurable. 

ME1.14 

eCAMS will use the existing built-in re-enrollment rule that has been tested and implemented in the State 
of Washington MMIS for re-enrolling Members when they become eligible again within two months or 
as Iowa's State Plan stipulates. 

 eCAMS re-enrollment rules are configurable using Rule IT. The rules can be defined to automatically re-
enroll a member with their previous MCO due to loss of eligibility within any time period required. The 
default eCAMS business rules include the following: 

1. The member's current residence must be in a service area covered by the previous MCO.  
2.  The MCO enrollment in the member's service area must be less than total capacity designated for 

that MCO for that service area (the capacity threshold constraint does not apply). 
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If the MCO's current enrollment is equal to or greater than designated capacity, the system will generate a 
notice to the Department notifying them of the issue so that a manual override may be made if desired. 
The system will continue to check enrollment capacity on a daily basis until one of the following three 
conditions is met: 

1. The member has made a choice of MCO's via the member portal.  
2. A Department worker has manually enrolled the member in a MCO. 
3. The member's voluntary choice time period has expired and the system initiates the auto-enrollment 

process described in ME1. 13. 

ME1.15 

eCAMS managed care provides support for all types of implementations of ANSI X12N 834 – Benefit 
Enrollment and Maintenance in accordance with the HIPAA EDI Transaction Set Implementation Guide.  

eCAMS provides implementation of update and audit/full files. Update files provide details of new/added 
members, terminated members, and changes/updates to existing enrollment. Audit files list all the 
members at a given point in time, normally a period for which the MCOs are expected to be paid 
prospectively. Depending on the Department requirements, eCAMS can include in the audit file the 
members terminated since the last reporting period. 

834 update transactions are created as the enrollment transactions are processed to ensure that all the 
actions are reported to MCOs in detail. On a preset frequency (daily, weekly, bimonthly, or monthly) 
these add, delete, and change 834 transactions are bundled in a file for each MCO and sent using the EDI 
framework. Similarly, every month an 834 audit or full files are generated and sent to each MCO. The 
eCAMS 834 generation process uses the eCAMS queue framework to generate multiple transactions 
simultaneously by configuring a number of processes to achieve the desired scalability. Figure 9.1.6.3-14 
shows a sample file for an X12 834 audit file. 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-14. X12 834 Audit File. A sample X12 834 audit file generated for one customer. Our 
approach supports ANSI X12N 834 transactions as required by HIPAA. 
eCAMS X12 834 compliant Web portal screens will allow MCOs and the IME to view and inquire these 
834 transactions with or without references (set number and transaction number) available in actual 
X12 834 files sent to MCOs. Users can navigate to online enrollment transactions, such as enrollment, 
disenrollment, and change transactions such as transfers and enrollment history from these 834 
transactions, providing traceability between actual transactions and actions reported in X12 834.  

Figures 9.1.6.3-15 through 9.1.6.3-23 show the eCAMS online screen different loops and segments of an 
X12 834 and the linking of X12 834 transactions to actual transactions provided in the eCAMS managed 
care Web screens.  

Figure 9.1.6.3-15 shows 834 Transaction detail screen for a member. Using the Show drop-down menu, 
users will be able to view other segment details of the 834 transaction. Plan Coverage Description 
provides additional information stored and passed to MCOs as a concatenated string in the “HD04” field 
in the “HD” segment. The "Show" drop-down menu allows users to navigate to other X12 834 details. 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-15. 834 Transaction Detail. This screen provides complete details of 834 as a single 
snapshot and allows the user to view other segments through the show drop-down menu list of links. 
Figure 9.1.6.3-16 shows the rate cohort combination (#1) for this transaction. The user accesses this 
screen by clicking the column "Rate Cohort Combination" and row. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-16. 834 Rate Cohort Combination Detail. This screen shows the rate component details. 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-17 below shows the member's MMIS ID (#1). This information is accessed from the detail 
screen drop down menu in the upper right part of the screen. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-17. 834 Member Identification Number. This screen, accessed from the show drop-down 
menu, shows the member addition identifiers sent in loop 2000 (REF segment). 
Figure 9.1.6.3-18 shows member addresses, residential (#1) and mailing (#2). The bottom panel shows 
the preferred form of communication (#3), in this case telephone and the member's telephone number. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-18. 834 Addresses and Communications. This screen, accessed from the show drop-down 
menu, shows the member addresses and communications in loops 2000 (N3, N4, and PER segments) and 
2100C (N3 and N4 segments). 
Figure 9.1.6.3-19 below shows the member's Third Party Liability (TPL) information, if any. This 
member has no TPL information. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-19. 834 Transaction COB List. This screen, accessed from the show drop-down menu, 
shows the member TPLs in loop 2320 (COB, REF, N1, and DTP segments). 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-20 shows the member's incorrect name/identifying and demographic information, if any. 
As per 834 standards if there is any change to members name or demographics we need to report it back 
to the serving health plans through an 834. Information flagged as old and changed will be reported as 
incorrect information back to the health plans. The member is identified in the upper right portion of the 
screen (#1), incorrect name and associated identifying information such as SSN are indicated in the lower 
panel (#2). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-20. 834 Incorrect Name and Demographics. This screen, accessed from the show drop-
down menu, shows the member updates for incorrect name and demographics in loop 2100B (NM1 and 
DMG segments). 
Figure 9.1.6.3-21 below shows primary care provider information, if any. This member does not have a 
primary care provider of record in eCAMS. This screen is also accessed from the drop down menu. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-21. 834 Primary Care Provider Information. This screen, accessed from the show drop-
down menu, shows the member PCP in loop 2310 (LX, NM1, and PER segments). 
Figure 9.1.6.3-22 shows the transaction details. The member and the 834 transaction number is listed in 
the header (#1). Additional information includes managed care program, contractor or organization, start 
date and end date, type of transaction and the source of the transaction; in this case the eligibility system. 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-22. Enrollment Transaction Details. This screen shows the actual enrollment transaction, 
based on which the 834 update transaction is generated by clicking “Transaction Ref.” for a row on the 
834 Transaction List screen. 
Enrollment history can be shown in several ways, directly from the 834 similar to the previous screens or 
via the client detail screen. Figure 9.1.6.3-23 shows the enrollment history for this client (#1) and the 
current enrollment (#2). 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-23. Enrollment History. This is the client detail screen showing enrollment history, based 
on which the 834 audit or update transaction is generated by clicking “Master Ref.” for a row on the 834 
Transaction List screen. 
ME2.01 

The eCAMS member management interface process will receive eligibility data from diverse resources, 
such as the current eligibility system Iowa Automated Benefit Calculation (IABC) and future 
implementation of the eligibility system, using the enterprise service bus framework and will process 
eligibility data both as a daily update file and monthly full file, loading it appropriately while maintaining 
a history of all the changes, retaining the source information, and providing clear visibility into the errors 
and issues encountered during these interfaces. The interface error reporting and escalation functionalities 
also provide the appropriate mechanism to resolve these errors and issues, with or without user 
involvement. 

The member management processes will also create managed care to-be enrollment transactions for the 
managed care enrollment process to evaluate the changes in the member repository based on to-be 
enrollment transactions and will finalize enrollment transactions. Similarly, changes made directly 
through eCAMS member management screens or web services will follow the same process of logging 
to-be managed care transactions and will be processed in the same way. 

ME2.02 

The eCAMS managed care interface process will receive contract information using the enterprise service 
bus and will process address information, geographical service areas, covered benefit services and 
capitation rates and also maintain history of all the changes, retaining the source information and 
providing clear visibility into the errors and issues encountered during these interfaces. The eCAMS 
extensive support from the enterprise service bus framework will also provide the appropriate mechanism 
to resolve these errors and issues with or without user involvement. 
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In addition, eCAMS managed care screens are also available for state users to view and modify MCO 
contract information and maintain history of all changes. 

ME2.03 

The eCAMS managed care process will receive and process eligibility data for both individual and clinic 
or group practice providers for the PCP program "MediPASS". The contract management business 
process wizard allows configuration and maintenance of MediPASS contract information including 
service areas (geographical) covered by the contract, list of participating physicians, one physician in case 
of individual contact and many physicians in case of clinic or group contract, enrollment limits for each 
participant and also maintain history of contract modifications. An indicator will be maintained on the 
MMIS provider subsystem to identify providers that are participating in "MediPASS". This indicator will 
provide three options: Individual, Clinic or Group, and Participant within Clinic or Group. 

ME2.05 

The eCAMS managed care business process area handles all MCO premium payment calculations, funds 
determinations, and warrants or check-backs on managed care payment transactions outside the claims 
processing business process area. Our payment generation approach simplifies the process and data 
structures and eliminates the need for procedure codes and other complex functions and flows of claims 
processing and pricing, which will improve accuracy and simplify payment handling. 

The eCAMS approach of tight integration between enrollments and payment transactions provides an 
advantage of auto reconciliation that eliminates gaps between transactions. The 820 transaction detail for 
a member includes the payment amount, start and end date for the premium and other related information. 
The tight relationship to the 834 information allows users to see the 834 detail with a single click. Figure 
9.1.6.3-24 below is an example of the 834 transaction detail page that is displayed from the 820 
transaction detail. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-24. 834 Transaction Detail. eCAMS users can navigate from 820 to 834 transactions. This 
is an example of the 834 transaction detail that is displayed. 
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Although eCAMS will apply most business rules during the enrollment process, the eCAMS managed 
care payments generation process applies operational and financial edits on payments to ensure that 
payment calculations are performed for disbursement or recoupment. The eCAMS Managed Care 
Payment Administration web screen shows a payment resolution process for handling exceptions such as 
account string determination failure, duplicate payment, rate not available, and inactive provider status. If 
any of these happen the transaction is pended. Figure 9.1.6.3-25 shows a pended payment. The reason for 
the exception in this case is account code assignment failure (#1). The user can resolve the exception by 
clicking the link "Resolve" (#2). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-25. Payment Exception. eCAMS lets users view the transaction and reason for the 
exception.  
Resolution is put into effect by choosing action (#1) and specifying a reason (#2). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-26. Payment Exception Resolution. eCAMS lets users decide on the action to be taken and 
provide the reason for the decision.  
eCAMS will calculate capitation payments and administer gross adjustments, provider negations, warrant 
cancellations, and manual corrections of account strings, as well as handle receivables and payables. 
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eCAMS provides a complete solution to IME for managed care payment calculations, as described in the 
overview of this section, and will meet all requirements without the need for coding changes. 

ME2.06 

The managed care payment process applies its own edits to ensure the integrity of data and validity of the 
financial aspects of payments (such as duplicate payment for a member to the same MCO or account 
string validation failure) and provides a payment resolution process for handling exceptions using the 
Web Portal to reject, recycle, or correct these transactions. The managed care payments process expects 
the information to be corrected in the managed care enrollment process in order to track and link 
payments to enrollments, except in the case of account segment corrections applied in the payments 
process only. Payments are tied closely to enrollments, reducing reconciliation efforts and increasing the 
reliability of this process in ensuring quick payments to MCOs. In addition to per-member-per-month 
(PMPM) capitation payments, the eCAMS managed care payment process also supports enhancement 
payments such as FQHC/RHC dollar reimbursements, service-based payments (reported through 
encounters or a special interface), and gross adjustments. It allows the system to create voids and 
adjustments to handle recoupment on disenrollment, retroactive rate changes, and similar activities 
supported by enrollment processes. 

eCAMS provides extensive support for MCO payables and receivables reporting through ANSI X12N 
820 and the remittance advice report. It uses both Organization Summary (loop 2300A) and Individual 
Remittance (loop 2300B) segments to report payments, recoupment, adjustments, cash receipts, warrant 
cancellation offset, receivables transferred for estate recovery, receivables forwarded from last report, and 
receivables carried forward balance to ensure: 

 No negative balance reporting 
 Total of RMR04 amount across loop 2300A and 2300B matches with total monetary amount reported 

in the BPR02 

The eCAMS EDI framework generates ANSI X12N 820 files. File validation in EDIFECS, a COTS 
product, is performed to check HIPAA compliance (SNIP Type 1 through 7). Once successfully 
validated, the HIPAA file is then translated to the EDI portal, allowing MCOs to pick up these files. 

ME2.07 

eCAMS stores HIPAA 834 and 820 transactions and each member enrollment and payment TCN record 
in the eCAMS database for easy viewing online and for generating reports based on State-specific needs. 

ME2.08 

eCAMS provider management business area captures and maintains trading partner agreements between 
State and MCOs. 

eCAMS EDI services validate, translate and transmit the 834 (enrollment records) and 820 (PMPM 
payments) files to State's EDI Gateway based on MCO information registered in trading partner 
agreement. Each MCO can pick up their 834 and 820 files from their respective address on the EDI 
Gateway. 

ME3.01 

The eCAMS premium collection business process, a monthly scheduled job, will review the qualified 
Members enrolled in managed care for collecting premiums every month. It will automatically create a 
collection case and invoice and generates notice for each member to be sent out to members or the party 
responsible for making these payments. Team Noridian will work with the Department to customize the 
premium notice according to the Departments need. 
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eCAMS also allows users to create or maintain these cases manually. The next two figures provide 
eCAMS online screens used to view and create cases and invoices manually if required. Figure 9.1.6.3-27 
allows the user to create a recovery case by entering the required information (#1). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-27. Add Member Case. This screen is used to create a recovery case for a Member, setting 
a case type and its next review date. 
Figure 9.1.6.3-28 below shows an example of invoices that are created in the system once the case is 
created. Each invoice has a unique identifier, client association and amount (#1). 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-28. Invoice List. This screen lists all the invoices generated in the system. On selecting an 
invoice, users can review all the related details. 
ME3.02 

On receipt of premium payments from members, cash receipts are maintained within the eCAMS Finance 
business process area. Once the triage process allocates these cash receipts for premium collections, the 
eCAMS premium collection process applies these receipts to specific collection invoices. After these 
amounts are applied, an invoice status is determined based on the balance remaining. If at any point in 
time users determine that they applied these payments to the wrong invoices, the user is able to release the 
amounts to other recoveries or return it back to cash receipt account. Once the transaction is completed, 
the premium collection process will generate all the necessary financial transactions determining fund 
accounts based on the capitation payments paid in managed care. The next two figures illustrate the steps 
followed for applying payments to invoices and linking to source transactions. 

Figure 9.1.6.3-29 shows the amounts due and current status. The user selects Invoice (#1) and notes the 
current status (#2). To post the payment the user then clicks on the appropriate payment button.  
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Figure 9.1.6.3-29. Invoice Summary List. This screen lists all the invoices ready for applying payments  
on them. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.3-30. Checklist. This screen is used to select Cash Receipt for applying payments on an 
invoice after “Post Payments” is selected on the Invoice Summary List. 
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Figure 9.1.6.3-31. Apply Collections. This screen allows users to apply the amounts on lines as they want 
or they can select to apply amounts proportionately. 
The eCAMS premium collection business process also provides an automatic payments process that 
applies payments automatically to the source lines. Team Noridian will work the Department to gather the 
receipts process flow and configure it according to the needs. 

ME3.02.01 

eCAMS reporting services provides generation of ad hoc and batch reports. Team Noridian will leverage 
the current reports available in the eCAMS premium collection process and meet the IME requirement 
and also we have accounted for an additional three new reports to further satisfy this requirement. 

ME3.03 

The COB/TPL and finance business process areas provide a set of web screens with an extensive list of 
filters to inquire and track premium collections. Links in eCAMS with the application preferences setup, 
and the ability to store filters criteria allow users to easily navigate through screens of different business 
process areas and view all the information. Team Noridian will provide such links for listing all the 
premium collection cases within the Member Managed Care Enrollment history screen, enabling users to 
view all the information in one place. 

ME3.03.01 

As indicated in ME3.02 premium payments are user configurable, and are determined by users for each 
member. Premiums are set on a member specific basis and will be supported through online screens. 

ME3.03.02 

eCAMS receives program eligibility information from the state's eligibility system. All eligibility based 
enrollments and disenrollments based on data from the eligibility system are automatic. Depending upon 
the program's rules notice of any of these actions may or may not be sent to state workers and/or 
members. Program rules are configurable, either during program set-up within the managed care system 
or within eCAMS' RuleIT when complex decision criteria are required. 
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ME3.03.03 

eCAMS currently accepts premium payment information interfaces in batch mode from configurable 
sources through an ESB. Team Noridian will work with IME staff to implement the lock box interface 
utilizing the Exact ESB and will utilize the eCAMS cash receipt triage functionality to reconcile premium 
payments to a member's outstanding invoice.  

ME3.04 

eCAMS reporting services provides generation of ad hoc and batch reports. Team Noridian will leverage 
the current reports available in the eCAMS premium collection process and meet the IME requirement. 
Team Noridian also realizes that the Department may have additional reporting needs, we have noted an 
additional 80 hours to support any new reports for premium collection. 

ME4.01 

As a CMS certified system, eCAMS complies with the Administrative Simplification requirements under 
HIPAA to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of ePHI and will enforce operational 
process to: 

1. Provide safeguards as described in the October 22, 1998 State Medicaid Director letter, 
Collaborations for Data Sharing between state Medicaid and Health Agencies. 

2. Perform regular audits. 
3. Support incident reporting. 

Team Noridian will work with IME staff to confirm that these requirements are met throughout the design 
and development phases of this project. 

ME.SS.01 

eCAMS maintains all of the MMIS eligibility information, both current and historical within the member 
subsystem. eCAMS depends on the source system, such as the eligibility system for this information and 
currently it supports all of the below outlined information: 

 Enrollment begin and end dates 
 Provider ID 
 Vendor ID 
 Plan type 
 State ID 
 County of residence 
 Zip code 
 Aid typ. 
 Birth date 
 Medicare eligibility 
 Gender 
 Case number 
 Reason for disenrollment 

ME.SS.02 

eCAMS provider and managed care subsystems are robust and flexible environments for every kind of 
provider enrollment, managed care, and most contractor services.  

In the eCAMS provider subsystem a "medical home" provider enrollment type may be the best solution to 
enroll. There are several similar programs in both Washington and Michigan eCAMS solutions. In 
Washington, Native American group practices/FQHCs are designated as the sole PCCM provider group. In 
Michigan, there are medical home providers that are a hybrid of provider gatekeepers for children with special 
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health care services (CSHCS). In both cases a single practice has multiple individual providers associated with 
it using eCAMS' provider "location" structures. The provider subsystem will allow IME to document medical 
home contracts if desired. These in turn will be carried across to the managed care subsystem along with other 
provider information. IME staff will not have to input duplicate information in multiple screens. 

If the Department envisions multiple types of medical homes, for example medical homes that target particular 
groups of members, then each medical home type can be a managed care program. Conversely, the 
Department may decide that all medical homes should be a single managed care program. These configuration 
decisions are completely user configurable using only the current eCAMS managed care functionality. 

Using the eCAMS managed care subsystem logical structure for managed care a "Medical Home" 
program would be created. No new functionality is required. The associated benefit package(s) are linked 
as the service area or areas are defined at both the county and zip code level. Service area capacities are 
set at the zip code, county or program level. Then HIPAA 834 and 820 file types, generation cycles and 
types of transactions can be defined for each medical home program.  

After a program is defined, each medical home, or medical home provider that is enrolled in the provider 
subsystem with a medical home location can be entered as a "MCO Contractor" under the appropriate 
Medical Home Program. Under the program definitions of benefit packages (s), service areas and service 
area capacities along with program eligibility criteria such as age, gender, and eligibility code are defined. 
Elements such as age, gender, service area, and eligibility code are used as cohorts to define premium 
payment rates. The premium payments are assigned based on the individual member characteristics to 
assure that the proper premium is paid for each member for each medical home. 

Medical home contractor terminations, service area changes, individual and mass member transfers, 
enrollments, disenrollments and other contractual changes will be supported in an identical manner to 
those same functions for other managed care contracts and programs.  

Team Noridian will work with the Department staff during design and development to assure that business 
rules reflecting IME policies for the medical home programs are incorporated into Team Noridian's solution. 

ME.SS.03 

eCAMS' managed care subsystem has well defined proven online processes to enroll, disenroll, maintain, 
track and produce reports on MC programs and will configure the same for Medical Home as directed by 
the Department. Team Noridian will work with the Department staff during design and development to 
configure the managed care program functionality to meet the needs of Medical Home program. 

ME.SS.04 

eCAMS will be configured to disenroll a member from PCCP program when enrolled in Medical Home, 
and when appropriate, enroll a member in PCCP program if they leave the Medical Home. All enrollment 
rules are housed in the rules engine which makes it easier to define rules tied to co-existence and non co-
existence program rules in case of multi program eligibility. 

ME.SS.05 

eCAMS allows users, while creating a managed care program such as medical home, to indicate whether or 
not the program will have a "lock-in" provision, and how long after initial enrollment the lock-in is effective.  

In the lock-in screen, the user supplies basic program information including program code, program 
name, program type, and start/end date. Several parameters are optional, such as whether the program is a 
mandatory enrollment program, lock-in and number of days until lock in is effective, whether auto-
assignment is to be used and whether a waiting list should be created if the program capacity is at or 
above its stipulated threshold. To establish the lock-in the user enters the number of days until lock-in is 
effective. The default is no lock-in and no days until effective. 
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9.1.6.4 Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services Management  
9.1.6.4.1 Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services Management (WA) System  
Requirements Table 

WA Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services Management 
Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

WA1.01 
Identify by waiver unduplicated participants enrolled in 1915c waiver 
programs. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.01 

WA1.01.01 Identify by waiver unduplicated participants enrolled in 1115 waiver 
programs. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.01.1 

WA1.01.02 Identify unduplicated participants enrolled in Facility and Enhanced State 
Plan programs. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.01.02 

WA1.01.03 Accept the waiver and Enhanced State Plan indicator from eligibility 
system. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.01.03 

WA1.02 
Generate notices or alerts to agency if number of unduplicated 
participants enrolled in the waiver program exceeds the number of 
participants approved in the waiver application. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.02 

WA1.03 
Track and report the number of unduplicated participants in the 1915c 
waiver program. Yes No COTS 120 

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.03 

WA1.03.01 
Track and report the number of unduplicated participants in the 1115 
waiver program. Yes No COTS 80 

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.03.01 

WA1.04 Identify the date a participant is assessed to meet the waiver LOC. Yes No SM 40 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.04 

WA1.04.01 Identify the date a participant is assessed to meet the assessment 
criteria for Facility and Enhanced State Plan programs. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.04.01 

WA1.SS.01 

Provide the ability to accept different start and end dates for different 
waiver and Enhanced State Plan programs and services under each 
waiver. Provide the ability to accept different start and end dates for 
Facility eligibility. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.SS.01 

WA1.SS.02 
Provide the ability to accept adds, changes and deletes for a waiver or 
waiver service from a waiver program and from an individual member's 
service plan. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.SS.02 

WA1.SS.03 
Provide the ability to identify and extract services approved as 
exceptions to certain waiver programs or service plan. Yes No SM 120 

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.SS.03 

WA1.SS.05 
Provide the ability to accept real time adds, changes and deletes for 
Facility eligibility and Enhanced State Plan eligibility and services. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA1.SS.05 

WA2.01 
Capture enrollment information, including NPI if required, on entity or 
individual meeting the qualifications contained in the provider 
agreement, including geographic locations and capitation or FFS rates. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA2.01 

WA2.01.01 Provide enrollment information, including NPI if required, on providers to 
external source. 

Yes No SM 160 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA2.01.01 

WA2.02 Prevent enrollment of entities and individuals who do not meet the 
provider qualifications contained in the provider agreement. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA2.02 

WA2.03 Update information as changes are reported. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA2.03 
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WA Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services Management 
Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

WA2.04 
Capture termination information when a waiver, Facility and Enhanced 
State Plan provider voluntarily terminates or a provider agreement is 
cancelled. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA2.04 

WA2.05 
Prohibit enrollment of providers affiliated with individuals debarred by 
state or federal agencies, listed in abuse registries or otherwise 
unqualified to provide service. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA2.05 

WA2.05.01 
Upload abuse registries and debarred files monthly and matches all 
providers against the uploaded data. Sends alert whenever there is a 
match. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA2.05.01 

WA4.01 Process claims for medical services. Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.01 

WA4.02 
Apply edits to prevent payments for services covered under a waiver, 
Facility and Enhanced State Plan programs to a Medicaid provider who 
does not have a provider agreement. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.02 

WA4.03 
Prevent payments for members who have become ineligible for 
Medicaid. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.03 

WA4.04 

Suspend payments for waiver and Enhanced State Plan services 
furnished to individuals who are inpatients of a hospital, nursing facility 
or Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (ICF/MR) and 
sends notice to the provider of the admission. If the state has approved 
personal care retainer or respite services provided in an ICF/MR building 
but not covered under the ICF/MR benefit, an exception may be made. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.04 

WA4.05 

Limit payment for services to those described within the member's 
approved plan of care. Limits payment on claims exceeding dollar or 
utilization limits approved in waiver or exceeding the approved individual 
waiver budget cap. 

Yes No SM 480 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.05 

WA4.06 
Edit waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan services claims for prior 
authorization, if applicable. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.06 

WA4.07 
Edit waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan services claims for Third-
Party Liability (TPL) coverage prior to payment to ensure Medicaid is the 
payer of last resort. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.07 

WA4.08 Edit waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan services claims for 
member cost share of premium or enrollment fees prior to payment. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA4.08 

WA5.01 Gather data and produce a variety of financial reports to facilitate cost 
reporting and financial monitoring of waiver programs. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.01 

WA5.02 

Gather data and produce utilization reports for monitoring cost neutrality 
of waiver services to a target population. The average cost of waiver 
services cannot be more than the cost of alternative institutional care. 
State may define average either in aggregate or for each participant. 

Yes No COTS 240 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.02 

WA5.03 
Access individual member claims and/or encounter histories to extract 
data needed to produce annual report to CMS on cost neutrality and 
amount of services. 

Yes No COTS 320 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.03 

WA5.04 
Collect and store data and produce reports in electronic format 
consistent with data collection plan to assess quality and 
appropriateness of care furnished to participants of the waiver programs.

Yes No COTS 480 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.04 

WA5.04.01 
Collect and store data and produce reports in electronic format to 
support county billing process programs. Yes No COTS 360 

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.04.01 

WA5.04.02 Collect and store data and produce reports in electronic format to assess 
waiver performance standards. 

Yes No COTS 160 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.04.02 
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WA Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services Management 
Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

WA5.05 
Monitor provider capacity and capabilities to provide waiver and 
Enhanced State Plan services to enrolled participants. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.05 

WA5.SS.01 
Generate reports on the structure of the benefit plans to help IME set the 
benefit plan rules more efficiently. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.SS.01 

WA5.SS.02 Provide, accept, maintain and process information with designated 
entities, as required by IME. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA5.SS.02 

WA.SS.01 For state supplemental program pay payee on the member file rather 
than provider. 

Yes No SM 360 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.01 

WA.SS.02 Provide capability to add a waiver program or add services to an existing 
waiver program through changes to the rules engine. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.02 

WA.SS.03 

Maintain date-specific Managed Health Care enrollment data spans on 
the MMIS eligibility file, including: 
a. Enrollment begin and end dates. 
b. Provider ID. 
c. Vendor ID. 
d. Plan type. 
e. State ID. 
f. County of residence. 
g. Zip code. 
h. Aid type. 
i. Birth date. 
j. Medicare eligibility. 
k. Gender. 
l. Case number. 
m. Reason for disenrollment. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.03 

WA.SS.04 
Generate electronic notice of decisions for approved service plans that 
the case manager may send to the providers and the members. Yes No COTS 240 

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.04 

WA.SS.05 
Services must be authorized by units per month or units within a 
specified time period. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.05 

WA.SS.06 
Provide support for CCO to determine amount of funding available per 
member. Yes No SM 480 

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.06 

WA.SS.07 Provide appropriate edits for lifetime and annual limits on services such 
as home and vehicle modification. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.07 

WA.SS.08 
Notify case managers when plans need to be reviewed. Below is the link 
to the current ISIS workflow charts located in the IME Resource Library. 
http://www.ime.state.ia.us/IMEResourceLibrary.html 

Yes No COTS 920 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.08 

WA.SS.09 Support waiting lists for the various programs. Yes No SM 480 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.09 

WA.SS.10 
Use modifiers to associate claims with the appropriate services when the 
provider provides different rates of services for the same service for the 
same authorized time period (such as meals or respite). 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.10 

WA.SS.11 Workflow between incident reporting and the care plan review. Yes No SM 240 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.11 
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WA Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services Management 
Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

WA.SS.12 

Provide reporting: Below is the link to the current ISIS workflow charts 
located in the IME Resource Library. : 
http://www.ime.state.ia.us/IMEResourceLibrary.html 
a. Consumers turning 18. 
b. Verification that a person is on waiver (only for the rent subsidy 
program). 
c. Audit trails of service plans. 
d. Allow workers to see claims paid for a service plan. 

Yes No COTS 400 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.12 

WA.SS.13 
Edit the authorized service against claims paid before allowing the case 
worker to change the service. Yes No SM 480 

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.13 

WA.SS.14 Capture requests for quality assurance (QA) changes to service plans. Yes No SM 320 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.14 

WA.SS.15 Provide workflow to support LOC eligibility determinations and continued 
stay reviews. 

Yes No SM 480 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.15 

WA.SS.16 Allow case managers to build case plans authorizing services, not to 
exceed maximums allowed by IME program rules. 

Yes No SM 160 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.16 

WA.SS.17 Provide a workflow process for authorizing exceptions to policies. Yes No SM 240 
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.17 

WA.SS.18 
Provide workflow process to support prior authorization of selected 
services. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.18 

WA.SS.19 

Process and maintain inputs and outputs including, but not limited to:
Inputs: 
a. Eligibility System. 
Outputs: 
a. None. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.4.2, 
Requirement # 
WA.SS.19 

 

As shown in Figure 9.1.6.4-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 61%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 39%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. 7360 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.1.6.4-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
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9.1.6.4.2 Approach to Addressing the Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services Management 
(WA) System Requirements 
Team Noridian's eCAMS is a next-generation 
MMIS platform that will help IME in managing 
waiver programs and provide the Department 
with the ability to easily set up new programs, 
such as the home and community-based services 
(HCBS) waivers, as well as Facility and 
Enhanced State Plan services. The generic 
implementation of business and technical 
services provides flexibility in managing, 
tracking, and reporting of waiver programs and 
their business processes and services without 
time-consuming system modifications. Team 
Noridian is confident that the flexible and open architecture eCAMS provides, combined with our 
planning, will prepare IME to move to a higher Medication Information Technology Architecture (MITA) 
maturity level and best serve the needs of its Waiver Program. 

Team Noridian understands that the state Medicaid program is responsible for the implementation and 
ongoing administration of HCBS waivers, and Facility and Enhanced State Plan services. Team Noridian 
understands that creating case management templates for plan of care and level of care and setting targets 
will require new effort, but most of this effort will be met by eCAMS’ highly configurable design using 
the following reusable business services and common framework. Figure 9.1.6.4-2 shows the proposed 
functional architecture for the Waiver Program to be supported by eCAMS. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-2. Overview of the Proposed eCAMS Solution for Waiver Program. Reusable business 
services, technical services and easy integration between these services provide comprehensive waiver 
program management capability. 
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Figure 9.1.6.4-3 depicts the different business process areas and services used to set up and configure 
various aspects of the waiver programs in eCAMS. 

Waiver Program Implementation — Conceptual Approach

 Business Area Key Aspects

Program Definition 
Program Management 
(Reference Data Service) 

The definition of a Waiver program is accomplished via the program setup in 
eCAMS. The system allows users to set up enrollment capacity, associate benefit 
plans, define covered services, and perform other like tasks. 

Member Identification and 
Enrollment 

Member business process area (Member 
Interface Services and Enrollment Service) 

The Interface Service framework provides a rules-driven framework to support a 
flexible intake process, handle duplicates, and associate appropriate members to 
the Waiver Program. The Enrollment Service utilizes the program definition to 
identify business exceptions, such as an enrollment capacity threshold. 

Provider Setup 
Provider business process area 
(Enrollment Service) 

The system supports the enrollment of both typical and non-typical providers. The 
providers are appropriately identified in the system using indicators or by provider 
type for a specific program such as the Waiver Programs. 

Level-of-Care Setup 
Program Management 
(Reference Data Service) 
Case Management business process area 

The eCAMS groups’ structure allows setup of level of care similar to Benefit 
packages. The flexibility in creating these groups and associating services with 
specialties and sub-specialties provides the inputs required for claims processing. 
Sub-specialties may include their level-of-care groups. Level of care workflows are 
supported through eCAMS Case Management business process area. 

Plan-of-Care Services 
Authorizations 

Prior Authorization business process area 
(Authorization Service) 
Case Management business process area 

The system supports integration of Case Management business process areas 
with other business process areas through steps in its templates. Using this 
configuration, services authorization will be set as one step in hospice plan-of-care 
case management, allowing users to use a single location to store and manage all 
care related information. The eCAMS Prior Authorization function provides flexible 
data structures to maintain multiple service authorization for different levels of care 
and spans, including blanket authorizations. Service Plan workflows are supported 
through eCAMS Case Management business process area. 

Claims Adjudication Claims Business Process Area 
(Adjudication Services) 

The system reuses the rules engine–driven flexible Claims Adjudication Service to 
process waiver claims. The Adjudication Service uses the program definition to 
enforce service restrictions and execute other waiver-specific program rules. The 
continuous flow processing within eCAMS ensures that waiver claims are 
processed in a timely manner. 

Payment and Federal 
Reporting 

Operations Management Area 
(Reporting Service, Payment Service) 

eCAMS provides a flexible framework to assign payment account codes for 
efficient tracking of expenditures. The payment determination service, which 
includes an account determination service, assigns the appropriate codes to the 
adjudicated claims for efficient federal reporting of waiver services expenditures. 

Member Plan-of-Care Service 
Monitoring Case Management business process area 

eCAMS leverages the case management service to store and manage the plan of 
care. The case management service area utilizes eCAMS association services to 
show associated paid claims/services against the setup plan of care. 

Figure 9.1.6.4-3. The eCAMS Business Services Framework for Waiver Programs. The eCAMS 
configurable business process areas and services allow easy setup of new programs, such as waiver 
programs, and provides consistent management. 
Member Identification and Enrollment in Waiver Programs 

eCAMS’ functionality addresses the Department’s objectives, such as the identification of members in 
Waiver programs and enrollment using multiple modes, such as online access, interactive voice response 
(IVR), customer relationship management (CRM), or a Web-based service used by an external system. 
eCAMS also provides a best outreach vehicle through integrated correspondence functionalities. Member 
identification and enrollment in Waiver Programs is founded on the following features: 

 Offers a flexible eligibility intake process 
 Offers program definition that includes eligibility criteria for the program, covered services, service 

areas, service restrictions, capacity, limits, and cost sharing to ensure all criteria are kept in check 
 Offers and integrated case management system 
 Supports online and real-time eligibility updates from external state agencies 
 Supports identification of duplicate recipients based on configurable weight-matching algorithms 
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 Supports recipient inquiry based on phonetic representation (i.e., the way a data string sounds) using 
Oracle’s Soundex function 

 Features a central recipient repository and structured data supporting the key member demographic 
attributes and other information such as lock-in 

eCAMS supports historical, date-specific, member program information for all programs, including 
waivers. All core data elements within the member record contain start and end dates to support the 
decision, history, and retrospective adjudication needs. The member–provider association identifies 
member associations with various providers. The association type identifies the association reason such as 
primary care provider (PCP), service worker, or case manager. The same functionality will be extended 
and modified to house the waiver provider information. 

Enroll Traditional and Nontraditional Providers 

Similar to the Member business process area, eCAMS Provider Management business process area stores 
information such as provider basic information, provider location information, license information, 
taxonomy/specialization information, provider addresses (such as location/pay-to information), mode of 
claim submission information, provider identifier information (such as SSN, FEIN, and NPI), payment 
preference information, billing agent information, billing provider information, managed care provider 
information, servicing provider information, and federal tax details. Providers have the ability to upload 
electronic documents, such as license and other information, through online screens. eCAMS validates 
and ensures all enrollment steps are completed for a given enrollment type, including a requirement for 
NPI, and presents providers with a submission checklist prior to submitting the application. By extending 
the configurable parameters of eCAMS, Team Noridian will set enrollment types for nontraditional 
providers and will incorporate enrollment rules within its rules engine to ensure that all the necessary 
checks are made on these providers.  

Maintaining and Providing Online Access to Member Plan of Care 

The eCAMS Prior Authorization Special Program Authorization structure provides the flexibility to  
store a plan of care as multiple lines for standard or nonstandard procedures. eCAMS can provide lines 
for diagnosis and revenue codes as well as a span for defining the number of units and a span for each 
claim showing rate and status as approved, in-review, or rejected. Team Noridian understands that plans 
of care will be created by another state agency or contractor who will provide these approved plans of 
care to be loaded in the new MMIS by Team Noridian. Team Noridian's experience in implementing 
Waiver programs in other states’ MMIS testifies to our maturity in understanding the requirements of 
these programs. 

Waiver Program Benefit Plan Management 

eCAMS provides a robust and comprehensive framework to address benefit management functionality. 
The cornerstone of the benefits packages functionality revolves around features, such as benefits service 
package, benefit plans, rules-driven benefits evaluation process, groups, rates and limits besides other 
functionalities. These features are addressed in detail in the following sections, as well as throughout this 
section of the proposal. The benefit packages functional component of eCAMS supports a variety of 
customizable benefit programs and packages. Each benefit package definition supports a unique and 
customized set of: 

 Eligibility criteria 
 Restriction criteria  
 Covered services 
 Pricing methods 
 Cost sharing limitations 

Benefit plans support services are based on age, time-period, gender, diagnosis, and eligibility program.  
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Key Aspects of eCAMS Integration with Optional Waiver Management System 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management system, as described in section 9.1.6.5 for Individualized 
Services Information System (ISIS) replacement, will utilize a powerful, generic, scalable, template-
driven eCAMS Case Management system with built-in capabilities leveraging eCAMS workflow and 
work management features for implementing Waiver workflows and “change” flows. The proposed 
Optional Waiver Management System will be modular, yet integrated with eCAMS, to leverage the 
business (eCAMS business process areas) and technical infrastructure (e.g., security, correspondence, 
alert, interfaces, work management, and reporting services). In addition, the ability of our Optional 
Waiver Management system to access and utilize real-time MMIS information to support the Waiver 
functionalities will streamline Waiver operations. 

eCAMS Case Management system will provide the Department features for authorized users to create, 
delete, and modify reusable workflow based case management templates using user friendly graphical 
user interface (GUI). The case management framework utilizes eCAMS business process wizard 
functionality for creation and management of workflows. Figure 9.1.6.4-4 shows a sample case 
management template set up to track particular types of care management cases. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-4. eCAMS Case Template Configuration Page. eCAMS provides a flexible,  
template-based, workflow-driven case management framework for tracking Waiver Workflows and 
“Change” flows. 
Using the flexible Waiver management workflow templates, users can instantly create cases with built-in 
workflows and, in addition, modify or add additional process steps or activities to extend the base waiver 
workflow template functionality. Additional activities that can be incorporated into the process step 
include pre-built case management activities, such as correspondence generation, notifications, alert 
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generation, triggering spawned actions, and inquiries into eCAMS (for claims, member, provider and PA 
information).The business processes can be defined to include steps, actions, and decisions to cover the 
areas of member program application process as well as for ongoing care management. As an example, 
workflow templates will be implemented for creating and managing “Service Plan” related workflow for 
waiver services utilizes. These workflows can be configured with business process steps and activities 
within it as shown in the Figure 9.1.6.4-5. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-5. eCAMS Case Management. eCAMS provides a flexible, template-based, workflow-
driven case management framework for tracking Waiver Workflows and “Change” flows. 
These workflows can also be integrated with eCAMS business process areas and technical services for 
seamless waiver management program operations. 

Benefit to the Department 

Team Noridian's approach to waiver programs presents the Department with significant benefits, as 
summarized in Figure 9.1.6.4-6. 

Features of eCAMS for Waiver Programs Benefits to Department

Flexible online program definition  

 eCAMS program definition provides transparency and visibility to the waiver program setup, including 
the associated benefit plan and service restrictions. 

 The Department can set up or modify these configuration settings quickly. 
 Benefit plan-driven adjudication processing, resulting in consistent and accurate claims processing. 

Rules engine-driven continuous flow processing and 
adjudication service 

 Ensures timely processing of waiver claims.
 Rules engine driven approach allows waiver-specific rules to be set up quickly. 

Flexible expenditure tracking and reporting system  
 The account code rules allow for more accurate reporting of dollars spent on the waiver program and 

provide traceability of payment transactions in the system for audit or reporting purposes. 
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Features of eCAMS for Waiver Programs Benefits to Department

Rules-driven enrollment and member interface 
service 

 Provides the Department flexibility to set up rules for enrollment into a program. 
 Ensures accurate reporting (unduplicated) of enrolled members in the program. 

Longitudinal record design 

 eCAMS maintains all information in the system with a time dimension (i.e., a start date and an end 
date). Any updates to the member information do not get lost in the system. Instead, the system 
creates a snapshot of the historical record for auditing and reference purposes, and creates a new 
segment with an appropriate start and end date for current purposes. 

Integration between proposed Optional Waiver 
Management System (ISIS Replacement System) 
and eCAMS 

 Seamless integration of Waiver Program operations with MMIS functions. 
 Re-use of eCAMS business and technical services. 
 MITA alignment for Waiver Program related business and technical functions. 
 Real-time processing capability for Waiver transactions. 
 Integrated, real-time reporting capability for Waiver program. 

Figure 9.1.6.4–6. Features/Benefits Table. The innovative design of eCAMS not only meets Department's 
requirements but also provides flexibility in meeting program and policy changes. 
List of Proposed Waiver Program Reports 

Figure 9.1.6.4-7 is a table listing all the Optional Waiver Management system related reports. While some 
reports currently exist within eCAMS, the capability to produce the other reports exists within eCAMS. 

# Report Name Description Available in eCAMS Requirement #

1 Waiver Report Report on 1915c Waiver No WA1.03 

2 Waiver Report Report on 1115 Waiver No WA1.03.01 

3 Waiver Report Financial Budget and Utilization Report
(2 Reports) 

Yes WA5.01 

4 Waiver Report Utilization reports for monitoring cost neutrality of waiver services to a 
target population 

No WA5.02 

5 Waiver Report Annual Report on cost neutrality and amount of services (CMS Report) No WA5.03 

6 Waiver Report Report on County Billing (2 reports) No WA5.04.01 

7 Waiver Report Report on Waiver Performance Standards (2 reports) No WA5.04.02 

8 Waiver Report 

Waiver Reports (3 reports) 
a. Consumers turning 18. 
b. Verification that a person is on waiver (only for the rent subsidy 
program). 
c. Audit trails of service plans. 
d. Allow workers to see claims paid for a service plan. 

No WA.SS.12 

Figure 9.1.6.4–7. Table of Waiver Program Management System Reports Proposed for IME. Team 
Noridian’s solution captures the data necessary to generate all required reports.  
# Interface Name Description Source Destination Requirement#

1 Waiver Interface Provider Enrollment Data Extracts eCAMS External WA.2.01.01

2 Waiver Interface County Billing Interface eCAMS County Billing System WA5.04.01

Figure 9.1.6.4–8. List of Waiver Program Management System Interfaces Proposed for IME. eCAMS 
offers the needed waiver interfaces to ensure required business functions are performed. 
#  Correspondence Title  Description Available in eCAMS  New Letter  Requirement# 

 1  Notice of Decisions on Prior Authorization  Member Notification on Service Authorization Yes No WA.SS.04

2  Notice of Decisions on Prior Authorization  Provider Notification on Service Authorization Yes No WA.SS.04

3  Service Plan Renewal Due Notification  Correspondences to Case Managers reminding 
that Service Plan is coming up for due 

 No Yes WA.SS.08 

Figure 9.1.6.4–9. List of Waiver Program Management System Correspondences Proposed for IME. 
While some of the identified correspondences currently exist within eCAMS, the system also has the 
capability to produce the remaining reports, which can easily be generated. 
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MITA Maturity Alignment 

The guiding principle for the MITA Business Architecture is “a business-driven enterprise 
transformation” and Team Noridian’s eCAMS is geared towards this paradigm by blending the right 
technical components to aid the business transformation. Team Noridian has developed the business layer 
for eCAMS, building in many of the core functionalities of the different process areas of an MMIS. Team 
Noridian believes that eCAMS is uniquely well positioned to align itself with the MITA framework, 
based on the goals and objectives of the Department.  

Figure 9.1.6.4-10 identifies the MITA Business alignment for the various processes involved in the 
Waiver Management system related business areas and Team Noridian’s solution alignment. Team 
Noridian's partner, CNSI, has operational experience with these business processes as delivered through 
eCAMS. 

#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level 
(ML) Compliance/Notes 

 1  Program Management Designate Approved Service Drug Formulary Yes ML-3 

2 Program Management Develop and Maintain Benefit Package Yes ML-3 

3 Program Management Manage Rate Setting Yes ML-3 

4 Program Management Develop and Maintain Program Policy Yes ML-3 

5 Program Management Maintain State Plan Yes ML-3 

6 Program Management Formulate Budget Yes ML-3 

7 Program Management Manage FFP for MMIS Yes ML-3 

8 Program Management Manage State Funds Yes ML-3 

9 Program Management Generate Financial and Program Analysis Report Yes ML-3 

10 Program Management Maintain Benefits-Reference Information Yes ML-3 

11 Program Management Manage Program Information Yes ML-3 

Figure 9.1.6.4–10. MITA Alignment. eCAMS ensures MITA Alignment to business areas related to the 
Waiver Program Management. 
WA1.01 

eCAMS provides flexible program data structures to support the Departments' needs to set up and manage 
multiple waiver programs for targeted population groups. HCBS (1915c) waiver program definitions are 
available within eCAMS and can be configured to hold the program definitions specific to HCBS waiver 
(1915c) program for IME. The eCAMS setup of the Waiver program structure (including enrollment 
capacity) allows for tracking associations between members and programs based on rules-based 
processing of enrollments from the eligibility data into the program. It also provides the basis for accurate 
reporting of unduplicated participants in the waiver program. Participant's enrollment in the 1915c waiver 
program can be easily tracked for monitoring and reporting purposes. 

Each member in eCAMS is assigned a unique Member ID, in addition to the member identifiers used by 
the various source systems. In cases where a participant is registered twice (due to registration through the 
multiple waiver programs or due to any other reason), all such duplicate records are identified and 
reconciled. Thus, the Department can fully and comprehensively identify by waiver, the unduplicated 
participants enrolled in each of the waiver programs including 1915c. 

WA1.01.01 

As described in our response to the previous requirement (WA1.01), all enrollment events for various 
programs, including 1115 waiver programs, can be tracked and stored by the eCAMS Member business 
process area.  
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Member business process area reconciles all member information across various transactions from 
different source systems, de-duplicates members, and unifies member information through a unique 
Member ID. Thus, the system will be able to generate unduplicated list of participants enrolled in 1115 
waiver program.  

WA1.01.02 

As described in the responses to requirement WA1.01, the Department will have the reporting capability 
to fully and comprehensively identify by waiver, the unduplicated participants enrolled in all of its 
programs, including the facility and enhanced state plan programs. eCAMS supports the capability to 
identify members enrolled in facility and enhanced state plan programs, including the facility where they 
are treated under this program.  

WA1.01.03 

Team Noridian’s EXACT Interface Services framework is responsible for receiving, processing and storing 
eligibility information from external eligibility systems. EXACT Interface Services framework will be 
configured to accept eligibility data feeds as inbound interfaces and process eligibility data, including 
waiver and enhanced state plan indicators. Waiver and enhanced state plan indicators will be stored as a part 
of member information that will be available within eCAMS for tracking, processing, and reporting 
purposes. Figure 9.1.6.4-11 shows how eCAMS Member business process area tracks, stores, and displays 
the "Home and Community Based" indicator flag for a member through online screens. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-11. eCAMS Member Screen with Waiver Program Indicators. eCAMS accepts and 
maintains waiver program and enhanced state plan indicators as a part of Member business process 
area, which can be queried/viewed through online screens. 
WA1.02 

eCAMS definition of a Waiver program is accomplished via the program setup in eCAMS, including 
enrollment capacity. eCAMS can be configured to generate alerts in the event that the maximum capacity 
of a waiver program is exceeded. This alert will end up as a notification to the appropriate agency, as 
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configured. eCAMS provides configurable alerts generation and correspondence framework for 
generating alerts and/or notifications based on events, including enrollment events.  

WA1.03 

As described in response to requirement (WA1.01), the eCAMS setup of Waiver program structure 
(including enrollment capacity) allows for tracking associations between members and programs based on 
rules-based processing of enrollments from the eligibility data in the program. It provides the basis for 
accurate reporting of unduplicated participants in the waiver program. Team Noridian will implement one 
report to list the unduplicated participants enrolled in the 1915c waiver program. 

WA1.03.01 

As described in the response to requirement WA1.03, the eCAMS setup of Waiver program structure 
(including enrollment capacity) allows for tracking associations between members and programs based on 
rules-based processing of enrollments from the eligibility data into the program. It also provides the basis 
for accurate reporting of unduplicated participants in the waiver program. Team Noridian will implement 
one report to list the unduplicated participants enrolled in the 1115 waiver program. 

WA1.04 

The eCAMS Member business process area maintains data structures to store level-of-care (LOC) 
information with associated start and end dates. eCAMS supports configuration of LOC reevaluation date 
for tracking purposes. eCAMS implementations in other states store similar information in the eCAMS 
Member business process area. This information can be accessed online through Member inquiry screens. 
Figure 9.1.6.4-12 shows a Member screen showing the LOC information (HCBS Service Type) for the 
HCBS program with the associated start and end dates and the last LOC evaluation date (authorization date). 
The next evaluation date is maintained as an activity in Case Management to trigger the evaluation process. 

The eCAMS Member business process area maintains data structures to store LOC information with 
associated start and end dates. eCAMS supports configuration of LOC reevaluation date for tracking 
purposes. eCAMS implementations in other states store similar information in the eCAMS Member 
business process area. This information can be accessed online through Member inquiry screens. Figure 
9.1.6.7-12 displays a Member screen showing the LOC information (HCBS Service Type) for the HCBS 
program with the associated start and end dates and the last LOC evaluation date (authorization date). The 
next evaluation date is maintained as an activity in Case Management to trigger the evaluation process. 
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Figure 9.1.6.4-12. Online eCAMS Screens to View Level of Care Information. eCAMS accepts and 
maintains waiver program and enhanced state plan indicators as a part of Member business process 
area, which can be queried/viewed through online screens. 
WA1.04.01 

The eCAMS Member business process area maintains data structures to store LOC information, including 
the last LOC evaluation date (authorization date). This information can be accessed online through 
Member inquiry screens. Figure 9.1.6.4-12 shows a Member screen showing the level of care (HCBS 
Service Type) for the HCBS program with the last LOC evaluation date (authorization date).  

WA1.SS.01 

eCAMS Member business process area has the capability to maintain different start and end dates for 
different programs/plans and services. Member business process area has the capability to associate and 
maintain different eligibility start and end dates for the member for program/plans and services. This 
information can be viewed online through member/benefit inquiry pages online. 

WA1.SS.02 

eCAMS provides the capability to configure Waiver programs and waiver services for the program. 
Configuration of waiver programs are supported through program setup features in eCAMS, which holds 
the definition for the waiver program. As a part of the program setup supported through program 
management business process wizards, eCAMS allows users to set up enrollment capacity, associated 
benefit plans, and defined covered services. eCAMS maintains an audit trail of all of the changes to 
waiver program configuration for reporting purposes.  

Benefit plan/service assignments associate members to the appropriate benefit/service plan based on 
assignment rules, which can also be configured to include or exclude services from an individual 
member's service plan. 

WA1.SS.03 

eCAMS will be modified to support functionality for handling services approved as exceptions to waiver 
programs. Flexible program data structures along with support for rules based service assignments including 
exception scenarios will allow for implementing this functionality to support to IME waiver programs. 
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WA1.SS.05 

Team Noridian’s proposed EXACT Interface Services framework will be configured to accept eligibility 
interfaces which carry eligibility data related to Facility eligibility and Enhanced State Plan eligibility. 
eCAMS allows Facility and Enhanced State Plan eligibility information for waiver programs to be viewed 
and managed through online screens. Changes to Facility Eligibility and Enhanced State Plan eligibility 
data can be made through online screens in real-time, including additions, deletions, and changes.  

WA2.01 

The eCAMS Provider business process area provides comprehensive functionality to support provider 
enrollment. eCAMS provides online business process wizards to completely automate provider 
enrollment process through simple to use wizard functionality that enables capturing of enrollment 
information. Provider enrollment business process wizard allows capturing both NPI (typical) and non-
NPI (atypical/nontraditional) providers. The system provides the flexibility to configure enrollment 
process steps for different provider types. The system stores NPI and other IDs (such as legacy provider 
number, UPIN, NABP, or DEA number) as identifiers enabling the system to create a single view of the 
provider entity. Figure 9.1.6.2-13 below shows a provider enrollment business process wizard page, 
which provides the ability to manage provider enrollments online. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-13. Online eCAMS Screens for Viewing and Updating Provider Enrollment Data. eCAMS 
Provider business process area has online provider enrollment business process wizards for managing 
provider enrollment activities. 
The provider enrollment system also stores information on geographic locations that can be served. 
Provider enrollment ensures that references to the provider agreement/contract are also maintained. 
eCAMS through its table-driven design maintains the applicable capitation or FFS rates based on the 
agreement/contract in flexible data structures, which can be easily maintained based on changes to rates 
or capitation fees. 
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WA2.01.01 

As described in the response to requirement WA2.01, eCAMS maintains a comprehensive set of 
enrollment information including NPI in the eCAMS Provider business area data structures. Provider 
enrollment information is made available to provider management business staff for application review 
through online screens before an enrollment decision is made. Team Noridian’s EXACT Interface 
framework will be configured to publish enrollment information to authorized external sources through an 
outbound interface. Refer to section 9.1.2, Provider Management Business Area, of our response for our 
comprehensive solution for provider enrollment including supported interfaces related to exchanging 
enrollment data. 

WA2.02 

The eCAMS enrollment process implements a series of validation rules to enforce the Department’s 
policy for verification and validation of provider entities prior to enrolling providers. The business rules 
implemented restrict enrollment of providers with missing valid licenses and providers who have been 
previously sanctioned, for example. The system also provides a configurable checklist to track additional 
provider qualifications and enforces the completeness of the configured checklist at the time of 
submission. The provider application review process also provides the ability for provider services 
contractor involved in the enrollment process to verify provider criteria as against the provider agreement, 
in addition to all the system validations. 

WA2.03 

The eCAMS online screens enable provider business area staff to enter, view, and manage provider 
information. eCAMS provider enrollment business process wizards support a self-service model to 
maintain provider data whereby providers can initiate changes to provider information through online 
screens. eCAMS has alerts configured to notify changes to appropriate staff when such changes are 
submitted. Such alerts are routed to the appropriate staff for approval and confirmation.  

WA2.04 

eCAMS provider information uses the business status update feature as a means of capturing the event of 
voluntary termination or involuntary exit of a provider. The system captures the business status (voluntary 
termination) and date of the termination/status change, which persists in the system for future reporting. 
The system allows the flexibility to configure these business status values to meet the needs of the 
Department. eCAMS maintains the business statuses within the Provider business areas, including reason 
for changes to the business status, which can be updated by provider staff through online screens.  

Figure 9.1.6.4-14 shows the business status of a provider maintained in eCAMS Provider business 
process area for various periods. 
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Figure 9.1.6.4-14. Online eCAMS Screens for Managing Provider Business Status. eCAMS Provider 
business process area has online provider enrollment data management screens through which business 
status of a provider including termination can be maintained. 
WA2.05 

eCAMS Provider enrollment business area implements business process that uses a series of validation 
rules to enforce the Department’s policy for verification and validation of provider entities prior to 
enrolling providers. The business rules prevent enrollment of providers who have been debarred by state 
or federal agencies. Team Noridian will implement one interface service that can accept information from 
a state-identified data source for provider sanctions or debarments. eCAMS Provider Management 
business process area will be responsible for implementing this requirement for waiver providers. Refer to 
section 9.1.2, Provider Management Business Area, of our response for our comprehensive solution for 
provider management including supported interface related to accept provider sanctions or debarment 
data from state-identified data source. 

WA2.05.01 

Team Noridian's proposed solution for Waiver and Facility and Enhanced State Plan services 
management solution includes features for importing the abuse registries and debarred files monthly. Any 
matched providers are flagged for “Stop Payment.” The Claims Adjudication engine uses this flag while 
processing the claims and stops payments for such providers. Alerts can be configured to notify this 
event. In addition to this feature, the eCAMS Financials system uses this flag while processing payments 
for the providers. Refer to section 9.1.2, Provider Management Business Area, of our response for our 
comprehensive solution for provider management. eCAMS Provider Management business process area 
will be responsible for implementing this requirement for waiver providers. 

WA4.01 

The eCAMS system utilizes the same adjudication engine and processes all claims through a consistent 
adjudication process cycle. All claims — both medical and waiver — are processed through the same set 
of adjudication edits. The system also enforces specific edits that can be easily configured in the rules 
engine to allow for special processing of different types of claim and service settings. 
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Refer to section 9.1.3.2, Claims Adjudication (CA) business area, of our response for our comprehensive 
solution for claims adjudication.  

WA4.02 

The eCAMS claim adjudication engine processes all claims and payment transactions through a series of 
rule sets. One rule set includes edits related to provider validation. These rules include verifying providers 
who do not have a valid provider agreement. In this instance, provider data has an indicator set of “valid 
provider agreement” for the system to validate against during adjudication. These edits will be processed 
during claims adjudication and claims disposition will prevent payment for services based on the error 
codes posted by the edits.  

Figure 9.1.6.4-15 shows various provider edits that are maintained in rules engine, which are utilized by 
eCAMS claims adjudication engine. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-15. RuleIT Screen Showing Provider Edits. RuleIT houses a comprehensive set of claims 
processing edits including provider edits.  
WA4.03 

The eCAMS claim adjudication engine processes all claims and payment transactions through a series of 
rule sets. One rule set includes edits related to member validation. These rules include verifying members 
for eligibility and coverage. The system will deny the claim (based on the edit disposition configured in 
the system) if the member is flagged as ineligible for the dates of service. 

WA4.04 

The eCAMS system has a highly flexible and a configurable duplicate criteria definition structure. The 
duplicate criteria setup in eCAMS allows the user to set up a decision matrix comparing the current claim 
against the history of previous paid claims. This ease of set-up allows the user to configure rules to 
suspend waiver claims against hospital claim type or nursing claim type for similar dates of service. 
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The system also has the ability to implement edit override in case of exception conditions. Another 
scenario possible is if there is an approved prior authorization in the system that overrides an edit. In 
order to handle these scenarios, the rules engine implements bypass logic to continue adjudication of 
the claim. 

WA4.05 

eCAMS has a highly flexible and a configurable limit definition structure. The limit setup in eCAMS 
allows the user to set up service frequency limits in dollars or units. The limit setup also provides a great 
deal of flexibility in defining the time period of the service restriction. However, in order to support 
member specific limits based on approved plan of care or budget caps based on individual waiver budget 
cap, eCAMS will be modified to have the ability to configure and dynamically apply these member 
specific limits and restrictions. 

During claims adjudication, the system processes all claims and payment transactions through a series of 
rule sets. One rule set includes edits related to service limits validation. These rules include verifying the 
validity of a service limit for the given set of service settings and will also utilize the member specific 
limit definitions. The system will then validate whether the limit on the claim exceeds the established 
threshold by processing the previous history of paid claims for the member. 

WA4.06 

The eCAMS claim adjudication engine processes all claims and payment transactions through a series of 
rule sets. One rule set includes edits related to prior authorization validation. These include verifying the 
need for prior authorization for a given set of service settings. The system will then validate whether the 
prior authorization on the claim and on the file covers the services being rendered before the claim is 
suspended or denied. 

WA4.07 

The eCAMS Claims Adjudication business process area processes all claims and payment transactions 
through a series of rule sets. One rule set includes edits related to third-party liability (TPL). These rules 
include verifying whether the member has TPL coverage or whether TPL is reported on the claim being 
processed. If TPL coverage exists, the system processes the claim against a cost-avoidance decision 
matrix. This matrix ensures that appropriate claims are cost-avoided to ensure Medicaid is the payer of 
last resort. The system will then validate this information on the claim and on the Reference repository 
(e.g., TPL information) before the claim is suspended or denied. However, if the claim has reported TPL, 
and the Member does not have TPL, the system notifies the TPL staff of potential coverage updates. 

WA4.08 

The eCAMS claim adjudication engine processes all claims and payment transactions through a series of 
rule sets. One rule set includes edits related to post-pricing edits. In this set of rules, the system ensures 
that an accurate price for the claim is determined. This involves the member’s cost share of the premium 
being processed to be deducted from the final payments. Any payments that have been previously 
processed (e.g., enrollment fees) are used to determine the final payment. The system will then process 
this information on the claim to ensure accurate and timely payment to the providers. 

WA5.01 

eCAMS will utilize its Cognos reporting service to generate two financial and cost reports that provide 
necessary waiver program data, as described below: 
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1. Waiver Program Budget Report. This will be produced for each individual waiver program. Setting 
the waiver program code as a parameter for this report will provide the necessary flexibility. 

2. Waiver Program Utilization Report. This will document by service code and federal reporting code 
the dollar amount expenditure for these services. 

eCAMS, with its tight integration with Cognos suite of reporting tools, will provide the front-end and 
middle tier capabilities running against an Oracle database. Various types of reports can be supported 
including standardized queries, on-demand queries, and reports. 

WA5.02 

Team Noridian will provide one report to support this requirement. Comparison of costs between waiver 
services to a target population and that of alternative institutional care can be also presented in this report.  

WA5.03 

CNSI is currently developing federal reports CMS-372 and 372S in support of HCBS Waiver programs, 
which will be configured for IME Waiver programs.  

WA5.04 

CNSI has implemented reports to assess quality and appropriateness of care furnished to participants of 
the Medicaid programs, which are similar to this requirement. Team Noridian will use the parameters 
within that report to support reporting on waiver services. 

WA5.04.01 

Team Noridian’s proposed EXACT Interface Services framework will implement interfaces with the 
capability to receive, process, and store county billing process information. Team Noridian, through the 
county billing program interface, will receive and store periodic updates from the county billing system. 
eCAMS will store this information for generating county billing reports. Team Noridian will develop up 
to two reports related to county billing process in support of this requirement. 

WA5.04.02 

eCAMS has the capability to receive, process, and store all county waiver information through the 
proposed interfaces, including program information, financial information, utilization, and quality of care 
information. eCAMS will utilize its Cognos reporting services to generate reports in support of 
performance reports/score cards. Team Noridian proposes to implement up to two reports in support of 
waiver performance standards assessment. 

WA5.05 

eCAMS maintains capacity attribute to store the provider capacity at the program level. Figure 9.1.6.4-16 
shows an eCAMS screen which is used to set and monitor the provider capacity, in this case for 
FQHC/RHC providers.  
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Figure 9.1.6.4-16. eCAMS Screen Showing Provider Capacity and Current Enrollments. eCAMS allows 
configuration of provider capacity in order to track and monitor current enrollments. 
While allocating providers to specific services in a waiver plan, the system will implement a business 
check to ensure that the provider capacity set will not be exceeded for a waiver program and initiate  
alerts appropriately. 

WA5.SS.01 

Benefit plans can be configured and maintained through online screens. eCAMS Reference business 
process area maintains the benefit plan definitions through flexible data structures. Department users can 
create and manage benefit plan definitions through easy to use Benefit Plan Administration wizards as 
shows in Figure 9.1.6.4-17. Through the benefit plan wizards, Department staff can update benefit plan 
parameters, including eligibility definitions, cost sharing information, benefit service package definitions, 
plan service area, plan capacity information, and several other details, as reflected in Figure 9.1.6.4-17. 
The online benefit plan wizard screen presents the structure of the benefit plans and provides the ability to 
set the benefit plan rules (parameters) more efficiently. Since this information is stored in the database, 
reports on benefit plan details and structure can be generated using Cognos reporting framework. Team 
Noridian will implement one report in support of this requirement.  
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Figure 9.1.6.4-17. eCAMS Benefit Plan Wizard Page. eCAMS Benefit Plan Management screen 
 tracks and displays benefit plan information in a structured manner through flexible benefit plan  
data structures. 
WA5.SS.02 

Team Noridian’s proposed EXACT Interface services framework will be responsible for managing all 
external MMIS interfaces. The proposed EXACT Interface services framework will implement inbound 
and outbound interfaces to establish information exchange capabilities with designated entities. Refer to 
section 9.3, External Interfaces, of our response for our comprehensive solution for Business Relationship 
Management business area for exchanging information with designated entities. 

WA.SS.01 

eCAMS Financials business process area allows setting up “member” as the vendor in addition to a 
provider or an organization. eCAMS will be modified to allow for creation of a payee association on 
member record to set the member as the payee. Team Noridian will develop a screen to manage the 
association. eCAMS will be modified to create a payee association on a member record. During the 
payment process, eCAMS Financials business process area will consider the payee as the vendor, which 
in this case is a member. Thus payment on the member record will be supported through configuration in 
Financials and through eCAMS modification for managing payee association on a member record. 

WA.SS.02 

As described in our response to requirement WA1.SS.02, eCAMS provides configurable business process 
wizards and table-driven data structures to maintain program information, which allows for the addition of 
services to an existing waiver program or addition of new waiver programs. Configuration of the program 
parameters are supported through online screens. Also, based on requirement, the rules engine can also be 
used to implement specific adjudication rules for waiver plans with respect to services covered. 

WA.SS.03 

eCAMS Managed Care business process area maintains managed care enrollment data spans for various 
start and end dates for enrollment periods. Enrollment information (e.g., status, program, RAC eligibility, 
organization, and Medicare status) and demographic information (all member demographic data in 
member file) are maintained as a part of eCAMS Member business process area and are available online 
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through the member details page, as shown in the Figure 9.1.6.4-18. All enrollment data are maintained as 
member records or can be retrieved from eCAMS through appropriate queries. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-18. eCAMS Screen for Tracking Member Enrollment Data. eCAMS provides the capability 
to track member enrollment data for various programs through online screens. 
WA.SS.04 

The eCAMS correspondence framework allows for generating correspondences/notices for notifying 
members and providers on the approved service plans from the case manager. Team Noridian will 
implement up to two correspondences for electronic notification of decisions to members and providers 
specific to waiver programs. 

WA.SS.05 

eCAMS Prior Authorization business area provides comprehensive functionalities to support service 
authorization requirements. Prior authorization allows for authorization of service in terms of units or 
dollar amounts for a start (from date) and end (to date) or for a recurring frequency (per month limits). 
Service authorization (response) message will contain the authorization units and the authorized duration, 
as shown in Figure 9.1.6.4-19, through eCAMS online screens. Service authorization limits can be 
configured for various service types within eCAMS. eCAMS prior authorization leverages the flexibility 
of rules engine and flexible reference data structures as necessary to implement service authorization rules 
specific to program and state-specific requirements. 
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Figure 9.1.6.4-19. eCAMS Prior Authorization Screen with PA Utilization Data. eCAMS allows tracking 
PA information online in terms of Authorized and Utilization Units/Amounts for approved services. 
WA.SS.06 

The Consumer Choices Option (CCO) recognizes that Iowans with disabilities and older Iowans can plan 
and decide how they spend their days and how they live their lives, with caring assistance available when 
needed. It is offered through Iowa’s home and community based services (HCBS) Waiver programs, 
allowing individuals and their families to make decisions about the services they need and to manage 
those services. 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in creating and managing member cases 
including development of budgets. Waiver workflow will include process steps to capture individual 
budget information.  

This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for optional waiver 
management. 

WA.SS.07 

As described in our response to requirement WA.SS.05, eCAMS Prior Authorization business process 
area supports configuration of limits for a defined period or a recurring frequency (monthly or annual) or 
for a perpetual lifetime period based on the approved service plan. Limits can be set for specific services 
or groups of services. In addition, eCAMS Prior Authorization business process area also maintains 
several prior authorization edits to check for lifetime limits. eCAMS does not purge lifetime related 
claims from the system. 

WA.SS.08 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in creating and managing member cases, 
including service plans. Proposed Optional Waiver Management solution will leverage eCAMS Case 
Management business process area to track and manage member cases, including service plan 
management. This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional 
Waiver Management. 
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The template-driven case management feature will implement process steps involved in service plan 
tracking, including triggering tasks/activities to review plan before it becomes due. Figure 9.1.6.4-20 is a 
sample case management template for service plan tracking. Built-in workflows and alerts will be 
configured to automate triggering of these actions. Service plan case setup can be configured to notify 
case managers when the plan becomes due for review.  

 

Figure 9.1.6.4-20. eCAMS Case Management Screen for Tracking Service Plan Related Cases and 
Activities. eCAMS allows setting up of case templates for managing service plan related workflows, 
milestones, alerts and actions. 
WA.SS.09 

Team Noridian understands that at any point in time, waiver programs setup should support capacity 
limits (slots) to be enforced at the program level, service area, or provider level.  

eCAMS will be modified to allow tracking individual member cases waitlisted (waiting list queues) due 
to unavailability of slots or other reasons based on business rules. eCAMS can be configured to auto-
generate an alert or notification or initiate a new case which can be assigned based on business rules for 
further tracking and management. eCAMS can also be configured to ensure if a released capacity is not 
utilized by a waiting transaction due to other changes, the next transaction in the waiting list can utilize 
the opportunity. 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in creating and managing member 
cases. This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional 
Waiver Management. 
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WA.SS.10 

eCAMS has the capability to differentiate between the different rates for the same service using 
modifiers. eCAMS rate setting features allows pricing based on procedure code/modifier combinations 
and there is no limit to how many such combinations we have. Through this, eCAMS supports using 
modifiers to identify duplicate services for the same provider for the same member for a certain time 
period and allows different rates. 

WA.SS.11 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in managing member cases, including 
workflow between incident reporting system and care plan review. Proposed Optional Waiver 
Management solution will leverage eCAMS Case Management business process area to track and manage 
waiver cases. This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional 
Waiver Management. 

WA.SS.12 

All waiver program information will be maintained in eCAMS and can be accessed or queried to obtain 
real-time program information. eCAMS reporting services will be utilized to develop reports supporting 
the waiver program as specified in our response to requirement WA5.01. Team Noridian will implement 
up to three reports, which will cover three specific reports requested in this requirement. One report 
(consumers turning 18) can be generated through eCAMS online screens as described below: 

 Consumers turning 18. Team Noridian will develop one report to support the requirement 
 Verification that a person is on waiver. This can be achieved through eCAMS member inquiry 

screens the results of which can be saved as an Excel spreadsheet report through built-in screen 
functionality 

 Audit trail report for service plans. One report will be developed as a part of the Optional Waiver 
Management system 

 Claims paid for a service plan. One report will be developed to support the requirement 

WA.SS.13 

When a case manager/worker tries to change a service on a plan, edits will be implemented to verify 
payments made and appropriately determine whether the case worker can be allowed to change the 
authorized service. Online checks will be implemented to verify authorize service against claims paid 
before allowing changes to be made to the service by the case worker. 

This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional Waiver 
Management. 

WA.SS.14 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in managing member cases, including the 
activities related to the creation of service plans and its execution. Specific workflows involved in the 
service plan management, including capturing requests for quality assurance plans, will be implemented 
in these case workflows (for service plans). 

This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional Waiver 
Management. 
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WA.SS.15 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in managing member cases, including 
LOC eligibility determinations and continued stay reviews.  

This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional Waiver 
Management. 

WA.SS.16 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in managing member cases, including the 
workflow steps and rules to be applied during the development of service plans. Waiver workflow steps 
will implement appropriate checks/business rules for case managers to verify the service limits on the 
service plans prior to authorization and while building the service plans.  

This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional Waiver 
Management.  

WA.SS.17 

Our proposed Optional Waiver Management solution, as described in section 9.1.6.5, provides 
comprehensive features to manage waiver workflows involved in managing member cases, including 
workflow process for authorizing exceptions to policies and related business rules to be incorporated 
within the workflows. 

This requirement will be met through the Team Noridian’s proposed solution for Optional Waiver 
Management.  

WA.SS.18 

eCAMS Prior Authorization business process area implements workflow processes for managing the 
complete service authorization request/response process. eCAMS accepts and maintains information on 
services which require prior authorization. eCAMS Prior Authorization business process area supports 
service requests through online forms, HIPAA EDI transaction, or paper form. Services requiring 
authorization can also be configured within eCAMS and specific edits as business rules can be 
implemented to define specific service authorization rules to be applied. 

WA.SS.19 

As described in our response to requirement WA1.01.03, Team Noridian’s proposed EXACT Interface 
Service framework will be configured to receive, accept, process and maintain inbound interfaces from 
eligibility systems.  

Refer to section 9.3, Current MMIS External Interfaces, of our response for the comprehensive list of 
interfaces supported, including inbound interfaces from the eligibility system. 
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9.1.6.5 Optional Waiver, Facility, and Enhanced State Plan Services Management for 
the ISIS Replacement System 
9.1.6.5.1 Optional Waiver, Facility, and Enhanced State Plan Services Management for the ISIS 
Replacement System (OWA.SS) System Requirements Table 

OWA.SS Optional Waiver, Facility, and Enhanced State Plan Services 
Management Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

OWA.SS.01 
Allow the Department and non-Department users secure access to the 
MMIS system. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.01 

OWA.SS.02 
Allow users to view and update only those items allowed by IME policy 
based upon the user's role. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.02 

OWA.SS.03 
Store user's information such as name, e-mail, phone number and 
address. Display this information for use by other users. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.03 

OWA.SS.04 
Automatically disable outdated users based on IME policy which is 
currently 60 days or as directed by IME. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.04 

OWA.SS.05 Allow supervisors and certain user roles the ability to assign and 
reassign members and work from one user to another. 

Yes No SM 320 
Section 9.1.6.5.2,
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.05 

OWA.SS.06 Provide for the ability for users identified as a team to have access to 
each other's work and any team work tasks. 

Yes No SM 160 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.06 

OWA.SS.07 Provide for the ability to search for and select a specific member by 
name, partial name, state ID and social security number. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.07 

OWA.SS.08 
Accept and store provider rate information to be used when authorizing 
services. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.08 

OWA.SS.09 
Provide ability to search for and select providers by number, name, 
county location and services they are certified to provide. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.09 

OWA.SS.10 
Accept daily approvals, cancels, denials and change actions from the 
Medicaid eligibility system(s) for waiver and facility members. Yes No SM 320 

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.10 

OWA.SS.11 Assign users to members based on criteria including but not limited to 
role, county, program as determined by IME policy. Yes No SM 320 

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.11 

OWA.SS.12 

Provide workflows for identified business process, action and decision 
steps. Automatically start these workflows based upon changes 
identified by IME policy. Include tasks completed by the user roles 
involved in processing a members program application and ongoing care 
management. 
This includes but is not limited to tasks such as counties accepting legal 
settlement, changes in eligibility or services, cancellations, denials and 
reminders of other key tasks, such as eligibility and service plan reviews 
along with LOC assessments. 

Yes No SM 7200 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.12 

OWA.SS.13 Allow users to reverse or undo responses to a workflow task if they 
determine they have responded incorrectly. 

Yes No SM 160 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.13 

OWA.SS.14 
Accept client participation determined in eligibility or by adjustments. 
Store the member participation amount so that it can be used to reduce 
claims for long term care claims by these amounts. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.14 

OWA.SS.15 

Accept entry of the facility provider where a member resides when 
receiving hospice services. Store this information so it can be used to 
determine the facility provider's rate when making payment for the room 
and board portion on a hospice member's claims. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.15 
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OWA.SS Optional Waiver, Facility, and Enhanced State Plan Services 
Management Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

OWA.SS.16 

Accept entry of eligibility, service plan and services. Allow adds, changes 
and deletes of this information as determined by IME policy. Allow 
authorization and approval by assigned users and use the authorized 
and approved data for claims payment. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.16 

OWA.SS.17 

Include edits to validate the service plan and services based on policy. 
Prevent entry of authorizations that do not meet policy criteria, exceed 
monthly budget caps and exceed service unit or rate caps. Service dates 
must be on or after application date and on or after the LOC effective 
date. The service dates can't overlap. Providers must be enrolled in the 
Iowa Medicaid program for the specific service being authorized. See 
service plan errors in draft manuals. 
http://www.ime.state.ia.us/IMEResourceLibrary.html 

Yes No SM 720 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.17 

OWA.SS.18 Reject changes to service plans and authorizations where claims may 
have been paid unless claims corrected accordingly. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.18 

OWA.SS.19 

Store and use the authorization data. Data includes: eligibility dates, 
waiver type, LOC effective date, county of legal settlement when 
applicable, service dates, services codes, provider, rates and units of 
service. 

Yes No SM 240 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.19 

OWA.SS.20 Split plans and services when LOC is lowered and determine if services 
exceed the new lower level monthly cap. 

Yes No SM 320 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.20 

OWA.SS.21 Allow cash out of services and creation of a CCO budget and savings 
using rules and policies provided by the IME. 

Yes No SM 960 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.21 

OWA.SS.22 
Collect and track items and amounts paid under CCO and Money 
Follows the Person (MFP). Yes No SM 360 

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.22 

OWA.SS.23 
Allow for changes to be made to budgets. Roll the monthly budget for 
CCO forward each month. Yes No SM 360 

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.23 

OWA.SS.24 
Provide a notice of decision showing authorized services for members 
and providers when applicable in electronic and printable form. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.24 

OWA.SS.25 
Allow for corrections to a member's authorized long term care facility 
eligibility date spans. Make adjustment to affected claims such as vendor 
adjustments. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.25 

OWA.SS.26 Identify those members that are in long term care facilities for purposes 
of Medicare Part D co-pays. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.26 

OWA.SS.27 
Allow facility provider access to their eligible members and resident's 
approval, changes and termination of facility eligibility including state ID, 
dates, client participation amounts. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.27 

OWA.SS.28 
Allow waiver provider access to their eligible member's approval, 
changes and termination of services eligibility including state ID, dates, 
client participation amounts, service spans, units and rates. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.28 

OWA.SS.29 
Archive all changes made to a member and services. Identify the user 
that made those changes for purposes of an audit trail and research. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.29 

OWA.SS.30 

Provide reports determined by IME. Some examples include, member's 
needing a service plan, workload (member's by user), services 
authorized and related paid claims, providers for members assigned to a 
specific user, workload tasks, overdue tasks, denied claims, member's 
near age 18 for county point coordinators, member's with invalid plans 
and member's with expired LOC reviews. 

Yes No COTS 1200 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.30 

OWA.SS.31 
Provide the capability to create member profile reports, as approved by 
the IME. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.31 
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OWA.SS Optional Waiver, Facility, and Enhanced State Plan Services 
Management Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

OWA.SS.32 
Services can be authorized by units by month or units within a date span 
or as identified by IME. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.32 

OWA.SS.33 
Edit for monthly, annual and lifetime limits on services based on IME 
rules and policies. Provide reports displaying accumulated use or 
remaining funds available. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.33 

OWA.SS.34 Provide for electronic automated referral to and or from the long term 
care incident reporting system. 

Yes No SM 480 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.34 

OWA.SS.35 Create processes for approval and overriding edits due to exceptions to 
policy and appeals. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.35 

OWA.SS.36 Allow for modifiers to identify duplicate services for the same provider, 
same member, same service, same time period and different rates. 

Yes No SM 360 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.36 

OWA.SS.37 
Allow for extracts or imports of data from consumer self direction option 
(CCO Financial Management Service Agencies (FMSA)) with 
reconciliation of actual expenses to budget services. 

Yes No SM 480 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.37 

OWA.SS.38 

Store the date that a member's complete plan of care (POC) is initially 
completed. Maintain separate dates and allow updates to be made for 
each document and assessment within the POC. Provide the capability 
of an alert in the workflow management process when document due 
dates are approaching. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.38 

OWA.SS.39 
Generate notices or alerts to the IME if number of unduplicated 
participants enrolled in the waiver program(s) exceeds the number of 
participants approved in the waiver application. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.39 

OWA.SS.40 
Produce monitoring reports to determine if services approved in the POC 
are provided. Yes No COTS 160 

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.40 

OWA.SS.41 

Suspend payments for waiver services furnished to individuals who are 
inpatients of a hospital, nursing facility ICF/MR and sends notice to the 
provider of the admission. If the state has approved personal care 
retainer or respite services provided in an ICF/MR building but not 
covered under the ICF/MR benefit, an exception may be granted. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.41 

OWA.SS.42 

Limit payment for services to those described within the member's 
approved POC. Deny claims exceeding dollar or utilization limits 
approved in a waiver program or exceeding the approved individual 
waiver budget cap. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.42 

OWA.SS.43 Provide the ability to automatically approve prior authorizations for 
waiver services up to a specific dollar amount. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.43 

OWA.SS.44 
Process waiver provider and member claims and make timely and 
accurate payments. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.44 

OWA.SS.45 
Provide the ability to accept different start and end dates for different 
waiver programs for an individual member. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.45 

OWA.SS.46 

Store the date that a member's POC, LOC, Preadmission Screening and 
Annual Resident Review (PASARR), screening records, clinical 
assessment and other required documents is initially completed and 
allow the user to update the date of the next document re-evaluation if 
applicable. Provide the capability of an alert in the workflow 
management tool that the document is due. 

Yes No SM 160 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.46 

OWA.SS.47 
Create the ability to bill multiple counties (including state cases) for a 
legal settlement per program per member. Yes No SM 720 

Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.47 
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OWA.SS Optional Waiver, Facility, and Enhanced State Plan Services 
Management Requirements - MMIS A  B  C  D  E  

OWA.SS.48 
Maintain and create a monthly managed waiting list and report for each 
of the waivers and include data as determined by the IME in electronic 
and printable format. 

Yes No SM 160 
Section 9.1.6.5.2, 
Requirement # 
OWA.SS.48 

As shown in Figure 9.1.6.5-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 58%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 42%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. 15,160 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.1.6.5-1. Team Noridian's solution compliance to the RFP requirements. Our solution will meet 
all the RFP requirements using the existing system capability as well as configuring and modifying the 
eCAMS system. 
9.1.6.5.2 Approach to Addressing the Optional Waiver, Facility and Enhanced State Plan Services 
Management for the ISIS Replacement System Requirements 
Team Noridian also understands that the 
Individualized Service Information System 
(ISIS) is intended to be replaced through the 
Optional Waiver Management system 
requirements. Our proposal addresses all the 
requirements as listed in the Optional Waiver 
Program section to support the various critical 
functionalities related to the waiver program 
business processes and workflows currently 
supported by ISIS. Waiver Programs as referred 
to within this entire section includes all Waiver, 
Facility and Enhanced State Plan services covered  
by IME. 

eCAMS offers an integrated, comprehensive and member-centric solution in support of IME’s Optional 
Waiver Programs. The proposed Optional Waiver Management System will be modular yet integrated 
with eCAMS to leverage the business (eCAMS business process areas) and technical infrastructure 
(security, correspondence, alert, interfaces, work management, and reporting services). In addition, the 
ability of our Optional Waiver Management system to access and utilize real-time MMIS information to 
support the Waiver functionalities will streamline and ease Waiver operations. Figure 9.1.6.5-2 depicts 
the functionalities of the proposal Optional Waiver Management system and how it leverages eCAMS 
business and technical infrastructure to provide a seamless Waiver Program management system aligned 
on MITA architecture principles. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-2. Overview of the Proposed Optional Waiver Management (ISIS Replacement) System. 
Reusable business services, technical services and easy integration between these services provide 
comprehensive Waiver program management capability. 
Key Aspects of the Proposed Optional Waiver Management Solution 

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System will implement waiver workflows and 
“change” flows in support of various business processes which are currently handled by the ISIS 
including: 

 Waiver Program Request/Application process 

• Case initiation from the external eligibility (ABC) system 
• Case management 
• Waiver program request application entry, review and acceptance 

 Care Management workflows for Waiver programs 

• Level of care (LOC) determination, assessments, review, and approval 
• LOC Case Management 
• Service Plan creation, review and approval 
• Service Plan Case Management 
• “Change” flows related to LOC and Service Plan management 
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Our proposed Optional Waiver Management system for ISIS replacement will utilize a powerful, generic, 
scalable, template-driven eCAMS Case Management system with built-in capabilities to leverage eCAMS 
workflow and work management features for implementing Waiver workflows and “change” flows. 
eCAMS Case Management system will provide the Department’s authorized users with features to create, 
delete and/or modify reusable workflow based case management templates using user friendly GUI. The 
case management framework utilizes eCAMS business process wizard functionality for creation and 
management of workflows. Figure 9.1.6.5-3 shows a sample case management template set up to track a 
particular type of care management cases. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.5-3. eCAMS Case Template Configuration Page. eCAMS provides a flexible, template-
based, workflow-driven case management framework for tracking Waiver workflows and “change” flows. 
Using the flexible Waiver management workflow templates, users can instantly create cases with built-in 
workflows and modify or add additional process steps or activities to extend the base waiver workflow 
template functionality. Additional activities that can be incorporated into the process steps include pre-
built case management activities, such as correspondence generation, notifications, alert generation, 
triggering spawned actions, and inquiries into eCAMS (for claims, member, provider and PA 
information).The business processes can be defined to include steps, actions, and decisions to cover the 
areas of member program application process as well as for ongoing care management. As an example, 
workflow templates will be implemented for creating and managing “Service Plan” related workflow for 
waiver services utilized. These workflows can be configured with business process steps and activities 
within it, as shown in the Figure 9.1.6.5-4. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-4. eCAMS Case Management. eCAMS provides a flexible, template-based, workflow-
driven case management framework for tracking Waiver workflows and “change” flows. 
These workflows can also be integrated with eCAMS business process areas and technical services for 
seamless waiver management program operations. 

Seamless Integration of Optional Waiver Management Solution with eCAMS 

Team Noridian understands that the state Medicaid program is responsible for the implementation and 
ongoing administration of Waiver Programs, Facility and Enhanced State Plan programs for special 
population groups. Team Noridian understands that creating case management templates for plan of care 
and level of care and setting targets will require new effort, but most of these efforts will be met by the 
eCAMS highly configurable design using the following reusable business services and common 
framework. Figure 9.1.6.5-5 shows the functional architecture of the Waiver Program to be supported by 
the eCAMS solution, depicting the different business process areas and services used to set up and 
configure various aspects of the waiver programs in eCAMS. 

Waiver Program Implementation — Conceptual Approach

 Business Area Key Aspects

Program Definition 
Program Management 
(Reference Data Service) 

The definition of a Waiver program is done via the program set-up in eCAMS. The system allows 
users to set up enrollment capacity, associate benefit plans, define covered services, and other 
like tasks. 

Member Identification 
and Enrollment 

Member business process area 
(Member Interface Services and 
Enrollment Service) 

The Interface Service framework provides a rules-driven framework to support a flexible intake 
process, handle duplicates, and associate appropriate members to the Waiver Program. The 
Enrollment Service utilizes the program definition to identify business exceptions, such as an 
enrollment capacity threshold. 
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Waiver Program Implementation — Conceptual Approach

Provider Setup 
Provider business process area 
(Enrollment Service) 

The system supports the enrollment of both typical and nontypical providers. The providers are 
appropriately identified in the system using indicators or by provider type for a specific program 
such as the Waiver Programs. 

Level-of-Care Setup 

Program Management 
(Reference Data Service) 
Case Management business 
process area 

The eCAMS Groups structure allows setup of level of care similar to Benefit packages. The 
flexibility in creating these groups and associating services with specialties and sub-specialties 
provides the inputs required for claims processing. Sub-specialties may include their level-of-
care groups. Level of Care workflows are supported through eCAMS Case Management 
business process area. 

Plan-of-Care Services 
Authorizations 

Prior Authorization business 
process area (Authorization 
Service) 
Case Management business 
process area 

The system supports integration of Case Management business process areas with other 
business process areas through steps in its templates. Using this configuration, services 
authorization will be set as one step in Hospice plan-of-care case management, allowing users to 
use a single location to store and manage all care related information. The eCAMS Prior 
Authorization function provides flexible data structures to maintain multiple service authorization 
for different levels of care and spans, including blanket authorizations.  
Service Plan workflows are supported through eCAMS Case Management business process 
area. 

Claims Adjudication Claims Business Process Area 
(Adjudication Services) 

The system reuses the rules engine–driven flexible Claims Adjudication Service to process 
waiver claims. The Adjudication Service uses the program definition to enforce service 
restrictions and execute other waiver-specific program rules. The continuous flow processing 
within eCAMS ensures that waiver claims are processed in a timely manner. 
 

Payment and Federal 
Reporting 

Operations Management Area 
(Reporting Service, Payment 
Service) 

eCAMS provides a flexible framework to assign payment account codes for efficient tracking of 
expenditures. The payment determination service, which includes an account determination 
service, assigns the appropriate codes to the adjudicated claims for efficient federal reporting of 
waiver services expenditures. 

Member Plan-of-Care 
Service Monitoring 

Case Management business 
process area 

eCAMS leverages the case management service to store and manage the plan of care. The 
case management service area utilizes eCAMS association services to show associated paid 
claims/services against the set up plan of care. 

Figure 9.1.6.5-5. The eCAMS Business Services Framework for Waiver Programs. The eCAMS 
configurable business process areas and services allow easy setup of new programs, such as waiver 
programs and provide consistent management. 
Member Identification and Enrollment in Waiver Programs 

eCAMS functionality addresses the Department’s objectives such as the identification of members in 
Waiver programs and enrollment using multiple modes such as online access, interactive voice response 
(IVR), customer relationship management (CRM), or a Web-based service used by an external system. 
eCAMS also provides a best outreach vehicle through integrated correspondence functionalities. Member 
identification and enrollment in Waiver Programs is founded on the following features: 

 Offers a flexible eligibility intake process 
 Offers program definition that includes eligibility criteria for the program, covered services, service 

areas, service restrictions, capacity, limits, and cost sharing to ensure all criteria are kept in check 
 Offers and integrated case management system 
 Supports online and real-time eligibility updates from external State agencies 
 Supports identification of duplicate recipients based on configurable weight-matching algorithms 
 Supports recipient inquiry based on phonetic representation (i.e., the way a data string sounds) using 

Oracle’s Soundex function 
 Provides a central recipient repository and structured data supporting the key member demographic 

attributes and other information such as lock-in 

eCAMS supports historical, date-specific, member program information for all programs, including 
waivers. All core data elements within the member record contain start and end dates to support the 
decision, history, and retrospective adjudication needs. The member–provider association identifies 
member associations with various providers. The association type identifies the association reason, such 
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as primary care provider (PCP), service worker, or case manager. The same functionality will be extended 
and modified to house the waiver provider information. 

Enroll Traditional and Nontraditional Providers 

Similar to the Member business process area, eCAMS Provider Management business process area stores 
information, such as provider basic information, provider location information, license information, 
taxonomy/specialization information, provider addresses (such as location/pay-to information), mode of 
claim submission information, provider identifier information (such as SSN, FEIN, and NPI), payment 
preference information, billing agent information, billing provider information, managed care provider 
information, servicing provider information, and federal tax details. Providers have the ability to upload 
electronic documents, such as license and other information, through online screens. eCAMS validates 
and ensures that all enrollment steps are completed for a given enrollment type, including a requirement 
for NPI, and presents providers with a submission checklist prior to submitting the application. By 
extending the configurable parameters of eCAMS, Team Noridian will set enrollment types for 
nontraditional providers and will incorporate enrollment rules within its rules engine to ensure that all the 
necessary checks are made on these providers.  

Maintaining and Providing Online Access to Member Plan of Care 

The eCAMS Prior Authorization Special Program Authorization structure provides the flexibility to store 
a plan of care as multiple lines for standard or nonstandard procedures. eCAMS can provide lines for 
diagnosis and revenue codes as well as a span for defining the number of units and a span for each claim 
showing rate and status as approved, in-review, or rejected. Team Noridian understands that plans of care 
will be created by another state agency or contractor who will provide these approved plans of care to be 
loaded in the new MMIS by Team Noridian.  

Team Noridian's experience in implementing Waiver programs in other states’ MMIS testifies to our 
maturity in understanding these program requirements. 

Waiver Program Benefit Plan Management 

eCAMS provides a robust and comprehensive framework to address benefit management functionality. 
The cornerstone of the benefits packages functionality revolves around features such as benefits service 
package, benefit plans, rules-driven benefits evaluation process, groups, rates, and limits, in addition to 
other functionalities. These features are addressed in detail in the following sections as well as throughout 
this section of the proposal. The benefit packages functional component of eCAMS supports a variety of 
customizable benefit programs and packages. Each benefit package definition supports a unique and 
customized set of: 

 Eligibility criteria 
 Restriction criteria  
 Covered services 
 Pricing methods 
 Cost sharing limitations 

Benefit plans support services are based on age, time period, gender, diagnosis, and eligibility program.  

Benefit to the Department 

Team Noridian's approach to Waiver Programs presents the Department with significant benefits, as 
summarized in Figure 9.1.6.5-6. 
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Features of eCAMS for Waiver Programs Benefits to Department

Integration between proposed Optional Waiver Management 
System (ISIS Replacement System) and eCAMS 

 Seamless integration of Waiver Program operations with MMIS functions. 
 Re-use of eCAMS business and technical services. 
 MITA alignment for Waiver Program related business and technical functions. 
 Real-time processing capability for Waiver transactions. 
 Integrated, real-time reporting capability for Waiver Program. 

Flexible online program definition  

 eCAMS program definition provides transparency and visibility to the waiver program set-up, 
including the associated benefit plan and service restrictions 

 Department can set up or modify these configuration settings quickly 
 Benefit plan-driven adjudication processing, resulting in consistent and accurate claims 

processing 

Rules engine-driven continuous flow processing and 
adjudication service 

 Ensures timely processing of waiver claims
 Rules engine-driven approach allows waiver-specific rules to be set up quickly 

Flexible expenditure tracking and reporting system  
 The account code rules allow for more accurate reporting of dollars spent on the waiver 

program and provides traceability of payment transactions in the system for audit or reporting 
purposes 

Rules-driven enrollment and member interface service 
 Provides the Department the flexibility to set up rules for enrollment into a program
 Ensures accurate reporting (unduplicated) of enrolled members in the program 

Longitudinal record design 

 eCAMS maintains all information in the system with a time dimension (i.e., a start date and 
an end date). Any updates to the member information do not get lost in the system. Instead, 
the system creates a snapshot of the historical record for auditing and reference purposes 
and creates a new segment with an appropriate start and end date for current purposes 

Figure 9.1.6.5-6. Features/Benefits Table. The innovative design of eCAMS not only meets the 
Department's requirements, but also provides flexibility in meeting program and policy changes. 
List of Proposed Optional Waiver Management System Reports 

Figure 9.1.6.5-7 is a table listing all the Optional Waiver Management system related reports. While some 
of the identified reports exist within eCAMS, the capability to produce the remaining reports exists within 
eCAMS and they can easily be generated. 

#  Report Name  Description  Available in 
eCAMS  Requirement#  

1 Waiver Program Report Report on member's needing a service plan No OWA.SS.30

2 Waiver Program Report Reports on workload (member's by user No OWA.SS.30

3 Waiver Program Report Report services authorized and related paid claims No OWA.SS.30

4 Waiver Program Report Report on providers for members assigned to a specific user No OWA.SS.30

5 Waiver Program Report Report on workload tasks and overdue tasks. No OWA.SS.30

6 Waiver Program Report Report on denied claims No OWA.SS.30

7 Waiver Program Report Report on member's near age 18 for county point coordinators No OWA.SS.30

8 Waiver Program Report Report on member's with invalid plans and member's with expired 
LOC reviews 

No OWA.SS.30 

9 Waiver Program Report Member Profile Report Yes OWA.SS.31

10 Waiver Program Report Report on Service Approval Against Plan Of Care No OWA.SS.40

11 Waiver Program Report Monthly Report on Managed Waiting List No OWA.SS.48

Figure 9.1.6.5-7. Table of Optional Waiver Program Management System Reports Proposed for IME. 
Team Noridian’s solution captures the data necessary to generate all required reports. 
Interfaces 

A variety of information is required for the production of Optional Waiver Program management reports. 
However, the optional waiver management system receives all of the required information through the 
eCAMS data repository. Figures 9.1.6.5-8 and 9.1.6.5-9 show the list of Optional Waiver Program 
management system interfaces to be supported for IME. 
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#  Interface Name Description  Source Destination Requirement# 

1 Waiver Program - Eligibility 
Interfaces 

Various Eligibility Interfaces from external 
Eligibility Data Systems 
(These interfaces are addressed in 
eCAMS Member business process area) 

External Eligibility 
System 

eCAMS Member Various Requirements 

2 Waiver Program - Waiver 
Provider Rate Upload 

Waiver Provider Rate File upload Manual eCAMS Rate Setting OWA.SS.08 

3 Waiver Program - Waiver 
Provider Rate Upload 

Automated Referral Inbound Interface with 
Long Term Care Incident Reporting 
System 

LTC Incident Reporting 
System 

eCAMS OWA.SS.34 

4 Waiver Program - Waiver 
Provider Rate Upload 

Automated Referral Outbound Interface 
with Long Term Care Incident Reporting 
System 

eCAMS LTC Incident Reporting 
System 

OWA.SS.34 

5 
Waiver Program - FMSA 
Interface 

Self-direct service actual expenses file 
interface from FMSA FMSA system eCAMS OWA.SS.37 

6 Waiver Program - County 
Billing System 

2 Interfaces - Inbound and Outbound with 
the County Billing system 

County Billing System 
(To and Fro) 

eCAMS OWA.SS.47 

7 Waiver Program - County 
Legal Settlement System 

2 Interfaces - Inbound with the County 
Legal Settlement system 

County Legal 
Settlement System 

eCAMS OWA.SS.47 

Figure 9.1.6.5–8. List of Optional Waiver Management System related Interfaces Proposed for IME. 
eCAMS offers the needed waiver interfaces to ensure required business functions are performed. 
#  Correspondence Title  Description  Available in eCAMS New Letter  Requirement# 

 1 Notice of Decisions on Prior 
Authorization  

Member Notification on Service Authorization  Yes No OWA.SS.24 

2 Notice of Decisions on Prior 
Authorization  

Provider Notification on Service Authorization  Yes No OWA.SS.24 

Figure 9.1.6.5-9. List of Optional Waiver Program Management System Correspondences Proposed for 
IME. eCAMS currently features the required correspondence. 
MITA Maturity Alignment 

The guiding principle for the MITA Business Architecture is “a business-driven enterprise 
transformation” and Team Noridian’s eCAMS is geared towards this paradigm by blending the right 
technical components to aid the business transformation. Team Noridian has developed the business layer 
for eCAMS, building in many of the core functionality of the different process areas of an MMIS. Team 
Noridian believes that eCAMS is uniquely best positioned to align itself with the MITA framework, 
based on the goals and objectives of the Department.  

Figure 9.1.6.5-10 identifies the MITA Business alignment for the various processes involved in the 
Optional Waiver Management system related business areas and the Team Noridian’s solution alignment. 
Team Noridian's partner, CNSI, has operational experience with these business processes as delivered 
through eCAMS. 

#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) Compliance/Notes

 1  Prior Authorization Authorize Treatment Plan Yes ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on 
system architecture but also on external processes and 
business process changes that take advantage of 
enhanced system capabilities to meet the requirements. 

 2  Prior Authorization Authorize Referral Yes ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on 
system architecture but also on external processes and 
business process changes that take advantage of 
enhanced system capabilities to meet the requirements. 

 3  Prior Authorization Authorize Service Yes ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on 
system architecture but also on external processes and 
business process changes that take advantage of 
enhanced system capabilities to meet the requirements. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-11. eCAMS Secure Login Page for 
User Authentication. eCAMS login page will be 
used for user authentication by all MMIS users, 
including Department and non-Department users. 

#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) Compliance/Notes

 4  Program Management Designate Approved Service Drug 
Formulary 

Yes  ML-3 

5 Program Management Develop and Maintain Benefit 
Package 

Yes ML-3

6 Program Management Manage Rate Setting Yes ML-3

7 Program Management 
Develop and Maintain Program 
Policy 

Yes ML-3

8 Program Management Maintain State Plan Yes ML-3

9 Program Management Formulate Budget Yes ML-3

10 Program Management Manage FFP for MMIS Yes ML-3

11 Program Management Manage State Funds Yes ML-3

12 Program Management 
Generate Financial and Program 
Analysis Report 

Yes ML-3

13 Program Management 
Maintain Benefits-Reference 
Information 

Yes ML-3

14 Program Management Manage Program Information Yes ML-3

Figure 9.1.6.5-10. MITA Alignment. eCAMS ensures MITA Alignment to business areas related to the 
Optional Waiver Program Management. 
OWA.SS.01 

eCAMS provides robust security features for providing secure access for Department and non-
Department users. eCAMS’ security infrastructure implements HIPAA standards and protocols for 
security requirements and privacy safeguards. Team Noridian’s proposed eCAMS application security 
infrastructure is described in more detail in Section 9.2.7, Security and Privacy requirements. 

Each organization unit (both Department and 
non-Department) would be required to 
implement entity authentication, which is the 
corroboration that an entity is who it claims to 
be. Authentication would be important to 
prevent the improper identification of an entity 
that is accessing secure data.  

Application security in eCAMS is a core 
infrastructure service that is used to define and 
manage the users in the application. All the 
current ISIS users will be mapped to 
appropriate organizations and domains within 
eCAMS and will be set up with appropriate 
security profiles through eCAMS application 
security functionality. Figure 9.1.6.5-11 displays 
eCAMS login page, which the eCAMS user will 
use for authenticating the identity of any MMIS user. 

OWA.SS.02 

eCAMS application security infrastructure service allows security administrators to define access 
privileges for users to perform various functions in the system. This ensures that only an authorized user 
with sufficient privileges is able to access and update sensitive Medicaid data. eCAMS application 
security infrastructure service provides security at different levels, such as domain, user, role, and profile. 
A specific set of permissions may be assigned to each distinct combination of user, role, profile and 
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domain. eCAMS application security infrastructure service implements controlled access to functions and 
data based on role, which is described in more detail in section 9.2.7, Security and Privacy requirements. 

eCAMS application security infrastructure implements mechanisms for granting access for specific 
functions, such as for the purpose of treatment, review, payment, or operations. These security controls 
would be necessary to ensure that health information is used only by properly authorized individuals.  

OWA.SS.03 

eCAMS stores all user information including demographics and contact information through the user 
profile page, which is accessible through the web portal for authorized users for managing user 
information, maintaining user profile and providing access control to functionalities within eCAMS. 
Figure 9.1.6.5-12 shows a typical user profile page that can be used for managing user information 
including demographic information and address details. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.5-12. eCAMS User Profile Page for managing user details. eCAMS allows  
administrators and users to manage user profiles, including demographic data and contact details 
through online screens. 
Figure 9.1.6.5-13 shows the communication details page, which is used to maintain contact and 
communication details such as the email addresses and contact phone numbers.  
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Figure 9.1.6.5-13. eCAMS User Contact Detail Page for Managing User Communication Details. 
eCAMS allows authorized users to manage user communication details including multiple phone numbers 
and email addressed. 
OWA.SS.04 

eCAMS application security infrastructure through its flexible design provides the ability to configure the 
period (in this case 60 days) after which user accounts will be disabled based on parameters such as the 
user inactivity based on IME policies. 

OWA.SS.05 

We understand that this feature is currently used for managing cases related to members which primarily 
involve waiver related workflows and “change” flows implemented by ISIS. eCAMS will be modified to 
support assignment and reassignment of members to a user using online screens, based on defined 
criteria. eCAMS will leverage the proven work management infrastructure and modify the system to meet 
the work management needs of the Optional Waiver Management System.  

eCAMS provides work management features to support work management at the task level, such as 
assignments, re-assignments, and due dates. Figure 9.1.6.5-14 shows eCAMS Prior Authorization 
business process area screen, which is used to track all PA requests and for creating new tasks and 
managing existing tasks including reassignments. The security privileges determine the work 
management features available for a user. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-14. eCAMS Page Displays Task Management Features within the Prior Authorization 
Business Process Area. eCAMS work management features support the creation of tasks, assignment  
of tasks, due dates, reassignments and organizing tasks for self and organization including the  
underlying workflow. 
OWA.SS.06 

eCAMS provides work management features for task management including task creation, task 
assignments, task reassignments, workflow, and status tracking. When task management involves team-
based tasks or tasks related to managing a case, such as development of service plan involving the case 
managers and service workers, task management features will be implemented to allow authorized users 
to have access to each other’s work or task.  

OWA.SS.07 

eCAMS Member business process area provides online screens which will be used for searching, viewing 
and managing member information. eCAMS member inquiry page provides powerful search capabilities 
through online screens based on multiple search criteria including name, member identifiers, date of birth 
and SSN as shown in Figure 9.1.6.5-15. Wild card searches (partial character based - Smi%) and multiple 
search parameters for search are also supported. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-15. eCAMS Member Inquiry Page. eCAMS allows authorized users to search members 
based on flexible search criteria including names, identifier, SSN and other search parameters 
individually or in combination. 
OWA.SS.08 

eCAMS provides rate setting features through which provider rates can be received, processed and 
maintained. eCAMS accepts provider rates through file (excel sheet) uploads, as shown in the Figure 
9.1.6.5-16. Provider rates are maintained by the eCAMS reference business process area and are available 
for all other business process areas, including prior authorization for authorizing services and claims for 
processing claims. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-16. eCAMS Rate Setting Page for Uploading and Maintaining Provider Rates. eCAMS 
allows provider rates to be uploaded in data file formats which can be reviewed, approved and 
maintained for use by all other eCAMS business process areas. 
OWA.SS.09 

eCAMS Provider business process area provides powerful search features through online provider inquiry 
screens. Provider inquiry page, as shown in the Figure 9.1.6.5-17, allows a provider search based on 
multiple search criteria including name, identifiers, location county, location town, location city, and 
specialty and subspecialty parameters. Wild card searches (partial character based - Smi%) and multiple 
search parameters for search are also supported. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-17. eCAMS Provider Inquiry Page. eCAMS allows authorized users to search providers 
based on flexible search criteria including names, identifiers, location county, location town, location 
city, specialty and subspecialty. 
OWA.SS.10 

Team Noridian’s proposed EXACT Interface Services framework is responsible for receiving, processing, 
and storing eligibility information from external eligibility systems. EXACT Interface Services 
framework will be configured to accept eligibility data feeds as inbound interfaces and process eligibility 
data for waiver and facility members. 

Our proposed interfaces services framework accepts daily eligibility updates and all of the eligibility 
segments are processed for additions, changes, and deletions based on defined criteria. All appropriate 
change actions are stored as part of member information in the eCAMS Member business process area for 
tracking, processing, and reporting purposes.  

OWA.SS.11 

eCAMS provides the ability to assign or auto assign members to specific providers or case managers 
based on the Department’s specific needs. The criteria for auto-assigning users (at the time of 
enrollment), such as providers and case managers, can be configured within eCAMS. eCAMS will be 
modified to allow configuration of auto-assignment rules for assigning users (non-provider users such as 
income maintenance workers, case workers, and service workers) based on IME policy. 

Some of the criteria that support the auto assignment process currently in eCAMS that is used to assign 
members to providers include: 

1. Availability. eCAMS can be configured to determine which providers or users are available for 
assignment of new members. The selection criteria will be specified by the Department and rules 
setup in the rules engine according to these specifications. 

2. Location. Service Area/Geographic Information Systems (GIS) – The batch assignment algorithms 
will use location related rules and geocode information for location based user assignments. 
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3. Provider Type. The eCAMS business rules can accommodate criteria that exclude, or include, the 
assignment of members to a certain type of provider (i.e., case management vendor). 

4. Coverage Type/Aid Category. eCAMS business rules can be configured to make appropriate 
provider assignments based on the coverage type and aid category. 

5. Provider Capacity Limits. Provider capacity limits will also be considered during user assignment 
for members based on business rules. 

Figure 9.1.6.5-18 shows the member-provider association screen maintained by the eCAMS Member 
business process area based on the auto assignment process. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.5-18. eCAMS Member Provider Association Page. eCAMS allows member assignment to 
users (providers and other users) based on configurable assignment criteria. 
OWA.SS.12 

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System for ISIS replacement will utilize a 
powerful, generic, scalable, template-driven eCAMS Case Management system with built-in capabilities to 
leverage eCAMS workflow and work management features for implementing Waiver workflows and “change” 
flows. The proposed Optional Waiver Management System will be modular yet integrated with eCAMS to 
leverage the business (eCAMS business process areas) and technical infrastructure (security, correspondence, 
alert, interfaces, work management, and reporting services). In addition, the ability of our Optional Waiver 
Management system to access and utilize real-time MMIS information to support the Waiver functionalities 
will streamline and ease Waiver operations. 

eCAMS Case Management system will provide the Department with features for authorized users to 
create, delete, or modify reusable workflow based case management templates using user friendly GUI. 
The case management framework utilizes eCAMS business process wizard functionality for creation and 
management of workflows. Figure 9.1.6.5-19 shows a sample case management template that tracks 
particular types of care management cases. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-19. eCAMS Case Template Configuration Page. eCAMS provides a flexible, template-
based, workflow-driven case management framework for tracking Waiver workflows and “change” flows. 
Through the eCAMS Case Management system, business process steps and activities can be configured. 
In addition, eCAMS Case Management system can also leverage on the rules engine for implementing 
waiver workflow related rules such as for example implementing workflow and routing. 

Using the flexible Waiver management workflow templates, users can instantly create cases with built-in 
workflows and modify or add additional process steps or activities to extend the base waiver workflow 
template functionality. Additional activities that can be incorporated into the process steps include pre-
built case management activities, such as correspondence generation, notifications, alert generation, 
triggering spawned actions, and inquiries into eCAMS (for claims, member, provider and PA 
information).The business processes can be defined to include steps, actions, and decisions to cover the 
areas of member program application process as well as for ongoing care management.  

Team Noridian proposes to implement 20 case management templates in support of this requirement to 
cover member application process, as well as ongoing waiver workflows in support of the care 
management activities for various waiver programs.  

The templates that the administrators build and maintain using the workflow engines consist of applicable 
steps a member is taken through in any given waiver program. These steps are actually logically grouped 
waiver services for the eligible members. It provides various types of templates for the Department user 
to select from based on the eligibility and need of the member for a waiver program. The reusable 
template then becomes an instance for the specific member. The Department user can then make 
necessary modifications to the instance, adding or deleting services as applicable to that particular 
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member based on need, at the start or even during the execution of the case. Such modifications are to be 
approved by the case manager or any other senior Department staff, before they can be executed.  

Detailed views can be created for case workers based on privileges. Since all the information is stored in 
eCAMS, real-time information can be queried or reported through the Cognos reporting services framework. 

OWA.SS.13 

The customizable case management workflow templates proposed for implementing waiver workflows and 
“change” flows for the Optional Waiver Management System will implement features to reverse or undo 
responses to a workflow task. Workflow tasks to be undone or reversed will be implemented through an 
"Undo Task" button which can initiate transaction rollbacks based on defined business rules and validations. 
Task history will maintain audit trail on all the activities recorded for the task and can be reported. It has to 
be noted that there may also be instances, however, where undo or reverse might not be possible. 

OWA.SS.14 

eCAMS maintains member participation and responsibility information as a part of the member information 
in eCAMS Member business process area. Member participation amount for the various waiver programs 
can be received through the eligibility data feeds and can be managed through online member screens. This 
information is available for all other eCAMS business process areas to support processing transactions as 
required. eCAMS Claims business process area utilizes the member responsibility information during 
claims processing and applies it accordingly to reduce the claim amounts to be paid for the corresponding 
claim. Member responsibility amounts applicable due to retroactive updates or claim adjustment 
transactions will also be maintained as part of member information.  

Figure 9.1.6.5-20 shows the member details screen, which maintains member responsibility amount, 
including accumulated balance responsibility amounts maintained as part of eCAMS member screens. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-20. eCAMS Member Responsibility Status Page. eCAMS tracks and maintains member 
responsibility amounts including the cumulative balance amount from all sources. 
OWA.SS.15 

eCAMS accepts and maintains facility provider information where a member resides, including facility 
and facility location information (multiple locations included). Figure 9.1.6.5-21 shows an eCAMS 
member screen, which maintains facility provider location. 
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Figure 9.1.6.5-21. eCAMS Member Details Page that Maintains Facility Provider (Hospice Agency) 
Information. eCAMS tracks and maintains hospice agency information for the member receiving hospice 
services including place of service and client responsibility. 
Provider rates are maintained at the facility location level. Provider rates are also based on procedure code 
and modifier combinations. This level of granularity helps to determine room and board rates for a 
hospice provider when adjudicating a claim. 

OWA.SS.16 

Team Noridian proposes EXACT Interface Services framework for accepting eligibility updates for 
waiver programs.  

We understand that as a condition of eligibility for each waiver an approved level of care (LOC) 
eligibility determination needs to be established to certify that the person meets an LOC covered by that 
waiver. In addition, each person’s need for waiver services also needs to be assessed and documented in a plan 
for service (Service Plan). Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System will have features 
to accept entry of eligibility details in terms of an approved LOC and Service Plan and maintain this 
information through implementation of waiver workflows as described in our response to requirement 
OWA.SS.12.  

Waiver eligibility information in terms of approved LOC and Service Plan will be utilized by eCAMS to 
create and maintain benefit plan definitions and service authorizations for processing waiver claims. 

OWA.SS.17 

eCAMS prior authorization business process area supports implementation of PA edits, including edits 
related to validation of service plan and services. The edits will verify limits in terms of units, dollars, and 
budgeted/authorized units for a duration (monthly, annual, or lifetime). Figure 9.1.6.5-22 depicts an 
eCAMS prior authorization screen that shows the services authorized in terms of authorized amount and 
units based on various edits applied to validate the service plan and services.  
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Figure 9.1.6.5-22. eCAMS Prior Authorization Page. eCAMS maintains prior authorization details in 
terms of approved services, units and limits as a result of processing prior authorization edits for 
verifying service plan and services. 
Edits will also be implemented to verify the dates involved in terms of application date, LOC 
authorization date, effective date and service dates. Edits for verifying provider information including 
enrollment for the authorized service provided are also supported.  

Team Noridian will analyze and incorporate the service plan errors and error codes for the service 
authorization process. 

OWA.SS.18 

In cases where payments have been made for waiver services provided to members against an authorized 
service plan, edits will be included within the service plan authorization process to reject changes to 
service plans and authorizations. Thus, it will not be possible for the users to make updates to service plan 
within the scope of services that have been paid.  

Team Noridian will understand the scenarios under which changes to service plans and authorizations can 
be allowed where it will be possible to implement claims correction or adjustments. 

OWA.SS.19 

All data related to service authorization are maintained within the eCAMS Prior Authorization business 
area. eCAMS will be modified as needed to accommodate additional data elements required in support of 
waiver programs. This includes eligibility dates, waiver type, LOC effective date, county of legal 
settlement when applicable, service dates, services codes, provider, rates, and units of service. 

OWA.SS.20 

Team Noridian will implement functionalities to handle changes to LOC. Team Noridian’s proposed 
Optional Waiver Management System will implement waiver workflows as described in our response  
to requirement OWA.SS.12, including “change” flows for handling changes to approved LOC and 
Service Plan. 
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Based on business rules, service plans and services will be split when LOC is lowered. Edits will be 
implemented to verify limits on services, quantity, dollars, and monthly caps based on the “revised or 
changed” service plan and services. 

OWA.SS.21 

The Consumer Choices Option (CCO) recognizes that Iowans with disabilities and older Iowans can plan 
and decide how they spend their days and how they live their lives, with caring assistance available when 
needed. We understand that CCO is offered through Iowa’s home and community based (HCBS) waiver 
programs, allowing individuals and their families to make decisions about the services they need and to 
manage those services. 

We understand that the CCO program supports individuals to develop their own service plan with the 
support of an inter-disciplinary team and authorized by the case manager. We understand that CCO 
budgets are arrived at by the member with the help of an independent service broker based on the 
approved service plan, which is then approved.  

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System will implement waiver workflows, as 
described in our response to requirement OWA.SS.12, and will implement functionality through which 
members, service brokers, independent service brokers, case managers and other roles can collaboratively 
develop an approved individual service plan for authorized self-directed services, such as the home meals, 
home services, and respite. Team Noridian’s Optional Waiver Management System will provide tools to 
support CCO budget creation and management (for changes, review, approval) based on the individual 
service plan comprised of both self-directed services and medical services. Authorized self-directed 
services information, including services, service units, rates, caps, monthly dollars, and modifiers, will be 
maintained within the eCAMS PA business process area and utilized during claims processing for 
payment. Business rules based on IME policies will be used to support service authorization, budget 
determination, and payment processing to support "cash out" services for CCO. 

OWA.SS.22 

eCAMS Financials business process area tracks and maintains all payments made to typical providers, 
atypical providers, and other vendors (e.g., FMSA) who receive payments for CCO and Money Follows 
the Person (MFP). eCAMS Financials business process area tracks and maintains vendor information 
(payee details) for making payments based on the preferred payment type, such as electronic fund transfer 
(EFT) or check. All expenditures are tracked and reported through federal and other reports. 

OWA.SS.23 

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System will implement tools to create and manage 
CCO budgets as described in our response to requirement OWA.SS.21. Changes to approved individualized 
service plans or lowered LOC may require updates to the individual budgets. These changes and other changes 
to budget parameters will require CCO budgets to be revised and reconciled for the period ahead. Team 
Noridian will analyze the CCO budget creation process to be supported and implement the features for 
managing CCO budgets as part of the Optional Waiver Management System. 

OWA.SS.24 

eCAMS supports generation of Notice of Decisions showing authorized services for members and 
providers. Team Noridian will also implement up to two correspondences to support notification of 
decision letters, which can be printed or electronically transmitted. 

OWA.SS.25 

eCAMS Member business process area maintains eligibility spans for various programs, including 
various types of waiver programs, based on eligibility data feeds (including changes to eligibility data) 
from various sources received and processed by our proposed EXACT interface services framework. The 
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eligibility spans, in terms of RAC eligibility and coverage groups, are maintained with start and end dates, 
as shown in Figure 9.1.6.5-23. Any changes to eligibility spans are also processed and maintained with 
effective dates. Claims processing utilizes the snapshot of eligibility data (refer to “Eligibility Snapshot 
for Claims Processing” tab in the Figure 9.1.6.5-23) at the time of processing and any retroactive changes 
to eligibility data including date spans. eCAMS Claims business process area supports automatic 
reprocessing of claims based on changes to eligibility data (retroactive eligibility) and intiates the claims 
adjustment process to affected claims for vendor adjustments. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.5-23. Member Eligibility Details Page. eCAMS maintains Member eligibility details in terms 
of RAC eligibility, coverage groups including the start and end dates.  
OWA.SS.26 

eCAMS Member business process area maintains Medicare Part D information received as inbound 
interfaces, such as the GHS Inbound Interface through the interfaces services framework, and maintains 
information including organization code, Part D start date, end date, and member co-pays. eCAMS 
Member business process area supports querying member information to identify members in the long-
term care facilities for Medicare Part D co-pays.  

OWA.SS.27 

eCAMS Member business process area tracks and maintains all member information, including member 
eligibility, client responsibility amounts, service spans, units, and rates. eCAMS supports real-time access 
to centralized member information for all providers including waiver providers through online eCAMS 
screens. eCAMS can also be configured to generate alerts to notify events such as member approvals, 
member assignments to providers, changes, and termination of facility eligibility.  

OWA.SS.28 

eCAMS Member business process area tracks and maintains all member information, including member 
demographics, eligibility, client responsibility amounts, service spans, units, and rates as described in our 
response to requirement OWA.SS.27.  

OWA.SS.29 

eCAMS has comprehensive audit trail functionality, which tracks and maintains changes to not only 
member and services information, but changes to all transactions and records. Any changes to member 
records are archived and the audit trail is maintained within eCAMS. eCAMS doesn't overwrite or delete 
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records; it simply archives the old record and maintains the validity of the record as of that date/time. 
Each member record has a "From Date" and "To Date" field which is maintained as audit trail information 
providing complete audit trail for all changes to a member or services. Based in this audit trail, eCAMS 
allows querying/viewing snapshot data (point in time) for reporting and research. Figure 9.1.6.5-24 shows 
a sample eCAMS audit trail (history) page which tracks changes to member information, including 
demographic data and member names, along with who changed it and when. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.5-24. eCAMS Audit Trail Page. eCAMS maintains audit trail for tracking changes to all 
critical data elements including member name and services. 
OWA.SS.30 

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System will include reports required to support the 
optional waiver functionality. Team Noridian’s solution will utilize the IBM Cognos Analytics tool to 
generate the following reports: 

 Report on members needing a service plan (including invalid, past due and unapproved plan details) 
 Report on members with expired LOC reviews 
 Member assignment (to providers/users) report 
 Workload report (members by user, workload tasks, and overdue tasks) 
 Waiver claim status Report 
 Report on members nearing age 18 (for county point coordinators) 

Team Noridian will implement up to a total of six reports that will cover the reports specified in this 
requirement. 

OWA.SS.31 

eCAMS Member business process area maintains all member information, including demographics, dual 
head, member identifiers, program associations, cost of share, member indicators, eligibility, TPL, dual 
eligibility (Medicare eligibility), and provider association information. Member profile information can 
be viewed through online screens, as well as through queries and reports. Team Noridian has already 
implemented this report and will be able to customize the report for the needs of the waiver program. 

OWA.SS.32 

eCAMS Prior Authorization business area provides comprehensive functionalities to support service 
authorization requirements. Service Authorization business process can be configured to authorize units 
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or dollar amounts for a start (from date) and end (to date) or for a recurring frequency (per month limits). 
Service authorization (response) message will contain the authorization units and the authorized duration, 
as shown in the Figure 9.1.6.5-25, through eCAMS online screens. Service authorization limits can be 
configured for various service types within eCAMS. eCAMS Prior Authorization business process area 
leverages the flexibility of rules engine and flexible reference data structures as necessary to implement 
service authorization rules specific to program and state-specific requirements. 

Figure 9.1.6.5-25 depicts an eCAMS prior authorization screen that shows the services authorized in 
terms of authorized amount and units for a specific duration. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.5-25. eCAMS Prior Authorization Page. eCAMS maintains prior authorization details in 
terms of approved services, units and limits as a result of processing prior authorization edits for 
verifying service plan and services. 
OWA.SS.33 

eCAMS Prior Authorization business process area support configuration of limits for a defined period or 
a recurring frequency (monthly or annual) or for a perpetual lifetime period based on the approved 
treatment plan. Limits can be set for specific services or groups of services based on IME policies. PA use 
information including authorized amount and used amount is available through online PA inquiry page, 
which can be saved in an Excel format.  

OWA.SS.34 

eCAMS will support receipt and processing of referral information from external systems. Referral 
information will be received in the form of inbound interfaces through Team Noridian’s proposed 
EXACT Interface Services framework. Interfaces will be configured to receive referral information from 
the external system (long term incident reporting system) and/or send updated information back to the 
system. 

OWA.SS.35 

eCAMS provides features for managing edit dispositions through which processes for approval and 
overriding edits due to exceptions to policies can be supported. Edit disposition management features 
include configuration of the default dispositions to be applied based on edit processing. Edit (error code) 
disposition management features can be accessed through online screens as shown in the Figure  
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9.1.6.5-26. These error codes (edit disposition codes) can be overridden by authorized error resolution 
staff based on exceptions to policies or appeals. eCAMS allows for providing the reason code or reason 
description for the adjustment. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.5-26. eCAMS Error Disposition Page. eCAMS allows authorized users to manage error 
posted by the edits process including appropriate disposition actions. 
OWA.SS.36 

eCAMS has the capability to differentiate between the different rates for the same service using 
modifiers. eCAMS rate setting features allow pricing based on procedure code/modifier combinations, 
with an unlimited number of combinations. Through these features, eCAMS supports using modifiers to 
identify duplicate services for the same provider for the same member for a certain time period and allows 
different rates. 

OWA.SS.37 

eCAMS will be configured to allow upload (import) of data from the CCO FMSA system for 
reconciliation of actual expenses to budget services. eCAMS will maintain waiver program related budget 
down to the member level based on the budget versus actual expenses that can be tracked and reconciled, 
allowing for summaries to be rolled up at the administrative level. 

OWA.SS.38 

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System will implement waiver workflows involved 
in managing care for a member for waiver programs as described in our response to requirement 
OWA.SS.12. These workflows will be implemented through flexible case management templates that will 
be configured to verify and track dates for completion involved in the care management process steps, 
such as plan of care, LOC, preadmission screening, clinical assessment, and associated documents. These 
care management templates can be configured to generate alerts for notifying re-evaluation based on a 
pre-defined criteria or specific business rules. eCAMS alert management framework will be configured to 
generate alerts for notification based on specific criteria. 

OWA.SS.39 

eCAMS provides a configurable alerts generation and correspondence framework for generating alerts 
and/or notifications based on events including those related to enrollment. These events are either time-
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based or data-driven in nature, which can be configured. eCAMS can be configured to generate alerts in 
the event that the maximum capacity of a waiver program is exceeded.  

OWA.SS.40 

eCAMS tracks and maintains plan of care (POC) information including the service authorization dates 
(service start and end dates). eCAMS Claims business process area will implement edits to match the 
claims data with authorized services and time periods in order to determine if the services approved in the 
POC were for the services provided.  

OWA.SS.41 

The eCAMS system has a highly flexible and configurable duplicate criteria definition structure. The 
duplicate criteria set up in eCAMS allow the user to set up a decision matrix comparing the current claim 
against the history of previous paid claims. This ease of setup allows the user to configure rules to 
suspend waiver claims against hospital claim type or nursing claim type for similar dates of service. 

The system also has the ability to implement edit override in case of exception conditions. In this case, the 
rules engine implements bypass logic to continue adjudication of the claim. 

OWA.SS.42 

eCAMS Reference business process area has a highly flexible and a configurable limit definition structure 
through which limits, in terms of dollars or utilization limits or quantity, can be configured based on 
approved POC. The limit setup in eCAMS allows the user to set up service frequency limits in dollars or 
units. The limit setup also provides a great deal of flexibility in defining the time period of the service 
restriction. 

During claims adjudication, the system processes all claims and payment transactions through a series of 
rule sets. One rule set includes edits related to service limits validation. These rules include verifying the 
validity of a service limit for the given set of service settings. The system will then validate whether the 
limit on the claim exceeds the established threshold by processing the previous history of paid claims. 

OWA.SS.43 

eCAMS Prior Authorization business process area will be configured to implement specific business rules 
as prior authorization edits for an auto-approval of certain prior authorizations based on IME policies. 

OWA.SS.44 

The eCAMS Claims business process area, with its rules based adjudication engine, processes all claims 
through a consistent adjudication process cycle. All claims — both medical and waiver — are processed 
through a set of adjudication edits. The system also enforces specific edits that can be easily configured in 
the rules engine to allow for special processing of different types of claims and service settings. eCAMS 
Claims business process area utilizes its powerful adjudication engine to process claims and make timely 
payments. eCAMS supports monitoring suspended claims through reports and dashboard to ensure that 
the claims are not allowed to age in the system. 

OWA.SS.45 

eCAMS has the capability to maintain different start and end dates for different waiver programs for an 
individual member by maintaining member enrollment into waiver programs based on configurable 
business rules for determining enrollment criteria. 

OWA.SS.46 

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management System will implement waiver workflows as 
described in our response to requirement OWA.SS.12. 
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Waiver workflows and change flows involved in managing care for a member for various programs will 
be implemented through flexible case management templates (to support different waiver program types) 
which will be configured to verify and track re-evaluation dates involved in the care management process 
steps, such as POC, LOC, preadmission screening, clinical assessment, and associated documents. These 
care management templates can be configured to track and alert the documents due for re-evaluation 
based on a pre-defined criteria or specific business rules. eCAMS alert management framework will be 
configured to generate alerts for notification based on specific criteria. 

OWA.SS.47 

Team Noridian understands that Iowa law mandates that the county where a Medicaid member has legal 
settlement shall participate in the cost of Medicaid services for various programs. Iowa Code section 
222.73 requires the Department to bill the county of legal settlement for average daily patient charges and 
outpatient treatment charges at the state resource centers.  

Team Noridian’s EXACT Interface Services framework will be configured to implement bi-directional 
interfaces such as the "Combined County Bill-Accounts Receivable File," "County Billing Files," 
"County of Legal Residence," and "County of Legal Settlement File," with the county billing system and 
other external systems to exchange information regarding county legal settlement data, county of legal 
residence data, county billing, and account receivable data. eCAMS program structure definitions will be 
configured to support billing multiple counties for per member charges for various programs. 

OWA.SS.48 

Team Noridian understands that at any point in time, waiver programs should support capacity limits to 
be enforced at the program level, service area, and/or provider level. This information is maintained for 
each of the waiver programs based on which real-time queries can be supported. Team Noridian will 
develop one monthly report for managed waiting list for waiver programs. The reports will be generated 
and be available electronically for accessing through eCAMS Reports Access Portal (RAP) electronically 
in a printable format such as PDF or Excel. 
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9.1.6.6 Immunization Registry Interface 
9.1.6.6.1 Immunization Registry Interface (RI) System Requirements Table 
RI Immunization Registry (MMIS Interfaced to Registry) - MMIS A B C D  E  

RI1.1 Collect and maintain claims history for vaccinations at the Member-
specific level. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.6.2
Requirement # 
RI1.1 

RI1.2 

Interface with a statewide automated immunization registry and allow 
regularly scheduled data exchanges. 
a. Populates the statewide automated registry to fully populate the 
registry with Medicaid children. 
b. Populates the statewide automated registry with Medicaid claims for 
children receiving immunizations. 

Yes No SM 300 
Section 9.1.6.6.2 
Requirement # 
RI1.2 

RI1.3 

Send, at a minimum, the following information to a statewide 
immunization registry through the interface: 
a. Medicaid identifier. 
b. Demographic information. 
c. CPT billing procedure code. 
d. Identify rendering service provider. 
b. Reminder and recall notice dates. 

Yes No SM 240 
Section 9.1.6.6.2 
Requirement # 
RI1.3 

RI1.4 
Edit data for data validity, duplicate records and perform quality checks; 
sends error message if appropriate. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.6.2
Requirement # 
RI1.4 

RI3.2 
Measure immunization coverage for the Medicaid population using 
current Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) schedule 
and update as necessary. 

Yes No SM 50 
Section 9.1.6.6.2
Requirement # 
RI3.2 

RI3.3 
Select and send data weekly or as directed by IME to the registry at 
least on a weekly basis. Yes Yes   

Section 9.1.6.6.2
Requirement # 
RI3.3 

RI3.5 Generate results of surveillance of vaccine-preventable diseases. Yes No SM 100 
Section 9.1.6.6.2
Requirement # 
RI3.5 

RI4.1 

Simplification under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) of 1996 to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of Electronic Protected Health Information (ePHI) in transit 
and at rest. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.6.2 
Requirement # 
RI4.1 

RI4.2 
Provide safeguards as described in the October 22, 1998 State Medicaid 
Director letter, Collaborations for Data Sharing between State Medicaid 
and Health Agencies. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.1.6.6.2
Requirement # 
RI4.2 

As shown in Figure 9.1.6.6-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 56%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 44%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. 690 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.1.6.6-1. Team Noridian's Solution Compliance to the RFP Requirements. Our solution will meet 
all the RFP requirements using the existing system capability as well as configuring and modifying the 
eCAMS system. 
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9.1.6.6.2 Approach to Addressing the Immunization Registry Interface (RI) Requirements 
Team Noridian’s proposed solution offers a fully integrated business process solution for IME for 
comprehensive management of immunization tracking, follow-up and interfacing the results with the 
statewide automated immunization registry.  

eCAMS Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, 
and Treatment (EPSDT) solution provides a 
comprehensive set of features necessary to 
support functions related to the immunization 
registry. The features support the Department to 
meet its EPSDT mission and goals and establish 
a proactive system to automate follow-up actions 
per prescribed standards of care, by generating 
timely alerts, reminders, and correspondences to 
parents, guardians, or other stakeholders.  

One of the key goals of the Immunization registry is to promote, through early interventions and timely 
follow-ups, preventive healthcare services such as immunizations and vaccinations. We understand that 
an external vendor is currently responsible for performing business functions related to the immunization 
registry. We appreciate, however, how critical it is for Department to have adequate visibility of and 
transparency on the overall operations and performance. The Department should be able to track and 
assess the immunization functions against program goals. eCAMS allows the Department to perform 
these functions by automating the key business processes involved in the immunization registry, such as 
monitoring, tracking, and triggering proactive communication to parents or guardians, for all the eligible 
members for timely intervention.  

Team Noridian’s proposed solution for the immunization registry provides the IME MITA-aligned 
business processes and technical services for achieving higher levels of MITA maturity. As illustrated in 
Figure 9.1.6.6-2, eCAMS maintains EPSDT screening and immunization schedule definitions in the 
reference business process area. The eCAMS member business process area monitors screening and 
immunization events for members against immunization schedules and periodicity definitions and triggers 
alerts necessary for appropriate follow-up actions. During claims adjudication, eCAMS determines 
whether there has been an immunization event for an EPSDT member from the procedure and diagnosis 
codes present in the specific claim, compares that information against the immunization schedule 
definition, and updates the member’s immunization status for further tracking and targeting appropriate 
follow-up actions. 
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Figure 9.1.6.6-2. Immunization Process Flow in eCAMS. Team Noridian’s proposed solution offers a 
fully integrated business process solution for IME for comprehensive management of immunization 
tracking and follow-up. 

eCAMS generates member notices and reminders for immunization-related follow-ups based on the 
EPSDT schedule definition in the reference business process area. eCAMS also generates the 
immunization status of the member. Figure 9.1.6.6-3 is a sample eCAMS screen shot for maintaining the 
definitions for various screenings/immunizations within the reference business process area. 
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Figure 9.1.6.6-3. Maintaining Immunization/Screening Definitions in eCAMS. Online access to various 
immunization definitions allows Department to easily track and maintain the inventory of immunization 
definitions supported by the program. 
The EPSDT functionality, which encompasses the immunization screening function, is predominantly 
grouped under the reference and member business process areas of eCAMS and provides a 
comprehensive set of features to perform the following key functions: 

 Maintaining immunization schedules 
 Maintaining screening and immunization details 
 Identifying and tracking immunization members 
 Maintaining and tracking correspondence of immunization letters and notifications 
 Updating members’ immunization schedules and completions 
 Background processes for generating automated system events and updating information on EPSDT 

immunization records based on claims adjudication 
 Comprehensive reporting on EPSDT immunization datasets 

Advantages and Benefits to IME 

 The eCAMS immunization tracking solution allows the IME to institute a proactive system for 
monitoring and tracking at the member level to ensure timely immunizations. 

 With its ability to support system-generated events (like auto generation of notices based on EPSDT 
immunization claims), eCAMS ensures enhanced automation of the EPSDT administrative process. 

 eCAMS uses business rules and configurable reference tables, which allow IME staff to be more 
productive in implementing changes in the system for better and more comprehensive tracking of 
EPSDT immunization data. 

 eCAMS provides a complete toolset for automating the process of follow-up communications with 
parents, guardians, or other stakeholders. 
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 eCAMS provides IME with all relevant data to support the federally mandated set of reports (Form 
CMS-416). By storing data in a relational database, the system ensures that these reports have data 
that is consistent across the recipient, claims, and provider business process areas. 

Interfaces Listing 

eCAMS supports a number of immunization registry interfaces as shown in Figure 9.1.6.6-4. 

# Interface Name Interface Description Source Destination Requirement Number

 1 Medicaid Children Data Medicaid Children Data eCAMS IDPH RI1.2, RI1.2, RI3.2

2 Vaccination Screening Data Vaccination Screening Data eCAMS IDPH RI1.2, RI1.2, RI3.2

3 
Immunization (EPSDT) 
claims Immunization (EPSDT) claims eCAMS IDPH RI1.2, RI1.2, RI3.2 

Figure 9.1.6.6-4. External Interfaces from the new MMIS EPSDT solution. The interfaces will support all 
the RFP requirements to interface with the statewide automated immunization registry. 
Letters/Correspondence Listing 

eCAMS generates letters to support immunization registry business needs. Figure 9.1.6.6-5 lists current 
and planned letters and notices. 

# Correspondence Title Description Available in eCAMS New Letter Requirement
Number  

1 358 - EPSDT Welcome Letters 358 - EPSDT Welcome Letters Yes No 4.1.10

2 97 - EPSDT Reminder Letters 97 - EPSDT Reminder Letters Yes No 4.1.10

3 Dental EPSDT Notification Letter Dental EPSDT Notification Letter Yes No 4.1.10

Figure 9.1.6.6-5. Listing of scheduled EPSDT correspondence. These letters will meet the Department 
requirements for member notification based on the state-defined periodicity schedule. 
Reports Listing 

eCAMS produces multiple reports to support the immunization registry. Figure 9.1.6.6-6 shows the 
current and planned reports for IME. 

# Report Name Report Description Available in eCAMS? New Report? Requirement 
Number 

1 CMS 416 
CMS 416: The CMS-416 Annual EPSDT Participation 
Report collects basic information on participation in 
the Medicaid child health program. 

Yes No FR2.01 

2 Surveillance Reports 

Surveillance reports of diseases and conditions under 
national surveillance, using the claims data, as 
designated by the Council of State and Territorial 
Epidemiologists (CSTE). 

No Yes RI3.5 

Figure 9.1.6.6-6. Listing of EPSDT reports. These reports will meet the Department requirements as 
identified in the RFP requirements. 
RI1.1 

The EPSDT functionality, which encompasses the immunization screening function, is predominantly 
grouped under the reference and member business process areas of eCAMS and provides a 
comprehensive set of features to perform the following key functions: 

 Maintaining immunization schedules 
 Maintaining screening and immunization details 
 Identifying and tracking immunization members 
 Maintaining and tracking correspondence of immunization letters and notifications 
 Updating members’ immunization schedules and completions 
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 Background processes for generating automated system events and updating information on 
EPSDT/immunization records based on claims adjudication 

 Comprehensive reporting on EPSDT/immunization datasets 

During claims adjudication, eCAMS determines whether there has been an immunization event for an 
EPSDT member from the procedure/diagnosis codes present in the specific claim, compares that 
information against the immunization schedule definition, and updates the member’s immunization status 
for further tracking and targeting appropriate follow-up actions. Figure 9.1.6.6-7 shows the sample screen 
shot that illustrates the immunization records for a member (show as Client ID in the screenshot) and the 
claim transaction control number (TCN) that satisfies the particular EPSDT schedule criteria. Clicking the 
TCN, which is the unique identifier for a claim in eCAMS, hyperlink will navigate to the claims details 
screen in eCAMS. 

 
Figure 9.1.6.6-7. eCAMS screen shot for tracking immunizations claims for member. eCAMS collects and 
maintains claims history for vaccinations at the Member-specific level. 
RI1.2 

Team Noridian understands that IME uses a set of interfaces between the legacy MMIS and the external 
statewide immunization registry. The new MMIS will extend interfaces to the statewide automated 
immunization registry and allow regularly scheduled data exchanges. The interfaces will populate the 
statewide automated registry with the claims for Medicaid children receiving immunizations. The 
interfaces will be configured and scheduled using the EXACT interface framework as described in 
Section 9.3 Current MMIS External Interfaces. 

Interfaces with the registry can be scheduled through the EXACT interface framework to take place 
on a schedule determined by the Department. The EXACT framework interfaces directly with 
eCAMS to retrieve a membership file of Medicaid-eligible children and a file of immunization 
claims for those children. 

RI1.3 

Team Noridian will use the EXACT interface framework to design and develop the interfaces with the 
statewide automated immunization registry to transmit the required data elements in the agreed upon 
interface formats. The interface specifications will be documented in an interface design document and 
will be approved by the Department before development of the interfaces. Since these interfaces are 
already existing and functioning with the statewide automated immunization registry the new MMIS will 
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use the existing layouts and formats for implementing these interfaces. The interface will send, at a 
minimum, the following information to a statewide immunization registry through the interface: 

 Medicaid identifier 
 Demographic information 
 CPT billing procedure code 
 Identify rendering service provider 
 Reminder and recall notice dates 

RI1.4 

The EXACT interface framework is a flexible and robust framework that provides several services such 
as scheduling, validation, auditing, error logging, and notification. All interfaces with the new MMIS take 
advantage of these available services. The interfaces to the statewide automated immunization registry 
will use these services and edit data for data validity, duplicate records and perform quality checks. Any 
errors logged will be sent to interface subscribers using the notification framework.  

RI3.2 

eCAMS supports a flexible feature to maintain definitions of the screening and immunization schedules 
required by IME. This feature will be utilized to maintain the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) published ACIP schedules in the system. The schedules will then be used to measure the 
immunization coverage for the Medicaid population as explained in response RI1.1. Figure 9.1.6.6-8 is a 
sample eCAMS screen shot for listing the definitions for various screenings and immunizations within the 
reference business process area.  

 
Figure 9.1.6.6-8. Sample Online Screen Listing Immunization/Screening Definitions in eCAMS. eCAMS 
provides a flexible solution to load the EPSDT scheduled as required by the Department. 
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Figure 9.1.6.6-9 depicts the detailed interface parameters that are going to be maintained for screenings 
and immunizations. 

 

Figure 9.1.6.6-9. Sample Online Screen for Maintaining Immunization/Screening Definitions in eCAMS.  
RI3.3 

The EXACT interface framework provides a flexible scheduling mechanism that can be readily changed 
to adapt to IME needs. Authorized users who manage MMIS operations have the control to maintain the 
schedules as needed. The interfaces to the statewide automated immunization registry will be scheduled 
in the framework as directed by IME to the registry at least on a weekly basis. 

RI3.5 

Team Noridian understands the importance of the CDC coordinated national surveillance for diseases and 
conditions included in the National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System (NNDSS). eCAMS provides 
the ability to generate reports including the federal report for the EPSDT program to notify CMS about 
vaccination rates. The system will generate reports of diseases and conditions under national surveillance 
from the claims data as designated by the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE). 
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Figure 9.1.6.6-10 provides a sample screenshot of the federally mandated CMS-416 report. eCAMS will 
also allow the extraction of immunization-related data in a usable form (Excel or text output) for state- and 
federal-level reporting. These reports can be generated using the proposed IBM Cognos reporting tool. 

 
Figure 9.1.6.6-10. Federal Report Summarizing EPSDT Screening/Immunization Statistic. eCAMS 
reports will meet the Department’s needs for Federal and IME reporting requirements. 
RI4.1 

eCAMS uses the EXACT interface framework to facilitate the secure information exchange with external 
systems. All communications to and from the system can be encrypted with SSL, which handles the data 
while in flight. eCAMS also supports encryption of data at rest for the endpoints to decode and 
understand the data. Authentication, authorization, and data security implementation control access to 
immunization information at rest. The security features of eCAMS provide comprehensive privacy and 
security measures that comply with applicable standards such as the HIPAA and can be further tailored to 
the Department-specific privacy and security policies. 

RI4.2 

Team Noridian will assign an Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to conduct security control 
assessments, continuous monitoring and management of security program documentation. The ISSO is 
our primary interface with Department, sub-contractors and Team Noridian stakeholders for all security 
and privacy requirements affecting the MMIS. The ISSO will work with the Department to develop a 
System Security Plan (SSP) that will provide safeguards as described in the October 22, 1998 State 
Medicaid Director letter, Collaborations for Data Sharing between State Medicaid and Health Agencies. 
The SSP, which will be approved by the Department, will outline specific safeguards to assure the 
confidentiality and security of individually identifiable records or record information. If encrypted 
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identifiable information is transferred electronically through means such as the Internet, then said 
transmissions will be consistent with the rules and standards promulgated by Federal statutory 
requirements regarding the electronic transmission of identifiable information. We will establish 
appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of the data and 
to prevent unauthorized use or access to it. The safeguards shall provide a level and scope of security that 
is not less than the level and scope of security established by the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) in OMB Circular No. A-130, Appendix III -- Security of Federal Automated Information System, 
which sets forth guidelines for security plans for automated information systems in Federal agencies. 
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9.2 MMIS Infrastructure Requirements   
RFP Sections 7.1.3 and 7.1.4 

Our responses to the MMIS infrastructure requirements, including those specific to the MMIS, are 
submitted in sections 9.2.1 through 9.2.14 of our proposal response, as shown below. 

 9.2.1 Rules Engine System Requirements (RE) 
 9.2.2 General Architectural Requirements (AR) 
 9.2.3 HIPAA Transaction Requirements (HP) 
 9.2.4 MITA Technical Requirements (MT) 
 9.2.5 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) Requirements 
 9.2.6 Programming Language Requirements (PL) 
 9.2.7 Security and Privacy Requirements (SP) 
 9.2.8 Software Licenses and Maintenance Requirements (SL) 
 9.2.9 Data Quality Control Requirements (DQ) 
 9.2.10 Environment Requirements (EV) 
 9.2.11 Web Portal (WP) 
 9.2.12 Workflow Requirements (WM) 
 9.2.13 Electronic Data Management (ED) 
 9.2.14 Automatic Letter Generation Requirements (ED) 
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9.2.1 Rules Engine System Requirements 
9.2.1.1 Rules Engine System Requirements Table 
RE  Rules Engine System Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

RE.SS1.01  The IME requires the contractor to propose a comprehensive rules 
engine design to support multiple health programs and service delivery 
and payment methods to include managed care, FFS and waiver 
arrangements. The design must include the capability to develop and 
maintain rules related to the following general categories including both 
a business and technical definition of the rule:  
a. Member rules.  
b. Provider rules.  
c. Benefit plan rules.  
d. Claim adjudication rules (including adjustments.  
e. Reference rules.  
f. Managed Care rules.  
g. Financial rules.  
h. Federal reporting rules.  
i. System parameter rules.  
j. Prior Authorization.  
k. PCCM and or medical home.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.01 

RE.SS1.02  Provide a rules engine sufficiently scalable to meet rules growth and 
processing demands.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.02 

RE.SS1.03  Provide role-based security to the rules.  
Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.03 

RE.SS1.04  Provide a graphical front-end to the rules engine, integrated throughout 
the development environment, enabling designated staff (e.g., business, 
policy and financial analysts) to easily connect and apply or disable, 
rules.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.04 

RE.SS1.05  Allow for rules to be rapidly implemented in a real-time enterprise 
environment.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.05 

RE.SS1.06  Support flexibility with respect to customization of the rules to support 
processing requirements throughout the IME.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.06 

RE.SS1.07  Support adaptability to easily accommodate timely changes in response 
to federal, legislative or administrative mandates.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.07 

RE.SS1.08  Provide capability for the user to view and model rules for system 
exceptions online and to trace exception rule dependencies.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.08 

RE.SS1.09  Provide a debugging process that automatically analyzes and identifies 
logical errors (i.e., conflict, redundancy and incompleteness) across 
business rules.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.09 

RE.SS1.10  Allow for the tracking and reporting of rules usage and orchestration to 
provide tracing capability to display instances of rules execution during 
testing.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.10 

RE.SS1.11  Produce documentation regarding all business rules in electronic format 
and make it accessible to the IME.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.11 

RE.SS1.12  Provide the capability to manage implementation timing. 
Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.12 

RE.SS1.13  Allow for rules to be date specific, including date added, date modified, 
start date, end date and effective date.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.13 
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RE  Rules Engine System Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

RE.SS1.14  Provide a modular structure so that the same rules engine can be used 
by different services or be called as a service itself.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.14 

RE.SS1.15  Contain a process for a built-in multi-level rule review and approval 
process that will identify any conflicts in business rules as they are  
being developed.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.15 

RE.SS1.16  Store all rules maintenance activities in an audit trail that provides a 
history of the rules changes. Provide capability to ensure that all rules 
changes are recorded and retained in a long-term audit repository  
saving the before and after version of the change and the date, time  
and identification of the individual who made the change and the 
effective time period of the rule.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.16 

RE.SS1.17  Provide the capability to establish and link notes to rules to explain why 
the rule was modified, created or inactivated.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.17 

RE.SS1.18  Provide a rules search capability by keyword, data element or other 
criteria so that staff may search for existing rules.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.1.2, 
Requirement 
RE.SS1.18 

As shown in Figure 9.2.1-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 100% 

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.1-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
9.2.1.2 Approach to Addressing the Rules Engine System Requirements 
Rules Engine 
RuleIT, in its fourth version, has been refined and 
performance-engineered in real-life production to 
meet the high demand of a Medicaid enterprise. 

The use of a rules engine is becoming a standard 
requirement for new MMIS implementations; 
however most adoptions of rules engines are not 
robust. The rules engine has been adopted within 
eCAMS from its inception, and the integration of 
the two has matured across three successful 
deployments. The use of RuleIT has been made 
universal across eCAMS’ core business processes,   
minimizing implementation risk and maximizing 
compliance with federal and state guidelines. 

Team Noridian has honed a balanced approach to 
manage the implementation of business rules via 
online configuration-driven tables and declarative English-like rules syntax in the rules engine. The 
approach addresses performance challenges of using RuleIT in a high-throughput environment. The 
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approach also manages the constraints of transitioning rules from legacy code and the impact on 
providers. Team Noridian believes that its approach and tool offer a great competitive advantage and 
minimize the risk in this implementation. 

Team Noridian’s rules engine-based solution has been in production since 2005, when the state of Maine 
went live with its MMIS. RuleIT was used to process claims and is critical in maintaining high auto-
adjudication rates in Maine and other states. The Washington and Michigan MMIS implementations use 
RuleIT for decision-making in Claims, Prior Authorization, Provider Enrollment, and Managed Care. 

The use of English-like syntax, a predefined Medicaid dictionary, and standard Medicaid edits and 
processing flows, makes RuleIT easy to deploy and implement. This reduces development time by 
promoting reusability. A more important but less talked about feature is the RuleIT Repository, which 
provides a single reference library of all rules used in a particular business area. 

Team Noridian also uses configurable data tables in conjunction with a rules engine to maximize 
flexibility within MMIS. These tables are built into the eCAMS database, along with a data modification 
screen that allows users to change values such as utilization limit. These data tables, combined with the 
RuleIT rules engine, address MMIS needs most effectively, including the requirements set forth for this 
implementation. 

RuleIT Overview 

Team Noridian’s subcontractor, CNSI, had developed RuleIT to address the needs of the Maine MMIS 
because existing solutions could not offer the flexibility required for Medicaid processing. COBOL and 
other older-generation application languages were rigid, but offered performance that could not be 
compromised for the sake of flexibility. RuleIT was, at that time, the only rules engine that truly 
supported sequential or flow through processing. Team Noridian has invested research and development 
effort to performance tune the rules engine. 

RuleIT is now more comprehensively adopted in the eCAMS platform and supports all core processes, 
such as Provider Enrollment, Prior Authorization, Managed Care, and TPL, apart from being the core of 
the Claims Adjudication engine. 

RuleIT was developed on the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform architecture, making it 
portable across many hardware and software platforms. RuleIT acts as a code repository for various 
business situations. It accumulates business knowledge in small, manageable pieces. Unlike other rules 
engines, RuleIT uses a “sequential process” algorithm, in which the evaluation is controlled by the rule, 
its conditions, and the associated branching. Its flexible architecture lets a business analyst determine the 
sequence of rule evaluation, which simplifies setting up the processing chain more manageably. RuleIT 
facilitates the execution of a single rule or a series of complex process flow rules. Today RuleIT is 
nearing its fifth major release. 

RuleIT consists of the following major components: 

 RuleIT Composer is a user interface for creating, editing, exporting, and importing rules to the Rules 
Repository. RuleIT Composer, built on the Java platform, is easy to use and navigate. It provides a 
debugging mode that displays results of rule execution and can be installed on all major operating 
systems that support Java. Figure 9.2.1-2 shows a screenshot of the RuleIT Composer. 

 RuleIT Configurator is used to define and create variables, constants, and methods. It uses a Web-
based interface and permits more flexibility in managing and administering the application. It 
provides the ability to configure the engine, create English-like syntax, add business definitions, and 
maintain users and permissions among other things. Figure 9.2.1-3 shows a screenshot of the RuleIT 
Configurator. 

 RuleIT Processor is an Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) that is the runtime rule evaluator or executor for 
rules defined in the RuleIT Repository. RuleIT Processor can be deployed on most Web application 
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servers, and provides a public interface that integrates easily with other J2EE-compliant applications. 
RuleIT Processor is currently supported on WebLogic, WebSphere, and JBoss. 

 RuleIT Repository is the centralized store for all defined rules and can store rules for multiple 
applications. The rules can be segregated into knowledge bases and rule groups, which allows for 
greater flexibility and control. The RuleIT Repository is hosted in an Oracle database. 

The RuleIT product suite also includes a set of utilities, including RuleIT Viewer and RuleIT Migrator. 
RuleIT Viewer allows application developers and users to view the rules without having to install RuleIT 
Composer. RuleIT Migrator allows rules to be moved between different development environments, such 
as development, test, and acceptance. RuleIT Composer will support the ability to display rules as a flow 
diagram for better understanding and documentation. 

 

Figure 9.2.1-2. RuleIT Composer. This tool has a user-friendly interface that makes it easy to use and 
resembles most integrated development environments. 
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Figure 9.2.1-3. RuleIT Configurator. This tool has a user-friendly interface that makes it easy to create 
all building blocks necessary to business rules development using RuleIT Composer. 
Business Rules Implementation Strategy 

As indicated earlier, Team Noridian takes a two-pronged approach to implementation of business rules 
within eCAMS: table driven and rules engine driven. 

Table Driven 

Team Noridian uses a table-driven approach for data sets or control data (e.g., Reference and Limits). We 
maintain these value sets within the eCAMS database using eCAMS screens. Because some of these 
value sets can run into the hundreds, we can maintain them more easily within the database structure and 
allow additions and modifications, without having to write them as rules. However, they do eventually 
control flow, determine rate, or set limit, which makes them de facto rules. 

For example, some tables store rates. Each rate has a start date and an end date. These dates control the 
effective range of that rate. Each rate may be tied to one or more service codes. This relationship also has 
an effective start date and end date. Making these tables viewable and editable to authorized users, as well 
as through interfaces and uploads, provides considerable flexibility to the system and allows for making 
changes without a long development and testing process. 

Rules Engine Driven 

The rules-driven approach is implemented using the RuleIT rules engine. Rules are developed for each 
business process area and are hosted in a separate repository for performance reasons. These rules may be 
anything from simple validation edits to complex processing flows that must route decisions down 
different streams of rules based on decisions points. Rules are developed using the RuleIT Composer and 
executed at run time. RuleIT contains rules that are logical statements that consist of conditions 
(if…then…else) and corresponding actions. Rules use common logic, such as between, less than, greater 
than, equals, and others. Conditions are combined using the standard logical conjunctions and and or. 
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For example, a RuleIT rule may contain logic that says the following: for each claim line, use rate Z if the 
service code is X and the benefit plan is Y. Upon execution, the rule would automatically check the 
service code on the claim line and the benefit plan for the recipient applicable for that claim during the 
correct effective period (usually the date of service). If the service code is X and the benefit plan is Y, the 
rate of Z is applied to the claim line item. If any of the conditions are not met, the system will move on to 
the next rule.  

The rules-driven approach is also used to override or effect special clauses that cannot be easily managed 
using a table-driven structure. Figure 9.2.1-4 identifies some of the key Medicaid business configurations 
(rules) available through online screens and RuleIT. eCAMS online screens are using to manage table-
driven rules, while RuleIT manages rules stored in the rules engine. 

Key Business Configurations eCAMS Online Screens RuleIT

Procedure Code Configuration X

Diagnosis Code Configuration X

Revenue Code Configuration X

Surgical Code Configuration X

Modifier Code Configuration X

Place of Service Configuration X

NDC Code Configuration X

Taxonomy Code Configuration X

Service Limit Configuration X

Correct Coding Initiative Configuration X

Provider Type X

Claim Type X

Edit Configuration X

Duplicate Criteria Configuration X

Program Configuration X

Benefit Plan Configuration X

EPSDT Configuration X

Account Code Configuration X

Resolution Claim Work Administration X

Mass Adjustment X

Gross Adjustment X

Recurring Payment X

Recipient Eligibility Update Hierarchy X

Duplicate Recipient Identification Matrix X

PA Work Management X

PA Error Code Configuration X

Managed Care Program Configuration X

Managed Care Contract Configuration X

Manage Care Rate Configuration X

MC Mass Enrollment and Mass Transfer Configuration X

Message Broadcast Configuration X

Interface Configuration X

User Account Configuration X

Provider Enrollment Flow Configuration X
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Key Business Configurations eCAMS Online Screens RuleIT

Claims Adjudication FFS Flow Configuration X

Claims Adjudication Encounter Flow Configuration X

Claims Adjudication Cross Over Flow Configuration X

Recipient Managed Care Enrollment Flow Configuration X

Prior Authorization Approval Flow Configuration  X 

Figure 9.2.1-4. Rules Implementation in eCAMS. Rules are configured in eCAMS using table driven or 
rules driven strategies to provide the most effective rules implementation. 
As discussed, using a combination of these two approaches, eCAMS employs a comprehensive business 
rules strategy that covers practically all-major areas of the new MMIS, including member, provider, 
benefit plan administrations, claims receipt and adjudication, reference data, managed care, financial, 
reporting, system and general configuration, and prior authorization. 

RE.SS1.01 

Team Noridian’s solution for the new MMIS is based on eCAMS, a configurable platform and also 
includes RuleIT rules engine based on industry standards and built specifically to address the Medicaid 
program. eCAMS today includes a comprehensive set of rules and configurable screens to support 
multiple health programs including managed care, FFS and waiver arrangements. eCAMS also used 
RuleIT rules engine to supports core processes, such as provider enrollment, prior authorization, managed 
care, and claims adjudication.  

Claims adjudication contains complex processing logic that includes verification and validation, before the 
application of rules and other business logic, to determine final pricing and status of a claim. As part of this 
processing, the eCAMS claims adjudication engine processes the claim through a series of group of edits. 
The following is a list of the major group of edits that are currently implemented using the rules engine: 

 Validation edits 
 Member edits 
 Provider edits 
 Reference edits 
 Benefit plan edits 
 Claims adjudication edits 
 Managed care edits 
 Financial edits 
 Federal reporting edits 
 Duplicate edits 
 Limit edits 
 Conflict edits 

The adjudication process also includes complex pricing logic that decides the deductions and final dollar 
amounts; it has various pricing logics based on claim types and categories. For example, claims types, 
such as outpatient, inpatient, nursing facility, and hospice, have different pricing logics and deductions, 
such as limits, PA, patient pay and TPL co-insurance, co-pay, and deductibles. Figure 9.2.1-5 shows the 
different rule groups created from other implementation, shown in the Rule Explorer tab. 
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Figure 9.2.1-5. Rule Explorer in RuleIT Composer. RuleIT Composer with various categories of rule 
groups successfully implemented in other states. 
Team Noridian’s solution, as indicated earlier, is currently implemented and operational in the states of 
Washington and Michigan. The rules codified within the rules engine will be reused for this 
implementation, either without any changes or with some modifications as required. While there will be 
new rules codified for the new MMIS, the reusability of existing rules from an existing operational 
system reduces risk and implementation time. Rules are coded in English-like syntax, which also makes it 
easy to understand, and can be customized to include business and localized terms, as required. Figure 
9.2.1-6 and Figure 9.2.1-7 provide samples of rules or edits used within eCAMS, as part of claim 
adjudications processing. 

The RuleIT rules engine, as indicated earlier, executes rules in a procedural mode, meaning rules are 
processed as they are coded. The processing starts at line 1 of a rule and flows down. Rule lines are 
skipped based on “If” conditions. These also allow for branching of rules, thereby supporting complex 
flow processing as required. RuleIT allows rules to be referred within rules, as in calling additional 
rules. This allows complex rules, or reusable validation and edits, to be coded separately and referenced 
where required.  
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Figure 9.2.1-6. Validation Edit. RuleIT supports the ability to code edits that be called from within 
processing flows. 

 

Figure 9.2.1-7. Sample Limit Edit. eCAMS supports many different edits which can be reused, without 
any or with some modifications. 
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RE.SS1.02  

RuleIT is scalable to meet the rules growth and processing demands. All of the rules will be stored in a 
centralized RuleIT repository, hosted on an Oracle relational database. It is proven technology solution 
and is in production in two states. 

RuleIT was developed on the J2EE architecture, making it portable across many hardware and software 
platforms. RuleIT acts as a code repository for various business situations. Unlike other rules engines, 
RuleIT uses a “sequential process” algorithm, where evaluation is controlled by rules, their conditions, 
and any associated branching. Its flexible architecture lets a business analyst determine the sequence of 
rule evaluation, which simplifies setting up the processing chain more manageably. RuleIT facilitates the 
execution of a single rule or a series of complex process flow rules. RuleIT, in its fourth version, has been 
refined and performance-engineered in real-life production to meet the high demand of a Medicaid 
enterprise. 

eCAMS provides a highly-scalable architecture that supports both vertical and horizontal scalability. 
RuleIT for claims processing was benchmarked as capable of processing one million claims per day. 
Recently, eCAMS and RuleIT was tested on an IBM Mainframe platform, running Linux, as being 
capable of processing three million encounters per day. 

RE.SS1.03  

Both eCAMS and RuleIT support role based security, which allows users to be associated to a specific 
role that allows them to create or modify and disable rules and configurations as applicable. Certain 
changes may require additional authorization before it can be implemented. 

RuleIT rules engine uses the RuleIT Configurator, a web-based application to create, configure, and 
modify users and roles. Authorized users can create and modify the rules. Users associated to the Admin 
role can create, modify, and delete the rules in the RuleIT composer. 

RE.SS1.04  

RuleIT has a rules composer component built on the Java platform. RuleIT Composer is a graphical user 
interface (GUI) used for creating, editing, exporting, importing, and searching rules in a repository. It 
provides a debugging mode that displays the results of the rule execution. The RuleIT Composer also 
allows users to navigate all of the rules and search within the rules based on user selected criteria. These 
features enable designated users to apply or disable rules quickly and without programmer intervention.  

RuleIT supports English-like syntax, and allows users to provide business terms and names for functions and 
variables that are used with the rules engine. This allows users to understand and comprehend rules better. 

Figure 9.2.1-8 shows a Rule IT Composer screen. 
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Figure 9.2.1-8. RuleIT Composer Features. The GUI reduces the learning curve for rule developers 
familiar with popular Java IDEs such as Eclipse. 
RE.SS1.05  

Rules configured using eCAMS online screens are implemented in real time and are available 
immediately. All changes follow our standard change management processes, which includes a 
categorization of the change. The change category or type, determined in part by the complexity of the 
change, will dictate the flow through our process and whether it requires a full development, test, or 
production review, or something less than that. 

RE.SS1.06  

RuleIT offers the flexibility to create and integrate customized rules specific to the Department’s needs 
and it can accommodate any rule-change requirements. The extreme flexibility and increased productivity 
that RuleIT offers will drastically reduce the time it takes to build, test, and implement complex rules. 
This ensures the timely implementation of changes necessitated by legislative or administrative mandates.  

RuleIT Composer can set up rules that are time-sensitive, which can be extremely useful when one needs 
to install rules and make them available from the date the mandate goes into effect. 

RE.SS1.07   

eCAMS supports the ability to implement changes in a timely manner by allowing configurations and 
changes in rules engine. Changes made within eCAMS, as discussed earlier, can be effected immediately. 
No further changes or code migrations are required to effect this change. Similarly, rules stored within 
RuleIT can be changed based on policy changes, to be effected without requiring code changes. 

RuleIT Composer also supports the ability to set up rules that are time sensitive, which can be extremely 
useful when one needs to install rules and make them available from the date the mandate goes into 
effect. Figure 9.2.1-9 shows a screen for setting up a rule with a specified time period. 
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Figure 9.2.1-9. Time Sensitive Business Rules Captured in RuleIT. RuleIT provides the ability to activate 
a rule for a specific duration as needed. 
RE.SS1.08  

RuleIT Composer lets business users view rules and trace rule dependencies via various search 
capabilities. Figure 9.2.1-10 shows RuleIT Composer and highlights its capability to search on a 
particular business element within the rules database to identify the rule dependencies. 
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Figure 9.2.1-10. RuleIT Engine Composer with Search Rules Dependencies. RuleIT provides convenient 
features to search and navigate rules. 
RE.SS1.09  

RuleIT provides a debugging mode that displays the results of rule execution, which allows users to 
quickly view logical errors. Figure 9.2.1-11 shows the debugging screen with various debug options. 
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Figure 9.2.1-11. RuleIT in Debug Mode.  RuleIT increases developer productivity and helps identify bugs 
much earlier in the development cycle. 
RE.SS1.10  

RuleIT has a tracing capability to display instances of rules execution during testing. The rule tracker tool, 
as shown in Figure 9.2.1-12, reports on all rules that are executed for a claim that is adjudicated. These 
rule executions are also logged to a processing log file and can be parsed for additional information. 
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Figure 9.2.12-12. RuleIT Tracker.  The tracker tool can be used to review the rules executed to process  
a particular claim. 
RE.SS1.11 

RuleIT Composer supports the ability to publish the rules stored in the repository in multiple forms, 
including paper and electronic form. The RuleIT Viewer is a web-based viewer that provides the ability 
for users to view the rules in a repository using a browser. This is particularly useful when it is required to 
restrict modification, but allow view access. 

RE.SS1.12  

RuleIT offers the flexibility to create and integrate customized rules specific to the Department’s needs 
and can accommodate any rule-change requirements. The extreme flexibility and increased productivity 
that RuleIT offers will drastically reduce the time it takes to build, test, and implement complex rules. 
This ensures the timely implementation of changes necessitated by legislative or administrative mandates.  

RuleIT Composer can set up rules that are time sensitive, which can be extremely useful when one needs 
to install rules and make them available from the date the mandate goes into effect. 
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RE.SS1.13  

Business rules stored in RuleIT and eCAMS include an activation date and phase-out date for the rule. 
This ensures that rules are applied only if they are in effect, based on their activation and phase-out dates. 

RE.SS1.14  

RuleIT supports a modular approach at various levels. First, it is an integrated but loosely coupled 
component of eCAMS and is available for use by various services. Second, it supports the ability to host 
multiple rule repositories. These repositories can be used to host rules for different business process areas 
(e.g., claims adjudication rules, managed care enrollment processing rules, and provider enrollment rules). 
Rules can also be stored in various sub-groupings within the same repository for a particular business 
process area. 

The RuleIT Processor can be implemented in multiple ways, as a service or integrated within the 
application. Each option comes with its own set of benefits. In either case, the RuleIT Processor can be 
used by different services within the application as required. 

RE.SS1.15  

Rules are required to be tested and verified in an integrated test facility, such as UAT, prior to migrating 
them to production. This process will ensure that rules are tested and reviewed prior to releasing to 
production. RuleIT Composer includes checks and validations to support multiple users’ rules 
configurations. It maintains a check-out/check-in feature so that a user can reserve a particular rule before 
making any changes. RuleIT Composer also maintains the uniqueness of rule names within a rules 
knowledge base to prevent conflicts. Figure 9.2.1-13 and Figure 9.2.1-14 show the RuleIT Composer’s 
behavior when a user attempts to create a rule with an existing name. 

 

Figure 9.2.1.2-13. Attempt to Create a Rule with an Existing Rule Name. The Add Rule wizard simplifies 
rule creation and protects against overwriting rules with the same name. 
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Figure 9.2.1.2-14. Rule IT Composer Error Message for Duplicate Rule Name. RuleIT Composer 
maintains the uniqueness of rule names to prevent conflicts 
RE.SS1.16  

RuleIT supports tracking and auditing functionality by storing an entry for each creation, modification, 
and deletion activity performed by a user. This audit trail can be used to determine when a change to the 
rule was made and who made the change.  

The documentation tab also allows the user to make entries and comments about the changes each time a 
user modifies the rule. RuleIT Composer has a facility to export the existing rules version for reference 
purpose and even import any old exported version. Typically rules are exported and stored in a source code 
control system, before it is migrated from the development environment into Test or higher environments. 

RE.SS1.17  

RuleIT Composer has the capability to add comments in the rules as an internal service, which links to the 
related requirement section, change request, or inactivation logic. Figure 9.2.1-15 shows notes added to a 
rule, which have the business user name and the change request details.  

The reasons for the modifications and reference documents can also be attached in the documentation  
tab for each rule. RuleIT allows the user to write documentation and attach documentation whenever the 
rule is changed. The documentation tab has the capability to capture the documentation details. 
Figure 9.2.1-16 provides a screenshot of the documentation tab. 
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Figure 9.2.1-15. Rule IT Composer Shows Comments in a Business Rule. RuleIT Composer provides  
the capability to put user comments in the rule definition to link to particular requirement section or 
change request. 
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Figure 9.2.1-16. Rule IT Composer Document Specification Section. The Document tab helps with 
documentation, allowing users to record information regarding a rule and attach additional documentation. 
RE.SS1.18 

RuleIT Composer has the ability to search by the following four categories. The result will be shown in 
the search result tab with all references available for each rule. The search operation will scan all of the 
rules available in the RuleIT repository. Figure 9.2.1-17 shows RuleIT Composer and highlights its 
capability to search on a particular business element within the rules database. 

 Rule name 
 Constant name  
 Variable name  
 Keyword  
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Figure 9.2.1-17. RuleIT Engine Composer with Search Functionality. RuleIT provides convenient 
features to search and navigate rules. 
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9.2.2 General Architectural Requirements 
9.2.2.1 General Architectural System Requirements Table 
AR General Architectural Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

AR.SS.01  

The contractor must provide MMIS and POS systems that meet the 
requirements of the Iowa Medicaid Enterprise, meet all CMS certification 
requirements, are aligned with the MITA standards and meet all Iowa 
functional and business requirements specified in this RFP. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.01 

AR.SS.02  Must meet Iowa Enterprise Information Technology standards.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.02 

AR.SS.03  Must meet Iowa and federal standards concerning web accessibility.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.03 

AR.SS.04  
Utilize n-tier architecture that minimizes the need for desktop software 
and is primarily browser based. The system must at a minimum support 
Internet Explorer and Firefox.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.04 

AR.SS.05  
Ensure all data is stored in relational databases that utilize referential 
integrity rules to prevent inconsistent data unless authorized by IME (for 
example, documents in the document management system).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.05 

AR.SS.06  
Provide system screens that are easy to read, user friendly and display 
all data elements necessary for a user to perform his and or her job 
function.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.06 

AR.SS.07  

Provide easy navigation to include but not be limited to, the following: 
a. Drop-down menus.  
b. Application-specific toolbars.  
c. Auto population of persistent data.  
d. Direct links to help, reference information, manuals and 
documentation.  
e. Short-cut and function key functionality.  
f. Mouse-over captions for all icons and data elements.  
g. Navigation menus, fields and page tabs.  
h. Auto skips from field to field so that the cursor moves automatically to 
the next field as soon as the last character in the previous field is 
completely filled.  
i. “Forward” and “Back” navigation.  
j. The ability to have multiple screens open and link from one screen to 
another without cutting and pasting data. For an example, if a user is on 
a member screen and wants to look at the provider data, the user should 
be able to link to the provider information by clicking on the provider 
number and then return to the original member screen, without requiring 
to cut-and-paste the member number to get back to the member screen. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.07 

AR.SS.08  

Provide an interface that manages field level and role-based security 
that allows only authorized users to see the information necessary to 
perform their job efficiently. Role-based security must also be available 
that allows a level of security to be applied to a specific job category.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.08 

AR.SS.09  Provide system availability 24/7, other than for scheduled maintenance.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.09 

AR.SS.10  
Maintain the most current vendor supported version of the product(s), 
with the IME‟s prior approval through the life of the contract at no 
additional cost to the IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.10 

AR.SS.11  
Provide Enterprise Application Integration (EAI), to include web services 
technology and standards to promote Iowa Medicaid Enterprise 
applications integration.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.11 

AR.SS.12  Ensure full HIPAA compliance through the life of the contract at no 
additional cost to the IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.12 
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AR General Architectural Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

AR.SS.13  

Provide an audit trail for each transaction on the screen, identifying who 
made the change, what change was made, date and time the change 
was made, why the change was made and provide a record of the data 
prior to the time the change was made.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.13 

AR.SS.14  
Align with MITA standards through the life of the contract at no additional 
cost to the IME.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.14 

AR.SS.15  

Provide functionality to interface with multiple entities outside of the Iowa 
Medicaid Enterprise for exchange of information, such as other eligibility 
determination systems, prior authorization entities, health information 
exchange, including provider directory information and Immunization and 
Death Registries.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.15 

AR.SS.16  Provide metadata management that is accessible by the IME staff. 
Provide context-sensitive help from all screens.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.16 

AR.SS.17  

Maintain a data dictionary of all claims, member and provider data. The 
data dictionary must be available and searchable online. Required 
elements on the data include but not limited to: i.e., business name, field 
type, length, description, source, valid values.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.17 

AR.SS.18  
Metadata reports must be able to be generated to accompany all data 
extracts to external destinations including but not limited to i.e., OIG 
audit requests, PERM, MSIS and Data Warehouse.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.18 

AR.SS.19  

Metadata Management: SOA architecture commonly provides 
application and data integration via an abstraction layer. Given the 
requirements of interoperability and independence, the proper use and 
management of metadata is extremely important to the effective 
operation of the SOA; It must also allow for:  
a. Separation of the data and structures and convert them to a data layer 
within the SOA architecture.  
b. Development of a Common Data Model and Metadata using the MITA 
HL7 methodology.  
 
Achievement of the SOA loosely coupled “separation of concern” 
approach, by separating the data layer from the application layer to more 
effectively and easily manage the data without changing the application 
code. This will create the desired more loosely coupled SOA 
environment and enable the business to accelerate any system changes 
required in the future.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.2.2, 
Requirement # 
AR.SS.19 

As shown in Figure 9.2.2-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.2-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the system. 
9.2.2.2 Approach to Addressing the General Architectural System Requirements 
eCAMS, a proven, third-generation claims processing system, is the core of Team Noridian’s new MMIS. 
eCAMS ensures that business drivers are coherently addressed in the overall technical and system 
architecture. The eCAMS core system currently powers MMIS in the states of Washington and Michigan. 
eCAMS will provide the Department with a technology platform that meets its business goal to improve 
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processes across medical care programs with a user-friendly, flexible system that incorporates reusable 
operations and the capability to cost-effectively implement changes. The foundation of Team Noridian's 
new MMIS is the EXACT service oriented architecture (SOA) infrastructure framework. EXACT 
facilitates the connectivity and standardizes the exchange of data between solution modules and 
heterogeneous systems internal and external to the Department. Figure 9.2.2-2 illustrates Team Noridian's 
new MMIS architecture. 

 

Figure 9.2.2-2. Team Noridian’s New MMIS Architecture. The technology platform is designed to meet 
the Department’s business goal to improve processes across Medical Care programs. 
EXACT avoids single-vendor dependence via its n-tier SOA, which enables the new MMIS to be "brand" 
independent, thus allowing us to select the best underlying components for the Department's new MMIS. 
Brand independence and the modular nature of our solution minimize the impact that any one vendor may 
have on the new MMIS, thus reducing deployment and operational risk for the Department. Figure 9.2.2-
3 illustrates the EXACT functional layers. 
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Figure 9.2.2-3. Functional Layers. EXACT's functional layers and the components and services enable 
integration of a diverse technology with the new MMIS. 
EXACT also provides a number of features that allow us to rapidly deploy the Department's new MMIS:  

 Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) Engine orchestrates services and events that have 
been assembled and sequenced to perform a process. 

 Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) allows for interfaces with external and internal applications. 
 Data Translation enables disparate applications to receive data in the desired format, regardless of 

how it is sent.  
 Rules Services that enable rules engines within the Department's network, including Team Noridian's 

RuleIT health care rules engine, to be used or shared as a service across the Department's Medicaid 
service areas. 

 Solutions Accelerators allow for the rapid development of interfaces between systems, as they 
repurpose portions of past connectivity projects, eliminating the need to reinvent the connectivity 
wheel for each initiative.  

eCAMS technology is the industry benchmark for MMIS operational efficiency, stakeholder satisfaction, 
and improved health outcomes. eCAMS provides business process area-centric services, standards-based 
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data repositories, enhanced decision support and analytical capabilities, and efficient and secure 
information sharing across system platforms for all internal and external stakeholders. 

Team Noridian's new MMIS's architecture provides the following key attributes that together bind 
business processes, information needs, and delivery operations: 

Adaptable 

The EXACT framework can incorporate and integrate many different technologies. EXACT's integration 
services consist of EXACT's Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), mediation and translation services, and 
services registry that can "service enable" COTS products and new and legacy applications.  

The eCAMS infrastructure provides flexible and easily replaceable components that can readily adapt to 
regulatory changes at the same pace as the business of Medicaid and healthcare delivery in the state. For 
example, automated prior authorization (PA) decision making can be implemented by using an internal 
rules engine rule set or by plugging into external clinical decision-making tools. 

Accessible 

eCAMS and EXACT are both built on a Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE). By using the J2EE 
platform and a web-based solution, the only software required on a user’s computer for the new MMIS is 
the Internet browser.  

EXACT facilitates the connectivity and standardizes the exchange of data between heterogeneous 
systems, thus enabling an interoperable environment in which services and data can be shared and 
collaboration can occur with other Medicaid enterprises and partners. 

 eCAMS facilitates the user’s ability to obtain the right information in the desired form quickly and 
easily. eCAMS provides different options to satisfy the needs of the various stakeholders (e.g., providers, 
state staff, other agencies, and recipients). For example, eCAMS makes eligibility information available 
through online Web inquiry, integrated with an interactive voice response (IVR) system, a customer help 
desk, and standard reports and data feeds. The eCAMS Web portal offers stakeholders a tailored interface 
specific to their need. 

Interoperable 

The SOA of eCAMS directly implements MITA SOA strategy for services interoperability. Hiding 
programmatic details and enforcing service interface contracts is at the core of MITA. The EXACT SOA 
infrastructure framework integrates these business services. 

Connected 

EXACT mitigates incompatible characteristics of systems through its Integration Services, enabling the 
sharing of Department IT resources. EXACT also provides a secure gateway for the Department's 
participation in state and federal exchanges. EXACT enables secure transmission of sensitive information 
outside of the Department's firewall.  

The eCAMS architecture, using its own presentation services and leveraging the EXACT SOA framework, 
uses Web services via the Internet, allowing for data interchange with external sources, partners, and 
agencies in an efficient and economical manner. For example, eCAMS can leverage its Web services 
framework to validate licensing data from external databases, such as those of state licensing boards. 

Secure 

eCAMS architecture promotes a security design philosophy at all levels of the technology stack that 
provides a secure environment for information management and protects against unwanted loss or 
disclosure of data. Authenticated access and role-based access control (RBAC) enforce security in 
eCAMS. Access controls and an audit trail support HIPAA Security and Privacy. EXACT also integrates 
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well with existing security infrastructure, such as LDAP-based directories and firewalls, to leverage 
existing security investments and authentication methods. 

Maintainable 

eCAMS and EXACT use modular, readily available, proven, and cost-effective systems and components 
to provide a highly maintainable MMIS. The use of a rules engine for driving claims adjudication and 
other business process areas ensures quick and efficient turnaround for system changes during eCAMS 
maintenance. 

Standards Based 

eCAMS and EXACT make extensive use of industry standards where relevant and applicable. For 
example, eCAMS aligns with the Web standards published by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
and the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). EXACT, 
through its BPEL/BPMN orchestration services, has the ability to ingest the forthcoming MITA 3.0 
BPMN artifacts. Our standards adoption is based on applicability, maturity, and industry acceptance for 
each given standard. 

At the same time, our approach in developing the new MMIS architecture is to continually focus on the 
larger frame of reference and not specifically on individual technologies. Technologies change rapidly. A 
system that focuses on standards, frames of reference, and core architectural principles is by nature more 
resilient and sustainable for the relatively long life cycle of an MMIS. 

AR.SS.01  

Team Noridian’s solution is based on the eCAMS platform, which is in production in two states - 
Washington, and Michigan, where both implementations have been recently certified by CMS. eCAMS 
will provide the state of Iowa with a technology platform that meets IME business goal to improve 
processes across Medical Care programs with a user-friendly, flexible system that incorporates reusable 
operations and the capability to cost-effectively implement changes. 

Team Noridian is proud to state that eCAMS is the most technologically advanced solution in operation 
today. eCAMS, the application, its core APIs and the technology, have been tested, and verified by these 
implementations, in its ability to deliver the latest technologies to maintain and operate the new MMIS. 
Team Noridian’s eCAMS was implemented in the states of Michigan and Washington, and for both of 
these implementations the CMS Certification exercise was completed in May 2011 using CMS's new 
toolkit. The formal notification from CMS attests to eCAMS capabilities and superiority.  

The eCAMS business-driven architecture employs the use case methodology that enables business use 
cases to drive the overall technical solution. eCAMS provides the capability to support current and new 
business process areas for a successful MMIS solution for IME. It is in alignment with the MITA 
business architecture.  

eCAMS technology, which is aligned with the MITA Standards, is the industry benchmark for MMIS 
operational efficiency, stakeholder satisfaction, and improved health outcomes. eCAMS provides 
business process area–centric services, standards-based data repositories, enhanced decision support and 
analytical capabilities, and efficient and secure information sharing across system platforms for all 
internal and external stakeholders. 

As indicated earlier in this response, the eCAMS platform has been implemented successfully. Our 
experience with these implementations, and experience from our current engagement with IME, enables 
us to propose the best solution that addresses the functional and business requirements of the state and 
Department, as specified in this RFP. 
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AR.SS.02  

Team Noridian's MITA aligned eCAMS makes extensive use of industry standards where relevant and 
applicable. For example, eCAMS aligns with the Web standards published by the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) and the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 
(OASIS). Our standards adoption is based on applicability, maturity, and industry acceptance for each given 
standard. As noted, our approach in developing the eCAMS-based system architecture is to continually 
focus on the larger frame of reference and not specifically on individual technologies. Technologies change 
rapidly. A system that focuses on standards, frames of reference, and core architectural principles is by 
nature more resilient and sustainable for the relatively long life cycle of an MMIS. 

Team Noridian complies with, and adheres to, all relevant Department and state information technology 
standards, including technical and security standards, procedures and protocols, and will take all 
precautions necessary to prevent unauthorized access to the Department’s and the state’s systems, 
networks, computers, property, records, data, and information.  

Team Noridian will comply with the "State of Iowa Enterprise Information Security Standard" related to 
enterprise security standards over a trusted environment, and shall not jeopardize the confidentiality, 
integrity, or availability of state computing systems; or the information stored, processed and transmitted. 
Team Noridian will develop policies, processes and procedures to meet the "State of Iowa Enterprise 
Information Security Standard" and develop, implement, and exercise a business continuity plan. As part 
of the training program for all Department staff members, a security awareness program shall be 
conducted. The system will have built-in features to protect confidential information that could affect 
individual privacy, which will be protected at all times. A constant monitoring mechanism will be put in 
place to control malicious activity and misuse of government resources. In addition to this, a vulnerability 
assessment will be performed at least once annually to gauge the effectiveness of security measures.  

eCAMS is a web-based system, and hence will follow the minimum security requirements for web 
applications development per the "State of Iowa Enterprise Web Application Security Standard." 
Adherence to security compliance requirements will include relevant controls in accordance with the 
"Enterprise Web Application Security Standard." For example, Social Security numbers shall not be 
displayed in full on web applications beyond the initial data entry screen. eCAMS is capable of 
generating and storing application logs that can be reviewed for security events. Retention of these logs 
can be configured per the Department’s data retention requirements.  

Another way that we assure the ability to comply with state standards is through the use of our EXACT 
SOA framework that enables the new MMIS and the Department's IT environment to be technology 
agnostic. Leveraging SOA design principles, such as separation of application function from the technology 
platform that provides the application's functionality, standardization of the exchange of data among 
heterogeneous systems, modularity of system components, and utilization of MITA and other national 
standards, Team Noridian's new MMIS, using EXACT, has the inherent capability of incorporating and 
integrating many different technologies and the ability to share services across the enterprise.  

AR.SS.03  

eCAMS facilitates the user’s ability to obtain the right information in the desired form quickly and easily 
through the user friendly web interface. eCAMS provides different options to satisfy the needs of the 
various stakeholders (e.g., providers, Department staff, other agencies, and members). For example, 
eCAMS makes eligibility information available through online Web inquiry, an interactive voice response 
(IVR) system, a customer help desk, and standard reports and data feeds. The eCAMS Web portal offers 
stakeholders a tailored interface specific to their need. 

As already mentioned in the response to requirement AR.SS.02, Team Noridian will adhere to the 
security compliance requirements to include relevant controls per the "Enterprise Web Application 
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Security Standard" for application availability, ensuring timely and reliable access to, and use of, 
information. Team Noridian will preserve authorized restrictions on information access and disclosure, 
including the means for protecting personal privacy and proprietary information. Through the 
comprehensive eCAMS security features, improper information modification or destruction will be 
controlled and information non-repudiation and authenticity will be ensured. 

AR.SS.04  

At the heart of Team Noridian's new MMIS is the technology and innovation core MMIS leader, eCAMS. 
Team Noridian's eCAMS system is based on a multi-tiered, scalable architecture that inherently supports 
browser-based user interfaces. The EXACT SOA framework facilitates the connectivity and standardizes 
the exchange of data between solution modules and heterogeneous systems, internal and external to the 
enterprise. Team Noridian's EXACT is a Web-based, n-tier SOA platform. Both EXACT and eCAMS 
have been tested and proven on commonly used web browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Chrome, 
Firefox, and Safari. Team Noridian's n-tier architecture solution, including eCAMS and EXACT, is 
illustrated in Figure 9.2.2-4. 

 

 Figure 9.2.2-4. Team Noridian's New MMIS Architecture. The modular design facilitates connectivity 
and the exchange of data.  
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The eCAMS solution architecture was conceived with a few core principles — relational database, 
browser-based user interface, J2EE technology, multi-tiered scalable architecture, rules-based decision 
support (adjudication), and an integrated MMIS that does not require any desktop software. When Team 
Noridian brought these principles together, it resulted in applying the latest technology and incorporating 
products rated the best in the industry. 

The eCAMS architecture proposed by Team Noridian implements a layered SOA with multiple tiers. 
eCAMS is built on the J2EE technology platform and uses SOA principles with a library of business 
services that make our solution flexible. The use of J2EE platform with industry-accepted design patterns 
makes it more cost-effective because the Department is not locked into proprietary or a single vendor-
maintained solution. 

Each architecture component of eCAMS has been designed for a specific purpose with the focus on 
reusability and maintainability. Components are scalable for performance. For example, additional nodes 
may be added to the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) for additional data processing 
volume. The presentation layer is HTML driven and separated from business logic contained in the 
Enterprise Java Beans and data access services layers. Web services support a standards-based XML data 
exchange to enable MMIS-related systems and other external applications to consume eCAMS data and 
interact with the system through the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework. 

As was shown in Figure 9.2.2-3, EXACT's n-tier architecture separates the function of a service from the 
technology platform that provides a service's functionality. 

As illustrated above, EXACT's foundation is an n-tier architecture consisting of independent, loosely 
coupled functions, or services, represented as the presentation, business process/logic, services, components, 
data, and operational layers of EXACT. The relationship between these various layers is facilitated and 
managed by EXACT's Integration Services, which are enabled by EXACT's Services Registry, Mediation 
services, and Enterprise Service Bus. Within its presentation layer, EXACT supports the user interface 
logic. Multiple channels are supported which include Web-browsers, voice response systems, electronic 
data interchange (EDI), and batch file interfaces. The presentation abstraction layer includes interfaces to 
security components, content management, workflow, Web page presentation look and feel, and 
customization options. This layer provides role-based delivery of content to the presentation tier. 

The n-tier architecture of Team Noridian's new MMIS separates module or application function from the 
technology platform that provides the functionality. As a result, Team Noridian's new MMIS is 
technology agnostic and enables the sharing of module and application functionality across the enterprise, 
regardless of technology incompatibility issues. Likewise, the presentation layers within eCAMS and 
EXACT enable the new MMIS to be browser-based rather than dependent on any desktop software. 

AR.SS.05 

Team Noridian's eCAMS is designed on an integrated data model, as a single point of access to all 
relevant MMIS data. It allows cross referential integrity between tables from different business process 
areas to prevent inconsistent data. Figure 9.2.2-5 shows a view of the database model used for the 
Provider business process area. 
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Figure 9.2.2-5. Data Model for the Provider Business Process Area. Like Team Noridian's new MMIS 
architecture, the data model is designed around business functionality and modularity.  
The database design also adheres to and applies the general principle followed throughout eCAMS: 
loosely coupled components. The data model is designed within each business process area, separately at 
first to ensure that all the requirements of that business process are fully captured. Business processes are 
then integrated together to create the larger and full eCAMS database that supports all functions required 
of an MMIS. The entire model is developed using ERwin, the industry’s leading data-modeling tool. 

The eCAMS database design utilizes relational database techniques. The relational database stores the 
data by defining it as an entity or table, attribute or column, and defining its relationships (i.e., integrity 
constraints or triggers). To develop a relational database, two standard approaches are followed: one is the 
entity-relationship approach, and the second is the normalization approach. 

The entity-relationship approach provides a data dictionary to allow a database administrator (DBA) to 
intuitively recognize different types of data classification objects (e.g., entities, weak entities, attributes, 
relationships) and to classify the listed data items and their relationships. After creating an entity-
relationship diagram illustrating these objects, a relatively straightforward procedure allows the DBA to 
translate the design into relational tables and integrity constraints in the database system. 

The data model is developed using ERwin and is fully validated using the different controls and checks 
available, including relationship requirements between tables and fields. Integrity between datasets and 
tables is established with the database using constraints, triggers, and table key relationships. These 
powerful features of the database actually maintain integrity, prevent violations, and provide a better 
implementation than using tools to check for integrity violations, ensuring that data integrity issues are 
not allowed to arise within the database. The application does not introduce data into the database that 
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would fail relationship integrity checks. The database integrity constraints provide a second line of 
defense against data corruption. 

The eCAMS architecture promotes a security design philosophy at all levels of the technology stack that 
provides a secure environment for information management and protects against unwanted loss or 
disclosure of data. Authenticated access and RBAC enforces security in eCAMS. Access controls and an 
audit trail support HIPAA Security and Privacy. 

AR.SS.06 

The web-based eCAMS provides an advanced user-friendly and secure GUI for users to perform their job 
functions, as shown in Figure 9.2.2-6. The zero-footprint, browser based interfaces eliminate the need for 
any software install on a user’s personal computer. eCAMS facilitates the user’s ability to obtain the right 
information in the desired form quickly and easily. The user interface supports features like user 
preferences, such as save to filter, quick links, short cuts, export functionality, help, hyperlinks, and a 
consistent set of themed screens (e.g., list page, detail page, and dialog page). eCAMS provides different 
options to satisfy the needs of the various stakeholders (e.g., providers, state staff, other agencies, and 
members). For example, eCAMS makes eligibility information available through online Web inquiry, an 
interactive voice response (IVR) system, a customer help desk, and standard reports and data feeds. The 
eCAMS Web portal offers stakeholders a tailored interface specific to their need. 

 

Figure 9.2.2-6. eCAMS Menu Page. A user-friendly menu, that varies based on the role and profile of  
the user. 
No Client Software Installations 

By using the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) architecture for eCAMS, the only software 
required on a user’s computer is the Internet browser. Since nearly all desktop and laptop computers 
already have Web browsers, there is no reason to install client-side software. This efficiency is realized 
short term in the initial installation and long term in upgrades and maintenance, because there is no need 
to push out software fixes and enhancements. While savings associated with these types of applications 
can be quantified in dollars, there is also a savings in time resulting from reducing the time-to-market for 
newer versions. 

Almost all computer users today, whether at home or at work, have learned to navigate the World Wide 
Web, made easy by the intuitive nature of the graphical user interface (GUI) that comes with all Web 
browsers. Features, such as clickable links, drop-down list boxes, saved filter options, and context-
sensitive help that are typical of most Web-based applications today, allow an individual to quickly 
become adept in the use of eCAMS. The availability of screen-sensitive help menus lets users, with one 
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click, retrieve information related to that particular screen and to business processes behind the 
information that is displayed. 

The eCAMS user interface is also compliant with the relevant sections of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA). It provides certain usability functions, such as the ability to alter font size and colors to 
improve readability, which individuals who require assistance can leverage.  

AR.SS.07 

The Web-based eCAMS provides an advanced user friendly and secure GUI for users to perform their job 
functions. eCAMS incorporates several user-friendly features, including cut-and-paste, shortcut keys, 
point-and-click, drop downs, filters, hovering, context sensitive online helps, navigation, hot keys, 
favorites, snapshots, breadcrumbs, collapsible menu, page navigators, on-screen keyboard, drag-and-drop 
texts, hyperlinks, and bookmarks. The bookmarking feature within eCAMS is provided through the Add 
to Favorites feature, which allows frequently used pages to be easily accessible. eCAMS also supports 
customized Web pages (i.e., bookmarking), allowing individual users to customize their favorites and 
create shortcuts. These features are shown in the screenshot of eCAMS in Figure 9.2.2-7.  

Figure 9.2.2-7. eCAMS Screen. The usability features make it easier for users to access information 
quickly.  
Team Noridian has invested research and development effort in designing and developing eCAMS to 
create a user interface that is both intuitive and easy to use and navigate. The user interface was planned 
and developed to provide one of the easiest interfaces available to access and enter data using a 
combination of technology, user interaction studies, and a collection of usage statistics.  

The eCAMS framework offers a simple and intuitive user interface that is easy to read and has user-
friendly features to display the relevant data elements in each screen. The user will be able to clearly 
understand and appreciate the structure to efficiently carry out necessary functions.  
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A sample eCAMS menu (claims) in Figure 9.2.2-8 shows options that the user is authorized to access. 
The two icons in yellow allow the user to add a menu to shortcut or favorites, making it easier to access 
for later use. 

 
Figure 9.2.2-8. eCAMS Menu Page. User-friendly features guide user through functions efficiently. 
The user interface to almost all business process areas within eCAMS starts with a list page that allows 
the user to quickly look up the information needed. The list page shown in Figure 9.2.2-9 provides a list 
of filters that can be used to narrow down the dataset. 

 
Figure 9.2.2-9. eCAMS List Page. The list page can be used to query MMIS-related information from  
the database. 
The list page includes a filter set that is customizable, as shown in Figure 9.2.2-10. Based on a particular 
individual’s work assignment, the user can narrow down the required information. The filter can then be 
saved for future use. Even more useful is the ability to export a list page to a spreadsheet in Microsoft’s 
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Excel, for additional processing and handling. The list page, which can be mistaken easily for a lookup 
screen, is a powerful reporting tool. 

 

Figure 9.2.2-10. eCAMS List Page. The list page can be used a reporting tool, providing a simple process 
for creating and formatting reports. 
Multiple options on eCAMS list pages provide users with rich features, including saving complex or 
custom filters, sorting options, and exporting files to Excel spreadsheets. 

The list page allows the retrieved data to be exported to an Excel spreadsheet for later use. The filter set 
used to retrieve certain data can be saved, allowing the user to reuse the filters as required. eCAMS 
incorporates several user-friendly features, including cut-and-paste, shortcut keys, point-and-click, drop-
downs, filters, hovering, hot keys, favorites, snapshots, breadcrumbs, collapsible menu, onscreen 
keyboard, drag-and-drop texts, hyperlinks, and bookmarks — all of which make the interaction with the 
application very simple, easy, and friendly to use. 

Figure 9.2.2-11 depicts Team Noridian’s approach to usability and accessibility features and how it 
benefits the Department’s users. 

Features of eCAMS – Usability 
and Accessibility Benefits to the Department 

Browser-based Interface 

 Requires no additional software on the user’s computer besides the browser to access or manage MMIS-related data
 Access through a single window to all MMIS data 
 Reduces cost of operations and ownership because desktop software does not need version rollouts, upgrades, or to be 

managed, among other benefits 

Context-sensitive Help 
 Decreases learning curve, improves service efficiency of the users within department 
 Provides assistance through help menus, to help new users learn functionality and to clear up any data entry or lookup-

related questions 

eCAMS List Page 

 Designed as an interface to look up data, including the ability to add filters and save frequently used filters that allow 
users to quickly find the information they seek 

 Provides export to Excel capability to save information for additional reporting or manual reference 
 Doubles as a quick reporting tool with the use of filters, provides the ability to sort columns 

Figure 9.2.2-11. eCAMS Usability and Accessibility Features. eCAMS features a browser-based 
interface, context-sensitive help, and a list page, which allows users to look up data. 
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AR.SS.08  

Leveraging SOA design principles, Team Noridian uses independent, yet complementary security 
services to support the modular design and interoperable capabilities of its new MMIS. For the various 
Medicaid services modules within the new MMIS, field level and role-based security, as well as security 
for specific job categories, are managed through eCAMS application security engine interface.  

The eCAMS architecture promotes a security design philosophy at all levels of its technology stack that 
provides a secure environment for information management and protects against unwanted loss or 
disclosure of data. Authenticated access and RBAC enforce security in eCAMS. Access controls and an 
audit trail support HIPAA Security and Privacy. The eCAMS RBAC and its audit framework ensure that 
protected health information is secured at its highest level. 

The eCAMS application security engine has different levels and attributes of the security protocols stored 
in secure tables in the eCAMS application. The eCAMS application provides the front-end administrator 
screens and access required to create, modify, and maintain these user credentials and access privileges. 

Figure 9.2.2-12 shows a list of user accounts and the impact of the association of roles and profiles  
across user accounts. Figure 9.2.2-13 shows a list of user accounts that have access to the application,  
and Figure 9.2.2.-14 shows details and configurations for a profile in eCAMS. 

 

Figure 9.2.12-12. List of User Accounts. This eCAMS screen shows the impact of role and profile on the 
user account profile association.  
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Figure 9.2.2-13. List of User Accounts with Approved Access. eCAMS provides the Department with a 
view of users who have access to the application. 

 
Figure 9.2.2-14. User Profile Details and Configurations. The profile determines the security policy  
for each user.  
The eCAMS application provides functionality that allows the administrator, based on each domain, to 
create and maintain user credentials. Within the eCAMS application, the roles and profiles determine the 
security policy for the user. Profiles are the privileges given to the user (for the user ID) and are a logical 
grouping of roles. The privileges are defined by the change, add, read, and delete (CARD) rules for pages 
and fields in pages. The role defines these privileges at a field level, allowing the administrator to control 
the security at the most fundamental level. The system also allows the creation of profiles that map to 
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business roles. The system enforces the minimum access rights when a user is associated with multiple 
roles. As an example, one role may provide change and read (CR) access to a page, while another may 
provide only read (R) access to the same page. If a user is associated with both roles, the system assumes 
that the user has read (R) access to the page. 

The eCAMS application supports four access levels. These access levels are available for the system’s 
Web page and associated data: 

 No Access. No access to a page. This determines if a page is visible or not for a specific user, role,  
or profile. 

 Read-only Access. Provides read-only access to the contents on the Web page. 
 Control Access. Control-level access addresses specific data to be shown on the page and 

characteristics on that page. For example, the control may be to suppress provider IDs on a list of 
providers shown for patient referral purposes, or to disable the hyperlink to provider details for all 
providers other than the one conducting the inquiry. Control access also addresses the buttons and 
options on a page, such as those that enable adding, approving, and deleting records. 

 Full Access. Full access to the Web page and its data elements. The user’s access to eCAMS 
functions and associated data is controlled down to the lowest level of functionality (specific actions 
on an individual Web page and specific data to be shown on that page). Security administrator(s) can 
define page and page element/field access privileges at the user role level. Additionally, they can 
associate an organizational unit with a user. eCAMS will then restrict the availability of organization 
data to the user, based on which organization units are assigned to the user. 

The design and architecture for eCAMS are based on MITA principles. eCAMS implements security 
standards that are compliant with NIST security standards and HIPAA. eCAMS includes robust 
authentication mechanisms that adhere to state and federal privacy and security standards. Authentication 
within eCAMS follows a multi-layered structure. Team Noridian will implement and support the 
following features as necessary to authenticate new MMIS Web Portal users: 

 User ID/Password. The user ID and password will play a crucial role in ensuring user identity within 
the eCAMS application. Password related control features and log-off features will further enhance 
security implementation. 

 Domains. Use of domains for authentication will allow eCAMS to restrict a user’s privileges at the 
organization unit level. This feature will be specifically helpful in managing users of organizations 
that are multi-site or multi-departmental in nature.  

 Audit Trails and Monitoring. eCAMS, through audit trail and transaction monitoring features, 
provides for complete traceability during and after the login process, including failed login attempts 
and account lock-out. 

Team Noridian's EXACT SOA framework aligns with a security architecture framework by defining 
security and privacy capabilities that are woven into the overall platform. Security and role-based security 
is made possible through integration into a Federated Identity Management solution. Security is built in, 
not as a bolt-on component at the application layer, but through the underlying integration made possible 
through implementation using standards-based COTS products. The security policies, practices, and 
implementation of the security framework are aligned with the following standards: 

 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)  
 Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) 
 Applicable International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Standards 
 Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Standards 
 Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 
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EXACT provides a secure gateway for the Department's participation in state and federal exchanges. 
EXACT supports secure sockets layer (SSL) encryption, ensuring compliance with security policies by 
enabling secure transmission of sensitive information outside of the Department’s firewall. EXACT also 
provides plug-in points to support custom authentication and authorization and supports third-party 
authentication providers, firewalls, proxy servers, HTTP(s) tunneling, and DMZ products. As a result, 
EXACT integrates well with existing security infrastructure, such as LDAP-based directories and 
firewalls, to leverage existing security investments and authentication methods. 

AR.SS.09  

Team Noridian will implement a streamlined, robust, and transparent maintenance strategy that will 
support 24x7 operations of the new MMIS, except for scheduled maintenance only after the approval by 
the Department. The proposed system has redundancy built-in at levels like network, hardware, 
application, and database. Failure of any component does not result in any outage, resulting in a system 
that is highly available. 

The MMIS will support multiple users through a high-availability, redundant architecture solution. Team 
Noridian will maintain availability of, and accessibility to, the new MMIS and database to all users 24x7. 
Planned system maintenance will be scheduled by Team Noridian and preapproved by the Department. 

High system availability is achieved by leveraging a combination of best-of-breed software and hardware 
configurations. The proposed system hardware is standardized to use servers with a wide range of high 
availability, manageability, and scalability options. These servers were chosen because of their processing 
power, built-in redundancy, and flexibility to be scaled if necessary. 

Team Noridian plans on using load balancers on the solution’s Web and application servers to achieve 
high availability. Web switches dynamically distribute the load across a group of servers running an 
MMIS application (or set of applications), while making the group appear as a single server to the client. 
For instance, a number of Web servers with access to the same content can be logically combined into an 
HTTP cluster or a Virtual Server Group (VSG), a collection of servers that supports a common 
application or set of applications. The VSG provides a virtual HTTP service to clients. Clients are not 
aware that there are actually a number of real servers participating in providing this service. Clients 
access the service using a virtual IP (VIP) address that resides in a Web switch that front-ends the real 
servers. As connection requests arrive for the virtual service, the Web switch passes these requests on to 
one of the real servers in the VSG based upon knowledge of the server’s availability, load-handling 
capability, and present load. Web switches also monitor the completion of sessions, at which time the 
binding of the session to the physical server can be removed. This ensures that the next time clients 
connect they will be connected to the most available server at the time, providing the best possible service 
to each client. The administrator can invoke special mechanisms if the application requires persistent 
connections (e.g., successive connections to be forwarded to the same physical server) such as with FTP 
control and data connections from the same client, SSL, and persistent HTTP used for multipage forms 
and search engines. 

Session management is a key part of server load balancing. Once the Web switch assigns a session to a 
real server, it must recognize all successive packets associated with that session. These packets are 
processed and forwarded appropriately to ensure that the client continues to be associated with the same 
physical server for the duration of the session. 

Team Noridian will implement the MMIS solution using the Oracle 11g database, which will be run in a 
clustered mode to provide high availability. Oracle’s Real Application Cluster (RAC) system can protect 
against computer failures caused by unexpected hardware failures and OS or server crashes, as well as 
from processing loss caused by planned maintenance. When a node failure occurs, connection attempts 
can failover to other nodes in the cluster, which assume the work of the failed node. When connection 
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failover occurs and a service connection is redirected to another node, users can continue to access the 
service, unaware that it is now provided from a different node. 

Oracle’s RAC system provides two methods of failover to provide reliable access to data: 

1. Connection Failover. If a connection failure occurs at connect time, the application can failover the 
connection to another active node in the cluster. Connection failover ensures that an open route to the 
user’s data is always available, even when server downtime occurs. 

2. Transparent Application Failover (TAF). If a communication link failure occurs after a connection 
has been established, the connection fails over to another active node. Any disrupted transactions are 
rolled back, and session properties and server-side program variables are lost. In some cases, if the 
statement executing at the time of the failover is a select statement, that statement may be 
automatically re-executed on the new connection with the cursor positioned on the row on which it 
was positioned prior to the failover. 

The database will be stored in a SAN device that operates on a highly available configuration. The SAN 
availability features include redundant fiber switches, redundant network interface cards (NICs), and 
RAID configuration. The selection and configuration of the hardware is made to provide high-availability 
features such as RAID disks, redundant power supplies, and error-correcting code (ECC) memory chips. 

Although the devices and infrastructure support many high-availability features, the key to achieving a 
highly available solution is through completely documented policies and procedures for operation. There 
will be detailed service level metrics (SLMs) to meet these availability requirements. 

Team Noridian’s Operations and Maintenance Systems Group Manager will establish protocols for 
communicating outages, planned and unplanned, of the MMIS, and these will be detailed in the system’s 
Operations Guide. The Operations Guide will also publish the department-approved schedule 
maintenance windows and periods, during which the systems or parts of the system may become 
unavailable for performing maintenance. 

AR.SS.10  

Team Noridian will provide regular maintenance updates to the EXACT infrastructure framework and 
eCAMS application, as well as the COTS products identified for the Department at no additional cost. 
The hardware and software proposed, in accordance with the RFP, have been sized on the basis of normal 
projected growth and other factors detailed in the RFP. Team Noridian will provide these updates during 
the contract period in accordance with its contractual obligations and when made available, will be 
deployed after the approval from the Department. 

Team Noridian's EXACT SOA framework is a COTS product that follows a structured product 
development methodology and pre-defined update and release schedule that allows EXACT to be updated 
with its latest version under a controlled methodology and schedule. EXACT is a COTS product owned 
and managed by Team Noridian, therefore, we can customize its deployment to meet the Department’s 
requests in the event they may deviate from the standard EXACT release schedule.  

AR.SS.11  

In Team Noridian's new MMIS, Enterprise Application Integration is achieved through the EXACT SOA 
infrastructure framework. The first application to be deployed across IME will be the new MMIS, which 
will already be deployed on EXACT's extensible framework. By utilizing a SOA infrastructure 
framework, Team Noridian's solution delivers enterprise-wide benefits, including the ability to: 

 Integrate and incorporate many different technologies that are internal and external to the enterprise. 
EXACT's Integration Services, comprised of its Enterprise Service Bus, Mediation services, and 
translation services, are based on Apache CXF that supports both the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) and RESTful services. This provides a way for separate applications to communicate, even if 
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they are running on different operating systems, with different technologies, or different 
programming languages. 

 Rapidly build and deploy new services. In its services layer, the EXACT SOA framework includes 
pre-built services that accelerate orchestration and deployment of new services. With EXACT's 
orchestration services, new services can be built including COTS product, Department application, 
even legacy application, existing services, or a combination of any of those.  

 Leverage existing IT investments and assets. EXACT's Integration Services support SOAP and 
RESTful services, which can easily “service-enable” existing systems to leverage new and legacy 
applications in the Department's SOA infrastructure. In addition, EXACT provides dynamic rules 
services and business process orchestration services that enable the automation of business processes. 
It leverages data captured from existing and new system assets and applies workflow and business 
rules that facilitate a business decision. This proven tool can provide significant increases in process 
efficiency and reductions in costs by reducing repetitive manual tasks, re-work, and expensive 
integration projects. Automation of business processes using EXACT also creates reusable 
components and rules to automate similar business decisions that are made throughout the 
organization without the need to rebuild these rules for each use.  

 Support incremental improvements to legacy technology. The modular design of the new MMIS can 
be expanded to other Department, or IME, applications through integration with EXACT. By doing 
so, previous barriers to interoperability are removed and application interdependency is mitigated. 
Each application becomes technology agnostic because EXACT manages its connectivity and 
exchange of data with other systems. As a result, an application or system can be modified, changed, 
or replaced without adversely affect other applications or systems. 

 Provide a secure gateway to state and federal exchanges. EXACT ensures compliance with security 
policies by enabling secure transmission of sensitive information outside of the Department’s 
firewall. EXACT also provides plug-in points to support custom authentication and authorization. As 
a result, EXACT integrates well with existing security infrastructure to leverage existing security 
investments and authentication methods. 

 Extend the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework to the Iowa statewide enterprise. EXACT is a 
Web-based platform that integrates with relational database management systems and fully leverages 
its SOA framework. Among its inherent capabilities, EXACT provides intelligent integration, out of 
the box support for all applicable industry standards, and the ability to orchestrate services and the 
exchange of data in a complex and diverse information technology ecosystem.  

EXACT appropriately blends platform-independent, MITA-aligned software components with industry-
leading commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products. EXACT's foundation is an n-tier architecture 
consisting of independent, loosely coupled functions, or services, including the presentation, business 
process/logic, services, components, data, and operational layers. The relationship between these various 
layers is facilitated and managed by EXACT's Integration Services, which are enabled by its Services 
Registry, Mediation Services, and Enterprise Service Bus. 

The EXACT SOA framework provides significant interoperability and flexible integration with internal 
systems, external systems, and interface partners. This approach to integration enables EXACT to manage 
diverse data and content in a unified manner while delivering a single source of truth for information. The 
EXACT Integration Services are based on Apache CXF that supports both the Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) and RESTful services. This provides a way for separate applications to communicate, 
even if they are running on different operating systems, with different technologies or different 
programming languages. This enables EXACT to communicate over a number of protocols, including 
SOAP, XML/HTTP, RESTful HTTP or CORBA, and work over a variety of transports, such as HTTP, 
Java Message Service (JMS), or Java Business Integration (JBI). It is an XML-based approach to 
implement Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interactions between disparate systems. The EXACT platform 
delivers interoperability using an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) which provides the open, standards-based 
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connectivity infrastructure for a service-oriented architecture. The ESB enables applications to exchange 
structured information about business events, including messages, documents, and “business objects,” 
quickly and flexibly. 

The EXACT framework supports data transmissions between third parties in a safe, efficient manner 
providing transaction validation, transaction response, and any-to-any translation services. The ESB 
provides connectivity for the flow of data among internal state systems and various other data trading 
partners that exchange data with the EXACT platform. Further, it is designed to support the future 
exchange of data flow through its open architecture and use of COTS data transformation and data 
validation sub-components. 

There are a large number of interface points for the EXACT framework. It must accept data from health 
care providers’ other state applications, COTS products, federal systems, and Web interfaces. Different 
protocols are used as appropriate for the interchange mechanisms, which allow the platform to support a 
variety of industry standard protocols and transactions specific to state and federal systems. 

EXACT provides loose coupling so that systems interfacing with the new MMIS can modify their internal 
behavior and change internal data structures without directly affecting the MMIS interface. EXACT 
manages the interface catalog to track and govern how and when these changes are made so that 
interoperability is maintained. EXACT supports standard communications protocols, such as JMS, HTTP, 
HTTPS, FTP, SFTP, RMI, and MQ to interface with remote systems.  

To support the complex translations necessary to support the IME, EXACT incorporates the industry 
leading WebSphere Transformation Extender (WTX) product from IBM. The WTX translation module 
provides several benefits, including code-free design and deployment, in-process validation, and high 
throughput execution of complex transformations and enhancements. 

WTX addresses a wide array of translation and transformation needs. 

 Data enhancement 

• Lookups 
• Data logic and routing 
• Data validation 
• Context based data and usage rules 

 Many to many transformation 

• Single-transaction, interdependent data sets, conversions and logic 
• Mixed data and source/target types 
• Dependent result sets, nested structure dependencies 

 Complex data transformation 

• Nested, semi-structured and hierarchical data types 
• Dependent inputs and outputs 
• Binary, packed, EBCDIC, ASCII, and mixed character data 

In addition, WTX includes predefined importers that allow Team Noridian to automatically generate data 
structures. 

 COBOL Copybooks 
 XML schema, DTDs 
 Database (tables, views, procedures) 
 Third party applications 
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• SAP: BAPI, Idoc, DXOB, BDC 
• PeopleSoft 7: Business Document, Message Agent 
• PeopleSoft 8: Application Messaging, Component Interface 
• Siebel: COM Business Object, EAI, EIM 

 WSDL (Web Services) 
 EJB API 
 Java Class 
 Java Messaging Service 
 Others: Tuxedo, Flat File, PL1 

The use of maps based on imports of existing data structures allows Team Noridian to quickly respond to 
translation needs and changes. 

AR.SS.12  

The eCAMS architecture promotes a security design philosophy at all levels of the technology stack that 
provides a secure environment for information management and protects against unwanted loss or 
disclosure of data. Authenticated access and RBAC enforces security in eCAMS. Access controls and an 
audit trail support HIPAA Security and Privacy. The RBAC based security allows roles and rights to be 
set up, ensuring that only the required rights are granted to an individual user who is working with MMIS. 

Team Noridian’s solution supports EDI for the mandated HIPAA transactions. The EDI exchange 
supports receipt, loading, extraction, and sending data. Interfaces using XML, fixed file formats, and 
comma-separated values are also supported. The interfaces layer of eCAMS provides data transfer 
security. The Web service and file-based interface framework provide a robust framework that transmits 
data in a secure manner. When implementing Web services and file-based interfaces, this implementation 
adheres to HIPAA security guidelines. An internal communication framework will also provide a secure 
communication path between the core system and the ESB. 

The exchange of data with billing providers, clearinghouses, and trading partners by using HIPAA 
transactions is not listed in these categories because EDI is handled through the eCAMS Gateway service, 
which also leverages the interface service bus framework. Team Noridian proposes to implement eCAMS 
to conform to 5010 version of the HIPAA transaction sets. Figure 9.2.2-15 lists the HIPAA 5010 
transaction sets that are supported today within eCAMS. 

Transactions Description Type of Transaction 

 837P claims Healthcare Professional Claim Inbound 

 837I claims Healthcare Institutional Claim Inbound 

 837D claims Healthcare Dental Claim Inbound 

 837P Encounters Healthcare Professional Encounter Claim Inbound 

 837I Encounters Healthcare Institutional Encounter Claim Inbound 

 837D Encounters Healthcare Dental Encounter Claim Inbound 

 837I COBA X-Over  Healthcare Professional X-Over Claim Inbound 

 837P COBA X-Over  Healthcare Institutional X-Over Claim Inbound 

 837D COBA X-Over  Healthcare Dental X-Over Claim Inbound 

276 Claim Status Enquiry Request Inbound 

277 Claim Status Enquiry Response Outbound 

835 Claim Payment and Remittance Advice information Outbound 

820 Premium payments information Outbound 

834 Benefit Enrollment and Maintenance information Outbound 
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Transactions Description Type of Transaction 

270I Eligibility inquiry request Inbound 

271O Eligibility inquiry Response Outbound 

999 Acknowledgement Transaction N/A 

Figure 9.2.2-15. eCAMS Supported HIPAA Transactions. eCAMS presently supports a full complement of 
HIPAA transactions.  
AR.SS.13  

eCAMS’ robust design allows for maintaining a detailed audit trail for entities. The audit trail will 
maintain change details such as from-date and to-date, old value, new value, identity and date/time 
information associated with the change. A crosswalk between the historical member ID to the current ID 
can be maintained, providing the ability for eCAMS to link claims either by specific ID or by current ID 
crosswalk (all IDs leading to the current ID). 

Figure 9.2.2-16 shows a list of events for an activity that took place in the life cycle of this activity. The 
activity history list page provides a table where the following information is displayed: 

 The form element that was changed  
 The new value that was updated 
 The user who updated the information 
 Date and time of the update 

 

Figure 9.2.2-16. Audit Trail. One of the many audit mechanisms implemented within eCAMS. 
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AR.SS.14  

Team Noridian is committed to continue its alignment with MITA standards, now and for the life of its 
EXACT product and the IME contract, at no additional cost to the Department. The EXACT SOA 
infrastructure framework was conceived, built, and implemented within Noridian’s health care processing 
environment. Team Noridian is a leader in implementing SOA technology and adopting and adhering to 
the emerging MITA standards. Our leadership is very involved with defining the MITA business services 
and we actively participate in and lead the Technology Architecture Committee (TAC) responsible for 
defining the details of MITA business services. EXACT's product roadmap envisions support for all 
imminent MITA services and we will continue to add additional MITA support capabilities to the 
roadmap as they and the EXACT product evolves. 

The eCAMS business-driven architecture employs the use case methodology that enables business use 
cases to drive the overall technical solution. eCAMS provides the capability to support current and new 
business process areas for successful IME operations and is in alignment with the MITA business 
architecture.  

Team Noridian's EXACT SOA framework includes BPMN/BPEL services that are powered by 
ActiveVOS (Active Endpoints). ActiveVOS is a business process management suite. Business processes 
are designed using the graphical BPMN 2.0 notation. The process engine implements the WS-BPEL 2.0 
standard as well as BPEL4People for processes that require people to perform tasks from a task list. Team 
Noridian stays abreast of newly development MITA artifacts and adapts systems readiness and adjusts 
business processes to accommodate enhanced MITA maturity levels. Using our BPEL product allows us 
to ingest the recently developed MITA 3.0 artifacts created in BPMN and UML, once ratified, thus 
aligning it with “real” MITA artifacts, not the just the concept.  

Figure 9.2.2-17 identifies a crosswalk between the MITA business services and eCAMS alignment and 
support. MITA maturity level are identified only to Maturity Level 3 (ML-3), because Levels 4 and 5 are 
related to interoperability data standards and processes that are dependent on the readiness of other 
agencies and partners to share data that complies with interoperable standards. EXACT, however, can 
facilitate the exchange of information to achieve this level of maturity at such time as other agencies and 
partners are prepared to interact with meaningful data to achieve higher maturity. eCAMS supports the 
currently specified and accepted data standards. 

Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) Compliance/Notes

Provider Enrollment Yes ML-3

 Disenrollment Yes ML-3

 Manage Provider Data Yes ML-3

 Inquire Provider Yes ML-3

 Manage Provider Communication Yes ML-3

 Manage Provider Grievance/Appeal Yes ML-3

 Perform Provider Outreach Yes ML-3; Operational Service; tools available within the system to support 
outreach function 

Recipient/ 
Member 

Determine Eligibility Not Applicable (N/A) ML-3; Business process area that is covered in Statewide eligibility 
systems 

 Enroll Member Yes 
ML-3; Part of managed care functionality and refers to enrolling within 
managed care programs; Medicaid eligibility is determined by eligibility 
systems 

 Disenroll Member Yes ML-3; Same as above

 Manage Member Data Yes ML-3

 Inquire Member Yes ML-3
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Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) Compliance/Notes

 Perform Member Outreach Yes Operational service; tools are available within the system to support 
outreach function; system is designed for ML-3 

 Manage Member Communication Yes ML-3

 Manage Member Grievance/Appeal Yes 
System designed for ML-3 (Case Management business process area 
capabilities in the system support this feature) 

Operations 
Management Prepare RA for FFS/Encounter Yes ML-3 

 Prepare COB Yes ML-3

 Prepare HCBS Payment ML-3

 Prepare EOB Yes ML-3

 Prepare Provider EFT/Check Yes ML-3

 Prepare Premium EFT/Check Yes ML-3

 Edit Claims/Encounters Yes ML-3

 Price Claims/Encounters Yes ML-3

 Audit Claims/Encounters Yes ML-3

 Apply Claim Attachment Yes ML-3

 Apply Mass Adjustment Yes ML-3

 Prepare PHIPP Payment Yes ML-3

 Prepare Medicare Premium Payment Yes ML-3

 
Prepare Capitation Premium 
Payment Yes ML-3 

 Manage Payment Information Yes ML-3

 Inquire Payment Information Yes ML-3

 Calculate Spend Down Amount Yes ML-3

 Prepare Member Premium Notice Yes ML-3

 Manage Recoupments Yes ML-3

 Manage Estate Recovery Yes ML-3

 Manage TPL Recovery Yes ML-3

 Manage Drug Rebate Yes ML-3

 Manage Settlement Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Authorize Treatment Plan Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Authorize Referral Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Authorize Service Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

Program Management Designate Approved Services Yes ML-3

 Manage Rate Setting Yes ML-3

 Develop/Maintain BPS Yes ML-3

 Develop/Maintain Program Policy Yes ML-3
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Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) Compliance/Notes

 Maintain State Plan N/A -

 Develop Agency Goals and Initiatives N/A -

 Manage FFP for MMIS Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Formulate Budget N/A 
Current version of eCAMS allows for these features through budgeting 
module; done outside the system in self-contained spreadsheets 

 Manage State Funds Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Manage F-MAP Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Manage 1099s Yes 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on system architecture 
but also on external processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Perform Accounting Functions Yes ML-3

 Manage Performance Measures and 
Reporting 

Yes ML-3 

 
Monitor Performance and Business 
Activity Yes ML-3 

 Manage program Information Yes ML-3

 
Maintain Benefit/Reference 
Information Yes ML-3 

 Generate Financial and Program 
Analysis/Reports 

Yes ML-3 

Business Relationship 
Management 

Establish Business Relationships Yes ML-3 

 Manage Business Relationships Yes ML-3

 
Manage Business Relationship 
Communication Yes ML-3 

 Terminate Business Relationship Yes ML-3

Program Integrity 
Management Identify Candidate Case Yes System designed for ML-3 

 Manage Case Yes System designed for ML-3

Case Management Manage Medicaid Population Health Yes System designed for ML-3

 Establish Case Yes System designed for ML-3

 Manage Case Yes System designed for ML-3

 Manage Registry Yes System designed for ML-3

Figure 9.2.2-17. eCAMS alignment with MITA. Team Noridian offers a MITA aligned new MMIS to meet 
the Department's needs. 
Team Noridian's new MMIS meets the maturity level defined by the Department and the scope of 
changes to achieve higher maturity levels will be discussed, requirements gathered, and project plan 
created, and the solution will be architected with input from the Department. Any changes to the 
standards over and above the level of compliance required by this RFP can be discussed with IME to 
determine any cost impact. 
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AR.SS.15  

The ability to interface with multiple entities and exchange information across multiple platforms without 
regard to operating systems or varied formats is the reason Team Noridian created EXACT and is 
currently using it within its own health care processing environment. EXACT's ability to integrate and 
incorporate many different technologies within the enterprise is explained in detail in our response to 
Requirement AR.SS.11. EXACT's SOA infrastructure framework and embedded ESB approach also 
allows for multiple levels of integration to access both structured and non-structured data types across 
multiple, disparate systems and applications that are external to IME. EXACT enables: 

 System level integration to achieve access to data from various systems, including indexed databases, 
non-indexed data, and application bound data only accessible via application interfaces. 

 Query level integration to generate system specific queries, execute the queries upon each system 
specific interface, and wait for results to deliver to the application layer for presentation and business 
application usage. 

 A rules level framework that allows for aggregation of results, de-duplication, interpretation, and 
assembly into unique result sets. 

 Application level integration framework that allows us to plug in multiple parallel analytical 
engines, including fraud detection, predictive modeling, and data analytics. Using application 
integration framework, we can analyze the assembled query results in multiple ways to arrive at 
business conclusions. 

 Reporting level integration framework that allows EXACT to publish analytical results as well as 
publish performance metrics including performance dashboard. 

 Web framework that allows EXACT to publish data via Web Portal, web services to real-time, and 
batch interfaces. 

 Governance and contract management level framework that allows for monitoring and governance of 
all data sources, relationships, and audit capabilities. 

EXACT's ability to interface with external components, such as eligibility determination systems, Health 
Information Exchanges, and Immunization and Death Registries, to facilitate exchange of information 
from external agencies and entities is demonstrated by the Provider Enrollment Solution – RapidApp – 
that Team Noridian recently developed for CMS. For the solution, EXACT integrates with multiple 
external data sources to validate provider enrollment information, including: 

 NPPES - National Plan and Provider Enumeration System 
 NCCPA - National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants 
 LEIE - The Office of Inspector General's List of Excluded Individuals and Entities  
 PECOS - CMS Medicare Provider Enrollment and Chain Ownership System 
 EPLS - Government Services Administration's Excluded Parties List System 

The EXACT SOA infrastructure framework provides the Department with the additional benefit of 
making information accessed from external sources useful to the enterprise. This benefit is derived from 
the collection of pre-built services within EXACT's Services layer that accelerate the building of business 
processes and application of business logic. EXACT provides dynamic rules and business process 
orchestration services that enable the automation of business processes. It leverages data captured from 
internal and external system and applies workflow and business rules that facilitate a business decision 
(outcome) based on IME's "if-then-else" logic. This proven tool provides significant increases in process 
efficiency and reductions in costs by reducing repetitive manual tasks, re-work, and expensive integration 
projects. Automation of business processes using EXACT also creates reusable components and rules to 
automate similar business decisions that are made throughout the organization without the need to rebuild 
these rules for each use. 
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EXACT's ability to automate business process, including processes dependent on legacy application, is 
production proven. Team Noridian has implemented many business process Use Cases within its own 
Medicare and Medicaid processing environment. In one such case, prior to implementing EXACT, claims 
examiners had to review up to 15 legacy system screens and access 11 screens on the CMS HIMR 
application in order to resolve certain issues related to pended claims; and 26 separate business decisions 
were previously performed, one task at a time, by a claims examiner. Using EXACT orchestration 
services (BPEL engine) and rules service, Team Noridian was able to completely automate the process, 
eliminating the need for manually intervention. This one Use Case impacts more than 150,000 instances 
per year, reducing manual labor by 85% for that step in the process and saving more than 7,300 man-
hours annually.  

AR.SS.16  

Leveraging SOA design principles, Team Noridian's solution manages the relationship between service 
consumers (service users) and service producers (service providers) through the EXACT framework. 
Business and technology interfaces are created as services within EXACT. The definition of each service 
and operational function is well defined within each interfaces metadata wrapper. Standardized service 
contracts define the communication agreement for each service and the exchange of data between service 
consumers and producers. The metadata associated with these services are logged within EXACT's UDDI 
Service Registry. IME staff can access the Service Registry through EXACT's Administrator portal.  

eCAMS Metadata. eCAMS supports online help that is page-sensitive. Features such as clickable links, 
drop-down list boxes, saved filter options, and context-sensitive help that are typical of most Web-based 
applications today allow an individual to quickly become adept in the use of eCAMS. The availability of 
screen-sensitive help menus lets users, with one click, retrieve information related to that particular screen 
and to business processes behind the information that is displayed. Some of the benefits attributed to the 
Context Sensitive Help features within eCAMS include the following: 

 Decreases learning curve 
 Improves service efficiency of the users 
 Provides assistance through help menus to help new users learn functionality and to clear up any data 

entry or lookup-related questions 

AR.SS.17  

eCAMS data Dictionary is available online for viewing and referral use. eCAMS currently hosts multiple 
data dictionaries inside the application, as shown in Figure 9.2.2-18.  
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Figure 9.2.2-18. eCAMS Data Dictionaries. eCAMS provides the list of data dictionaries supported, 
allowing users to access information relating to business, database, or interfaces in a single location. 
Figure 9.2.2-19 shows the business definition for a particular data attribute, which helps the user to better 
understand the usage context. 

 
Figure 9.2.2-19. eCAMS — Business Definition Dictionary. eCAMS data dictionary allows users to better 
understand the usage context. 
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Figure 9.2.2-20 shows the database data elements and their descriptions, which help a user (typically an 
administrator) who may want to query the database. 

 
Figure 9.2.2-20. eCAMS – Database Data Dictionary. eCAMS provides the database data elements and 
their descriptions, which helps users to query the database. 
Figure 9.2.2-21 shows the data elements that appear on an interface file and their descriptions to assist 
users who wish to understand a particular data interface. 

 
Figure 9.2.2-21. eCAMS — Interfaces Dictionary. eCAMS interfaces dictionary helps users to better 
understand a particular data interface. 
AR.SS.18  

The eCAMS data interfaces infrastructure uses a metadata repository to store information, which 
facilitates the management and implementation of interfaces. This metadata repository can be used to 
extract the required metadata reports for the different extracts handled by the new MMIS.  
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The interface specification repository is an eCAMS composite application built by using Open ESB and an 
Oracle database to manage the definition and operational parameters of each interface. The repository acts 
as the data store for all metadata information that corresponds to various aspects of the data interfaces 
(operational parameters), including ongoing execution, inventory management, and reporting perspectives. 
This composite application also manages execution logs, including errors logs and audit trails.  

Figure 9.2.2-22 and Figure 9.2.2-23 show how eCAMS provides the ability to configure and define the 
interfaces. This information, along with the interfaces data definition as described in response to 
AR.SS.17, captures the required metadata information needed for reporting. 

 

Figure 9.2.2-22. eCAMS Screen for Interfaces Definition. eCAMS allows users to capture the required 
metadata information needed for reporting. 
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Figure 9.2.2-23. eCAMS Screen for Interfaces Definition. This eCAMS screen shows 
 additional configurations. 
AR.SS.19  

One of the key design goals for Team Noridian's EXACT SOA infrastructure framework was to be 
technology-agnostic. To achieve this goal, abstraction layers with generic interfaces are introduced to 
ensure that EXACT is not bound to any particular technology. The principles of “separation of concern” 
and “loose-coupling” are widely used throughout the design of EXACT. EXACT consists of clearly 
separated layers, including:  

Presentation. EXACT's presentation layer supports the user interface logic. Multiple channels are 
supported, which include Web-browsers, switch vendor, voice response systems, EDI, and batch file 
interface. EXACT's presentation layer includes interfaces to security components, content management, 
workflow, Web page presentation look and feel, and customized options 

Business Process/Logic. This layer encapsulates the orchestration of business processes exposed as 
services. Business process orchestration involves well-defined execution of services and components 
using EXACT's BPEL engine 

Services. EXACT's services layer contains "composite services," such as EXACT's Solution 
Accelerators, that are built by combining separate, reusable business services to reduce complexities and 
to reduce coding efforts. These are coarser business services, which, in turn, mediate with specific 
services to accomplish a broader business function.  

Components. This layer contains EXACT's COTS components, which support process, rules, translation, 
ETL, and security services, among others. The components that comprise this layer have a loosely 
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coupled relationship within EXACT, thus allowing the flexibility to exchange one brand of a specific 
component for another. "Brand" independence has been a guiding principle of EXACT's architecture 
since its inception. 

Data. The data access layer implements the components that access data from the database and help 
maintain the state of the data across the various layers. The data access components abstract storage from 
services as well as business logic components. 

Operational Systems. The operational systems layer is represented by external systems or COTS 
applications integrated with the Core MMIS architecture through the Enterprise Service Bus. 

EXACT's use of interchangeable modules for system connectivity allows for an object-oriented approach 
as new systems and data sources are implemented or existing systems evolve. This provides unique 
flexibility through the ability to easily make changes to system components as modules and services are 
interchanged. EXACT is built on open standards; it is completely environment neutral. This makes it 
easily adaptable to changes in equipment, networks, infrastructure architecture, and user needs. The 
modular plug and play components of EXACT comprise a flexible and powerful business intelligence 
application, capable of adapting to emerging business needs.  

EXACT packages common functionality and capabilities as a collection of services, each with a 
standard, well-defined service interface. This design allows services to be added or removed without 
redesigning the architecture of the system or reprogramming legacy applications. A service can be built 
using new applications, legacy applications, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, or a 
combination of all of these. Services are designed to be easily added or removed to support evolving 
systems or as they are replaced. 
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9.2.3 HIPAA Transaction Requirements 
9.2.3.1 HIPAA Transaction System Requirements Table 
HP HIPAA Transaction Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

HP.SS.01  Ensure that the system remains compliant with all EDI standards 
adopted under HIPAA including, but not limited to the Accredited 
Standards Committee X12 (ASC X12) Version 005010 Technical 
Reports Type 3 for HIPAA Transactions and proposed adoption of the 
National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP.D.O) 
Telecommunication Standard Implementation Guide. Current, prior and 
future versions of the aforementioned standards will be supported 
throughout the contract at no additional cost.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.3.2, 
Requirement # 
HP.SS.01 

HP.SS.02  Ensure that the system routinely conducts system and process testing to 
support efficient and reliable electronic data interchange, including:  
a. Tests for integrity and syntax.  
b. Tests for adherence to national implementation guides.  
c. Tests for balancing.  
d. Tests for situational elements in the state implementation guide.  
e. Tests for code set conformance.  
f. Tests for each specialty, line of business or provider class.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.3.2, 
Requirement # 
HP.SS.02 

HP.SS.03  Ensure that the system receives processes and returns the HIPAA 
mandated attributes that are utilized to enforce IME policy.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.3.2, 
Requirement # 
HP.SS.03 

HP.SS.04  Ensure that the system maintains a complete record of all HIPAA 
transaction attributes received, along with necessary identifiers to 
correctly associate incoming transaction attributes to system-generated 
transactions to construct outgoing transactions.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.3.2, 
Requirement # 
HP.SS.04 

HP.SS.05  Ensure that the system maintains data to support EDI transmission logs 
of all transactions (successful or failed).  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.3.2, 
Requirement # 
HP.SS.05 

As shown in Figure 9.2.3-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how its solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in the solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.3-1. Team Noridian's solution compliance to the RFP requirements. Our solution will meet  
all the RFP requirements using the existing system capability as well as configuring and modifying  
the system. 
9.2.3.2 Approach to Addressing the HIPAA Transaction System Requirements 
Team Noridian has extensive experience working within the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations related to transactions, code sets, identifiers, privacy, and 
security in similar Medicaid implementations; not only including the Washington Medicaid ProviderOne 
and Michigan Medicaid CHAMPS projects, but also supporting HIPAA transactions and code sets 
requirements for providers served by the Iowa Medicaid Enterprise (IME). Team Noridian is the only 
contractor that has supported HIPAA transactions and codes sets since the inception of the IME. Our 
experience with Medicaid electronic data interchange (EDI) and HIPAA transactions is supported by 
years of experience supporting commercial and federal lines of business as well. In fact, Noridian, the 
Team Noridian prime contractor, has been supporting EDI since its first use in the BCBS commercial 
market. This experience has provided Team Noridian a comprehensive understanding of the issues and 
risks associated with HIPAA having implemented.  
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As presented in this plan, the new MMIS is compliant with: 1) the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, Public Law 104-19, Title II, Sections 261-264; 2) the HIPAA 
Administrative and Simplification Provisions for Privacy (2002) and Security (2003), Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) 45, parts 160, 162, and 164); and 3) the Health Information Technology for Economic 
and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009 (enacted as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009). Team Noridian's processes ensure all systems and services related to this procurement, 
including transactions, common identifiers, and privacy and security standards, continue to remain in 
compliance as stipulated in legislation or other regulatory requirements. 

Proposed Solution 

Team Noridian's HIPAA compliance policies and procedures provide a robust, comprehensive, and 
configurable solution to accept, track, and retrieve HIPAA transactions. Team Noridian's solution is 
compliant with established HIPAA and NCPDP standards and supports X12 versions 4010 and 5010, 
though will be transitioned fully to 5010 at the start of operations. The IME solution provides appropriate 
feedback to the provider communities on the status of their submitted EDI batches through EDI 
transaction responses (TA1, 999, and 835) and through eCAMS on-line screens. 

Figure 9.2.3-2 illustrates the business architecture that supports HIPAA compliance and its interaction 
with the related Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) business process areas.  

 
Figure 9.2.3-2. HIPAA Compliance Business Architecture. Robust and proven architecture assures 
compliance with HIPAA regulations across the different business process areas. 
Team Noridian's solution aligns with the MITA architecture. The eCAMS HIPAA compliance falls 
within the Operations Management business process of the MITA business architecture. Figure  
9.2.3-3 displays a conceptual overview of Team Noridian's solution with respect to HIPAA compliance. 
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Figure 9.2.3-3. eCAMS HIPAA EDI Conceptual Architecture. The eCAMS solution is robust, highly 
scalable, and based on a service-oriented model using distributed systems architecture. 
Manage Trading Partner 

The "manage trading partner" component handles the trading partner registration and setup for all 
submitters of HIPAA EDI transactions. Team Noridian presently supports Iowa providers and their 
trading partners' registration and testing through use of its Total OnBoarding (TOB) trading partner 
registration and testing management solution. Continuing the use of TOB for the MMIS and Core  
MMIS operations contract builds on the flexibility and agility of our new MMIS, while creating a 
continuity of experience for EDI providers and trading partners. TOB provides a user-friendly, Web-
based interface that supports ease of registration and testing of transaction while producing reporting  
that is easy to interpret.  

On initial registration, all submitters are registered in test mode. This enables the submitters to test their 
EDI transactions. TOB manages the receipt and validation of all registration paperwork and builds the test 
account. Test transactions submitted by trading partners are edited and transaction disposition reporting is 
generated to convey errors that would cause a file to be rejected. Trading partners continue to submit test 
transactions and are able to review their reports through TOB's self-service interface.  

After successful testing, the submitters are certified for production mode. After receiving this 
certification, the submitters may submit claims and other HIPAA transactions to the production IME 
environment. Registration information gathered through TOB will be interfaced with the EDI Gateway 
and Edifecs translation product to minimize transition effort and simplify submission for trading partners. 
In addition, the production manage trading partner components validate all received electronic files to 
ensure that the files are submitted by registered trading partners. 

EDI Gateway 

The EDI gateway is a secure FTP site where submitters may submit electronic claims and adjustments. 
The EDI gateway handles receipt of all EDI HIPAA batch transactions into the New MMIS. Following 
successful trading partner registration, each of the submitters is granted access to EDI gateway. Submitted 
claim files are transferred from the secure FTP site to an internal file server. Submitters are able to access 
acknowledgment transactions, such as the TA1, 997, and 999, from the EDI gateway for their submitted 
inbound transactions. The EDI gateway also serves as a place for providers to download HIPAA EDI 
outbound transactions, such as the 835, 277, 277U, 834, 820, and 271. 
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Validation 

This component is used for validating the HIPAA EDI transactions for ANSI X12N syntactical and 
HIPAA implementation-specific rules. Team Noridian's solution uses Edifecs for validation. After the 
inbound file is pushed to the internal file server from the EDI gateway, the Edifecs validation process 
validates the file against the HIPAA transaction standard, as required by HIPAA. Failures are classified  
as Type 1 through 7 as required by the Strategic National Implementation Process (SNIP).  

Acknowledgment transactions, such as TA1, 997, and 999, are created at the end of validation and pushed 
to the EDI gateway.  

Translation 

The translation component uses Edifecs to convert HIPAA EDI transactions to eCAMS internal record 
layout format. Use of this COTS product helps the Department to leverage the advantages of industry 
proven solutions in providing effective services to the provider community. The translation process also 
converts the internal record format to HIPAA EDI format for outbound transactions, such as the 835, 820, 
834, 277, 277U, and 271. 

eCAMS Loading Process 

The internal record layout file is used by the eCAMS loading component. This process acts as a 
centralized service to load all media types of claim, adjustment, and void transactions into the IME. 
During this process, the transactions are subjected to a list of business rules, referred to as loading 
business edits. The list of loading business edits is easily configurable to meet the Department's 
requirements.  

In addition, the eCAMS loading component uses distributed systems architecture. This allows Team 
Noridian to tune the component to meet the Department’s performance standards or service level 
agreements (SLAs). The architecture also supports scheduling to align the process with the claims 
adjudication cycles and to manage the traffic in the IME. The loading process links claim files with  
the associated attachments within Department specified service level metrics (SLM).  

All EDI batch files are stored in the storage area network (SAN) and archived for a period defined by the 
Department. This allows for recovery if there is an identified issue with the loading process. The 
component also supports recovery through a reload process for failed transactions.  

eCAMS Outbound File Generation 

At the end of eCAMS loading process, all the business transactions are picked up by the associated 
business process area, such as the following: 

 837 claims are picked up by claims adjudication 
 278 prior authorization requests are picked up by service authorization 
 270 - eligibility requests are picked up by Member  

The transactions are then processed and the associated outbound transactions are created based on the 
schedules defined by the Department, including aligning: 

 The outbound 835, 820, and 277R transactions with the payment cycle 
 The outbound 834 transaction with the managed care plan roster updates 
 The outbound 271 and 277 transactions with the receipt of the inbound files 

HP.SS.01  

Team Noridian's solution includes all mandated EDI formats under HIPAA regulations. Team Noridian 
provides a fully HIPAA-compliant system to support all current mandated transactions as specified by 
HIPAA and provides the framework for implementing the future version of HIPAA transactions. The 
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eCAMS framework is extendable and could be easily modified to accept future and other non-mandated 
EDI formats identified by the Department. For example, a non-mandated Unsolicited Claim Status 
transaction (277U) could be sent out to trading partners to report suspended claims. Presently, eCAMS 
generates this transaction in both the states of Michigan and Washington MMIS systems.  

Team Noridian's solution uses secure FTP and HTTPS protocol to exchange data with providers and  
other trading partners. Appropriate processes will be incorporated to ensure PHI is not compromised 
using encryption and de-identification of data. These processes will enable the Department to be 
compliant with all current and future regulations under HIPAA. 

Team Noridian supports the following X12 4010 as well as 5010 transactions: 

 270 – Eligibility, coverage, or benefit inquiry 
 271 – Eligibility, coverage, or benefit information 
 276 – Electronic claim submission system request 
 277 – Electronic claim submission system response 
 834 – Benefit enrollment and maintenance 
 820 - Payroll Deducted and Other group Premium Payment for Insurance products 
 835 – Healthcare claim payment advice 
 837D – Healthcare claim - dental 
 837I – Healthcare claim - institutional 
 837P – Healthcare claim - professional 
 997 – Functional acknowledgment 
 999 – Functional acknowledgment 
 TA1 – Interchange acknowledgment 
 278 – Prior Authorization Request 
 278 – Prior Authorization Response  

Team Noridian accepts coordination of benefits data in an 837 transaction and accepts crossover claims 
from the Coordination of Benefits Contractor (COBC). 

HP.SS.02  

Team Noridian will use TOB for trading partner registration and testing management for initial EDI 
transaction testing. Iowa providers and their trading partners are presently using TOB for registration 
today; access to trading partner data will simplify the transition process as trading partners will not be 
required to re-register or re-test at the outset of the operations phase for this contract. Trading partners 
have expressed their satisfaction with this tool as it has dramatically simplified the process of trading 
partner registration, improving what used to be a largely manual process taking up to 15 days to an 
automated process now taking three days or fewer. Providers or their trading partners are not allowed to 
submit production transactions until they have been fully tested and their transactions approved. Figure 
9.2.3-4 shows that TOB maintains a record of how many HIPAA transactions have been tested for each 
NPI for which a trading partner has tested and been granted production status. 
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Figure 9.2.3-4. TOB Home Page. Trading partner testing status is tracked from the home page of TOB 
for each NPI that a trading partner manages. 
Trading partners are presented easy to interpret reports through TOB that describe any errors present in 
their transactions. This allows trading partners to continue testing in a self-service fashion, allowing them 
to submit transactions as their schedule allows without dependence on availability of Team Noridian staff 
to review testing results. When a trading partner has submitted error free EDI transactions they are 
presented a test results page confirming the accuracy of the file. Figure 9.2.3-5 shows the results of a file 
that has passed all editing for all nine of the claims sent in that transaction. 
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Figure 9.2.3-5. TOB Test Results Page. Trading partners are given status of their transactions within 
moments of submission of their test file. 
In production, eCAMS employs Edifecs for HIPAA validations and compliance verification. This step 
acts as a front-end process and conducts syntax edits of required fields prior to accepting the transaction 
for further processes. Edifecs can perform seven levels of SNIP Type editing as outlined below. Team 
Noridian recommends Levels 1 and 2 to be mandatory while the remaining can be made optional and can 
be enforced per the Department need. 

 Level 1: Integrity Testing 

• Testing valid segments 
• Segment order 
• Element attributes 
• Testing numeric or alphanumeric data elements 
• Validating X12 syntax and compliance with X12 rules 

 Level 2: Requirement Testing 

• Testing implementation guide-specific requirements (e.g., repeat counts; used and unused codes, 
elements, and segments; required or intra-segment situational data elements such as non-medical 
code sets as defined in the implementation guide; and values noted via an X12 code list or table) 

 Level 3: Balancing 

• Testing field totals 
• Record or segment counts 
• Financial balancing of claims or remittance advice 
• Balancing summary fields 

 Level 4: Situational Testing 

• Testing of specific inter-segment situations (e.g., if the transaction is an inpatient claim, a date of 
admission must be present) 

 Level 5: Code Set Testing 

• Testing for valid code set values (e.g., CPT, CDT3, NDC, ICD9) 
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 Level 6: Line of Business Testing 

• Specialized testing required by certain health care specialties, such as chiropractic, ambulance, 
and durable medical equipment 

 Level 7: Trading Partner Testing 

• Edits according to implementation guides that are unique and specific to a payer (e.g., Medicare, 
Medicaid) 

HP.SS.03  

Team Noridian’s solution verifies valid coded data items upon submission of all transactions, including 
service authorization requests. All HIPAA X12 transactions that have invalid codes are subject to edit 
validation and appropriate acknowledgments (TA1 and 999) and edit messages are posted.  

Acknowledgments are sent to the submitter so that the invalid codes can be corrected and resubmitted. 
Edit messages are displayed in the eCAMS online screens for adjudication personnel to review and take 
appropriate actions. In case of direct data entry (DDE), some validation occurs during the data entry, 
providing instant feedback to the users on the validity of the coded data items. 

For all the outbound transactions, once a transaction is generated, it is validated per the Department-
defined business rules and within the compliance of HIPAA implementation guidelines. If the transaction 
fails the validation test, then the system stops the file transfer to the provider, updates the status in the 
database, and alerts the system administrator to take appropriate action upon failure. 

HP.SS.04  

After validation and translation, Team Noridian's solution will store all the elements from the file into the 
relational database. Team Noridian's hierarchical data model ensures that proper relationships between 
different entities on a file are maintained so that the original file can be reconstructed, if required.  

If any element fails in business validation, then Team Noridian's solution will post the appropriate edit 
and move the data into erroneous data tables so that system will not lose data from the submitted file.  

Team Noridian's solution always maintains the relationship between outbound and corresponding  
inbound transactions. For example, whenever the system generates the 835 transaction, it will maintain  
a relationship to the claim transaction so that if required in the future, an 835 can be easily regenerated. 

HP.SS.05 

Each claim batch will be assigned a status on entry into eCAMS. If all the claims in the batch are loaded, 
then the status of the batch will be “successfully loaded.” If the batch is not loaded or partially loaded, 
periodic monitors will help identify the batches with these statuses. These batches will be recovered after 
fixing or bypassing the error, and eCAMS has the capability to load only the claims that were not loaded 
during the previous time. 
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9.2.4 MITA Technical Requirements 
9.2.4.1 MITA System Requirements Table 
MT MITA Technical Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

MT.SS.01  
The contractor must propose, implement and operate an Iowa Medicaid 
Enterprise solution that meets the requirements of the RFP and includes 
MITA Level 3 standards.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.4.2, 
Requirement # 
MT.SS.01 

MT.SS.02  

The contractor is required to identify any business processes that are at 
Level 1 or Level 2 and propose a solution to progressively move to Level 
3 or higher. Level 3 requires that the business process be implemented 
as a set of reusable business services using the MITA defined interface 
within a SOA.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.4.2, 
Requirement # 
MT.SS.02 

MT.SS.03  

The contractor's proposed system(s) must be based on an orientation of 
business processes, business rules and data and metadata 
management that allows modular componentized design approach that 
enhances interoperability across service modules and with external 
applications and data sources.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.4.2, 
Requirement # 
MT.SS.03 

MT.SS.04  
The IME will be allowed to participate in any Change Management 
Request (CMR) process operated by the contractor on any client system 
user group.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.4.2, 
Requirement # 
MT.SS.04 

MT.SS.05  

Service modules must be able to be defined independently, with the 
interface modules bridging the gap between modules. For example, the 
Member Module specification must be defined independent of the 
Provider Module. The alignment of the two specifications is defined in 
the interface module.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.4.2, 
Requirement # 
MT.SS.05 

MT.SS.06  

Contractor will represent the state in multi-state discussions regarding 
MITA technical standards, including but not limited to the National 
Medicaid EDI Healthcare (NMEH), MITA and Sub-Working Group 
(SWG), as directed by the IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.4.2, 
Requirement # 
MT.SS.06 

MT.SS.07  Support secure messaging between IME and providers through National 
Health Information Network (NHIN) Direct and/or the statewide HIE.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.4.2, 
Requirement # 
MT.SS.07 

As shown in Figure 9.2.4-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.4-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the system. 
9.2.4.2 Approach to Addressing the MITA System Requirements 
Team Noridian's new MMIS meets the Level 3 Standard requirements set forth below and is well 
positioned to enable the Department to reach Levels 4 and 5 as it matures along the MITA continuum. 
Team Noridian is confident in our ability to achieve these standards because of our use of the EXACT 
SOA infrastructure framework and industry leading eCAMS core system. 

Common requirements for achieving the Level 3 Standards for MITA's business, information and 
technology architectures include the adoption of national standards, the sharing of information, business 
and technology services and collaboration among stakeholders. Team Noridian's EXACT SOA 
infrastructure framework facilitates a technology agnostic and interoperable environment in which 
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information and services can be exchanged and shared across the enterprise with other agencies and 
partners thereby enabling the desired collaboration.  

EXACT manages and facilitates the connectivity and exchange of data between heterogeneous systems 
through its integration services module, comprised of EXACT's enterprise service bus (ESB), mediation 
services, translation services and service registry. With EXACT, previously incompatible technology 
characteristics are normalized so that data and services may be shared across the enterprise and with 
external partners. For example, the new MMIS can integrate and exchange data with a variety of internal 
and external systems that may each produce and require data in different formats; including, but not 
limited to, the legacy MMIS. EXACT's integration services module accepts the disparate inputs and 
translates or transforms them into the format(s) required by the new MMIS. Likewise, outgoing data is 
translated or transformed into the individual unique format(s) required by the external receiving systems. 
EXACT enforces the communication standards, which define formats, protocols, transports, and other 
related information, for each service and enables systems to exchange structured information about 
business events, including messages, documents and “business objects” quickly and systematically. 
EXACT is also standards based and supports all applicable data format, protocols, and transports. As an 
example of these standards, one of EXACT's services accelerators is its Medicaid Translations Service –a 
pre-built service that can be used to translate data into standard Medicaid formats.  

EXACT can also easily "service enable" applications, even legacy application, through its Integration 
Services, which supports SOAP and RESTful services allowing business processes to be automated 
through the use of previously unavailable application and data assets. The creation of new business 
processes and services is accelerated through the suite of pre-built services that EXACT provides. For 
example, using its BPEL/BPMN orchestration engine, new services and business processes can be built 
and then, through EXACT's rules services, apply business logic to help reduce or eliminate manual 
processes. Figure 9.2.4-2 illustrates the n-tier architecture of EXACT that will enable the Department to 
meet its current and future MITA goals and objectives. 
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Figure 9.2.4-2. EXACT's n-tier architecture provides the Department with the SOA framework necessary 
to achieving current and future MITA standards. 
MITA's principle of business oriented architecture also includes the support for automation of business 
processes. By reducing or eliminating technology road blocks, business process can be designed to 
meet business requirements rather than to work around technology short-comings. Through its 
integration services, orchestration and rules services, and technology agnostic design, the EXACT SOA 
framework provides the Department, and IME, with the infrastructure necessary to achieve enhanced 
levels of MITA maturity. 

To address the MITA system components, Team Noridian’s core system, eCAMS, is built on the core 
principles of modularity and open standards and is especially focused on a business-driven architecture. 
eCAMS is currently evolving to support adoption of the harmonized standards around health information 
exchange (HIE) as the Medicaid program becomes a key component of the CONNECT healthcare 
framework. With this realization that MITA is continually evolving, Team Noridian provides a point-in-
time assessment of the proposed solution offering and its alignment with MITA. 

The eCAMS business-driven architecture with its portfolio of services provides the necessary capabilities to 
support streamlined and successful Medicaid operations and alignment with the MITA business architecture.  
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Business Architecture 

From a system perspective, business architecture articulates the structure of an enterprise in terms of its 
business processes and business information. The business processes describe the “how” of achieving the 
goals of the enterprise. In articulating the process and information, the business architecture considers all 
stakeholders to the enterprise, including providers and recipients, to ensure capture of the entire end-to-
end flow. 

The MITA business architecture synthesizes these business processes into six business process area 
groups and decomposes each of those process groups into processes. The MITA framework provides a 
good reference point for determining the maturity and comprehensiveness of the business architecture of 
any solution. eCAMS, with its strong service-oriented architecture (SOA) foundation, ensures a very 
close alignment with the MITA process groups and areas and provides tools and services to continuously 
improve business process capabilities. 

This architecture section also describes the viewpoint of key stakeholders, focusing on the usage view of 
the system. Our approach of considering different business viewpoints ensures that the business user 
experience, from the standpoint of form and function, is decoupled from the underlying technology 
implementation. At the same time, capturing the various stakeholder viewpoints ensures that the technical 
capabilities address those needs and requirements.  

Figure 9.2.4-3 shows the various components in the eCAMS business architecture. 
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Figure 9.2.4-3. eCAMS MITA Aligned Business Architecture. eCAMS business architecture is aligned 
with MITA business processes. 
MITA Alignment 

eCAMS is a SOA-based system which has a portfolio of business and technical services that enable our 
solution to support business processes more effectively. Figure 9.2.4-4 identifies some of these services 
and provides a description of their usage. These services are accessible through multiple channels and are 
available across business process areas, based on requirements, via the EXACT SOA framework. 
Business services are more contained within a business process area or related process areas while 
technical services are common and shared across most, if not all, business process areas. 

Service Type Service Name Service Description

Business Recipient Eligibility Inquiry  Enables eligibility inquiry for a particular recipient. 

 Claims Status Inquiry 
Supports claims inquiry, for a particular claim, and responds back with the status (i.e., 
pending, suspended, denied, or paid). 

 PA Status Inquiry Supports inquiry of a PA submitted to eCAMS

 Managed Care Enrollment Status Inquiry Supports inquiry of the enrollment status of a recipient in a particular managed care program

 PA Processing Processes a PA request, invokes the associated business rules, and determines the final 
status of the PA request 
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Service Type Service Name Service Description

 Enrollment of Recipients to Managed Care 
Plans  

Initiates an enrollment for a particular recipient into a managed care plan 

Technical Document Retrieval 
Retrieves a related document from the OnBase electronic document management system. 
The business process area stores the reference to the document within the repository, 
which will be used to retrieve the document. 

 Work Management 
eCAMS provides queue management supplemented by OnBase workload distribution 
capabilities typically used by a supervisor to assign work to individual staff within a particular 
process area 

 Business Process Workflow 
Manages the business workflow, such as validating, enables continuing to the next step, 
skipping the next step, routing, and other functions 

 Document Association 
Allows a particular document to be associated to an entity (e.g., Claim, Recipient, Provider, 
Case). 

 Case Initiation Initiates a case from a process area.

 Rules Engine Requests Invokes the RuleIT, Team CNSI’s rules engine, and allows a process area to make a 
request for an evaluation of rules 

Infrastructure Number of Active Users Reports the number of active users currently logged on to the system 

 Active Transactions  Provides number of active transactions currently running in the application 

 System Loads Reports the system load

 Transaction Queues Provides currently open and running transaction queue (HIPAA, interfaces, etc.).

Figure 9.2.4-4. eCAMS Services – Business, Technical and Infrastructure. This Figure describes the type 
of eCAMS MITA alignment services that enable better and more efficient business processes to occur. 
The EXACT SOA framework enable eCAMS to provide access to its services to business process areas, 
to functions within the overall MMIS application, and to interfaces of external components to facilitate 
exchange of information from external agencies and entities as may be required. 

Figure 9.2.4-5 identifies a crosswalk between MITA business processes and their alignment in the new 
MMIS. Note that these are the current levels of maturity available out of the box. Also note that the 
MITA maturity level is identified only to Maturity Level 3 (ML-3), because Levels 4 and 5 are related to 
interoperability data standards and processes. eCAMS supports the currently specified and accepted data 
standards. The Department has identified several MITA business processes as targeting ML-3 with the 
introduction of a SOA platform, indicated with an asterisk following the name of the MITA business 
process in the table below. Team Noridian's new MMIS, based on the EXACT SOA framework, the 
eCAMS claims processing system, and peripheral supporting products, will achieve the Department's To-
Be MITA maturity level while providing a foundation for future enhanced maturity levels. 

MITA Business Area MITA Business Process New MMIS 
Alignment 

IME SS-A To-Be 
MITA Maturity 
Level  

New MMIS MITA Maturity Level (ML) 
Compliance/Notes 

Member Management Determine Eligibility * Not Applicable (N/A)  
Business process area that is covered in 
Statewide eligibility systems 

 Enroll Member Yes 2 
Medicaid eligibility is determined by eligibility 
systems 

 Disenroll Member Yes 2 
Medicaid eligibility is determined by eligibility 
systems 

 Inquire Member Eligibility * Yes 3 ML-3

 Manage Applicant and Member 
Communication * 

Yes 3 ML-3 
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MITA Business Area MITA Business Process New MMIS 
Alignment 

IME SS-A To-Be 
MITA Maturity 
Level  

New MMIS MITA Maturity Level (ML) 
Compliance/Notes 

 Manage Member Grievance/Appeal Yes 2 

System designed for ML-3 as Case Management 
business process area capabilities in the system 
support this business process; Achieving Level 3 
is dependent not only on system architecture but 
also on external processes and business process 
changes that take advantage of enhanced 
system capabilities to meet the requirements. 

 
Perform Population and Member 
Outreach Yes 2 

ML-3; Operational service; tools are available 
within the system to support outreach function; 
Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on 
system architecture but also on external 
processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities 
to meet the requirements. 

 Manage Member Information Yes 2 ML-3

Provider Management Enroll Provider Yes 2 ML-3

 Disenroll Provider * Yes 3 ML-3

 Inquire Provider Information Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage Provider Communication Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage Provider Grievance/Appeal Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage Provider Information Yes 2 ML-3

 Perform Provider Outreach Yes 2 

ML-3; Operational Service; tools available within 
the system to support outreach function; ML-3 – 
Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only on 
system architecture but also on external 
processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities 
to meet the requirements. 

Operations 
Management Authorize Referral Yes 2 

ML-3 with implementation of 5010 and the 278 
transaction 

 Authorize Service Yes 2 
ML-3 with implementation of 5010 and the 278 
transaction 

 Authorize Treatment Plan * Yes 3 ML-3 with implementation of 5010 and the 278 
transaction 

 Apply Claim Attachment Yes 2 ML-3

 Apply Mass Adjustment * Yes 3 ML-3

 Edit Claims/Encounters * Yes 3 ML-3

 Audit Claims/Encounters * Yes 3 ML-3

 Price Claims/Encounters Yes 2 ML-3

 Prepare Remittance Advice / Encounter
Report * Yes 3 ML-3 

 Prepare Provider EFT/Check * Yes 3 ML-3

 Prepare COB Yes NA ML-3

 Prepare EOB Yes 2 ML-3

 Prepare HCBS Payment * Yes 3 ML-3

 Prepare Premium EFT/Check * Yes 3 ML-3

 Prepare Capitation Premium Payment * Yes 3 ML-3

 Prepare PHIPP Payment Yes 1 ML-3

 Prepare Medicare Premium Payment * Yes 3 ML-3

 Inquire Payment Status * Yes 3 ML-3
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MITA Business Area MITA Business Process New MMIS 
Alignment 

IME SS-A To-Be 
MITA Maturity 
Level  

New MMIS MITA Maturity Level (ML) 
Compliance/Notes 

 Manage Payment Information Yes 2 ML-3

 Calculate Spend Down Amount * Yes 3 ML-3

 Prepare Member Premium Invoice Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage Drug Rebate * Yes 3 ML-3

 Manage Estate Recovery Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage Recoupments Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage Cost Settlement Yes 2 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only 
on system architecture but also on external 
processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities 
to meet the requirements. 

 Manage TPL Recovery * Yes 3 ML-3

Program Management 
Designate Approved Services / Drug 
List Yes 2 ML-3 

 Develop/Maintain Benefit Package * Yes 3 ML-3

 Manage Rate Setting Yes 2 ML-3

 Develop Agency Goals and Objectives N/A NA -

 Develop/Maintain Program Policy * Yes 3 ML-3

 Maintain State Plan N/A NA -

 Formulate Budget N/A NA 
Current version of eCAMS allows for these 
features through budgeting module; done outside 
the system in self-contained spreadsheets 

 Manage FFP for MMIS Yes 2 

ML-2 (contains a two-step process where 
system-generated reports are produced to 
provide necessary data for user to package the 
federal funds participation) 
Achieving ML 3 is dependent not only on system 
architecture but also on external processes and 
business process changes that take advantage of 
enhanced system capabilities to meet the 
requirements. 

 Manage F-MAP Yes 2 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only 
on system architecture but also on external 
processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities 
to meet the requirements. 

 Manage State Funds Yes 2 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only 
on system architecture but also on external 
processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities 
to meet the requirements. 

 Manage 1099s * Yes 3 

ML-3 – Achieving Level 3 is dependent not only 
on system architecture but also on external 
processes and business process changes that 
take advantage of enhanced system capabilities 
to meet the requirements. 

 Generate Financial and Program 
Analysis/Reports 

Yes 2 ML-3 

 Maintain Benefit/Reference Information 
* 

Yes 3 ML-3 

 Manage Program Information Yes 2 ML-3

 Perform Accounting Functions Yes 2 ML-3
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MITA Business Area MITA Business Process New MMIS 
Alignment 

IME SS-A To-Be 
MITA Maturity 
Level  

New MMIS MITA Maturity Level (ML) 
Compliance/Notes 

 Develop and Manage Performance 
Measures and Reporting 

Yes 2 ML-3 

 Monitor Performance and Business 
Activity 

Yes 2 ML-3 

 Draw and Report FFP Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage FFP for Services Yes 2 ML-3

 Manage Legislative Communication NA NA NA

Business Relationship 
Management 

Establish Business Relationships Yes 2 ML-3 

 Manage Business Relationships Yes 2 ML-3

 Terminate Business Relationship Yes 2 ML-3

 
Manage Business Relationship 
Communication Yes 2 ML-3 

Program Integrity 
Management 

Identify Candidate Case Yes 3 

System designed for ML-3; Achieving Level 3 is 
dependent not only on system architecture but 
also on external processes and business process 
changes that take advantage of enhanced 
system capabilities to meet the requirements. 

 Manage Case Yes 2 

System designed for ML-3; Achieving Level 3 is 
dependent not only on system architecture but 
also on external processes and business process 
changes that take advantage of enhanced 
system capabilities to meet the requirements 

Case Management Establish Case * Yes 3 

System designed for ML-3; Achieving Level 3 is 
dependent not only on system architecture but 
also on external processes and business process 
changes that take advantage of enhanced 
system capabilities to meet the requirements 

 Manage Care Management Case * Yes 3 

System designed for ML-3; Achieving Level 3 is 
dependent not only on system architecture but 
also on external processes and business process 
changes that take advantage of enhanced 
system capabilities to meet the requirements 

 Manage Medicaid Population Health Yes 2 

System designed for ML-3; Achieving Level 3 is 
dependent not only on system architecture but 
also on external processes and business process 
changes that take advantage of enhanced 
system capabilities to meet the requirements 

 Manage Registry Yes NA 

System designed for ML-3; Achieving Level 3 is 
dependent not only on system architecture but 
also on external processes and business process 
changes that take advantage of enhanced 
system capabilities to meet the requirements 

Figure 9.2.4-5. MITA Business Services Alignment. This crosswalk demonstrates alignment between 
MITA business processes and the maturity level in the new MMIS. 
MT.SS.01  

Team Noridian's EXACT framework provides a SOA infrastructure to enable the Department to 
achieve Level 3 standards and higher. Team Noridian's solution uses the EXACT SOA infrastructure 
framework to deliver a standards based, MITA aligned new MMIS. Common requirements for 
achieving the Level 3 Standards for MITA's Business, Information and Technology Architectures 
include the adoption of national standards, the sharing of information, business and technology services 
and collaboration among stakeholders.  
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MITA has identified SOA design principles and a SOA infrastructure framework as important pieces in 
the overall MITA goals and objectives. EXACT's architecture and inherent functionality meets all of the 
elements of CMS's SOA Infrastructure Framework definition. CMS defines a SOA Infrastructure 
Framework as an application architecture in which: 

 Business and select technical functions can be invoked using documented interfaces; 
 Interfaces can be published and discovered; 
 Many different technologies can be incorporated and integrated; 
 Functionality of services are clearly defined and document in standardized service contracts; and 
 Service functionality is transparent to the underlying technology platform that provides  

the functionality. 

Specifically, a SOA infrastructure eliminates the communication and functionally barriers between 
heterogeneous systems while creating an interoperable environment in which business or technical 
software functionality, or services, are available and can be shared by user throughout the enterprise.  

Team Noridian's solution meets all of the elements set forth in CMS's MITA definition of a SOA 
infrastructure framework. Business and technical services are made available to the enterprise through 
integration interfaces built and made available through EXACT. The operational and structural definition 
of a service interface as well as identifying information regarding the service's function and the service 
provider are well defined within an interface's metadata wrapper. This service abstract is stored, or 
published, within EXACT's service registry. EXACT's service registry utilizes the universal description, 
discovery, and integration (UDDI) standard to make the service "discoverable." The discoverable services 
can be found and reviewed by service consumers and, conditioned on applicable rights and security, can 
be used or shared by multiple service consumers across the enterprise. 

EXACT creates a technology agnostic environment that enables interoperability among heterogeneous 
systems by facilitating and managing the relationship between service consumers and producers. With 
Team Noridian's new MMIS, systems integrate with EXACT and its integration services, made up of 
EXACT's Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), mediation services, and translation services facilitate, optimize, 
monitor and normalize the exchange of data between service consumers and producers by adhering to a 
standardized communication agreement for each services known as service contracts.  

EXACT's ESB is the messaging backbone of the EXACT SOA framework. It provides a standardized 
methodology, server and tools to support integrated components, eliminating dependencies on technology 
and vendors that lock customers into proprietary middleware stacks. EXACT's ESB monitors and controls 
the routing of messages between consumer and producers and facilitates, optimizes and monitors the 
relationships between loosely coupled and uncoupled enterprise application, modules, and systems.  

The EXACT mediation services provide run-time support for securing, routing, monitoring and managing 
Web services between provider and consumer services. EXACT Mediation Services enforces the delivery 
terms specified by the Web services including the processing requirements and instructions for security, 
integration, operations and business. 

EXACT's translation services normalize the exchange of data between service consumers and producer. 
As inputs are received by EXACT, the format of the input is translated or transformed to meet the format 
and protocol requirements of the receiving application. Through its translation services, EXACT enables 
interoperability between heterogeneous systems.  

EXACT's integration services provides the benefit of uncoupling the direct relationship between 
applications and system. By uncoupling applications, each becomes an independent component of the 
enterprise's IT ecosystem. Although independent, each application has access to the full array of 
enterprise assets through its integration with EXACT. In addition, application can be changed, modified, 
or replace without adversely impacting other application.  
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Figure 9.2.4-6 demonstrates a historical 
point-to-point integration methodology while 
Figure 9.2.4-7 provides an illustration of 
system integration through EXACT and the 
benefits of uncoupling direct relationships 
between applications. 

EXACT extends the concept of incorporating 
and integrating many different technologies 
within the enterprise to include external 
systems and application. EXACT achieves 
this through multiple methods by which IME 
can integrate disparate systems and 
application, such as: 

 System level integration to achieve access 
to data from various systems including 
indexed databases, non-indexed data and 
application bound data only accessible via 
application interfaces 

 Query level integration to generate system 
specific queries, execute the queries upon 
each system specific interface and wait for 
results to deliver to the application layer for 
presentation and business application usage 

 A rules level framework that allows for 
aggregation of results, de-duplication, 
interpretation and assembly into unique 
result sets 

 Application level integration framework 
allows us to plug in multiple parallel 
analytical engines including fraud 
detection, predictive modeling and data 
analytics. Using application integration 
framework we can analyze the assembled 
query results in multiple ways to arrive at 
business conclusions 

 Reporting level integration framework 
that allows EXACT to publish analytical 
results as well as publish performance 
metrics including performance dashboard 

 Web framework that allows EXACT to 
publish the data via web portal, web 
services to real time and batch interfaces 

 Governance and contract management level framework that allows for monitoring and governance  
of all data sources, relationships and audit capabilities 

The EXACT Framework separates the function of a service from the technology platform that provides 
the service's functionality. This achieved through EXACT's n-tier architecture and Integration Services. 
First, available services are published to EXACT's Service Registry where they can be discovered and 
used by service consumers. A service client invoking a service provider needs only be aware that the 
service exists; the client does not need to know where the service is running. Second, though the ESB, 

Figure 9.2.4-6. Traditional Point-to-Point 
Integration. Historical point-to-point integration 
methodology requires connecting to each 
individual component. 

Figure 9.2.4-7. System Integration Through 
EXACT. Uncoupling removes the need for direct 
integration among systems. 
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mediation, and translation services, the exchange of data between consumers and producers is normalized, 
thus overcoming and compatibility issue that may exist between the two. 

As detailed above, the EXACT framework meets all of the elements set forth in CMS's MITA SOA 
infrastructure frame definition. EXACT enables interoperability among heterogeneous systems and can 
support the Department's LEVEL 3 business processes. In addition, the EXACT framework can support 
the Departments maturity under MITA by facilitating the exchange of data and sharing of business and 
technical services and collaboration with other agencies and partners envisioned under MITA Level 4 
and 5 standards.  

Team Noridian's new MMIS incorporates the advanced technological and functional capabilities 
necessary to support an integrated, MITA-aligned MMIS while also providing the flexible business 
architecture to support rapid adaptation to future changes in legislation, policy and the business 
environment. The proposed solution includes the industry leading replacement system, eCAMS, which is 
a CMS certified system operating at MITA level 3 business process. As the heart of Team Noridian's 
solution, the web-centric eCAMS MMIS platform was developed specifically for Medicaid. It is 
completely aligned with MITA and SOA principles. This certified, 21st Century MMIS solution will 
enhance current operations, consolidate business functions, provide seamless services for management 
oversight and allow for real-time system updates. The eCAMS health care-focused rules engine, RuleIT, 
allows for real-time performance dashboards for monitoring and tracking of the overall health of the 
IME's Medicaid program. Team Noridian will implement and operate an IME MMIS solution that will 
meet the requirements of the RFP and include MITA level 3 standards. The crosswalk of the eCAMS 
compliance and support to MITA business processes is depicted in Figure 9.2.5-4. 

MT.SS.02  

Team Noridian's new MMIS Architecture is based on the MITA 2.0 Framework initiative of CMS. 
Version 3.0 is due out this year as an upgrade to the current published version and Team Noridian plans to 
improve and adhere to Version 3.0. To date, the WSDL messages for MITA business functions have not 
been defined. HL7 is used to define the EDI messaging for 270/1, 837, 276 NCPDP and others. EXACT 
has already built a common data model for exchanging data between the MITA defined Business Areas 
and Business Functions such as Enroll Provider and Inquire Provider. 

The crosswalk of the alignment between MITA business area maturity and the Team Noridian new MMIS 
is depicted in Figure 9.2.4-5. eCAMS is built to accommodate business process flexibility and aligns with 
MITA ML-3. Our SOA foundation ensures data communication via the use of standards and supports 
interoperability; thus, providing a platform to support increasing levels of MITA maturity as other 
interface partners are able to support data exchange.  

MT.SS.03  

Team Noridian’s proposed system is based on an orientation of business processes, business rules and 
data and metadata management that allows modular componentized design approach that enhances 
interoperability across service modules and with external applications and data sources. Figure 9.2.4-8 
depicts the architecture of EXACT which is designed to support business-oriented solutions. 
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Figure 9.2.4-8. EXACT's n-tier Architecture. EXACT's n-tier architecture is a modular componentized 
design approach that enhances interoperability across service modules and with external applications 
and data sources. 
The services layer is the primary building block of EXACT and is where all functions of the systems are 
published. Above the services layer is the business processes layer where coarse-grained functionalities 
are composed by “wiring” the services using EXACT’s BPMN/BPEL orchestration tool. These coarse-
grained composite services can then be published and consumed by components in the presentation layer. 

Services in the services layer are implemented with optimal “re-use” in mind. These core services are 
primarily technical “accelerator” services designed to support the construction of business services. They 
are carefully vetted and designed to focus purely on supporting the creation of business logic. These 
services are powered by a collection of technologies such as rules engine, data translation engine, 
reporting engine, and ESB intended to maximize flexibility and extensibility of business services. 

Team Noridian's solution implements the concept of a loosely coupled but tightly integrated model for its 
new MMIS core system, eCAMS, to solve the problem of integrating all business process areas, such as 
member management, provider management, authorize services, claims payment, and managed care, 
within the MMIS. eCAMS also implements modular services, such as business services (e.g., validation, 
lookup), utility services (e.g., routing, process flow), and technology services (e.g., document 
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management, rules, reports) that allow reuse. These services are used by the different business process 
areas to manage and operate their associated business functions. 

The eCAMS modules are made available to service consumers across the enterprise through EXACT. The 
individual eCAMS module interfaces are created as services within EXACT. The definition of each 
service and operational function is well defined within each interfaces metadata wrapper. Standardized 
service contracts define the communication agreement for each module and the exchange of data between 
service consumers and eCAMS. The metadata associated with these services are logged within EXACT's 
UDDI Service Registry, through which the module is made available for reuse by service consumers.  

MT.SS.04  

eCAMS product is in its fourth version, and has evolved over the years based on the user inputs and 
industry direction and needs. The Department is able to take advantage of core product upgrades made to 
support new Federal and State regulations and maintain the capabilities of the system. eCAMS is an 
operational and certified MMIS with a defined roadmap for implementation of upcoming functionality to 
fulfill ongoing operational needs. Team Noridian stays focused on upcoming health care initiatives and 
implements product updates and develops product enhancements to proactively offer capabilities to its 
customers. Figure 9.2.4-9 provides depicts the core product functionality that is present in eCAMS while 
also showing the functionality that is being newly deployed and that in development. This demonstrates 
our commitment to maturing and enhancing product capabilities.    

 

Figure 9.2.4-9. Future of eCAMS. The Department will be able to take advantage of a solid product 
infrastructure and mature business services and functionality that is updated over time to continually 
comply with regulations. 
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New product functionality is implemented via our change management process and follows our ISDM, 
and this process will be adapted and used throughout the start-up and implementation and operational 
functions. The process and associated supporting artifacts, such as forms, templates, or reports, will be 
included in the Change Control Plan. The steps conducted in tracking change management requests 
(CMRs) are as follows:  

 Create and submit the CR 
 Record and review the CR information 
 Assess and evaluate the CR 
 Authorize the change through the CCB 
 Update plans and other documents based on the impact analysis 
 Implement the CR and coordinate with impact organizations 
 Review and close the CR 

The change process will be used throughout the contract for both DDI and operations. The process will be 
periodically reviewed and updated as needed. At a minimum, the process will be reviewed after each 
phase in DDI and quarterly in operations. All changes to the process will be presented to the PMO for 
review and approval. 

MT.SS.05  

Team Noridian’s solution, through the use of EXACT as the interface module, will allow service modules 
to be defined independently and gap between the modules to be closed. Team Noridian's new MMIS core 
system, eCAMS, was developed on a J2EE platform using technology aligned with SOA principles and 
capabilities from the very beginning. It was architected and designed in compliance with MITA to fully 
integrate the key principles of interoperability and reuse. eCAMS provides a rich portfolio of business and 
technical services that are optimized for the Medicaid environment and are production ready. eCAMS 
successful implementation in multiple states showcases the maturity of its services platform. Team 
Noridian has taken a pragmatic approach to roll out the service-based process orchestration.  

Within Team Noridian's solution, each eCAMS module is defined individual by its interface abstract, 
which is a metadata wrapper containing the individual module's functional and descriptive definition. 
Bridging the gap between the independent module service and service consumers is EXACT's integration 
services, comprised of it ESB, mediation, and translation services. Utilizing EXACT, a service consumer, 
with appropriate rights, can discover and use services from the eCAMS Provider Module without 
affecting or interfering with the functionality of any other eCAMS modules.  

Figure 9.2.4-10 shows a more detailed view of the different components showing access channels, 
backend infrastructure of the transfer solution and their high level interactions between the components. 
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 Figure 9.2.4-10. Conceptual Overview of the New MMIS Solution and its Building Blocks. This Figure 
provides a detailed view of the interaction among components. 
MT.SS.06  

Team Noridian actively monitors national forums to keep abreast of developing initiatives, and our 
technology partners actively participate in interoperability standards, which together ensures that 
emerging standards and our solutions are continuously aligned. We will represent the state in multi-state 
discussion regarding MITA technical standards, including but not limited to the National Medicaid EDI 
Healthcare (NMEH), MITA and Sub-Working Group (SWG), as directed by the IME. Team Noridian has 
been a past participant in the NMEH, participated in development of information architecture standards 
through the international HL7 committee, and has participated in interoperability pilots conducted by the 
MITA Technical Architecture Committee (TAC) at the national MMIS conference. Team Noridian health 
care leadership team has participated in the CMS MITA Technical Architecture Working Group (TAG) 
for the past five years. In addition, through our participation in health care enrollment groups and 
collaboration with partners such as George Washington University and the Gartner group, we remain on 
the leading edge of public health care service and policy changes. 
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MT.SS.07 

The EXACT SOA infrastructure framework provides the on/off-ramps to NHIN or the statewide HIE, 
while EXACT’s security services ensure that the interactions are secure. The EXACT platform aligns 
with a security architecture framework by defining security and privacy capabilities that are woven into 
the overall platform. Security and role-based security is made possible through integration into a 
Federated Identity Management solution. Security is built, not as a bolt-on component at the application 
layer, but through the underlying integration made possible through implementation using standards-
based COTS products.  

Because of the Web portal’s public nature to the sensitivity of the data it handles, security is of particular 
concern. EXACT supports SSL encryption, ensuring compliance with security policies by enabling secure 
transmission of sensitive information outside of the Departments firewall. EXACT also provides plug-in 
points to support custom authentication and authorization and supports third-party authentication 
providers, firewalls, proxy servers, HTTP(s) tunneling and DMZ products. As a result, EXACT integrates 
well with existing security infrastructure, such as LDAP-based directories and firewalls, to leverage 
existing security investments and authentication methods.  

Clinical data is a key aspect of state and federal exchanges. Team Noridian’s new MMIS offers an 
extensible, open standards-based, solution built upon a reliable technology infrastructure for the secure 
exchange of electronic clinical documents. Many of the technologies included in this proposal are the 
underlying technology used by the ONC’s NHIN CONNECT project. Figure 9.2.4-11 describes the 
architecture of our solution. The NHIN infrastructure eliminates the need for individual messaging or 
individual HIE projects to devise a proprietary infrastructure design. Indeed, legacy, proprietary HIE 
architectures limit an HIE’s ability to take advantage of new and innovative technologies and services as 
they become available on the NHIN standard network. To ensure that HIE can be reactive to the changing 
HIE market; Team Noridian encourages use of NHIN standards rather than simply as a gateway 
translation service. The use of NHIN as a standard in the infrastructure is also a critical strategy for 
provider adoption. Many of the providers will have systems that are CONNECT-enabled and, thus, can 
easily integrate, without an edge device requirement.  
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Figure 9.2.4-11. Team Noridian's new MMIS Integration Platform for Health Information Technology. 
Team Noridian’s architecture is based on a standards-based framework for interoperability with the 
Nationwide Health Information Network based HIEs. 
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9.2.5 Service Oriented Architecture Requirements 
9.2.5.1 Service Oriented Architecture System Requirements Table 
SOA SOA Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

SOA.01  

The contractor must employ a SOA to take advantage of COTS products 
and allow for the reuse of system modules across business functions as 
services. Iowa has an existing SOA infrastructure that is fully described 
at: https://forge.iowa.gov/wiki/.  
Iowa is considering enhancing this infrastructure and the contractor is 
encouraged to propose a SOA infrastructure for the MMIS that could be 
extended to the Iowa statewide enterprise.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.01 

SOA.02  
Technology Independence: The service modules must be able to be 
invoked from multiple platforms and utilize standard protocols.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.02 

SOA.03  

Standards-Based Interoperability: The system must be able to support 
multiple industry standards, including, at a minimum: HL7 (V 3), XML, 
Extensible Style sheet Language Transformation (XSLT), Web Services 
Interoperability (WS-I), Web Service Description Language (WSDL), 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)1.1 or 2.0, Universal Description , 
Discovery and Integration (UDDI), Web Services (WS)-BPEL (Business 
Process Execution Language), Representational State Transfer (REST) 
(in place of SOAP), W-Message Transmission Optimization Mechanism 
(MTOM) Policy.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.03 

SOA.04  Life-Cycle Independence: Each service module should be able to 
operate in a separate life-cycle.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.04 

SOA.05  Invoke Interfaces: The Service interfaces must be able to be invoked 
locally or remotely.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.05 

SOA.06  

Communication Protocol: A Service must be able to be invoked by 
multiple protocols. The choice of protocol must not restrict the behavior 
of the service. Binding to a specific protocol must take place at run-time 
and deployment-time and not at the design or development time.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.06 

SOA.07  

Flexibility: The contractor must focus on the business processes that 
comprise the systems, with the following in mind:  
a. Ability to adapt applications to changing technologies.  
b. Easily integrate applications with other systems.  
c. Leverage existing investments in desired legacy applications.  
d. Quickly and easily create a business process from existing services.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.07 

SOA.08  

Enterprise Service Bus (ESB): The proposed solution must include an 
ESB for data transport, messaging, queuing and transformation.  
Message Management. This consists of reliable delivery of messages 
between services and built-in recovery.  
Data Management. This involves converting all messages between 
services to a common format and in turn, converting messages from the 
common format to the application.  
Service Coordination. This consists of orchestrating the execution of an 
end-to-end business process through all needed services on the ESB. 
Services can adapt to changes in environments and are supported by a 
standards-based set of service management capabilities. Services can 
be simple or complex sets of services that are interconnected by the 
ESB. There are many different vendor implementations of an ESB and 
the functions included in an ESB vary from one vendor to another. The 
list of functions above are key functions needed for realizing an SOA and 
are not intended to be all inclusive.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.08 

SOA.09  

The solution must include:  
a. A library of services providing the documentation referencing the 
services.  
b. Use of MITA standard interface definitions (expressed in WSDL) and 
messages (expressed as an XML and schema) for all services.  
c. Use of the MITA/HL7 methodology for defining the information model 
and messages.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.5.2, 
Requirement # 
SOA.09 
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As shown in Figure 9.2.5-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100%  

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in solution meets the requirements. 100% 

Column C Team Noridian will modify the solution to meets the requirements. 0% 

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.5-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the system. 
9.2.5.2 Approach to Addressing the Service Oriented Architecture System 
Requirements 
Team Noridian's approach provides flexibility, 
adaptability, and vendor independence through 
the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework 
which serves as the foundation for the new 
MMIS. Individual modules or COTS products 
can be modified or replaced with little or no 
disruption to the new MMIS functionality. This 
is achieved through EXACT''s n-tier 
architecture, which enables the exchange of data 
and services between heterogeneous systems. 
EXACT also manages the connectivity between the various modules and COTS products, creating a 
loosely coupled yet interoperable relationship between them.  

The modular, interoperable environment of the new MMIS enabled by EXACT can also be extended to 
encompass other Department assets while delivering an infrastructure capable of including other 
agencies’ IT infrastructure. EXACT also provides the means to exchange data, through integration 
interfaces, with external systems and State and Federal exchanges within a secure environment. 

Team Noridian uses the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework to manage the messaging between the 
new MMIS’ modules and other systems, rather than rely solely on a stand-alone Enterprise Service Bus 
(ESB). In addition to providing all of the messaging functionality of an ESB, the EXACT framework 
delivers the addition capabilities of: 

 Intelligent Integration Services. Using EXACT’s integration services layer allows a consistent and 
comprehensive approach to integrating with other modules and systems incorporating a number of 
other components and solution accelerators to provide unparalleled functionality, such as:  

• Orchestration services (BPEL/BPMN component) for effective management of the transactions 
and services 

• Rules services which can enable the use and sharing of Department rules engines, such as the 
eCAMS RuleIT health care rules engine 

• Translation and transformation services capable of standardizing the communication between a 
diverse array of heterogeneous systems, both internal and external to the Department; and 

• Reporting services that can capture important system and transaction data and either provide 
access through the EXACT browser based dashboard, or in the case of the new MMIS, make the 
information accessible from the new MMIS' single source dashboard, HealthBeat.  
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 Industry leading translation and transformation services. To support the complex translations 
necessary to support the Department, EXACT incorporates the industry leading WebSphere 
Transformation Extender (WTX) product from IBM. The WTX translation module provides several 
benefits, including code-free design and deployment, in-process validation, and high throughput 
execution of complex transformations and enhancements. 

 Enhanced orchestration services. EXACT enables the rapid development and deployment of new 
services through its BPEL/BPMN component and orchestration services. EXACT's orchestration 
services leverages the BPEL/BPMN components to accelerate the assembling of service, application, 
both new and legacy based, and COTS products or any combination of those, to create new business 
process and services. EXACT also enables the new MMIS to ingest BPMN artifacts, such as the forth 
coming MITA 3.0 framework artifacts, which accelerate the Department’s ability to use standard 
business processes in the overall new MMIS framework. 

The EXACT framework is based on an n-tier architecture which separates the function of a service 
function from the technology platform that provides the functionality of a service. This capability 
provides location independence, meaning that a service consumer does not need to know from where or 
which system within the Department's network a service is supported. Users can locate available services 
through the EXACT service registry, which maintains each service's interface definition, or abstract, and 
makes the service discoverable by service consumers. 

EXACT's n-tier architecture includes the following functional layers, as illustrated in Figure 9.2.5-2: 

 Presentation Layer. The presentation layer supports the user interface logic. This layer provides 
role-based delivery of content to the presentation tier. 

 Business Process/Logic Layer. This layer encapsulates the orchestration of business processes 
exposed as services.  

 Services Layer. The services layer contains “composite services” that are built by combining 
separate, reusable business services to reduce complexities and to reduce coding efforts.  

 Components Layer. This layer contains EXACT’s COTS products and components that provide the 
functionality for services in the Services layer.  

 Data Access Layer. The data access layer implements the components that access the data from the 
database and help maintain the state of the data across the various layers.  

 Operational Layer. The operational systems layer is represented by external systems or COTS 
applications integrated with the Core MMIS applications through EXACT's integration services. 
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Figure 9.2.5-2. EXACT n-Tier Layers. EXACT’s n-tier structure separates service functionality from the 
technology platform. 
Team Noridian's EXACT SOA is not merely a non-customized tool kit or hastily thrown together 
collection of parts. It is a time tested, production proven SOA infrastructure framework that enables Team 
Noridian's new MMIS to deliver unparalleled flexibility, adaptability, and scalability to meet the 
challenges of the rapidly evolving Medicaid services environment.  

Team Noridian’s approach to the new MMIS implementation is to leverage the EXACT SOA 
infrastructure framework and eCAMS business-driven architecture. The EXACT framework provides the 
Department the ability to incorporate and integrate many different technologies with its new MMIS. 
eCAMS is also a SOA-based design, and the maturity of the solution is reflected in the rich portfolio of 
the available and ready-to-use technical, business, and infrastructure services. eCAMS has been refined 
and improved over the past few years with its implementation in several states. eCAMS's strong 
architectural foundation will meet the goals and objectives of the Department and IME. Team Noridian 
fully recognizes the benefits of a service-oriented framework, but we balance the industry optimism with 
practical implementation considerations of performance, scalability, security, and realistic challenges of 
evolving though not yet universally accepted standards. Our mature governance approach is critical to 
balancing these misaligned considerations and to  ensure a successful rollout of a SOA. 
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Previous eCAMS implementations in the states of Washington and Michigan are taking full advantage of 
this balanced framework leveraging the benefits of services-based coupling while rigorously managing 
performance and scalability. eCAMS has been developed on a J2EE platform using technology aligned 
with SOA principles and capabilities. It was architected and designed to align with MITA to fully 
integrate the key principles of interoperability and reuse. Today eCAMS provides a rich portfolio of 
business and technical services that are optimized for the Medicaid environment and are production 
ready. Through the EXACT framework, these services are available for reuse throughout the enterprise, 
without regard to technology incompatibility between service consumers and producers.  

eCAMS successful implementation in multiple states showcases the maturity of its services platform. 
Team Noridian has taken a pragmatic approach to roll out the service-based process orchestration. We 
have focused on building a services evaluation framework that balances the business benefit of process 
orchestration with the technical complexity of implementation. Team Noridian will continue to leverage 
its pragmatic approach to ensure minimal risk to the Department implementation and at the same time 
provide the Department with benefits of a services-based solution. 

Team Noridian shows the hybrid services model for end-to-end claims processing in Figure 9.2.5-3. Our 
design approach balances the deployment of edge services with the practical need to couple components 
for high performance. Claims management by nature requires high performance and throughput for near 
real-time processing. Our solution couples objects and services that require high-data interaction to 
achieve this performance, while our edge services are standards-based to enable system interconnectivity 
in a resilient manner. This approach ensures that IME benefits from both the flexibility of the service-
oriented framework of eCAMS and the performance of claims processing throughput. For example, 
changes such as HIPAA 5010 are implemented at the intake service level. The advantage of the solution 
is that even the tightly coupled core adjudication engine uses SOA principles such as abstracting rules in a 
rules engine to provide the Department the flexibility to make changes. It also uses the SOA-based 
decoupling process via a process management service; this allows management of peak loads and ensures 
continuous monitoring. 

 

Figure 9.2.5-3 End-to-End Claims Adjudication Process. Team Noridian’s approach uses standards-
based edge services with a high-performance core engine. 
Security Management 

The security management and exception handling framework is also key to our SOA implementation. 
Ensuring system security today requires using systematic and agile processes required in the identification 
of employees, systems, resources, and services and the protection of information and the associated assets. 
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MMIS requires integration of systems internally and externally — with trading partners and other 
stakeholders. XML and the creation of standards for exchanging data has fueled and enabled this 
integration. Also contributing to systems integration is the trend to decentralized computing embodied in 
Web services. This trend has ramifications for business security. When integration is driven by business 
needs, security policies must address machines and networks and, just as important, documents, data, 
actions, people, and corporations. MMIS implementation and the associated security ramifications of health 
data make it critical to ensure that the security policy is implemented across the systems consistently. 

Team Noridian implements a robust security framework that allows the use of eXtensible access control 
markup language (XACML) if required when interacting with the trading partners. This also ensures that 
the SOA framework is compliant with guidelines published by organization for the advancement of 
structured information standards (OASIS). 

Exception Handling Framework 

SOA emphasizes loosely coupled and reusable services based on industry standards. End-to-end business 
process execution requires communication with many services hosted by other application systems, other 
state agencies, or business partners. Exception management must be viewed from a holistic perspective to 
simplify the process of troubleshooting. A great deal of time is wasted in communicating across different 
groups just to resolve an exception. In eCAMS, a common exception management framework handles the 
different exceptions during end to end business process execution. The exception management framework 
is implemented as an enterprise service that eliminates the need for having multiple implementation 
frameworks/components, such as logging or notifications and catering to different application platforms. 
The system uses the Apache Log4J open source framework as its core; this has been extended to reflect 
MMIS operational needs. The framework covers exception handling, logging, and notification processes. 
Exception handling involves identification of the exception and assessment of the nature and severity of 
the exception to ensure the appropriate exception handling protocol is used. Depending on the nature of 
the process and the severity of the exception, the initiated exception handler may react in one of the 
following ways: 

 Retry the action for exceptions that are caused by timing issue and can be automatically addressed by 
recycling of the process 

 Invoke a compensation transaction 
 Issue a rollback where possible 

Exception logging involves persistent updates and access to the exception information and associated 
context information in a data store that stores information for troubleshooting. In eCAMS this is handled 
by writing the exceptions to system log files for future troubleshooting. Exception notification involves 
alerting appropriate people who can take corrective actions to aid in system recovery. From an operational 
perspective, eCAMS supports exception tracking by performing a true root cause analysis then tracking 
the exception to resolution and closure. 

SOA.01 

The foundation of Team Noridian's new MMIS is the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework, which 
facilitates connectivity and standardizes the exchange of data between the Department's various MMIS 
business process areas and interface partners. Among its inherent capabilities, EXACT provides intelligent 
integration, out of the box support for all applicable industry standards, and the ability to orchestrate 
services and the exchange of data in a complex and diverse information technology ecosystem.  

Team Noridian's eCAMS design is based on SOA, and the maturity of the solution is reflected in the rich 
portfolio of the available and ready-to-use technical, business, and infrastructure services. Team Noridian’s 
new MMIS SOA implementation provides maximum flexibility to upgrade or replace components within 
the overall MMIS solution. Our previous implementations of eCAMS across states have used different 
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COTS products to maximize reuse of existing state investments. eCAMS has been able to support planned 
state upgrades to newer COTS products with minimal changes to the MMIS solution.  

For example, in the State of Michigan, the upgrade of security infrastructure required minimal changes to 
eCAMS since the integration was based on an XML-based security service. In the implementation in the 
State of Maine, eCAMS supported the use of RuleIT rules engine as a service in its adjudication process. It 
was later reused as a service (with a different rule set) with other business processes such as prior 
authorization, provider enrollment, and managed care. Today the scope of RuleIT usage has been expanded 
to cover more business process areas. These changes do not require rewrite of program code within eCAMS. 
The eCAMS framework today supports similar integration with other COTS products to support different 
functionalities like voice response, reporting, financials and customer relationship management. 

The EXACT SOA infrastructure framework is a Web based framework that integrates with relational 
database management systems and fully leverages SOA. EXACT appropriately blends framework-
independent, MITA-aligned software components, such as eCAMS, with industry-leading COTS products.  

Team Noridian's EXACT SOA framework approach provides seamless integration and interoperability 
with most vendor solutions. This architecture meets SOA requirements by achieving technology 
independence; standards-based interoperability; life-cycle independence; loose coupling; component 
reuse; callable interfaces; standard communications protocols; message broker; rules driven; flexible; and, 
metadata management. By integrating the core components on the EXACT framework, the Department 
receives the benefits of increased cost-effectiveness in addition to enhanced flexibility.  

Figure 9.2.5-4 depicts the components and services making up the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework. 
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Figure 9.2.5-4. EXACT SOA Infrastructure Framework. EXACT facilitates the connectivity, and 
standardizes the exchange of data between various MMIS business process areas and interface partners. 
The EXACT SOA framework is based on the MITA 2.1 framework published by Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS). The version 3.0 business architecture, information architecture, and 
technical architecture models for several business processes were recently delivered to CMS and are 
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expected to soon be ratified for use by states and the vendor community. Team Noridian closely follows 
the availability of new MITA artifacts and has built plans into our vision for the SOA framework and the 
new MMIS to assure adherence to newly published MITA artifacts and standards.  

Achieving higher levels of MITA maturity requires the ability to interoperate with other systems and 
agencies according to the use of standards. Use of a SOA framework is a necessary precursor to achieving 
the objectives of MITA. The EXACT framework closely follows MITA principles that are: 

 Business driven 
 Standards-based 
 Open, platform independent, SOA 
 Adaptable, extensible, flexible and scalable 
 Based on open technology and standards; and 
 Highly interoperable 

The EXACT framework is based on current and proven technologies as a basis and built on a solution in 
which security and privacy controls are pervasive within and throughout the framework. The 
Architectural and Systems Engineering standards, principles and frameworks are well-aligned with MITA 
principles and emerging standards, the NASCIO EA toolkit, The Open Group Architecture Framework 
(TOGAF), IEEE and others. 

EXACT – SOA Framework 

The EXACT SOA framework, included in Figure 9.2.5-4, provides the integration and interoperability 
between Business Applications, State/Federal Systems and Assembled Assets. EXACT avoids single-
vendor or technology dependence via a philosophy of selecting best-of-breed underlying components that 
minimize the impact of any one vendor on the overall integration framework. EXACT’s technology stack 
is brand independent and has the ability to support various brands of all key components and allow the 
client to choose components such as rules engines, business process, data transformation engines, and 
other components that meet the client’s business and technology request. By allowing technical 
components from multiple vendors to coexist, we apply the strengths of each vendor to achieve a true 
best-of-breed assembled framework. EXACT controls the data flow and interfaces to vendor-supplied 
components. Should any one vendor change direction, another vendor component can be replaced without 
impacting other vendors or applications. 

Process/Business Rules Services 

EXACT enables the framework to orchestrate and automate the exchange and authentication of data 
among the various interfaces associated with achieving real time connectivity between disparate systems, 
eCAMS and other IME systems and DHH agencies’ assets. A revolutionary approach, EXACT allows o 
automation of old, rigid workflows as well as create new rules and business logic without re-writing 
legacy code or current applications. This can be especially important to bridge the gap as legacy systems 
are connected to new systems through the EXACT SOA framework; EXACT enables interaction between 
these legacy assets typically not capable of exchanging information using standards while simultaneously 
digesting information from the new MMIS that supports web services and the use of standards. Team 
Noridian's approach can enable the enterprise to more quickly realize the benefits of intra- and inter-
agency collaboration without the need to wait for procurement of new systems or costly upgrades to 
existing assets  

EXACT provides a number of features that enables the framework to rapidly deploy solutions, including:  

 Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) Engine. Orchestrates services and events that have 
been assembled and sequenced to perform a process. 

 Enterprise Service Bus. Allows for interfaces with external and internal services and applications. 
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 Data Translation. Enables disparate services and applications to receive data in the desired format, 
regardless of how it is sent.  

 Rules Engine. Applies user-configured IF-THEN-ELSE logic to manage a variety of business 
processes.  

 Dashboard. Lets users easily administer, view, and monitor transactions, systems, business 
processes, and performance measurements. 

 Solutions Accelerator. Allows for the rapid development of interfaces between systems, as they 
repurpose portions of past connectivity methods, eliminating the need to reinvent the connectivity 
wheel for each initiative.  

 Security Services. EXACT supports SSL encryption, ensuring compliance with security policies by 
enabling secure transmission of sensitive information outside of the Department’s firewall. EXACT 
also integrates well with existing security infrastructure, such as LDAP-based directories and 
firewalls, to leverage existing security investments and authentication methods. 

The EXACT framework aligns with a security architecture framework by defining security and privacy 
capabilities that are woven into the overall framework. Security and role-based security is made possible 
through integration into a Federated Identity Management solution. Security is built, not as a bolt-on 
component at the application layer, but through the underlying integration made possible through 
implementation using standards-based COTS products. The security policies, practices and the 
implementation of the security framework enable compliance with the following standards: 

 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)  
 Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) 
 Applicable International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Standards 
 Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Standards 
 Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 

The security framework can be used to provide single sign-on access to IME State systems and associated 
COTS products. It does so while ensuring that access is tightly controlled and monitored. Because of the 
Web portal’s public nature to the sensitivity of the data it handles, security is of particular concern. The 
EXACT framework uses Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections through Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
Secure (HTTPS) for communications with users’ browsers. Integrated with federated identity 
management, the EXACT framework enforces role-based security at the component level. It authenticates 
users against identity management allowing access to those parts for which the users are authorized. 
Security personnel can use a number of standard security features to ensure that only authorized users can 
access the system and its data, including user authentication via ID and password, functional access 
control, multiple firewalls and virus protection. Security and Identity management are made possible 
through architectural integration of federated identity management.  

Authorization roles provide the means to assign individuals and system resources specific privileges that 
determine behaviors (actions) that are allowed against a protected resource. It is used as a reverse proxy 
server. As such, it routes inbound network traffic to the EXACT framework and back-end services while 
presenting a single interface to the caller. The caller may be a browser or other applications. The frontend 
process validates the identity of users through the LDAP directory. This provides a first line of defense by 
separating the type of server that is behind the reverse proxy through a process called obfuscation. This 
model allows users within organizational structures to be assigned various access roles. Each role has its 
own unique access rights. The system(s) can employ the following industry-standard features: 

 Use of, or integration with, an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)  
Directory service 

 Page and field-level authorization 
 Automated time-outs that automatically terminate unattended sessions 
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 Lock-outs for multiple invalid password attempts 
 Single user multi-organizational support to allow a user to belong to multiple organizations, each 

having unique security privileges 
 Data security provided through the use of industry standard Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption to 

protect sensitive data during transmission 
 Full audit-trail capabilities with the ability to track access to Protected Health Information (PHI) 

To manage system security, the security framework includes an LDAP security repository that is an 
inherent part of the system. This database stores pre-assigned access controls for each user and all data. 
The application security repository contains the security profile for each user, specifying the user’s access 
level (denied, inquiry, or update) into each functional area, such as Member Management. When a user 
attempts to log on to the system, the system automatically checks the rules and procedures assigned to 
that user and either allows or denies access. This same process occurs when a user requests access to data 
after a successful sign on. Access to application security files is controlled through a special security level 
granted only to the specific approved personnel responsible for security administration. Global access to 
all functions is restricted to specified technical staff that is audited. Designated technical personnel may 
assign users to a number of different groups that have specific access to Web pages and information 
throughout the system. The administrator can also modify the access for a group or user. Applications 
requiring custom information from LDAP either leverage the Identity Management features or LDAP 
calls through common code.  

Integration Services 

The EXACT framework provides significant interoperability and flexible integration with internal 
systems, external systems and interface partners. This approach to integration enables EXACT to manage 
diverse data and content in a unified manner while delivering a single source of truth for information. The 
EXACT framework foundation is based on Apache CXF that supports both the Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) and RESTful services. This provides a way for separate applications to communicate, 
even if they are running on different operating systems, with different technologies, and/or different 
programming languages. This enables EXACT to communicate over a number of protocols including 
SOAP, XML/HTTP, RESTful HTTP or CORBA and work over a variety of transports such as HTTP, 
Java Message Service (JMS) or Java Business Integration (JBI). It is an XML-based approach to 
implement Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interactions between disparate systems. The EXACT 
framework delivers interoperability using an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) which provides the open, 
standards-based connectivity infrastructure for a service-oriented architecture. The ESB enables 
applications to exchange structured information about business events, including messages, documents, 
and “business objects”, quickly and flexibly. 

The EXACT framework supports data transmissions between third parties in a safe, efficient manner 
providing transaction validation, transaction response, and any-to-any translation services. The ESB 
provides connectivity for the flow of data among internal state systems and various other data trading 
partners that exchange data with the EXACT framework. Further, it is designed to support the future 
exchange of data flow through its open architecture and use of COTS data transformation and data 
validation sub-components. 

There are a large number of interface points for the EXACT framework. It must accept data from 
healthcare providers, other State applications, COTS products, Federal systems and Web interfaces. 
Different protocols are used as appropriate for the interchange mechanisms. Thus, the framework 
supports a variety of industry standard protocols and transactions specific to State and Federal systems. 

For receiving, sending and translation of transactions and batch files industry leading products are used 
for data transformation and processing such as the WebSphere Transformation Extender (WTX) product 
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from IBM to handle EDI/HL7 data mapping. The performance abilities must allow for large volumes of 
data to flow through these transformation processes without adversely affecting other system functions. 

The SCA framework supports common services that provide interoperability and multiple access 
channels. Interoperability refers to system-to-system communication and access refers to system-to 
person communication. Through the use of the ESB and Web Services capabilities, the EXACT 
framework can easily support access channels that can utilize these mechanisms. In addition, the 
integration capabilities of the ESB allows for integration through other connectors and adapters as well. 
By utilizing adapters to read and process input files, the ESB can invoke the very same shared services 
used by components that can interact through other access channels.  

Presentation/Web Services 

Interfaces to SCA service components are described through Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) 
and Java or.Net interfaces. Business Objects are described through XML Schema Definitions (XSD). 
Web services are defined by interfaces that provide all the information required to invoke them, namely 
the type of required input and output parameters and the location of the Web service. 

In creating services, overall performance is considered and weighed. Service design is kept at a level that 
offers reuse while limiting unnecessary calls. The EXACT framework combines operations that execute 
quickly (e.g., five milliseconds) and tend to be invoked together and breaks apart operations, where 
possible, that take longer to execute. Many Web-service implementations are constrained by the size of 
messages they can efficiently process. For this reason, transaction size also takes into account overall 
message size in determining granularity of a service. In developing services, the EXACT framework 
incorporates complete business tasks, with emphasis on service reuse and fully supports real-time, 
synchronous data exchanges. It also supports “long-running” transactions or “macro-flows” which require 
human or other interactions over long periods of time. Macro-flows are made up of multiple shorter 
running synchronous or asynchronous transactions or “micro-flows”. The architecture supports the 
orchestration of reusable components to meet business process requirements. The orchestration workflow, 
managed by the ESB, provides support for long-running and/or composite transactions and can maintain 
transactional integrity through the use of compensating transactions when needed. While the use of 
compensating transactions is available as part of the supporting framework, transactions enforce industry 
standard Atomic, Consistent, Isolated and Durable (ACID) properties of transaction management. As a 
result, transactions never leave the database in an inconsistent state for any reason. The ACID properties 
are defined as follows: 

 Transactions are Atomic. The RDBMS guarantees that either all tasks in the transaction are 
completed or none are. The Atomic property ensures all database changes are only made if a 
transaction is successful. It is all or nothing. If a transaction fails, changes are rolled back. If it 
succeeds they are committed (made permanent). 

 Transactions are Consistent. All integrity rules are followed or the transaction aborts. 
 Transactions are Isolated. No outside operation can see the intermediate state of data being changed 

until the transaction is completed. 
 Transactions are Durable. Once the user is notified of success, the result will persist. 

Within the architecture, transactions do not span more than one request-response from the browser. This 
means that with every request-response of the browser, a unit of work is completed and the system is 
never left in an inconsistent state. Integrity is maintained. For long running back and forth processes, a 
user may very well quit in the middle of a process, but what they are left with is nothing more or less than 
an incomplete process that can be picked up again upon their return. When a user quits in the middle of a 
process, or is automatically or even purposely logged off in the middle of a session, there is no adverse 
consequence to the database. The work effort itself may be left incomplete, but can be completed at a later 
time by the same user or different authorized user.  
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n-Tier Architecture 

EXACT's foundation is an n-tier architecture 
consisting of independent, loosely coupled 
services. The relationship between these 
various components is facilitated and managed 
by the EXACT Services Registry, Mediation 
Services and Enterprise Service BUS.  

The EXACT SOA framework, shown in Figure 
9.2.5-5, provides an illustration of EXACT's  
n-tier architecture. 

The tiers include: 

 Presentation Layer. The presentation 
layer supports the user interface logic. 
Multiple channels are supported which 
include Web-browsers, voice response 
systems, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 
and batch file interfaces. The presentation 
abstraction layer includes interfaces to security components, content management, workflow, Web 
page presentation look and feel, and customization options. This layer provides role-based delivery of 
content to the presentation tier. 

 Business Process/Logic Layer. This layer encapsulates the orchestration of business processes 
exposed as services. Business process orchestration involves well-defined execution of services and 
components using Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). 

 Services Layer. The services layer contains “composite services”, such as EXACT’s Solution 
Accelerators that are built by combining separate, reusable business services to reduce complexities 
and to reduce coding efforts. These are coarser business services which in turn mediate with specific 
business services to accomplish a broader business function. 

 Components Layer. This layer contains EXACT’s custom-developed and COTS components which 
support process, rules, translation, Extract-Translate-Load (ETL), security services, among others. 
The components in this layer have a loosely coupled relationship within EXACT, thus allowing the 
flexibility to exchange one brand of a specific component for another. “Brand” independence has 
been a guiding principle of the EXACT framework since its inception. This layer within EXACT 
contains the components utilized to support EXACT's integration and services deliver functionality.  

 Data Layer. The data access layer implements the components that access the data from the database 
and help maintain the state of the data across the various layers. The data access components abstract 
the data storage from the services as well as business logic components. For receiving, sending and 
translation of batch files industry leading Extract Transform and Load (ETL) products are used for 
data transformation and loading of the operational and decision support data stores. The performance 
abilities must allow for large volumes of data to flow through the ETL process without adversely 
affecting other system functions.  

 Operational Layer. The operational systems layer is represented by external systems or COTS 
applications integrated with the Core MMIS applications through the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).  

SOA.02 

All service modules can be invoked from multiple platforms and using standard protocols to achieve 
technology independence. As a standards-based SOA infrastructure framework, EXACT connects 
enterprise services across a wide range of transports and protocols to support complex business processes. 
EXACT includes a variety of services to support connections between disparate systems and utilizes the 

Figure 9.2.5-5. EXACT SOA Framework. EXACT’s 
SOA framework is an n-tier architecture. 
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EXACT Enterprise Service Bus (based on Apache ServiceMix) as its underlying messaging 
infrastructure. EXACT also encompasses a wide range of transports. The transport used for exchanges 
between distributed services is determined at runtime, allowing any distributed process to include 
multiple transports and protocols.  

EXACT's ability to invoke service modules from multiple platforms utilizing standard protocols is 
supported by EXACT's Integration Services including EXACT's ESB, Mediation, and translation service. 
The Mediation and translation services provided by EXACT's Integration Services enables the exchange 
of data between heterogeneous systems. EXACT maintains the various service's interface definition and 
communication protocols within its Service Registry, which is used to normalize any disparate format or 
other technology characteristics that may exist between integrated systems.  

EXACT is built on a J2EE framework and supports local Java, EJB, JCA, SOAP, and RESTful protocols 
and transmission protocols such as HTTP, HTTPS, and JMS. The choice of protocol, defined in the 
applicable standardized service contract will not change the behavior of the service. Team Noridian's 
EXACT SOA framework solution will support the exchange of services to and from eCAMS by invoking 
the applicable protocol. 

eCAMS was developed on a J2EE framework using technology aligned with SOA principles and 
capabilities from the very beginning. It was architected and designed in compliance with MITA to fully 
integrate the key principles of interoperability and reuse. The successful implementation of eCAMS in 
multiple states showcases the maturity of its services framework. Team Noridian has taken a pragmatic 
approach to roll out the service-based process orchestration. Using the EXACT SOA framework, the 
actual service implementation is abstracted from the integration/communication layer to promote 
implementation language independence. This interface based structure facilitates plug-and-play of 
different COTS products.  

SOA.03 

Figure 9.2.5-6 identifies the standard protocols supported by EXACT. 

Category Protocols 

Communication Protocols JMS, HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, SFTP, RMI

Service discovery UDDI 

Web Services SOAP, WSDL, WS-I, XML, REST

Orchestration, Workflow WS-BPEL, WS-Human Task

Security WS-Security 

Data HL7, EDI, JDBC

Figure 9.2.5-6. EXACT Protocols Support. EXACT supports many protocols.  
Team Noridian's new MMIS incorporating eCAMS and the EXACT SOA framework provide an array of 
technical and business services addresses integration with other systems. The solution provides the 
infrastructure that allows integration and exchange of data across technology boundaries, and has the 
flexibility to meet diverse quality of service demands (reusing its technical and infrastructure services) 
that is inherently critical in the large, complex, and diverse portfolio of applications and agencies. Team 
Noridian's solution makes extensive use of industry standards as a natural process of our system 
architecture and design activities. Standards enable a common language from which systems can interact, 
and they provide a common language to describe the system.  

Figure 9.2.5-7 lists the industry standards we have used and are available for use for the new MMIS. 
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Standard Purpose

Java Standard programming language

J2EE Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition for enterprise applications development

J2EE J2EE Connector Architecture for application connectivity

JCA Java Message Service Messaging Standards between applications

JMS Java Message Service Messaging Standards between applications

OASIS SAML Federated identity and security

SOAP 1.1 and 1.2  Web services 

W3C WSDL 1.1 XML based language describing Web services

W3C XML 1.0 Defines structure and content in a text format

W3C XML Schema 1.0 Standard vocabulary for XML 

Figure 9.2.5-7. Industry Standards used within eCAMS and EXACT. 
SOA.04 

With the EXACT infrastructure framework, Team Noridian's solution manages the connectivity, and 
standardizes the exchange of data, between service modules from an enterprise level allowing each 
module of the new MMIS to operate in a separate life-cycle to achieve independence. Service modules 
are integrated into IME MMIS ecosystem through EXACT, which serves as the messaging and 
orchestration backbone of the solution. Service modules do not directly interact with each other; rather the 
relationship between service modules is managed through EXACT. For example, if one module requests 
data from another, the request is managed through EXACT's ESB, which invokes EXACT's interface 
with the producing service module. The producing module then sends the requested data to EXACT, 
which translates or transforms the data into the format recognized by the requesting module. The format 
for each service module is stored in EXACT's Services Registry, along with its associated structural and 
operational definition. This approach mitigates service module interdependence and, as a result, the cycle 
for individual modules can be managed separately. In addition, individual services modules can be 
modified, changed, or replace with minimal or no impact to the other components of the system.  

Within EXACT's architecture, interchangeable modules are used for system connectivity which allows an 
object-oriented approach as new systems and data sources are implemented or existing systems evolve. 
This provides unique flexibility through the ability to easily make changes to system components as 
modules and services are interchanged. EXACT's SOA framework is built on open standards and is 
completely environment neutral. This makes it easily adaptable to changes in equipment, networks, 
infrastructure architecture and user needs. The modular plug and play components of EXACT comprise a 
flexible and powerful business intelligence application, capable of adapting to emerging business needs. 

Team Noridian's eCAMS design is based on SOA, and the maturity of the solution is reflected in the rich 
portfolio of the available and ready-to-use technical, business and infrastructure services. Each service 
execution is independent in nature and is managed by eCAMS SOA runtime and made available to the 
enterprise through EXACT. This independence is achieved by the threading model of the business 
process management framework. The business process management framework also monitors, collects 
and displays statistics of these running services. 

SOA.05 

Team Noridian's solution provides a wide range of interoperability options which allow services to be 
invoked locally or remotely through secure means. All services in Team Noridian's solution, using the 
EXACT SOA framework, are constructed as Enterprise Java Beans (EJB 3). Locally, they can be invoked 
using Remote Method Invocation (RMI) protocol. EJBs are wrapped and published as Web Services for 
external consumption. 
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eCAMS, the core of Team Noridian's new MMIS, exposes a variety of services and through EXACT can 
be accessed by a wide range of invocation options made available through EXACT's Integration Services, 
comprised of its ESB, mediation, and translation services.  

Team Noridian's eCAMS individual modules are accessible via interfaces built and maintained within 
EXACT. Most of eCAMS' inter module communication happens via the system's internal (Java) interface 
layer. The same service is also available for external invocation via EXACT's Presentation layer as Web 
services. This enables reuse and centralized access to eCAMS' business logic components. This is the 
primary thought process behind all the server side components/services designed in Team Noridian's new 
MMIS. The local interface approach is widely used within eCAMS for batch processes to achieve better 
performance. All other communication, such as SOA based interactions, inter-application communication, 
and interactions between applications and COTS, pass through EXACT's Presentation layer.  

SOA.06 

The services associated with the communication protocol can be invoked by multiple protocols and does 
not restrict how the service behaves. As per the requirement, the choice of protocol is determined at run 
time. EXACT supports over 60 transports including, but not limited to, CXF, HTTP, JMS, JBI, MINA, 
TCP, UDP, XMPP, and email. The transport use for exchanges between distributed services is determined 
at runtime, allowing any distributed process to include multiple transports and protocols. 

SOA.07 

The underlying architecture of Team Noridian’s new MMIS was developed to meet the needs of the 
business processes based on the following principles:  

Adaptability. EXACT uses interchangeable modules for system connectivity, thus allowing for an 
object-oriented approach as new systems and data sources are implemented or existing systems evolve. 
This ability provides unique flexibility through the ability to easily make changes to system components 
as modules and services are interchanged. EXACT's SOA framework is built on open standards and is 
completely environment neutral, making it easily adaptable to changes in equipment, networks, 
infrastructure architecture and user needs. The modular plug and play components of EXACT comprise a 
flexible and powerful business intelligence application, capable of adapting to emerging business needs.  

EXACT packages common functionality and capabilities as a collection of services, each with a standard, 
well-defined service interface. The design allows services to be added or removed without redesigning the 
architecture of the system or reprogramming legacy applications. A service can be built using existing 
services, new applications, legacy applications, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, or any 
combination thereof. Services are designed to be easily added or removed to support evolving systems or 
as they are replaced. 

Integration. EXACT creates an unbiased technology environment in which application can be shared with 
other systems regardless of framework, operating systems, or data format. Interfaces to IME are easily 
created within EXACT's GUI interface tool, allowing a user to define the structural and operation definition 
of the interface as well as the identity of the application and service producer. This application abstract is 
published and made discoverable through EXACT's Services Registry. Any technological dissimilarity 
between service consumers and producers is mitigated by EXACT. For example, data formats for each 
consumer and producer of services are maintained within EXACT and as requests are made and fulfilled 
through EXACT's ESB, data formats are appropriately transformed to enable interoperability. 

The EXACT SOA framework and embedded ESB approach also allows for multiple levels of integration 
to access both structured and non-structured data types across multiple disparate systems to consistently 
deliver meaningful and accurate results: 
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 System level integration to achieve access to data from various systems including indexed databases, 
non-indexed data and application bound data only accessible via application interfaces 

 Query level integration to generate system specific queries, execute the queries upon each system 
specific interface and wait for results to deliver to the application layer for presentation and business 
application usage 

 A rules level framework that allows for aggregation of results, de-duplication, interpretation and 
assembly into unique result sets 

 Application level integration framework allows us to plug in multiple parallel analytical engines 
including fraud detection, predictive modeling and data analytics. Using application integration 
framework we can analyze the assembled query results in multiple ways to arrive at business 
conclusions 

 Reporting level integration framework that allows EXACT to publish analytical results as well as 
publish performance metrics including performance dashboard 

 Web framework that allows EXACT to publish the data via web portal, web services to real time and 
batch interfaces 

 Governance and contract management level framework that allows for monitoring and governance of 
all data sources, relationships and audit capabilities 

Leveraging Legacy Investments. Through its Integration, Business Process and Rules services, and use 
of Web service protocols, EXACT enables the Department to leverage existing IT investments and assets 
within the maturing SOA IT ecosystem.  

From an integration perspective, legacy technology is often: 

 Limited by its inability to easily integrate, if at all, with other systems 
 Required to be integrated with disparate systems through application-to-application integration, and 
 Expensive and time consuming to modify when integrated with other systems because application 

interdependence necessitates modification to all related applications.  

EXACT reduces or eliminates application interdependence by normalizing connectivity through 
EXACT's Integration Services, comprised of its ESB, Mediation, and Translation services. Format, 
framework, and operating system incompatibility is mitigated by EXACT. With EXACT, the format of 
data from the service producer (sending application) is transformed into the format required by the service 
consumer (receiving application). EXACT's ability to apply business logic and service orchestration to 
the process creates a true interoperable relationship between service consumers and producers. 

EXACT's ESB includes a lightweight Web Services Framework based on Apache CXF that Service-
enable existing systems front-end legacy applications with JAX-WS or JAX-RS so they can be 
incorporated into a modernized and pluggable infrastructure without having to replace or disrupt deployed 
systems. Legacy applications are easily “service-enabled” through EXACT's ESB support of both SOAP 
and RESTful services.  

Business Process Creation. EXACT packages common functionality and capabilities as a collection of 
services, each with a standard, well-defined service interface. This design allows services to be added or 
removed without redesigning the architecture of the system or reprogramming legacy applications. A 
service can be built using existing services, new applications, legacy applications, COTS software, or a 
combination of all of these. Services are designed to be easily added or removed to support evolving 
systems or as they are replaced.  

EXACT provides the ability to run and monitor user BPEL processes through its GUI tool. Each BPEL 
process/Service Consumer can use a predefined list of web services exposed on an application server, 
ESB or BPEL engines. 
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SOA.08 

A distinguishing feature of Team Noridian's solution is the integration and service orchestration it 
provides is delivered from a fully developed COTS SOA infrastructure framework, EXACT. EXACT's 
Integration Services functions include an ESB, mediation services and translation service. The 
components that provide the functionality of those services are independent, loosely coupled COTS 
products. Team Noridian's EXACT SOA framework recently demonstrated its flexibility and component 
brand independence. To fulfill a requirement for a large commercial EDI client, Team Noridian replaced 
its standard rules engine with one that was consistent with its client's infrastructure standards. Leveraging 
the strengths of its EXACT SOA framework, Team Noridian was able to accomplish this without 
affecting the project schedule or budget. EXACT's Integration Services deliver the following technology 
services: 

ESB Services. EXACT's ESB services uses a lightweight Web Services Framework based on Apache 
CXF and built to support the JBI specification. EXACT's ESB services provide a standardized 
methodology, server and tools to support integrated components, eliminating dependencies on technology 
and vendors that lock customers into proprietary middleware stacks. EXACT's ESB services support a 
variety of web service standards including SOAP, the WS-I Basic Profile, WSDL, WS-Addressing, WS-
Policy, WS-ReliableMessaging, WS-Security, WS-SecurityPolicy, WS-SecureConverstation, and WS-
Trust. 

EXACT's ESB services provide the backbone to leverage the EXACT framework and integrate easily 
with existing systems while mediating relationships between loosely coupled and uncoupled business 
components. This enables Team Noridian's solution to be dynamic and adaptable, technology-neutral, 
allowing incremental step-by-step deployments with minimal disruption to existing components. 

The EXACT ESB includes a services framework to easily "service-enable" existing system to leverage 
new and legacy applications and a message broker to deliver scalable, high-performance messaging 
services across heterogeneous systems and applications. Enhancing the functionality of the ESB, EXACT 
includes not only COTS products to build business processes, rules, translation, ETL, and scheduling 
services but pre-built services that enable the accelerate deployment of those functions. 

Mediation Services. EXACT's Mediation services utilizes a series of mediation primitives that 
manipulate messages as they flow through the EXACT's ESB. An ESB mediation flow is one of the 
component types in a SCA supporting isolated consumer and provider services. Like any SCA 
component, a program accesses a mediation flow through exports that it provides, and the mediation flow 
forwards messages to other external services via imports. Special kinds of JMS import and export 
bindings enable developers to specify the binding configuration and write data handling code.  

Once the developers have coded the custom binding for both export and import, they can start to focus on 
the mediation flow component using an assembly editor where each operation on the flow component's 
interface is represented by a request and a response. In this way a developer does not need to be familiar 
with any specific application programmatic interface in order to access and utilize data. They simply work 
with data from multiple data sources, such as relational databases, entity EJB components, XML pages, 
Web services or any other EXACT SCA component. 

EXACT Mediation services provide run-time support for securing, routing, monitoring and managing 
Web services between provider and consumer services. EXACT Mediation Services enforces the delivery 
terms specified by the Web services including the processing requirements and instructions for security, 
integration, operations and business. 

Translation Services. EXACT's translation services utilizes the IBM WebSphere Translation Extender 
(WTX), which is a dedicated data translation engine for application integration. The EXACT's translation 
services accepts file documents or electronic messages as inputs, parses them using definitions similar to 
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a data dictionary, and transforms them into one or more output messages. It can convert most any 
formatted content XML, and EDI like formats and does this without any coding or scripting by the 
developer. WTX supports the various HL7 EDI messages including but not limited to 270, 271, 837, 276, 
NCPDP, and others. 

Message Management 

EXACT provides reliable and high-performance message management. Within EXACT’s Integrated 
Services, messaging recovery can be configured to meet the needs of the enterprise or individual types of 
messages. Following are our message reliability and recovery features and benefits of EXACT's 
integration services: 

 High Performance in All Scenarios. EXACT supports high performance under high-volume, high-
availability scenarios (durable, persistent) as well as high quality of service scenarios (durable, 
persistent, transacted). EXACT is used in many different types of messaging scenarios and has been 
optimized to offer superior response time under all types of messaging parameters and business 
requirements.  

 High Throughput. Each message broker within EXACT supports thousands of persistent messages 
per second with minimal latency and can handle a vast number of connections and destinations. This 
allows efficient use of computing resources for processes requiring very high throughput, keeping 
hardware and software cost as low as possible. 

 Wide Area Deployment. Provides high-volume, low-latency, asynchronous messaging across remote 
clients Delivers faster messaging across disparate locations, enabling clients to receive information 
more quickly, regardless of location.  

 Loosely Coupled Applications. Asynchronous messaging enables applications to be loosely coupled. 
The enterprise can standardize on a connectivity policy that is independent of location and underlying 
network infrastructure. Message-based connectivity eliminates brittle connections that are costly to 
maintain over time.  

 Clustering and Failover. Messaging loads can be shared between brokers and containers in a cluster. 
Failover is supported through multiple master-servant configuration options, enabling deployments to 
scale to support large numbers of messages, users and applications, with high performance and high 
availability. 

 High-Performance Journal. The high-performance journal captures persistent messages faster than 
any database can. At regular intervals, messages, transaction commits/rollbacks and 
acknowledgements are written to a long-term JDBC-based persistence store. The high performance 
journal reduces latency which is the single greatest obstacle to throughput. By batching multiple 
concurrent disk-write tasks into a single operation, the journal increases messaging throughput as 
concurrency increases.  

 Persistence. EXACT's supports a variety of persistence options including no persistence at all, using 
a JDBC database directly, or enabling high-performance persistence using the journal plus a JDBC 
database. Long-term persistence is enabled through any JDBC-compliant storage database. 
Performance for persistent messaging can be improved with the high-performance journal. 
Persistence may be enabled or disabled depending on business requirements. When persistence is 
enabled, EXACT's ESB can be configured to write messages directly to a database or to the journal 
for increased throughput. Persisted messages are stored within EXACT's Oracle database.  

 Guaranteed Message Delivery. EXACT ensures that messages arrive at their destination once and 
only once, even in high-performance situations. This enables applications to be resilient to network 
failures, ensuring system availability. 

 Disaster Recovery. Multiple disaster recovery methods are supported. Hardware-based solutions: 
RAID, SAN, etc. External data stores: clustered DB or C-JDBC. For operations in which message 
loss would present a significant business risk, EXACT' supports multiple methods for eliminating a 
single point of vulnerability and enabling rapid disaster recovery.  
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 Failover. A client can connect to one node in a cluster and automatically fail over to a new node in 
the cluster if there is a failure. On the broker side, EXACT uses a store-and-forward method to 
distribute messages over a cluster which ensures application/client uptime and availability and 
enables development efforts to focus on system functionality. 

Data Management 

Data Translation enables disparate services and applications to receive data in the desired format, 
regardless of how it is sent. EXACT's translation services utilize the IBM WebSphere Translation 
Extender (WTX), which is a dedicated data translation engine for application integration. The EXACT 
Translation engine accepts file documents or electronic messages as inputs, parses them using data 
dictionary like definitions, and transforms them into one or more output messages. It can convert most 
any formatted content XML, and EDI like formats and does this without any coding or scripting by the 
developer. EXACT's translation service also includes the MITA translation service, which is a pre-built 
service that manages the translation of data to MITA standards.  

Service Coordination 

EXACT provides a number of features that enables the rapidly deploy of business processes, including:  

 Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) Engine orchestrates services and events that have been 
assembled and sequenced to perform a process 

 Rules Engine applies user-configured IF-THEN-ELSE logic to manage a variety of business 
processes 

 Solutions Accelerators allow for the rapid development of interfaces between systems, as they 
repurpose portions of past connectivity methods, eliminating the need to reinvent the connectivity 
wheel for each initiative 

 Normalized Message Router that works in concert with EXACT's Service Registry to help service 
consumers locate appropriate service providers. By handling messaging in a normalized manner, 
EXACT provides a standard interfaces for many-to-many connectivity among service providers, 
regardless of their internal structure or the structure of message payload 

SOA.09 

All service interface abstracts are published in a library and made discoverable in EXACT's Service 
Registry. EXACT's Service Registry supports standard UDDI protocol and service interfaces closely 
follow MITA standard interface definitions and are described as WSDL with messages expressed as XML 
and schema. 

Team Noridian's solution fully complies with these key MITA/HL7 principles and uses this methodology 
for defining the information model and messages: 

 Industry-based, open architectural standards 
 Modular components 
 Relational database 
 Web and real-time processing 
 Rules engine management 
 Data privacy, security, and integrity with access limited by staff role 
 Interoperable systems that support e-communication and processing between systems 
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9.2.6 Programming Language Requirements 
9.2.6.1 Programming Language System Requirements Table 
PL Programming Language Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

PLSS.01  The contractor should to the extent possible employ an operating 
environment compatible with the current Iowa ITE environment that is 
fully described at: https://forge.iowa.gov/wiki/.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.6.2, 
Requirement # 
PLSS.01 

PLSS.02  Include in its proposal a list of the languages to be used and the 
applications or modules in which the languages will be used. The state 
will approve industry-standard languages appropriate to the task that 
operate without additional add-on licenses.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.6.2, 
Requirement # 
PLSS.02 

As shown in Figure 9.2.6-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.6-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
9.2.6.2 Approach to Addressing the Programming Language System Requirements 
eCAMS was developed on a J2EE platform using 
technology aligned with Web 2.0 standards and 
capabilities from the very beginning. Platform 
independence, universal acceptance, and license fee 
are the key criteria used while selecting the 
languages and technologies. Its thin, browser based 
client is intuitive and user friendly and provides 
enhanced user experience. eCAMS user interaface 
employs the use of Ajax, which enables improved 
performance to the end user, while providing a 
superior look and feel and usability. 

As indicated before, the programming languages used are industry standard and have widespread 
community support. Any framework or tools used to enhance and support eCAMS are also selected based 
on similar criteria. These help provide a robust platform, while also reducing the risks in maintainability 
and management of the application. 

On the server side, open source Spring container provides common services like transaction, beans 
deployment, and aspect oriented programming. Use of Apache Axis2 ensures a high performing and 
scalable Web services framework for eCAMS Web services. IBM WebSphere runtime provides a robust 
and high performing container for eCAMS. In production, a set of load balanced IBM WebSphere 
profiles handle the load in an efficient manner. 

The database for eCAMS is powered by the Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS). 
The Oracle 11g database is the flagship RDBMS product from Oracle. It is the most commonly used 
relational database system in the world, which means that resources required for maintaining, developing, 
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and administering applications systems running an Oracle database are easier to obtain or train. Oracle 
11g provides a framework that is scalable, reliable, highly secure, and offers high performance. 

PLSS.01  

eCAMS is based on the open architecture J2EE standard. It is supported on a variety of hardware 
platforms. We fully leverage the platform and vendor independence feature that enables eCAMS the 
flexibility to be implemented across multiple environments. For example, the development environment 
typically uses the JBOSS Web application server running on the Windows operating system. The same 
application is then migrated to higher environments like test, acceptance, and production, using an IBM 
WebSphere running on a Solaris Unix operating system.  

While all the existing eCAMS implementations run on Solaris, it has also been successfully deployed, 
tested and bechmarked on the IBM mainframe platform running Linux and HP servers running HP/UX. 
Team Noridian has reviewed the environment requirements, and has recommended the hardware and 
software applications that are required to meet the requirements of this RFP. 

PLSS.02 

Team Noridian's eCAMS is a web based application built using industry standards. All the application 
modules in eCAMS have been developed using J2EE technologies. eCAMS employs a thin client side 
interface and employs the use of Ajax for providing a smooth user experience. The client side layer of 
eCAMS is built using JSP which uses a repository of tag library. Java makes eCAMS a truly platform 
independent application. Use of standards & industry accepted specifications make it easy to port between 
different vendors. All the languages and/or framework used to build and support eCAMS are open source 
and free of any licensing cost. 

Figures 9.2.6-2 and 9.2.6-3 show the list of languages and technologies used in eCAMS. 

Language/Technology Purpose 

Java Used as server side programming language 

EJBs Components for exposing services & transaction management on the server side

Web Services For both component & SOA based services 

BPEL For building SOA based configuration

Servlet server side gateway for all web based transactions 

JSP & Tag Library for building dynamic web pages

XML Used for configuration/property & data exchanges 

Figure 9.2.6-2. Server Side Languages/Technologies. eCAMS utilizes industry standard technologies. 
Language/Technology Purpose 

HTML mark up on the client browser

JavaScript for client side validation 

AJAX eCAMS uses jquery as the core javascript framework library

Figure 9.2.6-3. Client Side Languages/Technologies. eCAMS utilizes industry standard technologies. 
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9.2.7 Security and Privacy Requirements 
9.2.7.1 Security and Privacy System Requirements Table 
SP Security & Privacy Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

SPSS.01  The system must use state of Iowa Enterprise Authentication and 
Authorization Service for authentication only to the extent possible.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.7.2,
Requirement # 
SPSS.01 

SPSS.02  Provide the capability to establish multilevel security settings by either 
group(s) or individual(s). Provide an interface that manages field level 
and role-based security that allows only authorized users to see the 
information necessary to perform their job efficiently. Role-based 
security must also be available that allows a level of security to be 
applied to a specific job category.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.7.2, 
Requirement # 
SPSS.02 

SPSS.03  Provide security and privacy controls to meet all federal and state 
requirements including both security and confidentiality and HIPAA in the 
development and operation of the system.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.7.2,
Requirement # 
SPSS.03 

SPSS.04  Provide online screens for the maintenance of security management. 
Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.7.2, 
Requirement # 
SPSS.04 

SPSS.05  Maintain audit and control records of all system and database access 
transactions and the security model capable of preventing unauthorized 
use, providing appropriate security reports and alerts.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.7.2,
Requirement # 
SPSS.05 

SPSS.06  Allow authorized users access to all user history activity including logon 
approvals and disapprovals.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.7.2,
Requirement # 
SPSS.06 

As shown in Figure 9.2.7-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in the solution meets the requirements. 100% 

Column C Team Noridian will modify the solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.7-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the system. 
9.2.7.2 Approach to Addressing the Security and Privacy System Requirements 
Team Noridian security and privacy professionals are subject matter experts in the science of security 
architecture, implementation, and monitoring security controls that protect and safeguard electronic 
protected health information (EPHI). Our security architecture encompasses physical, system, and 
administrative (non-system/procedural) components to ensure appropriate privacy and security for our 
proposed solution. Our system security and privacy approach uses an access control framework that 
protects eCAMS and other COTS products from the outside to assure only authenticated individuals have 
access to the MMIS. Our systems use role based access control (RBAC) at the application level to assure 
only authorized individuals are allowed access to the functions and data that meet privacy and security 
requirements for each specific user.  
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Security and privacy are already built into the new 
Medicaid Management Information System 
(MMIS) from the ground up, which assures 
appropriate security at all levels and tiers of the 
architecture. Administrative security and privacy 
policies and procedures are leveraged from our 
existing Team Noridian audited Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) systems.  

Team Noridian expects that security and privacy 
compliance is the duty of all staff, not just a given 
functional unit. Privacy has many facets, and 
Team Noridian has implemented a management 
structure and has defined specific expectations 
related to internal controls to ensure data privacy 
is always considered and practiced. Team Noridian leverages our plans, processes, and procedures from 
our experience in Medicaid and Medicare claims processing -- we have an existing privacy and security 
program that meets all of the Department requirements. 

Team Noridian believes it is an employee’s responsibility to promote and ensure the integrity of privacy 
requirements. To provide Team Noridian employees a forum for voicing concerns, it has established 
incident reporting policies and procedures, which we will use for the new MMIS contract. The procedures 
identify the types of privacy incidents that must be reported and the individual to whom reports should be 
made. The procedures allow for multiple methods of reporting incidents, including by telephone, in 
writing, electronically, in-person, or anonymously. 

Team Noridian has developed a standard set of audit procedures and accompanying artifacts, such as 
plans and reports. The set of audits procedures and templates will reside in the Process Asset Library of 
the Project portal, our Web-based portal in SharePoint. As specific audits are planned and conducted, we 
will tailor these process assets to meet the specific requirements of each audit. The individual audit 
documentation will reside in the Project portal. The basic set of audit artifacts is detailed in Figure 9.2.7-
2. The set of audit procedures and artifacts will be included as appendices to the Quality Management 
section of the Project Management Plan. For audits that involve Iowa Enterprise Authentication and 
Authorization Service (IEA&AS), Team Noridian will tailor the process and artifacts to meet the needs of 
IEA&AS for the specific audit. 

Audit Artifact Purpose and Description

Audit Plan 

 The Audit Plan is a brief document that identifies the purpose of the audit, dates of the audit, its scope, resources required, 
stakeholders involved, and audit evaluation criteria. 

 The plan describes the approach and sequence of events to be used for the specific audit and the checklists, procedures, 
and standards to be followed and the templates and report formats to be used. 

Audit Notification Letter 

 The notification letter informs the affected groups to be audited. Depending on the type of audit, Team Noridian will provide
a copy to IEA&AS. 

 The letter includes the dates of the audit, its purpose and scope, participants (both auditors and audited), the sequence of 
events (process overview), how the data will be collected and analyzed, evaluation criteria, and the format of the  
final report. 

Audit Findings 
 Findings consist of the “strengths and weaknesses” assessed against the set of audit criteria. 
 Findings are normally categorized as “major” or “minor.” 

Draft Audit Report 

 The initial findings, as agreed upon by the audit team, are presented to the group(s) being audited and their management 
chain. 

 The draft provides the opportunity for the audited group to review and comment on the findings, ask questions, or provide 
additional evidence. 

Final Audit Report 
 Once the findings have been agreed upon, a formal, final audit report is published and delivered to the group audited and 

all affected stakeholders. 
 The audit report will include the type and timing of audit follow-up actions. 
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Audit Artifact Purpose and Description

Follow-up Audit Findings 
Reports 

 The audit team will periodically follow up on all findings to ensure they have been addressed. Once all findings have been 
addressed (and approved by the audit team), the audit is considered complete. 

 Follow-up reports will generally be monthly, unless otherwise indicated in the Final Audit Report. 

Figure 9.2.7-2. Audit Artifacts and Purpose. List of processes and artifacts that form part of the security 
and privacy, as part of the solution for the new MMIS. 
Security and Privacy Approach 

Team Noridian will assign an Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to conduct security control 
assessments, continuous monitoring, and management of security program documentation. The ISSO is 
our primary interface with the Department, subcontractors, and Team Noridian stakeholders for all 
security and privacy requirements affecting the MMIS. 

The ISSO supporting this engagement is a Certified Information System Security Professional (CISSP) 
from the International Information Systems Security Certification Consortium, Inc., (ISC)²®. The ISSO is 
a subject matter expert (SME) on federal standards and the MMIS solution: 

 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Memorandums  
 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publications 
 Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Publications, 
 Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) 
 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)  
 Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) 

Team Noridian recognizes the security and privacy requirements for an MMIS solution cannot be 
supported by a single ISSO. Therefore, the team supporting the ISSO shall include: 

 Contingency Planning and Disaster Recovery, which performs the full recovery exercise annually 
 Security Education Training Awareness, which conducts specialized training on FISMA/HIPAA 

The ISSO reports directly to our Director of Infrastructure for resolving challenges associated with system 
component risks, stakeholder compliance, or new technology solutions that improve the security and 
privacy of the MMIS. Team Noridian’s security and privacy strategies for managing the system 
development life cycle include: 

 Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) Methodology 
 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Methodology 
 Personal Identifiable Information (PII) Methodology 
 Security Categorization Methodology 
 Risk Management Framework (RMF) Methodology 
 Enterprise Security Program Assessment & Validation Methodology 
 Security Assessment Report (SAR) Methodology 
 Enterprise Security Control Assessment (SCA) Lifecycle Methodology 

The ISSO shall be responsible for the development and management of required security and privacy 
documentation that is based on NIST Security Control Families, shown in Figure 9.2.7-3, and HIPAA 
Security Standards, as shown in Figure 9.2.7-4. Iowa’s state requirements affecting operational and 
technical security controls will be evaluated and where applicable, implemented as required. 

NIST Security Control Families 

Risk Assessment (RA) System and Information Integrity (SI)

Planning (PL)  Media Protection (MP)

System and Services Acquisition (SA) Incident Response (IR)

Security Assessment and Authorization Awareness and Training (AT)
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NIST Security Control Families 

Personnel Security (PS) Identification & Authentication (IA)

Physical and Environmental Protection (PE) Access Control (AC)

Contingency Planning (CP) Audit and Accountability (AU)

Configuration Management (CM) System and Communications Protection (SC) 

Maintenance (MA) 

Figure 9.2.7-3. NIST Security Control Families. Team Noridian will develop and manage required 
security and privacy documentation based on NIST Security Control Families. 
HIPAA Security Standards 

Administrative Safeguards Organizational Safeguards (Policies / Procedures / Documentation)

Physical Safeguards Technical Safeguards

Figure 9.2.7-4. HIPAA Security Standards. Team Noridian will develop and manage required security 
and privacy documentation based on HIPAA Security Standards. 
Security Control Assessment (SCA) Testing Procedures 

Team Noridian has a team of dedicated security and privacy testing professionals, operating 
independently of the System Development Group to complete system testing. These testing professionals 
have experience testing security controls using NIST SP 800-53A Revision 1 on the MMIS system. They 
are subject matter experts in multiple functional areas and are fully versed in Team Noridian standardized 
testing processes. The test process involves development and execution of Management/ 
Operational/Technical test cases. This process may be broken down into seven steps: 

 Constructing the Security Control Assessment (SCA) 

• Performing system test cases by Management/Operational/Technical families 
• Determining which security control and enhancement are applicable 
• Refining test cases through Internal QC testing 
• Collecting artifacts to support testing results 
• Protecting and securing SCA results 

 Conducting the SCA 

• Performing the interview, examination, and test 
• Performing the vulnerability assessment and generating the vulnerability assessment report (VAR) 

 Report generation and stakeholder briefings 

• Developing the SCA Report 
• Developing the Security Assessment Report (SAR) 
• Developing the Plan of Action & Milestone (POA&M) 

The SCA is completed when all requirements are validated through test cases. All testing is based on the 
security controls as documented in the System Security Plan (SSP) 

Access to the New MMIS 

All security and privacy management of web, database, and application servers requires the users to 
securely login to the hardware device. Users logging into the new MMIS must connect using the Secure 
Socket layer (SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols. Authentication of the user requires the use 
of a valid username and unique password. These accounts are established, managed, and monitored 
through eCAMS. All user login attempts are recorded in the audit log, which are reviewed by the ISSO. 
Figure 9.2.7-5 shows the logon screen for eCAMS, which is accessed using the Secure Socket Layer 
(SSL) connection between user and system. 
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Within eCAMS, users’ access to menu and 
screens, also called pages, is based on their 
individual associations to a particular profile and 
role. User profiles and roles are managed within 
eCAMS to enable and disable permissions and 
different levels of access.  

SPSS.01  

The Team Noridian approach for achieving 
compliance with Iowa enterprise IT standards, 
which include the IEA&AS, is comprised of two 
activities. The first activity requires the MMIS 
solution to integrate seamlessly with the existing 
authentication model currently in place. The Iowa 
State Government Enterprise IT Standard S-003-
001 defines Active Directory, Active Directory Lightweight Directory Service (AD LDS) and Common 
Directory Service to be in place today. 

Our solution is configurable for Enterprise Active Directory (EAD), as well as the Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol (LDAP). The team is experienced with these protocols and has worked in similar 
technology environments to ensure that the accurate configuration is implemented. 

The second activity is determining which of the 16 chapters and 32 chapter numbers of the State 
Government Enterprise IT Standards are applicable to the Team Noridian solution. The ISSO assigned to 
this project shall work closely with Iowa IT stakeholders and ensure compliance requirements are achieved. 
An initial review of the chapters has identified the following chapter numbers to be applicable: 

  S-011-001 Data Backup 
 S-012-001 Information Security  
 S-012-002 Wireless LAN  
 S-012-003 Data Classification  
 S-012-004 Laptop Data Protection  
 S-012-005 Removable Storage Encryption  
 S-012-006 Shared Authentication  

 S-012-007 Interconnectivity  
 S-012-008 Data Stewardship  
 S-012-010 Information Security Compliance  
 S-012-009 Mobile Device Security  
 S-012-010 Information Security Status Report  
 S-012-011 Web Application Security Standard  
 S-016-001 Data Center  

The Team Noridian solution requires that login credentials (i.e., user id and password) of users, 
programmers, and system administrators be protected. The common practice of applying an SSL, 
otherwise known as an encrypted tunnel, is employed during authentication of system users, 
programmers, and administrators. Figure 9.2.7-6 depicts the flow of granting and denying access to 
system resources. 

Figure 9.2.7-5. eCAMS Login. The user must  
log on to the new MMIS using a username  
and password. 
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Figure 9.2.7-6. Authentication Implementation for the New MMIS. eCAMS supports protocols like LDAP, 
for enabling user authentication.  
The IEA&AS are currently utilizing a Class 2/RSA 2048 Bits certificate for authentication by authorized 
users. The encrypted tunnel established using the Class 2 certificate ensures that a Secure Socket Layer 
(SSL) is used during: 

 Creation of accounts for the public and other non-employees 
 Self-registration by users creating new accounts 
 Application-specific and data exchange 

In addition to SSL utilization by end-users, administrator functions are implemented using the Virtual 
Private Network (VPN). The IEA&AS uses a CRYPTO Card for remote access services. The 
combination of SSL and VPN between users, system administrators, and infrastructure components 
improves the physical and technical safeguards as required by the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA). 

The VeriSign Class 3/RSA 1024 bits certificate used in Team Noridian’s solution accomplishes the 
identical objectives. The VeriSign certificate is the preferred choice over Thawte, Go Daddy, and Self-
Signing. The Class 3 certificate verifies domain as well as organization ownership. This verification of 
domain and organization provides a greater assurance to users that they are communicating with your 
trusted organization. The Class 2 certificate only verifies domain. 

Team Noridian administrators utilize a similar Crypto type card for remote access services. Our helpdesk, 
firewall, web, database and application administrators connect remotely using the Cisco VPN solution. 
Firewall administrators must also authenticate with the Checkpoint or Nokia firewalls when making 
administrative rule changes that have been approved through the change management process. 

The security and privacy aspects and requirements of the MMIS are diversified and include people, data, 
network, physical, system, and application. We address the design of the various security aspects in 
several documents where applicable. For example, general system security requirements will be addressed 
in the system level requirements and architecture and design documentation. The individual business 
process area Requirements Specifications Document and Detailed Design Document will address the user 
role and privilege definitions, from providers to system administrators. These security requirements and 
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procedures will be published in the set of user, help, and training documentation. We will make the 
implementation-specific security details available in the Implementation Plan. 

Team Noridian will implement these security features in the new MMIS. The set of security requirements 
and design will be developed and validated during the Start-up and Implementation phases and 
documented in the Requirements Specification Document (RSD) and the Detailed Design Document 
(DSD), respectively. Team Noridian will identify, prioritize, and address significant security risks during 
the Start-up phase and produce a Security Risk Assessment. During the Implementation phase, Team 
Noridian will perform security testing as required in the RFP and in accordance with the approved 
Security Test Plan and Procedures. During the Transition phase, we will conduct system readiness tests 
that will include all security aspects and confirm security compliance with HIPAA standards and 
protocols. We will provide the necessary systems security certification and accreditation documentation 
upon completion of security verification and validation activities. Upon transition to operations, Team 
Noridian will operate and maintain the system in accordance with the security provisions and service 
levels specified in the System Documentation, and we will produce the required reports for IEA&AS. 

The majority of the security design considerations of the system are governed by the following: 

 IEA&AS information technology security policies 
 HIPAA security guidelines 
 Industry best practices available for multi-tiered, Web-based applications 

In those cases, when federal guidelines propose stricter security requirements than IEA&AS security 
guidelines, Team Noridian will work with IEA&AS to resolve any differences between federal guidelines 
and IEA&AS policies and guidelines. 

Team Noridian’s solution for authentication of system administrators, system processes, software 
engineers, and users is based on federal standards and industry best practices, complying with IEA&AS. 

 Security authentication provided through terminal and provider identifiers 
 Web interface to search and retrieve reports from the repository, and shared authentication and 

authorization from the eCAMS application 
 Authentication provided for Cognos 
 Caller identification and authentication 

Session Management 

The eCAMS architecture will adopt a strategy that will utilize the advantages of both the Client Tier and 
Web Tier Session Management and complement each other. There are no limitations to the number of 
sessions that can be established. The system will allow multiple logins for the same user from different 
browser windows or from multiple machines. 

 Web Tier: Web Tier Session management can be accomplished through HttpSession Interface  
 Web Tier Session Management will be adopted in the following cases: 

• User information that is required for authentication and authorization. 
• Information gathered from the client that spans a set of pages and is then updated to the database. 

In this case, if the user discontinues from a particular page/dialog box, the session object that was 
created will be destroyed. 

• Session cleaning logic is implemented in RequestProcessor. Action XML attributes drive the 
session cleaning mechanism.  

 Client Tier: Session management will be accomplished through hidden fields 
 Client Tier Session Management will be used in the following cases. 
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• Information specific to a page that needs to be submitted as part of a request and invisible to 
the user.  

• ECAMSConfig.xml will hold the session timeout value, which will be transferred to static 
variables when the server starts. 

The system will allow the same user to have multiple logins at the same time. Therefore, when an 
abnormal termination occurs from the Client end, the user will be allowed to re-login into the system with 
a new session. The existing session will become invalid after session timeout. 

Authorization Control 

Authorization control requires a mechanism for granting access for the purpose of treatment, payment, or 
operations. These controls are necessary to ensure that health information is used only by properly 
authorized individuals. Either of the following implementation features may be used: 

 Role-based access 
 User-based access (see Access Control, above) 

Entity Authentication 

Each organization is required to implement entity authentication, which is the corroboration that an entity 
is who it claims to be. Authentication is important to prevent the improper identification of an entity that 
is accessing secure data. The following implementation features will be used: 

 Automatic log off 
 Unique user identification 

In addition, at least one of the following implementation features will be used:  

 A biometric identification system 
 A password system 
 A personal identification number (PIN) 
 Telephone callback 
 A token system that uses a physical device for user identification 

SPSS.02  

The eCAMS architecture promotes a security design philosophy at all levels of the technology stack that 
provides a secure environment for information management and protects against unwanted loss or 
disclosure of data. Authenticated access and role-based access control (RBAC) enforces security in 
eCAMS. Access controls and an audit trail support HIPAA Security and Privacy. 

Interface for Security Setup and Configuration 

The security setup tab allows authorized administrators to assign the profile and roles that authorize user 
access and viewing and updating information within the MMIS. Figure 9.2.7-7 is a diagram showing the 
mapping and association of profile, roles, pages, and page controls. Page controls are the fields that 
include all of the information in text, buttons, and editable fields present in the pages. 
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Figure 9.2.7-7. Relation between Profiles, Roles and Page Content. eCAMS supports a robust RBAC 
based security system. 
The following screenshots show the different security setup and configurations screens, as part of 
eCAMS, which an authorized administrator uses to associate user account with a number of profiles. 
Figure 9.2.7-8 shows the list of profiles assigned to the user. An authorized user can add other available 
profiles to the user or reject the profiles using the buttons provided on the screen. Adding or rejecting 
profiles gives users more or less access to the pages. 

 Figure 9.2.7-8. User Profile. A user can have multiple profiles, which allow a single user to assume 
different access levels. 
Figure 9.2.7-9 shows the screen used for adding or removing profiles to an existing user account. The 
addition or deletion of a profile is used for elevating privileges as well as restricting access to selected 
resources within the development and production environments. 
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Figure 9.2.7-9. User Profile Modification Screen. This screen allows addition or deletion of profiles to a 
user account. 
Figure 9.2.7-10 shows all of the pages assigned to the given role and also the level of access the given 
role has to the listed pages. This page also has Add, Delete, and Update options for the administrator to 
modify the existing assignments of role to the pages. 

 

Figure 9.2.7-10. User Role to Pages Access association. This screen shows the pages assigned to a 
particular role, which determine access levels to those pages.  
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Figure 9.2.7-11 shows all page controls with the page names assigned to the given role and also shows the 
level of access.  

 

Figure 9.2.7-11. The Role to Pages Control Association. This screen shows the level of controls available 
to a particular role for a page. 
The system administrator is responsible for management and maintenance of system user profiles, and 
will use the screen shown in Figure 9.2.7-12 to perform this function. 

 

Figure 9.2.7-12. eCAMS Profile Management. eCAMS list page showing the list of profiles. 
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Figure 9.2.7-13 shows the details for a particular profile selected, and provides the administrator with that 
capability to make changes per the maintenance requirements. 

 
Figure 9.2.7-13. eCAMS Profile Details. This screen shows the details of a particular profile available 
within the system. 
Roles are managed using the list page, as shown in Figure 9.2.7-14, which lists all of the roles. Figure 
9.2.7-15 shows the detail page for a particular role selected. 

 

Figure 9.2.7-14. eCAMS Role Management. eCAMS List page showing the list of roles. 
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Figure 9.2.7-15. eCAMS Role Details. This screen shows the details of a particular role defined in the 
system. 
A system administrator must be able to lock an account immediately and without delay in order to prevent 
that user from causing inappropriate activities. The MMIS provides this capability through the eCAMS 
console and selecting the Lock User box. Figure 9.2.7-16 shows the eCAMS Lock User feature, which 
can only be accessed by an authorized administrator.  

 
Figure 9.2.7-16. eCAMS User Lock Feature. This allows the administrator to lock out a particular user. 
SPSS.03  

The Team Noridian approach for satisfying federal and state security and privacy requirements is based 
on our proven methodologies that are developed in accordance with federal standards (e.g., OMB 
Memorandums, NIST, and FIPS) and industry best practices. Our team applies these methodologies as 
strategies on systems in development and/or production environments. The new MMIS requires 
compliance with federal standards (e.g., OMB Memorandums, NIST and FIPS publications, to include 
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Iowa State policies and standards). Our software developers and system administrators work 
collaboratively with security and privacy SMEs in the development and testing of security controls for 
ensuring confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) of applications and systems. FISMA has 
established requirements for CIA. We know FISMA and our proven methodologies ensure the accurate 
selection of Management, Operational and Technical security controls for all systems. 

The Team Noridian approach for the selection of security controls is based on the security categorization 
rating and sensitivity of the information received, stored, processed, and transmitted. This exercise is 
facilitated by a senior security and privacy professional with a CISSP certification. All stakeholders actively 
participate in the evaluation, selection, rating, and justification of information types using the NIST SP 800-
60 publication. The completed security categorization document substantiates the system rating of Low, 
Moderate, or High, allowing for the initial control selection from the NIST SP 800-53 Revision 3. 

Our security consulting professionals conduct a tailoring exercise to determine which of the 187 security 
controls are common controls, inherited controls, hybrid controls, and just not-applicable for development 
and production environments. Identification of security controls is one-third of the challenge with all 
systems. The remaining two-thirds involve control implementation, control testing, and continuous 
monitoring on an annual basis. 

SPSS.04  

The creation and management of system user access is controlled through the eCAMS Admin interface. 
The User Maintenance and Security Setup tabs are used for the creation and approval of user accounts, 
their profiles and roles for accessing system resources. The screens associated with profiles and roles have 
been discussed in response to SPSS.02. 

Figure 9.2.7-17 shows the eCAMS User Administration Menu, which is the management interface for all 
account creations, modifications, and monitoring. A documented process exists for initializing all account 
types. All system users must have sponsorship and approval prior to the creation of their account, profile 
and associated roles. Figure 9.2.7-18 shows the user account creation screen and Figure 9.2.7-19 shows 
the list page that can be used to list users accounts and their statuses, indicating which are approved and 
those that need to be authorized. 

 
Figure 9.2.7-17. eCAMS User Administration. eCAMS provides a comprehensive menu of choices to 
setup and administer users, their accounts and access levels. 
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Figure 9.2.7-18. eCAMS User Account Creation. eCAMS screen used to define user accounts. 

 
Figure 9.2.7-19. eCAMS User Authorization. List page used to list user accounts and their statuses, 
indicating which needs to be approved. 
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SPSS.05  

The ISSO will oversee the development and review of audit reports that are produced on a weekly and 
monthly basis. These six standard reports are produced at the beginning of each month and provide Iowa 
stakeholders a snapshot of system activity. Figure 9.2.7-20 provides a list of the monthly reports. 

Report Description

 user_account_created_between_07012011_and_07312011.xls 
 Report shows all new user accounts that were created (also includes 

created by) for the XXXX domain in July, 2011. 

 user_account_changes_between_07012011_and_07312011.xls  Report shows all the changes made for all User Accounts in XXXX domain 
in July, 2011. 

 user_profile_changes_between_07012011_and_07312011.xls  Report shows all the Profile changes done for the all User Accounts in 
XXXX domain in July, 2011. 

 user_locked_unlocked_changes_between_07012011_and_07312011.xls  Report shows all the user accounts in the XXXX domain that were 
unlocked/locked in July, 2011. 

 user_password_changes_between_07012011_and_07312011.xls  Report shows all the user account passwords that were changed in the 
XXXX domain in July, 2011. 

 List_Of_XXXX_User_Tried_Login_Internet_Facing_Servers_in_July.xls 
 Report shows all the attempts that were made to access the XXXX domain 

from the Internet in July, 2011. 

Figure 9.2.7-20. Six Standard Reports. Team Noridian will produce these six standard reports to provide 
a snapshot of system activity. 
The ISSO is responsible for controlling the distribution and tailoring of audit control records, as defined 
by the Iowa System Owner or designated approving authority. Figure 9.2.7-21 shows one of the user 
account related audit trails implemented within eCAMS. 

 

Figure 9.2.7-21. eCAMS Audit Trail. The audit trail shows when and what was modified on user 
accounts. 
eCAMS also supports the ability to configure alerts. These can be configured to monitor for users who 
attempts to logon with incorrect password or user ID. 

SPSS.06 

As previously indicated in response to SPSS.04, user accounts are created using eCAMS screens. And as 
explained in the overview, only authorized users will have access to these screens, and level and extent of 
access rights are based on their roles and profiles. Authorized users will also have the ability to use the 
administrative screens within eCAMS to review and audit users access and logon. Figure 9.2.7-22 shows 
the user audit screen in eCAMS. 
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Figure 9.2.7-22. eCAMS User Account Audit. Admin screens in eCAMS, allows authorized users to 
review and audit users access.  
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9.2.8 Software Licenses and Maintenance Requirements 
9.2.8.1 Software Licenses and Maintenance System Requirements Table 
SL Software Licenses and Maintenance Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

SLSS.01  
The contractor must list all proprietary and COTS software, as defined 
by State Medicaid Manual (SMM), Part 11, in attachment G.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.8.2, 
Requirement # 
SLSS.02 

SLSS.02  
IME's prior approval is required before upgrades, new releases and or 
version updates are made to all software within the system.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.8.2, 
Requirement # 
SLSS.03 

SLSS.03  

Prior approved upgrades, new releases and or version updates for 
contractor-owned software, must be furnished to IME at no additional 
cost, including modifications and enhancements to the contractors 
proprietary versions and core product used in Other states.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.8.2, 
Requirement # 
SLSS.01 

SLSS.04  Transfer of all software that supports the system.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.8.2, 
Requirement # 
SLSS.04 

SLSS.05  

Comply with the contractual obligations by obtaining a state License 
Agreement (see Attachment A to the Services Contract) granting in 
perpetuity to the state appropriate license to any of its proprietary 
products proposed as modules of the system solution or proprietary tools 
that are not commercially available required to maintain the system. 
Continued support of these proprietary products upon expiration of the 
contract will be provided under separate maintenance and support 
agreements. (see Attachment B to the Services Contract).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.8.2, 
Requirement # 
SLSS.05 

SLSS.06  The contractor will be responsible for operation of the system through 
CMS certification and life of the contract.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.8.2, 
Requirement # 
SLSS.06 

 

As shown in Figure 9.2.8-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.8-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
9.2.8.2 Approach to Addressing the Software Licenses and Maintenance System 
Requirements  
Team Noridian's new MMIS solution contains software that can be grouped into four categories: 
Program/Project Management, Core MMIS Functional Components, System, and Development tools. 
Figures 9.2.8-2 through 9.2.8-5 provide a listing of the software for each of the categories. 

Program /Project Management COTS Software Package COTS Software Vendor

Project Portal (Project Collaboration) SharePoint Microsoft 

Electronic Timesheet Deltek Timesheet Deltek 

Accounting Software Deltek Costpoint Deltek 
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Program /Project Management COTS Software Package COTS Software Vendor

Operations Staff Service Requests OTRS Open Source 

Requirements Management Database ReqTrace CNSI 

Certification Traceability ReqCertify CNSI 

Figure 9.2.8-2. Program/Project Management Software. Team Noridian offers COTS-based 
program/project management software to ensure ease of use, flexibility, and easy integration. 
Functional Components COTS Software Package COTS Software Vendor

Core MMIS Modules eCAMS CNSI 

Medicaid Portal eCAMS CNSI 

HIPAA Validation and Translation EDIFECS EDIFECS 

Reporting Cognos IBM 

Correspondence DOC 1 DGP Pitney Bowes 

Rules Engine RuleIT CNSI 

Surveys EFM Community Vovici 

Web Portal Content Management Magnolia Open Source 

Electronic Document Management and Workflow OnBase Hyland Software 

Imaging Transform and Doc-IT Emdeon 

Learning Management System Brainshark Brainshark 

Electronic Mailing Lists LISTSERV Maestro L-Soft 

Secure Emails Hush Mail Hush Communications

Figure 9.2.8-3. Core MMIS Functional Software Components. Team Noridian’s solution is strongly 
rooted in COTS products to minimize maintenance costs and increase flexibility. 

System Software COTS Software Package COTS Software Vendor 

Relational Database Management System Oracle 11g
Microsoft SQL Server 

Oracle 
Microsoft 

Business Activiti Monitoring ToolKit eCAMS HealthBeat CNSI 

Business Process Management Activiti Open Source 

Document Workflow OnBase Hyland Software 

Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) EXACT EXACT 

Address Validation DOC 1 UNC Address Validation Pitney Bowes 

Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) IBM InfoSphere Data Stage IBM 

PDF Compression LuraTech PDF Compression LuraTech 

Figure 9.2.8-4. System Software. Team Noridian’s solution relies strongly on COTS-based system software. 
Development Tools COTS Software Package COTS Software Vendor

PL/SQL Programming Toad Quest 

Data Modeling ERwin CA 

Training Development 

Captivate
Fireworks 
Bridge 
Snag It 
Drop Box 
Audacity 
Articulate 

Adobe 
Adobe 
Adobe 
TechSmith 
Drop Box 
Open Source 
Articulate 

On-line Help RoboHelp Adobe 
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Development Tools COTS Software Package COTS Software Vendor

Version Control Apache Subversion Open Source 

Defect Tracking Bugzilla Open Source 

Load Testing Oracle Application Testing Suite Oracle 

Regression Testing Oracle Application Testing Suite Oracle 

Web Development 
Apache
ECLIPSE 

Open Source 
Open Source 

Figure 9.2.8-5. Development Tools. Team Noridian uses development tools from leading manufacturers, 
minimizing the risk to the Department. 
Version upgrades are required to ensure optimal system performance of the new MMIS. Team Noridian 
has a controlled process to test upgrades before they are implemented. Typical upgrade processes consist 
of testing in the development environment first and then following with the normal testing life cycle, 
which includes system and user acceptance testing, before deploying to the production environment. 
Following our processes for upgrades will minimize user disruption due to software version changes in 
the new MMIS infrastructure. Team Noridian will obtain proper approvals from the state before 
implementing any version upgrades to the system. 

We use an Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) framework to define the processes to 
manage and perform system changes. A key part of ITIL involves designing processes or “services” so 
that changes are introduced into an operations environment in a controlled and systematic manner. Figure 
9.2.8-6 provides a high level view of how we have aligned ITIL to support the services required by the 
Department. Each layer represents a service area. The specific services are mapped to ITIL processes and 
other constraints. Together they represent a comprehensive set of practices, policies, procedures, and 
processes that will enable us to focus on business value by providing consistent, predictable, and 
measurable results. SLA reporting, management, and invoicing are integrated in the ITIL framework core 
to ensure that Team Noridian and the Department have the necessary visibility to monitor performance 
and to provide course correction when necessary. As shown in Figure 9.2.8-6, each required service area 
is supported, or “wrapped,” by processes for business system alignment, service design and management, 
service development and deployment, and service operations. By focusing on strategy, design, transition, 
and operations, we provide a framework from which processes are transitioned to services and services 
are eventually evolved to business value.  
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Figure 9.2.8-6. ITIL Services for the New MMIS. Team Noridian uses the industry standard ITIL 
framework as a basis for performing and managing change. 
As shown in Figure 9.2.8-7, five logical promotion levels exist for deploying version upgrades to the 
following corresponding environments: Development (Dev), Unit Test, System Test, User Acceptance Test 
(UAT), and Production. Other environments that are implemented for the new MMIS will also be upgraded 
as part of the promotion cycle as required (i.e., when releases are deployed to production, the training 
environment must also be upgraded to ensure end users have access to the code base that is in production). 

 
Figure 9.2.8-7. Build Promotion Model. Team Noridian’s build promotion model has been successfully 
used on the MMIS projects for the states of Washington and Michigan. 
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Figure 9.2.8-8 shows our change control framework, which consists of: 

 Creating a robust change control process 
 Assigning and training staff that will execute the change control process 
 Implementing the change control processes and continuously improving it 

 
Figure 9.2.8-8. Establishing a Change Control and Management System. Team Noridian’s process 
creates a firm foundation from which changes are effectively controlled and managed. 
SLSS.01  

Team Noridian's proposed COTS software components are provided in Figure 9.2.8-2 through 9.2.8-5. 

SLSS.02  

Team Noridian follows a robust change management process. The change management process contains 
checkpoints before any upgrades, new releases, or version updates are planned for development, 
scheduled for testing, and migrated to production. Team Noridian will obtain IME approval prior to: 

1. Scheduling upgrades, new functionality, or version updates to the system as part of a release  
2. Migrating upgrades, new functionality or version updates to UAT 
3. Migrating upgrades, new functionality or version updates to Production 
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Team Noridian will ensure that the Department has complete visibility into the life cycle of an upgrade.  

SLSS.03  

The COTS products used for the new MMIS will have regular releases provided by the respective 
manufacturers. Some of the releases are minor and some are major version upgrades. Typically minor 
releases do not have major enhancements to COTS functionality. Major releases, however, consist of new 
functionality and capabilities. Team Noridian will make upgrades, new releases, and version upgrades of 
contractor owned software at no cost to the Department. Team Noridian will present to the Department 
the new version feature set and our recommendations of implementing new features. Implementation of 
the new functionality and configuration of the software will conform to the established change 
management process and may result in additional cost. 

SLSS.04 

Team Noridian will procure all software licenses required for the system directly in the name of IME. 
Therefore, transfer of licenses will not be required as they are already in IME’s name. 

SLSS.05  

Team Noridian will comply with the state License Agreement, granting licenses to the software 
components that are part of the system solution. 

SLSS.06 

Team Noridian will operate system components for the life of the contract. 
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9.2.9 Data Quality Control Requirements 
9.2.9.1 Data Quality Control System Requirements Table 
DQ Data Quality Control Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

DQSS.01  
The contractor must apply industry standards for professional principles 
of data management, data security, data integrity and data quality 
control.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.01 

DQSS.02  A modern relational database management system must be used.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.02 

DQSS.03  
All tables must be properly normalized, de-normalized or 
dimensionalized for efficient operation.  

 
Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.03 

DQSS.04  Relations between tables within databases must be properly set and 
controlled.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.04 

DQSS.05  Database integrity features (such as primary keys, foreign keys, unique 
constraints) must be used to enforce field and relationship requirements. 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.05 

DQSS.06  Control must be in place to prevent duplicate or orphan records.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.06 

DQSS.07  
Transactions must provide for error recovery (i.e., if the entire 
transaction does not process completely, the entire transaction is rolled 
back).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.07 

DQSS.08  
Communication routine must use integrity checks to assure accuracy of 
a file before it is processed.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.08 

DQSS.09  

HIPAA transaction processing must be tested and validated according to 
guidelines developed by the Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange 
(WEDI) Strategic National Implementation Process (SNIP) (Note: 
Implementation Guides are now referred to as Technical Reports Type 3 
(TR3s) by ANSI X12.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.09 

DQSS.10  

Provide automated programming routines for standardization of street 
addresses, zip code validation, derivation of geo codes from addresses, 
derivation of legislative districts from addresses and Tax ID Number 
validation for providers.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.9.2, 
Requirement # 
DQSS.10 

As shown in Figure 9.2.9-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.9-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
9.2.9.2 Approach to Addressing the Data Quality Control System Requirements  
Team Noridian's eCAMS solution is in its third major revision. The database design is based on 
incorporating the principles of MITA as required for an MMIS application. The database is hosted on a 
relational database, Oracle 11g, which is the leading database product in the industry. The data model is 
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designed within each business process area, separately at first to ensure that all the requirements of that 
business process are fully captured. Business processes are then integrated together to create the larger 
and full eCAMS database that supports all functions required of an MMIS. The entire model is developed 
using ERwin, the industry’s leading data-modeling tool. 

eCAMS was designed around a relational database to specifically leverage the advantages of this 
technology over other database formats. The relational data models and the associated principles of 
normalization have introduced a sense of control and organization of data. A relational database system 
does not force normalization and thus provides the flexibility that is required of a database. Still, 
designing a relational data model relies heavily on the principles of normalization to create a data 
structure that provides the highest level of data integrity with the lowest level of data anomaly. A well-
defined data model with optimally normalized data structures supports better maintainability, query, and 
reporting. An optimally designed relational database provides a database platform capable of supporting 
enhancements and modifications that will be required as applications grow to meet increasing demands 
and new programs. This scalability helps reduce the effort and time required to make these changes to the 
database and application, resulting in lower cost of ownership. 

Many of the newer forms of data model and structures that have been introduced have yet to prove their 
robustness in terms of data maintainability and integrity. The relational database system is still the most 
popular form of data storage. 

The eCAMS database design is based on relational database techniques. The relational database stores the 
data by defining it as an entity, table, attribute, or column and by defining its relationship (e.g., integrity 
constraint or trigger). The Oracle database system is used to store all data related to the different business 
process areas, including Provider, Recipient, Claims, Reference, Benefits Administration, Third Party 
Liability (TPL), Benefits Coordination, Financials, Security, Work Management, Rate Setting, Interface 
Specifications, and other system administration business process areas. 

For processing online transactions, the eCAMS physical database consists of approximately 1,500 tables, 
5,000 indices, and more than 2,500 other database objects (e.g., procedures, functions, packages, and 
triggers). These statistics relate only to the core database. This provides an indication of the size of the 
eCAMS application that is proposed for the new MMIS. Experience in handling an application and 
database of comparable size is crucial for successful implementation, and Team Noridian has 
implemented the same core database for MMIS solutions in three states. 

The eCAMS application uses other databases such as the repository database for the RuleIT rules engine, 
metadata for business intelligence, and analytics for reporting. These are stored in separate database 
installations depending on the product or application that uses these databases. In almost all of these 
instances, the respective commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product usually stores metadata, business rules, 
or other configuration information. These databases do not store any real data that is used for processing. 

Figure 9.2.9-2 shows a comparison of database sizes in similar implementations of eCAMS. The sizes 
provided show the current allocated and used space as well as projected growth over the next year. 

Comparables – eCAMS Implementations – Data Requirements

 IOWA MMIS NEED MI MMIS WA MMIS 

OLTP Database Size 9 TB 7.2 TB 15 TB 

Data Space Used 5.5 TB 4.5 TB 11.5 TB 

Planned Growth – Yearly 10% 10% 10% 

Figure 9.2.9-2. Comparables – eCAMS Database Sizes. The eCAMS is scalable to meet the needs of Iowa 
as it is similarly sized to our certified Washington and Michigan implementations.  
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DQSS.01  

Team Noridian data management strategies are defined in the responses to the requirements that follow 
and the general overview above. Our processes conform to the RFP requirements. Team Noridian reviews 
standards on a routine basis to ensure our data management and security architectures are in line with 
industry accepted guidelines. The following is a list of a sample of the standards that are reviewed: 

 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Memorandums  
 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publications 
 Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Publications 
 Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) 
 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)  
 Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) 

DQSS.02  

The new MMIS utilizes Oracle as its relational database management system. The Oracle database is the 
flagship relational database management system (RDBMS) product from Oracle. It is the most commonly 
used relational database system in the world. Oracle 11g provides a framework that is scalable, reliable, 
highly secure, and offers high performance. The Oracle database does not require any special set of tools 
to install, maintain, and administer it. All required tools and utilities are included as part of the database 
system. The database can be administered by using SQL to perform basic and some advanced tasks. 
Oracle also provides a few add-on tools with the database system that make the maintenance and 
administration tasks easier to perform, thereby reducing the skill requirements for routine database 
administration. 

DQSS.03  

Team Noridian will bring our core eCAMS data model as part of the base system to the new MMIS. The 
base data model will be modified as required for the new MMIS. 

The eCAMS database design utilizes relational database techniques. The relational database stores the 
data by defining it as an entity or table, attribute or column and defining its relationships (i.e., integrity 
constraints or triggers). To develop a relational database, two standard approaches are followed: one is the 
entity-relationship approach, and the second is the normalization approach. 

The entity-relationship approach provides a taxonomy of data items to allow a Database Administrator 
(DBA) to intuitively recognize different types of data classification objects (e.g., entities, weak entities, 
attributes, relationships) and to classify the listed data items and their relationships. After creating an 
entity-relationship diagram illustrating these objects, a relatively straightforward procedure allows the 
DBA to translate the design into relational tables and integrity constraints in the database system. 

The normalization approach is less dependent on intuition; all data items are listed, and then all interrelated 
rules (of a recognized kind, known as “dependencies”) are identified. Database design starts with the 
assumption that all data items are placed in a single table and then proceeds to break down the table into 
smaller tables. In the resulting set of tables, joins are needed to retrieve the original relationships. 

Both the entity-relationship approach and the normalization approach are applied, as appropriate, to 
develop the new MMIS database. For example, entity-relationship modeling was applied in the design of 
the Reference business process area data structures, whereas the normalization technique is applied on 
transactional data structures in the Claims and Prior Authorization (PA) business process areas. The 
degree of normalization also varies. It is higher in the case of tables that are frequently modified, by either 
inserts or updates, enabling easier maintainability. Normalization levels are lower on tables that are used 
to inquire and report from to allow for faster query response. Particular sets of tables used heavily in both 
areas, such as for modification and inquiry, require additional analysis and a more robust testing process. 
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Performance and volume testing and, more important, implementation experience, will reduce impacts to 
both functions. Team Noridian has conducted specific performance benchmark testing to determine the 
throughput of the system and has resolved several issues that relate to data modeling based on the results. 
The data model we propose for the new MMIS includes these changes and enhancements. 

DQSS.04  

The eCAMS data model defines relationship between tables using industry standards for creating tables 
and relationships using normalization techniques. All relationships are controlled by a data modeling unit. 
Any changes that are made to tables and database design are evaluated and approved by the data 
modeling unit before being implemented. Changes made for the new MMIS will conform to standards 
established by the data modeling unit. The Oracle RDBMS enforces relationships that are created, ensures 
the integrity of the data model, and maintains relationships between tables. Team Noridian also utilizes 
the ERwin data modeling tool to ensure we track and maintain table relationships. 

DQSS.05 

The new MMIS database is created using the ERwin modeling tool. The relationships defined in the tool 
translate into database integrity. Primary keys, foreign keys, and unique constraints are defined in ERwin. 
The data modeling tool automatically creates database scripts that incorporate database integrity. These 
scripts are used to create the database in the Oracle RDBMS. The Oracle RDBMS enforces the rules 
created in the data model to ensure database integrity. 

DQSS.06  

Database integrity utilizing primary and unique constraints prevents duplicate or orphan records. These 
constraints are created in the data model and enforced by the Oracle RDBMS. The application and 
database have been designed to not allow creation of duplicate or orphan records. The system is designed 
to ensure that one set of process updates one set of entity tables, thereby ensuring that there is data and 
business integrity enforcement for a given entity. The process has built-in exception handling features to 
roll back. The system also has written compensation processes in case of unique situations and retroactive 
identification of such records. 

The database design prevents the ability to create records or data without appropriate application controls 
and checks. These are reinforced by using features, such as primary key constraints, referential integrity 
constraints, and other checks at the database level, which prevent such an occurrence and provide the 
ability to roll back a transaction that has violated these rules. 

The eCAMS also has transaction recovery in our application design to ensure records are not orphaned. 
Transactions process fully and completely, or they are rolled back. In the case of certain exceptions, such 
as long-running transactions, the system is designed with built-in compensation processes that ensure the 
transaction success/failure and the resulting reporting. 

All transactions, including successful processing and errors, are logged. Transaction Processing Reports 
can be generated and analyzed to further investigate errors. 

DQSS.07  

Oracle RDMBS has record based integrity. When a transaction is issued to the Oracle RDBMS and an 
error occurs, Oracle RDBMS does not record the transaction. Transactions that are not entirely committed 
are automatically rolled back.  

DQSS.08  

All EDI transactions that are sent are validated using our Edifecs validation software. A status code is sent 
to the providers to ensure that they are aware of a successful or unsuccessful transfer of a file. 
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DQSS.09 

HIPAA transactions are validated using Edifecs XEngine software. Edifecs utilizes WEDI and SNIP 
guidelines to ensure X12 transactions are validated according to standards. 

Team Noridian’s solution includes a comprehensive HIPAA transaction processing sub process that 
handles the entire spectrum of that interchange. The process includes provisioning of providers to enable 
HIPAA file submissions, collection of files, file validation, and HIPAA validation before loading. HIPAA 
testing includes the RFP-required zones. A brief description of each zone follows. 

 Zone 1 (Compliance Testing). The eCAMS interface framework uses toolsets provided by Edifecs 
that provide that capability to perform HIPAA file validation, and transaction processing to perform 
compliance checks Strategic National Implementation Process (SNIP) Type 1 through Type 7. The 
level of compliance check to be performed to accept/reject HIPAA transactions and send back 
acknowledgements can be modified based on the rules that will be defined by Department. 

 Zone 2 (Application, Operations, and Interface Testing). The eCAMS interface framework uses a 
regression suite to manage and perform integration, application, operational, and interface testing 
with the business process areas internally as well as externally. 

 Zone 3 (Business-to-Business Testing). The eCAMS framework has the capability to perform 
business-to-business (B2B) testing by defining new trading partner relationships and migrating them 
to production. The eCAMS framework supports data/transactions in test as well as in production 
mode simultaneously. 

DQSS.10 

The new MMIS utilizes Pitney Bowes address validation software to ensure standardization and validation 
of addressed. The user interface for providers is integrated into the address validation software for real-time 
validation. eCAMS has the capability to create legislative districts/regions based on zip codes. The 
legislative districts will be derived from the provider’s address using the data created from the crosswalk. 
eCAMS also has the ability to validate tax ids via interfaced data received from external sources. 
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9.2.10 Environment Requirements 
9.2.10.1 Environment System Requirements Table 
EV Environment Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

EVSS.01  

In addition to production environments, the contractor must provide 
additional isolated environments. These additional environments, along 
with test data and appropriate copies of the logic modules that make up 
the systems, must be established during the Development task of the 
DDI Phase and maintained during the Operations Phase. Version control 
procedures and update schedules must be used to facilitate testing, 
track discrepancies and facilitate regression test analysis. The contractor 
must provide the IME with isolated environments, described below, to 
conduct independent integrated testing.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.01 

EVSS.02  

The unit and system testing may be done in the contractor's 
development environment. Establishment of these environments is to be 
identified as milestones in the applicable work plan, to be approved by 
the Department.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.02 

EVSS.03  

User Acceptance Test (UAT) – The contractor will provide a UAT 
environment to be a mirror image of the production environment, 
including reports and financial records, which allow users to perform 
system testing to ensure the system meets the requirements and for the 
user community. Users must be able to mimic production work to ensure 
the system performs as expected. UAT will include scenarios that test all 
modules and interfaces. The contractor will provide a method to refresh 
the UAT environment with a full set of data from the production system, 
at the IME's request.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.03 

EVSS.04  

The training environment must be a mirror image of the production 
environment, including reports and financial records, which provide 
functionality necessary to allow the IME to provide hands-on knowledge 
transfer for users in all aspects of the MMIS operation. This environment 
will allow the IME to maintain unique data for use in knowledge transfer 
and to conduct knowledge transfer without impacting other test and 
production environments. The contractor will provide a method to refresh 
the UAT environment with a full or partial set of data from the production 
system, at the IME's request. Additionally, the contractor will provide a 
method to clone a set of records from the production environment into 
the Knowledge transfer Environment, so that knowledge transfer can be 
delivered to 20 trainees using the same data scenario. This process 
should be able to run at the IME's request.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.04 

EVSS.05  

Conversion Testing Environment is a mirror image of the future 
production environment, including reports and financial records, which 
will be used to load converted data resulting from the data migration 
process that allows business users to test the future business logic 
against converted data. Additionally, the contractor will perform 
Automated Functional Testing in this environment against the converted 
data (i.e., once the converted data is loaded and passes initial 
verification and validation, the contractor will perform a series of tests to 
validate that the new system produces identical (or expected results). 
After CMS has certified the systems for enhanced funding this 
environment is no longer needed.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.05 

EVSS.06  

Business Scenario Test Environment: The ITF environment must be a 
mirror image and replicate the full functionality of the production 
environment, including reports and financial records. This environment 
will also allow the business user, after onset of operations, to perform 
“what if” testing to assess the impact of a proposed business rules 
change resulting from policy and legislation changes. The contractor will 
provide a method to refresh the integrated testing facility (ITF) 
environment with a full set of data and rules from the production system 
on a schedule approved by the IME.  
Provide the ability to estimate what changes would need to take place in 
benefit plans (service limitations, aggregate dollar ceilings, provider 
payment rates or other combinations) to control State Medicaid 
expenditures to a specified growth rate from one state fiscal year to the 
next.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.06 
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EV Environment Requirements - MMIS and POS A B C D  E  

EVSS.07  

Trading Partner Testing Environment: The environment will provide an 
environment for testing transactions for HIPAA syntax correctness 24/7. 
This environment must be capable of providing response to trading 
partners describing the results of the format validation. Must retain an 
audit trail for diagnosis of results.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.07 

EVSS.08  

All non-production environments must:  
a. Have the capability to de-identify member data.  
b. Test for EDI syntax integrity.  
c. Include a complete online MMIS test system, including a test version 
of all batch and online programs and files to be used for testing releases 
and non-release changes.  
d. Provide the ability to execute impact analysis testing of any proposed 
change.  
e. Provide the ability to maintain regression test cases using an 
automated testing tool approved by IME to support regression testing.  
f. Provide the ability to save and reuse test cases without the need to re-
enter the data.  
g. Allow testing of separate business areas concurrently and allow 
concurrent use of any environment by the IME, contractor and IV&V and 
QA Services staff.  
h. Provide for testing of all CMR before implementation.  
 
Allow users to create and edit provider, member and health plan records 
for testing.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.08 

EVSS.09  

Provide an automated configuration management process to control the 
promotion of rules changes and any associated application programming 
code changes, COTS software releases system parameter changes and 
data structure changes from a proposed or development version to a test 
version to a production version status while retaining automated audit 
history of the changes.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.09 

EVSS.10  

Provide an automated means to revert the test environment to all the 
rules in effect at any previous point in history (of rules engine control) for 
use in situations to either change the production system back to an 
earlier version or for use in establishing an isolated environment for an 
audit or problem diagnosis needing to re-create a previous version of the 
production environment.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.10 

EVSS.11  

Provide a repository of non-technical project artifacts, including 
requirements, use cases, storyboards, supplemental specifications, test 
cases and test scripts, which is regularly maintained. This repository will 
allow users to view and modify an artifact, as needed, to support 
requirements gathering or testing. This repository must have search 
capability and all of the requirements should be cross-referenced to 
maintain the requirements traceability throughout all artifacts.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.10.2, 
Requirement # 
EVSS.11 

As shown in Figure 9.2.10-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.10-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
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9.2.10.2 Approach to Addressing the Environment System Requirements 
Team Noridian is proposing a robust architecture to meet all of the requirements set forth in the RFP. 
There will be four physical locations that house all of the environments required to meet the needs of the 
New MMIS. Each of the physical locations will house multiple logical environments. Figure 9.2.10-2 is a 
listing of the physical locations and the logical environment breakdown at each site. 

Gaithersburg, MD Fargo, ND IOWA State Data Center IOWA State Data Center

Development 
Unit Test 
System Test 

Development (Document 
Management, ESB, Imaging) 
Unit Test (Document Management, 
ESB, Imaging) 
System Test (Document 
Management, ESB, Imaging) 

Integration Test
User Acceptance Test (UAT) 
Training 
Regression 
Business Scenario 
Load & Stress (After Go-Live) 
Conversion (Automated Function 
Testing) 

Production 
EDI Test 
Parallel 
Beta / Pilot 
Load and Stress before Go-Live 

Figure 9.2.10-2. Team Noridian's Proposed Physical Locations for Housing All of the Environments. 
Team Noridian proposes a robust architecture comprised of both physical and logical environments to 
support the new MMIS. 
Servers and Storage 

The new MMIS solution includes COTS applications installed and virtualized on an Oracle Sun Blade 
chassis with T3 and X6270 blade servers. The blade chassis and blades have built-in power, disk, and 
memory redundancy. The Oracle database software is installed on Oracle Sun SPARC Enterprise M Class 
Servers. Storage will be based on Oracle Enterprise Storage with ample capacity to store five years of 
data in the production Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) database and seven years of data in the 
production Operational Data Store (ODS) used for reporting. 

Figure 9.2.10-3 through Figure 9.2.10-7 show internal diagrams of the 6000 Chassis, the T3 and X6270 
blade servers, and M4000 server. 
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Figure 9.2.10-3. Sun 6000 Chassis with Blade Modules. The blade chassis and blades have  
built-in power, disk, and memory redundancy for superior performance. 
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Figure 9.2.10-4. Sun 6000 Internal Architecture. Team Noridian’s proposed internal architecture will 
ensure high-speed operation. 
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Figure 9.2.10-5. Sun Blade T3-1B Server Module. Team Noridian’s proposed solution ensures  
high-speed performance. 

 

Figure 9.2.10-6. Sun Blade X6270 Server Module. Team Noridian’s proposed solution offers high-speed 
performance and built-in redundancy. 
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Figure 9.2.10-7. Sun SPARC Enterprise M5000 Internal Architecture. Team Noridian’s proposed 
architecture is designed for optimum performance, maximum capacity, and redundancy. 
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Network Connectivity 

The new equipment located at the Iowa MMIS data center allows for high performing and redundant 
architecture. It consists of load balancers that provide effective utilization of infrastructure, multiple 
firewalls for security, and DNS/DHCP appliances. Figure 9.2.10-8 is a high level diagram of our overall 
data center network architecture.  

 

Figure 9.2.10-8. Team Noridian Data Center Network. 
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ITIL-Based Processes 

We have created a detailed set of processes based on the industry standard ITIL framework. Figure 
9.2.10-9 is an overview of the ITIL-based approach that we will use to support and manage the hardware 
and software infrastructure for the new MMIS. 

 

Figure 9.2.10-9. ITIL Process. Team Noridian's ITIL-based approach to infrastructure management 
provides high quality and reduces downtime risk.  
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Creating Environments 

Establishing and maintaining the hardware and software infrastructure is a significant undertaking for a 
project of this size. Team Noridian has detailed steps that are followed when establishing development, 
testing, and production environments. Team Noridian understands that most of these environments will be 
placed in the Department’s data center. Our engineers will follow the Department’s processes, where 
appropriate, to ensure compliance with the Department’s data center guidelines. When establishing any 
environment, Team Noridian engineers perform pre-installation, installation, and post-installation 
activities. These processes are followed for every server that is configured. Pre-installation activities 
performed by Team Noridian engineers will consist of the following: 

 Create deployment template to ensure all parties are following the standards for deployment and step-
by-step details are accounted for in standing up the environments 

 Assign server name and rack location 
 Install patch panels 
 Assign patch ports 
 Assign IP address 
 Activate ports 
 Assign DNS entries 
 Ensure hardware and software received is in accordance with the specifications 
 Expose the hardware for remote access, if required 

Once the pre-installation activities are performed, Team Noridian engineers commence the installation 
process. Activities performed during installation include the following: 

 Install and rack equipment. 
 Install Operating System (OS) and monitoring agents. 
 Configure file system and SAN, if required. 
 Install application binaries required to load the application identified for the equipment. 
 Load and configure application software. This step is customized based on the software being loaded. 

For example, loading and configuring IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS) will have a set of 
activities that are specific to WAS installation. 

After each successful configuration of a server, Team Noridian engineers perform post-installation tasks. 
Post-installation tasks include the following: 

 Ensure all security patches are installed 
 Perform initial backup and configure and implement ongoing backup routines 

EVSS.01  

Team Noridian will provide the following environments for the new MMIS. 

 Development 
 Unit Test 
 System Test 
 Integration Test 
 User Acceptance Test 
 Training/Knowledge Transfer 
 Business Scenario Test 
 Regression Test 
 Trading Partner (EDI) Test 
 Conversion Test 
 Load and Stress Test 
 Production (Parallel, Pilot and Beta) 
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The environments listed above will contain all of the functional components that make up the new MMIS. 
Test data will be created as required to facilitate the test processes. The environments will be created 
during the start-up and implementation phase as indicated by the master project plan. The environments 
will also be maintained during the operations phase of the project. 

Regression Testing. Team Noridian will create a regression script test bed using the Oracle Application 
Testing Suite. Using an automated approach to regression testing will ensure an efficient and consistent 
testing of system changes. 

Version Control. Team Noridian will create a software version control repository using Subversion. All 
source code will be controlled using this product. The configuration management team will be responsible 
for managing the software repository and ensuring compliance to configuration management procedures 
and policies.  

Defect Tracking. Team Noridian will use Bugzilla to manage all discrepancies. Bugzilla will be the 
master defect tracking repository used to manage software issues. 

EVSS.02  

Team Noridian will create the unit and system testing environments at our facilities according to the 
master work plan. The work plan will be approved by the Department. 

EVSS.03  

Team Noridian will create a UAT environment that consists of all functionality that is deployed in 
production. The Department will be able to fully test functionality before it is deployed to production. The 
UAT environment will contain one year of production data to facilitate testing. Team Noridian will utilize 
database utilities for exporting data from production and importing data into UAT. Team Noridian will 
refresh the UAT environment as required. 

EVSS.04  

Team Noridian will create a training environment that contains the full functionality deployed in 
production. The training environment will be logically separated from other environments. The training 
environment will contain data and functionality necessary to provide an effective hands-on knowledge 
transfer to users operating the MMIS. The training environment will contain six months of production 
data. Team Noridian has created procedures and scripts to populate non-production environments with 
production data using database utilities. Team Noridian also has processes to de-identify data to meet 
HIPAA security guidelines in non production environments. 

EVSS.05  

Conversion testing is critical to the success of the new MMIS. Team Noridian will create a conversion 
testing environment that will facilitate the testing of converted data before it is loaded into the production 
environment. Business users will be able to test functionality with converted data. Automated regression 
test scripts designed using Oracle Application Testing Suite will be executed to validate data conversion. 

EVSS.06  

Team Noridian will create a business scenario test environment that will enable the Department to 
perform "what if" analysis. The Department will be able to test impact to the Medicaid program due to 
legislative changes in this environment. The business scenario test environment will contain one year of 
data to ensure proper analysis. 

EVSS.07  

Team Noridian will provide a trading partner testing environment to facilitate EDI transaction testing. 
Trading partners will be able to submit test transactions 24x7. Submitted test transaction results will be 
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provided to trading partners. The trading partner testing process will enable Team Noridian team to 
diagnose issues with submitted transactions. Team Noridian maintains metadata to ensure providers have 
passed EDI testing.  

EVSS.08  

Team Noridian has a process that is used to ensure non-production environments are managed and created 
with guidelines stated in the RFP. Responses to the specific requirements are below. 

1. Have the capability to de-identify member data 

Team Noridian has a data cleansing process that de-identifies protected health information (PHI) data 
in non-production environments. Our process is automated using Oracle procedures. 

2. Test for EDI syntax integrity 

Team Noridian utilizes Edifecs translation and validation engine to validate EDI syntax. The  
non-production environments will contain a copy of the Edifecs software to ensure proper testing  
can be performed.  

3. Include a complete online MMIS test system, including a test version of all batch and online 
programs and files to be used for testing releases and non-release changes. 

Team Noridian will create non-production environments that include all business functionality 
required for the new MMIS.  

4. Provide the ability to execute impact analysis testing of any proposed change.  

Team Noridian has proposed an environment that will enable the Department to perform impact 
analyses based on changes in functionality and business rules. 

5. Provide the ability to maintain regression test cases using an automated testing tool approved by IME 
to support regression testing.  

Team Noridian has proposed the Oracle Application Testing Suite (OATS) for regression testing. 
OATS provides a robust platform for automation testing. 

6. Provide the ability to save and reuse test cases without the need to re-enter the data.  

Team Noridian has the ability to automatically refresh data required for testing in non-production 
environments. Test cases created for the new MMIS will be saved in a central repository and can be 
reused across environments. 

7. Allow testing of separate business areas concurrently and allow concurrent use of any environment by 
IME, contractor, and IV&V and QA Services staff.  

All non-production environments enable concurrent access by multiple teams. Each environment has 
data that may be created for testing. Coordination of testing activities must take place to ensure 
multiple teams are not impacting other teams by utilizing the same data set. 

8. Provide for testing of all CMR before implementation.  

Team Noridian follows a stringent process for promoting CMR's. Part of this process is a testing life 
cycle that includes system, integration and user acceptance testing. 

9. Allow users to create and edit provider, member, and health plan records for testing. 

All non-production environments will enable users to create and modify data records, including 
provider, member and health plans. This is controlled by security profiles that are created for  
user access. 
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EVSS.09  

Team Noridian has proposed the implementation of a configuration management (CM) infrastructure to 
support release activities. We have used this methodology successfully on other MMIS projects, including 
the Washington ProviderOne and the Michigan CHAMPS projects. The infrastructure consists of 
hardware and software to include the following: 

 A configuration management environment for archiving, building software, and supporting logical 
unit testing 

 A change control tracking tool, CRMS, for CR tracking 
 A version management tool, Apache Subversion, for code revisions 
 Scripts for automation, repeatability, and isolation 
 Automated testing using Oracle Application Testing Suite 

The CM team automates the building and deployment of software to enhance integrity, reliability, 
repeatability, and traceability of the product. Much of the automation revolves around build and 
deployment scripting which is in turn versioned along with the source code in Subversion. 

All daily builds are numbered and identified according to the build naming conventions. The daily 
mainline code stream is automatically packaged and archived to the CM build computer under the daily 
folder. These daily builds are all labeled and promoted to the DEV environment and DEV level in 
Subversion as system test candidates. 

When the development team (in conjunction with the software test team), declares “Code Complete” and 
requests an official baseline for testing, our CM Specialists will promote a designated build candidate 
from the DEV environment to the unit test environment. The build is labeled and promoted in Subversion 
to the unit test level. Once the tester completes unit testing and deems the test as passed, the CM team 
promotes a designated build to the system test environment. An archive is also taken and moved to a 
protected and isolated area of the builds storage area on a CM server. Team Noridian’s CM team oversees 
deployment of the build to the system test environment using automated deployment procedures, 
configuration instructions, and release notes. 

A build denoted as passing system test by the Team Noridian Test Lead will immediately be labeled and 
promoted in Subversion as UAT-ready and the archived electronic copy will be moved from the system 
test folder to the UAT folder. The corresponding physical media will then be marked UAT. 

EVSS.10  

Team Noridian has robust configuration management processes for deploying rules to the production 
environment. The configuration management team responsible for controlling the production environment 
exports the current set of rules prior to the implementation of any rules changes. The exports are kept in 
the version control repository. A test environment can be created with all rules that were in effect at any 
pervious point in history by finding the export version copy of the rules in the version control repository 
and then importing this copy into the appropriate test environment. 

EVSS.11 

Team Noridian will implement a project portal using Microsoft SharePoint. This portal will enable Team 
Noridian and Department resources to upload, view, and modify project artifacts based in a secure 
manner. SharePoint has great search capabilities to find the information that is required. Requirements 
traceability is implemented using ReqTrace, Team Noridian's requirements traceability software 
specifically designed for MMIS projects. 
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9.2.11Web Portal Requirements 
9.2.11.1 Web Portal System Requirements Table 
WP Web Portal Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WPSS1.01  

Provide a web portal that is browser-independent and that will operate 
for most functions, regardless of browser brand, as long as the browser 
has broad usage (at least 500,000 users nationally at one time) and the 
version is recent in publication (within the last four years). Web-based 
claims submission, correction and void and replace may require use of 
the state-standard version of Internet Explorer™.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.01 

WPSS1.02  
The web portal and other system modules, as required by IME, must be 
available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week (24/7) except for IME 
approved maintenance time.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.02 

WPSS1.03  
Provide the capability to accept all claim types, corrections and voids 
and replacement claims through direct data entry on the web portal.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.03 

WPSS1.04  Provide the capability to link the web portal to any other applications, as 
defined by IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.04 

WPSS1.05  
Provide smart links on the web portal for IME, provider and member 
users that provide navigation to tasks that need to be completed by that 
specific customer.  

Yes No SM 200  
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.05 

WPSS1.06  Allow IME to identify items for monitoring. Items may be automated 
operations on the web portal or manual actions.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.06 

WPSS1.07  
Provide a web portal navigation that all users can easily understand. The 
portal must be secure, but not complicated to use and not require 
multiple sign-in steps.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.07 

WPSS1.08  
Allow providers, members, trading partners, IME and IME's designees to 
register online for access to the secure areas of the portal based on 
security rules defined by IME.  

Yes No SM 320 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.08 

WPSS1.09  
Provide a user interface that complies with recognized usability 
standards (e.g., the American Disabilities Act, Older Americans Act,  
and The Rehabilitation Act Section 508 Subpart B Section 1194.21).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.09 

WPSS1.10  Provide the capability for an online tutorial functionality.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.10 

WPSS1.11  Provide capability for web portal information to be searchable by 
keywords.  

Yes No COTS 300 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.11 

WPSS1.12  
Provide contractor or IME staff contact information and offer interactive 
online support. This will allow the contractor or IME staff the capability to 
respond to online provider questions.  

Yes No SM 400 
Section 9.2.11.2,
Requirement # 
WPSS1.12 

WPSS1.13  

Allow for easy navigation between screens through help menus. 
Instructions must be provided to point the web portal users to the 
appropriate area of inquiry or handbook containing the desired 
information.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.13 

WPSS1.14  
Comply with IME usability and content standards (i.e., style guide) and 
provide a layout that has user-configurable resolution, fonts and color 
choices.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.14 

WPSS1.15  
Provide and display web content in multiple languages as directed by 
IME.  Yes No COTS 600 

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.15 

WPSS1.16  
Provide basic general information about the Medicaid Program that 
would be of interest to potential providers and members and other 
collaborating agencies.  

Yes No SM 200 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.16 
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WP Web Portal Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WPSS1.17  
Provide the capability to provide HIPAA response transactions via the 
web portal.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.17 

WPSS1.18  
Provide audit trail and history of all transactions conducted on the web 
portal.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.18 

WPSS1.19  Provide ability for general public to report suspected fraud and abuse via 
web portal.  

Yes No SM 200 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.19 

WPSS1.20  
Provide a privacy policy page that allows Medicaid members who wish to 
submit complaints regarding the misuse of their private health care and 
Medicaid identification information.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.20 

WPSS1.21  

Provide the ability to post announcements and alerts (general and 
member and or provider specific) that are displayed at user sign-on. 
Users should be required to acknowledge the announcement, so that it 
is not repeatedly displayed at subsequent sign-on.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.21 

WPSS1.22  
Maintain archives of posted announcements and non-provider specific 
alerts, including the date and Message.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.22 

WPSS1.23  
Maintain HIPAA compliance and support the access, privacy and 
security requirements.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.23 

WPSS1.24  Provide multiple level role-based securities as designated by IME.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.24 

WPSS1.25  
Provide low bandwidth versions of IME-specified pages for easy access 
by providers with mobile, wireless web access.  Yes No SM 600 

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.25 

WPSS1.26  Post Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) online organized by topic or 
key word search and update periodically as determined by IME.  

Yes No SM 240 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.26 

WPSS1.27  Automatically log off users after a set amount of time expires as defined 
by IME. A warning Message must be displayed prior to session timeout.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.27 

WPSS1.28  
Provide the capability to 'blast' alerts and or communication to the 
provider community via email address to include selection criteria by 
provider type, status, location.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.28 

WPSS1.29  
Provide the functionality to display informational Messages in 
descending date order (most recent to oldest).  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.29 

WPSS1.30  
Allow users to view and print provider manuals, instructions, bulletins, 
program descriptions, eligibility criteria and forms for current and prior 
versions as directed by IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.30 

WPSS1.31  

Provide interactive functionality to allow members to do the following, but 
not limited to:  
a. Search for providers.  
b. Benefit plan inquiry.  
c. Eligibility inquiry (current and history).  
d. Explanation of benefits.  
e. Select primary care providers for managed care.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.31 

WPSS1.32  Provide capability to allow members to request replacement ID cards.  Yes No SM 200 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.32 

WPSS1.33  Support the ability to receive and respond to secure messaging and 
HIPAA compliant transactions from providers.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.33 
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WP Web Portal Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WPSS1.34  
Provide the ability to upload remote documents used by LTC providers'
caseworker, such as, but not limited to, the Pre-Admission Screening 
Application (prior authorizations). 

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.34 

WPSS1.35  
Allow a Medicaid provider to enroll by any of the following methods: 
a. Electronically on the web portal.  
b. By downloading printable application forms from the web portal.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.35 

WPSS1.36  Support ability to utilize electronic and/or digital signatures in compliance 
with IME, state and federal policies.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.36 

WPSS1.37  
Provide a trigger mechanism to identify web applications for which 
required paper documents have not been received and auto-generate a 
resolution letter to the applicant.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.37 

WPSS1.38  
Log, track and transmit supporting documentation entered into the web 
portal to the provider module of the MMIS or other modules such as prior 
authorization, as needed or directed by IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.38 

WPSS1.39  
Allow an administrative user account within the provider practice that can 
then activate, deactivate and assign varying levels of access to 
additional practice staff.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.39 

WPSS1.40  
Provide web functionality to allow providers to verify their current 
information and update as needed.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.40 

WPSS1.41  
Allow a provider to check the status of their Medicaid provider enrollment 
application, regardless of the method used to submit the application.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.41 

WPSS1.42  
Provide for the easy creation of surveys, by IME or contractor staff, on 
the web portal, in format or style to be determined by IME.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.42 

WPSS1.43  

Provide for ease of deployment of surveys and acceptance of responses 
as authorized by IME:  
a. Allow for email responses.  
b. Provide secure “Once-only” responses.  
c. Provide security for the survey and responses.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.43 

WPSS1.44  

Provide survey results and feedback to IME:  
a. Tabulate the results of each survey and present the results in chart or 
graph format.  
b. Provide access to response data as a file that may be imported to 
Excel or other applications.  
c. Allow for responses to be viewed using pie charts, bar graphs and 
tabular reports.  
d. Support reporting features that will allow for response data to be 
tabulated by total number of completed surveys and number completed 
by county, district or other parameters in the survey.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.44 

WPSS1.45  

Provide authorized users web access to forms for direct data entry as 
directed by IME – some examples are:  
a. Change of address form for members.  
b. Change of address form for providers.  
c. Provider enrollment application.  
d. Email correspondence.  
e. Claims submission – all claim types.  
f. Prior authorization, prior authorization addendums, prior authorization 
updates.  
g. TPL entry or update.  
h. Fraud and abuse reporting.  
i. Discharge and disenrollment information.  
j. Hospital and therapeutic leave bed hold days.  
k. Fraud and abuse reporting.  
l. Complaints.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.45 
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WP Web Portal Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WPSS1.46  

Provide authorized users access to retrieve information, documents and 
files on the web portal as directed by IME. Examples include, but are not 
limited to:  
a. Eligibility verification.  
b. Claims status.  
c. Claims history.  
d. Payment status.  
e. Program announcements.  
f. Bulletin and notices.  
g. Knowledge transfer schedules.  
h. Provider network information.  
i. Discharge and disenrollment information.  
j. Prior authorization status.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.46 

WPSS1.47  

Provide and support a transaction module of the portal that allows, at 
minimum:  
a. Authorized trading partners to submit EDI files for immediate 
processing and retrieval of the corresponding response 
acknowledgement.  
b. Authorized trading partners to retrieve RAs and claims histories.  
c. Providers to initiate enrollment using an online application process.  
d. Providers and other entities to enroll as EDI trading partners using an 
online application process.  
e. Providers to view claim status information, payment history, member 
eligibility and benefit information.  
f. Providers to submit requests for prior authorization, addendums or 
updates to prior authorization, as well as updates to member insurance 
coverage and view existing prior authorization information by prior 
authorization number, provider number or member Medicaid ID.  
g. Provider access to interactive fee schedule functionality to allow 
providers to look-up procedure rates.  
h. Provider access to a complete fee schedule that is downloadable in 
Excel or PDF format.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.47 

WPSS1.48  
Provide capability to accept electronic claims and attachments, including 
direct data entry in real –time or uploaded batches of claims, via the web 
portal.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.48 

WPSS1.49  Process direct data entry claims real-time via the web portal and reject 
claims that fail front-end edits.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.49 

WPSS1.50  

Include EPSDT information on the web portal and allow members to 
submit EPSDT questions:  
a. Provide program awareness and general information.  
b. Provide copies of all notices.  
Route questions by email according to the workflow rules approved by 
IME.  

Yes No SM 200 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.50 

WPSS1.51  Allow providers to submit member insurance coverage information via 
the web and attach to the correct member record.  

Yes No SM 400 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.51 

WPSS1.52  
Enable the web portal to accurately display TPL information, including 
carrier information, providers and other authorized users.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.52 

WPSS1.53  
Allow authorized providers to directly data enter and submit prior 
authorization requests, prior authorization addendums and updates to 
prior authorizations on the web portal.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.53 

WPSS1.54  
The prior authorization request function must support all requests as 
required by IME (e.g.,) and must accept all necessary codes (e.g., 
revenue codes for outpatient visits), as directed by IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.54 

WPSS1.55  
Notify initiator of prior authorization decision immediately when 
appropriate or by another method if decision is delayed.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.55 
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WP Web Portal Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WPSS1.56  
Provide the ability for authorized entities (e.g., case managers) to do 
online prior authorization, prior authorization addendums and updates to 
prior authorizations through the web portal.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.56 

WPSS1.57  

Support receipt and storage of attachments (e.g., medical records, 
radiographs and digital orthodontic files) submitted in support of the prior 
authorization request, including addendums and updates to prior 
authorizations.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.57 

WPSS1.58  
Provide a place for providers to enter whether they are accepting new 
Medicaid patients, whether they are accepting Medicare patients and 
other designations as directed by IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.58 

WPSS1.59  Provide provider specific online report retrieval capabilities including 
printing of the provider's 1099.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.59 

WPSS1.60  
Process and maintain inputs including, but not limited to: 
a. Updates to content.  
b. Alert information.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.60 

WPSS1.61  
Provide an authentication routine to allow active and inactive providers 
the ability to change their provider record through direct data entry via 
the web portal based on selected criteria approved by IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.61 

WPSS1.62  
Provide support for online registration for provider knowledge transfer 
seminars.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.62 

WPSS1.63  

The web portal must be interactive and allow authorized providers to 
direct data enter and submit the prior authorization requests to the 
MMIS. The web portal must support receipt and storage of attachments 
(e.g., medical records) submitted in support of the prior authorization 
request.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.63 

WPSS1.64  
Provide the capability for providers to check the status of their prior 
authorization request(s) online via the web portal, using prior 
authorization ID or member ID.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.64 

WPSS1.65  

The web portal should have the following functionality: 
a. View explanation of benefits.  
b. View eligibility coverage.  
c. Submit address or contact information update, i.e., address, phone,  
e-mail.  
d. Provide audit trail of who has seen PHI.  
e. EPSDT, Disease management and other health care alerts for health 
maintenance.  
f. Information regarding electronic health records and HIE.  
g. Lock-in.  
h. Prior authorization approvals, including HCBS and LTC services.  
i. Select medical home and PCCM.  
j. View PDL.  
k. Find a provider.  
l. Secure ME.SSaging to IME member services.  
m. Enrollment.  
n. Re-enrollment.  
o. Enter presumptive eligibility.  
p. HCBS incident reporting.  
q. Show electronic remittance advices.  
r. Provider knowledge transfer registration.  
s. Application for electronic health records incentive payments.  
t. Upload documents i.e., supporting documents for applications, LOC, 
including the original assessment and the member's signature.  
u. Claims submission.  
v. View of prior authorizations (including services authorized for home 
and community based services).  
w. On boarding and testing for EDI.  
x. Search of provider communications.  
y. Secure ME.SSaging to IME staff.  
z. Eligibility verification.  
aa. Claims status verification.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.65 
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WP Web Portal Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

bb. Submission of prior authorization requests. 
cc. Provider surveys.  
dd. Security must be role based with distributed security management so 
providers can manage access for their staff, i.e., password resets.  

WPSS1.66  
Provide workflow and attestation for meaningful use of electronic health 
records.  Yes No SM 160 

Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.66 

WPSS1.67  
Provide the ability to send text Messages to member cell phones specific 
to e-health reminders, i.e., prenatal reminders, well child check up alerts, 
disease management reminders.  

Yes No SM 400 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.67 

WPSS1.68  
Provide search capability based on wild cards or any combination of 
fields. For web portals, provide site-wide search capabilities for all 
documents within the web portal.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.68 

WPSS1.69  Allow providers to identify members who enroll in their health home. Part 
of the enrollment should include the health risk scoring.  

Yes No SM 200 
Section 9.2.11.2, 
Requirement # 
WPSS1.69 

As shown in Figure 9.2.11-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all requirements in the related 
section of the RFP and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements based on 
existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed to develop 
those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 78%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 22%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. 4620 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.11-1. Team Noridian's solution compliance to the RFP requirements. Our solution will meet 
all the RFP requirements using the existing system capability as well as configuring and modifying the 
eCAMS system. 
9.2.11.2 Approach to Addressing the Web Portal System Requirements 
The web portal of eCAMS is designed to handle all of the requirements for web portal business area. The 
content of this section will provide a high-level overview, context diagrams and specific requirement 
responses. Figure 9.2.11-2 presents the web Portal functional components in the new MMIS. 
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Figure 9.2.11-2. Functional Overview of the New MMIS Web Portal. Static portal provides access to 
public and secured mrovider and member portal provides functions that meeets the Department needs. 
Web Portal 

It is a static portal where most of the static information will be available. Following are the key features of 
this portal. 

 Provider can download different forms and fee schedule information using available links. 
 Providers can initiate new enrollment process from web portal. 
 FAQ Bulletins will be published on the web portal. Team Noridian can work with IME to determine 

the place holders for these features. 
 Providers and members can register for the training sessions scheduled by IME staff from the 

web portal. 
 General public(providers and members) can report suspected fraud and abuse via web portal. 

The following are the main features available in web portal for provider functionality.  

 Claims Management. With the the links available under Claims Management section, providers can 
inquiry claims, submit a claim using online data entry, submit claims as a batch, and resubmit 
denied/void clams. 

 Service Authorization Management. With the links available under this section, logged in provider 
can submit Prior authorization request and inquiry the status of existing request. 

 HIPAA Transaction Management. Provider can sumit HIPAA batch transactions and see the 
responses using the links available in this section. 

 Invoice Management. Provider can see the existing invoices and validate the invoices. 
 Payment Management. Provider can see the payment status, account receivables information, make 

a payment using the links available under this section. 
 Medicaid Information. Other useful medicaid information links like fee schedules, provider 

manuals, Medicaid policy information, and Medicaid eligibility manual are available under this 
section.Provider also can see and register for training sessions. 
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 Profile Management. Provider can maintain the users under his domain and change his own 
password, initiate new enrollment with the available links under this section. 

 Member Care. Provider can inquire about member's benefits limit using the links under this section. 
 Contact IME. IME contact information is available under this section. Provider can do live chat with 

customer support using the link in this section. 

 
Figure 9.2.11-3. Snapshot of the Provider Portal Home Page. This shows various functions available to 
the provider. 
The following are the main features available in web portal for member functionality.  

 Benefit Plans. Logged in recepient can see covered benefit plan details in this section. 
 Medicaid Information: Useful links like Medicaid Elegibility Manual and Medicaid Policy 

Information are available in this section. 
 Member Services. Member can see the demographic information, search provider, request ID 

cards,Change PCP, check Personal Health plan records, and see the eligibility information using the 
links in this section. 

 Contact IME. IME contact information will be available in this section. Members can do live chat 
with customer support using the links in this section. 

 My Messages. Any alerts to member by the system or by IME are shown under this section. 
 Current Claims. Members recent claims (last 3 months) are shown in this section. A link is provided 

for member to inquire past claims before this period. 
 My Recent Interations. Member's recent interaction information with IME will be displayed in this 

section for his reference.  
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Figure 9.2.11-4. Snapshot of the Member Portal Home Page shows various functions available to 
 the member. 
WPSS1.01  

eCAMS is designed as a web-centric solution and so uses an internet browser as the user interface. The 
web portal is implemented using standard DHTML and JavaScript. eCAMS does not use any plug-ins or 
embedded Active X controls in the application. Therefore, the application is compatible with all standards 
compliant browsers released in last four years such as Internet Explorer (IE) versions 7 & 8, Firefox, 
Chrome, Opera, and Safari . Any new versions of these browsers may require additional testing and 
unique configurations, which will be part of subsequent system maintenance and modifications activities. 

WPSS1.02  

Team Noridian will maintain 24x7 availability and accessibility to the MMIS web portal and system 
components for all users. Planned system maintenance will be scheduled by Team Noridian and 
preapproved by IME. Team Noridian will use load balancers on the solution’s web and application servers 
to achieve high availability. Web switches dynamically distribute load across a group of servers running an 
MMIS application (or set of applications) while making the group appear as one server to the client. 

Team Noridian’s Operations Systems Group will establish protocols for communicating unplanned 
outages of the MMIS system, which will be detailed in the System’s Operations Guide. Team Noridian’s 
Network Operations Center (NOC) will have processes in place to immediately notify engineers of 
unplanned outages of the system hosted at IME data center. Our engineers will follow detailed ITIL-based 
processes to resolve the issue and get systems back online. Team Noridian will also have communication 
processes the NOC will follow to immediately inform IME of unplanned system outages. Team 
Noridian’s NOC will establish escalation processes to ensure proper IME and Team Noridian 
management staff are informed and kept abreast of all activities to recover services from the outage. All 
unscheduled downtime will be documented and explained in writing, as per IME requirements, for every 
occurrence of such downtime. Unscheduled downtime is defined as any system downtime that has not 
been previously approved by IME. 
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WPSS1.03  

eCAMS provides an electronic claims submission solution that allows providers to enter claims through 
DDE. It allows provider to submit claims for all claim types, corrections, replacements, and voids to 
original submitted claims. The online data entry screens are organized into the following steps or groups: 

 Provider and member data entry 
 Claim header data entry 
 Claim header situational data entry 
 Claim line data entry 

Data is edited for validity as it is entered. Error messages are returned to the user when error conditions 
are encountered, thereby giving the user the opportunity to correct the error at the point of input. This 
prevents the acceptance of incorrect data into the system and reduces the need for providers to return to a 
previous screen to make corrections. 

Efficient Keying 

The eCAMS DDE functionality provides several features to help claims submitters to efficiently and 
correctly enter claims information. The submission screens provide automatic tabbing through fields of 
the submission form where it is logical to do so; this feature will move the cursor from one field to 
another once a field has been completed, eliminating the need to tab or select the next field. The DDE 
screens will automatically change the case to upper case for HCPCS and ICD 9/ICD 10 codes when 
submitting claims, so users do not have to worry about case-sensitive validation rules. 

To facilitate the online entry of claims through eCAMS, providers can maintain a roster of the Medicaid 
members that they have as patients. When entering claims, providers can select the recipient from their 
patient roster and the application automatically populates the claim with that patient’s Medicaid information. 

WPSS1.04  

The eCAMS web portal has a configurable External Links feature that will store the links to the external 
applications that DHS users will need to access from the application. The External Links feature is shown 
inside the My Control Panel window. The window conveniently hides from view and can be accessed by 
the arrow icon, which is circled in the exhibit, or by using the hot key Ctrl+Right and Ctrl+Left. 

The eCAMS URL can be published as hyperlinks within other applications defined by DHS. This will 
allow users of these other applications to seamlessly navigate into the eCAMS login page. 

WPSS1.05  

eCAMS provides the framework to generate alerts, notifications, ticklers, and reminders to end users 
based on user-defined criteria including changes in policy; system functionality; status; and the 
generation, distribution, and return of correspondence. Alerts can be used for IME staff, providers, and 
members. The system can be configured to send notifications and alerts based on user-defined criteria 
(synchronous or asynchronous) to associated individual users or user groups. The notification system will 
be modified to include smart links within the notification. By clicking on the link, users can navigate to 
the specific task area to complete the task for which the alert is generated. 

WPSS1.06  

Team Noridian will provide online monitoring tools such as an operational dashboard and scorecards to 
assist the IME with their performance monitoring tasks. The eCAMS HealthBeat offers the required 
operational transparency by providing day-to-day transactional and summary status on reference 
business processes. The eCAMS HealthBeat online framework also contains flexibility to define, 
monitor, and measure operations and process metrics. The eCAMS HealthBeat definition captures the 
performance metrics, required key performance indicators (KPIs), and notification thresholds. All 
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metrics definition data is stored in the Metrics Metadata tables, forming the baseline data to collect and 
measure the variances. 

The eCAMS HealthBeat online screens shows the metrics information through online dashboards and 
score cards. The dashboard information provides operational status, such as daily processing throughputs, 
while the score card displays trend analysis and helps to measure the variance against the targeted KPIs, 
such as SLAs. 

eCAMS HealthBeat offers trending reports that will help the Department evaluate the control thresholds. 
On any trending anomaly, Team Noridian will work with the Department to develop and implement 
corrective action plans. 

Refer to Figure 9.2.11-5, Figure 9.2.11-6, and Figure 9.2.11-7 for a look at how performance information 
is available on eCAMS HealthBeat both from System Operations, as well as Performance levels in the 
ProviderOne system in Washington. 

 

Figure 9.2.11-5MMIS Monitoring Dashboard in eCAMS. Provides a centralized dashboard for 
configuring performance metric criteria and viewing the associated metrics. 
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Figure 9.2.11-6 Business Activity Monitoring Dashboard in eCAMS. Easily view business area activities 
and the associated metrics. 
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Figure 9.2.11-7 System Monitoring Dashboard in eCAMS. Provides a centralized place for viewing 
system level performance metrics. 
WPSS1.07  

The eCAMS web portal has a convenient navigation layout at the top of the page. This lets users switch 
between business process areas very quickly. Once clicking on the main business process area link, the 
user is presented with a single page of all the submenu navigation links within that business process area. 
Figure 9.2.11-8 illustrates the layout of the Main Menu and the submenus. Users need to log into the 
secure portal only once, after which, they will have access to all the MMIS functionalities based on 
security setup for the profile using which user logged into the system. 

 
Figure 9.2.11-8. eCAMS Web Portal. This shows the Main Menu and Submenu navigation layout. 
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WPSS1.08  

Providers. Once the provider enrollment process is complete, the system will automatically create a user ID 
and password for the provider. Correspondence will be generated with credential details. Correspondence 
will be mailed to provider's "mail to" address which is provided during enrollment process. 

Members. New pages will be developed as part of member portal for this functionality. Using this 
feature, members can register themselves by giving the required information like name, DOB, SSN,  
and member ID. 

Trading Partners. After successful certification verification of trading partners, the system will generate 
the user ID and password for the trading partners and correspondence will be generated with these 
credential details. 

IME and IME's Designees. New pages will be developed around which IME staff can submit the request 
for registration into secure portal. Designated IME administrators will review the request and create the 
user credentails using User creation feature available in eCAMS admin module. 

WPSS1.09  

The eCAMS user interface complies with usability standards such as the American Disabilities Act 
(ADA), Older Americans Act, and the Rehabilitation Action Section 508 subpart B Section 1194.21. The 
eCAMS Web pages are supported by most commonly used screen readers such as JAWS and Microsoft 
Narrator. It also complies with the accessibility color scheme specific to Windows operating systems. 

WPSS1.10  

Brainshark, an online content creation, delivery, and learning management system (LMS), will be used to 
deliver easy to use training and tutorials for the Department, other IME contractors, and other stakeholders. 
This product not only fulfills the Department's need for an online tutorial but exceeds the expectation by 
providing interactive course management and LMS to track participation in training courses. This allows 
Team Noridian the ability to tailor future tutorials and educational materials based on quiz scores and 
participant feedback. Figure 9.2.11-9 summarizes the full suite of capabilities brought by the Brainshark 
product and how they will be used to support the MMIS and Core MMIS Operations contract. 

Brainshark Features Application 

Create and Manage 
Courses 

Create new on-demand courses, schedule courses, define completion and pass/fail criteria, manage access, invite and enroll 
learners, and track learner statistics.  

Create and Manage 
Curriculum 

Create a set of courses that learners must take in a prescribed or random order; and enroll learners and groups of learners. Set 
prerequisites; designate curriculums as Open enrollment or Limited (by invitation only).  

Course Catalog Enable learners to browse and select open-enrollment courses and curriculums 

Enrollment Management Invite and enroll learners, and send reminders to those who have not enrolled or not completed the course.  

Self-Registration Enable learners to self-enroll by visiting a select URL, which is ideal when reaching out to large audiences or delivering education 
to learners outside the Core MMIS operations, such as the Department and other contractors.  

Certification Deliver certificates to learners who complete course or curriculum requirements. 

Instant Delivery and Easy 
Access 

Make it easy for learners to access a course by delivering it directly to their e-mail inbox. One click of a URL is all it takes for 
learners to begin. Send links in e-mail, post to other sites, or allow learners to search and browse the course catalog and view 
courses from their learning locker.  

Tests, Surveys, and Polls Integrate test, survey, and poll questions within any course to engage your audience, increase knowledge retention, and measure 
proficiency. Report on results by individual or course.  

Advanced Reporting Run reports by course, learners, and groups. Exception reports provide valuable information about who requires additional learning 
or has not completed or passed a course. Scheduled reports sent via e-mail to department and training managers provide 
convenient views into learner progress. 

Figure 9.2.11-9. Brainshark Learning Features. Using Brainshark, we offer a learning management 
system that provides a "one stop shop" for managing and delivering training curriculum and reporting.  
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Tutorials are developed using a combination of media such as power point presentations, audio, screen 
capture, and images of forms. These various sources of information create a more dynamic tutorial and 
interactive experience for the user. Tutorials will be developed and deployed through the Web portal as 
functionality is put into production.  

WPSS1.11  

Team Noridian will use Magnolia Content Management System (CMS) for maintining and publishing the 
content on webportal. Magnolia's integrated full-text search easily lets users find what they are looking 
for by using specific keyword.  

Magnolia also provides access-controlled search feature based on meta-data. The search is fully access 
controlled within Magnolia and returns only the content which users have access to. One can search over 
all accessible information or retrieve content by typed meta-data information such as year, keywords or 
any other information that has been configured as a search option. 

WPSS1.12  

Team Noridian will inetegrate Open source live chat software with webportal for implementing the 
interactive online support feature. Once a provider logs into the the secured portal, a chat icon will be 
available on the home page of the provider portal. Once the user clicks on the chat icon, a window will be 
opened for interacting with IME staff. An available IME staff or contractor will be notified for responding 
to the provider. After interaction is completed, either the provider or IME staff can end the session. The 
entire chat session history will be maintained in the database with provider and IME staff details for 
future reference. 

WPSS1.13 

 eCAMS provides a set of online help screens for each module within the system to aid the user in 
navigating through the screens. The help screens are context sensitive and will highlight the help 
information related to the screen the user is currently on. There are a couple of ways the user can get to 
the help screens based on whether the user is on an eCAMS page or an eCAMS dialog box. 

On an eCAMS page, the help screens are available through a slide out menu. The help section of the slide 
out menu contains the hyperlink to the help information related to the current screen as shown in the 
figure below 9.2.11-10. 

Another way of getting into the help screen is a help hyperlink on top right corner of each page. By 
clicking the link, the help window will be opened with information related to the current screen. 
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Figure 9.2.11-10. Slide out menu with Help section. The help section of the slide out menu contains the 
hyperlink to the help information. 
Figure 9.2.11-11 shows the help screen with help menus for all sub systems. 

 

Figure 9.2.11-11. Help Screen. This shows the help menus. 
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WPSS1.14 

The eCAMS web page layout is implemented using standard DHTML and JavaScript. The pages do not 
use any plug-ins or embedded Active-X controls in the application. The font, color, and layout of 
HTML components are controlled by CSS. This design concept allows the entire site’s look and feel to 
be easily configured. The eCAMS site has different color choices, which are made possible by 
changing the CSS’ configurations.  

WPSS1.15  

Team Noridian will develop the web content for the member portal in both English and Spanish. The 
eCAMS member portal web pages will have a template that allows the web page content to be displayed 
in either English or Spanish. A member who logs into the portal using one language can view the content 
in the other language by selecting it from a hyperlink on the top right corner of the screen. 

WPSS1.16  

As mentioned in the response of WPSS1.11 , Team Noridian will use Magnolia as content management 
tool.The IME staff can publish the content related to Medicaid Program on the webportal which will be 
useful to Providers or members. 

WPSS1.17  

Provider can verify the HIPAA transaction responses using the link "Retrieve HIPAA Batch Responses" 
in provider portal. 

WPSS1.18  

A user is always identified and an audit trail is created for the creating or updating of data. This 
information can be included as part of the data associated with a document and is available through an 
audit trail design pattern. 

The design pattern Team Noridian uses ensures audit trails are available by capturing audit information in 
Oracle tables. These tables capture relevant information for reporting and auditing purposes. For example, 
user identification and workstation identification can be captured and associated with any system activity, 
including each data creation, updating. 

WPSS1.19  

Team Noridian will provide the ability on its public DHS MMIS Web site portal for the general public to 
report suspected fraud and abuse. The submission page will include a Completely Automate Public 
Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) test to ensure the submission is not 
generated by a computer. This prevents systems from generating false leads that need to be investigated. 
Figure 9.2.11-12 shows a sample of the CAPTCHA text validation.  

 
Figure 9.2.11-12. CAPTCHA Text. CAPTCHA text for validation of fraud and abuse submissions is 
performed by actual users. 
WPSS1.20  

The web portal has a feature to submit a complaint by a member. Once a complaint is submitted, the 
member will be given a reference number. The member can contact the Department and inquiry about the 
complaint using the reference number. 
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All the complaints submitted by the members will be shown in a list under Case Mangement Case referral 
screen. IME staff can review the complaints, select specific complaints, and create cases for those which 
further investigation is needed. 

WPSS1.21  

When end users sign on to the eCAMS application, their inbox is displayed. The inbox has 
announcements, alerts, and other reminders. Users can acknowledge the announcement by simply 
selecting the announcement and deleting it from their inbox. Figure 9.2.11-13 shows the inbox feature. 

 
Figure 9.2.11-13. Inbox showing the alert messages.Users can delet messages after reviewing. 
WPSS1.22  

eCAMS will maintain archives of the posted announcements and banner messages and alerts. The 
archived data will contain the message, date of posting, and standard audit fields such as created user and 
created date and time. 
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WPSS1.23  

eCAMS supports security implementations that meet HIPAA privacy and security regulations, including 
encrypting data in motion and data at rest, using security certificates for all internet traffic, and using 
secure FTP for accepting HIPAA transactions. 

WPSS1.24  

eCAMS provides role-based access control and security at all levels. The system controls access to 
sensitive information through a highly configurable role-based access control (RBAC) setup. This allows 
the ability to control, read, and update access to information. The system is compliant with the HIPAA 
technical safeguards for sensitive information, including physical access controls at the data center and 
RBAC in eCAMS and other COTS products. 

After log in, the Provider Administrator can set up other users in the provider portal with in his own 
domain with different roles given to each user. 

WPSS1.25  

Team Noridian will develop a low band width version of web portal with not more than 50 static pages 
deployed on the web server. These pages won't include any graphics so these will be easily accessable by 
provider on mobiles. 

WPSS1.26  

As mentioned in the response of WPSS1.11 , Team Noridian will use Magnolia as content management 
tool which will allow frequently asked questions (FAQ) to be posted on the webportal. 

WPSS1.27 

The eCAMS web application implements a session timeout feature to meet the security and system 
resource requirements. Session timeout is configurable as a system wide configuration parameter. Web 
portal pages will display a JavaScript alert message with a countdown timer just before a session expires. 
Users can easily extend their session by clicking on a hyperlink in the alert message, as seen in Figure 
9.2.11-14, which eliminates the need for users to save or refresh a page to keep their session going. The 
amount of time a user can extend his or her session is a system wide configurable parameter that can be 
adjusted to meet IME guidelines.  
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Figure 9.2.11-14. Session Timeout Warning Message.This is configured system wide and the time can be 
adjusted according to Department standards. 
WPSS1.28  

eCAMS provides the framework to monitor the transactions and data to generate alerts, notifications, 
ticklers, and reminders to end users based on user-defined criteria, including changes in policy,system 
functionality,status, and the generation, distribution, and return of correspondence. Alerts can be used for 
internal staff, stakeholders, providers, and members. The system can be configured to send notifications 
and alerts based on user-defined criteria (synchronous or asynchronous) to associated individual users or 
user groups. These include the characteristics of providers (provider type, status, location), members, 
claims, and other entity or case types. Alerts that assist in monitoring time-sensitive activities are event 
driven based on various factors such as report completion, interface execution, and completion of certain 
business processes. Examples of these include changes to policies in a business process area, 
characteristics of a claim, status or change of prior authorization, anticipated return time on a query or 
report job exceeding a defined time limit, monitoring sensitive activities, member has added a new 
guardian, provider license expiration, new Third Party Liability (TPL) update on member information, 
generation, distribution, and return of correspondence, and suspended claims. 

Team Noridian proposes to use Maestro Listserv for sending emails togroup of providers based on 
Provider type, location. 

WPSS1.29  

Alerts/Notifications sent to the users can be showed in descending order in user's inbox. 

WPSS1.30  

The provider tab of the eCams web portal has the feature to place the links for downloading the provider 
manuals, instructions, bulletins and other required documents of current and previous versions. 
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WPSS1.31  

Eligible registered members can log into secure eCams member portal. Upon successful login, the 
member can perform the functions below by using the appropriate links available on the member portal 
home page. 

 Search for providers 
 Benefit plan inquiry 
 Eligibility inquiry (current and history) 
 Explanation of benefits 
 Select primary care providers for managed care 

 

Figure 9.2.11-15. Member portal home screen with links to access different features. 
WPSS1.32  

eCams member portal will be modified to place a link on the home page for members to request 
replacement ID cards. Once a member submits the request, a confirmation number will be given which 
the member can use to contact the Department for tracking the status of replacement ID card issuance. 
IME staff can review these requests and approve them. Team Noridian will develop a new interface so 
approved member ID request records will be transferred to the external vendor for generating the cards. 

WPSS1.33  

Providers can submit HIPAA transactions and see the responses from the provider portal. eCAMS 
provider portal supports security implementations that meet HIPAA privacy and security regulations, 
using security certificates(SSL) for all internet traffic. 

WPSS1.34  

Once providers login to the secured provider portal, a link will be available on the home page which the 
provider's case worker can upload a Pre-Admission screening application document or an incident report 
document. Once the provider uploads the document, it will be stored in OnBase and an alert will be sent 
to designated IME staff. IME staff can review the documents stored in OnBase. 
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WPSS1.35  

eCAMS provides a secure web portal allowing authorized providers and the Department to access and use 
the provider enrollment process. The eCAMS enrollment process uses business process wizards to 
interactively conduct enrollment activity in accordance with DHS-defined rules. The portal includes 
information such as downloadable enrollment forms, claims and special billing forms, upcoming training 
announcements, field representatives’ names and phone numbers, a hot link to the DHS Web site, and a 
provider inbox to receive correspondence. The eCAMS provider enrollment application process will be 
optimized for provider taxonomy. 

WPSS1.36  

eCAMS provides the ability to utilize electronic signatures to support encryption and verification of 
signed documents from providers. Figure 9.2.11-16 shows the eCAMS screen where the electronic 
certificate of the provider can be maintained in the system. 

 
Figure 9.2.11-16. Provider Enrollement Application.Electronic signatures can support encryption and 
verification of signed documents. 
The Providers Electronic Certificate is Stored in the System. The provider certificate will be utilized in 
encryption and decryption and in verifying digitally signed documents. 

WPSS1.37  

eCAMS provides the ability to generate automated letters on the basis of predefined events, such as 
approval, denial, or a status of incomplete of a provider enrollment application. These event-based letters 
are generated without any user interaction.Once the letters are generated using DOC1 these will be stored 
document repository system OnBase with proper indexes assigned to each letter. 

WPSS1.38  

Team Noridian provides an integrated imaging and workflow solution to capture, route, and track 
workflow, including transaction and documentation images and all other electronic media records. 
Throughout eCAMS, images are assigned an image ID and associated to an eCAMS entity such as Claim, 
PA, member, provider, or TPL. Once associated, the images remain attached to the entity that is passed 
around as the workflow work item. The actual image or electronic media records do not have to be passed 
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around through the workflow process because it is always retrievable from the enterprise document 
management system OnBase. 

WPSS1.39  

The provider portal allows enrolled providers to manage access to their self-service functions. After a new 
enrollment is approved, Team Noridian's operational staff will set up an initial administrator user account 
for the enrolled provider. After the provider logs in using this initial account, the user can use this 
administration feature to add, remove, or change access to its provider data and other self-service features 
for its account (e.g., submits claims or inquires about payments). This feature makes it possible for the 
provider to make needed access changes without having to rely on the Provider Services Unit to add, 
activate, or deactivate practice staff users tied to a provider. 

WPSS1.40  

Using the secure self-service portal, the enrolled provider enters requests for changes to their provider 
data. Providers will use the maintenance business process to add or modify their current information. For 
additional details on this Provider Management feature, please refer to the response to the requirement 
located in this proposal’s Section PR1.01.03, Provider Management. 

WPSS1.41  

Providers will receive an application tracking number at the first step of the enrollment application 
process. Until the provider submits the application or maintenance request it is retained by eCAMS as an 
in-process item. This allows providers to start the application or maintenance process and complete it over 
the course of several days or weeks. Providers can use a track application functionality to resume work on 
partially completed applications. Once the application is completed and submitted, the provider can track 
the status of the application from the link available on the web Portal. Providers must enter their 
application number and their Social Security Number (SSN) or Federal Employee Identification Number 
(FEIN) to retrieve their application. 

If provider submits a paper application for enrollment, the provider will be notified through 
correspondence after the application is approved or rejected, or if any additional documentation is needed. 

WPSS1.42  

Team CNSI proposes Vovici’s Enterprise Feedback Management (EFM) Community as the survey tool 
that will facilitate conducting immediate customer satisfaction surveys. Vovici EFM Community 
addresses a broad range of the Department critical requirements that evolve as the demand for feedback 
from customers, partners, and other key stakeholders expands throughout the organization. These 
requirements include:  

 Controlling access to publish customer surveys, to prevent over surveying and survey fatigue 
 Centralizing and leveraging the knowledge gained through the survey process throughout the 

organization  
 Ensuring that privacy guidelines, brand standards and legal requirements are adhered to  
 Improving the efficiency and managing the cost of the survey processes 
 Ensuring that the research meets quality standards 
 Delivering surveys in multiple languages as directed by the Department  

Vovici’s Enterprise Feedback Management (EFM) Community facilitates customer research-targeted 
feedback that gives valuable insight into the services provided. EFM Community eliminates the 
complexities inherent in the survey life cycle by providing an integrated solution including questionnaire 
authoring, client collaboration, panel/respondent management, flexible deployment, and real-time results 
reporting and analysis. 
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Vovici's EFM Community survey tool provides users the ability to quickly and easily create 
questionnaires, post surveys, solicit responses from members or outside groups, collect responses, analyze 
results, and distribute findings. From questionnaire design and respondent management to real-time, web-
based reporting and analysis, EFM Community delivers a unique combination of ease-of-use, power, 
flexibility, scalability, control and security: 

 Easily create surveys with a word processor interface that is the most powerful and easiest to use on 
the market 

 Add advanced survey design elements such as branching, skip logic, and piping 
 Build advanced reports to drill down into data to create meaningful reports in real-time 
 Manage and control survey frequency by maintaining a comprehensive view of survey communities 
 Randomly select survey participants using integration with the eCAMS database. 
 Provides multi-language support 

EFM Community empowers us to develop and deploy sophisticated surveys that are easy to conduct. It is 
centrally managed and controlled and completely Web-enabled, delivering actionable results in real-time. 
EFM Community streamlines the survey process from questionnaire design through results presentation. 
The 100% Web-based design supports collaboration, workflow management, and role-based security. 
Vovici also supports the use of web services to make it easy to integrate EFM Community with eCAMS 
application. By using a web services approach, Vovici provides the flexibility to store survey information 
in any format, or in any system, and to send invitations to take a survey in any manner the Department 
desires – be it blast fax, e-mail, Medicaid portal content, regular mail, or over a phone through interactive 
voice response.  

A high level overview of Vovici’s Enterprise Feedback Management (EFM) Community tool is shown in 
Figure 9.2.11-17. 

 
Figure 9.2.11-17. Vovici EFM Community. An enterprise-class feedback platform. 
The Vovici survey tool uniquely combines proprietary panels, online surveys and business intelligence 
functions. The tool allows survey creation workflows and approval cycles to eliminate feedback fatigue. 
Vovici embeds feedback into CRM to allow 360 degree views of customers. Advanced reporting is also 
available for powerful analytics, data visualization and reporting. 

Team Noridian will use the Vovici’s Enterprise Feedback Management (EFM) Community as the survey 
tool to define, initiate and track surveys of providers and others to gather performance information on call 
center operations. The system provides a powerful means of creating surveys in a common platform, 
deploy surveys on a daily basis to a list of survey members, and then automatically track whether the 
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invitee has completed the survey. The platform 
will allow reminders to be sent out only to those 
who have not completed a survey.  

As depicted in Figure 9.2.11-18, Vovici’s 
solution consists of five core areas: 

1. Enterprise Feedback Management to help 
consolidate, manage and control feedback 
activities throughout the survey process 

2. Online Community Software that helps 
easily build and deploy Proprietary 
Panels and Online Communities 

3. Survey Analytics to perform advanced 
analytics with survey results 

4. Survey Software that allows Team 
Noridian and the Department to obtain 
the survey data 

5. CRM Connectors that allows integration 
with the eCAMS system 

Vovici will allow Team Noridian to create 
surveys in a common platform. 

Once the Department approves the survey questionnaire, Team Noridian will use Vovici’s Enterprise 
Feedback Management (EFM) Community to create the survey within the tool. As depicted in Figure 
9.2.11-19 and Figure 9.2.11-20, the survey can be created in any one of the following ways: 

 From scratch using the survey free form text 
 From a template (provided by the Department) 
 From an existing survey 
 From a Word file 

 

Figure 9.2.11-18. Vovici Survey Solution Set.  
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Figure 9.2.11-19. Vovici EFM Community. Create survey process. 
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An example of creating a survey using free form text is shown in Figure 9.2.11-20. 

 
Figure 9.2.11-20. Vovici EFM Community. Create survey in free form text. 
The survey questionnaire is loaded into the EFM Community survey tool.IME staff can select the 
Providers or members for random survey. Using web services integration, the survey provider or member 
information will be loaded into the EFM tool and the survey can be conducted. The results are then 
captured and loaded into the survey tool. The results of the survey can be further evaluated for 
effectiveness of the provider and member services.  

Reports can be generated in the EFM Community survey tool based on the survey data collected, which 
can be analyzed by Team Noridian and the Department. Examples of custom reports from EFM 
Community to analyze data for gathering additional business insights and trends are illustrated in Figure 
9.2.11-21 and Figure Figure 9.2.11-22. 
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Figure 9.2.11-21 Vovici EFM Community. Sample Report 1. 
Department Monitoring and Access  

 Department staff can monitor the completed 
survey after the survey results have been 
loaded in to the EFM Community survey tool. 
As depicted in Figure 9.2.11-22, once the 
survey results have been loaded in to EFM 
Community, Department staff can monitor 
details on the completed survey. The survey 
results are loaded from the EFM Community 
into eCAMS database using web services 
integration.  

Figure 9.2.11-22. Vovici EFM Community. 
Sample Trend Report 2. 
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 Figure 9.2.11-23. Vovici EFM Community. 
Survey Status Reporting.  
The monitoring report on the satisfaction 
findings and all survey results can be presented 
to Department staff using the EFM Community 
survey tool. Any inefficiencies and 
deficiencies will be clearly identified in the 
reports. The plan of action to address them  
will be presented in a plan format as a  
separate document. 

Vovici uses web services to make it 
straightforward for Team Noridian to integrate 
EFM Community with other eCAMS business 
areas. By using a web services approach, 
Vovici provides the flexibility to conduct the 
survey by blast fax, e-mail, web portal content, 
regular mail, or over a phone through 
interactive voice response. It also provides the 
capability to store survey information so 
analytical reports can be generated for the 
Department to monitor satisfaction levels.  

An example of a custom report that can be 
generated using the survey data in EFM 
Community is shown in Figure 9.2.11-24. 

Figure 9.2.11-24. Reporting Demo.Survey result 
in table and chart form.
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The Above Demo Report shows the capability of the system to generate survey results in both table and 
chart form. 

Team Noridian's survey solution differentiates itself by helping the Department achieve four  
important objectives: 

 Achieve measurable improvements in customer retention and loyalty 
 Drive deeper understanding of customer needs 
 Enable faster and more accurate decision making for key business decisions. Vovici solutions ease the 

process of getting data and rapidly putting that information into the hands of those who need it to 
make decisions. 

 Improve the effectiveness of feedback efforts 

Instead of conducting individual disparate surveys, Team Noridian can now gain an enterprise perspective 
on a wealth of data about their customers, enrollees, providers and other key stakeholders. 

WPSS1.43  

Team Noridian will have the flexibility to conduct surveys through multiple mediums. Our goal will be to 
reduce the paper processes, but this goal may be tempered by the objectives of the survey and the 
accessibility of the provider and member population. Depending on the variables, the most appropriate 
delivery mechanism(s) will be used to conduct surveys. Typically these surveys will initiated via blast 
email or list-servers. Vovici provides the flexibility to store and collect survey information from multiple 
channels. Surveys can be configured in a way that user can submit the response only once. Only 
Authorized IME users can login into Vovici application and see the surveys and response. 

WPSS1.44  

Please refer to the response for WPSS1.42 

WPSS1.45  

The system controls access to sensitive information through a highly configurable role-based access 
control (RBAC) setup. This allows the ability to control, read, and update access to specific page or form. 
For example member users will have access to pages like "Change of addess,""Fraud and abuse 
reporting." Provider users can have access to pages for performing different activities like "Change of 
address,""submitting enrollment application,""submitting a claim,""Submitting prior authorization 
request," and "Fraud and abuse reporting." 

WPSS1.46  

eCAMS provides role-based access control and security at the following levels: 

1. Per Letter: Access to specific job functions to generate and see generated letters 
2. Per Page: Access to supervisors to see certain pages 
3. Per Field: Access to a certain job function to view some fields on the page 

With the role-based control in place only authorized users can retrieve information like Claim status, 
Claim history, Payment status, prior authorization status and documents (correspondence or attachments) 
in the system. All access levels are configurable and can be implemented as directed by IME. 

WPSS1.47  

Authorized provider users can perform the following functions from provider portal. 

 Submit EDI files for immediate processing and retrieval of the corresponding response 
acknowledgement.  

 Retrieve RAs and claims histories.  
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 View claim status information, payment history, member eligibility and benefit information.  
 Submit requests for prior authorization, addendums or updates to prior authorization, as well as 

updates to member insurance coverage and view existing prior authorization information by prior 
authorization number, provider number or member Medicaid ID.  

Provider can download following information available on the web portal: 

 Procedure rates.  
 Fee schedule that is downloadable in Excel or PDF format. 

Providers or trading partners can initiate the enrollment process by using the links available on the web 
portal.  

WPSS1.48  

Providers can submit electronic claim batch files through eCAMS online screens. This is accomplished by 
uploading a HIPAA batch file through the EDI File Upload screen During this process, eCAMS uploads the 
HIPAA file to the internal file server from where EDI Services – Edifecs Validation and Translation kicks 
off. On successful file upload, providers can retrieve their acknowledgments (TA1, 997, 999) using the EDI 
File Retrieval screen. This screen is also used to retrieve EDI files stored internally in the EDI File Storage 
in SAN. eCAMS online Direct Data Entry (DDE) screens can be used to enter claims online. This screen 
can be accessed by authorized IME users to directly enter the claim. Data is edited for validity as it is 
entered. Error messages are returned to the user when error conditions are encountered thereby giving the 
user the opportunity to correct the error at the point of input. This prevents the acceptance of incorrect data 
into the system and reduces the need for providers to return to a previous screen to make corrections. This 
functionality is successfully implemented in both Washington and Michigan MMIS systems. 

WPSS1.49  

eCAMS applies the HIPAA-compliant rules to electronic claim submissions (DDE). Front-end edits applied 
to all claim media types ensure that “bad” data does not enter the system. A provider can submit a batch of 
keyed claims through the web portal or Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The eCAMS claims 
submission process is designed to ensure that regardless of the submission media, the claim information is 
transposed into an internal record layout to ensure claims are validated in a uniform manner. In the case of 
the rejection of a batch of EDI claims, a 997 transaction is generated with a custom error report back to the 
submitter. A log file of the batch is retained. It contains the submitted file in its native state since it may be 
required for auditing, dispute, and recovery purpose. Electronic submissions must conform to EDI standards 
and providers are required to submit valid test claims in accordance with HIPAA and state guidelines, 
approved by the Department and registered through trading partner agreements. 

WPSS1.50  

Team Noridian will develop these features as part of webportal: 

 General info will be available on static web portal  
 Notices will be available on My correspondance list of member portal.  
 Submitted questions will be routed via email messages per the workflow rules defined in OnBase. 

WPSS1.51  

Team Noridian will develop new screens as part of provider portal so providers can submit member 
insurance coverage information. Member information will be validated and the coverage information will 
be attached to respective member record. 
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WPSS1.52  

Once provider logs into provider portal they can inquiry members eligibility information using the " 
Client Eligibility Inquiry" link available on the Provider Portal home page. Figure 9.2.11-25 and Figure 
9.2.11-26 shows given members eligibility information including TPL information. 

 

Figure 9.2.11-25. Member Eligibility Information Screen. Providers can validate eligibility. 
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Figure 9.2.11-26. Member Eligibility Information Screen. Providers can validate eligibility. 
WPSS1.53  

eCAMS allows web or internet submission of a prior authorization request through the secure provider 
portal. The provider can login to the provider portal using their login credentials and can upload the 278 
prior authorization request. eCAMS provides a series of HIPAA 278 compliant DDE online screens to 
allow initial entry/update of the PA request by the providers into the system. 

WPSS1.54  

The eCAMS prior authorization business area supports professional, institutional, and dental prior 
authorization requests. The system accepts all the necessary codes including revenue codes, procedure 
codes, diagnosis codes and surgical procedure codes. For further detailed information on how the prior 
authorization request is processed please refer to the response for req# CA5.01 in the prior 
authorization area. 

WPSS1.55  

A prior authorization request enters the review process once it is successfully accepted by the system. 
During the review process the system invokes rules engine based edits to ensure that the submitted data is 
accurate. If no errors are reported the reviewer would approve the prior authorization request. However if 
any non recoverable errors are reported the reviewer may decide to deny the prior authorization request. 
The system generates automatic approval and denial notices based on the final prior authorization status 
and sends them to the requesting provider, servicing provider and member. The provider can also view 
the prior authorization status online real time by logging in to the secure provider portal and inquiring on 
the prior authorization request submitted using the tracking number. 

If a reviewer cannot make a decision on a prior authorization request due to some missing information a 
letter requesting information from the provider can be generated and send to the requesting provider. This 
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letter will convey the information required and indicate that a decision would be delayed until this 
information is provided. 

WPSS1.56  

Only authorized department staff and authorized contractors will be allowed to access the online screens 
in the prior authorization business area to manage prior authorization information. The eCAMS security 
framework ensures that the medical information is well protected and available only to authorized users. 
The eCAMS security framework makes use of roles and profiles to configure different levels of access 
(view only access, restricted control access, full access) to authorized users. 

Based on the role and profile the system provides the capability to create, edit and soft delete prior 
authorization information. Records are never physically deleted in eCAMS. Each record has an 
operational flag to indicate the status (active or inactive) of the record. Upon a request for deletion of a 
record, the system sets the operational flag of the record to inactive, process also referred to as soft 
deletion in eCAMS. A soft deleted record is not considered as an active transactional record but is 
considered when viewing the history of changes. Every change made by the user is stored within the 
system. For each change, the user information and the timestamp is captured to enable the creation of a 
complete audit trail. For many of the changes, the user is required to provide comments 

WPSS1.57  

Attachments can be submitted (uploaded) online during PA data entry. Any such attachments are directly 
associated with the PA request. The system also allows providers to generate and print a cover sheet with 
a barcode associated with a PA request. Attachments may be submitted physically (sent via mail) with the 
cover sheet and will be associated with the correct PA as part of the imaging workflow. All uploaded 
attachments will be stored in OnBase. 

Please see the response under prior authorization system section: CA.SS.5.07. 

WPSS1.58  

The eCams offers indicators at the provider level that enables providers to update their patient slots as 
follows: 

 Indicator Name: Seeing Patient 
 Indicator Values:  

• Accepting New Patients 
• Pediatrics Only 
• OB-GYN Only 
• Not Accepting Patients 

Team Noridian will configure the list of indicators from the available list such that providers can update 
their profiles with availability limitations for patient slots. 

WPSS1.59  

eCAMS maintains financial data including current and prior year Form 1099-reported amounts in the 
Financials business process area. Copies of 1099's will be stored in OnBase and made avialble via 
eCAMS. 

WPSS1.60  

As part of Operational maintenance Team Noridian works with IME staff to update the content and alert 
information on web portal using Magnolia content management tool. 
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WPSS1.61  

As long as the provider has an authorized, active, domain, user-id and password, they can request 
maintenance to their provider file data. At present, any changes requested by providers must be approved 
by an authorized IME/State user. 

WPSS1.62  

The Brainshark LMS organizes content into curricula and courses within a defined curriculum. 
Department staff, staff from the IME service conctractors, providers, and other IME stakeholders will be 
entered in Brainshark as participants and will then be able to enroll in courses that impact their 
operational funcitons. 

Through the LMS we are able to track recipients of education, track scores on quizzes to help assess 
success of knowledge transfer, and provides surveys of satisfaction with training. All metrics are used to 
enhance future training as well as identify training module topics that need to be enhanced or sets of staff 
that need to be re-trained. 

Trainees log into Brainshark with a unique user id and password in order to participate in training courses. 
Brainshark allows trainers and team leads to track the trainee’s activity, including which courses have 
been started, course progress, scores on assessments and quizzes, and how many times the trainee 
accessed the materials. This functionality provides trainers with information used to monitor success of 
knowledge transfer. It also enables trainers to control who has access to online training content and when 
staff have access to certain courses. 

The Brainshark home page, accessible through our web portal, prominently conveys all courses available 
to the user. Each user has access customized to them based on their unique login/password combination. 
This allows for tracking and display of the courses they have participated in, common resources (links) 
they have used, and other colleagues online in Brainshark concurrently.  

One of many benefits of using Brainshark as the online learning management system training 
management tool is the functionality that keeps a record of scores, allowing trainers to monitor training 
progress. By reviewing the scores of each individual as well as the summary report of all employees who 
took a particular quiz, they can see where to increase, improve, or focus training to insure a better 
understanding of the missed issues, as well as determining what training sessions were successful. 

WPSS1.63  

The provider portal allows providers to submit and inquire about PA requests and to review current status. 
The feature is available through the links listed under Prior Authorization in the Online Services column 
on the provider portal home page, as shown in Figure 9.2.11-27. Providers can upload an attachment 
during submission of PA. Uploaded attachements will be stored with the PA number associated to it 
which can be retreived at later point of time. as Figure 9.2.11-28 shows the Provider PA Inquiry screen, 
where providers can key in a PA number and retrieve the status of that PA. 
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Figure 9.2.11-27 Provider PA Action Link. Providers can track prior authorizations. 
PA task links enable providers to manage all their PA activities from the portal. 

 
Figure 9.2.11-28. Provider PA Inquiry Page. This screen is where the provider will enter the PA number 
for tracking. 
Providers enter the PA number in the space provided on the PA Inquiry page, to retrieve their PA. 

WPSS1.64  

Provider can search for prior authorization requests utilizing the PA Request List screen available under Service 
Authorization Management section. A Prior Authorization request can be searched using the built-in filter 
options as shown in Figure 9.2.11-29. Searches can be performed using wildcard values or specific values. 
Favorite filters can be saved using the "Save This Filter" button and later reused via the My Filters button.  

eCAMS has the following built-in filters: 

 Auth#: The unique number assigned to a prior authorization request. 
 Assigned to: The name of the State staff to whom the prior authorization request is assigned. "Not 

Assigned" is displayed if the request has not been routed to anyone yet. 
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 Client ID: The unique member ID assigned to a member. 
 Client L. Name: Member Last Name 
 Days Left: Days left to make a decision on the prior authorization request. 
 Initial Reviewer: Name of the Initial reviewer. 
 Last Updated: Date when the prior authorization request by last updated. 
 Org: Organization Unit that the prior authorization request belongs to. 
 Request Date: The date the prior authorization request was initiated. 
 Requestor ID: The ID (NPI) of the provider requesting the prior authorization. 
 Service Type: The type of service (Prosthesis, Hospital Beds, etc.) 
 Status: The status of a prior authorization request 

Team Noridian will configure the search filter options on the PA Request List screen to include the 
missing search criteria as listed by the Department. 

 

Figure 9.2.11-29. Provider PA Request List. Searches can be performed using wildcard values or  
specific values 

WPSS1.65  

eCAMS’ Web Portal supports all of the below features: 

 View explanation of benefits 
 View eligibility coverage 
 Submit address or contact information update, i.e., address, phone, e-mail 
 Provide audit trail of who has seen PHI 
 EPSDT, Disease management and other health care alerts for health maintenance 
 Information regarding electronic health records and HIE 
 Lock-in 
 Prior authorization approvals, including HCBS and LTC services 
 Select medical home and PCCM 
 View PDL 
 Find a provider 
 Secure messaging to IME member services 
 Enrollment 
 Re-enrollment 
 Enter presumptive eligibility 
 HCBS incident reporting 
 Show electronic remittance advices 
 Provider knowledge transfer registration 
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 Application for electronic health records incentive payments 
 Upload documents i.e., supporting documents for applications, LOC, including the original 

assessment and the member's signature 
 Claims submission 
 View of prior authorizations (including services authorized for home and community based services) 
 OnBoarding and testing for EDI 
 Search of provider communications 
 Secure messaging to IME staff 
 Eligibility verification 
 Claims status verification 
 Submission of prior authorization requests 
 Provider surveys 
 Security must be role based with distributed security management so providers can manage access for 

their staff, i.e., password resets. 

WPSS1.66  

Team Noridian understands that MIPP(Medicaid Incentive Payment Program) is a separate contract. 
Team Noridian creates a link on the web Searches can be performed using wildcard values or specific 
values portal to access the external MIPP application. 

WPSS1.67  

eCAMS Alerts and Notification framework will be configured to send targeted e-health messages and 
reminders to members. eCAMS Alerts and Notification framework can be configured to support multiple 
delivery channels including cell phones for SMS message delivery through SMS gateways. 

WPSS1.68  

Wildcard search is available in the different search pages of the eCams application wherever it is 
applicable. Different combinations are available in the search pages using which user can perform the 
search. Team Noridian can work with IME to identify the different search combinations required for each 
search page. For web portal search, Team Noridian will leverage Magnolia's search features for doing the 
site-wide content search. 

WPSS1.69 

Team Noridian’s proposed Optional Waiver Management system will have the ability to track all the 
member cases related to Waiver program request/enrollment application for health home enrollment. 
Proposed Optional Waiver Management system will implement waiver workflows to handle member 
cases from case initiation to developing an approved service plan for enrollment and even thereafter for 
managing the “change” flows. All member case information will be stored and maintained within the 
Optional Waiver Management system. Relevant case information related to health home enrollment cases 
including the case ID’s can be maintained in eCAMS Member business process area to support member 
inquiries by providers to identify health home members. Refer to section 9.1.7 of our proposal “Optional 
Waiver, Facility, and Enhanced State Plan Services Management Requirements” for more details on our 
proposed Optional Waiver Management system capabilities. 

Waiver workflows will implement critical milestones including health assessments, level of care 
determination and developing an approved service plan. Team Noridian’s solution includes health 
assessment tools which can be used to support health risk scoring. 
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9.2.12 Workflow Requirements 
9.2.12.1 Workflow System Requirements Table 
WM Workflow Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WMSS.01  
Provide capability to accept an electronic document real time from an 
external system and make the document available to that external 
system real time.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.01 

WMSS.02  
Provide the ability to split or modify electronic documents for the purpose 
of indexing while maintaining the original document.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.02 

WMSS.03  
Ensure that authorized workflow participants have direct access to 
perform all their designated roles within the workflow.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.03 

WMSS.04  
Provide capability to document a narrative of every provider and member 
telephone contact and to index the narrative to both provider and 
member identifier as appropriate.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.04 

WMSS.05  Document and maintain definition and modeling of workflow processes 
and their constituent activities.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.05 

WMSS.06  Provide configurable work distribution rules, using configuration tables.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.06 

WMSS.07  
Include a user-friendly graphical user interface GUI for process 
definition, execution, monitoring and management.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.07 

WMSS.08  

Accept documents through various input methods, including, but not 
limited to:  
a. Web Portal.  
b. E-mail.  
c. FAX.  
d. Internal creation from Personal Computers (PCs).  
e. Imaging.  
f. System generated.  
g. Mailroom.  
h. Web service.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.08 

WMSS.09  

Support a role-based interface for process definition that leads the user 
through the steps of defining the workflow associated with a business 
process, including processes that are managed by IME staff only; and 
that captures all the information needed by the workflow engine, to 
execute that process to include, but not be limited to:  
a. Start and completion conditions.  
b. Activities and rules for navigation between processes.  
c. Tasks to be undertaken by IME staff involved in the process.  
d. Authorized approvers, including capture of the identity of the approver. 
e. References to applications which may need to be invoked.  
f. Definition of other workflow-relevant data.  
g. An audit trail of the history of changes that have been made to the 
workflow definition over time so that the workflow definition for any 
previous point in time can be determined.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.09 

WMSS.10  
Provide integrated online workflow management capability to track all 
Iowa Medicaid Enterprise activities.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.10 

WMSS.11  Store data in a central repository.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.11 

WMSS.12  Include a high-speed imaging solution capable of imaging documents 
and automatically routing documents.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.12 

WMSS.13  Capable of simplex and duplex scanning on a user-defined basis, by 
document type.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.13 
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WM Workflow Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WMSS.14  

Support advanced Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Intelligent 
Character Recognition (ICR) and Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) 
capabilities of 90% accuracy rate or higher and the ability to regulate the 
error percentage between 90 and 100 percent by document type.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.14 

WMSS.15  

The scanning software must be programmable to accommodate user-
defined field edits, such as the exclusion or inclusion of special 
characters (e.g., exclusion of the decimal point in diagnosis codes, 
inclusion of decimal point in currency).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.15 

WMSS.16  
The scanning software must have virtual rescan capabilities that will auto 
correct a skewed document within 20 degrees and automatically adjust 
document resolution at a minimum of 300 dpi.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.16 

WMSS.17  Provide the capability to convert data contained in images into MMIS 
data through OCR.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.17 

WMSS.18  Provide the capability to automatically orient forms to landscape or 
portrait presentation.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.18 

WMSS.19  

Provide the ability to access the database to extract data to pre-populate 
index fields and or values on forms (e.g., the system would capture the 
provider identifier and then, using that number, extract the provider's 
name, address and other information from the provider database).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.19 

WMSS.20  Track the status of all activities from receipt through final disposition.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.20 

WMSS.21  

Provide the ability to send and receive faxed and secure encrypted e-
form documents, process the data and image directly into and out of the 
system including the ability to automatically send confirmation of 
transmission to the sender.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.21 

WMSS.22  
Link scanned images to workflow records to provide a view of all related 
material (e.g., images, letters, interactions and tracking number).  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.22 

WMSS.23  
Provide the ability to differentiate between forms and attachments and 
allow the attachment to be grouped with the form to create a single 
document with individually numbered pages.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.23 

WMSS.24  

At a minimum, log the following statistics with regard to the character 
correction process:  
a. Raw recognition rate.  
b. Characters questioned.  
c. Characters corrected.  
d. Beginning operator time.  
e. Ending operator time.  
f. Operator ID.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.24 

WMSS.25  Provide the ability to access stored, system-generated member and 
provider notices, through the use of an index.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.25 

WMSS.26  

Contain a collaborative document management environment that will 
allow electronic files (e.g., Word documents, Excel spreadsheets) to be 
shared, collaborated upon, electronically signed, managed and 
controlled (such as informational letters or other items).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.26 

WMSS.27  
Provide for generation of an indicator to identify to whom the work 
should be distributed.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.27 

WMSS.28  
Provide the ability to determine if a designated field on a specific form 
contains required data (i.e., field is not left blank).  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.28 

WMSS.29  
Provide the ability to recognize and automatically delete blank pages 
without storing them in the system.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.29 
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WM Workflow Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

WMSS.30  
Send data from scanned, imaged and released documents to the MMIS 
in real-time.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.30 

WMSS.31  
Provide the real time viewing of imaged documents and all pages within 
the document, by using a paging function.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.31 

WMSS.32  

Provide the ability to assign unique document identification numbers, 
determined by the user, with the ability to prompt the user when a 
duplicate document identification number is assigned; allowing the user 
to decide whether to use the previously assigned document identification 
number or assign a new number.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.32 

WMSS.33  

Provide the capability of linking resubmitted paper claims or supporting 
documentation to original scanned (pending) claim, including the ability 
to recognize a duplicate claim; and generate a notice to the defined user 
that an identical claim has been previously processed.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.33 

WMSS.34  Provide the ability to auto set field characters to upper case, lower case 
or ignore case as defined by the user.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.34 

WMSS.35  
Provide the capability of recording user identification or user sign-on and 
workstation identification, to each document processed, accessed or 
updated on the system.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.35 

WMSS.36  
Provide the capability to attach notes, annotations, emails and other 
documents, to an original scanned document at any time, without 
rescanning, by direct system access (users) and end users.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.36 

WMSS.37  
Provide the capability to automatically schedule and distribute work by 
type of work and individual staff members or other algorithms defined by 
IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.37 

WMSS.38  

Provide for online retrieval and access to documents and files at a 
minimum of 10 years rolling. Certain documents will be retained online 
forever (i.e., lifetime procedures, mental health services as defined by 
IME).  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.38 

WMSS.39  Maintain image retrieval response times at an average of fifteen 
seconds.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.39 

WMSS.40  

Provide the capability to reject items in the system for incompleteness 
during upfront processing and generate a letter with address insertion 
and a hard copy of the image for mailing to the submitter. This function 
must be capable of maintaining data to generate ad hoc reports with 
statistical information, such as how many claims are returned to a 
specific address or within a user specified time period.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.40 

WMSS.41  Provide the capability to scan radiographs and diagnostic images.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.41 

WMSS.42  
Provide the ability to recognize and read bar coded information for the 
purpose of extracting data from a barcode to pre-populate index values 
and update tracking database as determined by IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.42 

WMSS.43  
Allow the user to manually remove, rescan and replace a scanned image 
or document(s) from a previously scanned group of documents.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.43 

WMSS.44  
Provide the capability to group documents together during scanning, 
based on document type or a predefined number of documents set by 
the user.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.44 

WMSS.45  
Provide automated queues to access and distribute work to staff with the 
ability for authorized supervisors to override the automatic distribution 
and distribute work manually.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.45 

WMSS.46  
Index fields on forms must be user-definable and recognize numeric, 
alphanumeric, date, currency and special characters as designated by 
IME.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.46 
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WMSS.47  
Provide the ability to validate data captured from specific fields on forms 
electronically read by industry standards, ICR, OMR and OCR.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.47 

WMSS.48  
Ability to process claims attachments. The system needs to be able to 
link the attachment to the claim and allow the attachment to be viewed 
online.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.48 

WMSS.49  Provide the capability to date-stamp all activity in the record and to 
identify the person who performed the activity.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.49 

WMSS.50  Provide ability to utilize user-defined templates that support various 
workflow processes.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.50 

WMSS.51  

Provide capability to set user-defined system and personal alerts, such 
as ticklers and reminders. Functionality must be user configurable and 
allow the user to easily add additional types of alerts, without requiring 
technical assistance. Functionality should include:  
a. Ability to generate alerts that assist in monitoring time-sensitive 
activities (i.e., completion of reports, interface execution, business 
process completion such as auto assignment).  
b. Ability to generate alerts due to changes in policy, system 
functionality, status and the generation/distribution/return of 
correspondence.  
c. Ability to generate alerts based on the characteristics of providers, 
members, claims, case types and other entities or processes.  

Yes No COTS 250 
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.51 

WMSS.52  

Provide the capability to attach notes to documents and workflow 
responses, to include, but not be limited to:  
a. Date and time stamp note created.  
b. Identity of user entering the note.  
c. Unlimited note entry space.  
d. Type or category assignment to notes.  
e. Security access to notes by authorized users.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.52 

WMSS.53  
Provide the capability to assign and re-assign records to an area, unit or 
individual.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.53 

WMSS.54  
Integrate with imaging and data entry solution and provide the user links 
to view images pertaining to the desired workflow tasks and creation of 
workflow tasks via the imaging system.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.54 

WMSS.55  

Provide the ability to integrate voice and electronic transactions into a 
single workflow, with integrated queues that allow work blending and 
load balancing. The system should have capability to produce status 
reports and processing statistics.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.55 

WMSS.56  Provide the capability to prioritize records within type.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.56 

WMSS.57  
Provide the ability to employ logic to edit claim data and suspend a 
claim(s) for manual review, by routing the claim to a work queue, 
mailbox and or inbox.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.57 

WMSS.58  
Provide the capability to set follow-up dates on records and provide for 
an automatic tickler capability to notify staff when follow-up is required or 
timeliness standards on records are about to expire.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.58 

WMSS.59  Support workflow management for multiple simultaneous processes, 
each with multiple simultaneous instances of execution.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.59 

WMSS.60  
Provide workflow management reports to identify inventories of items in 
each stage of a process, new items and completed items.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.60 

WMSS.61  Provide the ability for a user to view all their workload.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.61 
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WMSS.62  
Provide the ability for a user to reserve a work item for their exclusive 
use.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.62 

WMSS.63  Provide the ability for a user to view all their reserved work items.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.63 

WMSS.64  Provide a Workflow Management Module that ensures data security.  Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.64 

WMSS.65  Provide reports that identify adherence to performance standards for 
each work flow.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.65 

WMSS.66  

Provide supporting supervisory operations for the management of 
workflow, including, but not limited to:  
a. Assignments and re-assignments and priorities.  
b. Status querying and monitoring of individual documents and other 
work steps or products.  
c. Work allocation and load balancing.  
d. Approval for work assignments and work deliverables via a tiered 
approach.  
e. Ability to take necessary action or provide notification when corrective 
action is needed, including the ability to modify or abort a workflow 
process.  
f. Monitoring of key information regarding a process in execution, 
including, but not limited to:  
1. Estimated time to completion.  
2. Staff assigned to various process activities.  
3. Any error conditions.  
g. Overall monitoring of workflow indicators and statistics by sub-
process, organization or individual staff members, including, but not 
limited to:  
1. Work in queue by priority.  
2. Throughput.  
3. Individual and organizational productivity.  
4. Current activity by individual staff member.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.66 

WMSS.67  Provide Application Program Interface (API) to support Interface real-
time with all modules of the Iowa Medicaid Enterprise.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.67 

WMSS.68  
Provide a query capability for the workflow process management system 
database with appropriate security access.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.12.2, 
Requirement # 
WMSS.68 

As shown in Figure 9.2.12-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in the OnBase and eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 99%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the OnBase and eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 1%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the OnBase and eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. 250 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.12-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
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9.2.12.2 Approach to Addressing the Workflow System Requirements 
Through the application of technology, Team Noridian has historically increased productivity, 
accuracy, accountability, security, and compliance in virtually every area of our operations. The 
integration of workflow automation and document management technologies facilitates process 
improvements, reduces process variation, and improves accuracy. As a matter of policy, we are 
committed to introducing automation where it effectively yields positive business results. 

Team Noridian will continue the successful use of OnBase for workflow in the IME. To enhance the use 
of workflow, Team Noridian also will utilize eCAMS, the new MMIS, and its built in workflow 
functionality. The use of eCAMS workflow for certain business processes such as claims adjustments will 
provide value across the IME. Users of the new MMIS will benefit from the use of eCAMS as OnBase 
and eCAMS will be integrated together through service oriented architecture and the use of web services.  

Team Noridian is committed to help define workflow processes that will integrate with eCAMS to deliver 
value to the IME. Team Noridian will take the approach of an iterative design process to enhance the 
existing workflows. Team Noridian’s EDMS staff understand the IME business processes and will take 
that knowledge and apply it to design enhanced workflows in both OnBase and eCAMS to help 
streamline operations. These workflows will have high-level processes, followed by more detailed, in-
depth, and low-level processes. Utilizing an iterative process will help the business users have input on 
the design and process as it is created. This provides a higher acceptance rate of the technology as the 
customer has been involved every step of the way, and can provide feedback to ensure the design is 
meeting the customer's requirements.  

OnBase and eCAMS allow for routing of workflow items, documents or non-document related process 
data, to various staff in a multitude of methods. Work type, skill, priority, and age of work can all be used 
as criteria through native configuration. Since OnBase houses metadata or index values about each work 
item in workflow, it is capable of evaluating these criteria to determine where to route documents. A 
common feature that Team Noridian builds is the ability for the user area to administer the work skills or 
specialties of staff members. This allows senior staff or team leads to change the work items staff 
members receive based on their knowledge. As a staff member becomes trained in a broader amount of 
work, the work they are assigned also expands to keep with those skills. This coupled with evaluation of 
other criteria such as age of work helps to ensure staff are working items they are trained in, and also that 
are the most important pieces of work to complete first. This also eliminates the staff from “cherry 
picking” the easiest work as the system assigns the work items instead of a user picking what to work. 
Utilizing workflow will allow for supervisors to have a view into the system at all times to see workload 
assignments, status monitoring of the processes, work allocations, and the ability to reassign work as 
needed or to administratively modify or abort the assigned workflow process. Team Noridian’s 
experience shows that supervisors are able to gather much better performance metrics utilizing a 
workflow engine, and can quickly ensure that processing timelines are met with a view of “aging” work. 

As part of the OnBase workflow process, there are multiple features that users will find helpful to process 
their work. First, e-mail reminders and notifications can be configured to be sent. This is helpful when 
work is getting close to its due date, or for staff who don’t receive work on a daily basis, an e-mail can be 
sent notifying them something has been assigned. For those users who work often from Outlook, that e-
mail will also have the document attached. Upon viewing the document, the available workflow tasks will 
show in Outlook, allowing a user to act on that document without ever leaving Outlook. This is especially 
helpful when approvals are required from management in a tiered approach, such as using an 
organizational chart which is natively supported by OnBase. A separate e-mail is sent as each approver 
“signs-off” and the item moves to the next approver in the organization.  

Also, eCAMS and OnBase can be configured for users to set reminders of their own. Using a metadata 
field, users can set a date that they need to have their work completed, and if the work is due that data, 
reminders can be sent to their e-mail. If needed, the system can also send the e-mail to their supervisor in 
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case the individual is out of the office that day. Users will be able to view their reminders and their  
entire workload as well. This provides a comprehensive view of all work that is checked out and  
assigned to them.  

Workflow has methods of monitoring the performance of work items throughout the workflows that will 
allow for supervisors, managers, and Department personnel to monitor the performance to assure timely 
processing. Due to the nature of workflow, we can assign work to individuals, or to groups/departments 
as appropriate. Supervisors will be able to view work assigned to staff as well as all unassigned work. 
From the same interface, they will be able to reassign work if needed. If the workflow is configured to use 
a “round robin” distribution, the supervisors will be able to rebalance the workload to those staff who are 
logged in at the current time. OnBase’s use of .NET conforms to web services SOA design for integration 
with other applications. OnBase can either be the primary application and expose workflow functionality 
via web services, or it can consume other applications' web services to perform look-ups and updates to 
those other applications based on workflow decisions within OnBase. Team Noridian will use these web 
services to integrate OnBase with eCAMS.  

WMSS.01  

Team Noridian's workflow and EDMS, OnBase, allows for other applications or systems to both store and 
retrieve documents in real time. This is accomplished by using the OnBase application programming 
interface (API) and web services. The use of web services allows for a wide variety of systems to have 
real time access to the OnBase system, regardless if it is a .NET or a Java application. Web services have 
become the standard for interfaces between applications, and we will continue to support web services 
through OnBase.  

Access to the OnBase repository will be made 
available through integration with the EXACT 
enterprise service bus (ESB) and integration 
framework. EXACT and OnBase are already 
integrated within the Noridian environment, 
allowing real-time bidirectional access to OnBase 
documents and workflow queues. This access is 
through web services published by EXACT and 
advertised through the service repository, 
allowing other applications access to OnBase. 

WMSS.02  

OnBase allows multiple ways for users to split or 
modify documents. During the indexing process, 
OnBase allows for documents to be split apart by 
clicking and dragging the desired spot of 
separation. Also, while working within OnBase, 
authorized users are able to perform a right-click 
on an imaged document to pull up a context 
menu. Within that context menu, as shown in 
Figure 9.2.12-2, users are able to choose "Send 
To" followed by "Create New Document…" 
which will allow users to create a new document 
with a subset of the pages. The new documents 
maintain links to the original document, allowing 
separate indexing of embedded documents while 
maintaining the original document integrity. 

Figure 9.2.12-2. Creating New Document from 
an Existing Document. OnBase allows authorized 
users to use a right-click menu option to send 
pages of an existing document to create a new 
document. The pages can be left intact in the 
original document. 
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WMSS.03  

OnBase natively has very granular security to ensure that only authorized users will have access to 
workflow and the tasks within workflow. OnBase uses the concept of groups to accomplish role based 
security. Within the group security configuration, shown in Figures 9.2.12-3 and 9.2.12-4, OnBase 
administrators are able to specify both the workflows and tasks within those workflows that the group 
should have access to. This allows for multiple roles to use the same workflow, but to have different tasks 
available based on the role the user plays in the operations. For example, all users might have access to see 
claims in a workflow, but only team leaders and above would have the "Assign to" task to reassign work. 

Figure 9.2.12-3. Workflow Security. OnBase allows workflows to be assigned at the User Group level to 
support roles. Each group can have its own unique security. 
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Figure 9.2.12-4. OnBase's Workflow Task Security. Groups are assigned which tasks they are able to run 
in a workflow, allowing for different security groups to see different tasks in each workflow. 
WMSS.04  

Team Noridian successfully built a call logging application in the IME that went live in 2005. This 
application was built within the WorkView module of OnBase, and is still in use today. Team Noridian 
will continue to support this application, shown in Figure 9.2.12-5, in support of this contract. This 
application of WorkView allows users to record information from the call from both the provider and 
member call centers, and is able to link those to documents stored in OnBase via keywords. As a 
representative receives a call, they are able to enter the NPI or Member ID number and WorkView will 
populate the remainder of the demographic information such as name and address, reducing the amount of 
time a representative needs to spend keying. Team Noridian looks forward to the continued use of this 
application in support of the IME. 
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Figure 9.2.12-5. OnBase's WorkView Module for Call Log. Team Noridian has configured the OnBase 
module to log call information for each call, indexing the call to Provider or Member information. 
WMSS.05  

OnBase provides a graphical interface that is used to define and model workflows. This includes a 
flowchart-like view, shown in Figure 9.2.12-6, of the OnBase workflow, as well as the ability to add 
notes and comments on all workflows and tasks within workflow. These notes and comments are useful 
to document the purpose and definition for each tasks and workflow. 
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Figure 9.2.12-6. Graphical View of a Workflow. OnBase has the ability to create flowchart-like views of 
workflows allowing an easy to understand process flow. 
WMSS.06  

Team Noridian recognizes the value of exposing configurable rules to authorized business users as those 
users are able to modify the rule as needed to support their immediate business needs rather that needing 
to create a change request. Team Noridian will use OnBase functionality to extend certain business rules 
out to the user community by creating forms that allow users to enter and modify values that will drive 
workflow distribution. As shown in Figure 9.2.12-7, an electronic form is created and maintained by the 
business area for a user, and the business area is able to assign which types of work the user is able to 
work on. This form is not able to be edited by standard users, helping to ensure that users are receiving 
only the work they are authorized to work on. As users are trained on a broader set of tasks, the trainers or 
management are able to quickly add that additional work type to the assigned list for that user. 
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WMSS.07  

OnBase is a commercial off the shelf (COTS) product that allows for a graphical configuration of rules 
and actions to help model and design workflows that meet business needs. OnBase is configured, rather 
than coded, which enables rapid workflow modeling. In addition, OnBase comes with a native set of rules 
and actions that are selected and populated with parameters that serve as the conditions for workflow 
decisions. In Figure 9.2.12-8, OnBase workflow is graphically configured to support the routing of claims 
to two different areas based on the dollar amount of the claim. The graphical interface allows workflow to 
be quickly configured, and just as importantly, quickly updated by staff in the future to support evolving 
business needs or policy changes. 

 

Figure 9.2.12-7. Work Assignment Form. Using 
electronic forms, authorized users are able to 
assign or remove staff to selected workloads 
without involving IT resources. 
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Figure 9.2.12-8. OnBase Workflow Graphical Configuration. OnBase’s Workflow GUI allows for rapid 
configuration of rules and actions, rather than development of software code.  
For scheduled jobs, such as the ingestion of documents via the computer output to laser disk (COLD) or 
document import processor (DIP) modules, OnBase provides a graphical display showing the schedule 
and frequency of the job, as visible in Figure 9.2.12-9, as well as status of the job. 

Figure 9.2.12-9. OnBase Graphical Scheduling and Monitoring. OnBase allows for a graphical 
scheduling interface for scheduled jobs. It can easily be updated, ran immediately, or suspended. 
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WMSS.08  

OnBase has a multitude of ways to support ingestion of documents into the system and is able to support 
the following as requested by the Department:  

 Web Portal via Web services 
 E-mail through Outlook Integration 
 Fax through RightFax Connector 
 Internal Creation from PC via File - Import functionality within OnBase client 
 Imaging through scanners or document import processor 
 System generated via web services, COLD, or document import processor 
 Mailroom through scanning interface 
 Web services through OnBase's API  

For documents that are received in the mailroom and need to be imaged, we will use the scanning 
interface to bring documents directly into the system. For fax documents, OnBase in the IME uses the 
RightFax connector module of OnBase which allows OnBase to monitor fax numbers in the RightFax 
system and as documents are received on those fax lines, the document is stored directly into OnBase 
including passing keyword (index) values from RightFax into OnBase.  

For documents that are received via e-mail, or to store e-mail messages themselves, OnBase has an 
Outlook Integration module that creates buttons directly in Microsoft Outlook. Those buttons are used to 
store a document and its attachments into OnBase. You can also perform document searches or retrievals 
directly from Outlook which is helpful for those staff whose primary application is Outlook.  

If users are creating documents directly on their personal computers, OnBase allows "drag and drop" 
functionality to import those directly into the OnBase client as well as to add keyword values. Users also 
are able to utilize the standard OnBase menu to do a "File - Import" to bring documents stored locally or 
on a network drive into the OnBase system. 

Finally, for other systems that generate documents, OnBase has options to bring these in as well. For 
those standard system reports, the OnBase COLD module is utilized to bring reports in, and keeps them  
in text format to allow for full-text searching. For systems that generate documents such as outbound 
letters, OnBase can ingest those via the document import processor which allows for the source system to 
create the output files and an index file that is used to apply keywords to each document. The preferred 
method for document ingestion from other systems will be the use of web services wherever possible 
though. This allows for real time storage of the document as well as confirmation back to the source 
system that the document was successfully stored. In the case of a failure, the source system will be able 
to resend the document. 

WMSS.09  

OnBase utilizes its graphical configuration engine for building workflow. Access to the configuration is 
contained within role-based security that can support the use of Active Directory. For users that have the 
proper group, or role, they are able to login to the OnBase configuration module. Within configuration, 
further security is available. Each workflow configuration can be restricted by role, allowing for 
segregation of access between staff. Along with this, as each workflow is configured, roles are assigned 
which will grant general users access to the workflow through the OnBase client module. Within this 
security, each workflow and task can be assigned to one or many roles. This allows for multiple roles to 
access the same workflow, while only allowing them access to perform the tasks appropriate to the role. 
For example, a manager will have more access to tasks than a standard user. This same role-based 
security model is used for restricting access to each units' and the Department's workflows. 

As configuration staff select rules and actions, OnBase opens up fields for input to define the specifics for 
that rule or action. For example, if a user chooses to "Check Keyword Value on this document" the user 
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will be prompted to populate what keyword you're evaluating, and what value you want to compare it 
against. OnBase natively captures all processing statistics such as date/time for start and completion as 
well as history of the workflows and tasks ran against that document. If desired, OnBase can be 
configured to write custom log entry values into a database table for other workflow relevant data. This 
data is then available to be reported against above and beyond what OnBase already captures. Each action 
performed in OnBase also is logged by the person executing that task, so at any time, you can review who 
performed activity against a document such as approvals. OnBase is able to invoke other applications 
using web services or API. This is commonly used to perform look-ups in other systems to gather 
additional information. This can also be used to trigger an event in another system, such as when medical 
documentation is received for a suspended claim, OnBase can send a notice to the new MMIS stating that 
medical documentation was received, thereby stopping the MMIS from denying the claim for lack of 
documentation. OnBase has a setting that allows all configuration activity to be logged, as shown in 
Figure 9.2.12-10. This allows a history of changes to workflow configuration for audit trail purposes. 
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Figure 9-2-12-10. Configuration Activity Logged. By choosing Archive configuration activity as SYS 
Configuration Report, all changes will be logged and stored to provide an audit trail of changes. 
WMSS.10  

OnBase is capable of taking documents from multiple sources, including electronic documents, and 
passing them into various workflows. OnBase is a scalable system that can run multiple workflows across 
the entire Iowa Medicaid Enterprise. OnBase will be integrated with other systems in the IME to provide 
a complete workflow engine for the IME. We have currently configured OnBase to support 147 workflow 
processes across all the units in the current IME environment. 

WMSS.11  

OnBase's name originates from an abbreviation for "one database" and that is how the system is still 
architected today. OnBase uses one Microsoft SQL database for all of its configuration and metadata 
stored in the system. This is coupled with a Microsoft Windows file server to handle the storage of the 
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images or files that make up the documents. The OnBase client makes database queries into the SQL 
database, and that holds pointers to the file server where OnBase is able to retrieve the document. Within 
the OnBase system, Team Noridian will house all incoming correspondence for all units within the central 
repository in addition to all paper claim images. Further, we stored images of outbound correspondence, 
system reports, and faxes within the OnBase repository.  

WMSS.12  

Team Noridian will utilize the OnBase scanning solution supplemented by the Transform Suite to 
perform additional scanning functions. The COTS products allow for automated classification of 
documents by identifying the form that is submitted or by looking for particular sets of words on a 
document that would identify it. Based on the classified document type and keyword values, documents 
will be routed to the proper workflow for work. The use of Kodak production scanners will allow for 
scanning of approximately 5,400 pages per hour in duplex mode.  

WMSS.13  

Team Noridian uses Kodak scanners that are 
capable of imaging both sides of every document 
passed through. The scanning software then has 
thresholds for "blank pages" to prevent users 
from having to review blank pages. Users can 
override these settings and perform simplex 
scanning if so desired as shown in Figure  
9.2.12-11. 

WMSS.14  

The OCR/ICR process has the ability to set 
confidence thresholds, as shown in Figure  
9.2.12-12. These thresholds are the level at which 
the software will present to users the field it was 
unsure of for manual verification. The thresholds 
are able to be set to any value that is required, 
ranging from zero to 100 percent. This allows 
flexibility when scanning to regulate per document 
type the confidence needed for OCR values. The software will populate what it feels is on the paper, and 
users can accept or edit the value. The system is capable of recognizing over 90 percent of the data 
presented in type-written format. 

Figure 9.2.12-11. Simplex and Duplex Scanning. 
Team Noridian's scanners allow for users to 
choose to scan in single-sided or duplex scanning. 
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Figure 9.2.12-12. Confidence Threshold Settings in OCR/ICR. The system allows users to set a 
confidence threshold for the OCR/ICR process. If the system "read" is below that threshold, the field will 
be sent to a user for verification of the data. 
WMSS.15  

The Transform Suite has rules that are used for the OCR/ICR process to setup formats for fields, 
including or excluding special characters. This is commonly used when OCR of a claim form to handle 
diagnosis code fields. Team Noridian will setup the rules, called an overlay, that are applied so the proper 
data is loaded into the new MMIS, eCAMS. A sample rule, shown in Figure 9.2.12-13, allows for 
configuration of the proper format of an NPI. 
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Figure 9.2.12-13. OCR/ICR Rules for Special Characters and Formats. Using what is called an overlay, 
Team Noridian is able to setup the inclusion or exclusion of characters from the OCR/ICR data.  
WMSS.16  

In the scan client setup, shown in Figure 9.2.12-14, we can configure a deskew option to correct a skewed 
document. This can be set to the 20 degrees required. The system also allows for setting of the resolution 
to a minimum of 300 dpi, as shown in Figure 9.2.12-15. 
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Figure 9.2.12-14. Deskew Properties. The scan configuration allows for correction to a skewed image, 
including up to the 20 degrees required. 
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Figure 9.2.12-15. Resolution (DPI) Settings. The scan client also allows for settings on a minimum 
resolution of 300 dpi. 
WMSS.17  

Documents that pass through OCR have data extracted from the image and turned into metadata that can 
be sent to other systems such as the MMIS. These data extracts are able to be created as flat files to be 
ingested in the new MMIS. Along with this, the software allows inclusion or exclusion of each field to 
pass only the necessary data to each system. 

WMSS.18  

The scanning engines allow for documents to have a default rotation, or to auto detect the rotation which 
allows for orientation either in portrait or landscape mode to prevent users from manually having to rotate 
each document. The auto orientation will evaluate each page individually instead of at the document 
level, allowing for a mix of portrait and landscape documents to be scanned together without the scan 
operator having to make any changes. 

WMSS.19  

To help users during indexing, OnBase uses the concept of autofill keywords. By typing in a primary  
key, OnBase will populate additional keywords. This is commonly used to type in a provider number  
and populate provider name, type, and address. OnBase is able to either store extracts from other  
systems that are then updated regularly, or else OnBase can call the source system. OnBase is capable  
of real time look-ups through a provider directory or other information service exposed by the EXACT 
integration platform. 
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WMSS.20  

As shown in Figure 9.2.12-16, OnBase keeps a detailed audit log called document history. This history 
shows each workflow queue that the document has passed through as well as when. It also contains the 
user name of the person who put it in that status and removed it from that status. This data is all stored in 
the SQL database and is able to be reported against. 

Figure 9.2.12-16. Document History. OnBase's document history provides an audit log of all actions 
taken on a document, including viewing a document or modifying keyword values. Also, all workflow 
queues are recorded in the bottom half of the screen including date and time stamps, and user names for 
both entry and exit of that queue. 
WMSS.21  

Team Noridian will use a COTS product called Hush Mail to send and receive encrypted e-mails. E-mail 
received via Hush Mail can be stored directly into the OnBase system for retrieval or workflow purposes. 
While working in OnBase users are able to perform a "Send To" command to send outbound secure e-
mails. For faxing, all faxes will be received and sent via RightFax. As faxes are received, they are 
instantly stored in the OnBase system. The use of electronic faxes prevents the need for paper to be 
produced and allows for user based security to the faxes. When faxes are sent, confirmation is available in 
the RightFax client to show success or failure of each fax. 

WMSS.22  

OnBase links documents based on keyword, or index, values. It can be done on a single value, such as 
NPI, or on a composite set of values, such as NPI and member number. This allows for flexibility in 
determining which documents truly should be linked together, and reduces the chance of false positives. 
For users to view the linked documents while in workflow, users have a work folder of linked documents 
as shown in Figure 9.2.12-17.  
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Figure 9.2.12-17. OnBase Work Folder. While in workflow, users are able to see documents related to the 
primary document through a work folder, allowing instant access to view related documents.  
An alternative option is to view cross-references, as shown in Figure 9.2.12-18 by going through the 
document menu. These two methods can also be configured to display a different set of related 
documents, thereby allowing two different options to meet two different business needs. 
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Figure 9.2.12-18. OnBase Cross References. While viewing a document, users are able to double-click to 
view related documents in a cross-reference listing. Users then can select the document they would like to 
view, allowing for quick viewing of linked documents. 
WMSS.23  

Documents received will pass through an automated classification process. The system will first 
evaluate the type of document and if unsure, will open up the document to a user for confirmation. 
During this process, the system and/or users are able to attach it to the previous document, or make it 
part of the following document as well. Users can group any number of documents together to make 
one continuous document. 

WMSS.24  

Team Noridian's Transform Suite has a reporting tool to show various statistics in regards to the 
OCR/ICR process. Team Noridian has multiple reports, including sample reports shown in Figure  
9.2.12-19 and 9.2.12-20, that include all required information including raw recognition rate, characters 
questions, characters corrected, beginning operator time, ending operator time, and operator ID. The 
reports have hyperlinks to allow drill down reporting to get more detailed information as well. 
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Figure 9.2.12-19. Transform OCR/ICR Report. Team Noridian's Transform Suite has pre-built reports for 
management to review OCR/ICR accuracy and performance. 
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Figure 9.2.12-20. Transform Verification Report. Team Noridian's Transform Suite has pre-built reports 
for management to review the performance of staff while performing OCR/ICR verification. 
WMSS.25  

All documents stored in OnBase are able to be retrieved via document retrieval by entering keywords to 
perform a search. In the case of provider and/or member notifications, a system report is generated 
containing all the notices that were sent. OnBase's COLD module will automatically read the contents of 
that file, and create individual notices per provider or member. The COLD module also will extract 
keyword data from the report, creating an individual indexed document for each notice even though they 
were from one report. User can enter these keyword values into the document retrieval screen, as shown 
in Figure 9.2.12-21, and OnBase limits the search of its database to documents that match. Users are able 
to use wildcard searches as well to expand the set of documents returned. 
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Figure 9.2.12-21. OnBase Retrieval of Provider Notices. Using the OnBase document retrieval feature, 
users are able to search for notices for providers and members. Entering additional keyword information 
will limit the result set allowing for rapid searches to a specific notice. 
WMSS.26  

Electronic files are stored in OnBase in their native format, allowing users to capitalize on the native 
application's functionality. Users are presented with the document and see the standard application menus 
they are used to. Using OnBase, multiple users are able to view the same document simultaneously, 
allowing for collaboration among a group. Team Noridian also utilizes the collaboration module of 
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OnBase, which allows for discussion threads to be added to a document as shown in Figure 9.2.12-22. 
The discussion threads can allow for back and forth conversations about a document. The creator of the 
discussion thread is able to add staff individually or at a group level to the discussion and newly added 
users can be notified of the discussion. As responses are added to the discussion, users can choose to 
receive e-mail notification as well. 

Figure 9.2.12-22. OnBase Collaboration. OnBase's collaboration module allows for discussion threads 
on documents between multiple users. 
Using workflow users are able to electronically approve or sign documents. This feature can also be 
exposed through document retrieval in what is called a system task. Users will then be able to view a 
document, run the task and add their approval including user id, date, and time. 

WMSS.27  

OnBase uses workflow queues that can be "load-balanced" either to a group of users, or to an individual 
user. A screenshot of the load balancing is shown in Figure 9.2.12-23. OnBase can use a database 
indicator showing who the document is assigned to, or OnBase can set an actual keyword equal to the 
assignment so that all staff can readily see who it is assigned to. 
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Figure 9.2.12-23. Assignment to Users. OnBase can use keywords, such as "MED Rev Coor ID" to assign 
documents to staff while making the assignment visible. 
WMSS.28  

OnBase allows for the use of electronic forms (e-forms). These forms can be created in HTML or XML, 
allowing for great flexibility for edits in JavaScript or VBScript. Team Noridian's experience has shown 
that to gather quality data from users, it is critical to use edits in forms. As shown in Figure 9.2.12-24, 
OnBase can create pop-up messages when fields are left blank, the field length doesn't match a required 
length, or the characters entered don't match the format anticipated such as social security numbers should 
be all numbers. Along with this, Team Noridian uses drop-down lists as much as possible to ensure 
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consistency in data values supplied by users. While on e-forms, Team Noridian also sets required fields so 
users are aware what fields must be filled in prior to submission of the form. 

Figure 9.2.12-24. Error Messages. OnBase 
display error messages to the user when fields 
are left blank or do not meet the validation 
criteria set. Users are then able to take 
appropriate action to resolve the error. 
WMSS.29  

The scanning software has configuration 
settings, as shown in Figure 9.2.12-25, to delete 
blank pages. This threshold works by scanning 
the page and determining the amount of data on 
the page. If the data is less than the defined 
threshold, the page is deleted as a blank page. 
This threshold is easy to configure to ensure 
accuracy during testing. 

WMSS.30  

The Transform software used for OCR/ICR 
commits batches from scanning real-time into  
the pipeline, which is the OCR/ICR engine.  

Figure 9.2.12-25. Blank Page Thresholds. The 
scanning software allows for data threshold 
configuration; pages not meeting thresholds are 
considered blank and deleted from the document  
to prevent users from having to page through  
blank pages. 
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Batches of scanned images are then passed through OCR/ICR processing, which extracts data from the 
image. All documents that cleanly pass OCR/ICR processing will then have index files containing the 
extracted data created to be sent to eCAMS and OnBase. These files will be created real-time at the 
completion of OCR/ICR processing. For images that require human confirmation of the OCR/ICR data, 
those documents are held for human verification. Upon completion of the verification, extract files will be 
created every 15 minutes to be sent to eCAMS and OnBase. 

WMSS.31  

As soon as a document is stored in OnBase, it is able to be viewed in the system. While working on an 
imaged document, OnBase allows page navigation features; next page, previous page, and go to page. 
These buttons are available in a menu, as shown in Figure 9.2.12-26, or also can be activated via 
keyboard shortcuts. Along with this, OnBase has the ability to have notes that are page specific. This 
allows users to view a list of notes, and jump directly to a page that a note is on. This is commonly  
used in large documents such as complex medical records where staff want to flag a particular item many 
pages into the document. Users are then able to click on the note and jump directly to the page the note 
was applied to. 

Figure 9.2.12-26. OnBase Menu. OnBase's navigation menu includes arrow keys to move from page to 
page along with other options to interact with the document. 
WMSS.32  

As documents are stored in OnBase, OnBase will look through documents that have the same keyword, or 
index, values to determine possibility of a duplicate. As shown in Figure 9.2.12-27, if a possible duplicate 
is found, users are prompted to store it as a revision to that document, store it as a new document, or else 
cancel to change the keyword values that are on the document. 

Figure 9.2.12-27. OnBase Revisions. When attempting to store a document with the same identities as a 
previously stored document, OnBase prompts users to save as a revision or as a new document. 
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WMSS.33  

OnBase links documents based on keyword, or index, values. It can be done on a single value, such as 
NPI, or on a composite set of values, such as NPI and member number. This allows for flexibility in 
determining which documents truly should be linked together, and reduces the chance of false positives. 
For users to view the linked documents while in workflow, users have a work folder of linked documents. 
As documents pass through workflow, the workflow rules can be configured to look for duplicate 
documents by comparing the documents' keywords and if a match is found, prompting the user so they 
are aware allowing users to take appropriate action. 

Within eCAMS, claims will have links available to view related documents that are housed in OnBase, 
allowing a user instant access to related documents. eCAMS will process through all claims entered for 
duplicate checking. Duplicate checking is performed by provider NPI, member ID, procedure code, and 
date(s) of service. If a duplicate claim is discovered, eCAMS will notify the user and allow the user to 
view the duplicate claim. 

WMSS.34  

When creating keyword fields shown in Figure 
9.2.12-28, OnBase has the ability to store the 
values in Mixed Case or all upper case. 
Choosing mixed case will respect the way the 
user types it in without making any changes to 
the value. If a user chooses to type it in all 
lower case, it will be stored as such. 

When creating letter templates, OnBase 
prompts users with how they would like the 
keywords to display in the letter. The options 
exist to not change the value, make it a proper 
noun, all lowercase, or all uppercase as shown 
in Figure 9.2.12-29. 

Figure 9.2.12-28. Character Case Options. When 
creating keywords, values can be stored as all 
uppercase, or set to be mixed case which respects 
how the user types the value in. 
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Figure 9.2.12-29. Case Correction. OnBase letter templates allow users to specify how they want 
keyword values to display. 
WMSS.35  

As shown in Figure 9.2.12-16 within Requirement WMSS.20, OnBase keeps a detailed audit log called 
document history. This history shows each workflow queue that the document has passed through as well 
as when. It also contains the user name of the person who put it in that status and removed it from that 
status. The audit log also contains workstation identification each time a user is logged in to OnBase. 
Reports are able to be generated from within the OnBase client at a granular level. This can be used to see 
each document that a particular user has interacted with. 

WMSS.36  

OnBase has native functionality to attach notes to documents as shown in Figure 9.2.12-30. Notes are 
stamped with the user who created it as well as the date and time. Along with this, for imaged documents, 
annotation capabilities exist to perform highlighting, mark-ups, etc. on documents. For additional 
documents that need to be linked to an existing document, users are able to import documents such as  
e-mails and cross-reference them to the existing document. 
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Figure 9.2.12-30. OnBase Notes. OnBase has native functions to add notes. Notes have a type or 
category, and automatically have the user name, date, and time logged. 
WMSS.37  

OnBase's workflow engine uses rules to determine flow. These rules are quickly configured to dictate 
work assignment to either groups or individuals. Work distribution can occur based on round-robin, 
shortest queue, only to logged in users, or based on rules. When using rules, the system can be configured 
to evaluate keyword values in determining who to assign work. As shown in Requirement WMSS.07 
Figure 9.2.12-8, the system can be configured to look at a dollar amount of a claim, and based on that 
amount, determine who to route the claim to. 

WMSS.38  

OnBase uses a Microsoft SQL database and a Microsoft Windows File Server. Both of these are standard 
technologies in the marketplace and offer scalability to support long-term storage of documents. In Team 
Noridian's largest environment, the OnBase system currently contains 10 years of documents totaling 
over 230 million documents in an 800 GB database with over eight terabytes of space on the file server. 

For those documents that do have an end of life, Team Noridian will be purchasing the Document 
Retention and Records Management modules. These two modules work in conjunction to handle the life 
cycle of a document from inception to deletion. They also offer the ability to suspend the deletion rules in 
case there is a business need, such as a legal case. They can be set up to delete documents, by type, after 
so long in the system. The other alternative is to set them up to be event triggered such as when a member 
passes away you may want to keep their records for the next seven years regardless of how long they have 
already been stored. 

WMSS.39  

As noted above, OnBase is a very scalable system. Using high performance technology such as 
Microsoft's SQL database platform coupled with a high performance storage area network (SAN),  
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like the Department has, will allow OnBase to maintain image retrieval response times faster than an 
average of fifteen seconds. Current response time for document retrieval purposes averages 
approximately three seconds from double-clicking on an imaged document until it is in the viewer. 

WMSS.40  

During the OCR/ICR verification process, claims can be rejected to a provider when the claim is submitted 
incomplete based on the processing rules the Department has set forth. Figure 9.2.12-31 shows the rejection 
of a claim through the return to provider (RTP) process. An RTP letter is then created and mailed to the 
provider explaining the reason the claim was rejected. All RTP letters have keywords for provider number 
and return reason, and as with all OnBase data can be queried to generate reports as needed. 

Figure 9.2.12-31. Rejection of a Claim. The rejection process allows users to select a reason, in this case 
invalid taxonomy, to reject the claim. After rejection, a letter is generated to the provider and the letter 
and keywords are stored in OnBase for retrieval and reporting purposes. 
WMSS.41  

Team Noridian recognizes the need for the capability to scan radiographs and diagnostic images. In the 
IME today, this is not happening. To promote a complete paperless environment and operational 
efficiencies, Team Noridian will purchase an additional scanner that is capable of scanning radiographs 
and diagnostic images. Even though many providers are switching to electronic health records, the rate of 
adoption still warrants the need for a scanner that can scan such documents. The dental community in 
particular is required to submit a large amount of radiographs and diagnostic images, and Team Noridian 
has identified a dental radiograph and diagnostic scanner that we will procure in support of this operation. 
The OnBase system is already capable of storing and displaying these images. 
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WMSS.42  

In setting up the scan queues, the system is able to be configured to read barcode information. As depicted 
in Figure 9.2.12-32, the system can recognize the standard 3 of 9 barcodes, which are the longer ones, or 
also to read the newer technology of 2d barcodes. The benefit of reading 2d barcodes is the enhanced 
amount of data able to be stored in a small printed section. As the data is extracted from these barcodes, 
the data is stored in OnBase as keywords, eliminating the need for data entry. Team Noridian currently 
uses barcodes on outbound mail in the IME when we expect to receive the document back. When the 
document is returned, OnBase matches up the inbound mail with existing information in the system and 
link the documents together. 

Figure 9.2.12-32. Barcode Recognition. Multiple barcode formats are able to be read by the scanner and 
scanning software, including the newer 2d barcode technology. 
WMSS.43  

During the scanning process, the system allows for authorized users to perform deletion of pages or the 
rescan of additional pages through the user interface. If the document is already in the system, authorized 
users can be given the ability to delete pages and to also scan additional pages directly into the existing 
document. Team Noridian recognizes and is able to support the need to limit access to this function as the 
Department requires in WMSS.02 to maintain the original document. Users are also able to reorder pages 
as shown in Figure 9.2.12-33 through a graphical user interface. 
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Figure 9.2.12-33. Edit Scanned Documents. Users are able to delete a page, add more pages, or reorder 
pages after documents have been scanned. 
WMSS.44  

During the scanning process, scan operators assign document types and keyword values to documents 
being scanned. The operators use separator pages to define the start and stop of a document, or manually 
override the system to group documents together. As shown in Figure 9.2.12-34, documents with 
document types defined are sent directly to a "Committed" area, allowing documents to enter the 
appropriate workflow based on the document type. 

Figure 9.2.12-34. Documents in Batches. Documents can be grouped together through the scanning interface; 
documents are classified by document type and grouped under the envelope in which they were received.  
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WMSS.45  

OnBase uses load balanced queues for managing work assignments. This creates a logical separation of 
work specific to each user or to a group of users. Supervisors are able to view each person's workload 
and, as shown in Figure 9.2.12-35, are able to reassign the work to other staff or groups of staff. Through 
this view, supervisors are also able to tell who is logged in as their names appear in bold. This helps 
prevent assigning work to staff who are not available.  

Figure 9.2.13-35. Reassign Work. Authorized users are able to view all work assignments, either to a 
group level or an individual level, and choose to reassign documents to other staff as needed. 
WMSS.46  

As shown in Figure 9.2.12-28 under Requirement WMSS.34, when configuring keywords through 
OnBase, they are definable as numeric, alphanumeric, currency, or date style. Along with these 
classifications, maximum lengths are able to be set as well as masking options for keywords that should 
follow a specific format, such as telephone numbers. 

OnBase e-forms also are able to support the display and data entry of special characters and field types. 
Team Noridian edits to ensure data in the fields matches expectations for enhanced data accuracy. Also, 
where possible, Team Noridian will format the fields automatically, such as in the case of currency or 
phone numbers as shown in Figure 9.2.12-36. 
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WMSS.47  

After passing through the OCR/ICR process, any fields that do not meet the confidence threshold are 
"opened" to a user for verification. The system will provide the values it read, and users are able to accept 
those values or can make changes as shown in Figure 9.2.12-37. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.2.12-37. OCR Verification. Fields that do not meet confidence thresholds are shown to the user 
to verify the data the system extracted. Users can accept or change the data.  

Figure 9.2.12-36. OnBase E-forms. The use of 
OnBase e-forms allows for multiple formats of 
data fields as well as automatically masking the 
fields to apply characters such as the dollar sign. 
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WMSS.48  

Claim attachments are scanned as supplemental pages to the original paper claim form. Users are able to 
page through the claim and the attachments through OnBase. For claim attachments received for 
electronic claims, OnBase can link them together via the claim number through cross-references, shown 
in Figure 9.2.12-38. This allows a user to be on the attachment, and by choosing cross-reference from the 
menu, view a report of the electronic claim. Users also will be able to view claim attachments that are 
stored in OnBase directly from the new MMIS, eCAMS. While users are working on a claim, they will be 
able to click a button to view any attachments that might exist by clicking on the paperclip icon shown in 
Figure 9.2.12-39. 

Figure 9.2.12-38. Claim Attachments. Claim attachments can either be additional pages to the claim form 
itself, or set as their own document and viewable via cross-references to the claim. 
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Figure 9.2.12-39. eCAMS Claims Screen Showing a Link to an Attachment. Displaying the attachment 
along with claims data in the screens improves user friendliness and increases the productivity of 
operations and operations staff in adjudicating a claim. 
WMSS.49  

As shown in Figure 9.2.12-16 under Requirement WMSS.20, OnBase keeps a detailed audit log called 
document history. This history shows each workflow queue that the document has passed through as well 
as when. It also contains the user name of the person who put it in that status and removed it from that 
status. The audit log also contains workstation identification each time a user is logged in to OnBase. Any 
updates performed to keywords, any time a document is viewed or printed, and any time a document was 
reclassified are captured in the audit log as well. 
All activity is date and time stamped along with 
the user id of the person performing the action. 

WMSS.50  

OnBase uses Microsoft Word to build templates 
that can be populated through workflow or, as 
shown in Figure 9.2.12-40, on an ad-hoc basis. 
While working in workflow, users can click a 
task that will create the template and populate 
data from the keywords that are stored in 
OnBase. For any fields that data does not exist, 
they can be entered by a user viewing the Word 
template as shown in Figure 9.2.12-41. 

 

Figure 9.2.12-40. Ad-hoc Template Creation. 
Templates can be created either through 
workflow, or by choosing the template from the 
Document Templates menu shown. 
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Figure 9.2.12-41. OnBase Templates Through Workflow. When working in workflow, users can create 
templates that are populated with data from the document they are viewing. Any fields that cannot be 
filled will be presented to the user. 
WMSS.51  

Team Noridian recognizes the value of users being notified about work items, especially for time 
sensitive items. Team Noridian's experience with OnBase has been setting up notifications through 
workflow that would alert users on a pre-defined basis using a timer. A timer can be set to run multiple 
times a day, and will check all documents in a particular workflow and if needed, send out a notification. 

eCAMS provides the framework to monitor the transactions and data to generate alerts, notifications, 
ticklers, and reminders to end users based on user-defined criteria including changes in policy; system 
functionality; status; and the generation, distribution, and return of correspondence. Alerts can be used for 
internal staff, stakeholders, providers, and members. The system can be configured to send notifications 
and alerts based on user-defined criteria (synchronous and/or asynchronous) to associated individual users 
or user groups, with a view of all alerts upon login as shown in Figure 9.2.12-42. These include the 
characteristics of providers, members, claims, and other entity or case types. Alerts that assist in 
monitoring time-sensitive activities are event driven based on various factors such as report completion, 
interface execution, and completion of certain business processes —for example, changes to policies in a 
business process area; characteristics of a claim; status and/or change of prior authorization; anticipated 
return time on a query or report job exceeds a defined time limit; monitoring sensitive activities; member 
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has added a new guardian; provider license expiration; new Third Party Liability (TPL) update on 
member information; generation, distribution, and return of correspondence; and suspended claims. 

The alert/notification domain uses the security model to filter out users that are not allowed to see 
sensitive alerts. The alerts also have the check security flag as an attribute of the alerts that is used by the 
alert/notification domain to determine whether the security filter needs to be applied to an alert. The 
system is integrated with all related system modules and automatically populates information regarding 
the provider and recipient. eCAMS comes standard with complete audit functionality that captures user, 
date and time, and notes for all auditable events. 

Figure 9.2.12-42. eCAMS Alerts. Users have instant access to view alerts relevant to their work upon 
login. These alerts can be event or time driven to provide flexibility for various business processes. 
WMSS.52  

OnBase notes are native functionality. The system is configured with note types, allowing users flexibility 
in categorizing the type of note they are applying to the document. As soon as the note is created, the  
user id, user name, date and time are stored directly in the note as shown in Figure 9.2.12-43. Notes 
follow standard OnBase security and can be limited to groups that have access. Also, the notes are able  
to be limited to read-only, update, or full rights including delete. Standard OnBase notes have a cap of 
255 characters.  
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Figure 9.2.12-43. OnBase Notes. OnBase notes are inherent functionality that provide an easy way for 
users to make comments on a document.  
For those instances where unlimited note text is 
necessary, Team Noridian will provide an e-
form, such as the one in Figure 9.2.12-44, to 
capture the note information. This allows an 
unlimited amount of space while meeting all 
other requirements. The e-form will then be 
cross-referenced to the document for viewing. 

Within the new MMIS, eCAMS allows for 
users to attach comments or notes to each work 
item. These notes are available to be viewed by 
users with a single click. As users are working 
in eCAMS, they are able to add reasons behind 
status updates through notes as shown in Figure 
9.2.12-45. eCAMS comes standard with 
complete audit functionality that captures user, 
date and time, and notes for all auditable 
events. The number of notes is not limited and 
will provide a drop-down menu to allow users 
to select type or category for the notes.  

Figure 9.2.12-44. Note E-form. For long 
explanations or notes, OnBase is configured to 
create e-forms that allow unlimited text entry, while 
still capturing the user ID and creation date.  
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Figure 9.2.12-45. eCAMS Notes. eCAMS also offers users the functionality to attach notes to each work 
item within the eCAMS system. The notes are commonly used to explain status. 
WMSS.53  

OnBase uses load balanced queues for managing work assignments. This creates a logical separation  
of work specific to each user or to a group of users. As shown under Requirement WMSS.45 Figure 
9.2.12-35, authorized staff and supervisors are able to view each person's workload and, are able to 
reassign the work to other staff or groups of staff. Through this view, supervisors are also able to tell  
who is logged in as their names appear in bold. This helps prevent assigning work to staff that are already 
gone for the day. While working in eCAMS, users are able to quickly assign and re-assign records as 
well. The ability to refer a claim to another location is shown in Figure 9.2.12-46 and allows users to add 
a comment as to why the work item is being sent to the new location. 
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 Figure 9.2.12-46. eCAMS Re-assign work. eCAMS provides users the ability to refer claims and other 
work items to other locations or work groups. 
WMSS.54  

OnBase's workflow provides a graphical view into a document list of work items that are in a specific 
workflow. Users are able to see a document name that is configurable. The document name generally 
contains the document type and some identifying information such as provider number and date received. 
From within this queue, users are able to select any document for viewing, shown in Figure 9.2.12-47. 
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Figure 9.2.12-47. OnBase Workflow Queues. The OnBase queue shows all work available and the tasks 
able to be performed on the documents. 
OnBase is also able to provide URL links to view a specific document. This is useful when OnBase sends 
notifications via e-mail. Team Noridian will insert a URL link in the body of the e-mail, allowing the user 
direct access to the specific document pertaining to the e-mail. 

WMSS.55  

OnBase is able to handle documents from multiple sources, including images, Word documents, video 
files, or audio files. All documents are able to be routed through workflow to capture statistics and data. 
Team Noridian will pass both paper and electronic based documents through workflow in the IME. For 
example, through integration with the call centers' call recording system, a call center representative could 
route a recorded voice mail requiring a callback to another business unit to work, such as Medical 
Services, if appropriate. As with all workflow, all transactions will be logged in the database and can be 
queried for reporting needs. 

WMSS.56  

OnBase has the ability to set priority based on workflow rules as shown in Figure 9.2.12-48. This allows a 
set of rules to be ran against a document, and based on the evaluation of that criteria, the priority can be 
set. Documents with a higher priority will be displayed before those with a lower priority.  

The eCAMS work management screens provide configuration of user assignments to work queues/ 
locations based on attributes such as characteristics of the claim or PA record, client, claim type, 
edit/audit error codes, and PA service types. These configurable screens support the business logic 
embedded in the rules engine. These can be maintained by the administrator in real time and support 
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distributions of work based on workloads. The 
configurable rules will provide the workflow 
application to enable the majority of the 
processing to be automated according to the 
specified business rules while assigning priority 
based on the business rules configured. 

WMSS.57  

eCAMS claims functional area processes 
claims for the IME defined edit rules. Each edit 
rule has a defined disposition of either Suspend 
or Deny. Edits that cause the claim to be 
suspended are routed to the specific work 
location based on the routing rules 
configuration. All suspended claims requiring 
manual review are made available to the work 
location for user to pick up for review as shown 
in Figure 9.2.12-49. Figure 9.2.12-50 shows 
that claims that are suspended and manually 
reviewed can be released for reprocessing the 
claims with manual dispositions set for the 
errors the claim was suspended for.  

 

 

Figure 9.2.12-49. eCAMS Suspended Claims. All suspended claims are able to be viewed in concise 
working locations for a user-friendly view into the system. 

Figure 9.2.12-48. OnBase Workflow Priority. 
OnBase can evaluate the keywords on a 
document through a rules process and then set a 
numeric priority indicator to the document.
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Figure 9.2.12-50. Release Suspended Claims. eCAMS allows the release of suspended claims for 
reprocessing by setting dispositions. 
WMSS.58  

Using OnBase keywords to store dates, such as receipt date, coupled with workflow to evaluate the due 
date of a document, notifications can be configured to be sent to users and their management as the due 
date approaches. Team Noridian builds these notifications in a tiered approach, first notifying the staff, 
and then notifying the staff and supervisor. These notifications can also be configured to be sent to a 
distribution e-mail address as well. 

eCAMS provides the framework to monitor the transactions and data to generate alerts, notifications, 
ticklers, and reminders to end users based on user-defined criteria including changes in policy; system 
functionality; status; and the generation, distribution, and return of correspondence. Alerts can be used for 
internal staff, stakeholders, providers, and members. The system can be configured to send notifications 
and alerts based on user-defined criteria (synchronous and/or asynchronous) to associated individual users 
or user groups. These include the characteristics of providers, members, claims, and other entity or case 
types. Alerts that assist in monitoring time-sensitive activities are event driven based on various factors 
such as report completion, interface execution, and completion of certain business processes —for 
example, changes to policies in a business process area; characteristics of a claim; status and/or change of 
prior authorization; anticipated return time on a query or report job exceeds a defined time limit; 
monitoring sensitive activities; member has added a new guardian; provider license expiration; new Third 
Party Liability (TPL) update on member information; generation, distribution, and return of 
correspondence; and suspended claims. 
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WMSS.59  

OnBase supports a multi-user environment. Within this environment, multiple people can operate within 
the same workflow. OnBase employs a "check-out" methodology to ensure only one person is actively 
changing a document at any given time. However, multiple users are able to view the same document to 
encourage collaboration. OnBase is capable of running multiple workflows within one system, as is the 
case in the IME today. The OnBase system is scalable to meet the needs of the IME today and into the 
future as Medicaid expands with healthcare reform. The eCAMS system is supported by an Oracle 
database that is capable of multiple users accessing the system at any time. The hardware for both 
eCAMS and OnBase will allow sufficient processing capacity to handle multiple workflows by multiple 
users simultaneously. 

WMSS.60  

Team Noridian uses the Report Services module of OnBase to allow users a real-time view into the 
system. Reports are configured and published to authorized staff. Common reports are to report on 
receipts, completes, and pending inventories. Along with this, as shown in Figure 9.2.12-51, the report 
can calculate the timeliness based on the data stored in OnBase. All reports are able to export to Microsoft 
Excel for further manipulation or for distribution. 

Figure 9.2.12-51. OnBase Report Services. Report Services allows a real-time query into the OnBase 
system to view workload statistics.  
eCAMS has a business process activity monitoring framework that provides an online dashboard and 
process scorecard to evaluate performance measurement across processes. The dashboard is driven by a 
series of business process metrics. eCAMS also comes with a complete package of work management 
reports that support the functions listed in the requirement. These reports cover the entire gamut of claim 
reports, providing data by claim status, age of claims, staff workload, throughput, and productivity.  

WMSS.61  

Users will be able to see all workload in the system by looking at workflow. After each workflow queue, 
a number representing the count of documents is viewable. Team Noridian also creates reports in Report 
Services to show workload numbers. eCAMS upon login presents users with "My Inbox" which is the 
single view into all work items available for the logged in user. 

WMSS.62  

OnBase workflow allows for tasks for users to reserve a work item for their exclusive use. Team Noridian 
uses the naming convention called "Give Me Work." Upon running this task, shown in Figure 9.2.12-52, 
the document will transition into a workflow queue and assign the document to that user. The user will be 
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able to view their work items, but not work items of other users unless granted security. Supervisors and 
senior staff generally are given rights to view all users work items to help manage workload. 

The eCAMS work management screens provide configuration of user assignments to work 
queues/locations based on attributes such as characteristics of the claim or PA record, client, claim type, 
edit/audit error codes, and PA service types. These configurable screens support the business logic 
embedded in the rules engine. These can be maintained by the administrator in real time and support 
distributions of work based on workloads. The configurable rules will provide the workflow application 
to enable the majority of the processing to be automated according to the specified business rules. 

Figure 9.2.12-52. Give Me Work Task. Running the Give Me Work task will reserve the current document 
for the user running the task's exclusive use. 
WMSS.63  

OnBase uses queues, which are similar to a virtual in-bin. The queues are able to be load balanced, which 
allows users to view their own workload. Team Noridian uses a naming convention called "My Desk" for 
these queues to signify this is an individual's work. Clicking on the queue allows that user to view their 
entire workload as shown in Figure 9.2.12-53. eCAMS upon login presents users with "My Inbox" which 
is the single view into all work items available for the logged in user. 
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Figure 9.2.12-53. My Desk Queue. OnBase uses a My Desk queue to show all work assigned to a  
specific user. 
WMSS.64  

The OnBase system manages security both within the application, and at the server level. The OnBase 
system runs on a Microsoft SQL database, and users do not need access to this database to use the 
application. OnBase also has a file server where the images are stored. OnBase uses distributed disk 
services to make a TCP/IP call to the file server and return the image. This prevents having to give 
network share rights to all users.  

Within the application, users are put into security groups. The security group configuration allows for 
very granular security rights including access to document types, workflow queues, workflow tasks, and 
access to notes. Along with that rights can be set to read-only, read and modify, or full rights which can 
allow for creation and deletion. 

eCAMS employs role based access control and security to limit users ability to view data within the 
MMIS. Users belong to a role and that role is assigned specified security. The eCAMS security allows for 
distinction between inquiry only, update rights, or full rights. Security can be given to a screen or down to 
a data element on a screen, allowing extreme granularity for protection of sensitive information. 

WMSS.65  

Team Noridian uses the Report Services module of OnBase to allow users a real-time view into the 
system. Reports are configured and published to authorized staff. As shown in Figure 9.2.12-51  
within Requirement WMSS.60, the report can calculate the timeliness per workload type based on  
the data stored in OnBase. All reports can be exported to Microsoft Excel for further manipulation or  
for distribution. 

eCAMS has a business process activity monitoring framework that provides an online dashboard and 
process scorecard to evaluate performance measurement across processes. The dashboard is driven by  
a series of business process metrics. eCAMS also comes with a complete package of work management 
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reports that support the functions listed in the requirement. These reports cover the entire gamut of claim 
reports, providing data by claim status, age of claims, staff workload, throughput, and productivity. 

WMSS.66  

The eCAMS work management screens provide configuration of user assignments to work 
queues/locations based on attributes such as characteristics of the claim or PA record, client, claim type, 
edit/audit error codes, and PA service types. These configurable screens support the business logic 
embedded in the rules engine. These can be maintained by the administrator in real time and support 
distributions of work based on workloads. The configurable rules will provide the workflow application 
to enable the majority of the processing to be automated according to the specified business rules. 

eCAMS has a business process activity monitoring framework that provides an online dashboard, 
HealthBeat, and process scorecard to evaluate performance measurement across processes. The dashboard 
is driven by a series of business process metrics.  

eCAMS also comes with a complete package of work management reports that support the functions 
listed in the requirement. These reports cover the entire gamut of claim reports, providing data by claim 
status, age of claims, staff workload, throughput, and productivity. 

WMSS.67  

OnBase comes with a feature rich API that is callable by external applications. The current version of the 
API is called Unity and is an object oriented API that can be written using C# or VB.net. Web services 
are able to published using the API which will allow for most modern applications in the IME to retrieve 
and send data to and from OnBase.  

eCAMS is based on a service oriented architecture and exposes services for other applications to 
consume. Likewise, eCAMS is capable of "stepping out" and calling web services of another application 
to interface real-time. 

WMSS.68 

The eCAMS system utilizes an Oracle database. OnBase runs on a Microsoft SQL server database. Using 
common SQL queries, users with appropriate database permission are able to retrieve data from either 
database. Industry standards would have read-only accounts created for those people who need query 
access. Also, SQL Views can be setup to simplify the table structure to make queries easier for staff who 
are unfamiliar with the database design. If the need arises, the use of SQL Server Integration Services 
would allow extracts of a subset of the database into another database as another option for querying. 
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9.2.13 Electronic Data Management  
9.2.13.1 Electronic Data Management System Requirements Table 
ED Electronic Data Management System Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

EDSS.01  Include, at a minimum, the following document management capabilities: 
a. Retrieve images through the use of any OCR/ICR field search.  
b. Retrieve by report name.  
c. Retrieve by report number.  
d. Retrieve by change management request.  
e. Retrieve by date.  
f. Retrieve images by ICN/TCN.  
g. Retrieve images by provider number.  
h. Retrieve images by member ID number.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.01 

EDSS.02  Provide the capability to store electronic and imaged paper documents 
and systems generated reports and make them available online through 
a single user interface, to promote a total view of current and historical 
information.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.02 

EDSS.03  Support drag-and-drop functionality to be used when creating or editing 
a document.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.03 

EDSS.04  Provide the ability to print or fax one or more selected images from 
image search.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.04 

EDSS.05  Include at a minimum the following document management capabilities: 
a. Concurrent retrieval functions to publications and other stored 
documents.  
b. Automated inventory control for all forms, letters, publications and 
other IME-designated documents.  
c. Storage of documents and files.  
d. Ability to generate documents in both hard copy and electronic format, 
including forms and letters.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.05 

EDSS.06  Provide conversion of all documents to a format as defined by IME. 
Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.06 

EDSS.07  Support cataloging and indexing of all imaged documents. 
Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.07 

EDSS.08  Include, at a minimum, the following scanning management capabilities: 
a. Scan both single and double sided documents.  
b. Scan complete or scraped documents.  
c. Scan color, black and white and grayscale images.  
d. Support special characters.  
e. Support a wide range of compression methods.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.08 

EDSS.09  Provide the capability to manipulate images, to include: 
a. Rotation.  
b. Inversion.  
c. Zoom.  
d. Brightness and contrast.  
e. Crop, cut and copy a portion of the image.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.09 

EDSS.10  Allow manual data entry from scanned documents if they cannot be read 
and transmit electronically from an image to IME Enterprise.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.13.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.10 

As shown in Figure 9.3.13-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 
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Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing capability in eCAMS solution meets the requirements. 100%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the eCAMS solution to meets the requirements. 0%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the eCAMS solution to meet the requirements. No Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.13-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
9.2.13.2 Approach to Addressing the Electronic Data Management  
System Requirements 
Team Noridian will continue the success of the Electronic Data Management System (EDMS) 
components operating in the IME today. This includes the Transform Suite for OCR and imaging, 
coupled with OnBase for additional imaging capabilities, document retrieval, and workflow. Team 
Noridian will also expand the offering in place by adding OnBase components to perform OCR of 
additional documents outside of what Transform is performing today. This will allow for enhanced 
automation of extracting index information, reducing the need for manual keying of information. 

To meet the requirements of the EDMS, we offer Hyland Software’s OnBase. OnBase has been in use in 
the IME since 2005, and Team Noridian intends to continue using it to satisfy all the EDMS requirements 
while introducing enhancements to the OnBase system as it is configured in the IME. A key enhancement 
will be the integration between OnBase and the new MMIS, eCAMS. 

OnBase is a proven EDMS used in many industries, with a vertical market focus in the health care 
industry. OnBase has become a leader in the EDMS marketplace, earning the 2010 Gartner’s Magic 
Quadrant leader rank in the Enterprise Content Management arena, as published by Gartner in November 
2010. Hyland was credited with the key strengths of strong management and continued success in the 
industry. Health care is now Hyland’s largest vertical market.  

OnBase is a flexible COTS product that allows for configuration to meet business needs and includes 
built-in functionality that allows for a broad feature set while working with documents. Users are able to 
use the OnBase client to generate electronic documents or use drag-and-drop functionality to create and 
edit documents. For mail received in the mailroom, data entry imaging technicians will scan the mail, 
providing users with one central repository for electronic and image-based documents. When working 
with documents, users are able to perform actions to help with viewing such as rotation, inversion, 
zooming, copying, and pasting. A significant benefit of an EDMS is that multiple users can view the same 
document at the same time, allowing for enhanced collaboration in cases where the Department needs to 
work with staff in county offices. In the case that users would like to have a hard-copy of documents, 
users are able to print or fax the document via the OnBase client. 

OnBase utilizes a relational database to store index information on each document. This information will 
be stored in a Microsoft SQL server enterprise database. Through our relational indexing approach, index 
values are assigned to each document and are used to relate documents to each other dynamically based 
on keywords. While viewing a document, users are able to view cross-references, which are documents 
that have related index values. The system is able to use a primary key, such as case number or claim 
number, to identify documents; or use a combination of values, such as group plan ID and member ID, to 
limit the result set further. Another useful feature of OnBase is the folder interface. This mimics folders 
that users are familiar with browsing on their desktop PC. Folders and subfolders can be dynamically 
created as documents are stored in OnBase, and related documents will be added into the folder structure 
by these related index values. This is useful in case management type activities where users would like to 
view a case at a time, in a folder structure. 
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OnBase will function as the single EDMS for the Team Noridian solution and will be accessible to users 
directly from the application that they use to carry out their normal activities. For example, the majority of 
internal IME users will be working in eCAMS, and they will be able to view documents stored in OnBase 
directly from eCAMS. This same concept is true for Web Portal users, providers and members, in accessing 
authorized documents such as letters that were sent to them. Having a single source of operational 
documents, encompassing documents originating from paper and electronic format, will provide a consistent 
application for all users while limiting their rights to the appropriate authorization level.  

EDSS.01  

Team Noridian will continue the use of OnBase for retrieving images in the IME. OnBase uses keywords 
as search criteria. The keywords are defined at a document-type level and can be configured to meet the 
business needs for search criteria. As depicted in Figures 9.2.13-2 and 9.2.13-3, keywords exist in 
OnBase for report name, report number, change management request number, date, TCN, provider 
number, and member ID number. Numerous additional keywords exist on each document type as well.  
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Figure 9.2.13-2. Provider, TCN, and DCN Keywords. OnBase stores documents with search criteria such 
as TCN, DCN, and Provider Number. 
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Figure 9.2.13-3. Report Keywords. OnBase stores reports with search criteria such as report ID, report 
title, and report dates. 
Along with the keywords, OnBase natively records the date documents are created in the system, as well 
as the archive box where the physical document is located, and the PO Box in which the document was 
received. The recorded date is available to be used as search criteria, either by itself or in conjunction with 
keyword values to further limit the results. In addition, most documents have additional keyword values 
that capture important dates such as IME receipt date, receipt date in each unit, completion date, etc. 
These keywords are available for retrieval of documents as well. Finally, documents uploaded to OnBase 
are available for searching across the OCR field search. Claims that are scanned and pass through OCR 
via Transform also are available to be searched in that application. 
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EDSS.02  

OnBase will be used as the EDMS system for the IME. OnBase allows documents to be stored via 
numerous methods. Electronic documents such as e-forms or Microsoft Office documents are created 
within the OnBase application and natively archived into the OnBase system. For system-generated 
reports, such as through eCAMS or state systems, OnBase's computer output to laser disk (COLD) 
module will continue to import reports in a text format. This allows full-text searching to make all 
system-generated reports retrievable in OnBase. For documents scanned via Transform, OnBase's 
document import processor (DIP) module will be used to import index information and images. For 
documents submitted via the Web Portal, Team Noridian will utilize an enterprise service bus (ESB) 
called EXACT to handle system-to-system connections between the Web Portal and OnBase. EXACT 
will allow documents submitted via the Web Portal to be stored directly into OnBase.  

All documents, regardless of source, will be available through the OnBase client for retrieval as shown in 
Figure 9.2.13-4. In addition, while working in eCAMS users will see context-sensitive lists of documents 
that are available for viewing. The list will be generated from web service calls to OnBase by eCAMS, 
and OnBase will return a list of appropriate documents. eCAMS will be configured to call for applicable 
documents to the area in which the user is working. Users will then be able to click directly from within 
eCAMS, and view the image of the document from OnBase. The use of web services allows for real-time 
connections between eCAMS and OnBase, allowing users a seamless interface between the two products.  

 

Figure 9.2.13-4. OnBase Document Retrieval. All scanned documents are available for retrieval through 
the OnBase client. Users can specify date ranges to limit searches to recent documents, or expand 
searches to gather historical information. 
EDSS.03  

OnBase supports native functionality of Microsoft Word and Excel allowing users to capitalize on the 
knowledge they have of these applications while working within the OnBase client. Users will be able to 
use drag-and-drop functionality while editing or creating a document within OnBase. Other standard 
Word and Excel functionality is available within the OnBase client, providing users with the familiar 
menu options of these applications, as shown in Figure 9.2.13-5.  
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Figure 9.2.13-5. Native Microsoft Word Functions Exist in OnBase. OnBase uses native application viewers 
such as Microsoft Word and Excel to launch documents in those formats. This allows users familiarity with the 
user interface as well as the native application functionality while working within OnBase. 
EDSS.04  

Team Noridian will continue to use the OnBase system in conjunction with the RightFax system that is 
installed in the IME. With the use of RightFax, users are able to instantly create an outbound fax with the 
document attached to the coversheet. Users can quickly send the fax and the RightFax system will handle 
converting the document into a format that is acceptable for the receiver's fax machine.  

OnBase supports printing on an ad-hoc basis for users, and batch printing for larger jobs. Users can select 
one or more documents to print by highlighting them from the search results. This can all be controlled by 
security access in cases where documents are not allowed to be printed. For example, the Department may 
not want images of checks to be printed. OnBase security will allow for printing when appropriate, while 
preventing it in other cases if so desired. As shown in Figure 9.2.13-6, OnBase print functionality allows 
for printing all revisions of a document, notes on a document, and digital signatures. These functions 
allow for a complete record of the document to meet business needs. 
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EDSS.05  

OnBase allows for concurrent viewing of 
documents. OnBase also employs a checkout 
function to support document version control, 
preventing multiple people from attempting to 
update the same document at the same time. 
When a document is checked out, only the 
person who checked it out can make changes. 
However, all other users will still be able to 
view the document while it is checked out. 

The OnBase system supports document 
revisions and versioning. This functionality 
enables the IME to retain an inventory of all 
forms, letters, publications, and other 
documents, including all past versions and 
iterations. Combining revisions and versions 
with the use of keywords generates a complete, 
searchable inventory. In addition, the use of a 
hierarchical folder structure within OnBase 
provides an intuitive drill-down view into the 
documents and files stored in OnBase.  

All images within OnBase can be printed as  
a hardcopy document, or handled as an 
electronic document. Electronic options include 
faxing as referenced in requirement EDSS.04, 
attaching the document to an e-mail, or 
publishing these documents via the Web Portal. 
Users will be able to login to the Web Portal 
(Provider and Member secured portals) and 
view documents that are stored in OnBase. 
Providers and members using the Web Portal 
will not access OnBase as documents will be 
returned to the Web Portal via EXACT and 
displayed directly to the users through the  
Web Portal user interface. 

EDSS.06  

OnBase is capable of importing documents in a 
variety of industry standard formats. OnBase is 
configured to use the native application as the 
viewer from within OnBase, allowing documents 
to be viewed in the application in which they were originally created. If there is a need to perform 
conversion to a more industry standard format, Team Noridian will convert documents to either .pdf or 
.tiff images, as they are the most common file formats used in the OnBase system. These files are then 
stored in the OnBase system and made available for retrieval. 

EDSS.07  

OnBase stores all imaged documents. OnBase will catalog and index all documents based on keyword 
values on the documents - either from OCR, manual entry, or data passed from other systems. Authorized 

Figure 9.2.13-6. OnBase Client Print Dialog. 
OnBase allows for printing of documents from 
the search screen. Users are able to print just  
the document or additional information such  
as all revisions, digital signatures, and notes  
on the document. 
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users will be able to add additional keyword values as appropriate to the documents as shown in Figure 
9.2.13-12 in Requirement EDSS.10. 

EDSS.08  

The Transform and OnBase scanning engines 
allow for control over the various formatting 
options within the scan clients. As displayed in 
Figure 9.2.13-7, users can configure the ability 
to specify to scan single- and double-sided 
documents whether they are complete or screen-
scraped.  

Figure 9.2.13-8 shows the screen where blank 
page threshold options are set to remove 
unwanted pages as well as rotation of pages. 
These functions, coupled with the ability to scan 
in color, black and white, or grayscale provides 
a clear and concise image that can be stored in 
multiple compression methods, with a .tiff 
Group 4 image being the default, as shown in 
Figure 9.2.13-9.  

 

The scanning/OCR engines can use markers on the 
document such as special characters, images, or 
text to help identify the image automatically.  

As show in Figures 9.2.13-10, additional options 
when scanning such as red-dropout, multi-feed 

detection, electronic annotation or mechanical endorser, and advanced image processing allow Team 
Noridian to provide the best, most accurate images to the customer. The use of the endorser function 
allows all pages to be date stamped and to have a unique page identifier.  

 

Figure 9.2.13-7. Scanner Settings. Scanning setup 
allows for single or duplex scanning, resolution, 
paper size such as full or scraped, and color 
mode settings. 

Figure 9.2.13-8. Delete Blank Page Settings. 
Fronts and backs of pages are scanned and 
these threshold settings tell the scanning 
software when it detects a blank page, defined 
by thresholds of data, to delete it. 

Figure 9.2.13-9. Compression Settings. 
Scanning settings allow for multiple 
compressions settings, with the most common 
being CCITT Group 4, commonly referred to as 
.TIFF Group 4. 
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EDSS.09  

The OnBase client allows users many different 
options to view documents as shown in Figure 
9.2.13-11. Users are able to rotate documents 
clockwise, counter clockwise, or 180 degrees. 
Users are also able to save this rotation so they 
do not have to rotate the image each time the 
document is opened. OnBase provides an 
inversion view for imaged documents, as well as 
flipping a document vertically or horizontally. 
The OnBase toolbar has zoom buttons, which 
are also available via keyboard shortcuts. Using 
the mouse, users can click and drag to select a 
section of an image to crop, cut, or copy a 
portion of the image and paste into another 
document as appropriate. 

Documents are able to be viewed in a variety of 
methods such as normal, preserve to black, scale 
to gray which will vary the brightness and 
contrast of each image. Brightness and contrast 
settings are configurable at scan time to capture a 
higher quality image.  

EDSS.10 

Team Noridian's OCR engine will pass files to 
OnBase containing both images and the extracted 
data from those images. OnBase will store the 
extracted data as keywords. Team Noridian uses 
OnBase e-forms and scan queues to provide 
functionality for data entry by users as needed, or 
in the case the OCR engine is unable to extract 
the data. While performing this indexing, OnBase 
is able to make calls out to eCAMS or other 
systems to pull back additional information to 
eliminate manual data entry, as well as enhancing 
data entry quality. For example, a user could type 
in an NPI number, and OnBase can utilize web 
services to call the MMIS to return back Provider 
Name, Provider Type, and address information. 
After the users have performed the data entry, the 
values are stored as keywords as shown in Figure 
9.2.13-12. OnBase is then able to transmit to 
eCAMS or other systems the data that was stored, 
along with the image if needed. These system-to-
system data exchanges are handled by our ESB, 
EXACT.  

Figure 9.2.13-10. Endorser Settings. The use of 
endorser settings allows for date and unique page 
identifiers to be sprayed on the top of each page 
that is scanned. 

Figure 9.2.13-11. OnBase Client Viewing 
Options. OnBase allows multiple options to 
rotate and invert the image on the screen to 
assist with viewing. 
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Figure 9.2.13-12. OnBase Scan Queue. OnBase's 
Scan Queue allows users to enter data that was 
not captured via OCR/ICR. Required values are 
highlighted in red, and users are able to pick 
from drop down lists to ensure data accuracy.  
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9.2.14 Automatic Letter Generation Requirements 
9.2.14.1 Automatic Letter Generation System Requirements Table 
ED Automatic Letter Generation Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

EDSS.11  Provide the capability to create letter templates and forms, including, but 
not limited to:  
a. Provider certification materials.  
b. Provider recertification letters.  
c. General correspondence and notices for providers and members.  
d. Financial letters.  
e. COB letters.  
f. Service authorization letters.  
g. Service denials.  
h. Premium notices as required by IME.  
i. Special payments.  
j. Notice of Decision letters.  
k. Return to provider letters.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.11 

EDSS.12  Allow for specific information on the letter templates, such as: 
a. Name and address.  
b. Date.  
c. Salutation.  
d. Free form text block.  
e. Signature block.  
f. Electronic signature capability.  
g. Revision date.  
h. Phone number.  
i. Department letterhead.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.12 

EDSS.13  Store letter templates and forms within the system, with the following 
attributes assigned to each letter template, including, at a minimum:  
a. Letter template and form name.  
b. IME letter template and form number.  
c. Letter template and form unit owner (e.g., provider services).  
d. Contact position and location for updates.  
e. Last revision date (archived letter and form must be available).  
f. Letterhead type used (not applicable to forms).  
g. Whether IME administrator signature is contained on the letter 
template (not applicable to forms).  
h. Whether the letter requires a hand-written signature.  
i. Canned language and standardized paragraphs.  
j. Allow for multiple versions of the template including a revision log.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.13 

EDSS.14  Provide a method of automatically generating letters to providers, 
members and other stakeholders. The automated letter generator must:  
a. Provide the functionality to send letters by mail, email or fax including 
mass emails.  
b. Provide the ability to trigger letters automatically based on processing 
such as provider enrollment.  
c. Initiate system-generated letters to members and providers based on 
status in the workflow management queue (e.g., the system would 
generate second notices to providers who have not returned the required 
documentation).  
d. Allow user to generate a single letter immediately.  
e. Allow user to designate address to be used.  
f. Support the generation of letters for mass mailings.  
g. Allow users to insert unlimited free form text.  
h. Allow imposition of security rules to control who may issue each kind 
of letter and to designate and enforce a chain of review for certain 
letters.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.14 

EDSS.15  Allow for the retrieval and reproduction of all generated letters, including 
the address to which the letter was sent and the date the original letter 
was generated.  

Yes Yes   
Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.15 

EDSS.16  Provide the ability to link a letter image to its appropriate data element 
(i.e., member, provider, claim, other).  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.16 
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ED Automatic Letter Generation Requirements - MMIS A B C D  E  

EDSS.17  Provide the ability to print letter templates to networked, individual or 
high volume centralized production printers.  Yes Yes   

Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.17 

EDSS.18  Provide the capability to print letters on an IME-approved schedule for 
direct mailing or route letters to a user for a signature before mailing.  Yes No SM 152 

Section 9.2.14.2, 
Requirement # 
EDSS.18 

As shown in Figure 9.2.14-1, Team Noridian has reviewed and analyzed all of the requirements in the 
related section of the RFP, and provided an overall summary of how our solution meets the requirements 
based on existing capability and required modification, as well as the total number of DDI hours needed 
to develop those capabilities not currently existing in the system. 

Column  Column Description Column Summary 

Column A Team Noridian agrees to meet the requirements as stated. 100% 

Column B Team Noridian's existing solution capability to meets the requirements. 88%

Column C Team Noridian will modify the solution to meets the requirements. 12%

Column D Team Noridian's effort to modify the solution to meet the requirements. 152 Effort Hours 

Figure 9.2.14-1. Demonstrated Compliance of Team Noridian’s Solution to the RFP Requirements. Our 
solution will meet all of the RFP requirements by either using existing system capability or configuring 
and modifying the eCAMS system. 
9.2.14.2 Approach to Addressing the Automatic Letter Generation Requirements 
Team Noridian will provide a completely integrated, robust, industry standard letter generation 
solution for the New MMIS. The solution will leverage the Department’s existing OnBase 
infrastructure investment and integrate it with the extensively used industry standard tools. 

Team Noridian's document generation solution is comprised of several COTS products such as  
Pitney Bowes DOC1 Designer, DOC1 Generate and OnBase which are integrated with eCAMS to  
ensure that correspondence generation and retrieval can be done at the appropriate steps within each 
business process.  

DOC1 Designer 

DOC1 Designer provides rapid document template development by providing a stencil for generating 
outbound letters. The DOC1 Designer studio provides regular document layout features with placeholder 
definition for variable data that can be plugged into the template at run-time to produce PDFs, Microsoft 
Word files and print streams, such as Advanced Function Printing (AFP) and PostScript (PS). DOC1 
Designer also provides the ability to generate templates in different languages, such as English, and 
Spanish. Figure 9.2.14-2 shows the workflow process for template development and deployment.  
eCAMS comes with a large inventory of existing templates for various business process areas. These 
templates will be updated to meet the Department letter template standards which will include 
Department letterhead, phone numbers, user signatures, document font, letter boilerplate language 
sections, margins and layout restrictions. The template will have the field placeholders for the data that 
comes from the eCAMS database such as Name and address, Date, Salutation, Free form text block and 
other letter contents. Logos and signature images are maintained in a central repository as JPGs and are 
embedded within a generated letter at run time. If a logo must be updated, the existing JPG will be 
replaced with a new one in accordance with the agreed upon project process (based on service request)  
for making such updates. 
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DOC1 Generate 

DOC1 Generate acts as a mail merge utility that 
takes the template generated using DOC1 
Designer and merges it with an eCAMS data 
extract to produce actual print streams and files 
for the document repository simultaneously. 
The advantage of DOC1 Generate is the speed 
with which it generates multiple outputs meant 
for multiple destinations with ease and 
accuracy. It is an industry standard product that 
can support generation of very large 
correspondence output streams seamlessly with 
embedded data to support the print shop and 
mailroom workflow operations. This product 
has been integrated into the eCAMS 
correspondence module for generating 
outbound letters. The eCAMS correspondence 
module will manage the extraction of the data 
and invoke DOC1 Generate with the 
appropriate template and data and output 
parameters to generate the final letters.  

The document generation solution provides 
abilities to generate letters using any of the 
following methods: 

 On-Demand Manual. eCAMS provides 
letter generating capabilities throughout the 
application to make letters instantly 
available for printing locally. eCAMS 
filters the list of letters to be generated 
based on where in the system the user is 
working. For example, a user can visit a 
member page and access letters that he can 
send only to members. The list can also be 
narrowed down based on job functions. 
Thus a supervisor can access a more 
comprehensive list of letters than an 
eligibility user can. The user can print the 
letter on a local printer, send it by fax, or 
e-mail it to the addressee. 

 On-Demand Automatic. eCAMS can 
generate a letter from any business process 
area or workflow based on a user action, data 
update, or a time-based event. For example, 
the system generates a provider welcome kit letter when the user approves a provider or generates 
communication 30 days ahead of the provider license expiration. 

 Batch Mode. eCAMS has a batch-generation service that enables processing of a mass mailing  
based on user-selected criteria, such as an EPSDT letter, to all the eligible enrollees recently added  
in the system. 

Figure 9.2.14-2. Outbound Template 
Development Workflow. Team Noridian will 
implement a flexible, streamlined workflow 
process to develop letter templates that can 
support the changing needs of the Department.  
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 Bulk Mode. eCAMS implements a bulk letter-generation service that handles high-volume 
throughput letter-generation requests, such as an annual enrollment letter to all the eligible enrollees 
in the system. This service ensures that large-volume needs are balanced against the backdrop of 
other processing needs. 

The generated letters can be sent using any of the following mediums from within eCAMS: 

 Printed Locally. Selecting this option will bring up the generated letter on the screen. The user  
can then decide to print it locally using any of the local LAN printers. 

 Printed Centrally. Selecting this option will queue the letter to be generated at the central print 
facility. 

 Fax. Choosing this option will generate and queue the letter to be faxed to the number stored in the 
database for the recipient of the fax. The number can be overridden by a user at runtime. Once the 
letter is faxed out, a confirmation will be posted back, which would be visible within eCAMS. 

 E-mail. This option will generate and send out the letter as an attachment using the e-mail address 
stored in the database. The user will have the ability to override the email address at the time of  
letter generation.  

In each of these cases, the system will also store the letter in the OnBase document management 
repository for later retrieval. Indices are assigned to each document and are used for categorizing and 
searching documents. Indices are assigned by the system that generates the document depending on the 
type of user and type of template (e.g., for a provider enrollment based letter, the letter will be available 
by the Provider’s National Provider Identifier or the application ID that the provider has enrolled under). 

Figure 9.2.14-3 depicts the different delivery channels for correspondence and how each process 
inherently bundles in integration with document repository for each delivery channel. 

 

Figure 9.2.14-3. Team Noridian's Correspondence Solution. The new MMIS will support multiple options 
to send mail. 
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OnBase – Enterprise Document Management System 

OnBase is a robust enterprise document management system (EDMS) with a large portfolio of features to 
support optimized storage and efficient retrieval of documents. It can store both scanned images and 
electronic documents, such as a softcopy of the outbound letters. The storage mechanism is optimized to 
take advantage of the various enterprise storage options that are available in the market using a Microsoft 
Windows Server-based file server using a SAN solution to store documents. OnBase couples the file 
server by efficiently storing metadata in a Microsoft SQL Server database to facilitate rapid retrieval. The 
retrieval mechanism provides multiple options to search the document metadata and quickly retrieve the 
documents or a list of documents. 

OnBase is extensively used in the existing IME MMIS operations for EDMS activities as well as 
workflow and letter generation and storage. This provides the IME users a single source for all 
documents, both inbound and outbound, that are part of the IME operation.  

Additionally, OnBase provides capabilities to generate letters for business processes that do not involve 
the MMIS business process areas. For example, the OnBase letter generation functionality is available for 
mail room operation where claims have to be returned to the sender immediately due to incomplete 
information, referred to as the RTP process. This is an area where OnBase’s functionality is used prior to 
any work in the MMIS as the claims are never entered into the MMIS. 

The OnBase workflow process provides for document centric workflow. However, OnBase does not limit 
the workflow to the “traditional” documents like paper mail and faxes that are scanned in. OnBase also 
allows for workflow to be utilized by OnBase’s unique electronic forms (e-forms) module. This allows 
for a form to be generated electronically, either automatically or by a user. The form allows for data 
capture in essence creating a document. This e-form is then able to be routed through workflow – either in 
the same workflows that paper-based documents pass through, or on their own. For example, a claim 
adjustment could be filled out on paper by a provider, or it could be filled out electronically by another 
IME contractor such as provider services. In this case, both paper and e-forms would flow through the 
same workflow. In the Change Management Request (CMR) process, the IME is able to submit CMRs by 
filling out an electronic e-form that is then routed electronically to capture approvals making this process 
100% electronic. 

Figure 9.2.14-4 identifies all the external interfaces to the eCAMS Correspondence module. Team 
Noridian will ensure that the same or equivalent interfaces are available in the new MMIS. 

# Interface Name Interface Description Source Destination

482 CC_ELVS_Transactions ELVS transaction data ELVS OnBase

227 Image Transfer Scanned images with keywords (such as TCN, NPI) that will link to the MMIS Emdeon OnBase

485 IMPA Upload of Documents Documents uploaded through the Web Portal IMPA OnBase

483 Load Records: 
CC_WV_Member_Elig_Load 

Documents used for reporting and workflow processes ELVS OnBase 

483 Load Records: 
CC_WV_Member_Load 

Documents used for reporting and workflow processes ELVS OnBase 

512 Rightfax Connector Tool Fax documents Rightfax OnBase

451 RTP Claim Processed through verification of inbound claims Emdeon 
OnBase
 

Figure 9.2.14-4. External Interfaces from the New MMIS Letter Generation Process Area. The data 
extracts identified here will enable the Department to meet their services identified in the RFP. 
Figure 9.2.14-5 identifies all the internal (contained within the new MMIS) interfaces that will be 
required in order to meet the business requirements of the Department. 
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# Interface Name Interface Description Source Destination

474 CC_Load_Prov_Check_Addr Address data eCAMS OnBase

475 CC_Load_Prov_Corres_Addr Address data eCAMS OnBase

476 CC_Load_Prov_Remit_Addr Address data eCAMS OnBase

Figure 9.2.14-5. Internal Interfaces from the new MMIS Letter Generation Process Area. The data 
extracts identified here will enable the Department to meet their services as identified in the RFP.  
Figure 9.2.14-6 provides a listing of all letters/correspondence templates available in eCAMS. These 
templates will be modified as appropriate to create the look and feel required by the Department. Team 
Noridian believes that the available templates are sufficient to meet all business needs. 

# Correspondence Title Description Available in 
eCAMS New Letter Requirement #  

1 002 - Client Placement into PRC 002 - Client Placement into PRC Yes No EDSS.11

2 003 - PRC Select New Provider 003 - PRC Select New Provider Yes No EDSS.11

3 004 - Letter Of Concern for PRC Program 004 - Letter Of Concern for PRC Program Yes No EDSS.11

4 005 - PRC Restriction Notice 005 - PRC Restriction Notice Yes No EDSS.11

5 
006 - Client Certificate of Coverage 
(Portability) 006 - Client Certificate of Coverage (Portability) Yes No EDSS.11 

6 
007 - Provider Enrollment License 
Expiration Notice 007 - Provider Enrollment License Expiration Notice Yes No EDSS.11 

7 011 - TQ First Notice 011 - TQ First Notice Yes No EDSS.11

8 011 - TQ Second Notice 011 - TQ Second Notice Yes No EDSS.11

9 015 - Insurance Questionnaire 015 - Insurance Questionnaire Yes No EDSS.11

10 019 - Provider Application Incomplete 
Letter 

019 - Provider Application Incomplete Letter Yes No EDSS.11 

11 026 - Provider Welcome Letter 026 - Provider Welcome Letter Yes No EDSS.11

12 029 - Medicare Provider Recoupment 029 - Medicare Provider Recoupment Yes No EDSS.11

13 038 - Infant Cases Alert 038 - Infant Cases Alert Yes No EDSS.11

14 041 - High Risk Pregnant Women letter 041 - High Risk Pregnant Women letter Yes No EDSS.11

15 050 - Managed Care Short Term - FFS 
Next Month Notice 

050 - Managed Care Short Term - FFS Next Month 
Notice 

Yes No EDSS.11 

16 057 - Provider Disenrollment Request 057 - Provider Disenrollment Request Yes No EDSS.11

17 059 - Provider Taxonomy Update 059 - Provider Taxonomy Update Yes No EDSS.11

18 090 - Provider Enrollment Denial 090 - Provider Enrollment Denial Yes No EDSS.11

19 10 - MSV 18-488 10 - MSV 18-488 Yes No EDSS.11

20 100 - Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter 100 - Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter Yes No EDSS.11

21 100 - Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter, 
Invoice 

100 - Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter, Invoice Yes No EDSS.11 

22 101 - EM 101 Letter 101 - EM 101 Letter Yes No EDSS.11

23 101 - Request for Patient Referral 101 - Request for Patient Referral Yes No EDSS.11

24 106 - Maternity Support Service Provider 106 - Maternity Support Service Provider Yes No EDSS.11

25 107 - Infant Case Service Provider 107 - Infant Case Service Provider Yes No EDSS.11

26 
109 - Information of Provider Termination 
sent to client 109 - Information of Provider Termination sent to client Yes No EDSS.11 

27 111 - Termination Letters - No claim in 24 
months 

111 - Termination Letters - No claim in 24 months Yes No EDSS.11 

28 113 - Termination Letters - Expired 
License 

113 - Termination Letters - Expired License Yes No EDSS.11 
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29 114 - Termination Letter - OIG Exclusion 114 - Termination Letter - OIG Exclusion Yes No EDSS.11

30 115 - Recovery Invoice with copy of claim 
- Bulk 

115 - Recovery Invoice with copy of claim – Bulk Yes No EDSS.11 

31 116 - Post-partum Care Reminder 116 - Post-partum Care Reminder Yes No EDSS.11

32 117 - Provider EFT Setup Finalized 117 - Provider EFT Setup Finalized Yes No EDSS.11

33 118 - POS Blocks 118 - POS Blocks Yes No EDSS.11

34 12 - Indian Health/HO/PCCM 12 - Indian Health/HO/PCCM Yes No EDSS.11

35 120 - Provider SSA & IRS Mismatch 120 - Provider SSA & IRS Mismatch Yes No EDSS.11

36 121 - Prescription Drug Volume Survey 121 - Prescription Drug Volume Survey Yes No EDSS.11

37 155 - Provider submitter letter 155 - Provider submitter letter Yes No EDSS.11

38 157 - Provider Portal Password Letter 157 - Provider Portal Password Letter Yes No EDSS.11

39 18 - Enrollment Assignment/newly eligible 18 - Enrollment Assignment/newly eligible Yes No EDSS.11

40 
190 - Enrollment Assignment/newly 
eligible 190 - Enrollment Assignment/newly eligible Yes No EDSS.11 

41 20 - Incomplete PQAS Final Notice 20 - Incomplete PQAS Final Notice Yes No EDSS.11

42 21 - Incomplete ROSI Final Notice 21 - Incomplete ROSI Final Notice Yes No EDSS.11

43 301 - Provider Portal Security Letter 301 - Provider Portal Security Letter Yes No EDSS.11

44 302 - 20 Incomplete PQAS 302 - 20 Incomplete PQAS Yes No EDSS.11

45 303 - 21 Incomplete ROSI 303 - 21 Incomplete ROSI Yes No EDSS.11

46 304 - Missing PQAS First Notice 304 - Missing PQAS First Notice Yes No EDSS.11

47 305 - Missing PQAS Second Notice 305 - Missing PQAS Second Notice Yes No EDSS.11

48 306 - Missing ROSI First Notice 306 - Missing ROSI First Notice Yes No EDSS.11

49 307 - Missing ROSI Second Notice 307 - Missing ROSI Second Notice Yes No EDSS.11

50 308 - Incomplete PQAS Second Notice 308 - Incomplete PQAS Second Notice Yes No EDSS.11

51 309 - Missing PQAS Final Notice 309 - Missing PQAS Final Notice Yes No EDSS.11

52 310 - Incomplete ROSI Second Notice 310 - Incomplete ROSI Second Notice Yes No EDSS.11

53 311 - Missing ROSI Final Notice 311 - Missing ROSI Final Notice Yes No EDSS.11

54 312 - PRC Utilization Inf client requesting 
hearing 

312 - PRC Utilization Inf client requesting hearing Yes No EDSS.11 

55 313 - PRC Narcotic Prescriber Restriction 
Notice 

313 - PRC Narcotic Prescriber Restriction Notice Yes No EDSS.11 

56 314 - PRC End Notice 314 - PRC End Notice Yes No EDSS.11

57 315 - PRC Thank You Letter 315 - PRC Thank You Letter Yes No EDSS.11

58 316 - PRC Client Utilization of Services 316 - PRC Client Utilization of Services Yes No EDSS.11

59 317 - QMT Medical Request 317 - QMT Medical Request Yes No EDSS.11

60 318 - QMT Dental Complaint 2nd Request 318 - QMT Dental Complaint 2nd Request Yes No EDSS.11

61 319 - QMT Dental Complaint Request 319 - QMT Dental Complaint Request Yes No EDSS.11

62 320 - QMT Medical 2nd Request 320 - QMT Medical 2nd Request Yes No EDSS.11

63 321 - Chronic Care Management 321 - Chronic Care Management Yes No EDSS.11

64 322 - PRC Provider Changed Assignment 322 - PRC Provider Changed Assignment Yes No EDSS.11

65 
323 - PRC Continued Restriction Fair 
Hearing 323 - PRC Continued Restriction Fair Hearing Yes No EDSS.11 

66 324 - PA Non Covered Letter 324 - PA Non Covered Letter Yes No EDSS.11

67 325 - Non Covered Foster Care/Ward of 
State 

325 - Non Covered Foster Care/Ward of State Yes No EDSS.11 

68 327 - PA Full Denial 327 - PA Full Denial Yes No EDSS.11
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69 329 - PA No PA 329 - PA No PA Yes No EDSS.11

70 33 - WMIP Disenrollment - Opt-Out 33 - WMIP Disenrollment - Opt-Out Yes No EDSS.11

71 330 - Non Covered Foster Care/Legal 
Guardian 

330 - Non Covered Foster Care/Legal Guardian Yes No EDSS.11 

72 331 - Denial Foster Care/Ward of State 331 - Denial Foster Care/Ward of State Yes No EDSS.11

73 332 - Denial Foster Care/Legal Guardian 332 - Denial Foster Care/Legal Guardian Yes No EDSS.11

74 333 - PA Deny for Pend Response 333 - PA Deny for Pend Response Yes No EDSS.11

75 334 - Approve/Deny DME 334 - Approve/Deny DME Yes No EDSS.11

76 335 - PA Pend for Additional Info 335 - PA Pend for Additional Info Yes No EDSS.11

77 336 - PA Pend Notification 336 - PA Pend Notification Yes No EDSS.11

78 337 - Approve DME 337 - Approve DME Yes No EDSS.11

79 338 - PA Approve Non DME 338 - PA Approve Non DME Yes No EDSS.11

80 339 - PA Auto Approve 339 - PA Auto Approve Yes No EDSS.11

81 340 - PA Reject 340 - PA Reject Yes No EDSS.11

82 342 - PA Limited Approval 342 - PA Limited Approval Yes No EDSS.11

83 343 - PA Approve Deny General 343 - PA Approve Deny General Yes No EDSS.11

84 344 - PA Denial AEM - not related to 
condition 

344 - PA Denial AEM - not related to condition Yes No EDSS.11 

85 345 - PA MH Approval Ext Letter 345 - PA MH Approval Ext Letter Yes No EDSS.11

86 346 - PA MH Denial 346 - PA MH Denial Yes No EDSS.11

87 
347 - Casualty letter to CSO - Client did 
not respond 347 - Casualty letter to CSO - Client did not respond Yes No EDSS.11 

88 349 - DSHS 13-711 TQ Third Notice 349 - DSHS 13-711 TQ Third Notice Yes No EDSS.11

89 350 - Drug Rebate Non Payment / Second 
Notice 

350 - Drug Rebate Non Payment / Second Notice Yes No EDSS.11 

90 351 - Drug Rebate Non Payment Final 
Notice 

351 - Drug Rebate Non Payment Final Notice Yes No EDSS.11 

91 
352 - Nursing Home Insurance 
Questionnaire 352 - Nursing Home Insurance Questionnaire Yes No EDSS.11 

92 353 - Termination of Prescription Services 353 - Termination of Prescription Services Yes No EDSS.11

93 
354 - Provider Publication Update 
Notification on Retrieval Correspondence 

354 - Provider Publication Update Notification on 
Retrieval Correspondence Yes No EDSS.11 

94 358 - EPSDT Welcome Letters 358 - EPSDT Welcome Letters Yes No EDSS.11

95 366 - Casualty Recovery Letter 366 - Casualty Recovery Letter Yes No EDSS.11

96 367 - Garnishment No Payment Due 
Letter 

367 - Garnishment No Payment Due Letter Yes No EDSS.11 

97 
368 - Garnishment Attachment Receipt 
Letter 368 - Garnishment Attachment Receipt Letter Yes No EDSS.11 

98 37 - Zero RPU 37 - Zero RPU Yes No EDSS.11

99 370 - Garnishment Near Settlement Letter 370 - Garnishment Near Settlement Letter Yes No EDSS.11

100 371 - Garnishment Zero Balance Letter 371 - Garnishment Zero Balance Letter Yes No EDSS.11

101 372 - Garnishment Receipt Letter 372 - Garnishment Receipt Letter Yes No EDSS.11

102 387 - PA MH Denial State Only 387 - PA MH Denial State Only Yes No EDSS.11

103 388 - Managed Care Enrollment Denial 388 - Managed Care Enrollment Denial Yes No EDSS.11

104 390 - Medicare Provider Recoupment 390 - Medicare Provider Recoupment Yes No EDSS.11

105 391 - Recovery Invoice with copy of claim 391 - Recovery Invoice with copy of claim Yes No EDSS.11

106 392 - Casualty Recovery Letter 392 - Casualty Recovery Letter Yes No EDSS.11
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107 393 - Managed Care Enrollment Denial 393 - Managed Care Enrollment Denial Yes No EDSS.11

108 395 - Short Term - FFS Next Month Notice 395 - Short Term - FFS Next Month Notice Yes No EDSS.11

109 40 - Healthy Options assignment notice 40 - Healthy Options assignment notice Yes No EDSS.11

110 
49 - EDC Healthy Options denial letter 
with options 49 - EDC Healthy Options denial letter with options Yes No EDSS.11 

111 55 - Healthy Options Displaced Client 55 - Healthy Options Displaced Client Yes No EDSS.11

112 56 - Healthy Options Displaced Client 56 - Healthy Options Displaced Client Yes No EDSS.11

113 62 - 2004-HO FL 10 Approval Letter 62 - 2004-HO FL 10 Approval Letter Yes No EDSS.11

114 64 - 2005 GAU FL 14 Denial-Review For 
Medical Information 

64 - 2005 GAU FL 14 Denial-Review For Medical 
Information 

Yes No EDSS.11 

115 66 - 2005-HO FL 9 Long Term Exemption 
Disenrollment Denial 

66 - 2005-HO FL 9 Long Term Exemption Disenrollment 
Denial 

Yes No EDSS.11 

116 71 - COB MC Dual Enrollment 71 - COB MC Dual Enrollment Yes No EDSS.11

117 89 - Healthy Options Annual Client letter 89 - Healthy Options Annual Client letter Yes No EDSS.11

118 
91 - Managed Care Enrollment 
Confirmation 91 - Managed Care Enrollment Confirmation Yes No EDSS.11 

119 94 - Drug Rebate Non Payment 94 - Drug Rebate Non Payment Yes No EDSS.11

120 97 - EPSDT Reminder Letters 97 - EPSDT Reminder Letters Yes No EDSS.11

121 99 - Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter, 
Invoice 

99 - Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter, Invoice Yes No EDSS.11 

122 CD99- Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter CD99- Drug Rebate with Coupon, Letter Yes No EDSS.11

123 
Copy of 115 Recovery Invoice with copy of 
claim Copy of 115 Recovery Invoice with copy of claim Yes No EDSS.11 

124 DC2099 - Drug Rebate with Invoice only DC2099 - Drug Rebate with Invoice only Yes No EDSS.11

125 Denial Letter - AEM Denial Letter – AEM Yes No EDSS.11

126 Remittance Advice Letter Remittance Advice Letter Yes No EDSS.11

127 Tracking Template Tracking Template Yes No EDSS.11

128 Gross Adjustment Letter Gross Adjustment Letter Yes No EDSS.11

129 Remittance Advice Remittance Advice Yes No EDSS.11

130 Annual Meeting Family Evaluation Annual Meeting Family Evaluation Yes No EDSS.11

131 
Authorized Provider Change in Medical 
Home Authorized Provider Change in Medical Home Yes No EDSS.11 

132 Authorized Provider First Notice Authorized Provider First Notice Yes No EDSS.11

133 Authorized Provider Transition Letter - 16 Authorized Provider Transition Letter – 16 Yes No EDSS.11

134 Authorized Provider Transition Letter - 18 Authorized Provider Transition Letter – 18 Yes No EDSS.11

135 Authorized Provider Transition Letter - 21 Authorized Provider Transition Letter – 21 Yes No EDSS.11

136 BMP Enrollment BMP Enrollment Yes No EDSS.11

137 CM CC Survey 2006 CM CC Survey 2006 Yes No EDSS.11

138 CSHCS Medical Home Enrollment CSHCS Medical Home Enrollment Yes No EDSS.11

139 Caseworker Death Notice Caseworker Death Notice Yes No EDSS.11

140 Certificate of Creditable Coverage Certificate of Creditable Coverage Yes No EDSS.11

141 Client Transition Letter - Sample 16 Client Transition Letter - Sample 16 Yes No EDSS.11

142 Client Transition Letter - Sample 18 Client Transition Letter - Sample 18 Yes No EDSS.11

143 Client Transition Letter - Sample 21 Client Transition Letter - Sample 21 Yes No EDSS.11

144 
DCH-1183A Authorization to Disclose 
Protected Health Information 

DCH-1183A Authorization to Disclose Protected Health 
Information Yes No EDSS.11 

145 DCH-1183E Authorization to Disclose DCH-1183E Authorization to Disclose Protected Health Yes No EDSS.11
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Protected Health Information Information

146 Dental EPSDT Notification Letter Dental EPSDT Notification Letter Yes No EDSS.11

147 Family Transition Letter - Sample 17 Family Transition Letter - Sample 17 Yes No EDSS.11

148 Family Transition Letter - Sample 18 Family Transition Letter - Sample 18 Yes No EDSS.11

149 Family Guidance CSHCS 148805 Family Guidance CSHCS 148805 Yes No EDSS.11

150 LHD Family Survey LHD Family Survey Yes No EDSS.11

151 Medicare Birthday letter - 2 Medicare Birthday letter - 2 Yes No EDSS.11

152 Medicare Birthday letter Medicare Birthday letter Yes No EDSS.11

153 Needs Assessment Survey Family Needs Assessment Survey Family Yes No EDSS.11

154 Needs Assessment Survey Non-Family Needs Assessment Survey Non-Family Yes No EDSS.11

155 Notice of Privacy Practices Address Label Notice of Privacy Practices Address Label Yes No EDSS.11

156 Medical Home First Notice Medical Home First Notice Yes No EDSS.11

157 Medical Home New Authorized Provider Medical Home New Authorized Provider Yes No EDSS.11

158 Medical Home Termination Medical Home Termination Yes No EDSS.11

159 Medical Home Transition Letter - 16 Medical Home Transition Letter – 16 Yes No EDSS.11

160 Medical Home Transition Letter - 18 Medical Home Transition Letter – 18 Yes No EDSS.11

161 Medical Home Transition Letter - 21 Medical Home Transition Letter – 21 Yes No EDSS.11

162 Survey Draft Survey Draft Yes No EDSS.11

163 AAN AAN Yes No EDSS.11

164 All - Approval Memo - Meals All - Approval Memo - Meals Yes No EDSS.11

165 CSHCS - Approval CSHCS – Approval Yes No EDSS.11

166 CWP Approval Letter CWP Approval Letter Yes No EDSS.11

167 CWP Denial Letter CWP Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

168 CWP HSW PDN Approval - 1 to 1 Letter CWP HSW PDN Approval - 1 to 1 Letter Yes No EDSS.11

169 CWP HSW PDN Approval - 1 to 2 Letter CWP HSW PDN Approval - 1 to 2 Letter Yes No EDSS.11

170 CWP Return PA Request - Need Info CWP Return PA Request - Need Info Yes No EDSS.11

171 CWP PRAR Returned - No Action Letter CWP PRAR Returned - No Action Letter Yes No EDSS.11

172 Dental - Approval Letter Dental - Approval Letter Yes No EDSS.11

173 Dental - Approval - Denial Letter Dental - Approval - Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

174 Dental - Denial Letter Dental - Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

175 Dental - Denial Letter CSHCS Only Dental - Denial Letter CSHCS Only Yes No EDSS.11

176 All - Eligibility All – Eligibility Yes No EDSS.11

177 MPRO - Approval Letter MPRO - Approval Letter Yes No EDSS.11

178 MPRO - Approval - Denial Letter MPRO - Approval - Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

179 MPRO - CSHCS Only Denial Letter MPRO - CSHCS Only Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

180 MPRO - Denial Letter MPRO - Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

181 MPRO - Return Letter MPRO - Return Letter Yes No EDSS.11

182 CSHCS Approval - Out of State CSHCS Approval - Out of State Yes No EDSS.11

183 All - No Action Required All - No Action Required Yes No EDSS.11

184 CSHCS - Non-enrolled provider CSHCS - Non-enrolled provider Yes No EDSS.11

185 PDN - Approval - 1 to 1 PDN - Approval - 1 to 1 Yes No EDSS.11

186 PDN - Approval - 1 to 2 PDN - Approval - 1 to 2 Yes No EDSS.11

187 PDN - Clinical Documentation PDN - Clinical Documentation Yes No EDSS.11

188 
PDN - Clinical Periodic Review 
Documentation PDN - Clinical Periodic Review Documentation Yes No EDSS.11 
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189 PDN - Denial PDN – Denial Yes No EDSS.11

190 PDN - Discharge Planner PDN - Discharge Planner Yes No EDSS.11

191 PDN - Hospice PDN - Hospice Yes No EDSS.11

192 PDN - In Hospital PDN - In Hospital Yes No EDSS.11

193 PDN - No Agency Established PDN - No Agency Established Yes No EDSS.11

194 PDN - No MA Eligibility PDN - No MA Eligibility Yes No EDSS.11

195 PDN - Notice of Reduction Termination PDN - Notice of Reduction Termination Yes No EDSS.11

196 PDN - Physician Request PDN - Physician Request Yes No EDSS.11

197 PDN - Requires No Services PDN - Requires No Services Yes No EDSS.11

198 All - Return Letter All - Return Letter Yes No EDSS.11

199 SS - Approval - Out of State Letter SS - Approval - Out of State Letter Yes No EDSS.11

200 SS - Approval Letter SS - Approval Letter Yes No EDSS.11

201 SS - Approval - Denial Letter SS - Approval - Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

202 SS - PA approval Need Invoice Letter SS - PA approval Need Invoice Letter Yes No EDSS.11

203 SS - CSHCS Only Denial Letter SS - CSHCS Only Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

204 SS - Denial Letter SS - Denial Letter Yes No EDSS.11

205 CSHCS - Transportation only CSHCS - Transportation only Yes No EDSS.11

206 Denial Letter Template Denial Letter Template Yes No EDSS.11

207 License Term Template License Term Template Yes No EDSS.11

208 License Term in 45 Days Template License Term in 45 Days Template Yes No EDSS.11

209 Sanctioned Letter Template Sanctioned Letter Template Yes No EDSS.11

210 Suspended Letter Template Suspended Letter Template Yes No EDSS.11

211 Provider Welcome Provider Welcome Yes No EDSS.11

212 FS_Annual_Confirm_Debt_Amt Financials Annual Confirm Debt Amt Yes No EDSS.11

213 FS_Confirm_Debt_Paid_Full Financials Confirm_Debt_Paid_Full Yes No EDSS.11

214 FS_Delinq_Notif_Contest Financials Delinq_Notif_Contest Yes No EDSS.11

215 FS_Delinq_Notif_NoContest Financials Delinq_Notif_NoContest Yes No EDSS.11

216 FS_Delinq_Notif_Repayment Financials Delinq_Notif_Repayment Yes No EDSS.11

217 FS_Home_Help_Provider Financials Home_Help_Provider Yes No EDSS.11

218 FS_Home_Help_Recipient Financials Home_Help_Recipient Yes No EDSS.11

219 FS_Prvdr_Init_Del_Ltr Financials Provider_Init_Del_Ltr Yes No EDSS.11

220 BMP Beneficiary Monitoring Program Yes No EDSS.11

221 CSHCS Medical Home CSHCS Medical Home Yes No EDSS.11

Figure 9.2.14-6. List of Correspondence/Letters Available in eCAMS. The Correspondence/Letters 
identified here will enable the Department to meet their business needs. 
Figure 9.2.14-7 shows the MITA alignment of the Team Noridian Correspondence solution and maturity 
level to support the business process areas. It should be noted that Team Noridian is not responsible for 
any outreach functions, but our solution will support all associated correspondence needs. 

#  Group Processes eCAMS Alignment eCAMS MITA Maturity Level (ML) 
Compliance/Notes 

1 Provider 
Manage Provider 
Communication Yes ML-3 

2 Provider Perform Provider Outreach Yes 
Operational Service; tools available within the 
system to support outreach function; system is 
designed for ML-3 
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3 Member Perform Member Outreach Yes 
Operational service; tools are available within the 
system to support outreach function; system is 
designed for ML-3 

4 Member Manage Member 
Communication 

Yes ML-3 

5 Business Relationship 
Management 

Manage Business Relationship 
Communication 

Yes ML-3 

Figure 9.2.14-7 MITA Business Services Alignment. The Correspondence solution is aligned with MITA 
Level 3. 
EDSS.11  

Team Noridian uses the industry proven COTS tool DOC1 to develop outbound letter templates. The 
solution has been implemented in the State of Washington and State of Michigan MMIS projects. The 
developed DOC1 templates are integrated into the eCAMS correspondence module and are invoked from 
multiple business process areas throughout the eCAMS system. The letter generation capabilities are 
invoked from various business process areas within eCAMS, including provider, member, prior 
authorization, TPL, claims, drug rebate, financial, and managed care. This should provide the Department 
with a comprehensive set of letters to support all the business operation needs with the new MMIS. Using 
template-based development provides flexibility to the Department to cater to an ever-changing landscape 
of communication requirements. 

The solution handles both on-demand and mass mailing features with ease and a high degree of 
robustness. The mass correspondence (batch or bulk) service can be triggered through a data event or 
initiated by a user action by uploading an Excel document or selected through the screens. The system can 
look up the data using the established qualifying criteria, or it can be fed into the service through the file 
upload process. The system supports capability to send the mailings to either of the address types (mailing 
or residential) stored in the database. 

The eCAMS correspondence module supports the generation of mailing labels to support outreach efforts. 
For example, if eCAMS generates labels for a newsletter, the additional information may include the date 
of newsletter and, if possible, a newsletter number so that the printing facility would know the intended 
use for the labels. eCAMS can both send the labels to a central print facility for printing and route them to 
a local printer with appropriate stationery (e.g., Avery mailing labels). 

The eCAMS correspondence module provides the ability to set priority mailing during letter generation. 
A priority number will be attached to the letter and the printing process determines the precedence based 
on the priority number attached to the letter.  

Templates will also be used for faxing or secured e-mailing based on the Department’s requirements. 
DOC1 Designer also provides the ability to generate templates in multiple languages. This will provide 
the Department capabilities to generate member EOB in multiple languages. Figure 9.1.14-8 shows the 
DOC1 Designer tool used to develop and deploy templates for a language. 

Team Noridian will leverage the existing eCAMS letter inventory that meet the Department requirements 
and modify the templates to meet the Department standards and requirements. Any new letters will be 
developed based on the design documentation.  
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Figure 9.1.14-8. DOC1 Designer. The Pitney Bowes DOC1 designer tool is used to develop templates, 
with support in multiple languages. 
EDSS.12  

Team Noridian will configure all letter templates for standard letter formats, such as margins, letterheads, 
and return addresses per the Department standards. The approved standards will be provided to Team 
Noridian by the Department. The template-driven feature provides the flexibility to add fields like Date, 
Name, Address, Phone Number, Salutation, and make changes to the letterhead and signature blocks. 

The eCAMS letter generation solution lets users embed the 
most recent electronic signatures. Signatures and logos are 
maintained in a central repository as JPGs and are 
embedded within a generated letter at run time. If a 
signature must be updated, the existing JPG will be 
replaced with a new one in accordance with the agreed 
upon project process to handle such updates. The signature 
image of a predefined size can be changed or added for 
State officials at run time without a code change. A sample 
signature image is shown in Figure 9.1.14-9.   

 
Figure 9.1.14-9.  Sample Signature 
Image. The signature image of a 
predefined size can be changed or 
added for State officials at run time 
without a code change. 
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The templates and in particular the signature files will be controlled by deploying security mechanisms, 
so that only authorized staff members have access to signatures. 

The templates have placeholders that can carry unlimited number of free-form text paragraphs and each 
paragraph can contain up to 4000 characters. The letters can be triggered manually or be based on a 
business process, allowing users to fill in parameters at run time. Information related to the recipient of 
the letter such as provider NPI, provider MMIS ID, member ID, or member SSN is automatically pulled 
from the eCAMS database as part of generation process.  

EDSS.13  

Team Noridian utilizes Pitney Bowes' DOC1 designer tool for the eCAMS letter generation solution. 
DOC1 designer is an enterprise solution which, out of the box, supports extensive features including: 

 Metadata storage including: 

• Template or form name  
• Letter ID/number 
• Template owner 
• Department name 

 External resources including fonts and images which support:  

• Dynamic letterhead 
• Print stock selection 
• Signature blocks for IME administrator signature  

 Metadata for identifying hand written signature letters 
 Support for standardized paragraphs  
 Support for multiple languages such as English and Spanish  
 Version control of letter template with revision log, last update date and last update user  

Team Noridian follows industry best practices in building the letter generation solution using the DOC1 
toolset. Our document generation solution supports a flexible data extraction and letter generation 
methodology, which provides a complete solution that supports downstream processing such as printing 
and mailing the letters. The solution provides additional features that handle requirements including 
handling letters that require a hand-written signature by the IME administrator. For such letters, the 
generated letters will be routed to a target printing location where the Department can collect the printed 
letters for obtaining physical signatures. The target locations will be configurable parameters in the 
system so that it will flexible to support multiple targets or, if needed, change of target locations.  

As the incumbent Core MMIS contractor, Team Noridian is familiar with the existing IME forms 
processing and letter generation operations. We will leverage the existing OnBase based forms workflow 
processing that the Department has in place and integrate the solution to the eCAMS application business 
process area screens. 

EDSS.14  

The eCAMS letter generation solution is template-driven, event-based and has multiple-communication-
channel delivery options, and which provide administrative efficiencies. eCAMS can generate letters on 
demand or automatically based on predefined processing conditions and send letters using a wide array of 
channels such as fax, secured e-mail, and central print facility, which saves the user time and effort. 
Figure 9.2.14-10 shows the flexible letter delivery options in eCAMS. 
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Figure 9.2.14-10. Delivery/Print Options. Users can choose from a variety of mail delivery options, such 
as portal mail, fax, e-mail, and local printing. 
The eCAMS correspondence module provides the ability to generate automated letters on the basis of 
predefined events, such as approval/denial of a provider enrollment application. These event-based letters 
are generated without any user interaction. 

The eCAMS correspondence module is designed to integrate customer processes from workflow 
management, such as triggering automatic correspondence to a list of recipients selected during a business 
process. The process could be either sending the first correspondence to a recipient/provider or a reminder 
letter if no action has been taken. 

The eCAMS correspondence module provides an on-demand letter-generation feature that lets users 
generate single letter and print the generated letter locally. The generated document is in PDF format and 
is available instantly for printing or faxing. Figure IAMMIS9 095 shows the various options for printing. 
A user can use the PrintLocal option to generate a letter on demand in PDF format and print it on most 
local printers. 

The eCAMS correspondence module provides an on-demand letter-generation feature that lets users to 
designate the address before the generating the output and allows multiple addresses (e.g. Courtesy Copy 
letters). A courtesy copy (CC) letter has a page that precedes the original letter and displays only the CC 
addressee’s address. eCAMS is designed to send letters to multiple addressees (e.g., a main letter to a 
recipient and a CC to a provider). To add custom addresses, eCAMS provides custom screens on which 
the user can enter an address. As Figure 9.2.14-11 shows, the user can add multiple addressees to a letter, 
and enter an address for each of them. 
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Figure 9.2.14-11. eCAMS Letter Generation Screen. The users can select multiple addresses for the same 
outbound letter. 
The eCAMS correspondence module provides the ability to mass-mail letters. The mass correspondence 
(batch or bulk) service can be triggered through a data event or initiated by a user action by uploading an 
Excel document or selected through the screens. The system can look up the data using the established 
qualifying criteria, or it can be fed into the service through the file upload process. The system supports 
capability to send the mailings to either of the address types (mailing or residential) stored in the database. 
eCAMS can send out mass mailings for informational notices and newsletters from within the application 
in both electronic (including e mails and portal inbox mails) and paper format. eCAMS also produces 
mailing labels for sending out newsletters. 

The templates have placeholders that can carry unlimited number of free-form text paragraphs with each 
paragraph numbering 4000 characters. The letters can be triggered manually or be based on a business 
process, allowing users to fill in parameters at run time. Information related to the recipient of the letter 
such as provider NPI, provider MMIS ID, member ID, or member SSN is automatically pulled from the 
database as part of generation process. The letter once generated carries the audit trail with details about 
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the user who generated the letter and the date it was generated on. Figure 9.2.14-12 displays the free  
form fields. 

 

Figure 9.2.14-12.  Initiate Correspondence. eCAMS screen that enables authorized users to generate 
outbound notices and enter free-form text that appears in the generated letter. 
eCAMS provides role-based access control and security at the following levels: 

 Template Access: Access to specific templates by user 
 Letter Generation Access: Access to specific job functions to generate and see generated letters 

EDSS.15  

The eCAMS correspondence module provides a central view of all outbound documents stored in the 
OnBase document repository for a provider or member in the system. The “document view” lets users 
retrieve all letters generated in the past and reproduce the letters in the original print formats. The 
retrieved letters will contain the address that it was sent to and let the user print them on local printers.  

The outbound document view includes the type of letter sent, who reviewed it, who released it, and the 
print date and time. The outbound view is controlled by security policies as defined by the Department to 
avoid unauthorized access. It also lets users retrieve a document from the central repository and resend it 
by printing it locally.  
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All inbound and outbound documents are available in a Recipient Document View, which lets the user 
track responses from the recipient and send follow-up correspondence using the Recipient Detail Screen. 
Users can review inbound documents from the Recipient Detail Screen and send letters. eCAMS transfers 
the information available in the database, such as the recipient name, address, and any other details 
required for the letter, which minimizes the need to type in text. Generate Correspondence and Retrieve 
Correspondence functions are common features that can be plugged-in to any page within eCAMS system 
for letter generation. Figures 9.2.14-13 and 9.2.14-14 show the eCAMS correspondence retrieval and 
generation screens. 

 

Figure 9.2.14-13. Correspondence and Attachment Retrieval Screen. All inbound and outbound 
documents are available in a Recipient Document View, which lets the user track responses from the 
recipient and send follow-up correspondence using the Recipient Detail Screen. 
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Figure 9.2.14-14. Recipient Correspondence Generation Screen. Users can review inbound documents 
from the Recipient Detail Screen and send letters. eCAMS transfers the information available in the 
database, such as the recipient name, address, and any other details required for the letter, which 
minimizes the need to type in text. 
EDSS.16  

All inbound and outbound documents will be stored in the OnBase document repository. The document 
management solution assigns a unique document ID to each document that gets ingested into the 
repository. The document ID is associated with variety of indexed fields such as provider ID, member ID, 
or claims tracking number, which enables searching for documents using indexed values. For example, a 
PA letter will have the Member ID, Servicing NPI, and Requesting NPI. 

All documents (inbound and outbound) can be searched using the “Document Retrieval” page accessible 
from multiple areas. The context of retrieval keeps changing based on the access path. For example, if the 
document retrieval is accessed from a provider page, only the documents linked to that specific provider 
would be shown.  

eCAMS provides a context-sensitive document view that displays inbound and outbound requests. The 
screen displays documents related to a specific recipient when accessed from a Recipient Detail page. 
This lets the user view all documents at once without having to navigate to multiple screens. Figure 
9.2.14-15 shows the retrieval screen linked to a member. The screen displays documents related to a 
specific member when accessed from a Member Detail page. This lets the user view all documents at 
once without having to navigate to multiple screens. 
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Figure 9.2.14-15. One Document View. eCAMS provides a context-sensitive document view that displays 
inbound and outbound documents on a single screen. 
EDSS.17  

The DOC1 Designer studio provides regular document layout features with placeholder definition for 
variable data that can be plugged into the template at run-time to produce PDFs, Microsoft Word files and 
print streams, such as Advanced Function Printing (AFP) and PostScript (PS). 

eCAMS can generate letters on demand or automatically based on predefined processing conditions and 
send letters using a wide array of channels such as fax, e-mail, and central print facility, which saves the 
user time and effort. 

The eCAMS correspondence module provides an on-demand letter-generation feature that lets users print 
the generated letter locally in individual printer or network printer. A user can use the PrintLocal option to 
generate a letter on demand in PDF format and print it on individual printer or network printer.  

eCAMS implements a bulk letter-generation service that handles high-volume throughput letter-
generation requests, such as an EPSDT letter to all the eligible members in the system and prints it on a 
high-volume printer maintained by centralized printing center. This is achieved by producing a print 
stream output from DOC1 (APF or PS) which is sent to the print center. 

EDSS.18 

Team Noridian follows industry best practices in building the letter generation solution utilizing the 
DOC1 toolset. Our document generation solution supports a flexible data extraction and letter generation 
methodology with provides a complete solution that will support downstream processing such as printing 
and mailing the letters. The solution provides additional features that handle requirements including 
handling letters that require a hand-written signature by the IME Administrator. For such letters the 
generated letters will be routed to a target printing location where the Department can collect the printed 
letters for physical signatures by the IME administrator. The target locations will be configurable 
parameters in the system so that it will flexible to support multiple targets or, if needed, change of target 
locations. The PrintLocal option is also available to users to print the generated letters to a local printer 
and sign the letter before mailing them. 
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9.3 Current MMIS External Interfaces   
RFP Section 7.1.5 

Team Noridian's new MMIS uses the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework to automate the 
management and monitoring of interface performance. The ability to create interfaces and publish them as 
services, monitor performance, provide alerts and notifications, and when appropriate, automate error 
handling and exception resolution, are out-of-the-box capabilities of EXACT. Engaging EXACT's 
Integration Services, comprising of its enterprise service bus (ESB), mediation and translation services, 
and service registry, as well as EXACT's orchestration, rules, and extract transform load services, Team 
Noridian will be able to rapidly develop and deploy interfaces and business processes, based on each 
interface's requirements. Figure 9.3–1 illustrates the EXACT SOA framework, components, and services 
invoked to support the automation of interface management and business processes. 

Figure 9.3-1. EXACT Architecture. This architecture, services, and components support the rapid 
development and deployment of partner interfaces. 
Team Noridian recognizes the Department's need for reliable, flexible, and secure access among partners 
and stakeholders, enabling improved data sharing and better business process integration. By 
understanding this need and building from the extensive experience of implementing interfaces in the 
MMIS solutions for multiple state Medicaid enterprises, Team Noridian is able to offer an integrated 
solution, incorporating reliable and flexible interface data exchanges and efficient interface management 
tools. This structured solution will allow the Department to manage business partner relationships while 
promoting the availability of health care to the citizens of Iowa. 
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Team Noridian brings extensive experience in developing, implementing, and supporting production 
MMIS interfaces based on its MMIS solutions for Maine, Michigan, and Washington. We have firsthand 
experience interfacing with CMS systems, such as Drug Rebate, Buy-in, and Enrollment Database (EDB). 
We have intimate understandings of all the current MMIS external interfaces and are able to analyze all 
the existing external interfaces and apply it in building the new MMIS. Team Noridian will develop a 
detailed design document for each interface that will be developed and implemented for the new MMIS. 
The majority of interfaces defined by the Department in the IME resource library have been built and 
deployed for previous engagements; this experience assures the Department of a proven, reliable 
approach to successful implementation of these critical interfaces. The Department's future needs may 
also be supported by the new MMIS interface catalog, which includes an extensive inventory of pre-
existing interfaces that are not currently identified in the interfaces inventory. Team Noridian will adhere 
to a well tested implementation methodology that follows SDLC methodology. 

Team Noridian understands that monitoring and reacting to the interface processes is an important task of 
operating an MMIS. For example, key interfaces such as the eligibility data from IABC and financial data 
from ACH transactions need to be constantly monitored. Any delays in the interface execution need to be 
escalated to various levels for analysis and remediation based on escalation policies established during 
DDI.  

As shown in Figure 9.3-2, Team Noridian has analyzed the interfaces listed in the IME resource library, 
supplemented by our knowledge of the existing operation, and identified the existing and proposed 
sources and destinations of external interfaces that will apply to the new MMIS. We understand that 
several of the existing ancillary systems will be replaced by the new MMIS namely Buy-in, HIPP, 
MEPD, MIPS, ISIS and Title XIX. The interfaces with these systems will be implemented within the new 
MMIS, as is depicted in this figure. 

Interface Name Present Source Proposed Source Present Destination Proposed Destination

1099 Correction File MMIS New MMIS IRS IRS 

1099 Verification File MMIS New MMIS IRS IRS 

278 Prior Authorization Request Transactions Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs MMIS New MMIS 

278 Prior Authorization Response Transactions MMIS New MMIS Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs

4010A1 834 Benefit Enrollment FACS File MMIS New MMIS Magellan - EDI Magellan - EDI

4010A1 834 Benefit Enrollment FACS File MMIS New MMIS Magellan - EDI Magellan - EDI

60 Occ Facility - Waiver Program Req. Elig. Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

820 Payment Processed Transactions MMIS New MMIS Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs

835 Remittance Advice Transaction MMIS New MMIS Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs

837 Dental Claims Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs MMIS New MMIS 

837 Institutional Claims Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs MMIS New MMIS 

837 Professional Claims Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs MMIS New MMIS 

ACH Deposit File MMIS New MMIS Wells Fargo Wells Fargo 

Actuarial Encounter Data MMIS New MMIS Milliman Milliman 

Add, Change, Delete, Prior Auth Services Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Adjustment Claims for Medically Needy MMIS New MMIS Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

Pharmacy Data Warehouse 

B- 1 Reporting OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

Bank Reconciliation File MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

Buy-in A-B Master File Medicare Buy-in System 
Medicare Buy-in 
System HMS HMS 

Carrier File Extract Data MMIS New MMIS Advantis Advantis 
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Interface Name Present Source Proposed Source Present Destination Proposed Destination

CC_ELVIS_Transactions ELVS ELVS OnBase OnBase 

CC_Load_Prov_Check_Addr MMIS New MMIS OnBase OnBase 

CC_Load_Prov_Corres_Addr MMIS New MMIS OnBase OnBase 

CC_Load_Prov_Remit_Addr MMIS New MMIS OnBase OnBase 

CDAC Union Payment File MMIS New MMIS BMGI BMGI 

Certificate of Creditable Coverage Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS Iowa Medicaid Members Iowa Medicaid Members

Child Support TPL Extract MMIS New MMIS ICAR ICAR 

CHK_TB_Transfer (DW14) OnBase OnBase Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Claim Data Upload - 1500 Dakota Imaging System 
Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - Dental Dakota Imaging System 
Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - InstXover Dakota Imaging System 
Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - New1500 Dakota Imaging System 
Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - NEWDental Dakota Imaging System Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System 

MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - ProfXover Dakota Imaging System Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System 

MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - PTAOUT Dakota Imaging System Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System 

MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - PTAXIN Dakota Imaging System 
Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - PTBX Dakota Imaging System 
Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - UB04 Dakota Imaging System 
Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System MMIS New MMIS 

Claim Data Upload - UB92 Dakota Imaging System Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System 

MMIS New MMIS 

Claims, Yearly Birth Data MMIS New MMIS IDPH IDPH 

Client Services Report Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Combined County Bill - Accounts Receivable 
File MMIS New MMIS County Billing System County Billing System 

Control File - Trigger File for Electronic RA 
Process Check Write System Check Write System MMIS New MMIS 

Coordination of Benefits MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Coordination of Benefits MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Coordination of Benefits - Daily Change File MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Coordination of Benefits - Monthly Full Master 
File 

MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Corrected 1099s MMIS New MMIS IRS IRS 

County Billing Adjustment File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

County Billing Files MMIS New MMIS COLD/DIP Server COLD/DIP Server

Date of Death File Data Warehouse Data Warehouse Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Date of Death State - ID Not Found Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Debit Card Process - Account Maintenance File MMIS New MMIS ACS ACS 

Debit Card Process - Account Maintenance 
Reject File 

ACS ACS MMIS New MMIS 
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Interface Name Present Source Proposed Source Present Destination Proposed Destination

Debit Card Process - Account Maintenance 
Status File 

ACS ACS MMIS New MMIS 

Debit Card Process - Account Maintenance 
Summary File 

ACS ACS MMIS New MMIS 

Debit Card Process - ACH Deposit Summary 
File ACS ACS MMIS New MMIS 

Delinquent Provider List Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

DRG Code Weights IMCARS IMCARS MMIS New MMIS 

Drug Reference File Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

MMIS New MMIS 

Eligibility Master File (also called "Recipient 
Master File") 

MMIS New MMIS Advantis Advantis 

Encounter, Yearly Birth Data MMIS New MMIS IDPH IDPH 

EPSDT Claims Extract MMIS New MMIS IDPH IDPH 

EPSDT Informing Extract MMIS New MMIS IDPH IDPH 

EPSDT Screening Informing Extract MMIS New MMIS IDPH IDPH 

Facility & Waiver Eligibility IABC System IABC Replacement TXIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Facility & Waiver Eligibility (Forms File) IABC System IABC Replacement Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Facility CP Change Report Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

FACS Information for IowaCare Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

FACS Information for IowaCare Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Family Planning Terminated Pregnancy File MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Foster Care Worker Info for Members FACS System FACS System Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Full Adjudicated Claims Records Info MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Hawk - I Decision File Maximus Maximus Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

HIPP - TPL MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

HIPP - TPL MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

HIPP Claims (MARS Reporting) HIPP HIPP MMIS New MMIS 

HIPP Insurance Carrier Extract Records - ISIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

HIPP Resource File HIPP HIPP MMIS New MMIS 

HMO Encounter Data MMIS New MMIS APS APS 

HMO Encounter Data MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

IAMB9000 - R001 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMB9010 - R001 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMC6500 - R019 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMC7520 - R001 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMC8502 - R001 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMM2200 - R001 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMR7600 - R001 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMS6900 - R001 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

IAMT9900 - R002 OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

ICAR TPL Update ICAR ICAR MMIS New MMIS 

ICF/MR Vendor Payment by County MMIS New MMIS RBA RBA 

ID Cards Print File OCRA OCRA MMIS New MMIS 

IDPH License Files MMIS New MMIS COLD/DIP Server COLD/DIP Server
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Image Transfer Dakota Imaging System Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System 

OnBase OnBase 

IMPA Upload of Documents IMPA NA OnBase OnBase 

Inpatient Encounter data HMO (Magellan) HMO (Magellan) MMIS New MMIS 

Inpatient Encounter Data - Quarterly MMIS New MMIS CMS CMS 

Institutional Claims Extract - Case Mgmt MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Institutional Claims Extract - Public Policy MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Iowa Care Autoclose file Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS IABC System IABC Replacement

IowaCare Auto - Close File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS IABC System IABC Replacement

IowaCare Billing Statements Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS Iowa Medicaid Members Iowa Medicaid Members

IowaCare Billing Statements Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS Iowa Medicaid Members Iowa Medicaid Members

IowaCare Billing System Extract File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

IowaCare Extract Files MMIS New MMIS COLD/DIP Server COLD/DIP Server

IowaCare Premium File ABC System IABC Replacement Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

IowaCare Premium File ABC System IABC Replacement Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

IowaCare Premium Payments Wells Fargo Wells Fargo TXIX Eligibility New MMIS 

IowaCare Remittance Advice Files MMIS New MMIS COLD/DIP Server COLD/DIP Server

Load Records: CC_WV_Member_Elig_Load ELVIS ELVS OnBase OnBase 

Load Records: CC_WV_Member_Load ELVIS ELVS OnBase OnBase 

LOG File - Approvals, Denials, and Pends ABC System IABC Replacement Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Managed Health Care - Monthly Referral Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Managed Health Care - Assignment MMIS New MMIS TXIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Managed Health Care - Daily Referral Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Managed Health Care ABC Transmission MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

McKesson - HiTech Radiology McKesson McKesson MMIS New MMIS 

McKesson Member Extract MMIS New MMIS McKesson McKesson 

McKesson Practice Extract MMIS New MMIS McKesson McKesson 

McKesson Provider Extract MMIS New MMIS McKesson McKesson 

Medicaid Member Eligibility Extract File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Medicaid Member Eligibility Extract File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Medicaid Provider File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS ABC System IABC Replacement

Medical Claims Extract - Case Mgmt MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Medical Claims Extract, Public Policy MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Medical Claims File MMIS New MMIS Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

Pharmacy Data Warehouse 

Medically Needy Transmission File IABC System IABC Replacement MMIS New MMIS 

Medically Needy Worker File IABC System IABC Replacement MMIS New MMIS 

Medically NeedyTransmission File MMIS New MMIS ABC System IABC Replacement

Medicare A & B Reports Part A&B Buy - In Part A & B Buy-In IME Member Services Part A & B Buy-In

Medicare A&B Enrollment File Part A&B Buy - In Part A & B Buy-In CMS CMS 

Medicare A&B Premium Info - Monthly Part A&B Buy - In Part A & B Buy-In IABC System IABC Replacement 

Medicare A&B Response Billing File CMS CMS Part A&B Buyin Part A & B Buy-In

Medicare Crossover Eligibility - Response COB Contractor COB Contractor Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Medicare Crossover - Dual Eligible File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS COBA Contractor ? 
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Medicare Eligibility Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS ABC System IABC Replacement

Medicare Eligibility Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Medicare Enrollment Finder File (EDB) Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS CMS CMS 

Medicare Part A Crossover Claims Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs MMIS New MMIS 

Medicare Part B Crossover Claims Noridian - EDISS IME Core EDI Edifecs MMIS New MMIS 

Medicare Part D Enrollment File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Medicare Premium Medicare Buy - in System Part A & B Buy-In HMS HMS 

Medicare Transaction File Medicare Buy - in System Part A & B Buy-In ABC System IABC Replacement

Medicare Transaction File Medicare Buy - in System Part A & B Buy-In Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Medipass Provider List MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MEM_TB_Transfer (DW14) OnBase OnBase Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Member Medical Eligibility - Daily IABC System IABC Replacement Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Member Medical Eligibility - Monthly IABC System IABC Replacement Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Member Medicare Enrollment (EDB) CMS CMS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MEPD Premium File IABC System IABC Replacement Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MFP - Finders MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MFP - Participants MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MFP - Services MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MHC Enrollment/Disenrollment Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

MHC Enrollment/Disenrollment Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

MHC Transaction File - Daily Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

MHC Transaction File - Monthly Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Milliman (Rate Setting) Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

MMA - Medicare Part D Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS CMS CMS 

MMA - Medicare Part D Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS CMS CMS 

MMA - Medicare Part D CMS CMS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MMA - Medicare Part D CMS CMS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MMA Part D Response File CMS CMS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MMA Part D Response File CMS CMS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

MMIS Eligibility Extract MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

MMIS PDD Drug Record Update from FDB First Data Bank First Data Bank MMIS New MMIS 

MMIS Providers File MMIS New MMIS Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

Pharmacy Data Warehouse 

Month End Facilities File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Month End Waiver File Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Month - End Claims Extract for DHS MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Monthly Claim Audit File MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

MSIS Inpatient Claims Extract MMIS New MMIS Mathematica Mathematica 

MSIS LTC Claims Extract MMIS New MMIS Mathematica Mathematica 

MSIS Other Claims Extract MMIS New MMIS Mathematica Mathematica 

MSIS Recipient Extract MMIS New MMIS Mathematica Mathematica 

MSIS RX Claims File MMIS New MMIS Mathematica Mathematica 

NDC List Upload to Website MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

NDC Rebate File GHS Pharm. Contactor MMIS New MMIS 
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NEMT Broker/Member Extract MMIS New MMIS TMS TMS 

NEMT Encounter File Noridian (Edifecs) MMIS New MMIS 

NEMT Provider Extract MMIS New MMIS TMS TMS 

Non - Pharmacy Claim Adjustments Advantis Advantis MMIS New MMIS 

Nursing Home Client Participation Chgs Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Nursing Home Discharges Transmission MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Nursing Home Terminations MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

OCRA - Annual - Family Planning OCRA OCRA MMIS New MMIS 

OCRA - Annual - From Member Services OCRA OCRA MMIS New MMIS 

OCRA - Feedback MMIS New MMIS OCRA OCRA 

Other Encounter data HMO (Magellan) HMO (Magellan) MMIS New MMIS 

Other Encounter Data - Quarterly MMIS New MMIS CMS CMS 

Paid Claims Extract MMIS New MMIS HIPP HIPP 

Paid Claims Extract File - Month End MMIS New MMIS Advantis Advantis 

Paid Claims File Extract for DHS MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Part D File MMIS New MMIS GHS Pharm. Contractor

Pharmacy Claims Extract - Case Mgmt MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Pharmacy Claims Extract - Public Policy MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Pharmacy Claims Paid MMIS New MMIS Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

Pharmacy Data Warehouse 

POS Claims & Adjustments Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse 

MMIS New MMIS 

Prior Approval Extract MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Procedure, Drug & Diagnosis File Extract MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Provider 1099 Tapes MMIS New MMIS IRS IRS 

Provider Address File MMIS New MMIS IME Server New MMIS 

Provider Address File MMIS New MMIS OnBase OnBase 

Provider Charge Information IMCARS IMCARS MMIS New MMIS 

Provider Charge Information - Manual SAM Updates ? MMIS New MMIS 

Provider DRG & APG Data IMCARS IMCARS MMIS New MMIS 

Provider DRG & APG Data - Manual SAM Updates ? MMIS New MMIS 

Provider Extract MMIS New MMIS COLD/DIP Server ? 

Provider Extract MMIS New MMIS Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Provider Extract File MMIS New MMIS Advantis Advantis 

Provider Master File MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Provider Master File - Case Mgmt MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Provider Master File - Public Policy MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Provider, Procedure Type & Procedure Code 
Charges IMCARS IMCARS MMIS New MMIS 

Provider, Procedure Type & Procedure Code 
Charges - Manual SAM Updates IME Medical Unit MMIS New MMIS 

PRV_TB_Transfer (DW14) OnBase OnBase Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Quarterly Encounter Data MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Quarterly Recipient Eligibility - Public Policy MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa

Quarterly Recipient Eligibility - TCM MMIS New MMIS University of Iowa University of Iowa
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RCF Check Balance Report MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

RCF Check Register MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

RCF Letter File MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

RCF Mailing Summary Report MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

Recipient Eligibility MMIS New MMIS 
Pharmacy Data 
Warehouse Pharmacy Data Warehouse 

Remit Process OnBase OnBase Data Warehouse Data Warehouse

Remittance Advice Check Balance Report MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

Remittance Advice Check Register File MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

Remittance Advice - Envelope File MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

Remittance Advice Files MMIS New MMIS COLD/DIP Server COLD/DIP Server

Remittance Advice Mailing Summary Report MMIS New MMIS Check Write System Check Write System

Revenue Collections History Requests HMS HMS MMIS New MMIS 

Rightfax Connector Tool Rightfax Rightfax OnBase OnBase 

RTP Claim Dakota Imaging System Emdeon Dakota 
Imaging System 

OnBase OnBase 

RTP Letter Printing OnBase OnBase DAS - Print Center DAS - Print Center

Special Education Eligibility - IMS AEA Extract MMIS New MMIS AEA AEA 

Third Party Liability MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Third Party Liability MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Third Party Liability - Daily HMS to MMIS HMS to New MMIS TXIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Third Party Liability - Monthly HMS to MMIS HMS to New MMIS TXIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Title XIX Eligible File for HIPP Cost 
Effectiveness Process 

HIPP HIPP MMIS New MMIS 

Title XIX Monthly Report - Monthly MMIS New MMIS RBA RBA 

Title XIX Monthly Report - YTD MMIS New MMIS RBA RBA 

Title XIX Report of Expenditure - Eligibility MMIS New MMIS RBA RBA 

Title XIX Report of Expenditure - Services MMIS New MMIS RBA RBA 

TPL Data Match Update File Advantis Advantis MMIS New MMIS 

TPL Trauma & Lead Letter Printing OnBase OnBase DAS - Print Center DAS - Print Center

TXIX Child Eligibility - Daily Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS IDPH IDPH 

TXIX Child Eligibility - Monthly Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS IDPH IDPH 

TXIX Elig & Referral daily - hawk - i (4 files) Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS Maximus Maximus 

TXIX Eligibility Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS HIPP HIPP 

TXIX Eligibility Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS HIPP HIPP 

TXIX Eligibility (Children) Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS Maximus Maximus 

TXIX Eligibility (Via MMIS) Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS Milliman Milliman 

TXIX TPL Extract Transmit File - Daily MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

TXIX TPL Full Master Transmit File - Monthly MMIS New MMIS Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS 

Waiver Services Prior Auths Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS MMIS New MMIS 

Weekly Payment Reports OnBase OnBase E-mail To User E-mail To User

WIFS Messages (E-mails) Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS IM Workers IM Workers 

WIFS Messages (E-mails) Title XIX Eligibility New MMIS IM Workers IM Workers 

WV_Provider_List (DW12) Data Warehouse Data Warehouse OnBase OnBase 
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Death information Death Registry Death Registry MMIS New MMIS 

NPI Verification NPPES NPPES MMIS New MMIS 

Figure 9.3-2. IME MMIS Interfaces. Team Noridian has fully assessed the current external interfaces and 
evaluated the changes that will be implemented in the new MMIS. 

9.3.1 Comprehensive Integrated Narrative 
Team Noridian's new MMIS uses the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework to automate the management 
and monitoring of the Department's partner interfaces. Using EXACT, Team Noridian will create business 
processes to automate the exchange of data, alert and escalation procedures, error handling, and exception 
resolution. The ability to automate the process between the new MMIS and the Department's interface 
partners is an inherent, out-of-the-box capability of EXACT, built on the following approach. 

 The requirements for each interface will be documented and incorporated into the interface  
design plan. 

 Using EXACT integration services, individual interfaces will be built as services. With this approach 
the operational and functional details for each interface as well as information relating to the interface 
partner, transfer schedule, format and process requirements are well defined within the metadata 
wrapper associated with each interface.  

 The individual metadata, or abstract, for each interface is published to EXACT's service register, which 
uses the universal description, discovery and integration (UDDI) standard to store and register services.  

 By publishing the interface abstract to the service register, service consumers can discover the 
interface and reuse it, subject to applicable rights. 

 The business process for each interface will be determined by its specific requirement. The process 
will be built using EXACT's orchestration services, which leverages and enhances the capabilities of 
the ActiveVOS BPEL engine used by EXACT. EXACT's orchestration services, alone or in 
combination with other services, can build and support business processes ranging from simple to 
extremely complex. 

 A service's interface business process in combination with EXACT's integration services, will 
manage, monitor, and report on the integrity of the interface, success or failure of each data transfer, 
maintain a record of the date, time, and description of data received.  

 In the event of a transfer error or failure, EXACT will initiate the alert and escalation procedures 
documented in the interface's requirements and abstract stored in the service registry. EXACT 
supports multiple channels of communication including e-mail, simple network management protocol 
(SNMP) and send alerts to a network management console or network operation center. EXACT also 
supports the use of business activity monitoring, which can be accessed through the eCAMS 
HealthBeat Dashboard.  

 In addition to automating the management and monitoring of interfaces, EXACT also inherently 
enables the ability to automate pre-validation of data prior to upload to eCAMS. EXACT's dynamic 
capabilities can support simple pre-validation rules as well as complex rules which could require 
access to data located on internal Department systems or external third-party systems.  

 Likewise, EXACT can enable the automation of error handling and exception resolution. An 
automated process can include reconciling transfer data with updated information located either 
internally or externally to the Department. And sending a notification to the external sending partner, 
which details the status of the transfer and, if discernable, the cause of the failed transfer. Leveraging 
the new MMIS SOA design, EXACT can easily initiate a workflow with OnBase and provided closed 
loop reporting based on the workflow outcome or successful upload to eCAMS. 

 EXACT automatically produces a full audit trail of all service activities for an interface. This 
information, including error logs, exception resolution status, and success or failure of any particular 
transfer is pushed to eCAMS HealthBeat Dashboard. This provides the Department with the benefit 
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of having a single point of access to not only access important information relating to eCAMS but to 
monitor and generate reports relating to interface activity as well. 

Team Noridian's new MMIS interoperable 
environment enables the Department to 
capitalize the full power of each of the new 
MMIS components. Where it is appropriate, 
the Department can take advantage of the full 
synergistic capabilities of its new MMIS and 
build business processes that call on eCAMS' 
powerful rules engine RuleIT or any of its 
individual industry leading Medicaid services 
modules, OnBase workflow and business 
process management, and EXACT's 
integration services, as shown in Figure 9.3-3.  

Team Noridian embraces the concept and 
benefits of a SOA oriented approach to 
interface design and will capitalize on the 
EXACT platform to create a centralized and 
reusable set of interfaces, which are 
documented and advertised in a service 
registry. EXACT will be used to expose 
existing eCAMS interfaces using a standards-
based approach to service definition. 
Undertaking this open approach to interface 
design requires additional up-front effort to 
garner the longer -term benefits of maintaining 
only a single point of interface for all MMIS - 
related components .Team Noridian’s risk 
mitigation plans include the ability to use some 
pre -built eCAMS interfaces, if necessary. 

The breadth and depth of interface 
management services Team Noridian's new 
MMIS provides assures the Department this 
critical process will be implemented quickly 
and in a cost effective manner.  

HIE and Interoperability with  
Future Initiatives 

Team Noridian’s proposed solution includes 
implementing an integration hub infrastructure 
that is decoupled from the new MMIS, as shown 
in Figure 9.3-4. It is built on the proven eCAMS 
solution architecture and leverages the EXACT SOA framework. The solution is aligned with current and 
future industry interoperability standards through our technology partner Oracle and their leadership in 
interoperability standards, and through Team Noridian’s participation in MITA HL7 standards as well as 
our continued participation in other key interoperability standards and projects. 

Figure 9.3-3. Team Noridian's EXACT Integration 
and ESB Interface Orchestration Services. These 
manage and monitor the external interface 
partners' integration with the new MMIS. 
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Figure 9.3-4. Conceptual Design of Integration Hub for HIE. Independent interoperability through 
standards-based interoperability profiles preserves investment from legacy through replacement  
system operation. 
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Tab 10 – MMIS Operational Requirements   
RFP Section 9.2.11 

Team Noridian’s MITA-aligned business architecture and new MMIS is a proven and innovative Web-
centric solution. The flexibility and configurability of our rules-based system supports growth and ease 
of change that will meet current and future needs of the Department and Iowa Medicaid stakeholders 

The operations phase can be defined as the 
ongoing performance of all required activities 
described in the RFP. We believe Team 
Noridian is uniquely positioned to deliver on 
those requirements, due in large part to our 
intimate knowledge of IME operations, our 
understanding of workflows and interactions 
between IME contractors and OnBase 
operations, our leading CMS certified eCAMS 
capabilities, and our flexible SOA capabilities 
provided through the EXACT SOA framework 
to simplify and manage external systems/data integration.  

The concept of ‘Team Noridian’ is the result of a best-of-breed approach to meet the Department's RFP 
requirements and deliver a leading-edge new MMIS with the systems and operational expertise to support 
it into the future. We have the unique ability to offer the only certified Web-centric MMIS that is in 
production today—and staff the project with an experienced team that understands the intricacies and 
uniqueness of the IME. With this combination of experience, plus industry-leading project management 
expertise, Team Noridian will deliver a proven 21st Century health care platform to meet the 
Department’s current and future needs.  

Team Noridian offers a depth and breadth of fiscal agent experience in federal, state, and commercial 
health care industries. The capabilities we offer in the Medicaid industry has been built upon more than 
40 years of state business and more than 70 years of federal health care contracting. Our fiscal 
intermediary experience and leading-edge operational capabilities have been proven successful in the 
unique structure of the IME.  

Team Noridian’s proposed new MMIS solution is made up of the eCAMS claims processing system- 
developed specifically for Medicaid marketplace - complemented by other peripheral COTS products 
providing a fully featured solution. As a Web-centric solution, it is completely aligned with Medicaid 
Information Technology Architecture (MITA) and Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) principles, and it 
has been certified by CMS in both Michigan and Washington. Our proven solution will enhance current 
MMIS operations across the IME.  

Our EXACT SOA framework is a foundational aspect of our solution, fully supporting the de-coupling of 
business rules and data exchange services. It is through these advanced services that we will be able to 
fully support the transparent exchange of data not only between the various IME contractors, but with 
external entities now, and in the future. The Department has identified multiple MITA business processes 
that require implementation of SOA framework to achieve MITA Maturity Level (ML) 3; EXACT's SOA 
framework brings not only an ESB to facilitate the exchange of electronic data via standards, but also 
brings a full technology stack offering configurable business rules, a data transformation engine, and 
customized health care aware services that exceed the capabilities of any off-the-shelf SOA platform or 
ESB. The combination of the eCAMS MITA aligned claims processing system with the EXACT SOA 
framework provides the Department the capability to meet MITA ML3 while providing the foundation for 
future enhanced MITA maturity levels. 
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The new MMIS will provide a robust platform for the Department to embrace future innovations, policy 
changes, and break-through in healthcare delivery. The new MMIS architecture provides a business-
driven framework the will facilitate higher levels of MITA maturity that are flexible and interoperable.  

Team Noridian acknowledges the importance of the Department’s timeline to install the new MMIS and 
be fully operational by August 4, 2014. The following sections provide details of our management 
approach to the operations phase and respond to specific requirements as defined in the RFP. 

10.1 Core MMIS Operational Requirements   

RFP Section 8.1 

Managing Operations  

Team Noridian will establish a culture that embraces and supports change through progressive and flexible 
management styles, while adhering to structured approaches to managing change requests. We acknowledge 
and encourage operational staff to work collaboratively, which enhances knowledge of each operational area 
and assures the transfer of knowledge between areas. This collaborative spirit and broad-based knowledge 
of the whole operation is necessary to creatively identify new approaches that best position the Department 
for future expansion and new initiatives. Team Noridian does not implement changes in a silo; rather, the 
impact to all business areas and stakeholders, both internal and external, for current and anticipated future 
needs are a part of the planning and execution of systems and operational procedure modification. This 
holistic approach assures that technology changes are implemented in the best way to support business 
needs instead of adapting business processes to fit inflexible technology. Our approach not only assures 
Department readiness for future initiatives but also creates the cultural foundation to support increased 
Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) business process maturity.  

Our approach to managing operations is centered getting the right resources in place, ensuring they are 
appropriately training to accomplish their tasks, then providing mechanisms to accurately measure the 
quality and service levels produced through their work efforts. 

Staffing Approach 

Team Noridian has many programs, policies, and practices in place to hire, retain, and motivate productive 
employees. As the current Core Contractor, we already have the majority of highly knowledgeable and 
capable staff in place and ready to go. For new positions, we will use proven recruitment and selection 
processes leading up to the operations phase to achieve the optimal number of staff with the precise skill sets 
and expertise to conduct Core contractor operation services without interruption. 

It is critically important to appropriately estimate staff levels to assure the right number of people with the 
right skills are in the right place at the right time. The basis for our staffing estimates is formed from our 
multitude of experiences in large-scale, complex health care system implementations and operations 
projects, as well as direct experience with the IME.  

To arrive at these estimates, we: 

 Assessed the impact of the new MMIS to realign numbers of staff required, types of skills required, and 
level of staff/experience required to meet all Department operational requirements. This analysis was 
applied across the operational unit as well as the technical support staff. With the implementation of 
eCAMS particularly, there is a significant impact on the Systems Team staffing levels and skills mix; 

 Considered the level of knowledge, skills, and abilities required to perform the required tasks as well 
as the production and quality standards needed to meet or exceed the Departments expectations; 

 Reviewed job descriptions to cross-reference skill levels with appropriate labor categories and grade 
levels; and  

 Factored in the time employees spend on other tasks such as leave, training, meetings, and/or breaks 
to maximize productive time.  
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We used our intimate knowledge of the IME and multiple Medicaid Management Information System 
(MMIS) environments; our health care, claims processing, and technology capability; and our expansive 
history of successful implementations and workload takeovers to help validate our developed FTE count. 
All of our functional areas used this methodology to provide a well thought-out, well-documented staffing 
plan with the appropriate number of staff for the new MMIS operation. 

Team Noridian’s HR policies and procedures have been standardized to conform to industry best 
practices and cover the activities of recruitment, credential verification, placement, training, benefits 
management, and staff retention programs. As a health care contractor, we are built to operate in a highly-
regulated environment. Our policies and procedures provide for compliance with all federal, state, and 
local employment laws in locations where we have operations.  

Team Noridian posts all positions internally and promotes from within whenever possible. Providing 
advancement and professional growth opportunities is a key factor in employee retention. High-
potential employees especially must be provided with challenges and opportunities to grow or they will 
find it elsewhere. 

Training Approach 

Team Noridian will use our established training approach as the foundation to meet our ongoing training 
needs. Our experience indicates that by continuously following the key steps of our training approach we 
will ensure consistency, thoroughness, and quality of the training provided to all staff. This approach also 
allows for updates that reflect the differences as the program matures and changes over time and for the 
application of lessons learned to improve the training program. Our management approach will focus on: 

 Assessing and identifying training needs of staff 
 Developing learning objectives 
 Evaluating training classes, materials, and delivery 
 Deployment and use of Brainshark as the online training tool and learning management system (LMS) 

Supervisors are responsible for managing the training needs of their staff. They collaborate with the 
training coordinator, unit leads, and quality analysts in order to assess the ongoing training needs of their 
unit and identify opportunities for one-on-one training for individual unit members. Training needs may 
be addressed by participation in existing training courses, or with the development of a new course or 
series of courses.  

The training needs of each operational and functional unit, can be driven by policy changes, the 
implementation of process improvements, new technology, and process, procedure, or other system 
changes. Training needs can also be based on training requests from staff members or groups. 
Individual training needs are usually indicated by an individual’s past performance and work experience. 
Team Noridian ensures that designated productivity and quality levels are achieved through our Measure, 
Monitor and Enforce (MME) program. Poor MME results are a signal that training was not 
comprehensive enough or refresher training may be needed for an individual. In these circumstances, the 
employee will work one-on-one with the unit trainer and receive focused training on the specific area(s) 
where the employee is struggling.  

Once training needs have been identified, Team Noridian training staff will collaborate to determine the 
scope of the training course. It is necessary to determine the learning objectives, or the key items each 
participant should take away from the training session, as the training course detail and supplemental 
materials will be built around meeting these objectives. We also work with the IME services contractors 
to assess the effectiveness of systems training materials and adapt them to better meet the needs of the 
staff in each unit. 

Our online training capabilities are supported by Brainshark, which effectively allows our subject matter 
experts to easily create interactive online eLearning content and mobile training (mLearning) rapidly and 
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deliver it to appropriate audiences, track completion and assess results. It will fully support our need to 
educate geographically dispersed audiences with video presentations and courses that can be viewed 
anytime, anywhere – even on mobile devices.  

Quality Approach 

At the front-line employee level, Team Noridian conducts systematic individual quality assessments on 
employee work output for each operational unit. This process is facilitated through the use of automated 
sampling using the eCAMS rules engine as well as automated sampling and electronic workflow using 
the OnBase electronic data management system. As staff complete work products, OnBase performs 
automated sampling and routes work products for quality analysts’ review through the automated 
workflow. The sample rate is defined as a configuration parameter in OnBase and allows for different 
sample rates for staff. For example, new staff or staff who may have been underperforming may have an 
increased rate of sampling until they demonstrate proficiency. Accuracy and adherence to established 
processing guidelines and policies are evaluated during quality assessments performed by the Quality 
Monitoring and Control Unit. These assessments identify needs for employee retraining and updating 
processing guidelines. Feedback and coaching are given to employees as a result of quality assessments. 
Processing errors identified through this inspection system are corrected to ensure exact processing and 
that accurate information has been released. Records of these quality assessments are maintained for 
employee and management review. 

Supervisors conduct monthly employee meetings to discuss performance requirements and measured 
results. These meetings provide an excellent tool for communication between the supervisor and the 
employee. Information from these meetings is recorded and incorporated into each employee’s annual 
performance appraisal. Supervisors are responsible to communicate all performance issues impacting 
contractual performance requirements to management.  

Selection of the areas for review is prioritized based on risk assessment. Operational areas identified as 
higher risk are audited earlier and more frequently than areas identified as lower risk. Each operational 
area is reviewed periodically. The risk assessment identifies all business functions associated with the 
contract. Each business function is evaluated based on a series of risk factors. These risk factors are 
weighted to identify units at greatest risk of failing to meet contractual performance requirements. 
Numerical values are assigned to the risk factors with the higher numerical value depicting higher risk.  

Contract Management  

Team Noridian's contract management approach drives operational excellence for the new MMIS solution 
based on industry-standard practices established by the Project Management Institute's (PMI's) Project 
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). Project and operational managers must balance the 
constraints of scope, schedule, budget, resources, and risk to achieve a quality product. Our contract 
management activities rely on control of project scope, assessment, and monitoring of time dedicated to 
each task, management of resources applied to completion of each task, and evaluation of the quality of 
the outcomes.  

Scope. Scope management plays a critical role in keeping the focus on work that is within approved 
parameters and creates for a well-orchestrated process to manage the baseline. Sound scope management 
processes require a complete and thorough understanding of the requirements. Team Noridian has 
established our processes for requirements gathering and requirements validation as part of the 
iVision360 methodology in the start-up and implementation phase. We continue to use this process, albeit 
on a smaller scale, for management of change requests that impact scope during the operation. Scope 
management occurs in an overall project planning context and flows through to build up the related 
project schedules and work breakdown structure (WBS). The WBS becomes the basis for activity 
sequencing and analysis, resource estimation, schedule durations and resource assignments. The project’s 
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budget will be reviewed and analyzed from these activities, and an updated project plan will be 
developed, with project tasks, a schedule, and responsibilities updated, if necessary.  

The PMO, comprised of senior leaders during the operations phase, is the governing entity for conducting 
scope control. The systems and operational units will control scope by the adhering to the project 
management plan, reviewing performance metrics, and managing process assets. Team Noridian will also 
compare planned work scope to actual work accomplished. We will also identify, document, analyze, and 
report on variance from the plan. Performance metrics are produced, process assets updated, change 
requests are managed, and project documentation is updated.  

Schedule. Upon determination of scope impact, Team Noridian creates the WBS and associated project 
schedule. The WBS divides the overall project into an interconnected set of manageable components. The 
WBS is a product-oriented structure that provides a scheme for identifying and organizing the logical 
units of work to be managed, called “work packages.” The WBS provides a reference and organizational 
mechanism for assigning effort, schedule, and responsibility, and is used as the underlying framework to 
plan, organize, and control the work performed on the project. Depending on the duration and complexity 
of the project, the WBS will evolve to account for changes in the project implementation. The WBS 
supports the development of resource and cost estimates.  

Budget / Resources. Team Noridian has more than a million man hours of experience in conducting 
requirements analysis, gap analysis, and requirements management for health care information 
technology projects for many state and federal customers. In developing our estimates for changes to the 
new MMIS solution, we will continue to conduct thorough gap analyses of the requirements from the CR 
to fully understand the nature of each requirement and how the requirement would be eventually realized 
in our solution as well as how they affect the operation. We focus this level of attention on requirements 
analysis and management because it is a well-known fact, demonstrated in countless industry research 
initiatives, that one of the top three reasons why software projects fail is due to no or poorly conducted 
requirements analysis. This detailed analysis of requirements and scope assure that we have the necessary 
foundation for estimation of human and fiscal resources necessary to implement each change.  

Team Noridian will perform this detailed analysis to collect all requirements necessary to assess the 
impacts to all resources in our resource estimation model. Our project planning approach applies proven 
methodologies; a sound organizational structure; and the right principles, people, and automated tools to 
(1) develop accurate cost and schedule estimates, and (2) provide a foundation to deliver new MMIS 
changes on time and on budget. 

Risk. Team Noridian has developed a risk register of risks from similar scale projects and has built the 
mitigation of those risks into our approach for start-up, implementation and operations phases. Each risk 
is developed with associated trigger events to assure mitigation activities are implemented prior to risks 
developing into issues.  

In the event an issue related to performance does arise, identification of nonconformance and deficiencies 
begins with workload monitoring, as acceptable inventory and workload levels are essential to meeting 
performance expectations. All operational supervisors and their respective managers regularly review the 
eCAMS HealthBeat performance dashboard. Through this review, management identifies and addresses 
workload performance issues early and immediately through a structured corrective action plan. In 
addition to monitoring workloads, supervisors, managers, executive management, and PMO leadership 
continuously monitor performance against project standards and provide necessary intervention and 
corrective action to resolve performance issues in the normal course of operations. Our risk management 
approach prepares Team Noridian for disaster recovery and business continuity as well as risks and issues 
that evolve from other sources. Our proactive methods for monitoring and mitigating risks ensure that the 
Department objectives will be achieved despite adverse situations.  
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Intervention discussions between managers, executive management, and PMO leadership occur when 
appropriate based on the level of nonconformance and actions needed for a resolution. Through this 
process, performance issues are tracked and all contributing factors are identified to establish the 
magnitude and cause of the nonconformance or deficiency. The contributing factors may range from 
employee production and quality concerns to high workload receipts. Once the magnitude and cause of 
the issue has been identified, corrective action plans are developed and implemented. Examples of 
possible corrective action plans include the following: 

 Introduction of automation into work processes 
 Introduction of additional systems or workflow automation to support advanced maturity of 

business processes 
 Workload balancing across operational units 
 Temporary assistance through an employment agency 
 Increased staffing levels for long-term workload increases 

Team Noridian management determines the most effective method to correct and prevent reoccurrence of 
performance issues and defines the necessary actions to take. These actions are framed by outlining the 
actionable steps, the projected impact of those steps, and the projected resolution period. The 
management of the operational area provides updates and progress reports concerning the corrective 
action plan to the PMO during regular Team Noridian management meetings. Status of resolution will be 
shared with Department via regular weekly project reporting, and more frequently as required by the 
magnitude of the issue. Once the issue is corrected, an evaluation of the corrective action plan is 
conducted to identify lessons learned, which can then be included in future corrective action plans. 

Team Noridian's quality assurance team evaluates the corrective action plan to assure that steps are built 
into each impacted unit's operational procedures.  

Quality. The quality of an operation is measured in large part by the contractor's achievement of Service 
Level Agreements (SLAs) that indicate overall contract performance; quality is also assessed in terms of 
customer satisfaction of the enrollees, providers, and the Department. Our understanding and assessment 
of SLA metrics needed to provide a stable operational environment of health care administration is the 
foundation for evaluation of the quality of outcomes. We understand the SLAs required to support the 
new MMIS solution and operation and will continuously monitor indicators via easy to read dashboards 
and online graphs. 

The eCAMS HealthBeat performance portal uses automation to extract, analyze, and report data from 
various systems and tools and provides a centralized reporting database. This tool facilitates transparent 
access as well as pro-active alerts that prompt us to respond with corrective actions to keep operations 
within the prescribed bounds. This tool is configured to alert defined stakeholders as thresholds are 
reached to allow management to quickly respond to adverse indicators. Team Noridian will work 
collaboratively with the Department to describe corrective action plans and will bring best practices built 
from our years of contract performance management. For example, last year we measured and reported on 
nearly 600 performance, timeliness, and quality metrics for our health care operations in 17 states. 

The SLAs compliance paint a picture of quality of contract performance. Team Noridian completes this 
picture with metrics gathered through the Vovici Enterprise Feedback Management (EFM) Community 
tools. These tools allow Team Noridian to gather survey scores on a variety of measures that summarize 
the satisfaction of this customer population. These metrics are analyzed, aggregated, and become one of 
the inputs to Team Noridian's continual process improvement model. 

Enhanced Contract Management Approaches 

Team Noridian does not deliver a solution and operation that simply targets achieving minimum 
expectations. Rather, our operational approach is built on a culture of continual process improvement. 
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This is not only an operational principle that dictates our ongoing operational methodologies, but also is 
consistent with ITIL Continual Service Improvement principles. We will continually review processes 
with Department stakeholders and recommend changes. In this way, the Department can expect Team 
Noridian to continue to adapt through introduction of innovative solutions and processes that enhance 
customer service and bring efficiencies while increasing business process maturity. 

Multi-Layered Approach to Continual Process Improvement 

Team Noridian's comprehensive operations phase Quality Assurance program is composed of the 
following key components that are integrated into routine daily operations.  

 Internal Controls/Compliance Program 
 Automation/Workload Monitoring/Employee Performance Monitoring 
 Reporting/Quality Monitoring 
 Training/Feedback Programs/Process Improvement 

Each of these pieces plays an essential role in assuring continual process improvement throughout the 
operation; however, the effectiveness of each of these factors is reinforced by its relationship with the 
other components. The strength of our culture of continual process improvement lies in how each layer 
builds upon the other layers. 

Internal Controls and Compliance 

Internal controls and compliance are the heart of Team Noridian's continual process improvement cycle. 
Team Noridian's internal controls approach is based on extensive knowledge and ongoing experience with 
the GAO’s Federal Standard of Internal Controls. This experience has been enhanced through execution 
of our existing Medicaid and Medicare contracts. Our management demonstrates its commitment to 
continual improvement and fosters a culture of compliance throughout the entire operation.  

 Formal Operational Procedures 
 An important element of our internal control program is establishing team-specific, detail-oriented 

procedures to achieve the following three goals:  
 Provide efficient and effective training to operational team members,  
 Accurately and consistently process claims and meet contract performance requirements, and  
 Easily access, process, and search for information.  

These documented processing guidelines are living documents that are continually enhanced to 
incorporate process changes and improvements. These detailed processing guidelines contribute to 
consistent, accurate, and predictable employee decision-making. These processing procedures and 
capabilities will be adapted for application throughout start-up, implementation, and in place at the start 
of the operational phase.  

Each operational unit is provided detailed step-by-step processing guidelines, which are accessible and 
version-controlled through the Team Noridian Learning Management System (LMS). The LMS provides 
both a team-specific document library as well as an all-inclusive Team Noridian operations procedures 
document library. The LMS provides staff with Web access to current processing guidelines, related team 
or procedural content, as well as targeted search functionality, which provides dynamic agility, critical to 
performing their daily activities. Employees also have access to all training material, online testing, and 
process flowcharts. The LMS content and accessibility ensures employees are well-trained, 
knowledgeable, and able to consistently apply processing decisions.  

Change Management Process. Team Noridian's iVision360 ISDM will be used to manage system 
changes within all components of the new MMIS solution. The purpose of this detailed and well-
documented set of procedures is to provide a tool to the PMO and the systems and operational 
management in overseeing the requirements for implementing Change Management Requests (CMRs), 
performing related release testing, and completion of documentation for change management plans. The 
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program incorporates peer and management reviews of system changes prior to implementation to assure 
application of timely and accurate changes.  

Operations Review and Audit. Another component of the internal controls program is the performance 
of internal audits or operations reviews. The Quality Monitoring and Control Unit conduct operational 
reviews of functional departments within the Team Noridian new MMIS operation. The Quality 
Monitoring and Control Unit is independent of the operational areas. The audits provide verification that 
operations are meeting contract performance requirements, including requirements associated with 
accuracy, timeliness, and quality. The Quality Monitoring and Control Unit, in collaboration with the 
PMO, then validates that proper internal controls are in place and reporting to the Department is accurate. 

Results of audits are reported to all levels of management. Records of internally-conducted audits and 
assessments are maintained and included in regular status reports to the Department. If findings or 
recommendations are cited as a result of an internal operational audit, corrective action plans are 
developed and implemented. Follow-up and verification of corrective action plans is conducted on a 
quarterly basis, with periodic progress updates requested from teams until corrective action has been 
deemed implemented, effective, and verified.  

The Quality Monitoring and Control Unit follows a documented standard audit process of planning, 
scheduling, conducting, reporting results, and maintaining records of internal audits. Staff are trained on 
the audit standards, contract performance requirements, and the ISO 9001:2000 standards. 

Automation / Workload Monitoring / Employee Performance Monitoring  

Fundamental to our quality assurance and internal controls environment is the use of automation brought 
through eCAMS and our OnBase electronic document management system (EDMS) and workflow 
solution. Automated processes are the single most effective internal control safeguard. Document 
imaging, document management and workflow systems virtually eliminate the distribution of paper 
correspondence and forms throughout the entire processing environment. Workload is controlled, routed, 
monitored, and audited in our automated environment. All incoming documents, such as written inquiries, 
adjustment requests, and provider enrollment applications, is controlled, logged, scanned into OnBase, 
and then electronically distributed through OnBase’s workflow management system to the appropriate 
system for work by staff in each of the IME operational units.  

In our paperless paradigm, timeliness is improved by electronically routing documents as they are 
processed. Internal controls are improved in many ways including the reduction in the risk of lost or 
misrouted paper documents and faxes. Allowing staff immediate online access to current and historical 
documents needed in answering queries, resolving questions, and supporting claims processing greatly 
enhances the customer service experience. Privacy and security controls are enhanced by limiting paper at 
the desk and by making sure only those with appropriate security are able to view electronic documents or 
complete workflow steps. Since documents such as faxes are integrated within OnBase and distributed to 
other automated systems, the thousands of pieces of faxed correspondence that will be processed 
throughout the IME will be protected from unauthorized viewing at a fax machine. Finally, all access to 
OnBase documents, including viewing and use of workflow to change the document state, is logged in a 
comprehensive audit table. The inherent capabilities of the OnBase EDMS and workflow solution in 
combination with other new MMIS components provide solid reassurance that workload performed by 
subcontractors is controlled, monitored, regularly reported on, and most importantly, are fully auditable.  

Employee performance monitoring is also a key element of the Team Noridian internal controls 
environment. Through our LMS, all employees have access to structured processing guidelines and desk 
procedures. These comprehensive procedures, coupled with extensive training and a comprehensive 
employee monitoring system, are also critical internal controls. At the frontline employee level, 
operational supervisors and managers inspect work product by conducting routine, systematic individual 
quality assessments on employee work output in each operational area using our Measure, Monitor and 
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Enforce (MME) employee performance program. Accuracy and adherence to established processing 
guidelines and policies are evaluated during quality assessments. The MME process measures and 
monitors four elements: (1) Production, (2) Quality, (3) Time and Attendance, and (4) Values and 
Behaviors. Employee production and quality levels are measured and monitored to evaluate and quantify 
their performance. Likewise, time and attendance is recorded and quantified. Values and Behaviors, the 
final element, is more subjective, measuring employee behavior demonstrated in the workplace. 
Individual employee performance is collected and distributed to authorized individuals via the eCAMS 
HealthBeat performance dashboard. 

Team Noridian supervisors evaluate the performance and then take appropriate actions that may be 
directed at employee performance or potential processing guideline inaccuracies. The appropriate course 
of action can be employee-focused, such as recognition, feedback, retraining, or disciplinary action. Other 
actions, not related to specific employee performance, can be correction of operational processes or of 
processing documentation and guidelines. The MME process is an exceptional program for recognizing 
and reinforcing strong employee performance, identifying weak employee performance, or identifying 
system-processing inefficiencies.  

Reporting / Quality Management 

Team Noridian captures performance metrics from systems such as eCAMS for claims processing status 
and OnBase for document processing status and exposes them via eCAMS HealthBeat performance 
dashboard. This allows Team Noridian to track workload receipts, completed workload, and pending 
inventory. These categories are further defined within each operational unit according to SLA standards 
for performance, such as claims processing timeliness, data entry timeliness, and provider communication 
timeliness. This data is analyzed to evaluate current performance, staffing requirements, and workload 
management plans.  

Each operational area establishes thresholds for green, yellow, and red flag inventory levels. The 
Department's performance expectations form the basis for the Team Noridian-defined flags. Some flag 
thresholds are established with a stricter expectation than the Department-accepted level. Other thresholds 
mirror the Department's stated acceptable levels. Team Noridian supervisors, managers, executive team, and 
the PMO monitor the workload inventories and flag levels in the eCAMS HealthBeat dashboard. When a 
workload is in “green flag,” the inventory is at or below the acceptable thresholds. A “yellow flag” indicates 
the inventory level is slightly above the threshold. When in a "yellow flag" status, the operational 
management assesses the cause of the situation and adapts staffing, processes, or implements other 
mechanisms to assure a "yellow flag" does not become a "red flag." A “red flag” indicates the team has an 
inventory level greater than what is acceptable. These threshold levels are determined by management and 
are established to alert management of potential performance problems prior to affecting a Department 
performance expectation. These threshold standards are reviewed annually, at a minimum, and are adjusted 
as necessary to meet changing conditions. When yellow and red flag labels are utilized, supervisors, 
managers, PMO resources, and executive management determine the corrective actions steps necessary to 
bring inventory levels into a position where established performance expectations and metrics can be met. 
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The overall performance requirements are automatically collected and reported in the eCAMS HealthBeat 
performance dashboard. This reporting tool facilitates the inspection of operational performance in real 
time or near real time by managers, supervisors, and executive management. Figure 10-1 shows the types 
of views available through our configurable performance dashboard. 

 
Figure 10-1. Sample Dashboard. This figure demonstrates the monitoring and reporting capabilities 
available through a centralized eCAMS HealthBeat reporting dashboard system.  

eCAMS HealthBeat is used to inspect trends in performance and identify where underlying issues may be 
impacting ability to meet performance expectations. For example, if a decline in performance is trended 
over three months, additional inspection at the process, employee and workload level is conducted to 
eliminate any and all risks. This is the source data for development of regular Department status report 
updates. Status reports include all performance metrics and are posted to the new Project Portal. 

Training / Feedback Programs / Process Improvement 

We measure the success of knowledge transfer in several ways. Employee performance is an indicator of 
how well our employees have been trained. Regular assessment of employee performance is used as an 
input to determine areas for ongoing training activities as well as a pointer for training topic areas that 
should be refreshed or updated. We will solicit input from the Department and the IME services 
contractors on the efficacy of training materials through online surveys distributed through our Brainshark 
content development and LMS. Feedback received via these mechanisms is collected and analyzed to 
identify areas for process improvements as well as perpetuate continual improvement to training materials 
and documentation.  
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10.2 Minimum Numbers of Categorized Staff   
RFP Section 8.1.1 

By adding experts in our proposed technology to the group of individuals who make up our current core 
staff, we will be able to provide and maintain all required staff—and provide and maintain the best 
possible mix of qualifications—for the operations phase.  

Because Noridian is currently operating the Core MMIS contract, we already have staff experienced with 
operations and the IME best-of-breed structure. In addition, with the new MMIS, we also will bring new 
expert technology resources to the core staff. Those resources have worked with eCAMS and the other 
technologies we propose for the MMIS and Core MMIS operations contract. They will have participated 
in the start-up and implementation phase of the project; thereby, ensuring that the knowledge base 
continues through start-up and implementation into the operations phase.  

10.2.1 Systems Management Staff 
RFP Section 8.1.1, Requirement a 

Our systems staff will manage all systems maintenance and modifications, direct the daily tactical and 
strategic activities of all members of the unit, and coordinate closely with Core MMIS unit manager to 
ensure all Department goals are met on a timely basis. This team will be led by our systems manager, 
Rajesh Sharma. Mr. Sharma will be directly responsible for the management and oversight of the MMIS, 
network, infrastructure, and other systems.  

A results-oriented IT manager, Mr. Sharma brings 10 years of experience in project planning, execution, 
monitoring-controlling, and implementations. He is a certified project management professional (PMP) 
through the Project Management Institute (PMI). He has applied his skills to his Texas Medicaid 
assignments for HIPAA 5010 and NCCI implementations.  

Because prior to stepping into the systems manager role Mr. Sharma will have served the Department for 
three years as the systems implementation manager for its new MMIS, he will bring unique experience 
and knowledge to operations, including: 

 Experience with the new MMIS, Core MMIS staff, the Department, and other IME contractors 
 Continuity of knowledge from implementation through operations, not only of the Core MMIS and 

established processes, but also knowledge about the IME and the different contractors 
 Knowledge of the issues and problems identified during start-up and implementation that will enable 

him to be proactively address potential issues during operations 
 Continuity of relationships with the Department, IME contractors, and Team Noridian staff built from 

implementation through operations 
 Overall knowledge of the MMIS, which will help in better prioritizing and scheduling system changes  

Supporting the systems manager will be a systems team lead. The systems team lead will oversee and 
direct the systems unit staff to ensure successful completion of assignments, workloads, performance 
expectations and quality service to the Department and the IME contractors.  
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10.2.2 Claims Supervisor  
RFP Section 8.1.1, Requirement b 

Noridian has individuals already working for its current Core MMIS contract that have the required five 
years of experience in medical claims processing and a bachelor's degree, or additional years of 
experience as a substitute for a bachelor's degree. We have a several members of our current team that 
supervise employees, have knowledge of the IME and business processes. Any one of these individuals 
will fit the role of claims supervisor--someone who can take on responsibility for the direct management 
and oversight of claims business activities including mailroom operations, courier services, data entry, 
claims adjudication, adjustment processing, and medically needy activities.  

10.2.3 Quality Assurance Support Personnel 
RFP Section 8.1.1, Requirement c 

In our IME Core MMIS operation today, we have three quality assurance staff with a wealth of 
knowledge, experience, and background with the IME Core functions. They conduct quality reviews on 
the operational staff, providing feedback and recommendation for process improvements and any training 
needs of the staff. The qualifications of these individuals meet the Department's QA support personnel 
requirements—a high school diploma and three years of Medicaid or health care quality assurance 
support experience.  

For the new Core MMIS contract, these three individuals will continue to monitor the quality of 
operations staff performance to ensure compliance with performance standards. The quality assurance 
support personnel will work with the quality assurance manager and the Department to identify and 
implement process improvement measures to increase the performance of the overall program.  

10.3 Internal Quality Assurance   
RFP Section 8.1.2 

Our quality assurance program is based on methodologies developed through an extensive history in 
health care administration, claims processing, and systems support operations. This quality assurance 
program has been effective in meeting or exceeding all performance operations requirements in all of 
our lines of business, including those for current Core MMIS operations at the IME. Our quality 
assurance program focuses on continuous improvement of performance and process.  

Our Team Noridian quality principle is based on the corporate values of our prime contractor, Noridian. 
This quality principle ensures that all levels of the organization are committed to quality. Noridian's 
quality practices meet the requirements of the International Organization of Standardization (ISO) 
9001:2000 standard for quality management programs and stem from an ongoing focus on quality— 
a focus which has evolved through more than 70 years of health care administrative services. Team 
member CNSI's management and quality processes have been externally assessed at Capability Maturity 
Model Integrated (CMMI) Level 2 and are compliant with Level 3, with the official assessment at Level 3 
expected in 2012.  

Team Noridian understands that the Core MMIS contractor is responsible for monitoring its own 
operations to ensure compliance with the Department and its own performance requirements. Our  
prime contractor, Noridian, fulfills this responsibility for the IME today as the current Core MMIS 
contractor. Noridian has established a successful quality assurance program at the IME and consistently 
meets or exceeds all required performance standard measurements. Noridian has worked with the 
Department and the other units to identify quality improvements and implement solutions, such as 
modifying OnBase workflows.  
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With the new MMIS operations we bring to the Department, we will continue to operate with an internal 
quality assurance (QA) program and associated plan with guidelines, tasks, and activities designed to 
monitor all processes, deliverables, and procedures. Using eCAMS, the next-generation claims processing 
system, and OnBase, our document management and workflow system, we will have the ability to 
automate quality control activities using business rules for random sampling. Those quality control 
activities will be based on the QA activities Noridian provides for the Department as the Core MMIS 
contractor today.  

Within this section of our proposal, we address 
the specific requirements from RFP Section 
8.1.2, Internal Quality Assurance. A full 
description of our QA program is provided in 
Tab 7, Section 7.3 Contract Management and is 
summarized in the bullet points that follow.  

 Performance Measurements and Reporting. Team Noridian reports on performance standards 
including timeliness, accuracy, and completeness of operations and reporting. For the most part, 
performance measurements will be collected and reported using our HealthBeat tool, which provides 
a highly automated means of tracking, disseminating, and reporting on the data. We also will use our 
measure, monitor, and enforce (MME) process to monitor and compile statistics on employee and 
unit performance and workload reporting generated through the MMIS.  

 Staff Management. Team Noridian has programs, policies, and practices in place to hire, manage, 
retain, and motivate productive employees. We have formal processes which provide objective 
quality, time, and performance metrics and informal processes in place to monitor and report on staff 
performance and provide the necessary feedback or corrective action plans (CAPs). Our prime 
contractor, Noridian, has subcontractor management policies in place to manage and monitor the 
work of subcontractors assigned to a project. All subcontractor employees are subject to the same 
quality performance and timeliness expectations as Noridian staff members. 

 Knowledge Transfer. Team Noridian's training philosophy focuses on ensuring all employees have 
the knowledge and tools needed to do their jobs, which not only helps them to meet performance 
requirements, but also fosters job satisfaction and employee retention. Team Noridian's knowledge 
transfer program will focus on the use of training materials and consistent, comprehensive, and 
flexible methods based on quality plans. Our rigorous process for the creation of thorough operational 
procedures ensures all processes and procedures are written in a standard method using an online 
archive system. This system allows for directives to be updated in real time without the time-
consuming process of a paper-based manual system. 

 Process Reviews. As part of its QA program, Team Noridian reviews all work processes and 
operational areas on a regular basis, which helps ensure the quality of work meets or exceeds the 
acceptable level and that the defined operational procedures are being followed. The highest level of 
review is an overall management review, which continues the project monitoring efforts begun during 
the start-up and implementation phase of the project. This monitoring focuses on the schedule of 
various operational efforts, budget, deliverables, and level of quality.  

 Supervisors, managers, and quality analysts perform another level of review--specific job function 
process reviews--on a regular basis. At least one formal review must be conducted before any new 
process or function is implemented, and a review must be conducted when a process changes 
significantly. After that, business processes are subject to informal and formal reviews. 

 Internal Operational Audits. A key component of our internal quality review program is the 
performance of internal operational audits. We have a specific team within our corporate organization 
responsible for conducting independent audits of all operational areas on a regular basis. This 
operations review team, comprised of designated, knowledgeable internal auditors, conducts these 
operational reviews on a scheduled basis. The audits provide an independent verification that 
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operations are meeting contract performance requirements, including requirements associated with 
accuracy, timeliness, and quality. The team has performed audits on the Core MMIS claims, systems, 
and mailrooms functions at the IME.  

 Corrective Action Plans. As discussed later in this section and in Section 7.3 Contract Management, 
Team Noridian will develop and implement a CAP to address any deficiencies, problems, or 
performance improvement opportunities. We will develop the CAP, along with an estimated schedule 
for completion, and deliver it to the Department for review and approval within 10 days of discovery 
of the problem. Once reviewed and approved, the CAP is updated and fully documented along with 
all supporting information. The CAP is tracked through to completion, and if the CAP involves 
system updates, it will be designed, developed, tested, and implemented using the procedures and 
processes of our information systems development methodology (ISDM) through our normal change 
management routine.  

 Federal and State Privacy and Security. Team Noridian's security architecture encompasses 
physical, system, and administrative (non-system and procedural) components, to ensure appropriate 
privacy and security for our proposed solution and operations. With experience as a Medicaid and 
Medicare contractor, the Team Noridian members currently adhere to extremely rigid security 
requirements in the support of those programs. Team Noridian trains all employees and subcontractor 
employees in privacy and security policies and requires annual refresher training. Team Noridian 
team members will also be required to sign a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) business associate agreement for handling of personal health information data. 

 Quality and Performance Improvement Procedures. As discussed later in this section and in 
Section 7.3 Contract Management, Team Noridian fosters a culture of continuous performance 
improvement in all of its lines of business. We will continue that philosophy into this MMIS and Core 
MMIS operations contract. We will continue to initiate and maintain aggressive efforts designed to 
proactively identify ways to improve the performance of critical work functions. Management staff 
and the Quality Control and Monitoring unit will conduct regular workflow analysis of processes on 
an ongoing basis within each of our areas and all IME units. As process improvement opportunities 
are identified or changes to workflow are needed to enhance or improve performance, the QA staff 
will work with the functional area to ensure suggested changes are documented.  

We will work with the Department to apply a process improvement review procedure at regularly 
scheduled points during the operations phase of the project, and to establish the reporting expectations 
and protocols for this information. Regular evaluation of continuous process improvement outcomes 
allows us to seize opportunities for further process improvement. Using the lessons learned in this 
process, we can identify best practices and practices that should be eliminated or changed. Through 
emphasizing continuous process improvement we, in return, realize our goals of streamlined processes, 
greatly reduced margins of error, reduced costs, and increased customer satisfaction while meeting the 
Department's requirements for continual assessment of processes.  

Our culture of quality assurance and compliance is a foundation for our work. Quality assurance 
processes are an integral, interwoven part of managing our organization and our projects. Our work ethic 
and philosophy continually produce work that meets or exceeds customer performance expectations. Our 
quality assurance program engages every person in the organization from entry level front-line positions 
through executive management. Team Noridian possesses an excellent record of operations contract 
management performance with an established, successful quality assurance program. For example, we 
have received 100 percent for data entry keying accuracy and MMIS reports accuracy since 2005 and 100 
percent for eligibility updates since 2006. This consistent approach to quality and contract excellence is 
what Team Noridian will continue to bring to the IME.  
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In addition to continuing the approach to quality and contract excellence that has served the IME well, we 
will bring new levels of performance and expose more performance metrics in an easy to use, yet 
comprehensive, management tool. Figure 10-2 shows the types of views available through our 
configurable performance dashboard, HealthBeat. 

 
Figure 10-2. Sample Dashboard. A centralized eCAMS HealthBeat reporting dashboard system brings 
enhanced monitoring and reporting capabilities to IME Core MMIS operations.  

HealthBeat will be one of our primary quality management integration points, providing dashboards and 
monitoring of quality metrics and key performance indicators. This tool provides a robust interface to 
systems for gathering and compiling performance data, allowing near real-time access to both workload 
and system performance information. 

For example, a snapshot view of claims processing data, such as paid and denied or aging of claims by 
type, will be available in just a click or two.  
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Figure 10-3 shows the types of views available through our configurable performance dashboard. 

 

Figure 10-3. Sample Claims Dashboard. Monitoring and reporting capabilities for claims adjudication 
and payment are at your fingertips.  

From a systems connectivity perspective, HealthBeat will show the number of external data transfers and 
the success and failure rates. Using this view, we can proactively see a problem, identify the source, and 
work with the originator to quickly correct the issue.  
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Figure 10-4 shows the types of views available through our configurable performance dashboard. 

 

Figure 10-4. Sample Interface Dashboard. With all the views available in HealthBeat, such as this one 
that shows the monitoring and reporting capabilities available integrating EXACT and eCAMS 
HealthBeat, you can proactively identify problems. 

In real world application, HealthBeat has proven common sense management theories we know to be true: 

 What gets measured, gets done 
 Knowledge is power, if you know what to do with it 

Team Noridian is excited about the prospect of providing HealthBeat's powerful, configurable technology 
to the Department to improve Core MMIS operations quality and performance, which will have a positive 
impact on overall quality and performance of the IME. 

10.3.1 State Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.2.1, Requirements a through d 

Team Noridian understands and acknowledges the Department’s responsibilities for the QA functions and 
activities associated with Core MMIS operations. We will support the Department in meeting these 
responsibilities through the use of established QA processes and reviews, change control procedures to 
prioritize and coordinate change requests, internal monitoring of all work and performance, and the 
implementation of mutually agreed upon communications practices.  

Communication is a key factor in building a strong partnership with the Department. We will supply the 
Department with automated operational reports, which will be accessible online and will provide the 
Department with continuous visibility into our operations. We will facilitate the Department's monitoring 
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of our performance through the use of a combination of existing and new processes and tools including 
the Project Portal, our learning management system (LMS), the eCAMS HealthBeat dashboard, MME 
reports, OnBase sampling, and other workload reporting. These vehicles will provide the Department the 
tools necessary to monitor performance, receive status reports, monitor change requests, and review and 
approve documentation.  

We will work with the Department to develop CAPs when needed. We will develop the CAP, along with 
an estimated schedule, and deliver it to the Department for review and approval within the agreed upon 
time frame of the problem. Once reviewed and approved, the CAP is updated and fully documented along 
with all supporting information. The CAP is tracked through to completion, and if the CAP involves 
system updates, it will be designed, developed, tested, and implemented using the procedures and 
processes of our ISDM through our normal change management routine. We track progress and report on 
the CAP through regular status reporting and schedule updates (if applicable) and take corrective action if 
the estimated completion date appears to be in jeopardy. Once the CAP is complete, we provide 
documentation, such as test results or a change in an operations manual, to the Department to ensure it 
meets requirements.  

10.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.2.2 

Team Noridian provides responses to the contractor responsibilities in the subsections below. Requirements 
have been organized and grouped to facilitate our narrative flow. Many of the requirements were covered in 
Section 7.3 Contract Management, where we provide full details on our quality assurance approach. 

10.3.2.1 Proactive Identification of Issues and Continuous Workflow Analysis  
RFP Section 8.1.2.2, Requirements a, i, and j 

Team Noridian fosters a culture of continuous 
performance improvement. We will continue that 
philosophy for your MMIS and Core MMIS 
operations contract. A few examples of performance 
improvement accomplishments include: 

 Noridian, the prime contractor, received kudos from the IME Medical Services contractor recently 
when Noridian built a new workflow resulting in what that contractor called "most advanced project 
that we have created and the most advanced workflow we have in Medical Services."  

 Noridian continually assesses and designs changes and updates to the IME OnBase workflow system, 
which results in increased efficiencies for all IME contractors. Noridian meets with the IME 
contractors on a scheduled and ad-hoc basis when it sees opportunities for process improvements.  

 At the IME, Noridian developed a new report to identify potential claim overpayments before the 
payment cycle was run. 

 Noridian implemented an automated tool and process at the IME that improved quality and reduced 
the manual efforts in working claims.  

 Noridian implemented a cross-training program within the Core MMIS operations to reduce 
vulnerabilities and improve efficiencies. 

 Noridian created performance metrics within each of the Core MMIS operations teams to establish 
productivity levels and utilization.  

 In Noridian's Medicare claims processing business, it introduced automation to decrease the 
Jurisdiction 3 Part A/B Medicare Administrative Contractor (J3 A/B MAC) institutional claims 
suspense rates to less than 1 percent. 

 Noridian decreased J3 A/B MAC professional claims suspense rates from 20 percent to 4 percent 
using automation. 
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 Noridian reduced improper claim payments by $3 million by actively participating in Administrative 
Law Judge hearings.  

 Noridian implemented automated workflow and image retrieval capabilities in its Medicare business, 
which enabled Noridian to combine business rules and actions throughout the functional areas, saving 
the Medicare Program $3.2 million per year while maintaining accuracy and increasing efficiency and 
customer service.  

 CNSI has implemented further automation in the eCAMS to catch many overpayments before the 
check is issued; thereby, saving the time and effort needed for pay and chase activities.  

 CNSI and the state of Michigan project team created a highly collaborative work environment  
to ensure effective communication and explore process improvement opportunities at all levels of  
the project. The Integrated Project Management Office (IPMO) combines the leadership of CNSI  
and the state of Michigan into a single entity for effective and expeditious resolution of project issues 
and development of performance improvement initiatives. The IPMO meets weekly and has 
established a baseline set of extremely high quality governance documents (Risk Management Plan, 
Change Control Plan, and Issue Resolution Process). In January 2009 the governor awarded the 
Michigan Medicaid Program Office the Director’s Best Choice Award for most successfully run 
project in the state. 

Team Noridian will continue to initiate and maintain aggressive, proactive efforts to identify ways to 
improve the performance of critical work functions. Team Noridian staff will conduct regular workflow 
analysis of processes on an ongoing basis within each of its areas. As process improvement opportunities 
are identified or changes to workflow are needed to enhance or improve performance, the QA staff will 
work with the business or systems staff to ensure suggested changes are documented. 

We will work with the Department to develop a Quality Management Plan (described below in Section 
10.3.2.2) which will describe our approach to identifying and implementing proactive improvements, 
including the use of a process improvement review procedure at regularly scheduled points during the 
operations phase of the project. The frequency of these process improvement reviews will be determined 
with input from the Department. To facilitate these reviews, we will: 

 Use a structured, documented methodology to conduct these reviews 
 Ensure results and recommendations resulting from the reviews are documented and distributed to the 

appropriate parties 
 Implement meetings with the appropriate operational area supervisors, managers, unit managers, and 

Department personnel to discuss opportunities for process improvements 
 Use lessons learned from improvements in other operational areas to help determine possible 

improvements in the process 
 Develop and track corrective action plans as needed 

The results of the analysis will be shared with our management and reported to the Department. We will 
work with the Department to establish the reporting expectations and protocols for this information. 
Workflow improvement suggestions will be discussed with the Department for its review and approval 
prior to further action being taken. 

10.3.2.2 Quality Assurance Plan 
RFP Section 8.1.2.2, Requirement b 

Please note that the "Quality Assurance Plan" is actually referred to as a Quality Management Plan 
through most of this RFP. Therefore, although this subsection is titled Quality Assurance Plan to conform 
to the requirement, we will be referring to the plan as the Quality Management Plan for consistency 
throughout this proposal.  

As discussed in Tab 8, Team Noridian will produce a Quality Management Plan that will apply to all 
phases of the contract. It will be updated before the start of each phase to reflect the information specific 
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to that phase, and annually as required. The 
Quality Management Plan establishes the 
organization, roles and responsibilities, 
processes, procedures, standards, and guidelines 
for the QA program.  

The plan will be based on Noridian's corporate 
quality assurance plan and its format and 
suggested content follows established industry 
standards consistent with the Project 
Management Institute's (PMI), Project 
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), 
ISO, CMMI, and the Institute for Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers (IEEE). An outline of the 
plan is shown in Figure 10-5. 

Team Noridian will develop a Deliverable 
Expectation Document (DXD), which will 
specify its suggested format and sample content 
and deliver that to the Department for approval 
at the onset of the start-up and implementation 
phase. Once approved, that template will be 
used for each subsequent phase of the project.  

Using our current and successful plan as a 
blueprint, the operations Quality Management 
Plan will be developed near the beginning of the 
operations phase and submitted to the 
Department for review and approval.  

Team Noridian will submit annual updates to 
the plan and also update the plan when changes 
occur. The Quality Management Plan will be 
version controlled and stored on the Project 
Portal for easy access.  

10.3.2.3 Quality Coordinator and 
Reporting  
RFP Section 8.1.2.2, Requirements c, d, and e 

For this new contract, Team Noridian will establish an independent Quality Control and Monitoring unit 
to oversee all QA activities. This unit will be responsible for measuring and reporting the quality, 
accuracy, and timeliness of all performance requirements—including subcontractor performance. QA 
activities have been centralized within this unit to ensure consistency in establishing and measuring 
quality expectations across the organization. Quality improvement responsibilities are integrated to 
facilitate process improvements based on objective measurements. 

The unit will be led by the quality assurance manager. This manager will serve as the coordinator and liaison 
between Team Noridian and the Department regarding contractor performance. Quality assurance analysts will 
report to the quality assurance manager and perform many of the day to day QA activities including: 

 Reviews of deliverables  
 Formal and informal process reviews 
 Claim sampling and analysis  

Figure 10-5. Quality Management Plan Outline. 
Quality Management is embedded within all of 
the tasks and activities to ensure that we meet 
our commitments to the Department. 
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 Continuous workflow analysis  
 Monitoring and reporting on performance measurements  
 Providing process improvement recommendations 
 Assisting with the development of CAPs 
 Monitoring the status of CAPs 

Team Noridian will regularly communicate with the Department through scheduled status meetings and 
progress reports, including schedule updates when applicable, throughout all phases of the contract. We 
will produce quality control and assurance reports, including quarterly reports, of all quality assurance 
activities, findings, and tracking of corrective actions electronically and in hardcopy. We will encourage 
and proactively seek meetings with the Department and other IME contractors to review our performance 
and address issues or problems or introduce improvements to the system.  

And, in addition to more formal methods of communication, Team Noridian will actively encourage and 
support an open-door policy between its staff, the Department, and other stakeholders including the IME 
contractors. We are committed to keeping the Department and stakeholders informed at all times and will 
do that through scheduled and unscheduled face-to-face meetings, e-mail, and telephone calls when 
needed, and will follow up with more formal communications as appropriate. We recognize that as the 
MMIS system maintainer, any changes we make to the system due to problems, enhancements, 
improvements, or regular maintenance impacts some or all of the other IME contractors. So, as we do 
today, we will involve the appropriate contractors in the development, test, and implementation of CAPs 
that may affect them and carefully consider all of their recommendations and feedback. The Department 
and the IME contractors are the users of the system and as such, are an integral part of any change or 
development effort.  

10.3.2.4 Corrective Action Plans 
RFP Section 8.1.2.2, Requirements f, g, and h 

Identification of nonconformance and deficiencies may occur as a result of any of our QA activities such 
as process reviews or internal audits, and as a result of normal management and workload monitoring 
activities. In the event deficiencies occur or any performance falls below a Department specified level, we 
will identify the problem and follow a formal process to implement corrective actions related to 
operations. Through this process, performance issues are defined and contributing factors are identified to 
establish the magnitude and root cause of the deficiency. The contributing factors may range from 
employee production and quality concerns to high workload receipts.  

Team Noridian’s CAP process follows a straightforward approach that is used across the project: 

 Identify and prioritize the problem  
 Develop alternative solutions or CAPs 
 Work with the Department for review, selection, and approval of the CAP 
 Implement the CAP 
 Monitor to completion to ensure the problem is resolved 
 Provide documentation to the Department demonstrating that the corrective action is complete and 

meets the Department requirements  
 Obtain Department approval of the completion or closure of the CAP 

A critical success factor in communicating CAP status and establishing effective management controls is 
creating and maintaining a repository on the Project Portal. Escalated CAPs that require system changes 
or work that may span more than two weeks will also require that tasks be identified and added to the 
project work plan to be tracked. In that case, the solutions are designed, developed, and implemented 
using Team Noridian's ISDM and normal change management processes. CAP status will be tracked and 
communicated regularly to the Department as part of the regular project management meeting and 
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reporting processes, to allow both the Department and Team Noridian to understand the status of current 
CAPs and what actions are being taken for closure.  

The CAP tracking mechanism on the Project Portal is integrated with e-mail to provide a notification to 
the designated assignee of a given step or to provide alerts to other authorized personnel so the assignee 
does not necessarily have to be logged on to the system to receive their assignments. Moreover, the 
Project Portal has a reporting feature accessible to users to view all CAPs identified for the project and 
their status in the resolution process.  

CAPs are developed to correct any problems or nonconforming performance. Management, with the 
support of the QA staff, analyzes the situations, determines appropriate action, documents that action in 
the CAP, and provides the CAP to the Department for review and approval within 10 days of the 
discovered problem. We discuss and develop a timeline for the CAP to be implemented with the 
Department, and if the CAP results in system changes, we will execute the CAP using our established 
ISDM and change management procedures. The CAP could also involve other changes or actions such as 
new training initiatives, updates to operational procedures, and/or increased employee monitoring, or 
disciplinary action depending on the circumstances. For any of these CAPs, we track and report on the 
CAP through completion and immediately notify the Department of any problems with the 
implementation of the CAP. Management and the QA staff review and report progress on CAPs and must 
together, along with the Department, agree on the closing of a CAP. Once the problem is corrected, an 
evaluation of the CAP is conducted to identify lessons learned to be applied to future CAPs.  

10.3.3 Performance Standards  
RFP Section 8.1.2.3, Requirements a and b 

Team Noridian understands and acknowledges the performance standards associated with the MMIS and 
Core MMIS operations internal QA activities. These include: 

 Identify deficiencies and provide the Department with a CAP within 10 business days of discovery of 
the problem 

 Meet 98 percent of the corrective action commitments within the agreed upon time frame  

Any CAPs that involve system enhancements or corrections will be developed and implemented using 
our documented ISDM and change management processes. We report on the status and progress of the 
CAPs through our normal status reporting, quality reporting, and schedule update (when applicable) 
project management activities. 

10.4 Change Management Process   
RFP Section 8.1.3 

Team Noridian will perform maintenance and enhancement activities for the new MMIS, using well 
orchestrated change management methodologies, supplemented by optimized tools and staffing. We 
will ensure that the MMIS continues to evolve in a controlled manner to satisfy complex, ever 
changing requirements of MMIS related programs and operations. 

Changes are a natural part of projects and operational environments. In fact, since 2005, we have 
completed over 2,100 MMIS change requests for the Core MMIS contract, averaging 19.35 points— 
from a possible 20—for timely completion. 

Team Noridian will build upon its existing change management practice to propose an even more 
effective process; one that not only anticipates changes, but addresses them more proactively, in a time 
sensitive manner. The Change Management Plan describes the policies, processes, and procedures for 
managing configuration and change requests. These requests include the issues for resolution that propose 
a change to the project scope, schedule, cost, or a configured item. This involves processes and steps 
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required for submitting change requests, reviewing requests, assignments, and how the changes are 
implemented through service requests, as well as the roles responsible for each part of the process.  

We will implement a change management process upon project initiation that will govern the handling of 
project changes from the start up and implementation phase into and throughout the operations 
management phase. Our process efficiently and effectively manages technical, programmatic, and 
operational changes across the overall program. Our change management process will leverage existing 
capabilities supported by OnBase for the change management request (CMR) process, and add new 
capabilities for reporting and high-visibility, as well as best practices to our proposed new change 
management process.  

Business units throughout the IME are familiar with submitting requests for changes to MMIS, EDI, or 
workflows. The CMR processes will be inclusive of the various workflows and e-forms supported 
through OnBase to include:  

 MMIS Change Management Request (CMR)  
 OnBase Change Management Request (OBCR) 
 Dakota Imaging Change Management Request (DICR) 
 System Action Memo (SAM) Process 

The Team Noridian change management processes are implemented under policies established by our 
Project Management Office (PMO). These policies will be published during the contract planning 
activities and they address: 

 Project monitoring and control 
 Risk and issue management 
 Change management 
 Quality assurance 
 Subcontractor management 
 Communications management 
 Business continuity and disaster recovery 
 Privacy and security 
 Training program 

Once implementation is complete, the PMO concept will be transitioned to operations, supported by our 
senior leadership team, and will support the same level of rigor and discipline as established during start-
up. The Change Management Plan for implementation is described in Tab 8, Section 8.2.7.7.9. 
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Change Control Process Overview 

Figure 10-6 provides a high-level overview of the change management request (CMR) process flows. It 
depicts the steps involved in the process from initiation through close. They are as follows: 

 Create and submit the CMR 
 Record and review the CMR information 
 Assess, evaluate, and authorize the CMR 
 Update plans and other documents based on the impact analysis 
 With Department approval, implement the CMR and coordinate with impact organizations 
 Review and close the CMR 

Figure 10-6. Change Request Management Process. Our mature change request process provides a 
formal framework to assess and manage change, as well as the flexibility to deal with simple changes 
simply and complex changes sophisticatedly.  

We work closely with the Department to manage all aspects of the change control process. Our people  
are engaged and involved with clear assignments and roles. We will define who is responsible and 
accountable for each activity, and partner with the Department to ensure agreement on the roles of 
Department and external stakeholders. The resources that need to participate, be consulted or informed 
about the change are defined before any change is implemented. We will make these relationships and 
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communications requirements explicit to ensure that, as Team Noridian and Department personnel change 
over the course of a project, roles and responsibilities will be transferred smoothly to the new owners.  

Maintaining Configuration Items  

One tangible benefit of change and version control will come from maintaining the dependencies between 
versions and revisions of higher-level configuration items on the associated versions and revisions of 
lower-level configuration items, components, and units used to create or describe them. These 
relationships are shown in Figure 10-7. For example, each version of each configuration item, component, 
and unit has dependencies on the version of the requirements, general design, and detailed system design.  

Figure 10-7. Configuration Item Dependencies and Traceability. A strong change control process and 
discipline are imperative to maintaining version control among configuration item dependencies.  

Change Control Tools 

Team Noridian proposes to implement a full suite of leading tools to support the management and control 
of changes that are part of any MMIS operation. Detailed descriptions of how the tools will be utilized 
can be found in multiple areas within this section, as well Section 8.3.1 Analysis and Design Activities 
and Section 8.3.2.3 Testing Tasks. We will leverage tools that were used during the implementation phase 
of the project through the operations phase. 

Project Portal Tool. Team Noridian will use our project monitoring tool, Project Portal, as the electronic 
project repository through all project periods. The Project Portal is based on Microsoft SharePoint; it will 
be installed and configured during start-up for use by both Team Noridian and the Department. All 
internal project participants, including designated Department staff, will be trained on its use through 
appropriate mechanisms. 

The Project Portal will provide reporting features that integrate all project management processes, including:  

 Electronic repository for all project documentation and deliverables  
 Assembling project performance measurements  
 Providing information to support the collection of information 
 Continuous assessment of issues and risks  
 Tracking and monitoring costs 
 Monitoring of implemented change requests  

The Project Portal is an electronic repository, providing mechanisms to organize materials, version 
control materials, limit access by group or person, and facilitate checking documents in and out. 
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Requirements Traceability Tool. ReqTrace is used to support requirements traceability. During the 
implementation phase, Team Noridian will fully document each requirement for the new MMIS. This tool 
is configured to trace requirements originating in the MMIS RFP, the requirements specification 
documents (RSD), Detailed Specification Design Documents (DSDD), use cases defined in the DSDDs, 
and the system test cases used to test the requirements. 

ReqTrace provides an interface to map requirements to use cases and to test cases. Traceability is critical 
to ensure the requirements are fully covered during testing. ReqTrace is updated as DSDDs are modified 
through the change process and new test cases are developed. The systems team will review traceability 
reports to ensure that all requirements are addressed. ReqTrace will be maintained and updated 
throughout the operations phase and will be a valuable tool for the Department and other IME contractors 
for developing use cases for testing. 

Defect Tracking Tool. Bugzilla, an open source web based defect tracker, is a powerful and highly 
flexible defect and change tracking system that captures and manages all types of defect information 
throughout the software development life cycle. This tool and the processes surrounding its use, allow 
Team Noridian to organize and automate the processes involved in submitting, assigning, tracking, testing 
and releasing resolved defects.  

Configuration Management Tool. Subversion, open source software, provides management and control 
of software development assets. Subversion integration with design, development, build, test, and 
deployment tools provides a comprehensive solution for controlled access to software assets across the 
full lifecycle. Development team uses Subversion to manage code development and track versions of 
controlled items. A separate Subversion software development library server is used to maintain the 
repository. Controlled items consist of code and code libraries, test materials, test case libraries, test 
scripts, and test results.  

OnBase Workflow Tool. The use of OnBase for the CMR workflow in the IME has been established 
since 2005, and has proven the benefit of using a workflow for support processes. Team Noridian 
recognizes the success the IME has achieved by having a paperless environment supported by the use of 
workflows. OnBase provides project team members with the ability to receive alerts, special notices, 
reminders, and other messages regarding the project.  

Figure 10-8 provides a listing and description of the tools that will be used throughout the operations phase. 

Tool Purpose / Description 

Project Portal 
System Modification and Change Request Management System (Project Portal) using Microsoft 
SharePoint 

Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) Change documentation, briefings, and spreadsheets to support the change management processes 

Microsoft Project and Project Server Detailed project schedule management 

Subversion Code version management 

Bugzilla Defect Tracking tool  

ReqTrace Requirements database to perform impact analysis 

OnBase CMR request submission and tracking  

Figure 10-8. Change Management Tools. Team Noridian has selected a best-of-breed suite of tools to 
track and manage change. 
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10.4.1 Contractor Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1 

Team Noridian acknowledges that it is the Department’s intention that all maintenance and 
enhancements be accomplished by the contractor staff required in this RFP. Below is a description of 
how our change management processes will be utilized for both maintenance and enhancements work 
as described in the RFP.  

10.4.1.1 Online Tracking Tool to Track and Generate Reports 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirements 1.i through 1.vi 

During operations, users submit requests for service in OnBase for triage by the technical support staff. 
These may be requests for information, advice, or access to a service. These requests are evaluated and a 
response is provided to fulfill the request. When the request is determined to require a change or 
enhancement to the existing system or service, a CMR will be generated and project artifacts will be 
maintained in the Project Portal.  

As the CMR is evaluated and addressed, the data on the CMR will be updated to reflect the current status. 
Notifications can be created within OnBase to send out emails at any point in the change process, as 
determined by the Department. Notifications can be sent to a single user, or multiple users. 

The Project Portal, in coordination with OnBase, has audit capability and version control of all CMRs. It 
maintains all changes made to the CMR including all previously saved versions, who made the change, 
and the date and time stamp of the change. This information is available online in OnBase and is 
maintained through reporting, which is available online through the Project Portal.  

Through our project reporting and dashboards we provide comprehensive reporting on all requests. This 
allows us to use the right tool to manage each type of request but provide an executive, or integrated, 
view across the project of all changes. 

10.4.1.2 Producing Change Control Reports 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirements 2.i through 2.xvi  

The Project Portal, in coordination with OnBase, is a very configurable portal designed to provide clarity 
and insight into the change management process for authorized stakeholders. Team Noridian has used 
these tools for reporting project status in multiple MMIS efforts and have defined a flexible reporting 
model that will meet all of the Departments requirements for change control reporting. The following 
fields are defined and are reportable or exportable depending on stakeholder needs:  

 Identification 
 Project 
 Change request number 
 Change request type 
 Title 
 Date submitted 
 Originator 
 Change request priority 
 Current Problem 
 Description of the current problem 
 Indication of the type of problem: critical failure, nuisance, enhancement, or new requirement 
 Conditions under which the problem was observed 
 Current environment 
 Source of the current problem 
 Cost or savings impact of the current problem 
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 Proposed Change 
 Description of the proposed change 
 Estimated cost to implement the proposed change 
 Status of change: approved, disapproved, or deferred 
 Description of the proposed change 
 Affected configuration items 
 Category 
 Error fix 
 Enhancement 
 New feature 
 Other 
 Resolution 
 Estimated cost to implement the proposed change 
 Implementer 
 Actual time to implement change for the following areas: analysis, implementation, test,  

and documentation 
 Affected number of lines of code (if applicable) 
 Lessons learned 
 PMO Review Disposition 
 Changes approved and accepted 

Final data element requirements will be defined during the start-up phase of the project and will be 
available for reporting throughout the operations phase.  

10.4.1.3 Requests for System Modification 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirement 3  

Team Noridian will review CMR status, typically at the start of each week, to identify new CMRs, closed 
CMRs, and those CMRs requiring action during the current week and update those CMRs with their 
current status and any status notes or comments in free-form text fields. Team Noridian will provide a 
weekly summary report to all stakeholders. In addition, the weekly summary report and other real-time 
CMR reports will be available through the Project Portal. Reports include new CMRs, closed CMRs, and, 
for each open and deferred CMR, all associated information and status changes.  

Additionally, those individuals responsible for a CMR will monitor and update the project artifacts for the 
CMR weekly, or as actions are due. Team Noridian leadership will monitor these updates and coordinate 
with the responsible individuals as needed. 

For each change request, Team Noridian, with Department collaboration, will identify all affected 
stakeholders. Team Noridian will make use of a responsible, accountable, consulted, and informed 
(RACI) table to identify the affected stakeholders and their involvement with each change request. When 
resources are assigned they can be flagged to receive notifications via email about changes to the CMR, 
including changes to the impact to other systems or programming priorities. The notification will contain 
information about changes to statuses, dates, priorities and other flags.  

OnBase allows for automated notifications to be sent to stakeholders and affected parties in the event 
changes are made to a CMR. Affected parties, such as the submitter and current assignee will 
automatically be provided the details regarding the change request (CMR) using the notification process. 
They will also be provided with all changes to the status and disposition of the CMR throughout the 
CMR's life cycle.  

Stakeholders and other parties that may not need immediate notifications of all CMR actions will receive 
information via the change control communication processes, such as the weekly status reports. 
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Authorized users will also have access to Project Portal documentation as it becomes available and is 
posted to the portal. 

10.4.1.4 Timely Completion of Change Management Requests 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirements 4 and 9 

Team Noridian will follow the approved change control processes to respond to new CMRs and will 
provide a response to the Department within 10 business days for a regular change request and within  
24 hours for an emergency change request or defect. All items that require specific response times will  
be managed and monitored using our SLA management framework. 

After the change request is submitted, it will be reviewed and analyzed by Team Noridian. The CMR is 
placed in the review queue. No owner assignment takes place as a result of this action. An initial review 
of the contents of the CMR is conducted in a review meeting to determine if it is a valid request. If a 
CMR is believed to be a duplicate of another CMR that has already been submitted, it will be assigned to 
the responsible team (or individual) to resolve it based on the status of the original CMR. The system will 
be updated to record the duplicate CMR and link it to the original CMR to provide traceability.  

The CMR may be determined, in the review or by the assigned team member, to be an invalid request or 
that more information is needed from the submitter. The CMR may be scheduled for re-review at a later 
date. The originator may also be consulted for further information or justification.  

A project member or small team may be assigned to the CMR to conduct a more thorough analysis on a 
specific issue or aspect. This analysis will include a review of the contract, requirements, plans, and other 
documentation. The CMR record is updated with the results of the analysis and assessment of the CMR. 
The requirements database will be updated if requirements have been modified, deleted, or added based 
on the result of this analysis.  

Authorize CMR 

The owner will update the CMRs information in at the conclusion of the project review. The following 
types of fields are filled in on the CMR: 

 Management approval? [yes or no] 
 Contract scope change? [yes or no] 
 Project scope change? [yes or no] 
 Configuration change? [yes or no] 
 Change control management work queue [team or area that will own the resolution of the CMR] 

Based on these fields, the CMR is placed into work-area queues with appropriate status for processing. 
These queues may include work areas such as business process area, system development, and system 
administration. A list of areas will be configured in the system, and each CMR will be assigned a work 
area. If the CMR is assigned to the wrong work area, it can be reassigned; however, it will carry in its 
history all personnel that touched the CMR. 

CMR Statuses 

A CMR may have many statuses during its lifecycle. A description of each CMR status is shown below. 
The potential statuses of a CMR will be finalized with the Department after contract award. Our Project 
Portal tool, in coordination with OnBase, is configurable and supports the addition or modification of 
statuses and to provide lists views and reports by CMR status. 

 Submitted. This status occurs as the result of: 

  A new CMR submission or  
  An update of an existing CMR 
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 The CMR is placed in the PMO review queue. No owner assignment takes place as a result of this 
action. 

 Duplicate. A CMR in this status is believed to be a duplicate of another CMR that has previously 
been submitted. A CMR can be put into this status from the PMO review administrator or by the team 
member assigned to resolve it. When the CMR is placed into the “duplicate” status, the CMR number 
it duplicates will be recorded. A submitter should initially query the CMR database for duplicates of a 
CMR before it is submitted. This will prevent several steps of the review process and therefore save a 
lot of time. Submitters of duplicate CMR may be added to the notification list of the original CMR 
for future notifications regarding resolution. 

 Rejected. A CMR in this status is determined in the PMO review meeting, or by the assigned team 
member, to be an invalid request. If already assigned (open), the CMR is removed from the resolution 
queue and will be reviewed again. A designated authority of the project PMO is assigned to confirm. 
No action is required from the submitter unless deemed necessary. 

 More Info. Insufficient data exists to confirm the validity of a CMR. The owner of the CMR 
automatically gets changed to the submitter who is notified to provide more data and what data is needed. 

 Opened. A CMR in this status is approved by the PMO and is awaiting resolution. It has been slated for 
resolution before an upcoming target milestone. If a CMR of priority two or above is in an opened status, 
it should be brought to the immediate attention of the Project Manager. At that point, it may decide to 
convene an emergency PMO review meeting or instantly place the CMR into the resolution queue. 

 Assigned. An opened CMR is then the responsibility of the Project Manager to assign work based on 
the type of CMR and update the schedule, if appropriate. 

 Resolved: Signifies that the resolution of this CMR is complete and is now ready for verification. If 
the submitter was a member of the QA, the owner of the CMR automatically is changed to the 
submitting QA member; otherwise, it changes to the QA Manager for manual assignment. 

 Verified. A CMR in this status has been verified in a test build and is ready to be included in a release. 
Each Verified CMR will include the test cycle for which it was validated (system test, UAT, etc.) 

 Closed. CMR no longer requires attention. This is the final status that a CMR can be assigned. Only 
the Project Manager or PMO has the authority to close a CMR. When a CMR is closed, the submitter 
will receive an email notification with the final disposition of the CMR. A CMR may be closed:  

  After its verified resolution is validated in a release build,  
  When its reject status is confirmed, or  
  When it is confirmed as a duplicate of an existing CMR.  

In the latter case, the submitter will be informed of the duplicate CMR and will be added to that CMR for 
future notifications (see the definitions of "Rejected" and "Duplicate" status for more details). If the 
submitter wishes to contest a closing, the CMR must be updated and resubmitted for PMO review. 

Coordinate the Change Implementation  

Depending on the type of change, this sub-process has a number of possible procedures. Once a resource 
starts working on the CMR, it is placed into an “Assigned” status to reflect that it is being worked.  

Each CMR has a field to designate if any documentation or training needs to be developed or updated as a 
result of the change. This training may be related to the system or any Implementation or operational 
processes that are modified as a result of the CMR.  

Review and Close the Change Request 

Once the CMR is completed by the assigned staff, it will be reviewed by quality assurance (QA) to verify 
the implementation. QA team member will validate that the processes have been followed correctly and 
that each applicable step has been executed.  
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10.4.1.5 Providing Clear and Complete Responses to CMRs 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirements 5.i through 5.viii.h 

The submitter inputs their change or configuration control request and completes a CMR form through 
OnBase. If a stakeholder does not access, Team Noridian will provide a mechanism to accept requests 
using email or paper forms. A CMR can originate from the Department, Core MMIS staff, other project 
team members, external stakeholders, and end users that need service. CMRs may also originate from the 
risk or issue management processes.  

As discussed above, the Project Portal, in coordination with OnBase, is a very configurable portal 
designed to provide clarity and insight into the change management process for authorized stakeholders. 
Through our extensive background using these tools and managing the change management process, 
Team Noridian will configure our solution to meet the Departments CMR needs.  

Team Noridian’s knowledgeable Systems and Operations teams will ensure CMR are completed 
accurately and provide clear and correct information including: 

 Problem descriptions and solutions 
 Impacted areas and stakeholders 
 Assumptions and constraints 
 Detailed estimates include time and resources  

Team Noridian has a culture of continued process improvement. We continually seek out ways to 
implement innovation and achieve efficiencies. Our flexible systems and processes provide the ability to 
implement new programs without dramatic increases in staff, and can result in continual improvement in 
quality outcomes. The results of our internal assessments may also result in the initiation of change 
requests to implement solutions and improvements in order to assess and prioritize these changes as part 
of the overall change control and management process. 

10.4.1.6 Maintaining Documented and Proven Code Promotion Procedures 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirement 6  

Team Noridian has proposed the implementation of a configuration management (CM) infrastructure to 
support CM activities. We have used this methodology successfully on past projects including the 
Washington ProviderOne and the Michigan CHAMPS projects. The infrastructure consists of hardware 
and software to include the following:  

 A configuration management environment for archiving, building software, and supporting logical 
unit testing 

 A change control tracking and reporting through, OnBase and Project Portal  
 A version management tool, Apache Subversion, for code revisions 
 Scripts for automation, repeatability, and isolation 
 A version management system, Project Portal, for project documents and artifacts 
 Automated testing software for regression testing 

The CM team automates the building and deployment of software to enhance integrity, reliability, 
repeatability, and traceability of the product. Much of the automation revolves around build and 
deployment scripting which is in turn versioned along with the source code in Subversion. 

All daily builds are numbered and identified according to the build naming convention noted above. The 
daily mainline code stream is automatically packaged and archived to the CM build computer under the 
daily folder. These daily builds are all labeled and promoted to the DEV environment and DEV level in 
Subversion as system test candidates. 
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When the system team (in conjunction with testers), declares “Code Complete” and requests an official 
baseline for testing, our specialists will promote a designated build candidate from the DEV environment 
to the unit test environment. The build is labeled and promoted in Subversion to the unit test level.  

The Bugzilla tool will be used for defect tracking management, it provides a rich set of query and 
reporting tools that provides Team Noridian and the State with a limitless set of reporting options. These 
reports may also be exported to Microsoft Excel so that the data can be further manipulated and studied. 
Defect reports to be produced may include the following: 

 Weekly open defect report 
 Weekly closed defect report 
 All open defect report 
 Severity 1 and 2 aging report 
 Rejected defect report 
 Weekly defects reworked report 

Once the tester completes unit testing and approves the test as passed, the specialists promote a 
designated build to the system test environment. An archive is also taken and moved to a protected and 
isolated area of the builds storage area on a CM server. Team Noridian’s systems team oversees 
deployment of the build to the system test environment using automated deployment procedures, 
configuration instructions, and release notes.  

A build denoted as passing system test by Team Noridian will immediately be labeled and promoted in 
Subversion as UAT-ready and the archived electronic copy moved from the system test folder to the UAT 
folder. The corresponding physical media will then be marked UAT. 

10.4.1.7 Maintaining Documented Version Control Procedures 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirement 7 

Team Noridian will, in addition to the regular testing performed on any code change or software update, 
perform a set of automated and, where applicable, manual regression tests. Based upon the code changes, 
we will analyze the requirements traceability matrix to perform an impact analysis. We will then 
determine which set of tests will be required by analyzing the set of requirements and design changes to 
the system and tracing them to the applicable set of test cases. We will also establish a repository of 
automated regression test cases that will be run to ensure system integrity after any change. The test cases 
will be subject to configuration management as well. The set of regression test cases will be determined 
from the original test cases for system performance and functionality. All version control procedures will 
be documented and maintained by the CM Team. 

10.4.1.8 Maintaining Adequate Staffing Levels 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirement 8 

For each change request, Team Noridian will identify and assign the staffing resources required to 
complete the change within agreed upon timelines. Staffing for each change will be based upon the 
change size, scope, resources, priority, and impact to the MMIS and external systems.  

For operational releases and changes, Team Noridian will determine the resources required for each 
change request assigned to a specific release, and will plan and assign CMRs to releases accordingly. 
Upon approval, Team Noridian will assign the necessary staff to successfully complete and deliver all 
changes in a release. 

During operations, Team Noridian will assign existing resources to complete change requests in the agreed-
upon timeline. This assumes that during operations, a fixed staffing concept will be in place. Additional 
changes will require a reprioritization of staffing resources to maintain authorized staffing levels. 
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10.4.1.9 Providing Documentation - Before and After Copies 
RFP Section 8.1.3.1, Requirement 10 

Team Noridian includes an assessment of the need for both documentation and training changes as part of 
the CMR process. Version updates and control is an “out-of-the-box” functionality provided for in our 
solution. Multiple versions will be available using the Project Portal version control, “before” and "after" 
documentation will be available, with the newest version reflecting the changes required for the specific 
CMR that resulted in the change. 

10.4.2 Performance Standards 
RFP Section 8.1.3.2, Requirements a through d 

As part of the CM process, Team Noridian's senior leadership will meet at least weekly to review CMRs for 
operations. Team Noridian will provide a written response to CMRs within 10 business days of receipt.  

When a change has been approved and developed for production, the change includes the required criteria 
for the change to be promoted to the production environment, including documentation changes. Team 
Noridian will provide updates to documentation within 10 business days of approval of production 
promotion of the change. 

Team Noridian believes that all team members are part of change management and issue management. 
Each team member is trained on processes to report issues and defects, which include the contractual 
obligations to report the issue or defect within 24 hours, and what penalties or sanctions might result in 
failure to report. 

As identified in 10.4.2, part of the resolution of CMR through the development, test and production 
environments includes testing and documenting test results for each code promotion. The status will be 
tracked in the Project Portal. 

Team Noridian has experience managing changes in a production MMIS environment. Our combination 
of processes, staffing, organizational "reach back", product maturity, configurability and release processes 
provide a solution to manage change without impacting the ability to meet operational goals and other 
Department requests. 

Team Noridian will use emailed questionnaires, provided through our Vovici EMF (Enterprise Feedback 
Management) system, to randomly survey CMR submitters to verify the user was satisfied with the 
timeliness, communication, accuracy and result of the CMR process ninety-five percent of the time.  

Our survey tool allows stakeholders to complete online surveys that will be posted to gain feedback on 
the CMR process. The system is a complete Web-based system and has been integrated with the 
ProviderOne/eCAMS database to allow for reporting and monitoring of this feedback. Team Noridian 
believes that this tool will be an effective channel for eliciting feedback and inputs for future 
improvements for operations change management processes.  

10.5 System Remediation   
RFP Section 8.1.4  

As described in Tab 11, Team Noridian has certification processes and tools based on its successful 
certification experience in multiple states. Key to this success is our integration of certification 
activities throughout the implementation cycle. 

Team Noridian has gone through the system certification process successfully several times; most 
recently in the states of Washington and Michigan on the proposed eCAMS system with no findings. 
Noridian, the prime contractor, played a key role in the certification of Iowa's current MMIS in 2006  
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with no findings. Team Noridian understands its responsibilities in getting the Department's new 
MMIS certified by CMS.  

In order to support certification, Team Noridian will maintain the project management office (PMO) 
through certification. The certification manager and other key operations staff will participate in the PMO 
after operations commence. This provides vital continuity and oversight of not only certification tasks, but 
also ensures that changes in the system do not impact certification and that any corrective action plans are 
executed in a manner that ensures the issue or deficiency is resolved. 

Throughout certification and system remediation activities, we will continue to use our standard project 
processes for fixing system deficiencies; however, we will track these deficiencies using separate 
categories to enable focused reporting. Deficiencies will also reference any associated corrective action 
plans (CAPs). 

Changes will be implemented using the change management and configuration management processes 
and procedures for operations; however an additional step will be taken to track required corrective 
actions for certification. If the success criterion was not met on a specific checklist item and further 
investigation is needed, then CAPs are implemented and tracked to completion for each item. The CAP 
captures the following data: 

 Problem description (who, what, how many, where, when, under what conditions, severity, and why) 
 Team and lead assigned to correct the problem 
 Interim solution 
 Root cause 
 Validation of the implementation 
 Recurrence prevention 
 Team debrief  

The certification manager will monitor the progress on all CAPs on at least a weekly basis and provide 
status reports to the Team Noridian PMO, Department PMO, and Department certification manager (if 
one exists) at least weekly. We will issue instructions to other IME contractors as needed whenever they 
need to take actions to help achieve closure on items. 

If the CMS certification review team determines after the on-site evaluation that there are system 
deficiencies, Team Noridian performs—at no additional cost—all of the necessary activities to correct the 
identified issues preventing certification, leveraging the following process steps: 

1. Analyze system deficiencies identified by the CMS Review Team 
2. Create a CAP and schedule for resolution 
3. Correct the system deficiencies to meet certification requirements 
4. Provide weekly status reports to CMS and the Department until the deficiencies are corrected 
5. Conclude the certification process with the receipt of the official certification notification 

Another key premise of our approach to certification is that certification activities are interwoven into  
our iVision360 methodology, meaning that it is part of analysis and design, development, testing and 
transition to operations. We have found that this type of foresight and planning dramatically reduces the 
post implementation certification changes that are necessary. This is critical because system changes post 
production are by nature more complicated, as they can impact production systems and increase system 
downtime. Additionally throughout certification, our methodology continues to guide us even after 
operations have commenced, so that the key processes remain very similar during certification and 
operations, requiring less training and minimizing confusion and risk. 

Team Noridian is confident that if any issues or deficiencies are found they can be remediated expeditiously, 
due to recent experience with certification requirements, MITA alignment, early mapping of the system to 
certification checklists, and experience with production maintenance and support for the MMIS. 
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10.6 Mail and Courier Service   
RFP Section 8.1.5 

Team Noridian is prepared to support the mail and courier functions of the Core MMIS contractor  
for the Iowa Medicaid Enterprise (IME). Team Noridian has extensive experience in operating 
mailrooms for Medicaid and Medicare and realizes the importance of mailroom functions in the  
IME. Timely receipt of mail and electronic distribution of that mail to the appropriate units is critical 
to the success of the IME, and Team Noridian will use its experience to meet the standards set forth  
by the Department. 

The entry point of all mail to the IME is the mailroom operated by the Core MMIS contractor. It is critical 
that the mailroom is operated efficiently and effectively to get the mail downstream to the entire IME. 
Team Noridian relies on our experience in operating mailrooms by bringing the proper equipment and 
processes to receive, open, and scan all mail regardless of whether it is correspondence or claims. Team 
Noridian will continue to operate the mailroom in the IME facility and scan the mail upon receipt as 
appropriate. Containing all mail in one location and quickly getting it into electronic format prevents the 
routing of paper throughout the IME or across town. While scanning the mail, Team Noridian's optical 
character recognition (OCR) software, Emdeon's Transform Suite, will identify any claims to be returned 
to the provider. Those claims that fail to meet the requirements are returned to the provider before ever 
being loaded into the MMIS. Team Noridian will utilize a courier to deliver mail and other documents to 
and from external entities. 

10.6.1 State Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.5.1, Requirements a through c 

Team Noridian recognizes the Department will determine the most cost-effective method for print and 
mail along with identifying large volume print runs. Team Noridian is prepared to support the Department 
by providing systems that are flexible and able to provide multiple print methods to support the 
Department's goals for cost-effective printing and mailing. Team Noridian acknowledges that the 
Department will pay the postage and external entity mailing costs for the IME operational costs. 

10.6.2 Contractor Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.5.2 

10.6.2.1 Outbound Print and Mail 
RFP Section 8.1.5.2, Requirements a and b 

Team Noridian's mailroom will be staffed appropriately to handle daily outbound mail along with small 
volume mailings. Team Noridian will utilize existing Noridian staff members with experience in handling 
the IME outbound mail. Team Noridian will also continue our partnership with the Mainstream staff, who 
have been instrumental in working alongside Team Noridian for the past six years in handling outbound 
mailings. Management also schedules staff priorities, focusing on the receipt of inbound mail in the 
morning and the outbound mail needs of the IME in the afternoon. This operating procedure will allow 
the inbound mail to be addressed timely, as well as ensuring outbound mailings are delivered to the 
Grimes building timely for postage and mailing. Team Noridian's management will use their experience 
to staff the mailroom appropriately for workload fluctuations that occur. Historically, Monday has the 
largest mailroom volume and Team Noridian will staff accordingly to handle the additional volume that is 
received on Mondays.  

Team Noridian's solution will also be flexible to work with the Department's requirement to deliver a 
print-ready copy of the documents that are outbound. Team Noridian's solution is capable of creating 
multiple file formats for outbound documents. Team Noridian's robust eCAMS system can generate 
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documents in PCL, print stream, or PDF format which can be printed locally from any computer with 
those applications installed, or sent along to a contracted print center. Finally, if the Department's 
contracted printer prefers to receive an XML data feed, eCAMS is capable of creating an output file with 
the data that can be merged into a template at the print center. This is an efficient and useful method for 
large print jobs that occur regularly. 

10.6.2.2 Claims Receipt and Scanning 
RFP Section 8.1.5.2, Requirements c and d 

Team Noridian has operational procedures based 
on more than 40 years of experience receiving 
and scanning health care claims, including the 
past six years in the IME, These procedures 
allow Team Noridian to efficiently operate the 
mailroom facilities and screen claims that are 
received. Utilizing a two-person Agissar 
machine for mail opening provides dual custody 
of documents while enabling staff to be more 
efficient in the opening of mail. As claims are 
received, Team Noridian's operational 
procedures require a high-level sort of the 
claims. Our use of Emdeon's Transform Suite 
with the DocIT software for this level of claim 
sorting eliminates the extensive sorting needed 
with other software. The DocIT software will 
recognize the claim type, as well as attachments 
to claims, making the sorting process much 
more efficient. 

After the mail has been opened and sorted, 
claims are batched and sent to the scanner 
stations within the mailroom facility. The 
Transform Suite software is used to scan the 
claims. As each claim passes through the 
scanner, a date stamp is endorsed on the top of 
each page. In addition, a unique page identifier 
is applied to every page that passes through the 
scanner. These values enable staff to recognize 
the date and batch for every piece of paper that 
is scanned.  

After the claims and attachments are scanned, 
the batch is immediately available for viewing in 
Transform. As depicted in Figure 10-9, the batch 
is sent through the OCR/ICR engine of the 
Transform Suite. Screening criteria is programmed 
into the Transform Suite, and as each claim passes 
through the OCR/ICR engine, these criteria are 
applied to the data on the claim form. If claims do not meet the screening criteria, the claim can be 
returned to the provider instead of being uploaded into the MMIS. Upon passing the screening criteria, a 
claim control number (CCN) is assigned to each claim. After the claims have passed through the 

Figure 10-9. Claim Receipt and Scanning Flow. 
The flow of claims through the mailroom and 
systems is based on more than 40 years of 
mailroom and claims scanning experience. 
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OCR/ICR engine, the extracted data and CCN is uploaded into eCAMS and are available for adjudication 
and online viewing and inquiry.  

The extracted data and images are also passed into OnBase, the enterprise content management system, 
where any user in the IME that has the proper security access can view them. Users will also be able to 
view images of paper claims and correspondence directly from eCAMS due to the integration between 
OnBase and eCAMS, allowing for more streamlined business processing. 

10.6.3 Performance Standards 
RFP Section 8.1.5.3, Requirements a through d 

Team Noridian is committed to meeting the performance standards the Department has outlined for 
returning claims to providers, scanning documents, and updating procedure manuals. To accomplish this, 
Team Noridian will monitor and report on our performance. 

Team Noridian utilizes Emdeon's Transform Suite for scanning and OCR/ICR functions. Team Noridian 
is able to program the Transform Suite with screening criteria that are applied during the OCR/ICR 
process. These screening criteria can include procedure and diagnosis codes. If a claim is found to not 
have procedure and diagnosis codes, the claim can be returned to the provider. If the Department chooses 
that they would like to review these claims for exceptions prior to being returned to the provider, Team 
Noridian will pass these claims into an OnBase workflow for review by the Department.  

During the opening of the mail, data entry imaging technicians are trained to review claims for the 
presence of an ink signature. If a facsimile stamp is found instead of an ink signature, the technician will 
verify that the provider or authorized representative has initialed the stamp in ink. During the OCR/ICR 
process Team Noridian will also screen claims to ensure they include the member ID number, provider ID 
number, and a double-check that a signature is present. The OCR/ICR engine will reject all claims not 
meeting these criteria without uploading any data to eCAMS. These rejected claims will be returned to 
the provider within one business day and monitored by the Mailroom team leader. 

The use of Agisar mail opening equipment and the Transform scanning software allows for efficiencies in 
the mailroom operations that enable Team Noridian to scan 100% of claims and correspondence within 
24 hours of receipt, excluding state holidays and weekends. Upon completion of claims and 
correspondence scanning, these images will be available in the Transform system. From there they will be 
uploaded into eCAMS and the OnBase system. 

As today, Team Noridian's staffing plan has operational coordinator positions for the mailroom and OCR 
areas. Responsibilities include quality assurance, training, and updating operational procedures as 
appropriate. Once Team Noridian receives Departmental approval, the operational coordinators will 
update the procedures within 10 business days and present those to the team leader for approval to be 
published for staff. The operational coordinators will then be responsible for disseminating the procedures 
to staff and performing training as appropriate.  

10.7 Member Management   
RFP Section 8.1.6 

Team Noridian’s in depth understanding of the internal workings of the IME, in combination  
with its proven eCAMS capabilities, will bring the Department a solid and mature member 
management framework.  

Team Noridian has the experience and understanding of Iowa’s needs to efficiently and effectively 
implement and operate the new MMIS for the member business function and achieve the objectives of the 
Department. Our next-generation eCAMS is a quantum leap in technology and is closely aligned with 
MITA principles.  
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Our operations benefit from more than 40 years of experience processing millions of health care claims 
and providing member service timely, accurately, and within budget constraints. We will draw on this 
health care foundation to deliver a technology enabled, cost effective member management business 
solution that functions as a centralized member repository of accurate eligibility information, which will 
be easily accessible for other business areas and authorized users. 

Furthermore, we understand the Department seeks to migrate to an advanced, progressive, member 
eligibility system that replaces the current eligibility system (Iowa Automated Benefit Calculation 
system) with an expected implementation in 2013. Team Noridian will participate in the integration 
activities between the new eligibility system and the new MMIS. 

We are confident our solution will improve the overall IME operations’ efficiency, improve member 
satisfaction, ensure better utilization of resources, and result in overall cost savings for the Department. 

10.7.1 Activities  
RFP Section 8.1.6.1, Requirements a through i  

Team Noridian’s member management capabilities align closely with the Department’s needs to accept 
and maintain an accurate source of eligibility and demographic information on individuals eligible for 
medical assistance in Iowa. Our logical database structure provides for easy access to support analysis of 
the data contained within the member database. The member business area also supports a variety of other 
functions, including automated eligibility verifications, claims processing, third party liability, and 
benefits administration. The member management function maintains an accurate current and historical 
identification of members eligible for both Medicaid and Medicare. 

To meet the Department's objectives in the member management support area, Team Noridian will 
maintain the identification of all individuals eligible for Medicaid benefits; build and maintain a file  
of member data to be used for claims processing, administrative reporting, and surveillance and utilization 
review functions; as well as maintain control over all confidential member eligibility data. Our system  
will keep the member eligibility file current via updates of eligibility information and maintain the unique 
identification of members. Team Noridian will also be responsible for the distribution of eligibility data to 
other agencies, assigning members to benefit plan, managing the Iowa Medicare buy-in process, and 
providing support for the managed care and medical home enrollment. 

Our team, our technology, and our successful management approach combine to provide the Department 
with an unmatched solution to meet required objectives. The following eCAMS system features are the 
cornerstone of Team Noridian’s member support: 

 Flexible eligibility intake processes 
 Centralized scalable member repository 
 Benefit Plan structures to support service coverage definitions for FFS, MCO, and waiver programs 

10.7.2 State Responsibilities  
RFP Section 8.1.6.2, Requirements a through n 

Team Noridian acknowledges the Department retains the primary responsibility for the capture and 
maintenance of member data. Our approach will be to function collaboratively with the Department to 
ensure all data transfers and updates are handled effectively and efficiently. The Department will make all 
specific program eligibility determination, to include resolving eligibility errors and potential duplicates, 
and provide that information through daily update files and the master member eligibility file.  
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10.7.3 Contractor Responsibilities  
RFP Section 8.1.6.3 

10.7.3.1 Accept and Maintain Member Data 
RFP Section 8.1.6.3, Requirements a, b, h, k, l, m, and q  

eCAMS is designed to accept a variety of eligibility data (Medicaid, Medicare, managed care, presumptive 
eligibility, etc.) sent by external systems as designated by the Department. Team Noridian will review, 
adapt, and implement the Department’s eligibility processes and procedures to follow established business 
rules. Team Noridian understands the member services business process area supports other business areas 
by providing demographic information on current and historical member information.  

The eCAMS functionality supporting the member services business process area provides centralized 
access to current and historical eligibility data for all IME members. Team Noridian will access this data 
for use with other business process areas and for online inquiries. Additionally, we will provide access to 
this data to authorized users and other IME contractors as directed by the Department, to include access 
for the POS and eligibility verification applications, with real-time updates as required.  

Team Noridian’s systems unit will perform all system support functions including the file maintenance, 
data element maintenance, and member eligibility update responsibilities on a frequency set by the 
Department to include monthly, daily, and real-time updates. This unit will be made up of experienced 
technical resources familiar with IME specific needs. As the current IME contractor, Noridian has 
successfully applied member updates in a timely manner since 2005.  

Team Noridian's new MMIS uses the EXACT SOA infrastructure framework to automate the 
management and monitoring of the Department's partner interfaces. Using EXACT, Team Noridian  
will create business processes to automate the scheduled import of member data from the Department.  

The solution provides an online screen to define the inbound or outbound interfaces. The definition 
includes the basic interface information, schedule frequency information, transport information, receipt 
notification, edit profiles for completeness or accuracy, error notification and escalation information.  

The business process for each interface will be determined by its specific requirement. The process will 
be built using EXACT's orchestration services, which leverages and enhances the capabilities of the 
ActiveVOS BPEL engine. EXACT's orchestration services, alone or in combination with other services, 
can build and support simple business processes or extremely complex processes. 

The Web Portal for members is another potential interface, depending on Department policy, where 
member information can be updated. The member is provided an individual log on to verify, view, 
validate, and edit/enter a wide variety of information. Figure 10-10 shows the view of the member portal.  

The key features of the portal involve managing member demographic information, member insurance 
information (including private health and casualty insurance information), accessing eligibility 
information, benefit plan information, medical co-pay information, current claims information, accessing 
and managing alerts, and messaging and communications. The Web Portal also features useful tools, such 
as provider search functionality to search and locate providers, help, and FAQ information related to the 
Medicaid program. The Web Portal features the ability to receive targeted messages and outreach material 
from the Medicaid program, oriented towards keeping the members better informed about the Medicaid 
program and improving the overall collaboration of the members with the state Medicaid program. The 
portal can be configured to suit the state Medicaid program requirements. 
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Figure 10-10. eCAMS Member Portal. The eCAMS system provides a secure portal area for members. 

10.7.3.2 Access to Maintain Member Data 
RFP Section 8.1.6.3, Requirements c, d, f, j, and r 

eCAMS supports a robust member management system and contains all of member attributes required in 
a modern MMIS to include: 

 Demographics information, including both residence and mail-to addresses 
 Gender, birth and death information  
 Eligibility aid category information including history  
 Benefit Plan information, a list of eligible benefit plans for the member  
 Managed care program information, if client is enrolled in managed care plan 
 Provider Lock-in information, if locked to a primary provider 
 Third Party Liability information including Medicare coverage 
 EPSDT (Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment) schedule information and Statuses of 

the schedule 
 Utilization information of member 
 Share of Cost information based on eligibility 
 Centralized repository along with robust interface services providing better manageability of data to 

support the data extract need for systems such as the Data Warehouse 

eCAMS uses its member data repository for claims adjudication and it supports the provider community 
by providing online services. Access to the member data, as well as other MMIS data, will be available 
for online update and inquiry over the state-operated network.  

While all units within the IME will have access, if needed, to inquire member data, Team Noridian 
understands the uniqueness of the IME and the requirement for the member services contractor to have 
access to inquire and update member data, as directed by the Department, to fulfill their responsibilities. 
We will be prepared to support research inquiries and will provide ongoing assistance to providers in 
resolving claims processing errors. Team Noridian will follow its documented communication plan to 
provide details and results of all issue resolution to the Department.  
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Our solution will support a minimum of 60 months of historical, date-specific member program 
information for all programs including waivers and long term care programs. All core data elements 
within the member record contain start and end dates to support history and retrospective adjudication 
needs. The member provider lock-in screen identifies provider lock-in information such as primary care 
physician or managed care physician. Figure 10-11 identifies the scope coverage definitions including the 
history tied to the member.  

 

Figure 10-11. Member Eligibility History. The eCAMS Member Eligibility History screen provides 
detailed eligibility information available in the system.  

As stated previously, the system supports the ability to interface directly with the Department to exchange 
member data in a timely and efficient manner. We leverage this capability to support the Department in 
the quarterly reconciliation of eligibility records. 

10.7.3.3 Benefit Plan Creation and Maintenance 
RFP Section 8.1.6.3, Requirements o and p 

eCAMS provides an innovative and comprehensive framework to address Medicaid program 
administration needs, and it is administered through an online configurable table-driven program and 
benefit plan structures for FFS, managed care programs, and non-traditional programs. These 
configurable structures allow effective service administration and support ease in accommodating new 
services to existing programs; reducing services from existing programs; and enforcing service limits, 
rates, and creation of new benefit program plans and funding account rules. 

Benefits administration is facilitated through a hierarchical structure and supports plan administrators 
with online configurable functionality to define service coverage information, share of cost information 
for a plan, service limit information, and service plan funding information. 

In eCAMS, every member is assigned to at least one benefit package component (benefit plan) to receive 
services under either Medicaid or any other program specified by the Department, including non-
Medicaid programs. Members are assigned to one or more benefit plans based on the receipt of eligibility 
(eligibility factors) by eCAMS. The enrollment of members is completed in two modes, real-time and 
batch process, to support either limited or large volumes as needed. The receipt of a single eligibility 
transaction may spawn the assignment of multiple benefit plans based on business rules associated with 
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the eligibility factors (such as aid codes) received with the input transaction. eCAMS also uses the benefit 
packages to define other characteristics, such as rates, capacities, aid categories, and coverage areas. 

Program and plan service definitions are based on a hierarchy of related information. The benefit program 
is at the highest level and the services offered through the programs are organized through benefit plans 
and packages. The benefit program contains the following definitions: 

Program Eligibility Criteria. Program eligibility criteria determines the member population needing to 
be covered and can be defined through factors such as eligibility aid codes, age range, gender, and special 
indicators such as prior authorization required and member geographic location. 

Program Cost Sharing Limitations/Share of Cost. The Program Cost Sharing page helps to define the plan 
premium, spend down, deductible, and co-pay, and has the flexibility to define the frequency of payment 
(yearly, monthly, weekly, every service visit). The benefit plan or package is at the lowest level and 
contains the definitions of the package, including: 

 Covered Services. Users have the flexibility to define covered services and have the flexibility to 
include or exclude services. Service coverage could be defined through procedure/revenue codes and 
taxonomy codes. 

 Restriction Criteria. Helps to define the restrictions such as allowed place service settings, provider 
types, specialties, and hospital settings, such as through bill type digit 1 and 2. 

The Benefit Service Administration functionality (provided via a set of on-line screens and data 
structures) helps a user to define a bundle of services, diagnosis codes, and delivery settings. Benefit 
packages can be associated and reused within more than one program. A benefit service package can  
be linked with regular FFS programs such as breast and cervical health or managed care programs. In 
addition, the benefit service packages have associated start and end dates allowing users to enforce time 
constraints on these units. 

The system uses the rules engine to maintain and manage the business rules associated with evaluating the 
claim against the multiple benefit packages associated with the member, determining hierarchy among 
benefit programs and benefit service plans/packages, and handling exception logic for unique situations. 
This feature in eCAMS ensures ease of use and efficiency, while avoiding the potential implementation 
issues of some business rules systems. 

Easy access to detailed benefit plan reporting information is available to allow users to quickly identify, 
view, and download system data based upon configurable lists and filters. In addition, standardized and ad 
hoc reports will be provided via the integrated Cognos reporting solution. 

In order to use eCAMS in the most effective means, Team Noridian has an established training approach 
that serves as the foundation to meet its staff training needs; for new-hire training, for the continuing 
education program, and for external training needs as required. We will train new staff unfamiliar with the 
benefit plan solution and continue to have subject matter experts (SMEs) available to share knowledge 
and ensure internal staff can meet performance and production levels and Department or contractor staff 
members have a firm understanding of the system. We will be using Brainshark, an online tool, for 
creation and distribution of training materials. 

Figure 10-12 depicts the cyclical nature of our training process. Our experience indicates by continuously 
following the key steps of our training approach we will ensure consistency, thoroughness, and quality of the 
training provided to all Team Noridian staff. This approach also allows for updates reflecting the differences in 
each period of the contract and for the application of lessons learned to improve the training program. 
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10.7.3.4 Claims Processes 
RFP Section 8.1.6.3, Requirements e, g, and i 

The member management area receives and 
stores eligibility information maintained by the 
Department to identify those persons who are 
eligible for benefits. Team Noridian will access 
this data for use with other processing 
subsystems and for on-line inquiries. Member 
eligibility will be verified by the system for the 
date of service submitted by the provider. Once 
eligibility has been verified, the system will 
perform further editing to identify payment 
restrictions (e.g. other health coverage, share-
of-cost, restricted services).  

Team Noridian’s technical support unit will 
perform all system support functions including 
the file maintenance responsibilities. This unit 
will be made up of experienced technical 
resources from Team Noridian, all of whom are 
knowledgeable of IME processes. Member 
management file maintenance will be performed 
on a day-to-day basis by this unit to ensure the 
most current data is used for claims processing 
and eligibility verification. 

Department business rules are stored in the RuleIT rules engine and are available to authorized users 
through online screens to view, update, and approve. Claim adjudication processing rules are presented in 
narrative form to facilitate a clear understanding of the business logic.  

Edits related to specific policies are grouped in the rules engine based on a logical grouping of those 
policies. For example, there is a suite of claims edits to execute Department policies on Lock-in members. 
These rules will be called to deny non-designated provider claims, or to approve claims when they meet 
specific referral or consultation criteria, based on the Departments direction. Team Noridian has worked 
with the Department and the Member Services lock-in team to define instructions for working edits 
related to lock-in information. This collaboration has ensured claims for lock-in members process for 
payment or denial correctly.  

Similarly, rules will be set to identify individuals eligible under the Medicaid program and who are 
responsible for payment of premiums to receive Medicaid. Only members who have their eligibility 
records updated to a “current MEPD premium” status will be eligible to have claims pass this edit.  

10.7.3.5 Data Exchange 
RFP Section 8.1.6.3, Requirements n and s 

Data exchange to the Medicare contractor will be provided through Team Noridian's EXACT SOA 
infrastructure framework. Using EXACT, Team Noridian will create business processes to automate the 
exchange of data, alert and escalation procedures, error handling, and exception resolution. The ability to 
automate the process between the new MMIS and the Department's interface partners is an inherent, out-
of-the-box capability of EXACT. A detailed description of the SOA framework and interface services can 
be found in Tab 9, Section 9.2.5 of our response. 

Figure 10-12. Team Noridian Training Process. 
Our training process is constantly being 
enhanced, allowing us to continuously improve 
training processes and materials, as well as our 
overall training program. 
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10.7.4 Performance Standards  
RFP Section 8.1.6.4, Requirements a through k 

Team Noridian understands the success of the 
program depends on regular monitoring of 
contractors to determine if the established 
performance standards are being met. Performance standards will be documented, reviewed, approved, 
and monitored between Team Noridian and the Department through service level agreements (SLAs). 
eCAMS will provide the necessary data, which will be used to verify the SLAs are being met. The 
eCAMS will support the Department by providing operational and performance data plus reports for 
providing visibility and insight into the member management business area performance characteristics. 

Team Noridian uses a performance dashboard, eCAMS HealthBeat, to monitor performance. The 
performance dashboard monitors and inspects appropriate measures, such as inventory levels and 
transaction processing timeliness, data file delivery and upload status, which position Team Noridian to 
meet the performance expectations. Inspecting measurements and volumes of pending work on an 
ongoing basis is an important step to meeting the overall performance requirements. Team Noridian will 
be able to quickly address and reduce any rising inventory levels which, if not reduced, may jeopardize 
timely performance.  

Member management support functions are performed by Team Noridian staff to be reported to the 
Department. We will continue to provide ad hoc written reports as directed by the Department. We will 
also provide a weekly report to the Department of all notices of decision (NODs) to members which were 
sent to members based on adverse actions for denied ambulance and rehabilitation claims and denied and 
modified prior authorizations within five business days of the NOD. 

eCAMS HealthBeat will report data as it is extracted from other systems. eCAMS will be used to gather 
the following reporting requirements: 

 Perform online updates for hardcopy update transactions to member data, except presumptive 
eligibility records, within one business day of receipt. 

 Add records for presumptively eligible individuals to the member eligibility file the same day as the 
eligibility determination. 

 Maintain a ninety-eight percent keying accuracy rate for online updates. 
 Identify and correct keying errors in online updates within one business day of identifying the error. 
 Produce and send notices to members based on adverse actions for denied ambulance and 

rehabilitation claims and denied and modified prior authorizations within three business days of 
decision on the claim.  

 Update the member eligibility database with electronically received data and provide the Department 
with update and error reports within 24 hours of receipt of daily updates. Update within two hours of 
receipt of data for batch-processing environment. Resolve eligibility transactions failing the update 
process within 24 hours of error detection. 

 Refer to the state all eligibility transactions failing the update process and cannot be resolved by 
contractor staff pursuant to edit rules or state approved standards within one business day of 
attempted error resolution. 

 Issue NOD to members within 24 hours of the determination of the denial of ambulance claims and 
rehabilitation therapy services claims for occupational therapy, physical therapy and speech therapy. 

Team Noridian will also be responsible for maintaining all operational procedure manuals and updating 
these according to the Department standards. Our rigorous process for creation of thorough 
documentation ensures all processes and procedures are written in a standard method using an on-line 
archival system. This system allows for directives to be updated in real-time without the time consuming 
process of a paper based manual system. 
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10.8 Medically Needy   
RFP Section 8.1.7 

Team Noridian provides staff knowledgeable and experienced in the medically needy program. In 
conjunction with our eCAMS capabilities, this brings the Department a solid and mature system for 
administering and processing medically needy claims. 

Team Noridian has the experience and understanding of Iowa’s needs to efficiently and effectively 
implement and operate the replacement system and achieve the objectives of Department. Our next-
generation eCAMS is closely aligned with MITA principles and the most advanced solution in the 
market. Our operations benefit from 6 years of experience supporting medically needy functions, from the 
processing of claims, assisting provider services with questions, and assisting income maintenance (IM) 
workers with update requests. We will draw on this health care foundation to deliver a technology 
enabled, cost effective business solution, tailored to the unique requirements of the IME.  

Our eCAMS solution offers a comprehensive framework to accurately deliver member services related to 
the medically needy functions in a very effective and efficient manner. The new MMIS will be able to 
apply claims that have adjudicated through the MMIS to a member's spenddown as well as internally 
processed transmittals for non-payable expenses and old bills. 

Where appropriate, we will continue to leverage the processes and workflows developed in OnBase in 
support of automated workflows between various IME contractors. For example, the effective process for 
the automated workflow developed for provider services to send spenddown related questions through 
OnBase and receive responses back will continue to be used.  

The new web-based MMIS with its inherent roles based security features will also allow for significant 
process improvements in many areas. One example would be Bill Status Turnaround Document (BSTD) 
and Eligibility Status Turnaround Document (ESTD) requests from IM workers. Currently BSTD and 
ESTD documents are generated from MMIS and sent to the workers. ESTDs are generated daily, BSTDs 
are generated Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for those members who have met spenddown and bi-
weekly for those members who have had claim activity but have not met spenddown. Workers will make 
changes on either of these documents and send them in to us via fax or email to make the requested 
changes to a member’s spenddown in MMIS. Using the new MMIS – the IM workers will be given 
specific access to the member eligibility screens to update this information directly and securely, with full 
audit capabilities automatically documenting each change made to the records.  

Combining new functionality, along with leveraging existing processes, such as OnBase, as appropriate 
will allow the Department to provide the highest quality care to the eligible population with optimized 
resources and cost.  

10.8.1 Activities  
RFP Section 8.1.7.1, Requirements a and b 

Team Noridian’s capabilities align with the Department’s needs to accept and maintain an accurate source 
of eligibility and demographic information on individuals eligible for medical assistance in Iowa, to 
include those under the medically needy program. The medically needy process will be supported by a 
variety of other functions – primarily eligibility and claims processing.  

To meet the Department's objectives for the medically needy, Team Noridian will: 

 Track expenditures for members enrolled in the medically needy program 
 Ensure all appropriate expenditures are applied to the spenddown amount before claims are processed 

and paid by Medicaid 
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Ensure all appropriate expenditures are prioritized and applied according to the Iowa Administrative Code 
of Federal Regulations to the spenddown amount before claims are processed and paid by Medicaid 

 Receive case and member eligibility related data from the Department eligibility system 
 Create certification periods with spenddown amounts according to files transferred from the 

Department eligibility system 
 Generate notification documents 
 Update certification when requested by the Department's IM worker 

10.8.2 State Responsibilities  
RFP Section 8.1.7.2, Requirements a and b 

Team Noridian acknowledges the Department retains the primary responsibility for the capture and 
maintenance of member data. Our approach will be to function collaboratively with the Department to ensure 
all data transfers and updates are handled effectively and efficiently. The Department will make all specific 
program eligibility determinations; to include spenddown related data elements and funding code information, 
and provide that information through daily update files and the master member eligibility file.  

10.8.3 Contractor Responsibilities  
RFP Section 8.1.7.3 

10.8.3.1 Member Management and Claims Processing 
RFP Section 8.1.7.3, Requirements b through f, h, i, k, l, and m 

The member management area receives and stores eligibility information maintained by the Department 
to identify those persons who are eligible for benefits. This information will include data for medically 
needy add-ons and change processing and will include specific certification periods and spenddown 
amounts. Team Noridian will access this data for use with multiple business processes and for on-line 
eligibility inquiries. Member eligibility will be verified by the system for the date of service submitted by 
the provider. Once eligibility has been verified, the system will perform further editing to identify 
payment restrictions (e.g. other health coverage, spenddown, restricted services). Medical expenses not 
meeting Iowa's criteria to be applied to spenddown will be rejected.  

eCAMS collects member spenddown amounts via eligibility interfaces. The spenddown amount is then 
available for reduction during claims adjudication.  
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eCAMS also supports adjustment processes whereby based on IME direction Team Noridian can 
manually flag the adjustment claim to be deducted from the original unmet spenddown. The adjustment 
adjudication process will automatically deduct from the originally applied to unmet spenddown amount. 
Figure 10-13 shows a claim that utilized the Members spenddown amount and recorded at a claim level. 

 

Figure 10-13. eCAMS Medicaid Spendown. The system will show a claim that utilized the Members 
spenddown amount and recorded at a claim level. 

eCAMS will be configured to deduct claims payments if the spenddown amount is not met by the 
member according to Department and Federal rules. Only verified expenses, which meet Department 
rules will be applied, others will be processed but will zero pay. The new MMIS will also allow Team 
Noridian to apply and prioritize submitted medical expenses as specified by the Iowa Administrative 
Code and Code of Federal Regulations. 
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eCAMS deducts and tracks the spenddown balances of an individual member as shown in Figure 10-14. 
Once spenddown has been met, the member eligibility data will automatically be updated with that 
information, which will then be used for any future processing of claims or eligibility inquiries. 

 
Figure 10-14. Spenddown Amount Tracking. This sample screen shot shows an enrollee’s spenddown.  

eCAMS associates all of the members comprising a case to one another. During the claims adjudication 
process, the ability to determine if a claim belongs to a case where the case head of household is enrolled 
as a spenddown client is available. Once identified, the payment amount of the claim can be applied 
against the spenddown amount of the case head.  

Claims that are not needed for a member's spenddown will automatically be resubmitted and/or adjusted 
to pay. 

eCAMS also includes an integrated letter and correspondence generation feature, which is supported 
through the correspondence management system based on the DOC1 tool. Spenddown notification letters 
will be created as directed by the Department. A copy of the generated letter is stored in the Workflow 
Process Management System for future access by any authorized user.  
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10.8.3.2 Data Exchange 
RFP Section 8.1.7.3, Requirements g 

Once spenddown requirements are met, the appropriate file will be sent to the Online card Replacement 
Application (OCRA) system for the creation of the eligibility card. Data exchange to the eligibility card 
contractor will be delivered through the EXACT SOA framework, providing significant interoperability 
and flexible integration with internal systems, external systems and interface partners. This approach to 
integration enables EXACT to manage diverse data and content in a unified manner.  

The EXACT platform supports data transmissions between third parties in a safe, efficient manner 
providing transaction validation, transaction response, and any-to-any translation services. The Enterprise 
Service Bus (ESB) provides connectivity for the flow of data among internal state systems and various 
other data trading partners that exchange data with the EXACT platform. Further, it is designed to support 
the future exchange of data flow through its open architecture and use of COTS data transformation and 
data validation sub-components. 

The solution provides an online screen to define the inbound and outbound interfaces. The definition 
includes the basic interface information, schedule frequency information, transport information, receipt 
notification, edit profiles for completeness or accuracy, error notification, and escalation information.  

10.8.3.3 Monitoring 
RFP Section 8.1.7.3, Requirements a, j, and n 

Team Noridian’s technical support will perform all system support functions. If any errors or problems 
are discovered in the medically needy process, the program manager and other designated parties will be 
notified within 12 hours. This staff will also be available to respond to inquiries, document issues, and 
carryout corrective action plans as appropriate and when directed by the Department.  

Team Noridian has an effective and proven process to track issues and implement corrective action plans 
(CAPs) when problems or deficiencies are discovered through normal management oversight or quality 
assurance review and audit processes. Through this process, issues are defined and contributing factors 
are identified to establish the magnitude and cause of the deficiency.  

Team Noridian will provide the Department with a CAP within 10 days of any problem discovered 
throughout the operations phase of the program. Team Noridian’s issues management process follows a 
straightforward approach that is used across the project: 

 Identify and prioritize the issue 
 Develop alternative solutions 
 Select and implement the solution 
 Monitor to completion to ensure the issue is solved 

The new MMIS Project Portal will be used as our central issues repository for ease of access to needed 
information. Issue status will be tracked and communicated regularly to the Department as part of the 
regular project management meeting and reporting processes, to allow both the Department and Team 
Noridian to understand the status of current issues and what corrective action steps are being taken.  

This issue tracking mechanism is integrated with e-mail capabilities to push information to authorized 
stakeholders. This provides another mechanism for easy access to issue status without the need to log into 
the Project Portal. For additional details of our issue development, tracking, controlling, and reporting 
processes, see Section 8.2.7.7.4 Issues Management Plan.  
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10.8.4 Performance Standards  
RFP Section 8.1.7.4  

Team Noridian understands the success of the medically needy program depends on regular monitoring of 
the contractor to determine the established performance standards are being met. Performance standards 
will be monitored by the Department. The new MMIS will provide the necessary data, which will be used 
to verify the metrics are being met. eCAMS will support the Department by providing operational and 
performance data plus reports for providing visibility and insight into the medically needy function 
performance characteristics.  

Team Noridian uses a performance dashboard, eCAMS HealthBeat, to monitor performance. The 
performance dashboard monitors and inspects appropriate measures, such as inventory levels and 
transaction processing timeliness, which positions Team Noridian to meet the performance expectations. 
This inspection and identification of high inventory levels is an important step to meeting the overall 
performance requirements. Team Noridian can quickly address and reduce high inventory levels that, if 
not reduced, may jeopardize timely performance.  

eCAMS HealthBeat will report data as it is extracted from other systems.  

 All claims will be applied to the medically needy spenddown accounts according to the  
following timelines: 

 Within 24 hours of adjudication cycle for all Medicaid covered claims 
 Within 48 hours of adjudication cycle for all Non-Medicaid covered claims 

 Identify at least ninety-five percent of the appropriate claims for the medically needy spenddown 
account for approved medically needy clients 

Medically needy program support functions are performed by Team Noridian staff to be reported to the 
Department. We will continue to provide ad hoc written reports as directed by the Department. Team 
Noridian will produce state-defined reports within the required timeframe as determined by the Department. 

Team Noridian will also be responsible for maintaining all operational procedure manuals and updating 
these according to the Department standards. Our rigorous process for creation of thorough 
documentation ensures all processes and procedures are written in a standard method using an online 
archive system. This system allows for directives to be updated in real time without the time consuming 
process of a paper based manual system. Our change management process includes the use of OnBase 
timers, which are set when requests for procedural changes are received, to assure operational procedures 
are updated timely and within 10 business days of approval. 

10.9 Provider Management   
RFP Section 8.1.8 

The combination of Team Noridian’s successful implementations in the states of Michigan and 
Washington, our in depth understanding of the IME, and our proven collaboration with the Provider 
Services contractor will bring the Department a proven and mature Provider Management framework 
for accessing and maintaining provider related data and providing reports.  

Team Noridian has the experience and understanding of Iowa’s needs to efficiently and effectively 
implement and operate the new MMIS and achieve the objectives of Department. eCAMS is well 
positioned to meet the Provider Management functions for the IME due to our close alignment with 
MITA principles to increase the self service and automated primary service verification. We will draw on 
our trusted and experienced health care foundation to deliver a technology enabled, cost effective 
business solution, tailored to the unique requirements of the IME.  
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Our solution provides a rich set of MITA-aligned capabilities to automate and improve the provider 
related business processes such as provider enrollment, disenrollment, and robust HIPAA transaction 
capabilities. eCAMS combines a full featured, secure, self-service Web portal with a comprehensive 
administrative framework to manage enrollment, disenrollment, inquiry, provider information 
maintenance, and provider support.  

eCAMS provides the Department and providers with a full range of online, real-time inquiry and update 
functions that will replace older paper-driven processes with Web-based data entry screens. 

Figure 10-15 shows a sample screen from the Web portal’s main menu as it appears to an enrolled 
provider. The terminology in our sample screen shot is drawn from a previous deployment; eCAMS will 
use Department terminology for the IME implementation. 

 
Figure 10-15. Self-Service Web Portal. A rich set of online capabilities available to providers in a highly 
intuitive user interface. 

eCAMS self-service provider enrollment function enables the re-enrollment and re-verification of active 
providers. Further, eCAMS data architecture and data services, such as license verification, allows for 
improved provider data collection. This comprehensive and quality provider data will enable the 
Department to make better decisions relating to the provider network and member access to care and 
more accurately adjudicate and pay claims. 

Team Noridian’s approach of using Web technology and implementing a paperless business processes 
aligns with the Department's vision. The solution provides a rich Web portal, augmented with detailed 
help information that promotes web usage. The Web portal allows providers to access many services 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week (with Department approved - scheduled maintenance periods). The portal 
enables authorized users to enter enrollment applications, maintain their provider data, enter and inquire 
about claims, enter and inquire about prior authorizations, view and download remittance advices, view 
and download correspondence, and send and receive the full array of HIPAA transaction sets. 

Team Noridian will introduce the provider portal approximately one year prior to the start of the 
operations phase. Providers will be able to enroll or update their information, including their 
demographics and personal information. Benefits brought by Team Noridian's early roll out of proposed 
solution includes giving the IME provider services contractor and the provider community an earlier 
exposure and training of the new MMIS, which will foster improved provider satisfaction sooner. The 
Department will realize a quicker return on investment as there will be a reduction in effort to maintain 
and support the current provider portal, Iowa Medicaid Portal Application (IMPA). Interface with the 
legacy provider system will occur via EXACT. The remaining IMPA functionalities will be replaced at 
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operational start up. Transitional risk is reduced as the introduction to the portal to the provider 
community, along with the associated workload, is distributed over time rather than all at once.  

10.9.1 Activities  
RFP Section 8.1.8.1, Requirements a through e 

Team Noridian’s capabilities align closely with the Department’s needs to accept and maintain an 
accurate source of providers eligible to participate in the Iowa Medicaid program. The database 
supporting provider related information is complete and robust and will meet all of the criteria necessary 
to Medicaid claims processing.  

To meet the Departments objectives for the Provider Management functions, Team Noridian will provide 
an innovative system, eCAMS, allowing us to continue to maintain comprehensive current and historical 
information about providers eligible to participate in the Iowa Medicaid program, maintain, provider 
demographic, certification, rate and financial information to support accurate and timely claims 
processing through the establishment of a single provider master file in an acceptable format, enhanced 
management reporting and utilization review activities and reporting, produce provider data and special 
data such as lab certification information, Maintain comprehensive provider-related information 
necessary to enroll, audit and pay participating providers in the Iowa Medicaid program 

We will also continue to include in the provider master file all active and inactive providers in order to 
support claims processing, management reporting, surveillance and utilization review and managed care 
operations of the program. Provider applications and information changes are interactively processed 
using online screens. 

10.9.2 State Responsibilities  
RFP Section 8.1.8.2, Requirements a through c  

Team Noridian acknowledges that the Department retains the primary responsibility for establishing 
policy for provider processes and the data elements that will be maintained and also monitoring our 
performance. We will function collaboratively with the Department to ensure that all data is captured, 
maintained as directed, and make accessible to various stakeholders approved by the Department.  

10.9.3 Contractor Responsibilities  
RFP Section 8.1.8.3 

10.9.3.1 Access and Maintenance 
RFP Section 8.1.8.3, Requirements a, b, k, and m through o 

Provider data is critical to the new MMIS, and it is used extensively within the MMIS and maintained by 
providers, the provider services contractor and Team Noridian through System Maintenance Reports. Our 
experienced Systems Unit team is committed to delivering high levels of service using leading 
technologies in support of the Provider Management functions, which will have a positive impact on the 
Department, affiliated IME contractors, providers, and other stakeholders. Provider data is highly 
dynamic. Since 2005, we have assisted the Provider Services units with over 6500 help desk CMRs, most 
all of which were resolved within 24 hours. We will assume responsibility for the maintenance, security, 
and operation of all programs and data (in an acceptable format) in support of the MMIS Provider 
Management requirements in the MMIS.  

Changes are a natural part of projects and operational environments. Team Noridian proposes processes 
that not only anticipate changes but also addresses them on a timely and proactive basis. All system or 
procedural changes arising from our internal QA activities are needed as a result of a change will be 
submitted to the Department for review and approval.  
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System modifications are all developed and implemented following our Department approved 
methodology and using our established change management processes. Changes to OnBase and 
operational procedures are also implemented through our change management procedures. Our change 
management procedures use a checklist and alert system to ensure all applicable operational procedures or 
other documentation is updated as a result of any changes. All user and system documentation is 
maintained on our project portal and regularly reviewed and audited to ensure it is current and conforms 
to published standards. Versions are strictly controlled so our staff, other IME contractors, and the 
Department always have access to the correct update.  

Team Noridian provides a comprehensive provider management support offering that combines: 

 Matured operational practices and procedures 
 Advanced tools and analytical capabilities  
 Focused on continuous process improvement through innovation 
 System and User Guides 

eCAMS includes a strong provider database which has been implemented in both Washington MMIS and 
Michigan MMIS and includes all required data elements needed for those programs. Our provider 
management solution accepts data sent by external systems, such as the licensing agencies. The solution 
provides an online screen to define the inbound and outbound interfaces. The definition includes the basic 
interface information, schedule frequency information, transport information, receipt notification, edit 
profiles for completeness or accuracy, error notification and escalation information.  

The systems allows for ongoing updates to provider information, restricted to authorized users, as well as 
batch updates of information sent by external systems as designated by the Department. This capability 
will be implemented to support occupational licensing updates on a daily basis. This process can be easily 
expanded to other services for data validation if the Department chooses to implement the interfaces. 

eCAMS uses its provider data repository for claims adjudication and it supports multiple stakeholders by 
providing secure online services. Access to the provider data, as well as other MMIS data, will be 
provided under roles based security and will be available for online update and inquiry over the state-
operated network.  

eCAMS is capable of accepting retroactive rate changes and will apply them as directed by the 
Department and maintain a complete historical record of rate changes. A wide variety of reference data 
attributes are included in the new MMIS automated process and can also be updated on individual records 
or in batch mode for mass updates. Since we created the workflow for the IME in 2006, we have 
processed 357 requests for rate updates. Each request contains various numbers of updates to be made 
(some of them over 300) each request was processed timely and accurately. This is an example of a file 
maintenance CMR managed through our proposed maintenance change management process. 

As stated before, Team Noridian understands the uniqueness of the IME and the requirement for the provider 
management contractor to have access to inquire and update provider data, as directed by the Department, to 
fulfill their responsibilities. We will be prepared to support research inquiries and will provide ongoing 
assistance to providers in resolving claims processing errors. Team Noridian will follow our change 
management plan to provide details and document results of all issue resolution to the Department.  

10.9.3.2 Reporting 
RFP Section 8.1.8.3, Requirements c through f, and h 

Team Noridian will produce all standard provider reports such as the daily audits reports or standard 
mailing label generation. eCAMS maintains all current and historical information that can be viewed by 
authorized users thus providing a transparent and auditable system. Team Noridian will work with the 
Department to create and schedule the production of data maintenance reporting.  
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The provider enrollment process captures many details about the provider through the eCAMS provider 
portal data entry screens. Representative information captured includes federal tax details for identity 
validation, 1099 preparation, processing tax adjustments, and producing IRS reports. Figure 10-16 is a 
sample page of a provider 1099 detail page. 

 

Figure 10-16. eCAMS Form 1099 Page. eCAMS stores retrievable tax information in its Finance 
business process area for providers who receive taxable payments. This sample screen shot shows Form 
1099 income for a specific provider. 

Team Noridian's solution includes 1099 functionality to collect and process adjustments of provider 
taxable balances. eCAMS allows inquiries and produces quarterly and annual reports for reconciliation. 
eCAMS 1099 adjustment menu allows authorized users to make positive and negative adjustments to the 
provider’s tax record for the open year.  

The eCAMS tax reporting function tracks whether a provider is subject to 1099 reporting based on the 
1099 indicators on the provider’s record, and cross-checks claim service codes under the eCAMS 
reference services to validate if service provided is 1099 reportable. Once determined that the claim 
amount is 1099 reportable, the system checks for backup, withholding orders for the provider to calculate 
federal IRS taxes. eCAMS automatically offsets provider claims at a claim level for making payments to 
the IRS for the taxes withheld; in addition, it can report backup withholding and 1099 reportable earnings. 

1099s are generated to the tax identification numbers based on the payments made to the respective tax 
identification numbers. If the provider moves to new Tax Identification Number (TINs) during a calendar 
year (from FEIN to SSN or vice versa), multiple 1099s would be produced for the provider, one for each 
TIN as per the dates under each TIN in provider enrollment data. 
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In some cases, a 1099 reportable provider may be paid partial 1099 reportable and partial non-reportable 
earnings during the year. eCAMS tracks both amounts and makes them available on a 1099 balance page 
for any adjustments prior to annual processing, as shown in Figure 10-17 under the columns medical and 
healthcare payment, nonemployee compensation (for reportable), and other income (for non-reportable). 

 
Figure 10-17. 1099 Maintenance/Adjustment. eCAMS capability maintains each provider’s 
1099 data. 

During the year-end process, 1099 balances are locked for future adjustments and are stored in the 1099 
balance tables ready to be sent for 1099 generation. In 2006, Noridian, in collaboration with Provider 
Services, created a process to track requests for 1099 reprint requests from providers. eCAMS integration 
with the OnBase document management solution provides a data repository for all electronic documents, 
including the 1099 reports. Team Noridian will configure the archival policy to ensure that the required 
federal and Department specified timeframes are retained in electronic 1099 document images. 

10.9.3.3 Data Exchange  
RFP Section 8.1.8.3, Requirements i and j 

Data exchange with external stakeholders will be provided through EXACT. EXACT maintains a registry 
of interfaces including those for provider files. The EXACT process orchestration engine uses this 
definition to manage and monitor the scheduling and success of each file transfer. The exchange of files is 
an automated process only requiring manual intervention in the event EXACT detects a format or content 
error. These errors are routed to operations staff for resolution and escalated based on timeframes 
established in the interface definition. 
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10.9.3.4 Additional Support 
RFP Section 8.1.8.3, Requirements g, l, p, and q 

Team Noridian will continue to support provider reenrollment and re-certification and licensure efforts 
based on Department requirements. In 2006 Noridian worked with the Department and the Provider 
Services contractor to create a re-enrollment portal allowing required providers to re-enroll. The provider 
would complete a check list of information in the re-enrollment portal and a bar coded document was 
created, printed by the provider, and sent to the IME. Once received, the document was indexed by 
reading the barcode, and the enrollment team completed the application. Statuses of the application were 
made available to the providers, via the web portal, through a nightly script from OnBase. Our 
sophisticated solution allows enrolled active providers the ability to maintain most of their provider data 
through the Web Portal’s self-service maintenance. Providers can maintain information such as license 
information, taxonomy, location updates, payment information, and claim submission information. Once 
updates are made, the information is submitted to the Provider Management unit for its review and 
approval. All updates remain in a pending “in-review” status until approved by an authorized individual. 

Once approved, the update becomes active immediately. The system maintains comprehensive historical 
information that can be viewed by providers, IME staff, and Department users, providing a permeable 
system. The eCAMS features support ongoing management of provider information, including automatic 
generation of license renewal or re-certification reminders to notify providers about license expiration. 
Team Noridian will work with the Department to identify specific needs for generating correspondence 
for re-certification and licensure requirements.  

Team Noridian will support other IME contractors and external Health Information networks as directed 
by the Department. Our technical support unit will perform all system support functions and will be 
available to assist with data synchronization needs for both the Provider and Master Patient indexes.  

10.9.4 Performance Standards  
RFP Section 8.1.8.4, Requirements a through e 

Team Noridian understands that the success of the program depends on regular monitoring of contractors 
to determine if the established performance standards are being met. Performance standards will be 
documented, reviewed, approved, and monitored by Team Noridian and the Department performance 
standards. The new MMIS will provide the necessary data, which will be used to verify that the SLAs are 
being met. The eCAMS will support the Department by providing operational and performance data plus 
reports for providing visibility and insight into the provider business area performance characteristics. 

Team Noridian uses a performance dashboard, eCAMS HealthBeat, to monitor performance. The 
performance dashboard monitors and inspects appropriate measures, such as inventory levels and 
transaction processing timeliness, data file delivery and upload status, which position Team Noridian to 
meet the performance expectations. Inspecting measurements and volumes of pending work on an ongoing 
basis is an important step to meeting the overall performance requirements. Team Noridian will be able to 
quickly address and reduce any rising inventory levels that, if not reduced, may impair timely performance.  

The follow items will be included as part of the performance standards for the provider data 
management functions: 

 If the state develops an automated interface for licensing and or certification data, the Core MMIS 
contractor must meet these standards for update of this licensing and certification data. 

 Validate the licensing update process within two business days of application of the  
update transmission. 

 Resolve licensing transactions that fail the update process within two business days of error detection. 
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 Refer to the Provider Services contractor all licensing transactions that fail the update process and 
cannot be resolved by contractor staff pursuant to edit update rules or state-approved procedures 
within two business days of attempted error resolution. 

 Produce and mail provider 1099s by January 31st of each calendar year. 
 Produce and make provider mailing labels available for printing in the state data center within one 

business day of request. 
 Create and or update operational procedure manuals within 10 business days of the approval of the 

implementation procedure or change by the Department. 
 Produce state-defined reports within the required timeframe as determined by the Department. 

10.10 Claims Receipt Entry and Control   
RFP Section 8.1.9 

Team Noridian has a comprehensive solution providing multiple electronic claim submission options 
along with a robust provider portal with claim entry and correction capabilities. Our proven solution 
provides a combination of high quality, labor saving paper claim processing with an attractive option 
for providers to transition to electronic claim submission. 

Team Noridian has the experience and understanding of Iowa’s needs to efficiently and effectively 
implement and operate the replacement system and achieve the objectives of Department. Our next-
generation eCAMS is closely aligned with MITA principles and the most advanced solution in the 
market. We have been providing the Claims Receipt process for the IME for the past six years and have 
done so since the inception of the IA Medicaid Enterprise. Our operations benefit from over 40 years of 
experience processing hundreds of millions of health care claims and providing member service timely, 
accurately, and within budget constraints. We will draw on this health care foundation to deliver a 
technology enabled, cost effective business solution, tailored to the unique requirements of the IME. 

10.10.1 Activities 
RFP Section 8.1.9.1, Requirements a and b 

Team Noridian’s capabilities align closely with the Department’s needs to receive, accept, process, and 
maintain Medicaid claims for the state of Iowa. Our innovative and automated process will continue to 
provide the Department with the ability to ensure all documentation received is controlled and maintained 
to the Department's standards. To meet the Departments objectives for the Claims Receipt, Team 
Noridian will receive and maintain control over electronic claims transactions, and receive and control 
imaging of paper claims. Team Noridian supports the Department's objectives of enabling and promoting 
self service through a wide range of EDI options and support. 

10.10.2 State Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.9.2, Requirements a through d 

Team Noridian acknowledges the Department retains the primary responsibility for monitoring the 
performance of the Core MMIS contractor in regard to all aspects of claims receipt. The Department will 
be responsible to determine and document methodology and policies regarding claims receipt, as well as 
approve the format and data requirements for electronic media claims submission. The Department will 
also design and revise claim forms unique to the Iowa Medicaid program. 
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10.10.3 Contractor Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.9.3 

10.10.3.1 Courier Service 
RFP Section 8.1.9.3, Requirement a 

Team Noridian fully understands the contractor responsibilities, as we have been successful in this role 
for over 6 years. With the new MMIS, we look forward to bringing state of the art capabilities enabling us 
to address the Department's strategic vision. 

Team Noridian will leverage its previous successes and the recent implementation experience gained 
from Washington and Michigan in incorporating HIPAA 5010 and NCPDP D.0 transactions for the new 
MMIS to ensure ongoing HIPAA compliance according to the Department business rules. Additionally, 
we will build upon our strong relationships with the provider community to achieve maximum adoption 
rate for these transactions by Iowa providers. 

With two other certified production implementations of eCAMS, the Department is able to take advantage 
of our experience and efficiency, which will result in reduced cost for maintenance of HIPAA-compliant 
solutions. Our strict change management processes and controls assure we thoroughly test all 
implementations of new transactions and code sets prior to implementation, mitigating transitional risks 
which can be triggered when problems are experienced as new versions are implemented.  

Team Noridian has been extremely successful in implementing process improvements in order to reduce 
the time and labor required to process claims and supporting documents, while reducing error rates and 
improving overall provider satisfaction. For example, we have successfully worked with the Department 
to create standard crossover forms in order to speed up the process for crossover claims. We succeed in 
driving up electronic claim submission rates, which improves payment and processing timeliness and 
improves the rate at which we can adjudicate claims using automated processes. This is indicative of how 
we will continue to demonstrate the inner relationship of business improvements across multiple 
functions. When we make vast improvements to one area, there are equally positive impacts on others. 
Further, the introduction of our user-friendly Web Portal will further increase provider self service and 
accuracy of the claim submission and adjudication processes allowing the Department to receive more 
precise reporting of all claims throughout the process.  

The Team Noridian solution builds on proven processes and procedures for the receipt and processing of 
all electronic and hard copy claims. Electronic Media Claims (EMCs) can be received via the Web Portal 
or via other batch submissions, depending on trading partner preference. EMC claims received via either 
of these means then undergo pre-processing. Hard copy claims, attachments, and other documents can be 
delivered by the U.S. Postal Service, Federal Express, Airborne, or other courier services. Team Noridian 
will continue to provide staff to perform courier services to meet all requirements as we have outlined in 
Section 10.6, Mail and Courier Services. Under the direction of the claims operations manager, the 
mailroom staff will open, sort, and image all receipts, perform optical character recognition (OCR), load 
to OnBase, interface with appropriate system to link images for viewing, and electronically route 
appropriate operational unit work to a work queue within both Team Noridian and the Department, and 
other contractors.  

10.10.3.2 Approach to Paper Claim Receipt and Control  
RFP Section 8.1.9.3, Requirements b through c, e through f, h, j through l 

Team Noridian's mailroom processes are critical first steps in processing paper claims transactions. We 
transform hard copy claims into electronic records ready for processing. Accurate and timely receipt and 
processing impacts performance measurements through all other units, including provider and member 
satisfaction. Team Noridian currently uses mail extraction equipment which enables incoming mail to be 
opened through automated means. Our automated mail extraction function processes mail more efficiently and 
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accurately, eminently reducing processing time and enhancing sort quality and controls. Mailroom staff 
process incoming paper claims and attachments to prepare the document for the scanning and OCR process.  

Our use of an automatic envelope extraction system has increased the speed at which incoming mail is 
opened by more than 50 percent compared to the historical manual opening process. Noridian has 
customized the Agissar mail extraction equipment, which uses a conveyor system feeding a three-sided 
slicing mechanism opening envelopes and exposing the letter contents in plain view to mail handling 
“operators.” As a result of this process, the operator is able to immediately perform visual recognition, 
document classification, and batching for OCR processes. This "above and beyond" approach promotes a 
much higher quality standard for screening claims in regard to originality or proper version.  

Team Noridian operates dual station Agissar mail extraction machines to increase operator performance. 
This method provides dual custody of mail as pieces are being opened so the monitoring of sensitive 
items such as checks are handled with extra care. During the mail extraction process, we have 
implemented a dual custody process, as approved by a 2010 DHS audit, to ensure adequate control is in 
place to safeguard incoming funds. Employees are not allowed to open mail by themselves. There must be 
another person within their immediate proximity at all times when handling envelopes. Strict and specific 
disciplinary measures are in place for when this policy is not followed.  

Locked boxes are used for mail containing checks. When an envelope is found to contain a check or 
money, both the opener and their partner are instructed to verify the number of checks and/or the dollar 
amount, initial the envelope with their count, and deposit the envelope and its contents into a locked box. 
Operations coordinators or supervisors control the keys and retrieve the contents of the locked boxes 
periodically for processing. This includes scanning the check(s) and all associated correspondence, 
logging the details of the check, and processing according to the Department’s business rules.  

Team Noridian recognizes the Department's request for defining a process related to the receipt of claims 
not containing all defined data elements. Documents not passing the initial prescreening process or not 
having the necessary information for processing are returned to the provider for correction. A Return-to-
Provider (RTP) letter will be created by the data entry/imaging technician. Some claims will be manually 
RTP’d, while others will be systematically RTP’d. Regardless of which method, both are conducted in 
OnBase. Claims are identified as needing to be RTP’d during the prepping and sorting stages of the 
Incoming Mail process, during the classification process, or during the verification process. All paper claims 
identified as failing the prescreening process will be returned to the provider within one business day. 
Copies of all documentation will be stored in OnBase for both retrieval and a strict quality control process. 

Upon completion of the pre-screening process, all hard copy documents received in the mailroom are 
prepared for scanning. High-speed scanners are used to produce images of scanned documents. Once 
scanned, the image is saved and uploaded into OnBase for retrieval at a future date, if needed. As the 
document is scanned, a unique control number will be assigned to each claim or piece of correspondence 
indicating date of receipt. The date of receipt applies to all documents, including provider enrollments, 
prior authorizations, adjustments, recoupments, MediPass enrollments, SIQ documents, medical 
documentation, claim attachments, etc.  

After the unique identifier has been assigned, a digital or electronic copy will be created. We understand 
the unique identifier assigned to the document is the means of retrieving the document and related 
documentation to allow for appropriate processing. The document identification number will reflect the 
actual business date of receipt, record type, batch number, sequence number, and after entry, the 
appropriate line number of the service item within the original claim number from the primary document. 
Attachments will receive the same record control number (unique identifier) as the primary document to 
allow all related documents to be retrieved when needed. Regardless of the input media, Team Noridian 
will ensure claims, attachments, and other documents will be digitally imaged and maintained for a 
minimum of 10 years or according to the Department’s business rules. Digital documents will be 
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available to Team Noridian and the Department online and in real time for suspense resolution or retrieval 
for research. Original claims and attachments will be retained for no less than 90 days from TCN date. 

Team Noridian will meet or exceed claims receipt performance levels through improved business process 
automation and the maintenance of high quality standards across claims business areas.  

The Emdeon Transform scanning/OCR solution is integrated with OnBase. This integration provides 
improved automation, routing, and data capture for the IME department.  

Team Noridian will also use the document classification product within Emdeon Transform, called 
DocIT, to handle the once-manual task of prepping, sorting, and batching of like documents as they are 
received. Figure 10-18 shows the process flow of paper claims into the operations. Paper claims and 
attachments flow through the DocIT Transform scanning and OCR process where they are verified, 
validated, and classified in preparation for importing into OnBase.  

 

Figure 10-18. Process Flow of Paper Claims into Operations. Team Noridian uses mature processes with 
maximized automation. 
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The DocIT process includes a verification tool allowing key from image (KFI) of information that has a 
low-confidence level from the OCR process or could not be read at all. The fields submitted on the claims 
are validated against the Department-approved validity edits specific for each claim type. Claims failing 
these edits are corrected clerically, if possible, via KFI, or else rejected. The DocIT Transform data 
capture application is integrated with OnBase and after all errors are resolved, the system extracts and 
transfers key data elements to OnBase, automatically routing documents according to pre-defined 
workflows. The result is more accurate document classification and routing, reducing the need for  
re-scans and re-indexing of documents. Claims are uploaded in the applicable institutional, dental and 
professional formats and distributed to eCAMS for claims processing and adjudication. Claim and 
attachment images are stored in the OnBase data repository and available for online retrieval. 

Team Noridian will establish and maintain a quality control plan to ensure all input into the new MMIS, 
including claims information, is free from data entry errors. Our procedures outlining the quality control 
process will include details regarding our ability to ensure imaged copies of claims are legible and 
processed according to Department standards. The quality control plan will be submitted to the 
Department for review.  

10.10.3.3 Approach to Electronic Claim Receipt and Control  
RFP Section 8.1.9.3, Requirements d through e, g, o through v 

Team Noridian will assist providers in determining the best method of electronic transaction submission 
by offering the provider community multiple options to maximize their flexibility and also provide them 
with training and support. Our solution includes the option to work with trading partners, the use PC-ACE 
Pro32 desktop software, submit batch transactions, or submit via online direct data entry (DDE) with the 
Provider Portal. DDE brings the powerful advantages of real time processing, used for pharmacy claims 
for over 20 years to other claim types, enabling providers to adopt a Web based self service solution as 
another alternative to paper claim filing.  

As shown in Figure 10-19, the eCAMS entry screens include features for efficient and accurate entry of 
claim information. Data is validated on entry and messages returned real-time to the provider. Front end 
validation ensures information is entered in the valid format and all required fields are complete. Server-
side validation edits field information against master tables such as procedure codes to ensure the codes 
entered are valid. The screen cursor moves automatically to the next available field and automatic tabbing 
is supported where logical.  

DDE functionality also includes the ability to maintain a roster of enrollees; the selection of an enrollee 
automatically triggers the population of the enrollee information in the appropriate claim fields. A 
template feature is also available to store reusable claim information such as recurring place of service, 
service codes, diagnosis codes and modifiers. 
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Figure 10-19. The eCAMS Web Portal Claim Entry Screen. DDE for HIPAA standard claim transactions 
is available via the Web portal. 
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Figure 10-20. Submitted Professional Claim Details. Information, including the TCN is returned to a 
provider upon successful claim submission. 

Team Noridian will continue to distribute, support, and promote PC-ACE Pro32 to the provider 
community in Iowa. PC-ACE Pro32 is currently being used by approximately 1300 Iowa Medicaid 
providers. Our EDI Help Desk already works with the Iowa provider population in support of transaction 
transfer and the use of the PC-ACE Pro32 desktop software. Team Noridian’s existing relationships with 
providers in Iowa will benefit both the EDI Help Desk and Iowa providers throughout the transition to the 
new MMIS. 

Team Noridian will offer PC-ACE Pro32 as the provider’s desktop software solution. This software 
allows Iowa Medicaid providers to submit HIPAA-compliant electronic claims transactions as well as 
view and print HIPAA-compliant remittance advice. The software also provides the capability to submit a 
claim status inquiry and return a claim status response. In addition, the PC-ACE Pro 32 system allows the 
user the ability to read the ANSI 997 Functional Acknowledgement in a user-friendly format. 

PC-ACE Pro32 is extremely easy-to-use with a proven track record. Noridian has implemented PC-ACE 
Pro32 in support of North Dakota and Iowa Medicaid Providers, and Noridian has received positive 
feedback about its effectiveness. This desktop software provides a HIPAA-compliant solution that is easy 
to implement. Noridian has thoroughly documented the features of PC-ACE Pro32 in user manuals, and 
Noridian updates and distributes those user manuals to trading partners via our Portal. Updates to PC-
ACE Pro32 are distributed quarterly to capture all code changes and billing requirements that impact 
editing done in the PC-ACE Pro32 software. 

To alert Providers to the availability of PC-ACE Pro32 updates, we will conduct focused outreach and 
education that includes posting materials to trading partner mailboxes, posting updates to the Portal, and 
contacting individual sites if warranted. We will inform trading partners about updates to PC-ACE Pro32 
by sending notifications to their electronic mailboxes. 

A key element in Team Noridian’s EDI testing process is the use of Total OnBoarding (TOB). This user 
friendly web based self service testing allows trading partners to complete their registration and testing 
process in several easy steps; reducing the burden on trading partners to submit multiple types of paper 
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documentation. Implementation of TOB has dramatically improved efficiencies while increasing trading 
partner satisfaction for the IME. Consequently, use of TOB will significantly decreases transition time for 
trading partners as they migrate to submission of 5010. This MITA oriented capability is available and 
being used today by Iowa Medicaid providers.  

The TOB product is designed to allow trading partners to experience production-like editing guidelines in 
a testing environment. Trading partners will send test claims directly to the TOB web interface. The TOB 
test engine reviews claims based on specified authentication, authorization and editing guidelines and 
immediately delivers detailed reports on rejected claims directly to the trading partner to assist them in 
self correcting the claims. Trading partners do not experience a delay in the testing process that is inherent 
in a manual review of test files. The TOB interface also tracks and logs transaction receipt and 
disposition, making it easy for Team Noridian to provide the Department with detailed reports of testing 
progress and identify any trading partner issues.  

As shown in Figure 10-21, Team Noridian's 
use of the TOB online self-service tool for 
trading partner registration has improved 
customer satisfaction as trading partners 
appreciate the self-paced enrollment process. 
The use of Edifecs provides additional self-
service capabilities to trading partners; we 
have seen improved customer satisfaction 
associated with the automation of testing and 
decreased time required to move to production 
claims submission.  

Timely completion of EDI registration is 
historically an area requiring intense monitoring 
and is a source of risk to successful workload 
transitions. Our experience with the use of our 
online self-service tools provides assurance to 
the trading partner community and IME of a very 
smooth, seamless EDI transition. 

When electronic claims are received, they are in standard HIPAA compliant ANSI formats which require 
translation into the eCAMS native formats for release into the claims stream. Subsequently, they are 
treated like other claims in the adjudication process.  

eCAMS applies the same HIPAA-compliant rules to both paper and electronic claim submissions. Front-
end edits applied to all claim media types ensure 'bad' data does not enter the system. For instance, our 
system will not allow providers to use the incorrect claim type, nor does it allow providers not enrolled in 
Medicaid to submit claims. A provider can submit a batch of x12 837 claims through the Web Portal or 
Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The eCAMS claims submission process is designed to ensure 
regardless of the submission media, the claim information is transposed into an internal record layout to 
ensure claims are validated in a uniform manner. In the case of the rejection of a batch of EDI claims, a 
997 transaction is generated with a custom error report back to the submitter. A log file of the batch is 
retained. It contains the submitted file in its native state since it may be required for auditing, dispute, and 
recovery purpose. Electronic submissions must conform to EDI standards and providers are required to 
submit valid test claims in accordance with HIPAA and state guidelines, approved by the Department and 
registered through trading partner agreements. All data submitted on a claim, as well as derived attributes 
and updates, are stored for the lifetime of the claim record. Using the eCAMS EDI gateway feature, the 
entire claim record can be recreated based on the input file. 

Figure 10-21. Total OnBoarding Simplifies the 
Enrollment Process. TOB improves customer 
satisfaction with the self paced enrollment process. 
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All inbound claims, encounters, adjustments and void transactions are assigned unique control numbers to 
monitor, track and maintain document control. Criteria to identify each transaction as it is received will be 
identified during DDI with the Department. 

Team Noridian will provide an appropriate number of staff to assist the provider community, system 
vendors, billing agents, and clearinghouses with service and education via our established EDI helpdesk. 
Located within the IME, our agents are available to assist callers from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Central 
Time. Our staff will be diligent with problem solving when contacted regarding an issue requiring 
troubleshooting and subsequent problem resolution. All helpdesk agents have access to records of 
transmissions. Agents also have the option to escalate calls to second level support technicians for 
resolution of complex issues. All agents are educated, knowledge tested, and monitored for quality. We 
will work closely with the Provider Services contractor in order to coordinate site visits in the event 
resolution or education is not available to the provider via telephone support. 

10.10.3.4 Quality Control and Reporting 
RFP Section 8.1.9.3, Requirements h through i, m through n 

Timely and accurate payment is a key factor in provider participation, which in turn enhances the 
availability of services for Iowa members. As part of our operations management approach, Team 
Noridian has a robust Quality Management Plan to ensure these processes are followed and claims are 
paid timely and accurately. At the front line employee level, the Quality Control unit and operational 
management conduct routine, systematic individual quality assessments on employee work output, which 
will include prepayment and post payment reviews. This process is facilitated through the use of 
automated sampling using the RuleIT rules engine as well as automated sampling and electronic 
workflow in OnBase. As staff complete work products, samples are automatically identified and routed to 
work queues through the automated workflow for quality analyst review. Accuracy and adherence to 
established processing guidelines and policies are evaluated during quality assessments. These 
assessments identify needs for employee retraining and updating processing guidelines. Feedback and 
coaching are given to employees as a result of quality assessments. Processing errors identified through 
this inspection system are corrected to ensure correct processing and accurate payment of claims. 

The solution provides significantly improved analysis for decisions and provides transparency in 
assessing claims processing performance through ad hoc reporting, standard operational reports, and 
business and system dashboards. Our solution provides the information and reports necessary to satisfy 
Federal and State reporting requirements. Our integrated eCAMS HealthBeat dashboard provides online 
access to critical claims processing information, in a simple executive summary view as well as capturing 
detailed metrics. In addition, Team Noridian will maintain audit trails to provide information on who, 
when, and what changes were made. Besides offering these essential management insights to processing 
and inventory, these features provide a comprehensive picture claims processing history to support 
provider or member inquiries about claims disposition. HealthBeat will also provide Team Noridian, 
along with the Department, a manner in which to view the control totals of all EDI transmitted files and 
verify all submitted records are loaded on the file. 

Team Noridian will continue to provide a weekly report of providers on Post-Service Pre-Payment 
Monitoring (PPM) identifying claim volume, denials, approvals in numbers and dollars, and specific 
reasons for denial. This reporting capability will provide for trending over time. Additionally, this unit 
will also be responsible for post payment claim reviews. Our online MMIS Project Portal provides 
authorized users with the capability of generating a broad variety of ad hoc reports. These self-generated 
report requests, including claims data, can be sorted, filtered, and exported to desktop applications, such 
as Excel, to provide immediate results for analysis, thereby reducing the dependence on the systems 
group to generate reports.  
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Team Noridian has formal policies and procedures in place regarding segregation of duties. Segregation is 
established through various teams within each area. In addition, within each of these main teams, 
numerous smaller teams exist with assigned functional operations. This will be employed and enforced 
for the prepayment and post payment review processes to ensure it is not possible for the same staff 
members to conduct both a prepayment and post payment review for the same provider or claims.  

Team Noridian will work with the Department to finalize the procedures for both of these payment 
reviews to ensure the procedures meet Department expectations. 

10.10.4 Performance Standards 
RFP Section 8.1.9.4, Requirements a through n 

Team Noridian understands the success of claims receipt and control depends on regular monitoring of 
the contractor to determine the established performance standards are being met. Performance standards 
will be documented, reviewed, approved, and monitored between Team Noridian and the Department 
through performance metrics. The new MMIS will provide the necessary data, which will be used to 
verify the standards are being met. eCAMS will support the Department by providing operational and 
performance data plus reports for providing visibility and insight into the claims processing business area 
performance characteristics. 

Our solution includes an exceptional internal quality control. Samples of workloads will be monitored for 
quality. The staff is able to receive feedback in case errors are found and corrected. We will provide further 
training, if necessary, to reduce error rates and ensure the Department is receiving a quality service. 

Team Noridian uses a performance dashboard, eCAMS HealthBeat, to monitor performance. The 
performance dashboard monitors and inspects appropriate measures, such as inventory levels and 
transaction processing timeliness, which position Team Noridian to meet the performance expectations. 
This inspection and identification of high inventory levels is an important step to meeting the overall 
performance requirements. Team Noridian can quickly address and reduce high inventory levels that, if 
not reduced, may jeopardize timely performance.  

eCAMS HealthBeat will report data as it is extracted from other systems. The following systems will be 
used to gather reporting information: 

OnBase and Transform 

 Team Noridian will log, image and assign a unique control number to every claim, attachment and 
adjustment and or void, prior authorization and other documents submitted by providers within one 
business day of receipt. The image of the claim will be viewable within the MMIS within one 
business day.  

 Team Noridian will return hard copy and clean claims that fail the prescreening process within one 
business day of receipt and produce facsimiles of electronic claims within one business day of receipt.  

 Team Noridian will provide access to imaged documents to all users within one business day of 
completion of the imaging. Response time for accessing imaged documents at the desktop will not 
exceed ten seconds. Imaged claims will be immediately available for processing and viewing.  

 Team Noridian will data enter ninety-eight percent of all hard copy claims and adjustment and or void 
requests within five business days of receipt.  

eCAMS 

 Team Noridian will maintain at least a ninety-six percent keying accuracy rate for data entered 
documents and maintain a ninety-nine percent accuracy rate for electronic claims receipt and 
transmission.  

 We will produce and provide to the Department all daily, weekly and monthly claims entry statistics 
reports within one business day of production of the reports. 
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 We will return an electronic receipt and /or notification for claims submitted electronically within 
four business hours of receipt. 

 All EDI claims, including Medicare crossover claims, will be processed in the next daily cycle after 
receipt from provider. 

 Ninety-five percent of all provider claims will be able to clear EDI editing and continue to be 
uploaded and processed in the system. 

Team Noridian will also be responsible for maintaining all operational procedure manuals and updating 
these according to the Department standards. Our rigorous process for creation of thorough 
documentation ensures all processes and procedures are written in a standard method using an online 
archive system. This system allows for directives to be updated in real time without the time consuming 
process of a paper based manual system. 

10.11 Claims Adjudication   
RFP Section 8.1.10 

The combination of CNSI’s certified successful implementations in the states of Michigan and 
Washington and Noridian's in depth understanding and experience with the IME will bring the 
Department a proven and mature claims processing framework for adjudicating claims and 
maintaining pricing modules.  

Since 2005, we have had claims adjudication and payment determination responsibility for the Iowa 
Medicaid Enterprise. Since the beginning of the contract, we have streamlined our processes and automated 
many functions to include mailroom operations, claims entry, adjudication, adjustment processing, and 
claims payment functions which apply to the IME claims processing requirements. Team Noridian has been 
highly successful in processing claims for government programs since 1966, with similar commercial claims 
processing experience dating back more than 70 years. From our long-standing health care administration 
history, we have amassed extensive knowledge and experience in all aspects of health care claims 
processing, including the largely manual functions of mailroom, imaging and data capture, credits, 
adjustments, re-submissions, general provider correspondence, and overpayment requests. This overall set 
of healthcare experience has supported our success in processing Iowa Medicaid claims.  

We have decades of successful experience with the following: 

 Verifying member eligibility for services and using a range of provider IDs (both National Provider 
Identifier (NPI) and legacy IDs) for coverage/payment 

 Processing claims using edits, audits, and automatic transaction generators 
 Generating letters to providers for additional or clarifying information to complete pending claims 
 Performing medical review of services to comply with specific policies and program guidelines 
 Responding to provider and member written and phone inquiries 
 Processing preauthorization requests for services 
 Retaining all claims data and audit trails 
 Producing all requisite reports 
 Supporting state and federal investigators to develop cases through utilization review, fraud detection, 

and analysis 
 Performing coordination of benefits 
 Producing payment files, electronic and paper payments, and remittance advices (RA) 

Additionally, Team Noridian has historically increased productivity, accuracy, accountability, security, 
and compliance in virtually every area of its operations. The integration of automation and technology 
facilitates process improvements, reduces process variation, and improves accuracy. As a matter of 
policy, Team Noridian is committed to introducing automation where it effectively yields positive 
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business results. This commitment will extend to the claims and encounters operations, subject to the 
Department’s prior approval.  

We use automation and technology to obtain: 

 Higher quality and accuracy levels 
 Improved timeliness 
 Greater knowledge of and adherence to privacy and security  
 Reduced costs 
 Improved compliance and audit safeguards 

Our innovative use of electronic document imaging and workflow automation has resulted in significant 
increase in efficiencies and enhanced quality. Our expertise with OnBase, Hyland Software’s electronic 
document management and workflow system, has virtually eliminated the distribution of paper 
documents and forms throughout our entire processing environment. As described in detail in our Claims 
Receipt section, we control, log, and scan all incoming correspondence including written inquiries, 
service authorizations, claims, and provider enrollment applications into OnBase, and electronically 
distribute these documents through the OnBase workflow management system to the appropriate 
processing functions (e.g., service authorizations, provider written inquiries, and enrollment). A paperless 
environment provides for multiple benefits for the Department. It dramatically improves timeliness, 
creates better internal controls, provides better customer service, and reduces overall costs.  

10.11.1 Activities 
RFP Section 8.1.10.1, Requirements a through i 

Team Noridian has the experience and understanding of the Department's needs for all claims entered into 
the MMIS to be processed per IME's Medicaid guidelines, along with control of attachments required for 
adjudication in order to maintain the integrity of the process. Our experience, along with our proven 
processes and systems are demonstrative in our ability to be successful in adjudicating every valid claim 
submitted by an enrolled provider, while capturing all inputs accurately and timely. For example, we 
average 6.4 days from receipt to payment of claims which has reflected in a most favorable manner on the 
annual IME Provider Satisfaction Survey. We will continue to provide accurate and complete registers 
and audit trails of all processing activities. Team Noridian will continue to review daily reports of 
suspended claims and monitor the age of claims. In 2010, we worked 99.83% of the suspended claims we 
were responsible for (145,567) in under 6 days for the State of Iowa's Medicaid program. Noridian 
worked 99.96% (255280) of adjustment requests received in 6 business days or less in 2010 (current 
performance requirement is 10 business days). Regarding our internal quality control process, we have 
received 100% of points for keying accuracy of data entered documents since 2005. 

All attachments submitted with claims, remain with the claims to be worked by the appropriate unit 
(Medical Services or Core-Noridian). Edits will post that require attachments for various types of services 
to be reviewed, to determine if the claim is payable.  

For claims that post edits related to timely filing, the claim attachment is reviewed to see if a TPL EOB is 
attached to show a TPL delay in processing. If a TPL delay exists, the edit will be forced (TPL EOBs are 
not used in any other way, we do not currently key amounts from the EOB unless it is submitted on the 
claim itself). Medicare EOMBs are reviewed when determining if a service that was denied by Medicare 
is payable by Medicaid or to force timely filing edits when there was a delay in Medicare processing. 

Attachments for procedure consent forms remain with the claim they were submitted with, and are used 
by the Medical Services unit to process any edits associated with the claim where these types of 
attachments are required (Typically based off of the procedure and/or diagnosis code). Prior authorization 
treatment plan attachments are treated in the same manner.  
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Team Noridian’s capabilities align directly with the Department’s expectations to maintain control over all 
transactions during their entire processing cycle while also monitoring, tracking, and maintaining positive 
control over the location of claims, adjustments, and financial transactions from receipt to final disposition.  

10.11.2 State Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.10.2, Requirement a 

Team Noridian's approach to system design is a highly collaborative effort with close coordination 
between the Department and Team Noridian. Team Noridian will also prioritize collaboration with 
vendors in regards to implementing policies, along with system design and testing. These relationships 
are valuable and Team Noridian prides itself in this best of breed contracting model. 

The Department will support Team Noridian by providing state-specific business rules for processing 
HIPAA transactions, approve the request for EFT for the scheduled provider payment cycle, adjudicating 
and paying claims, processing recoupments and recoveries, processing COB transactions, adjudicating 
encounters, processing 1099s, and resolving suspended claims. The Department will also provide State 
vehicles for the courier service. 

Team Noridian understands the success of the MMIS depends on regular monitoring of the contractor to 
determine if the established performance standards are being met. Performance standards will be 
documented, reviewed, approved, and monitored between Team Noridian and the Department through 
performance metrics. The MMIS will provide the necessary data, which will be used to verify the 
standards are being met. The MMIS will support the Department by providing operational and 
performance data plus reports for providing visibility and insight into the claims processing business area 
performance characteristics.  

Team Noridian, and the Department, will use a performance dashboard, eCAMS HealthBeat, to monitor 
performance. The performance dashboard monitors and inspects appropriate measures, such as inventory 
levels, in order to position Team Noridian to meet the performance expectations. This inspection and 
identification of high inventory levels is an important step to meeting the overall performance 
requirements. Team Noridian can quickly address and reduce high inventory levels that, if not reduced, 
impair timely performance.  

10.11.3 Contractor Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.10.3  

Team Noridian recognizes the needs of the Department for a claims processing solution-supporting 
compliance of HIPAA 5010 transactions. This solution must be an efficient claims adjudication engine 
addressing both paper and electronic HIPAA-compliant claims while minimizing paper driven processes, 
having the ability to adjudicate encounter claims, and increased pricing transparency and accuracy for 
claims payment. Team Noridian's extensive knowledge, experience, and understanding of all facets of the 
claims processing business area coupled with a user-controlled, business rule-driven, and Web-centric 
solution of the MMIS will provide a flexible solution to meet the needs of the Department. The MMIS 
will serve as a flexible health care platform to support future Federal and State health initiatives well into 
the foreseeable future.  

10.11.3.1 Overview 
RFP Section 8.1.10.3, Requirements a through d, g, h, k, z, cc 

Claims adjudication and claim adjustments are a core part of the new MMIS being proposed by Team 
Noridian, and eCAMS provides a comprehensive claims administration framework with maximized 
automation. Providers and members are impacted positively by our ability to receive a claim, process the 
claim correctly, and adjudicate the claim timely and accurately. We have proven processes in place 
pertaining to credits and adjustments to ensure they are processed, resulting in accurate provider payment. 
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Team Noridian also has experience processing capitation payments for programs such as non emergency 
medical transportation (NEMT) and program of all inclusive care for the elderly (PACE). Besides 
offering these essential insights to processing and inventory, our solution also provides a comprehensive 
picture claims processing history to support the Department, provider, or member inquiries about claims 
disposition. Both the member and the provider expect accurate and timely claim resolution, and Team 
Noridian will meet these expectations through its innovative and disciplined approaches.  

The Team Noridian solution is a combination of a successful management approach, a highly trained and 
effective operations team, and a robust automated claims processing engine which has the flexibility to 
configure adjudication rules and work management rules for the vast majority of changes, without the 
labor intensive and costly programming efforts normally associated with legacy-type systems. The core of 
the processing solution is the RuleIT rules engine which acts as both a Medicaid adjudication rules 
repository and an adjudication rules engine. As a centralized adjudication rules repository, RuleIT houses 
the adjudication rules tied to fee for service (FFS) claims, encounters, and crossover claims. The eCAMS 
transfer system unique “continuous flow processing” model facilitates claims to be processed constantly, 
both in peak and non-peak hours, and is composed of single-cycle processing encompassing current and 
history edits. This is in sharp contrast to the legacy system, which must execute a daily cycle and a 
weekly cycle to perform history edits and audits. eCAMS provides the flexibility to implement 
Department policies and Federal mandates with minimal implementation time and cost, do "what ifs" to 
determine the impact of a proposed edit or audit, and provide a platform to perform impact analysis on 
implemented rules. 

Noridian, as the current IME contractor has never missed a payment cycle. As well, Team Noridian’s 
eCAMS solution has never missed a payment cycle in all three states in which it has been implemented, 
and it provides payments in a timely manner. Team Noridian will use this sophisticated claims system to 
ensure all payment cycles are run on a weekly basis or as requested by the Department. eCAMS supports 
disbursement of more than $18 billion in Medicaid payments. It achieves timely payment processing 
through the eCAMS claims adjudication framework, supported by the RuleIT rules engine. RuleIT holds 
all adjudication flows tied to FFS, encounter, and crossover claim processing. RuleIT provides the 
transparency and ability for the policy and business units to compose, understand, and perform impact 
analysis on the adjudication. eCAMS has been benchmarked to process more than 330 million claims a 
year and currently processes large-scale claim volumes in both the Michigan and Washington 
implementations. RuleIT is a Medicaid vertical rules engine with prebuilt Medicaid vocabularies and 
common Medicaid edits permitting Team Noridian to quickly transpose rules from the legacy MMIS. 
eCAMS also supports a wide range of pricing rules, including code-specific rates, provider rates, recipient 
rates, group rates, and taxonomy rates. eCAMS supports inpatient diagnosis-related group (DRG) and 
APC rates through 3M’s APC Grouper Plus software. 

Team Noridian and the eCAMS system maintain five years of adjudicated claims history online. All 
claims for once in a lifetime procedures will always be stored and not discarded at any time. Any 
converted adjudicated claims history will be available in an off-line format which is easily retrievable.  

Team Noridian will also be responsible for maintaining all operational procedure manuals and updating 
these according to Department standards. Our rigorous process for creation of thorough documentation 
ensures all processes and procedures are written in a standard method using an online archive system. 
This system allows for directives to be updated in real time without the time consuming process of a 
paper based manual system. 

10.11.3.2 Claim Edit and Audit Processing 
RFP Section 8.1.10.3, Requirements c, f, o, x 

Because claims processing ends with a payment or denial for services billed, it is the area of highest 
visibility and most exposure to our customers: the Department, providers and members. Providers and 
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members are directly affected by our ability to receive a claim, process the claim correctly, and adjudicate 
the claim timely and accurately. Both the member and the provider expect accurate and timely payments, 
and Team Noridian will meet these expectations through its innovative and disciplined approaches.  

Team Noridian has been very successful in implementing process improvements reducing the time and 
labor required to process claims and supporting documents, while reducing error rates and improving 
overall provider satisfaction. We understand timely and accurate payment is a key factor in provider 
participation, which in turn enhances the availability of services for members. 

Our claims operations manager will be responsible for the claims operations unit and will facilitate and 
operate the activities to ensure proper intake of all incoming documents and the efficient processing and 
correct adjudication of all claim transactions according to Department business rules. The logic is 
maintained in the rules engine and can be easily customized to handle the Department's approval of 
specific edit parameters.  

The Claims Adjudication business process is the core of this solution, and the eCAMS transfer system 
provides a comprehensive claims administration framework with maximized automation. Tracking 
monitors are set up at various points in the process flow to track transactions within that business process. 
For example, eCAMS monitors transactions at different levels, such as claims file level, individual claim 
level, and fund allocation level. The monitors are configurable in terms of setting priorities of different 
types of claim transactions (e.g., fresh claims, recycled claims, and adjusted claims). These configurable 
monitors provide a real-time adjudication tracking of claims in the system for provider and Department 
staff to trend via HealthBeat. 

The loading process validates, translates, and loads each claim into the adjudication tables for the 
adjudication engine to pick up the claim. eCAMS processes claims using a continuous flow processing 
methodology. During the loading process, if there is any failure, a negative TA1 and 997 will be 
generated and reported back to the submitter. Upon successful loading of claims, they are flagged as 
available for adjudication. Claims entered online through the Web Portal are edited as they are entered for 
validation edits and then are ready for adjudication. 

eCAMS uses continuous flow processing as compared to specific batch cycles thereby enabling a more 
responsive claim processing function. Claims move through a series of steps in a sequence, allowing 
verification and validation at each step, including submission validation, loading, available for loading, 
processing, edits processed, and account assigned. The processing is continuous; each step continuously 
monitors for its inbound queue and moves claims to its outbound queue after completing the processing 
of its step.  

Claims adjudication flow of edits and pricing methodologies are executed in the rules engine. The rules 
engine first loads the member, provider, and reference information, as well as service authorization, if 
present on the claim data. After loading the data, the system derives the claim type. Based on the claim 
type and input medium of the claim, the system reads the disposition tables to decide what set of edits 
need to be executed for the claim at hand. The system then executes each group of edits (e.g., provider 
edits, member edits) and pricing in sequence. The system starts with claim data elements validity edits 
followed by member and provider edits. We will identify potential and existing TPL edits (including 
Medicare) and avoid paying claims where the service is covered by a third party. If minimum elements 
are present for pricing, the claim is priced. After pricing, the final flow contains history edits tied to 
duplicate, conflict, service limits, and service authorization. After eCAMS executes the history claims-
related edits, the claim disposition is set. 

Edit definitions are configured either in the reference services area or in the rules engine. When the 
system denies or suspends a claim due to a history edit, the historical claim, for which the current claim is 
denied or suspended, is available online and readily available for the claims specialists or customer 
service representative. Figure 10-22 demonstrates the claims adjudication flow. 
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Figure 10-22. FFS Claims Adjudication Flow. eCAMS Claims Adjudication sequence flow can handle 
various groups of edits. 
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Department business rules are stored in the RuleIT, rules engine. Approximately 80 percent of the edits 
and audits reside in RuleIT and are available to authorized users through online screens to view, update, 
and approve. A significant benefit to the Department is the system is delivered with all existing Federal 
rules. Additional Department specific rules (edits and audits) can be supported, as needed. As shown in 
Figure 10-23, claim adjudication processing rules are presented in narrative form to facilitate a clear 
understanding of the business logic. 

 

Figure 10-23. The RuleIT Rules Engine. Business rules are displayed in narrative form facilitating the 
authorized users’ ability to view, update, and approve Department claims adjudication rules. 

Edits related to specific policies are grouped in the rules engine based on a logical grouping of those 
policies. For example, there is a suite of duplicate claims edits to execute Department policies on exact or 
suspect duplicates for the same or different provider claims. 

Authorized users can view, update, and approve edit settings online in RuleIT. Edit criteria can be set to 
establish age, gender, and service limitations; and rules can vary by program, benefit, and claims type. 
Authorized users can define the fields applicable to duplicate edits. These rule changes will be controlled 
through Department approved change management procedures, including comprehensive regression 
testing capabilities. 
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Figure 10-24. eCAMS Error Code Details. The eCAMS Error Code Details screen displays options for 
setting error codes including disposition and forcible indicator. 

Historical date sensitive business rules and reference data, including start and end dates, are retained in 
the database for seven years. 

Claims flow through a hierarchy of edits. They are first validated against benefit plan coverage for 
eligible members, associated provider contracts, reimbursement rates, covered services, and cost-sharing 
information. Appropriate authorizations and referrals are checked; claim fields are validated against 
reference data; additional complex claim editing, including TPL and share of cost is performed; until 
finally passing through audit and duplicate check criteria and financial edits to set an adjudication status 
of paid, denied, or suspended for further review with or without notification to the provider. Claims can 
be set to suspend for a designated period. Authorization editing includes applying cutbacks, and updates 
are performed to record member accumulated utilization amounts for limited services. The system 
supports processing for multiple modifiers on the same claim line. Individual claim lines can process to a 
payment status, while other lines on the document are set to suspend or deny. 
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eCAMS provides online access to claims in suspense that require manual review. Claims specialists are 
assigned to specific locations and claims types to resolve suspended claims according to their assigned 
security role and user profile established in the eCAMS administration component. Currently workload is 
grouped by edit type and locations are assigned to a claims specialist according to their assigned security 
role and user profile. For instance, verification type edits (reviewing for potential data entry errors) are in 
one location (state id errors, procedure and dx code errors, etc). Each claims specialist is assigned a group 
of locations to work in daily. The assignments are changed every 3 months. A daily report is reviewed 
that is distributed to claims staff showing the amount of work in a given location. The report is broken out 
by claim age so the claims specialists know to work any old items first. Figure 10-25 shows the eCAMS 
screen used to assign suspense examiners to a location and claim type.  

 

Figure 10-25. Administration Suspense Location and Claim Type. The Claims Supervisor identifies the 
locations and claim types suspense examiners are authorized to resolve. 
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Level I and level II claims specialists retrieve and resolve suspended claims queued to their assigned 
queue within the system. Figure 10-26 shows the eCAMS Resolve Claims List screen to select suspended 
claims for resolution. If the claims specialist has identified additional edits after the claim has been 
worked, eCAMS will allow this editing to be done immediately. This is a significant process 
improvement to the current system as it requires an adjudication cycle to take place before the claim can 
be edited. Additionally, special payment circumstances will be researched and the claims specialist will 
determine the proper payment amount for the service based on the results. These claims are sorted in the 
mailroom and scanned as a 'special batch' claim type to be worked by senior staff members. The research 
involves reviewing the attachments to determine how to process the claim. The attachment is either an 
'Exception to Policy' (ETP) letter written by a Department person or a special batch instruction sheet 
attached to the claim. 

 

Figure 10-26. eCAMS Resolve Errors. Suspense resolution options for assigning claim disposition, denial 
reason codes, and remittance remarks. 

Team Noridian will continue to recycle eligibility and ISIS authorization for the determined amount of 
days as requested by the state before we deny the claims. Eligibility is for 29 days and ISIS is for 7 days. 
Once this time frame has been reached without receiving an update, we will deny the claim. 
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10.11.3.3 Claim Pricing 
RFP Section 8.1.10.3, Requirements e, h through j, l through u 

eCAMS currently supports complex pricing logic in multiple MMIS implementations and it includes 
single and multiple modifiers. The modifier based pricing rules are defined in RuleIT, including the 
precedence of modifiers in cases of multiple modifiers. eCAMS supports 78 pricing methodologies, 
including single and multiple modifier based pricing methodologies. 

 ABCD Dental Fee Schedule 
 APC 
 APC Discounted 
 ASC Pricing 
 Admin Day Rate 
 Anesthesia 
 Automated Lab Test Pricing 
 Bilateral Surgery Reduction 
 Bundled Procedure Code 
 Bundled Revenue Code 
 CBSA Member 
 CBSA Provider 
 DOH Supplied Vaccine 
 DRG 
 DRG High Outlier 
 DRG High Outlier Ratable Factored 
 DRG High Outlier Ratable Factored and Psych 

Base Rate Adjustment 
 DRG Low Outlier 
 DRG Out-of-State 
 DRG Out-of-State High Outlier 
 DRG Ratable Factored 
 DRG Ratable Factored and PsychBase Rate 

Adjustment 
 DRG Transfer 
 DRG Transfer High Outlier  
 DRG Transfer High Outlier Ratable Factored 
 DRG Transfer Ratable Factored 
 Dental Fee Schedule (Adult) 
 Endoscopic Surgery Reduction 
 FQHC Encounter Rate 
 Fixed Case Rate 
 Foster Kids Enhancement 
 High Risk OB Enhancement 
 Hospice Care Center Daily Rate 
 Hospice Nursing Home Daily Rate 
 IP Pain Rate 
 Intra-Operative Rate 
 LTAC 
 Lab Panel Pricing 

 Managed Care Price 
 MSA Member 
 MSA Provider 
 Manually Priced 
 Maximum Amount 
 Maximum Facility Amount Maximum Non-

Facility Amount 
 Military 
 Multiple Surgery Reduction 
 OPPS Fee Schedule  
 Out of State OPPS 
 Out of State RCC  
 Outpatient Departmental Waited Cost to 

Charges 
 Outpatient Fee Schedule 
 POS NDC Priced 
 Per Diem 
 Per Diem High Outlier 
 Per Diem High Outlier Ratable Factored  
 Per Diem Out-of-State 
 Per Diem Out-of-State High Outlier 
 Per Diem Ratable Factored 
 Percent of Charge 
 Post-Operative Rate 
 Pre-Operative Rate 
 Priced as Billed 
 QMB – Only 
 RCC 
 RCC CAH 
 RCC CAH Ratable Factored 
 RCC CPE 
 RCC Out-of-State 
 RCC Psych Base Rate Adjustment 
 RCC Ratable Factored  
 RHC Encounter Rate 
 RHC Encounter Rate Outpatient Crossover 
 Rural OB Care Enhancement 
 Special Contract Out-of-State 
 Trauma Enhancement 
 Youth Rate 

The eCAMS suite of pricing methodologies would require minor modifications to meet the Department 
pricing policies.  
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eCAMS will deduct spenddown and patient liability amounts, when they exist on the member file. 
Spenddown amounts will be deducted on a 'first claim in' basis. Once a member has met their spenddown 
requirements, claims for services the member is eligible for will process without pulling any additional 
amounts. The Department will have access to update spenddown amounts as needed to ensure that the 
appropriate amounts are getting applied. eCAMS supports Medicare pricing for Part A and Part B 
crossover claims using two methodologies: 

 Pay co-insurance and deductibles 
 Pay the difference between the lesser of Medicare allowed amount and Medicaid allowed amount, 

and Medicare Paid Amount 

Claims where patient liability exists will be processed according to the information submitted in the long-
term care (LTC) span. Patient liability is deducted based on the provider number assigned and the date 
span. Processed claims meeting these criteria will pull a patient liability until the dollar amount has been 
met. Team Noridian understands patient liability amounts can differ between first month and ongoing 
months. We will also ensure claims not meeting the criteria for processing are denied, for example: the 
nursing facility submitting the claim does not match the facility on the member file. In this case the claim 
will deny and no patient liability will be applied to the claim. Updates to a member’s patient liability will 
be accepted at any time and adjustments will be processed to ensure the correct amount is always 
reflected within the MMIS. 

 Cost avoidance during adjudication. In cases where the insurance type present on the client file 
covers a service, eCAMS denies the claim with the appropriate edit. The service code coverage TPL 
matrix with respect to insurance type is maintained in the reference services area under the group 
structure as shown in Figure 10-27. 

 

Figure 10-27. TPL Cost Avoidance Matrix. Services covered under an insurance coverage are 
configurable via the above screens. 
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 Cost avoidance post payment. eCAMS flags claims for follow-up during adjudication, based on a 
specific disposition, which is set on the edit screen. When an edit is posted on a claim during adjudication, 
the disposition is set on the edit and is stamped on the claim. Figure 10-28 illustrates the disposition screen 
where setting an appropriate disposition drives adjudication to flag the claim for post payment follow up. 

 

Figure 10-28. Edit Dispositions Screen. eCAMS flags claims for post-processing follow-up. 

 Application of patient liability amount during claims pricing. eCAMS gathers the patient liability 
amounts in the case of nursing homes claims and applies these amounts on the claim to calculate the 
final payment amount. Figure 10-29 shows the patient liability amount present on the claim and 
available on the claim inquiry screen. 

 

Figure 10-29. Claims Detail Screen. Support for multiple amount fields such as total charge, net charge, 
TPL amount, allowed amount, reimbursed amount, manual price amount, and patient liability amount. 
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eCAMS supports offset service plan payments for HCBS waivers (e.g., claims by provider) by any 
existing monthly client participation amount.  

In order to accurately calculate payment, eCAMS supports rates to be set up for the elements, including 
one or multiple modifiers, and their combinations, as shown. 

 APC Code 
 Charge mode 
 Claim Type 
 Member Age 
 Member ID 
 County 
 Date of Service 
 DRG Code 
 Facility/Non-Facility 
 Group-of-Service Codes 

 Modifier Code 
 Place of Service 
 Procedure Code 
 Program Code 
 Provider Location ID 
 Provider NPI 
 Revenue Code 
 Taxonomy  
 Patient Class 

eCAMS supports suspending a claim based on a manual price indicator. eCAMS allows the person 
resolving the claim to key in the manual price amount at the claim header and line level.  

The eCAMS adjudication engine posts edit 03185 – procedure code requires manual price, for the service 
codes where the manual price indicator is set in the reference services area or there is no rate maintained 
in rate settings for the code, claim type, and date of service on the claim. The logic is maintained in 
RuleIT and can be easily customized to handle the Department’s specific parameters.  

Once the claim is suspended and assigned to the medical service unit for resolving the claim, the manual 
price can be keyed into the claim. eCAMS executes screen-level editing when a claims processor enters 
an invalid manual price amount at the claim/encounter header or line. The system makes sure the manual 
price is a valid amount. 

eCAMS currently employs these pricing methodologies in other implementations and has a separate 
adjudication flow for crossover claims in RuleIT rules engine. eCAMS will enable Team Noridian to 
support processing of medically needy claims having exceeded the spenddown amount. 

In the case of a member having a blended aid type of IowaCare/Family Planning, for example, the MMIS 
will be programmed so a member with this blended aid type would only pay for claims associated 
with IowaCare guidelines from an IowaCare provider, or a claim that comes in for family planning 
meeting the Family Planning guidelines. The MMIS will edit against any other claim type not associated 
to these two programs and deny those. 

Team Noridian will also monitor, and recommend to the Department, the need for additional potential 
edits as they are identified. 

10.11.3.4 Claim Suspense Resolution Processing 
RFP Section 8.1.10.3, Requirements v, w, y, aa, bb, dd, through ff 

Team Noridian will continue to use our dedicated staff, trained and experienced within the IME, for all 
claims activities, including the suspended claim resolution process. The Department will have access to 
all of Team Noridian's online manuals to ensure they are updated as changes are made. This will include 
process manuals as well as an online resolution manual. 

Privileges related to authority rights, such as overrides of claim edits are configured through online security 
configuration by a designated application super administrator in accordance with the Department guidelines. 
Each and every override is tracked and recorded to the user, ensuring a complete audit trail is maintained. 

Timely filing edits are posted if a claim is received 365 days from the date of service (currently tracked by 
the Julian receipt date versus the date of service). Claims that have NOD (notice of decision), TPL delays 
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EOBs, or ETP's attached are automatically considered payable. All timely filing edits are worked using the 
Department approved guidelines. Overrides may be requested by the Department for special circumstances. 

Suspended claims, when released, go through the claims adjudication flow again prior to moving to final 
adjudication. The resolved/released claims go through online real-time claim adjudication to ensure there 
are no other related edits that must be corrected before completing the claim. eCAMS provides online 
access to claims in suspense requiring manual review. Claims specialists are assigned to specific locations 
and claim types to resolve suspended claims according to their assigned security role and user profile 
established in the eCAMS administration component.  

Staff retrieve and resolve suspended claims queued to their assigned work location. Figure 10-30 shows 
the eCAMS Resolve Claims List screen to select suspended claims for resolution.  

 

Figure 10-30. eCAMS Resolve Claims List. Claim Specialists have filter options to select claims 
according to their assigned data control center location and claim type. 

Suspended claims are reviewed and corrected online following Department-approved edit and audit 
correction procedures and operational procedures. Claim specialists will be assigned work-queues 
depending on their experience and level. They can approve, deny, or override an edit if the forcible 
indicator is set for the edit.  

Privileges related to authority rights, such as overrides of claim edits, are configured through online 
security configuration by a designated application super administrator. Each and every override is tracked 
and recorded to the user, ensuring a complete audit trail is maintained.  

Suspended claims, when released, go through the claims adjudication flow again prior to moving to final 
adjudication. The resolved/released claims go through online real-time claim adjudication to ensure there 
are no other related edits needing to be corrected before completing the claim.  

For manual pricing, medical review, and professional staff resolution, Team Noridian will work closely 
with the Department during DDI to ensure suspense resolution processing conforms to requirements and 
policies for medical review and post-service pre payment monitoring (PPM). eCAMS has the suspense 
resolution features and flexibility to accommodate efficient and accurate control system for requests and 
follow-up procedures to obtain data. 

The MMIS provides HIPAA-compliant processes for coordination of benefits (COB) with third parties. It 
also includes integrated, robust document tracking and case management support, as well as query and 
report tools, to maximize opportunities for the identification of program liabilities, recovery of funds from 
third parties, and payment of insurance premiums for certain beneficiaries.  
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Our Third Party Liability (TPL) operations management supports all of the following:  

 Maintenance of third party resource data for Iowa members 
 Performance of cost-avoidance and recovery claims processing against third party information 
 Processing of accounting transactions in support of fund recovery from third parties and  
 Processing of premium payments 

Team Noridian's expert resources bring in-depth experience to TPL cost avoidance and recovery 
processing from a broad range of MMIS and Medicare contracts. Cost avoidance activities include 
denying or reducing payments through the use of TPL-related claim information within the MMIS. Team 
Noridian recognizes the importance of accurate information to ensure Medicaid is the payer of last resort.  

Upon receipt of TPL and other health coverage information electronically from the Department, our 
systems operations staff updates MMIS member and TPL information in the MMIS , which will then 
appropriately identify any future claims to be denied. After each payment cycle, the systems operations 
unit runs background processes that automatically select all claims for members (1) with newly 
discovered third party insurance, (2) with existing third party insurance, and (3) potential trauma, 
accident, workmen’s compensation, or other TPL for third party billings. 

The system interfaces with member eligibility and third party liability data resources and houses the 
information for all Iowa members. The system will prepare retroactive fee-for-service (FFS) claim 
submissions to third parties for any services paid while the member had concurrent third party coverage. 
Currently, this file is downloaded for production on manual forms and for TPL operations. Team 
Noridian will produce an electronic file for submission to third parties. 

Our claims unit will review claims suspended for error codes related to TPL. If there are no entry errors, 
operational instructions are followed to adjudicate the claim for payment or denial by examining other 
error codes set on the claim and detailed information in the attachments. Team Noridian is intimately 
familiar with these types of suspense examination procedures and conducts similar processing for its 
state, federal, and commercial health care contracts.  

Specific diagnosis codes can also be flagged with a system identifier when requested by the Department, 
to enable the system to execute background processing on a scheduled basis or on user request to create 
potential trauma lead cases for further research. When a claim is found with the specific diagnosis code, 
the flag generates an alert to the revenue collection unit. This control and tracking feature allows for the 
precise selection of paid claims for post payment recovery. TPL leads will be generated when a provider 
indicates TPL on a claim but no TPL on the member file exists. Team Noridian will work with the 
Department staff to align the criteria with the Department's needs to generate these cases. 

The eCAMS transfer solution automates the business processes used to track cases for revenue collection. 
Screens are available to establish organization entities such as carriers, casualty, and workers’ 
compensation and further to associate these organizations with other entities such as a taxing authority, 
garnishment placer, lien holder, union employer, attorney, or trustee. This enables a case to be related to 
one or more other cases, allowing staff to view the accounts receivables across all related cases. A case 
can be retrieved by searching on one entity or type of organization regardless of organization type. 

Improved case identification and management reduces turnaround time for recoveries and supports 
consistency in communication with a member’s representative by providing the ability to identify 
linkages between entities and associate a case to a member’s representative, enter follow up notes, and 
automatically generate correspondence. When there is an indication of third party coverage received on a 
claim but no indication of third party coverage on the member file, as is often the case, we identify this 
member and create an electronic report of newly identified potential member third party coverage. If 
required, the system is capable of automatic generation of a health insurance questionnaire for the 
member to provide additional information related to any other health coverage. 
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10.11.4 Performance Standards 
RFP Section 8.1.10.4, Requirements a through i 

Team Noridian understands the success of the program depends on regular monitoring of contractors to 
determine the established performance standards are being met. Performance standards will be 
documented, reviewed, approved, and monitored between Team Noridian and the Department through 
performance metrics. The core MMIS will provide the necessary data, which will be used to verify that 
the performance metrics are being met. The eCAMS will support the Department by providing 
operational and performance data plus reports for providing visibility and insight into the claims 
processing business area performance characteristics. 

Team Noridian uses a performance dashboard, eCAMS HealthBeat, to monitor performance. The 
performance dashboard monitors and inspects appropriate measures, such as inventory levels and 
transaction processing timeliness, which position Team Noridian to meet the performance expectations. 
This inspection and identification of high inventory levels is an important step to meeting the overall 
performance requirements. Team Noridian can quickly address and reduce high inventory levels that, if 
not reduced, may jeopardize timely performance.  

eCAMS HealthBeat will report data as it is extracted from other systems. The following systems will be 
used to gather reporting information: 

OnBase 

  Team Noridian will ensure all imaged claims are immediately available for processing and viewing.  

eCAMS  

 Ninety percent of all clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within 20 calendar days 
of receipt.  

 Ninety-nine percent of all clean claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within 60 calendar 
days of receipt.  

 One hundred percent of all claims must be adjudicated for payment or denial within 120 calendar 
days of receipt.  

 One hundred percent of all clean provider-initiated adjustment requests must be adjudicated within 10 
business days of receipt.  

 Claims processed in error must be reprocessed within 10 business days of identification of the error or 
upon a schedule approved by the state.  

The Department will have access to all of Team Noridian's online manuals to ensure they are updated as 
changes are made. This will include process manuals as well as an online resolution manual. 

All state-defined reports requested by the Department will be completed and submitted as defined by the 
Department on an ad-hoc basis by our experienced staff. 

10.12 Encounter Function   
RFP Section 8.1.11 

Team Noridian’s experience with addressing encounter data today in the current IME environment in 
combination with the proven eCAMS capabilities will bring the Department a solid and mature 
solution for handling encounter activities.  

Team Noridian's claims adjudication solution supports receipt of encounter data in many formats and 
processes to improve accuracy and timeliness in claims adjudication for all Department programs. All 
encounters in a submission are processed to ensure each encounter data submission meets Department 
specified acceptance thresholds or the entire file is rejected back to the managed care organization. 
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10.12.1 Activities 
RFP Section 8.1.11.1 Requirements a through d 

Team Noridian’s capabilities align closely with the Department’s needs to receive, process, and load 
encounter data into the repository while producing and sending encounter reports to the health plans and 
the transportation broker and assist in reconciling the errors. For example, Noridian currently works with 
Magellan to resolve files that have failed processing threshold requirements. If more than one percent of 
the file records have edit errors, the entire file will be rejected. Magellan then has 45 days to send a 
corrected encounter data file back to IME. Our innovative solution will continue to provide the 
Department with the ability to ensure we will organize and provide data to analyze members' access to 
health and transportations services and quality of health and transportation care providers.  

To meet the Departments objectives for encounters processing, Team Noridian will ensure accuracy and 
adequacy of encounter data received from managed care entities and TMS, the transportation broker, who 
is also required to provide a monthly encounter data file. 

10.12.2 State Responsibilities 
RFP Section 8.1.11.2 Requirements a through e 

Team Noridian acknowledges that the Department retains responsibility for establishing policies and rules 
for encounter activities and also determining the data content and format for encounter submissions. 
These will include, but are not limited to definition and approval of communication between entities, 
reporting specifications, communication with employers, and submitting appropriate information as 
deemed necessary to be merged with MMIS history file for reporting encounter data. We will work 
collaboratively with the Department and other vendors to ensure the encounter information is captured, 
maintained, and made accessible as directed by the Department. 

Team Noridian's solution, eCAMS, allows HEDIS scores to be considered for PCP assignment logic for 
the Managed Care Programs. This will assist the Department in their assumed responsibility for reporting 
on HEDIS outcome measurements to be used for evaluating service utilization, federal reporting, quality 
assessment, and actuarial analysis. 

10.12.3 Contractor Responsibilities 
10.12.3.1 Encounter Data Submission 
RFP Section 8.1.11.3 Requirements a through b, and j 

Team Noridian has a proven solution which offers several available provider portal features specifically 
to address self-service support for managed care providers accepting the encounter data from the HMOs, 
the Iowa Plan contractor and the transportation broker. Team Noridian will also continue to accept and 
log attestations from each HMO, the Iowa Plan and the transportation broker for encounter data 
submission as required by 42 CFR 438.606.  

We are able to accept and process encounter data in different formats. eCAMS leverages our success 
integrating health maintenance organization (HMO) encounter data collection and processing in the 
Washington and Michigan MMIS implementations. For example, the Washington MMIS encounter 
processing solution involved accepting non standard submissions in X12 837 formats to accommodate 
HMO encounter submissions through the billing agency. HMOs themselves acted as submitters while 
maintaining the HMO, the billing provider, and the servicing provider on the encounter. For example, the 
MMIS system in Washington collects data from the 14 Regional Support Networks (RSNs) that provide 
mental health services for the entire Medicaid and state-run program population, or almost a million 
enrollees, and the five MCOs that serve almost 700,000 enrollees. Our solution uses industry-standard 
tools, including Edifecs XEngine, combined with tested application codes, to manage the workflow of 
data files submitted. Submitters use a Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) or a secured Web-based 
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provider portal to make submissions. The agencies use SFTP for the submission and retrieval of large 
files through automated backend processes. HMOs also use the eCAMS screens to monitor progress and 
retrieve the results of the submission through the Web interface.  

eCAMS accepts encounter data in HIPAA ANSI X12N formats such as 837 for medical claims. EDI 
batch submissions are subjected to HIPAA and Edifecs validations before acceptance into the system, and 
authorized users can track the encounter submission status online where the acknowledgement status 
column shows the batch as accepted or rejected. The unique submitter ID is linked to the accepted HIPAA 
file and enables tracking to verify how many claims were accepted for the submitter batch. Team 
Noridian will support the transmission of received encounter data to other Department and third-party 
administered systems in the 837 format or other Department-specified formats, as shown in Figure 10-31. 
eCAMS supports managed care programs in Washington and Michigan, and is configurable to manage 
the receipt and editing of encounters in multiple ways.  

 

Figure 10-31. Managed Care Encounters Processing Flow. eCAMS claims processing benefits the 
Department and users with consistent processes and views.  

These features include online submission of encounters and download of encounter transaction results 
reports (ETRRs), 820 payment details,834 enrollment rosters, and accepting the encounter data from the 
HMOs, the Iowa Plan contractor and the transportation broker.  

10.12.3.2 Encounter Submission Processing  
RFP Section 8.1.11.3 Requirements c, d, e.1, e.2, and e3 

eCAMS includes a solid automated claims processing engine that configures adjudication and work 
management rules. The core of the processing solution is the RuleIT rules engine, which serves as the 
Medicaid adjudication rules repository and an adjudication rules engine. As a centralized adjudication 
rules repository, RuleIT houses adjudication rules tied to the processing of claims and encounters to 
ensure the data is technically correct. If not, an error report will be generated and sent to the appropriate 
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plan as we currently do with Magellan today. This detailed report will identify the invalid data each plan 
and transportation broker will need to correct prior to resubmitting the file. The unique eCAMS 
“continuous flow processing” model allows constant claims processing, whether during peak or non-peak 
hours. It uses single-cycle processing, unlike the legacy system, which performs history edits using a 
daily and weekly cycle. RuleIT can execute the Department policies and federal mandates with minimal 
implementation time and can perform impact analysis on implemented rules. Its configurable, table-
driven online functionality lets the operations team manage the eCAMS queue infrastructure quickly to 
meet peak adjudication demands. These features include online submission of encounters and download 
of encounter transaction results reports (ETRRs), 820 payment details, and 834 enrollment rosters. 

The eCAMS system has the ability to shadow price encounter claims based on reasonable value of service 
data from the FFS rate schedules. As detailed in the claims system requirements section of our response, 
eCAMS processes claims using continuous flow processing. Claims move through a series of steps in a 
sequence, allowing verification and validation at each step, including submission validation, loading, 
available for loading, processing, edits processed, and account assigned. The processing is continuous in 
the sense that each step continuously monitors its inbound queue and moves claims to an outbound queue 
after completing the processing in its step. Edits will be established during DDI specifically for encounter 
claims based on the Department’s business rules.  

Team Noridian and the eCAMS system maintain five years of encounter data history for all clean 
encounter data, additional retention is determined by user control. 

10.12.3.3 Encounter Data Reporting and Distribution 
RFP Section 8.1.11.3 Requirements e4, f, g, h, and i 

Team Noridian's eCAMS solution utilizes the paid FFS claims and accepted encounter claims for 
identifying the EPSDT screening services. All the identified services are included on the reports including 
CMS-416 and HMO Encounter EPSDT counts. 

Team Noridian's eCAMS solution processes encounter data files received from the HMO s and 
transportation broker which are accepted, tested, and ultimately integrated into the MSIS data file. MSIS 
data files are created from the Operational Data Store where all claim types including encounters are 
stored in a uniformed data structure which enables eCAMS to report managed care encounters that are 
accepted in the new MMIS. The HMO encounter data will be sent to CMS in the MSIS format on a 
quarterly basis. Team Noridian’s data extracts from the Operational Data Store will include all claim 
types, as well as encounters for reporting purposes from the data warehouse or other Department 
contractors, as required by the Department. 

Team Noridian’s eCAMS solution accepts encounters in HIPAA 837 and 5010 format. All encounters are 
processed through the encounter business rules (edits/audits) including shadow pricing to determine the 
must-have-paid amount that can be used for analytical purposes. All processed encounters are reported 
back to the HMO via an ETRR on a monthly basis or as requested by the Department. 

Our business analysts in the systems unit will be responsible for the establishment and maintenance of 
these edits. These business rules are stored in the RuleIT rules engine. Edits are only implemented upon 
approval by the Department and other impacted contractors. They are tested prior to being implemented 
into production according to the agreed upon change management process mitigating risks of improper 
encounter processing.  

  




